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OUR NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1983

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., the Galt

House, Louisville, Ky., Hon. Lee H. Hamilton (vice chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Hamilton and Mazzoli.
Also present: Deborah Matz, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAMILTON, VICE
CHAIRMAN

Representative HAMILTON. The meeting of the Joint Economic
Committee will come to order. It is a pleasure for us to be in Louis-
ville this morning and I am delighted to welcome our distinguished
witnesses and guests.

We have heard a great deal in recent months about the deterio-
ration of the Nation's infrastructure-its roads, bridges, sewers,
ports, and wastewater treatment plants. Although estimates of
need range as high as $3 trillion, we have very little specific infor-
mation about actual conditions. In fact, in most instances, we are
not even aware of a potential problem until a bridge collapses or a
dam bursts.

For that reason, the Joint Economic Committee initiated a State-
by-State infrastructure study. It was begun in only four States but
interest was so widespread that all States were invited to partici-
pate. Presently, 21 States are being evaluated. Each participating
State has contributed funds which are being channeled to research-
ers at State universities. These researchers are evaluating the
present condition to the State's infrastructure and projecting State
infrastructure needs and financing capacity for the next two dec-
ades. The study will also evaluate the various options for Federal
assistance, if Federal assistance is deemed appropriate.

As you know, there is a great deal of concern in Congress about
the condition of our infrastructure. Members of Congress are anx-
ious to learn how deteriorated our public facilities really are, what
the effect is on national productivity, costs, and human health and,
finally, what the Federal response ought to be. The Joint Economic
Committee study will go a long way toward answering some of
these questions and toward providing Members of Congress with in-
formation pertinent to the consideration of important legislation.

A number of bills have been introduced which attempt to reverse
the decline in our public works investment. Bills to establish a Fed-
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eral capital budget and national infrastructure banks are pending
before the House and Senate public works committees. It is unlike-
ly, however, that any action will be taken on these bills in the near
future. On the other hand, by a vote of 306-113, the House passed
H.R. 10 on July 12. This bill amends the Public Works and Eco-
nomic Development Act of 1965 and would provide $500 million a
year for 3 years for economic development investment. This bill is
now pending before the Senate Committee on Environmental and
Public Works, which recently reported out legislation which would,
among other things, provide public works assistance to distressed
small communities, and would establish a program to provide jobs
for young adults in community improvement projects. It is antici-
pated that this bill will be considered in conjunction with the EDA
bill by a conference committee and that ultimately the legislation
will reach the President's desk.

The Joint Economic Committee will be holding hearings around
the Nation and in Washington to gather information about how
communities, businesses, and residents are being affected by infra-
structure problems, to learn what steps are being taken to cope
with the problems and what additional assistance is needed. The
result of this undertaking should be that policymakers at all levels
of Government will be better equipped to assess the magnitude of
their infrastructure needs and to prescribe proper treatment.

Although the immediate effect of infrastructure problems is local
in nature, ultimately our entire Nation suffers when roads, bridges,
and sewers in city after city and State after State are in disrepair.
Our systems of interstate commerce, transportation, and communi-
cations, as well as our national productivity, rely on effective and
efficient facilities which can be counted on to provide adequate
services on a routine and consistent basis. Improving and maintain-
ing the condition of our public facilities will assure the vitality of
our national economy. Moreover, citizens will be guaranteed safe
bridges, adequate amounts of drinking water, and sturdy dams.

Your testimony today will form a part of an extremely important
record which will, at the very least, assist Members of Congress in
trying to develop policies to preserve our public facilities-one of
the Nation's most precious resources.

I am very pleased to have Congressman Mazzoli joining us here
today.

Congressman Mazzoli serves on four separate committees of the
Congress-which is an extraordinary heavy assignment. He is on
the Judiciary, the Intelligence, the District of Columbia, and Small
Business Committees. We are delighted to have Congressman Maz-
zoli here with us and now, I would like to ask if he would like to
make an opening statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MAZZOLI
Representative MAZZOLI. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chair-

man, and I would just take a moment of the time. I want to thank
you and the members of the Joint Economic Committee for select-
ing our locality as one of the sites for the hearings on the question
of the infrastructure.
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Let me first hasten to say that every now and then someone in
Washington stumbles on a word that seems to be the kind of word
that everyone sort of bandies around-it says a lot and maybe does
not say anything. And infrastructure may have been one of those
words.

When I first heard it I thought it might have been some kind of
a submicroscopic particle that some physicist has stumbled on or
found, or it might be some new form of expletive not always de-
leted but maybe people have used.

But, of course, I came to realize what infrastructure was and I
was rather surprised, actually, when-just with respect to Louis-
ville and Jefferson County we have something like over 2,000, and
ours in not a gigantic community really, but something like over
2,000 miles of water mains, over 1,000 miles of sewer, we have over
300 busses-I guess rolling equipment fits into infrastructure, we
have over 500 bridges and over 2,000 miles of highway.

So as Vice Chairman Hamilton has said it is very important for
us to first survey our needs and then analyze what the Federal
Government can do in association with State and local govern-
ments. And this kind of a meeting should be a very strong step for-
ward.

So I want to thank Vice Chairman Hamilton, with whom I serve
on the Intelligence Committee and who has, in his short time in
Washington, become a very strong leader in the House, and not
just on economic matters-and he is the vice chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee-but in matters of foreign policy and in mat-
ters of domestic policy.

So it is a pleasure to join him again and to see all of our friends
here from Indiana and Kentucky. Thank you.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Congressman
Mazzoli. We have two panels this morning. The first will be a panel
representing State government, and we are pleased to have repre-
sentatives of four States with us-Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, and
Kentucky.

We have Lt. Gov. John Mutz from Indiana; Mark J. Rhoads, the
deputy director, Department of Consumer Affairs, Regulation and
Licensing, State of Missouri; Ms. Marnie Shaul, deputy director,
Department of Development, State of Ohio; Ms. Jackie Swigart, sec-
retary of natural resources and environmental protection cabinet,
State of Kentucky; Merl Hackbart, budget director, State of Ken-
tucky.

We are very pleased to have these high officials with us this
morning and we will begin the testimony at this time. I would
mention to our panelists that their statements will be submitted in
full as part of the record without any objection, and we will ask
them to summarize their statement in approximately 10 minutes, if
they would.

Also, if you would, speak very carefully into the microphone so
your voice will carry to the back of the room. And we will begin
with you, Lieutenant Governor Mutz. We are delighted to have
you. We appreciate your coming down from Indianapolis today to
be with us.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN M. MUTZ, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. MUTZ. Thank you very much. It seems that it might be ap-
propriate as we approach the subject to provide to you some infor-
mation which has been the result of a study done at the Indiana
University School of Business concerning the estimates of infra-
structure needs.

I, too, share the problem with the word "infrastructure," I get
kidded about it everywhere I go and it has become a piece of jar-
gonese, I guess. But for lack of a better term I will use it today.

When I speak about it I am referring to highways, roads, bridges,
transportation facilities in general, including mass transportation
facilities. The only element of what I call infrastructure that is not
included in the figures I am about to use is water. The water serv-
ice systems in Indiana largely have been financed by revenue
bonds and by increases in user service charges of some kind or an-
other, and they are not included in the figures I am about to give
you.

This particular study attempts to evaluate Indiana's infrastruc-
ture needs between the year 1982 and the year 2000. It attempts to
do this by applying different degrees of need to some of the per-
ceived needs that may be present on the part of local officials-I
think we recognize there is a varying degree of crisis in terms of
how you look at these things.

What we tried to do here was to come up with a realistic evalua-
tion. The estimate made by the researchers in this case indicates a
need between 1982 and the year 2000 in Indiana of $48.3 billion.
Against this we estimate we will receive from various governmen-
tal sources-the property tax and other sources, including user
service change-about $19 billion during the same time period.

And so the gap, if you want to call it that in this situation, in
funding to supply the kind of infrastructure I think most experts
will agree-at least in our State-is required if we are to remain a
viable entity from an economic development standpoint, is about
$29 billion.

And, of course, by the time you adjust that for inflation and so
forth, I think you are talking about a $2 billion-a-year gap on the
average during this 18 year period of time.

As the Lieutenant Governor of Indiana I also serve, by statute,
as the Director of the Department of Commerce in our State, so
economic development and job creation is my No. 1 priority and
my major responsibility. Unlike most other States, in Indiana we
actually gave the Lieutenant Governor something to do.

And as far as I am concerned, in terms of our situation, the issue
is not whether to shore up the Nation's interskeleton of transporta-
tion, power, and commerce, the issue is finding essentially the right
mix of resources and keeping financing costs down.

As far as we are concerned in Indiana the first roads to be fixed
should be those roads that lead to employment opportunities and to
the retention of existing employment opportunities in our State.

Now having said that I would mention too that if we had our
preference in Indiana as to how any estimated Federal support for
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infrastructure would be made available to us, we would opt for a
block grant in this respect.

We would opt for a block grant because we believe that the needs
in terms of infrastructure are becoming more diverse as population
shifts take place in the United States.

We also think there are some advantages for a block grant, a
general block grant, in this regard-the first being that States can
set their own priorities; the second being that the so-called log-roll-
ing approach that is sometimes associated with capital expendi-
tures at the Federal level might be avoided in this process, if some
kind of mutually agreeable formula could be developed for block
grants of this kind.

Third, we believe that because we have the ability to effectively
mix the various kinds of resources-Federal, State and local, and
private sector, on occasion-that this would be the most effective
way to use the money and would probably provide more leverage
for the money that was made available.

And then I think finally we would be able to at least in part pre-
vent what I perceive as the beginning of what may be considered
regional economic warfare in these United States.

We begin to see it in a variety of concerns-how we are going to
handle acid rain, that problem, for example; we see it in a variety
of other concerns. For years the Federal Government has support-
ed water projects in the West, probably encouraging economic de-
velopment in that part of the country, and out here in the Middle
West we lament the fact that our population doesn't grow as fast
as theirs, and as a matter of fact the question is, will we have an
infrastructure that meets the economic development needs of our
region?

And this pulling and tugging that is taking place between the
States-we see it in terms of energy resources, the use of severence
taxes in the West on coal, for example, which allows us in Indiana
to pay substantial parts of local government costs in Montana and
other places-are good examples of that kind of pushing around.

So one of the real difficult questions for the Congress to deal
with is whether or not we are going to allow the States to involve
themselves in economic warfare, or in fact, whether or not Con-
gress is going to find a way to spread the burden.

I guess my preference would be in fact to spread that burden be-
cause I believe our major focus in the United States needs to be to
continue to make our country competitive with the economic
world.

Having said that about the preference that I would express, I
think it is important to consider a second issue involving the infra-
structure. Among all of the things that local and State govern-
ments do that does occasionally lend itself to financing, it is infra-
structure improvements, and for many years, obviously, the tax
exempt method of financing infrastructure has been a dominant
feature of financing.

Recently the Federal Government has taken the position that
tax exempt financing is in fact an assault on the Federal treasury.
Now I am not sure that I necessarily agree with that particular
philosophy because sophisticated investors find ways to move their
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dollars to those areas in which they can minimize their tax liabili-
ty.

But, nevertheless, there is argument that can be made that tax
exempt financing, instruments of one kind or another, do in fact
have an impact on the amount of money received at the Federal
level.

Given the fact that we are going to have enormous financing
needs required, one of the difficult issues that Congress has to deal
with, it seems to me, is how much tax exempt financing is going to
be allowed to take place in the future.

If the question of "how much" can be resolved, then the question
is what are the priorities for its use. In this regard we are constant-
ly facing the battle of the sunsetting of IRB legislation. That sunset
date is in statute currently and when finalized it would eliminate
that method of tax exempt financing for industrial job creation
projects.

I am sure that the needs of all the States are the same in this
regard. I am not sure it is in the best interest of Indiana or the
Middle West, for that matter, to be deprived of tax exempt financ-
ing for industrial development projects, but is seems like we are
headed inevitably in that direction.

The reason we are headed in that direction is because of the
enormous competition for capital. Now that competition for capital
is not limited to tax exempt financing, of course, it is also affected
by deficits at the Federal level and other questions that are far too
numerous and complex to discuss at this meeting.

But the point I make is you at some time may have to face the
reality of the allocation of tax exempt financing to the States.
While you may not want to do that at this point-I am not sure I
would want to do it if I were sitting in Congress-I, nevertheless,
feel that may be one of the requirements for a fair and equitable
program for capital investment in the future and for infrastructure
replacement.

Having said those things about the future of our infrastructure
needs I would summarize by saying that in the Middle West, with-
out any question, and the States and their Governors having said
that economic development and job creation and job retention is
their major priority, one of the basics that every investor expects is
a reasonably priced infrastructure available to that particular com-
munity.

Of all the things that we ask of government it seems that infra-
structure is one of the key ones at least at local and State levels-
obviously at the Federal level national defense is a priority. But for
the investor he looks first, I think, at the availability of the infra-
structure, and second, at the availability of a quality public educa-
tion system.

Those are the two things that seem to have the most to do with
location decisions.

So I am suggesting to you that the Federal Government's in-
volvement in the program is one that asks us all: working in
unison find the right mix of resources between the Federal, State,
and local governments-a tough job, but that requires, in my opin-
ion, a liberal contribution by us all.
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Then finally, recognizing the fact that if we are talking about the
economic renaissance of this region of this United States, and I
think it is possible, then we have to be sure that we find ways to
adequately finance infrastructure because of all of the things that I
have to absolutely guarantee will be available to those who want to
invest in our State, this is one of the ones that is most important.
Thank you very much.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Lieutenant
Governor Mutz. Our next panelist will be Mark Rhoads, the deputy
director, Department of Consumer Affairs, Regulation and Licens-
ing, State of Missouri. We are delighted to have you. You may pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF MARK J. RHOADS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, REGULATION AND LICENSING,
STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. RHOADS. I am glad to be here. And by the way we're seeking
a change for the department next year so it might simplify matters
when I next come before you.

Representative HAMILTON. We are very good at that in Federal
Government.

Mr. RHOADS. Speaking for the State of Missouri, I very much ap-
preciate the opportunity to present testimony today on the subject
of infrastructure and the serious needs and problems which must
be addressed if we are to insure a reasonable quality of life in this
Nation. By anyone's standard, the task of rebuilding the Nation's
basic public infrastructure is overwhelming. Due to inadequate tax
revenues, extremely high interest rates coupled with an economic
recession and a general decline of Federal grants and aids, the
public and private sectors of this country have reduced the Na-
tion's infrastructure to inferior structure.

I would emphasize from the start that it is difficult to find com-
prehensive studies and information concerning all aspects of infra-
structure in Missouri. I most certainly am no expert in this area
and, in fact, in preparing this testimony had my eyes opened to the
seriousness of the inadequateness of our systems in Missouri. Dr.
Kenneth Hubbell, a professor with the University of Missouri, is
currently working on a comprehensive study relating to infrastruc-
ture in Missouri for the joint committee. His study will address, in
a comprehensive fashion, the areas and issues that I bring to your
attention this morning. I would like to acknowledge Dr. Hubbell's
assistance in preparing this testimony. °

Today, I will emphasize the current status, needs and problems
primarily associated with Missouri's roads, bridges, and wastewater
systems. I intend to only briefly touch upon ports, airports, and
mass transit. These areas represent the most immediate and criti-
cal concerns facing the State of Missouri.

By far, one of the most pressing needs relating to infrastructure
in the State is the upgrading and maintenance of the existing high-
ways. The State of Missouri ranks seventh largest in the country in
terms of highway mileage, having 118,956 miles of public roads and
street mileage in 1982. Of that, over 32,000 miles of highways are
under the jurisdiction of the State, approximately 74,300 miles of
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road are under the jurisdiction of counties and small urban centers
and approximately 12,500 miles are city streets under the jurisdic-
tion of local municipalities. The Federal Highway Administration's
standards are applicable to 35,707 miles in Missouri and have
found 58Y2 percent of those miles to be deficient in one way or an-
other. The great majority of the deficiencies relate to State sup-
ported primary and supplementary rural road systems. It is esti-
mated that the correction of these highway deficiences will cost ap-
proximately $131/3 billion. Approximately 96 percent of the total
cost would go for structural changes and improvements, with only
4 percent for resurfacing. These cost figures do not even touch
upon the over 83,000 highway miles not included in the highway
performance monitoring system.

The question which we must address in the immediate future is
how State and local governments can meet the ever increasing
backlog of necessary road improvements and upgrading. Primarily,
Missouri's highways are financed from the receipts of motor vehi-
cle fuel taxes, licenses, and fees. In 1980, road user tax revenues
accounted for approximately 72 percent of total receipts while
property taxes accounted for approximately 12 percent. The bottom
line is that total receipts for the fiscal period 1981-82 approaches
one-half billion dollars, yet we have just identified $13'/3 billion in
backlog improvements for a small portion of Missouri's highways
and roads.

The State of Missouri has even a more pressing concern regard-
ing bridges and bridge safety. At the end of 1982, the State had
23,783 bridges of all sizes and shapes. Approximately 9,250 of those
are on the State highway system with the remaining on city streets
and county roads. At the end of 1982, approximately 5,000 bridges
were declared deficient according to the guidelines developed by
the Federal Highway Administration. Even more disconcerting,
about 11,400 bridges were categorized as functionally obsolete.
Translated, this indicates that approximately 69 percent of the
bridges in the State are deficient making Missouri the fourth worst
State in the Nation. The Missouri Highway Department estimates
that given the age distribution of the over 7,000 span-type bridges
and their normal life expectancy, it should be replacing an average
of 145 bridges per year. The department has averaged less than 30
replacement bridges per year over the past few years. Bridge re-
pairs in the last 2 fiscal years were approximately one-half the
amount spent in the previous 2 years. In fiscal year 1982,
$41,357,000 was spent on bridge construction repairs and mainte-
nance. Obviously, a great need exists to maintain adequate bridges
and to protect the public from unsafe bridge conditions.

Missouri can also identify a serious backlog of needs regarding
wastewater treatment. The Environmental Protection Agency's as-
sessment of Missouri backlog needs indicates that the total cost to
meet existing needs is approximately $2,316,000,000. This trans-
lates into a per capita cost of $465, with the national average back-
log per capita cost being $387.

The 1982 total outlays for wastewater and wastewater treatment
in Missouri totaled $86.1 million. If one were to accept the EPA as-
sessment of backlog and assume that total outlays would remain at
essentially the same level, Missouri could make considerable head-
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way in meeting the wastewater needs by the year 2000. Missouri,
as well as other States in the Nation, have the Federal Govern-
ment to thank for that type of progress. The bad news is that I do
not accept the EPA analysis. Last week, I called Metropolitan
Sewer in the city of St. Louis to discuss their current needs. They
indicated that the Environmental Protection Agency has required
the city to convert to a secondary treatment system by the year
1988. That project alone, which is in the planning stages, will cost
approximately $300 million. In addition, the city of St. Louis has
another $160 million tied up in existing and ongoing improvements
to their wastewater treatment system. I sincerely believe that the
needs are much greater than anyone realizes and that the consider-
able progress that I spoke of a moment ago is improbable without
additional funding sources.

Permit me to briefly touch upon several areas regarding Missou-
ri's infrastructure and the needs corresponding thereto. An inte-
gral part of any infrastructure program for a large metropolitan
area must necessarily be urbanized public transit systems. Current-
ly, the State of Missouri has five metropolitan areas which support
transit systems. On the average, only 25 percent of the revenues to
support transit systems are generated from fares. During the fiscal
year 1982, a total of $115 million was expended to operate and
maintain the public transit systems in the five areas and an addi-
tional $44 million was spent in capital outlays for the systems.

Dr. Hubbell is currently assessing the future needs of public
transit systems. While it is difficult to assess the future needs, I
can say with some confidence that these systems require a long-
term financial commitment from Federal, State, and local govern-
ments just to maintain their current operations. It is my under-
standing that both Kansas City and St. Louis are seriously consid-
ering fixed rail systems to meet the public transit needs which are
mounting in both cities. The cost for these two projects alone is ap-
proximately $500 million. The Federal Government has historically
assisted and supported urbanized public transit systems and I
would urge continued support.

Regarding airports and ports in Missouri, I am ill prepared to es-
timate current needs and projected needs. I gather from my discus-
sions with port and airport facility operators that their needs
exceed available revenues. These facilities, like our highways and
bridges, are vital to a strong economy and to the attraction of
major industry to the State.

Since I have fulfilled my primary obligation-that is, presenta-
tion of Missouri's infrastructure needs-allow me to, at least in
general terms, address several areas which I believe would assist
the States in meeting those needs. There can be no question that
adequate investment in transportation, sewer, and water distribu-
tion systems is essential for maintaining a strong economy. The
first step in this direction, which this committee is to be commend-
ed for, is the identification and compilation of data on the condi-
tion of infrastructure and future investment needs. I firmly believe
that the State, and even more so, local governments, can accurate-
ly identify infrastructure needs so that adequate capital initiatives
can concentrate on those problem areas. One of the weaknesses of
the past with which we must now deal has been inadequate capital
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planning at the State and local government levels. As an example,
much of the sewer system in St. Louis City was haphazardly con-
structed during the Civil War period and cannot accommodate the
increased demands due to population growth which have occurred.
Adequate capital planning would have permitted the city to initi-
ate capital improvements which would balance the needs of growing
and mature areas. I am convinced that local government has, in
recent years, stepped up initiatives to improve capital planning
and I would urge other areas of the Nation to do so.

Obviously, the continuation of financing infrastructure improve-
ments must continue to be shared by the Federal, State, and local
governments. One area which, in my opinion, has been lacking in
the past, is support from the private sector. We must continue to
strengthen and expand the role of the private sector in the develop-
ment of financing options, including whether private users pay an
adequate share of the cost of capital facilities and whether private
management would improve cost effectiveness.

It is essential that continuous research and development of new
technologies for rehabilitation and construction techniques be em-
phasized and financially subsidized when possible. In addition, re-
gional or Federal clearinghouses for information sharing on inno-
vative infrastructure concepts should be encouraged.

The State of Missouri must do its share in resolving the infra-
structure problems that currently exist. The Missouri General As-
sembly should consider legislation which would permit local gov-
ernments to finance construction of new streets and sewers by issu-
ing a limited amount of special-assessment, general-obligation
bonds without a public vote. Missouri is only 1 of 5 States in the
Union which requires a two-thirds majority of those voting on a
bond issue to approve the authorization for the sale of bonds.

I firmly believe that State and local government officials are be-
ginning to realize the importance of adequate infrastructure. Last
year, the Missouri General Assembly passed legislation to permit
an additional one-half cent county sales tax, the revenues of which
would be earmarked for inadequate roads, bridges, jails, and other
major capital improvement needs. The increased sales tax, which
requires voter approval, gives the counties an additional revenue
tool to meet infrastructure needs.

Gov. Christopher Bond has embarked upon a $600 million bond
program which is designed, in part, to finance major highway and
bridge, port, airports, storm water, sewer systems, and soil conser-
vation projects. In 1982, the general assembly authorized $75 mil-
lion and will convene in October to consider authorization of an ad-
ditional $250 million. It is estimated that approximately $36 mil-
lion of the $250 million will be dedicated to upgrading and mainte-
nance of roads and highways, ports and airports. In addition $12.1
million will be spent on rural water systems and $18 million on
storm water systems in Jackson County and St. Louis City and
County.

Last week, my department announced the cities and counties
which won grant awards in the community development block
grant program. This year, approximately $12.3 million in Federal
bloc grants are going to 57 communities for renovation and con-
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struction of water and sewer systems and streets. The downside is
that for every $8 requested, only $1 was available.

There is much to be accomplished in meeting the ever-growing
demands for an adequate infrastructure system in Missouri. Em-
phasis must be placed on an organized educational system for the
citizens of the State. In the past few years, the electorate has voted
down numerous attempts to raise additional revenues for infra-
structure needs. A notable example is the 1982 defeat of a proposal
to increase the State gasoline tax from 7 cents to 11 cents per
gallon. To succeed in convincing the citizenry of the need for addi-
tional revenues, both private- and public-sector forces must be mar-
shaled.

Thank you for your patience and the opportunity to present tes-
timony today.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Rhoads.
The next witness is Ms. Marnie Shaul, who is the deputy director,
Department of Community Development, State of Ohio. Ms. Shaul,
we are delighted to have you with us and look forward to your tes-
timony.

STATEMENT OF MARNIE SHAUL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, COMMUNI-
TY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOP-
MENT, STATE OF OHIO
Ms. SHAUL. Thank you Congressman Hamilton and the Joint

Economic Committee. It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to
talk with you today about a problem that faces every State in the
Nation.

As I have listened to my two colleagues I think we may have all
gotten together ahead of time because I think the issues are so sim-
ilar for all of us.

Our analysis shows that Ohio lacks the financial resources to
meet its infrastructure needs. Although the State has raised sales
and income taxes to maintain historical levels of services, Federal
participation in nonhighway areas has declined and we have an in-
creased burden on the State.

As the Lieutenant Governor from Indiana pointed out a major
problem in the Midwest is unemployment. Ohio has set as its No. 1
priority generating jobs, and in order to generate jobs we need an
adequate infrastructure.

I will be speaking here from only the highlights of my prepared
statement. If you would like to see my prepared statement for
more numbers I would hope you would turn to that.

The data base we used was from Michael Pagano, who is a politi-
cal science professor at Miami University. He has done a graph
study as part of the study coordinated by the Joint Economic Com-
mittee.

Before I start reciting some numbers I would like to point out
that it is difficult to get precise data. I outline in my prepared
statement what some of the problems are, including such things as
some of the data that are collected essentially represent wish lists,
some of the data represents strictly engineering standards, and do
not necessarily have relationship say to how a road is used. Some
of the data are for Federal standards, and one might be concerned
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about whether infrastructure standards, particularly around EPA
wastewater treatment, are appropriate.

Let met turn to reviewing what our best estimates for the infra-
structure needs are in three important categories for Ohio-high-
ways, wastewater treatment, and water supplies.

In highways, the operation and maintenace needs are staggering.
In 1980 dollars, Ohio's total highway operations and maintenance
needs exceeded $2.3 billion, yet for fiscal year 1981 expenditures fi-
nanced from State and local own-source revenues amounted to only
$915.6 million-a gap of well over $1 billion.

Ohio's Department of Transportation says that the total of fair-
condition highways is 95 percent of urban highways and 80 percent
of rural highways. These highways all need maintenance and
repair.

Our deteriorated highways, which need reconstruction and major
rehabilitation, are 17 percent of Ohio's interstate highway traffic.

Turning to our sewer collection and treatment systems, they are
also very high. In Ohio, EPA needs survey indicates that the back-
log needs exceeded $11 billion for the State in 1982. By the year
2000, secondary treatment requirements are projected to exceed $1
billion.

New collectors and interceptors amount to over $1.5 billion in
needs. The needs figures were derived to meet the requirements of
USEPA and do not include EPA ineligible portions of wastewater
treatment systems, nor do the data include maintenance for operat-
ing figures.

Our public-water-supply systems also need attention. Currently
the backlog of expansion needs for water supply exceeds $330 mil-
lion. Including this backlog over $834 million should be spent on
municipal water supply systems over the next 40 years.

In addition, almost half of all of Ohio's water systems were con-
structed prior to World War II, so replacement and renovation
needs on existing physical plants can be expected to require sub-
stantial investment.

Let me turn now to why all this matters: The Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Indiana said it very eloquently: The States in the Midwest
have suffered very high unemployment rates.

In April this year, Ohio had approximately 650,000 people out of
work. This has been devastating. This has also forced, because of
the economic conditions, local governments to cut back on infra-
structure investment, while at the same time, outside of highways,
the Federal Government has reduced its investment in our State.

Meanwhile, our infrastructure that is existing continues to dete-
riorate. Given our economic profile it is absolutely critical that the
State of Ohio turns its attention to creating jobs. In order to do
that we need an adequate infrastructure.

Infrastructure plays a key role in retaining businesses, having
business firms expand and having new firms come first to Ohio. So
that infrastructure provides roads for markets and workers, pro-
vides water supplies and wastewater treatment, just to mention a
few that are absolutely crucial elements.

In addition, worn out infrastructure is costly in terms of both fi-
nancial and human resources. For example, the inconvenience and
delay caused by deteriorated infrastructure facilities increases time
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costs and therefore production costs, reducing a firm's com-
petitiveness.

To foster economic development in Ohio, State and local govern-
ment must target its dollars to capital investments to encourage
economic development, but our resources are not sufficient to meet
the capital needs I have described so far.

Let me tell you just a little bit about what the State budget has
been like in the -last few years. Economic downturn very seriously
affected our resources. First, in 1982, we had to have some cutbacks
and temporary tax increases. In addition, we raised our gasoline
fuel tax because of reduced revenues in that area.

When Governor Celeste took office in January 1983 we faced a
projected deficit of over one-half billion dollars. He made additional
cutbacks and made the income tax increase and sales tax increases
permanent in order to avoid a deficit.

So you can see that we are attempting to keep raising our taxes
in order to raise revenues. But when we look at the infrastructure
needs I just cited before that is not going to be adequate to finance
the infrastructure for economic development.

We did some gap work as well. Comparing the projected capital
expenditures based on our revenue estimates for the years 1984
and 1985, with the revenue needs we have talked about we calcu-
lated an unfinanced gap for bridges, State highway capital pro-
grams, State and local highway operations and maintenance, and
wastewater treatment for EPA-eligible portions.

The gap for fiscal 1984 is projected to be $1.9 billion. We also pro-
jected a gap for the biennium which is $3.9 billion. The size of this
gap is so substantial that any measurement problems we might
have in infrastructure I think are unlikely to detract from the real
need for more revenue.

Since we have the attention of the Federal Government today I
would like to turn to just a few things I hope--

Representative HAMILTON. Just a very small portion of it.
Ms. SHAUL. It seems appropriate to speak of Ohio suggestions for

Federal policies. In the past, the Federal Government has played a
major role in providing infrastructure resources and directing
public works policy. Through its matching conditions and grant
policy the Federal Government in recent years has encouraged
State and local governments to assume greater fiscal responsibility
for their infrastructure needs, and I think States have attempted to
do this.

However, because of the Federal Government's ability to make
substantial infrastructure investment it must determine what
areas, such as interstate highways and wastewater, are of national
interest or have substantial interstate effects.

Once the Federal Government has designated these investments,
they should be funded primarily with Federal dollars. Matching re-
quirements for States on this type of investment should be low.

The Federal Government should attend to how Federal regula-
tions affect particular regions. For example, the 5-cent Federal gas-
oline tax has regulations which restrict activities to large scale re-
surfacing, reconstruction, rehabilitation, and repair.

This prevents Ohio from doing necessary patchwork activities
with Federal dollars.

29-792 0 94-2
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Differences in States, as pointed out earlier, such as population
growth versus stable population, imply differences in infrastruc-
ture needs. Growing States probably prefer capital expansion
whereas States with stable populations, like some of those in the
Midwest may prefer a greater emphasis on maintenance.

This suggests that Federal funds might be more effective as block
grants for infrastructure in order to allow the States more choice
in how to allocate resources given differing State priorities.

It may be useful for the Federal Government to evaluate the ap-
propriateness of various standards and regulations related to infra-
structure facilities in order to decide which projects to fund and
what requirements to stipulate.

Since the amount of resources needed for infrastructure at all
levels of government is so enormous, stringent requirements should
be evaluated to assure their applicability for particular States. For
instance, safety standards or expansion requirements may not be
appropriate for a road in less populated areas where use is mini-
mal. It is this type of evaluation and careful distribution of regulat-
ed funds that would help the Nation's States and localities develop
cost-effective infrastructure projects.

As I have tried to emphasize in this testimony, the magnitude of
the infrastructure problem for Ohio as well as other States, sug-
gests that we should not look at infrastructure as pork barrel proj-
ects. Instead, all levels of government need to look at the role of
infrastructure in the context of overall capital investment.

Although short-term construction jobs that result from infra-
structure investment are important, the long-term effect of infra-
structure on economic development is crucial for making States
and the Nation competitive in world markets and for improving
citizen's lives.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Shaul follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARNIE SHAUL

It is a pleasure to have the opportunity to talk with you today about a problem

that faces every state in the nation: the adequacy of existing infrastructure

and our ability to invest in new bridges, roads, sewers. and the many other

critical components of public investment. Our analysis shows that Ohio lacks

the financial resources to meet its infrastructure needs. Although the state

has raised sales and income taxes to maintain historical levels of service

delivery, federal participation in non-transportation areas has declined, putting

an increased burden on the state. 1 Ohio's major problem is unemployment, so

state government has as its number one priority the retention and expansion

of existing firms and encouraging the birth of new firms. An adequate infrastructure

is essential to achieving our development goals and improving the quality of

life for all Ohioans.

The data base I relied on to address these issues is derived from a draft

report on Ohio's infrastructure which is part of a national infrastructure study

coordinated by the Joint Economic Committee. The principal investigator for

the Ohio infrastructure study is Michael A. Pagano, Assistant Professor of Political

Science at Miami University. Some of the tables he prepared are in a data appendix.

1 Although the federal government has increased grants to Ohio over the years,
the reason can be explained because from FY 81 through FY 85 revenues from federal
fuel tax and unemployment insurance increased; therefore fewer federal dollars
were available for other infrastructure activities.
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DATA AVAILABILITY

Before I report on Ohio's infrastructure, I would like to raise a qualifying

consideration. I and others can recite numbers about needed infrastructure, but

these numbers do not carry the exactness of a 12 inch ruler. The difficulty in

obtaining precise data serves as an obstacle in defining the precise scope of

the infrastructure problem. One measurement problem is that existing "needs

assessment" are often nothing more than "wish lists." Needs should be related

to other social or economic objectives, rather than just to "wishes." Needs

should also be concerned with usage or demand for infrastructure rather than

strictly engineering design and safety standards. Although design and safety

are importantcpmponents-of any-needs analysis, cost-effectiveness must be

considered as well. Unfortunately the needs figures reported herein were

derived from documents that dealt minimally with cost-effectiveness, but they

are the best estimates we have.

Another measurement problem is that infrastructure investment takes

place at the local, state and federal levels of government, making a

comprehensive data base difficult to compile. State agencies do

have data; however, this information often is compiled for reasons other
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than an infrastructure needs analysis and is therefore not a complete

and accurate assessment of the nature of the infrastructure problem. For

instance, because of the Clean Water Act and the EPA grants for wastewater

treatment (mandated by P.L. 92.500. the federal Water Pollution Control

Act Amendments), data are collected by the state at the Ohio Environmental

Protection Agency for approximately 500 of the 800 wastewater treatment

plants in Ohio. Most of the data, however, refer to the needs of wastewater

treatment systems in terms of meeting the fishable/swimmable goals of

federal legislation. Given the gap associated with these goals. one might

be concerned about the realism of the standard itself. Furthermore, the

needs estimates do not include replacement and rehabi~Jtation-requirements---

of already constructed systems.

A final example of measurement problems is in the maintenance of

highways and bridges. The Ohio Department of Transportation Operations and

Maintenance data (O & M) refer almost exclusively to the state-owned system

(approximately 19,000 miles) which is a small proportion (17 percent) of the

total (approximately 110,820 miles of streets, roads, and highways). In order

to gain some perspective on the non-state system, estimates for the remainder
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of the system are based on the assumptions used to derive needs estimates for

the state system - a less than totally satisfactory approach.

Although as previously noted, a statewide comprehensive data base does

not exist for Ohio's infrastructure facilities, the Urban Institute of

Washington D.C. has published quite complete reports on two of Ohio's

major cities, Cleveland and Cincinnati. These studies, titled "The Future

of Cleveland's Capital Plant" and "The Future of Cincinnati's Capital

Plant," address the cities' urban capital stock and the costs of improving

it. As is the case with most infrastructure needs assessments, the list of

desirable and even necessary capital projects far exceeds the available

financing resources. These studies are indicative of the seriousness of the

problem facing local governments in financing infrastructure. This type of study,

if conducted at the local, state and federal levels, could help Ohio, and other

states, develop a crucial infrastructure data base to rely on in making

financing decisions.

The Magnitude of Infrastructure Needs in Three Important Areas

Having given you some caveats about the precision of our data, I would

like to review our best estimates of Ohio's infrastructure needs in three
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important categories: highways and bridges, wastewater treatment and

water supplies.

Highways and Bridges

The gap between the needs estimate for Ohio's state and local governmental

units and the total state and local expenditures on operations and maintenance

(O & M) is staggering. In 1980 dollars, Ohio's total highway 0 & M

needs exceeded $2.3 billion, yet the FY 1981 expenditure financed from

state and local own-source revenues amounted to only $915.6 million. Based

on a 1981 Ohio Department of Transportation study of the state's highway

performance and monitoring system, the vast majority of Ohio's highways are

in "fair" condition which would indicate need for maintenance and repair

activities. The total of "fair" condition highways is 95 percent of

the urban highways and 80 percent of the rural highways. Of the "deteriorated"

highways, which are defined as in need of reconstruction and major rehabilitation.

most of the roads are on the urban interstate highway system or the interstate

system in rural areas. The deteriorated portion of Ohio's system accounts

for 17 percent of Ohio's interstate highway traffic.
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The capital needs for Ohio's primary and urban highway systems. interstate

highways, and bridges also fall drastically short of the expenditure levels for

capital improvements.2 For instance, the capital needs for 1981 for just the

primary and urban system programs far outweighed the 1981 expenditures for the

entire highway and bridge system (See Tables 1-4).

Sewer collection and treatment systems

Expenditures for operations, maintenance, and capital improvements of

sewer collection and treatment systems increased rapidly between 1976 and

1980. In current dollar terms personnel costs increased 40 percent; 0 & M costs

increased over 70 percent: interest on debt increased by almost 90 percent; and

capital costs went up by 60 percent, mostly as a result of federal laws, EPA grants

and state participation. These figures might be compared to an inflation rate

of 44.9 percent. Even with what appears to be substantial federal participation,

the Ohio EPA Needs Survey for 1982 indicates that in order to meet the needs of

six categories of wastewater treatment systems, federal and local expenditures

must be augmented immediately and substantially. Backlog needs alone exceeded

$11 billion for the state in 1982, the largest unmet needs occurring in the

2 Needs are estimated based on engineering safety design standards which
may not correspond to system use.
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area of the treatment and/or control of stormwater ($4.8 billion backlog)

followed by a $3.9 billion backlog in the category of correction of combined

sewer overflows.

By the year 2000, the needs estimate for Ohio (in 1982 dollars) are

projected to climb 40 percent (to $3.4 billion) over the 1982 figure, an increase

that discounts the effects of inflation. The largest category of expenditures,

secondary treatment requirements, is projected to exceed $1 billion, while

new collectors and interceptors amount to over $1.5 billion in needs. The

needs figures, as indicated above, were derived to meet the requirements

of EPA, not to replace, rehabilitate, or restore EPA ineligible portions of

wastewater treatment systems, and certainly not for maintaining and operating

the system. Indeed, since maintenance is a wholly local responsibility, no

estimates are available for maintenance needs on these systems (See Table 5).

Public water supply systems

Over 1600 public water supply systems exist within the state of Ohio

supplying over 1,438 million gallons daily (MGO) to almost 9 million

inhabitants. The major source of water for the municipal water supply system

is Lake Erie with lesser amounts from inland surface water, underground water

and the Ohio River.
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Currently. the backlog of expansion needs exceeds $330 million and

670 MGD. If that backlog is addressed, which officials at the state considered

impossible, over $300 million would need to be spent between 1980 and 2000

(or $15 million annually) and $195 million between 2000 and 2020 (or over nine

million annually). Including the backlog of expansion needs, over $834 million

(1980 dollars) should be spent on municipal water supply systems over the

next forty years. The state of Ohio, through Ohio Department of Natural

Resources' Division of Water, can participate in some water projects in which

case the state becomes part owner. It has requested over $84 million for FY

85-88, but expects to receive considerably less. That price tag, however, is

almost inconsequential when compared with just the backlog of expansion needs

($330 million, See Table 6).

Although water systems are generally in good fiscal condition, their

capital needs for expansion exceed projected revenues. According to one

official at Ohio EPA, almost half of all Ohio's water systems were constructed

prior to World War 11, so replacement and renovation needs of the existing

physical plant must surely play an important role in any water
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authority's capital plans. The expansion needs cited above, therefore, become

only a small part of the overall water supply needs of the state when discussed

in conjunction with renovation and replacement needs of an aging water system.

Unfortunately no data on these latter sets of needs exist in aggregate form.

LINKING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TO INFRASTRUCTURE

The nature of Ohio's infrastructure problem is integrally related to the socio-

economic transformations the state has experienced in the past decade. Ohio, like

most states in the Industrial Heartland, has suffered a high rate of unemployment

and out-migration. As of April 1983, approximately 650.000 people were jobless

in Ohio. Before 1980, Ohio's unemployment rate was similar to the national average;

however, since 1980, Ohio's rate of unemployment has been 25 percent higher than

the national rate. The hardship implied by these numbers has been stressful

for state and local governments in Ohio. The devastating effect of the economic

situation in many Ohio communities such as Youngstown, which had an unemployment

rate that peaked at 22 percent in November 1982, has forced local governments

to cut back infrastructure investment at the same time that the federal government

has placed more responsibility on state and local governments for providing

infrastructure. Meanwhile, an increasing amount of Ohio's infrastructure
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facilities is becoming older and deteriorated; much of it requires preservation,

restoration and maintenance repair.

Given the economic profile in Ohio, it is imperative that Ohio and

its local governments approach the infrastructure issue in relation to the

state's economic development and job-generation strategies. Infrastructure

plays a key role in fostering the expansion, retention, and creation of

small business because it provides an operating base of necessary support

services -- roads for markets and workers, water supply. and wastewater

treatment, to mention a few.

In contrast, worn out infrastructure is costly in terms of both financial

and human resources. For example, the inconvenience and delay caused by

deteriorated infrastructure facilities increases time costs and therefore

production costs, reducing a firm's competiveness. In Ohio 721 bridges on

the state highway system are characterized by a sufficiency rating of less

than 50 percent, which means these bridges need to be replaced. If these

bridges are unable to be used, economic development incentives are greatly

reduced.
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Thus, it seems that in order to foster economic development in Ohio,

as well as enhance the overall quality of life for citizens, Ohio's state

and local governments must target their limited financial resources for

capital investment in a way that encourages economic development.

However, state and local resources alone are insufficient to meet the

capital needs described here.

STATE REVENUES AND THE NEED GAP

The economic downturn in the United States' economy damaged considerably

the fiscal picture of Ohio in FY 82 and FY 83. Cutbacks in proposed outlays

and temporary increases in the state income and sales taxes were employed in

FY 82. After Governor Celeste assumed office in January 1983, the state faced

another projected deficit in FY 83 of over one-half billion dollars. Additional

cutbacks of $282 million were ordered and the income tax and sales tax became

permanent in order to avoid a FY 83 deficit (See Table 7). Further, as a

result of declining fuel tax revenues (due to decreased consumption levels

and more fuel-efficient automobiles), tax increases went into effect over

a two-year period between 1981 and 1982 on fuel consumption in order to generate
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funds for Ohio's highway programs. Gross revenues from motor vehicles

fuel taxes fell from $416.6 million in FY 79 to $377.9 million in FY 81.

Due to the tax increases which raised the tax per gallon from seven cents

to 12 cents, motor vehicle fuel tax revenues increased to $554.7 million

by FY 82 (See Table 8).

Although Ohio's revenues increased by about 22.5 percent in FY 83 compared

to FY 82 because of the aforementioned tax increases, revenues in this

biennium are expected to grow slowly -- by 11.2 percent in FY 84 and 7.2

percent in FY 85. Revenue from the federal government also is expected to

rise from $2.3 billion in FY 82 to over $3.3 billion in FY 85, an increase

from 21 to 23 percent of total state revenues.

Transportation is an extremely important part of state infrastructure

spending so the total federal-state budget of ODOT deserves special mention.

Total ODOT revenues for FY 84 are projected to increase by 21.8 percent

(from a total of $868.5 million in FY 83 to $1074 million) and then to decrease

slightly by FY 85 to $1040.4 million. The FY 84 total ODOT budget increased
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dramatically over the FY 83 budget primarily because of federal grant increases

due to anticipated revenues from the five cents per gallon increase in the federal

motor fuel tax. Federal Bridge Replacement funds also will increase significantly.

Revenues from the federal government are estimated at $556.1 million in

FY 84 and $545.0 million in FY 85 -- almost double the FY 83 figure of

$265 mi 11 ion.

Comparing projected capital expenditures based on revenue increases in

FY 84 and FY 85 with infrastructure "needs" cited earlier, an unfinanced

"gap" was calculated for bridges, state highway capital programs, state and

local highway 0 & M, and wastewater treatment (EPA-eligible portions only).

The gap for FY 84 is projected to be $1.9 billion and for the biennium FY 84 -

FY 85, $3.9 billion (See Table 9). The size of this gap is so substantial

that the measurement problems mentioned earlier are unlikely to detract from the

real need for more revenues to make infrastructure adequate.

STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING OHIO'S INFRASTRUCTURE

Two ideas which may not be innovative but certainly could be

advantageous to Ohio's approach to infrastructure needs are a public

education campaign and the coordination of federal and state funds

used for infrastructure.
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One of the essential elements to tackle successfully the infrastructure

problem is a public education campaign at all levels of government.

Despite news coverage that has heightened the awareness of a potential

infrastructure crisis, it is imperative that governments educate citizens

about the magnitude of the problem and the serious consequences of inadequate

government capital investment. Much infrastructure is invisible, either

because its underground or because deterioration occurs slowly. So,

during recent periods of financial stress, infrastructure maintenance and

capital expenditures were deferred in order to minimize the reduction of

other services -- especially programs that have better organized constituencies.

This pattern of postponing capital investment must be changed.

A second direction that Ohio recently has begun to take is treating infrastructure

as one element in a comprehensive approach to economic development and financial

allocations. Infrastructure investment should leverage funds from a variety of

federal, state, local and private sources in order to develop a coordinated

and strategic approach to Ohio's economic development and in order to

enhance the quality of life in the state's communities.
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For instance, this year a portion of the Ohio Small Cities Community

Development Block Grant Program's 1983 funds are targeted to alleviate the

tragic effects of unemployment and business decline. Integral to this goal

are programs designed to leverage dollars for infrastructure improvement

particularly for designated community reinvestment areas. The state's

mixed formula/competitive system is focused so that a "critical mass"

of public infrastructure investment can be reached and jobs are generated.

Similarly. Appalachian Regional Commission grants to Ohio support

projects that generate jobs in Appalachian Ohio. Approximately $4

million will be spent over the next year on infrastructure. Furthermore,

it is our intention to join the ARC and CDBG programs whenever possible

for maximum effect.

An idea we are now considering is a tracking system to compile a

place-specific breakdown of state and federal capital investment dollars.

With this type of investment overlay the state could better analyze whether

or not the allocations make sense from a developmental perspective and

29-792 0-84-3
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the extent to which the expenditures generate jobs. For Ohio, with its

high unemployment and stable population, both federal and state

infrastructure resources may be more effective if targeted to maintenance

and repair rather than to new construction. The notion of developing a

comprehensive approach to investing infrastructure funds is one that deserves

to be pursued at both the state and federal levels.

Finally. an old remedy for infrastructure financing -- user charges --

needs to be re-examined for appropriateness both at the state and local

level. User fees not only provide funds but also reveal public preferences,

important information in determining actual need.

THE FEDERAL ROLE

In the past, the federal government has played an important role in

providing infrastructure resources and directing public works policy.

Interstate highway systems and wastewater facilities are examples of

areas that the federal government historically has been involved in. Through

its matching conditions and grant policy, the federal government in recent

years has encouraged state and local governments to assume greater fiscal
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responsibility for their infrastructure needs, except for highways. Ohio has

begun to assume this responsibility by increasing its gasoline and personal

income taxes.

Because of the federal government's ability to make substantial infra-

structure investment, it must determine which areas, such as interstate highways

and wastewater, are of national interest or have substantial interstate effects.

Once the federal government has designated these investments, they should be

funded primarily with federal dollars. Matching requirements for states on

this type of investment should be low.

The diversity of the states and the complex array of issues around

infrastructure policy suggest that the federal government should attend

to how federal regulations affect particular regions. For instance, the

five cent federal gasoline tax, although useful, has regulations which restrict

activities to large scale resurfacing, reconstruction, rehabilitation and

repair. This limitation prevents Ohio from doing necessary patchwork activities

with federal dollars. So if the state wants to use federal dollars for interstate

roads, it is forced to wait until road deterioration is in an advanced stage

before initiating improvements.
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Differences in states, such as population growth versus stable population,

imply differences in infrastructure needs. Growing states probably prefer

capital expansion whereas states with stable populations may prefer a greater

emphasis on maintenance. For example, because Ohio has a sizeable highway

system already in place, the state is more in need of funds for maintenance

than for new construction. This suggests that federal funds might be more

effective as block grants for infrastructure in order to allow the states

more choice in how to allocate resources given differing state priorities.

It may be useful for the federal government to evaluate the appropriateness

of various standards and regulations related to infrastructure facilities in

order to decide which projects to fund and what requirements to stipulate.

Since the amount of resources needed for infrastructure at all levels of

government is so enormous, stringent requirements should be evaluated to

assure their applicability for particular states. For instance, safety

standards or expansion requirements may not be appropriate for a road in

less populated areas where use is minimal. It is this type of evaluation

and careful distribution of regulated funds that would help the nation's

states and localities develop cost-effective infrastructure projects.
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As I have tried to emphasize in this testimony, the magnitude of the

infrastructure problem for Ohio as well as other states, suggests that

we should not look at infrastructure as pork barrel projects. Instead, all

levels of government need to look at the role of infrastructure in the context

of overall capital investment. Although short-term construction jobs that

result from infrastructure investment are important, the long-term effect

of infrastructure on economic development is crucial for making states and the

nation competitive in world markets and for improving citizens' lives.



Table:
Pavement Condition of Ohio's Highways
by Functional Classification, 1981

Rural
t No. Per-

DVMT DVMT Mi les cent

2,561 15.3 166 18.8
11,332 67.8 545 61.9
2,814 16.8 170 19.3

16,706 881 100.0

Percent
State Re-
sponsi -
bility

100.0

Urban
t No. Pe r-

DVMT DVMT Miles cent

Interstate
4,122 14.5 113

19,217 67.6 448
5,089 17.9 104

28,428 654

17.2
66.9
15.9

100.0

Other Principal Arterials
Good
Fai r
Deteriorated.

Minor Arterials
Good
Fai r
Deteriorated

Major Collectors
Good
Fair 2
Deteriorated
Unpaved

1,646 17.2 230 14.9
7,338 76.6 1,202 78.o

592 6.2 109 7.1
9,575 1,541 100.0

2,o84 18.1 582 17.9
9,082 79.0 2,612 80.4

326 2.8 56 1.7
1,492 3,250 100.0

204 1.0 163 1.4
0,213 99.0 11,646 98.6

0 0.0 0 0.0

20,417

Minor Collectors
Good
Fair
Deteriorated
Unpaved

11,810 100.0

117 2.7 140 1.9
3,716 87.3 6,471 85.9

13 0.3 27 0.3
412 9.7 893 11. 9

4,259 7,530 100.0

100.0

100.0

Other Freeways and Expressways
1,044. 17.4 46 i3.8
4,566 36.1 267 79.5

396 6.6 22 6.7
6,000 336 100.0

Other Principal Arterials

23,082 100 1,967 100
5 0 0

23,087 1,967 100

Minor Arterials
56 0.4 2

14,165 99.6 2,623
0 0.0 0

73.8 4 ,220
2

2,626

0.1
99.9
0.0

100.0

Collector 4 0 1 2 0. 1
5,438 99.9 3,894 99.9

0 -- -- --

-- -- I 0.0
17.7 5,442 3,897 100.0

Interstate
Good
Fa i r
Deteriorated

Percent
State Re-
spons i -
bi I ity

100.0

100.0

77.1

35.6

4.9



Table 1
(contd.)

Pavement Condition of Ohio's Highways
by Functional Classification, 1981

Rural
% No. Per-

DVMT DVMT Miles cent

NA
NA
NA

NA NA
NA NA
NA NA

56,840

NA
NA
NA

Percent
State Re-
spons i -
billty

0.0

Urban
% No. Per- Percent

DVMT DVMT Miles cent State Re-
spons i -
bility

NA NA NA
NA NA NA
NA NA NA

1 9,492

NA
NA
NA

0.0

CO
CA

Condition Rating: Good = PSR of 3.5 or greater; Fair - PSR of 2.0 to 3.4; Deteriorated = PSR of 1.9 or less.

Source: Computer print-out from ODOT, Bureau of Technical Services, July 1983.

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study,"
draft study prepared by Michael A. Pagano.

Loca l
Good
Fa i r
Deteriorated
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Table 2

Capital and Maintenance Expenditures
for Ohio's State-Owrned Highways
(millions of current dollars)

Maintenance
(own force)

S36.O

45.0

49.4

62.6

40.7

39.7

45.2

48.9

55.0

56.3

59.3

61.8

Maintenance
Contracts

$25.4

29.6

16.6

28.8

31.2

NA

NA

NA

Total
Maintenance

$36.0

45.0

49.4

62.6

66.1

69.3

61.8

77.7

86.2

NA

NA

NA

Actual expenditures; accounts closed, from Ohio
Statistical Report, Fiscal Year 1982.

DOT, Financial and

2
Appropriation; some accounts are still open, from same source as

Footnote 1.

3
Requests as presented in The State of Ohio's Executive Budget for the

biennium July 1, 1983, to June 30, 1985, prepared by The Office of
Budget and Management.

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study,"
draft study prepared by Michael A. Pagano.

19741

1 975 1

1976

1 9772

1 9782

1 9792

1 9802

19812

1 9822

1 9833

l 9843

l 9853

Cap i tal
Improvement

$360.6

348.5

395.4

363.2

346.0

430.4

307.9

325.7

627.7

594.3

768.8

743.8



Table 3

COUNT DLISTRIBUTION MOR BRIDGES ON THE STATE SIONWAY sYSTEII

LISTED BY OWNERSHIP 04aLntenan.e Reeponpibilityl, ESTIMATED REMAINING LIFE AND DOSICIENT BY BUPFICIENCY
ao ot OCTOBER 19BSNOTE, EstiLnate of re.oining life are the judgments of tho applicable Stole District Bridge Engineera or Ohio Turnpike Bngieers,.All Bridges 10' or Bore in ovorall length ovor or currying an Interotato, U.S., Or State RoutO *r- counted

ESTIMATED REMAININ6
LIPE IN YEARS

Loss than 5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
60
90

Totals

DSoico-l By
Sotficlionev
Leo. th.n 501

50 thru a0o

Totelo

l Id NIN ACuNCY Ulaintoining Ag-.cy)Crlntneiclude State-Cit Stae-Cun Cont-County City-COuntv 510.
OHIO COUNTY i 

SYSTEMODOT T BOPIXE TOWHSBIP MUNICIPAL YEDERAL RAILROBD PRIVATE COMBlNATION UNENOWN TOTALS
310 0 34 2 0 91 U 0 * 3651,172 20 162 6 0 71 4 12 0 1,4532,279 U 271 35 2 103 13 17 0 *27202.367 S 274 66 2 51 7 19 U 2,7914,234 2 374 202 2 79 24 25 U 4,942086 1 107 27 0 9 6 13 0 1,249114 U 12 2 0 0 0 3 0 13121 0 3 1 U 0 0 0 0 2539 602 2 0 0 1 0 0 6 441 6 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 7

11,634 630 1,245 341 6 324 54 93 0 14,327

605 2 92 I I a, o

3,660 275

4,265 277

526

618
86

B'0

16

26

4 30

S 39

. _3 .

721

45598
5, 319

Source: OOT, Ohio State Transportation Program: Bridges (February 1981).
Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study," !draft study
by Michael A. P'apgno. I

I 0
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Table 4

Hiahday Onerat ions and

Maintenance Expenditures
and "Needs"

(0 £ M -- 100% State Funds)

Personal Services

Supplies & Maintenance
Material

New 1 Replacement
Equi pment 2

Research

Maintenance Contract:
Bridge Plint &

Repair

Interstate 4
Maintenance

Spot Patch,
Slips, etc.

Guard Rail 
6

Pavement MakinRL7

Signinr r. Lighting

Raised Pavement
Markers

8
Roadside Maintenance

Resurfacing
9

Replacement of Heavylo
Capital Equipment

Capital Improvements Ifo
Lands & Buildings

Actual
FY 80

S133,129,000

47,430,000

2, 653,000

I ,200,000

7,584, 0o

4,411 ,000

2 ,634 ,000

214,000

1,927,000

1 ,927,000

229,000

204,000

25,429,000

6,447 ,000

3,772,oOO

TOTAL $237,804,000

App rox .
FY 81

S144,319,000

Appropri -
tion for
FY 82

$154,625,000

1980 Dollars
Desi red

$192,000,OOC

53,515,000 56,oO4,000 60,000,00c

2, 032, 000

1,200,000

2 ,840,000 3 ,995 ,oOC

I ,200,OOt

7,687,000 *8,000,000 10,000,00C

5,400,000 6,500,000 6,000,000

3 ,931 ,000

2 ,470,000

3,800,000

3, 698,000

2, 000,000

520,000

35,002 ,000

5,040,000

2,750,000

2 ,710,000

2 ,710,000

I ,800,000

I ,000,000

92,101,000

7,860,000 8,400,000

1 7,000,000

7,600,000

4,500,000

4, 500,000

3 ,000,000

I 884 ,00u

99,786,00C

8,300,000

5,228,000 5,000,000 5,775,000

$278,662,000 $350,130,000 $425,540,000
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Highway Operations and
Maintenance Expenditures

and "Needs"

(Table 4 cont'd)

I of Employees
I Admin. Plan. & Ser. Const. & Oper. TOTAL

Nov. '75 679 1,388 6,214 8,281
Nov. '80 648 994 5,185 6,827
Desired 678 1,084 6,465 8,227

Exp. for FY 80: $133,129,000
(approx.) for FY 81: $144,319,000
FY 81 "Desired": $192,000,000

2 "Desired" based on 6 year replacement cycle for 1,500 autos and 1,750 vans &
trucks; also, replacement cycle for communications equipment at 10 years as
recommended by FCC rather than current 15 years.

3 Assumes doubling current rate of painting 366 of the 7,500 bridges on Rural
State Highway System that need painted every 10 years (there are 11,634
bridges on this system)

4 Performs maintenance within cities of 100,000 or more

5 Estimated that St of system must be im royvdannuaLly_(spot patching mainly -
on secondary system) which is badly needed:

Spot patch, seals, cracks -jo-in-t-s- $ 7,000,000
Slides & slips 6,000,000
Drainage and Ditch Repair 2,000,000
Fence Replacement 2,000,000

$17,000,000

68.96 million feet are substandard.
Assume 35 year cycle for replacement or 267,745 linear feet per year $2,700,000

Upgrade 448,000 linear feet per year 4,500,000
Assume 4 year paint cycle for non-galvanized guardrails or

943,500 linear feet per year 400,000
$7,600,000

7 Assumes 12,000 miles of center line, 5,000 miles of lane line, 17,00b miles
of edge line.

8Erosion Control, Seeding, Sodding, Fertilizing, Mowing and Herbicidal Spraying.
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Hiohway Operations and
Maintenance Expenditures

and "'eeds"

(Table 4 cont'd)

9Assume a 10-year resurfacing cycle:
Interstate: 1,250 miles x 1/10 x $132,500/mile = $16,562,500

Four lane: 1,350 miles x 1/10 x $102,250/mile = 13,803,750

Two lane: 14,800 miles x 1/10 x $41,500/mile = 61,420,000

Urban: 1,600 miles x 1/10 x $50,000/mile = 8,000,000

(Excludes federal 3R allocation) $99,786,000

656 pieces of heavy equipment have depreciated to a point where they have

no book value; estimated replacement cost = $12 million

1122 ODOT garages (of 326 buildings) are older than 40 years.

Assume 3 county garages replaced/year = $3,400,000

plus other building replairs/replacements.

Source: State of Ohio, Department of Transportation, Ohio State Trans-

pootrtion Program: State Highway Operations and Maintenance

(February 1951 )

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study," draft study

by Michael A. Pagano.
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Table 5

EPA Estimates of Backlog
Needs and Projected Year 2000

Needs by Category
(millions of 1982 dollars)

Backlog Backlog Projected
Needs, Needs, Needs,
1980 1982 2000

I Secondary Treatment $652 $693 $1,045

I1 459 462 641
I IA Advanced Secondary Treatment --- 393 522
IIB Advanced Treatment --- 69 119

IIIA Infiltration/inflow 255 134 135
Correction

11IB Major Sewer System Re- 13 21 21
habi itation

IVA New Collectors and 663 669 806
Appurtenances

IVB New Interceptors and 312 464 781
Appurtenances

Correction of Combined 3,695 3,878 3,878
Sewer Overflows

VI Treatment and/or Control 4,847 4,753 4,753
of Stormwaters

Total I-IV $ 2,354 $ 2,443 $ 3,429

TOTAL $10,896 $11,074 $12,060

Source: 1982 Needs Survey. Cost Estimates for Construction of
Publicly Owned Wastewater Treatment Facilities, December 31. 1982.

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study,"
draft study by Michael A. Pagano.
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TABLE 6: Expansion (Capacity) Needs of Municipal Water Supply Systems
(1980 Dollars)

Backlog 1980-2000 2000-2020 TOTAL
Cost $331,864,000 $307,526,000 $195,028,000 $834,418,000
MGD 670.14 629.92 350.88 1,650.94

SOURCE: ODNR, Water Resources Development Section, Division of Water,
THE OHIO WATER PLAN: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT NEEDS FOR PUBLIC WATER
SUPPLY, 1982 (Draft Document).

Cited in: An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study,"
draft study by Michael A. Pagano.
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TABLE 7

INCOME - ALL FUNDS
FISCAL YEARS 1980 THROUGH 1985

(IN MILLIONS)

Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual
INCOME SOURCE 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Personal
Income 1,137.4 1,245.6 1,362.1 2,134.0 2,538.9 2,832.6

TOTAL 8,101.7 9,428.2 9,904.0 12,132.0 13,485.2 14,462.6

Source: OEM, Exucutive Budget for The Biennium, July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1985.

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study,"
draft study by Uichael A. Fagano.
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TABLE 8

Gross Revenues from
Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax

($millions)

$350. 1
371.2
371.4
371.3
379.6
397.7
405.8
416.6
391.7
377.9
554.7

All Fuel Gasoline
(millions of gallons)

5,133.1
5 ,463. 3
5,459 .4
5,458.4
5,593.5
5,835.4
5.951.7
6,100.4
5,730.0
5,455.6
5,252.4

4,673.5
4,940.6
4,902.9
4,929.9
5,031.5
5,212.8
5,284.8
5,365. 1
4,999.1
4,723.1
4,508.2 *

*Incorporates tax increase

SOURCE: ODOT, "Motor Vehicle Fuel Taxes", May 1983, internal document
developed for testimony to Ohio General Assembly (these figures do not
correspond with those in Table 25; these data are revised as of May 1983).

Cited in: "An Analysis of Ohio's Infrastructure: A Case Study," draft
study by Michael A. Pagano.

F.Y.

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
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Table 9

Preliminary

Gap Between Projected Expenditures and
"Needs" for FY 84 and for the FY 84-FY 85

Biennium

(Millions of nominal dollars)

FY 84 FY 84-FY 85

Bridges $38.5 $89.7

Federal Aid
Highways (1) (150) (250)

Local Highway NA NA

0 & M - State 181 384.3

0 & M - Local 1,684.1 3.368.2

Wastewater
Treatment 149 298

Total $ 1,902.6 $ 3,900.2

(1) Because "needs" estimates were developed for the Federal Aid Secondary

system which is 8,482 miles in length, capital "needs" for the state system

presented in Tables 8-10 represent only a reduced portion of total "needs".

Total primary, urban, and interstate "needs" amount to $330 million (1980

dollars) on an annualized basis. By inflating the $330 million annualized "needs"

figure, it is estimated to be $417.8 million in FY 84 and $441.6 million in FY 85.

2-792 U-84-4
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The state expects to spend approximately $530 million per year (excluding bridge

outlays); therefore, the gap between "needs" and revenues results in a net

"surplus" of $150 million in FY 84 and $100 million in FY 85. Again, because of

the exclusion of the secondary system (which is almost half of the entire Federal

Aid systems), these figures are misleading. Also, the principal reason for the

"surplus" is the projected federal revenues based on the nickel-a-gallon tax.

If FY 83 capital outlays --- which were made prior to the new federal gasoline

tax -- are compared with "needs", the picture changes dramatically. In FY 83,

capital outlays were only $426 million compared with "needs" of $400 million

for a much smaller net "surplus" than the FY 84 and FY 85 projections. However,

after FY 85 the picture may worsen considerably. If total revenues tend to

stabilize after FY 85, the "needs" gap will become insurmountable because of the

following reasons: (1) "needs" estimates for the Primary system after FY 85 are

estimated to be $8.7 billion (1980 dollars); (2) "needs" for the Interstate

system after FY 86 are projected at $432.7 million (1980 dollars); (3) "needs"

for the Urban system are predicted to exceed $586 million (1980 dollars); (4)

the Secondary system has yet to be included; and (5) inflation, even if only

modest, can wreak havoc with any cost projections.
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Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much. We have two
statements from the Commonwealth of Kentucky. I think the first
is to be delivered by Merl Hackbart, who is the budget director,
State of Kentucky. Mr. Hackbart, we are pleased to have you, sir.

STATEMENT OF MERL HACKBART, BUDGET DIRECTOR, STATE OF
KENTUCKY

Mr. HACKBART. Thank you for the opportunity to address this
committee concerning the infrastructure needs of Kentucky and
the responsibilities of each level of government to assist in meeting
that need for the next decade.

I guess at the outset I move to congratulate the State of Missouri
regarding their innovativeness in the selection of their respondent
this morning. I only wish that we had gone with our initial plan
and selected Mr. Bridges who would complement Mr. Rhoads.

The concern of the State regarding infrastructure, and the con-
cern of Governor Brown's administration, is a natural one based
upon the importance and fundamental importance of infrastruc-
ture to economic development.

Over the past year, considerable national attention has been fo-
cused on the condition of our Nation's infrastructure. Population
growth, deterioration of facilities due to age or lack of mainte-
nance, and changing technologies have caused our existing infra-
structure to become inadequate to the demands of a growing soci-
ety.

This problem has been exacerbated by the revenue implications
for State and local governments of the most severe economic reces-
sion since the 1930's and the record high deficits being experienced
by the Federal Government.

I applaud this committee's efforts to solicit testimony from State
and local officials in order that all levels of government can evalu-
ate their present and future "infrastructure actions." Such evalua-
tion can lead to more effective decisions regarding the enhance-
ment of and financing for our Nation's public infrastructure.

A clear and concise definition of infrastructure is required in
order to deal with broad public/private sector and intergovernmen-
tal issues. To some extent the terms "infrastructure," "public
works," and "public capital investment" have been used inter-
changeably. However, programmatically, they are often perceived
to denote different public sector investment efforts. Public works
has tended to infer those works constructed by the Government for
the public's use or service, a rather narrow term in meaning.
Public capital investment is somewhat more inclusive and typically
refers to the tangible long-term investment made by Government
for physical structures. However, the all-inclusive term, and cur-
rently popular one, hence the one used throughout our discussion,
is infrastructure, taken to mean the basic installations and facili-
ties on which the economic growth of a community or State
depend.

Beyond this rather broad definition, the term infrastructure can
usually be broken down into three types which may permit us to
more effectively deal with intergovernmental relationships and re-
sponsibilities in this area. These categories are as follows:
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-BASIS PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

Basic or traditional infrastructure includes highways, public
transit, airports, municipal water supply, wastewater treatment,
and other investments in basic public service facilities.

HUMAN SERVICES PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

Human service infrastructure is provided as part of State and
local governments' programs to meet human service needs, such as
educational and humanities facilities, as well as correctional facili-
ties.

QUASI-PUBLIC DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

The newest form of infrastructure, has emerged over the past
several years, and involves direct State and local government in-
vestment in specific economic development and revitalization proj-
ects such as civic centers, parking garages, hotels, and other joint
public private ventures. In a time of record-high interest rates, and
a depressed economy, public sector involvement in these economic
development revitalization infrastructure projects has emerged as a
major public sector activity. Such risk sharing efforts have the ulti-
mate goal of enhancing the general economic welfare of citizens by
making substantial financial commitments through the mechanism
of State and local bonded indebtedness.

The importance of basic infrastructure to Kentucky is consider-
able. The Commonwealth's agricultural and coal mining economy
dictates a strong need for the basic or traditional infrastructure
system. This need is increased over the remainder of this century
when you consider that Kentucky's population is expected to grow
nearly 30 percent by the year 2000, occurring predominately in the
rural areas of the State. This will require sizable investment in
drinking water and wastewater treatment facilities if minimum
Federal quality levels are to be met.

The second and third types of infrastructure are also very impor-
tant to Kentucky. We are presently under a court order to reduce
the prison population in our existing facilities, and our mental hos-
pitals are old and in need of replacement. The last session of Ken-
tucky's General Assembly authorized the sale of $20 million in
bonds to construct a new mental health facility and renovate an-
other. Another $66 million in State bonds will be requested over
the next few years to finance the capital investment needs of our
correctional system. In Kentucky, local school district construction
is primarily a local funding responsibility. The projected need in
Kentucky for classroom facilities alone is $340 million. The Ken-
tucky School Building Authority has authorized bond sales of $90
million for construction of new buildings, building additions, ad-
ministrative offices, and bus garages since 1978.

Economic development is the cornerstone of Kentucky's future.
The Brown administration sought, and the legislature authorized
in 1982, $100 million in bonds in order to assist the private sector
in developing a strong and diversified economic development pro-
gram. This program is for construction of industrial parks, river-
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port development, downtown development, and recreational facili-
ties.

Therefore when one assigns responsibility for the financing of in-
frastructure programs, we must look at the entire infrastructure
package. Kentucky is not alone in funding the economic develop-
ment infrastructure activities. Many States are moving into this
area and it is emerging as a responsibility of the States and local-
ities to finance this type of infrastructure. The same is true of the
infrastructure for human needs such as correctional and education-
al facilities. These are State programs and the infrastructure needs
associated them should be the responsibility of the States and local
units of government.

This leaves us with the basic or traditional type of infrastructure
to be funded by all three levels of government. The need for this
infrastructure investment is not only substantial for Kentucky, but
for the entire nation. The Congressional Budget Office in its
report,"Public Works Infrastructure: Policy Considerations for the
1980's," estimated annual capital needs for all States from 1983 to
1990 for traditional infrastructure programs. These needs under
current Federal policy, total over $53 billion (1982 dollars). This
figure includes $27.2 billion annually for highways, $6.6 billion an-
nually for wastewater treatment facilities, and $7.7 billion annual-
ly for drinking water supply (see chart A).

CHART A-ESTIMATED ANNUAL CAPITAL NEEDS FOR SELECTED INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAMS UNDER
CURRENT FEDERAL POLICY, 1983-90

[In billions of 1982 dollars]

Ne Rea,
Infrastructure system Total CNs - Repairs

tn tioo andreplacement

Highw ays ..................................................................................................................................... 27.2 9.9 17.3
Public transit............................................................................................................................... .5.5 2.2 3.3
Wastewater treatment.. ................................................................................................................ 6.6 6.1 .5
Air traffic control........................................................................................................................ .8 .1 .7
Airports........................................................................................................................................ 1.5 1.0 .5
Municipal water supply................................................................................................................ 7 .7 3 .6 4.1

Total............................................................................................................................... .53.4 25.2 28.2

Source Congressional Budget Office, "Public Works Infrastructure: Policy Considerations for the 1980's."

Before we discuss the historical funding pattern for the basic or
traditional infrastructure system, let us examine the fiscal condi-
tion in which the States now find themselves. Unlike the Federal
Government, virtually all States are required to end their fiscal
year without deficits. This is becoming increasingly difficult for
States to accomplish. In Kentucky, for example, since 1980, we
have experienced revenue shortfalls of $1 billion in addition to the
$900 million in Federal funds we have lost over this period (see
chart B).
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State Tax Revenue Shortfalls During the Brown Administration*
(in million of dollars)

Million. of Dollar
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Fi.xlYe.r 1980 1981

State Tax Revenue Shortfalls
(in million of dollars -rounded)

FY FY FY FY FY
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 Total

General Fund 48 140 206 165 164 723
Road Fund 22 56 89 S0 30 247

970

1982 1983 1984

*In addition to these state tax revenue shortfalls, the
Commonwealth has also experienced federal budget cuts

of approximately $900 million during this same period.

FY 1980 -1983 data are actual.
FY 1984 data is estimated.

Road Fund-l

eneral Fund E
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The news from Washington is that the economy is growing and
that the recession is coming to an end. Most States have yet to ex-
perience the effects of any upswing in the economy. In fact, fiscal
year 1983 saw more States implementing budget reduction strate-
gies than in fiscal year 1982. Twenty-seven States implemented
across-the-board cuts in fiscal year 1983, up from 17 in fiscal year
1982. Twelve additional States implemented selective program cuts.
Twenty-seven States enacted permanent tax increases and 24 en-
acted temporary increases, which were not for new or expanded
programs, but were necessary to maintain the existing revenue
base. Over the past 2 years 36 of the 50 States have imposed tax
increases (see chart C).

CHART C.-SUMMARY CHART (50 STATES) STATES ADOPTED VARIOUS AUSTERITY MEASURES

Fiscal year-
Measure

1982 1983

Across-the-board cuts. 17 27
Selective program cuts .25 37
Permanent revenue increases........................................................................................................................... 12 27
Temporary revenue raising measures............................................................................................................... 14 24
Capital finance to bonds.5 6
Move general funds to:

Special funds.......................................................................................................................................... 8 17
Other government entities....................................................................................................................... 1 3

Unpaid employees furloughs............................................................................................................................. 4 9
Hiring limits..................................................................................................................................................... 37 42
Layoffs............................................................................................................................................................. 20 22
Restricted travel:

Ou . . . . . . ..e.24 32
In-state................................................................................................................................................... 16 23

Sourct "Governors; Response to Fscal Austeriy' August 1983, National Governors' Association and National Association of State Budget Ofters.

A survey by the National Governors' Association and the Nation-
al Association of State Budget Officers underscores the problem of
State finances when it reports that the aggregate surplus for State
governments was $4.7 billion in fiscal year 1981, $2.3 billion in
fiscal year 1982, and $0.5 billion in 1983. The 1983 surplus repre-
sents 0.2 percent of current expenditures.

State taxes made up 48 percent of State revenue while nontax
revenue, including Federal grants, totaled 25.3 percent of States'
1981 income. The percentage of nontax revenue is projected to de-
cline to 16.4 percent of State budgets by 1985.

Besides the reduction in Federal grants coming to the States,
Federal tax reductions contained in the Economic Recovery Tax
Act (ERTA) of 1981 will negatively affect State revenues. The Na-
tional Governors' Association estimates that the accelerated cost
recovery provisions contained in ERTA will cost the States $2 bil-
lion in lost corporate tax revenues. Kentucky estimates that it will
lose $65 million per year.

The reasons for the deterioration of the fiscal health of the
States can primarily be placed in the deepest and longest recession
this country has experienced in its history. Besides the recession,
there are three other major reasons for the plight in which the
States find themselves. The first factor was a drop in the inflation
rate from 10.3 percent in fiscal year 1981 to 3.3 percent in fiscal
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year 1983. This drop was not anticipated by the State revenue fore-
casters; thus, tax receipts from sales and individual income taxes,
which are affected by the inflation rate, did not materialize as ex-
pected. The second reason for the decline is the fact that the reces-
sion followed so closely on the heels of the tax revolt movement
that swept this country in the late seventies. Had this revolt been
followed by a period of economic growth, then State revenues may
have been sufficient to maintain services, but due to the long reces-
sion State governments were forced to use their surpluses and fi-
nally cut services and raise taxes. The third is the reduction in
Federal aid between fiscal year 1981 and fiscal year 1983 which
placed additional burdens on State governments at the same time
revenues from traditional sources were stagnant or falling.

This reduction in the growth of State tax receipts is coming at a
time when the nontax revenue portion of the budget (Federal
funds) is decreasing by 9 percent over 3 years, while mandated
services are substantially the same.

Considering the present fiscal condition of the States and the fact
that real growth in State revenues is projected to be limited over
the next several years, we must look elsewhere for financial sup-
port for the basic public infrastructure system. This is expecially
true when one considers that States are almost totally responsible
for funding the other major categories of infrastructure, that is,
human services public infrastructure, and quasi-public develop-
ment infrastructure.

The concern shared by many of us in State and local government
is that while the Federal Government is reducing Federal financial
assistance to the States for federally mandated programs in the
health and welfare area, a similar trend appears to be emerging in
the Federal support for the basic public infrastructure system. Be-
tween 1980 and 1982, the proportion of total spending on infra-
structure activities undertaken by the Federal Government has de-
clined. Thus, the share of the burden borne by State and local gov-
ernments increased. This decline in Federal support is estimated
by the Congressional Budget Office to continue. The Congressional
Budget Office reports that the annual capital spending needs for
the basic or traditional infrastructure system is about $53.4 billion
annually under current Federal policy. The Federal share of this
total would be about $28.2 billion, or 52.8 percent. This would rep-
resent a decline from 54.6 percent in 1982 (see chart D).

CHART D.-ANNUAL SPENDING ON CAPITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
[In billions of 1982 dollars]

Federal State and local
Year Total

Amount Percent Amount Percent

1960 ......................................... $14.0 41.8 $19.5 58.2 $33.5
1965 ......................................... 18.2 46.1 21.3 53.9 39.5
1970 ......................................... 16.7 41.3 23.7 58.7 40.4
1975 ......................................... 18.9 50.9 18.2 49.1 37.1
1980 ......................................... 22.0 55.4 17.7 44.6 39.7
1982 ......................................... 20.1 54.6 16.7 45.4 36.8
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It should be apparent that infrastructure investment and mainte-
nance is a problem of national scope in terms of the financial re-
sources needed to support the system. A trend of declining govern-
ment spending on infrastructure as a proportion of overall spend-
ing has occurred at both the Federal as well as the State and local
levels. Spending by all levels of government on infrastructure has
declined from 2.2 percent of gross national product (GNP) in 1960
to 1.3 percent of GNP in 1980. The U.S. General Accounting Office
points out that State and local capital investment as a percentage
of total budget outlays declined from approximately 25 percent in
1960 to 14 percent in 1980. Faced with revenue constraints and in-
creased demands for other services, many State and local govern-
ments have chosen to balance their budgets by deferring or elimi-
nating capital investment and maintenance. The Federal Govern-
ment has acted in similar fashion. Such recent action represents
deferrals of the necessary financial commitments to the infrastruc-
ture system.

Kentucky has begun to meet the infrastructure financing prob-
lem directly. In addition to the State and local support for econom-
ic development projects and capital investment in correctional
facilities, mental health hospitals, and educational institutions,
Kentucky has recognized the need for additional financial support
for the basic or traditional infrastructure systems. For example,
the 1980 Kentucky legislature authorized the sale of $300 million
in revenue bonds to construct or reconstruct roads which enhance
economic development in the Commonwealth.

Recognizing that the ability to finance public infrastructure is a
major challenge to the Commonwealth, the Brown administration
is pursuing a wide variety of capital 'planning initiatives to deal
with emerging investment needs. Among these are: the develop-
ment of a Strategic Planning and Program Analysis (SPPA) proc-
ess; the creation of formal evaluation criteria for the review of cap-
ital projects; the comprehensive assessment of infrastructure in-
vestment needs; the utilization of debt management procedures,
and the development of a 5-year capital plan identifying public
service infrastructure needs for State government through fiscal
year 1989.

In conjunction with the SPPA process, we have recognized the
need to create evaluation criteria for the review of capital projects.
These evaluation criteria will enable us to prioritize capital con-
struction projects such that the projects which have the greatest
need, while producing the maximum benefit for the dollars invest-
ed, will receive initial consideration. Within the Finance and Ad-
ministration Cabinet's Office for Policy and Management, a Capital
Construction Task Group has been working on this issue and
should complete a report regarding the formal evaluation criteria
by early fall.

One of the first steps should be the identification of future and
existing needs for infrastructure investment. To accomplish this
task, the Finance and Administration Cabinet, through a contrac-
tual agreement with the University of Kentucky's Martin Center
for Public Administration, is conducting a study of the Common-
wealth's future infrastructure needs. The results of this soon to be
published study will assist Kentucky officials in a twofold fashion:
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identifying infrastructure needs in aggregate terms; and establish-
ing strategies for infrastructure needs.

By reviewing the historical levels of expenditure for infrastruc-
ture in Kentucky by the Federal, State, and local governments, the
study provides a base from which future capital planning can be
undertaken. Preliminary results from the study reveal that from
fiscal year 1975 to fiscal year 1982 the Federal Government pro-
vided over half of the funds used for the construction of highways
and bridges, wastewater treatment, and water supply facilities in
Kentucky (see table).

CAPITAL OUTLAYS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF INFRASTRUCTURE SELECTED CATEGORIES-
FISCAL YEARS 1975-82

[In millions of 1982 dolars]

Federal State Local Total

Highways and bridges .............................................................................................. 1,37 5. 2 1,535.4 NA 2,910.6
Wastewater treatment.............................................................................................. 510.8 NA 140.0 650.8
Water supply............................................................................................................ 251.7 NA 3 47.7 599.4

Total ........................................................................................................... 2 ,137.7 1,535.4 4 87.7 4,160.8

Percent ....................................................................................................... 51.4 36.9 11.7 1 00.0

In addition, the study attempts to project the level of infrastruc-
ture need Kentucky will experience over the next several years. At
this time, the preliminary draft of the case study is under review
by the Finance and Administration Cabinet and conclusive results
are not yet available for some infrastructure categories.

If the level of Federal funds and State tax revenues committed to
financing the Commonwealth's infrastructure remains constant,
while the need to increase infrastructure investment grows, the
only feasible alternative for the State is to finance infrastructure
needs through bonded indebtedness. However, the amount of debt a
State can support is also limited. That limitation is generally con-
ceded to be a function of the State's future revenue flows and de-
mographic patterns. Thus, it is recognized that the Commonwealth
can only sell a limited amount of bonds for any given fiscal year
and maintain its bond credit rating. Therefore, constant real com-
mitments of Federal and State revenues supplemented by debt-fi-
nancing may still be insufficient to meet the infrastructure needs
of a growing society.

Incidentally, the growing importance of bonded indebtness in the
infrastructure financing picture has led the administration to es-
tablish a comprehensive debt management program. The Finance
and Administration Cabinet, as an integral part of the strategic
planning and program analysis process, is attempting to achieve
two debt management related objectives. First, 28 debt authorities
currently exist in Kentucky State government. For debt manage-
ment to be a successful portion of the strategic planning process,
centralization and coordination of the State's debt authorities is
needed given emerging State needs and financing capabilities.
Without such control, the assignment of infrastructure priorities
cannot be achieved. Hence, the Cabinet has developed debt issu-
ance review procedures which require the debt authorities of the
state to finance only those projects which have been identified as
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short-term priorities through the strategic planning and program
analysis process.

Second, the Cabinet has been working to develop a "debt capac-
ity index" for the Commonwealth. This index will be utilized to
identify a manageable level of new debt which the State can sup-
port for a given budget period. Again, this index is based upon the
State's revenue patterns and demographic patterns.

These two debt management initiatives are integral to the suc-
cess of the Commonwealth's strategic planning and program analy-
sis process and, thus, the future funding of the State's infrastruc-
ture requirements.

In concluding my statement, I would like to touch on the future
role of the Federal Government with regards to infrastructure.

As I stated previously, there are three distinct types of infra-
structure, and State and local governments have virtually total re-
sponsibility for two of the three. However, it is the basic public in-
frastructure system where responsibility is divided among all three
levels of government.

I feel, as I'm sure most State and local officials feel, that the Fed-
eral Government has a role and a responsibility in developing and
maintaining our basic infrastructure system. How this role should
evolve over the coming decade and beyond is the question.

The General Accounting Office states that "The federal-aid high-
way program may have set the stage for deterioration of the na-
tions highways by effectively subsidizing State and local construc-
tion, but not maintenance." This emphasis on new construction
needs to be curtailed in favor of allowing State and local govern-
ments to repair existing facilities which are now allowed to deterio-
rate and thus require funds for new construction.

This committee should review the present Federal standards and
priorities and determine whether Federal funds could be better uti-
lized by granting more flexibility to the States when setting prior-
ities and standards. While the States have been less than encour-
aged with the block grant approach in other areas under the
Reagan administration, a concept similar to block grants, or special
revenue sharing for infrastructure projects, may be useful.

The infrastructure needs of each State are dependent upon eco-
nomic and demographic characteristics. To base the Federal fund-
ing of infrastructure facilities on a formula applied to all States
does not fairly distribute available funds. Furthermore, the disburs-
ing of funds to each State on a project-by-project basis creates ex-
cessive administrative costs. The Environmental Protection Agen-
cies [EPA] wastewater treatment construction grants program re-
flects this point. By employing population as a dominant factor in
the EPA funding formula a bias toward the more urban and indus-
trial States is created. In addition, the Environmental Protection
Agency makes 500 to 700 projects each year. According to the Con-
gressional Budget Office, in 1981 perhaps $10 million in Federal ad-
ministrative costs could have been reallocated to direct Federal aid
if a revenue-sharing arrangement had been in effect.

Under such an infrastructure revenue-sharing plan, each State
would receive an amount of funds based on its demonstrated need,
population, and economic condition. Once received, it would be the
State's responsibility to establish priorites for the expenditure of
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these funds. In addition, using these funds, States could create
bond banks or pools from which local governments could borrow at
reasonable interest rates. Furthermore, it would be the individual-
State's decision whether to use these funds for new construction or
maintenance and rehabilitation of existing facilities.

Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to express some
concerns from Kentucky on this subject of importance to us all.
There is a lot of discussion today regarding our intergovernmental
system and the relative roles of responsibilities of the States and
the Federal Government. Hopefully, the area of infrastructure will
give us an opportunity to work together at all levels of government
to address this critical national need.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Hackbart.
We will conclude the first panel this morning with the testimony of
Ms. Jackie Swigart, secretary of the natural resources and environ-
mental protection cabinet. Ms. Swigart, we are delighted to have
you.

STATEMENT OF JACKIE SWIGART, SECRETARY, NATURAL RE-
SOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET, STATE
OF KENTUCKY

Ms. SWIGART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and also Congressman
Mazzoli. My remarks today will address the areas of drinking
water supply, water quality, and water resources, which are the re-
sponsibility of my cabinet.

Under Kentucky revised statutes 146, 151, 223, and 224, the cabi-
net is statutorily responsible for achieving the Commonwealth's
safe drinking water, water quality maintenance, and water re-
sources management, including water availability, goals. To carry
out its responsibilities in these three areas, the cabinet operates
regulatory, education and technical assistance, and in the past, cap-
ital construction programs.

While it is the principal decisionmaking agency, the natural re-
sources and environmental protection cabinet is not the only entity
involved in developing and managing the Commonwealth's wealth
of water resources. In addition to the cabinet, at least eight other
State agencies are engaged in some aspect of capital provision or
regulatory programs relating to water-based public works. Also nu-
merous substate organizations, to include municipalities, county
governments, and special water districts, have a direct and signifi-
cant role in water management decisionmaking. Further, as many
as 20 Federal agencies in the Departments of Interior, Army, Agri-
culture, and Commerce, as well as independent agencies like the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, are intimately involved in infrastructure decisions affect-
ing the Commonwealth's water,

Of equal importance, the legislative branches of both Federal
and State government establish the overriding direction for each
administrative agency's water projects and programs. Last, the pri-
vate sector must certainly be included in the lengthy list of parties
engaged in water facility investment and development. Without
question, this complex array of factors must be recognized and
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taken into consideration when addressing State and National water
infrastructure needs.

WATER-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE

Perhaps more than any other type of public works structure,
water facilities exemplify the capital dilemma facing the Common-
wealth. Simply put, the problem is one of increasing need, result-
ing from facility obsolescence and deferred maintenance, expanded
demand for services, and continued introduction of previously un-
addressed environmental and performance standards, versus de-
clining resources.

This situation has not emerged overnight, as pointed out in a
recent Congressional Budget Office [CBO] report on public works
infrastructure. Federal spending for water resources development
and water supply has declined or remained constant since the early
1960's. Coincidentally, State and local expenditures committed for
both purposes have remained constant-for water resources devel-
opment-or increased only slightly-for single-purpose municipal
water supply-while a new source of capital for municipal point-
source wastewater treatment has been available since the early
1970's. The CBO report also presented data indicating that aggre-
gate Federal and non-Federal construction spending under title II
of Public Law 92-500 has been less annually than the per annum
amount spent by local jurisdictions for wastewater capital and op-
eration and maintenance [O&M] costs during the 1960's and early
1970's. As a final note, CBO correctly reported that increasing
amounts of money are being spent on water supply, wastewater
treatment, and water resources facility O&M relative to new con-
struction costs.

A more detailed review of Kentucky's water quality and
wastewater treatment, water supply, and water resources needs
and expenditure trends serves to strongly validate CBO's national
conclusions.

WATER QUALITY-WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Any effort to establish future capital requirements for water
quality maintenance must begin by assessing past investment pat-
terns. Although only crudely representative, it is probably reason-
able to conclude that previous public wastewater treatment
expenditures, with the exception of any backlog of uncompleted
projects, are roughly equivalent to past point-source control needs.
Table 1 summarizes estimated public expenditures for point-source

TABLE 1.-Estimated municipal wastewater treatment expenditures 1972-1982
[In millions of dollars]

EPA construction grants program.............................................................................. 485.3
Other Federal grants and loans l 2 ............................................................................ 129.0
Local debt and revenues 13 .................... . .. . . . . 200.0

Total...................................................................................................................... 814.3
Extrapolated from 1975-1982 data.

2Based on FmHA, HUD, EDA, and ARC data.
3 Based on 1982 Kentucky local Debt Report.
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municipal wastewater treatment in Kentucky for the period 1972
through 1982. Private treatment expenditures are not reflected in
the table.

The $814 million total figure presented in table 1 assumes a 75
percent Federal and 25 percent non-Federal matching requirement
for conventional treatment and an 85-15 cost-share for innovative
systems. Importantly, a review of past facility funding indicates
that many smaller communities have utilized loan and grant funds
obtained from Federal agencies other than the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to provide most or all of their required non-Fed-
eral match.

According to EPA's 1982 Needs Survey, point-source municipal
wastewater treatment expenditures in Kentucky would need to
total approximately $2.5 billion and $3.1 billion for 1980 population
backlog needs and 2000 population projected needs, respectively, in
order to meet water pollution control requirements for the eight
previously eligible construction grant categories. However, eligabi-
lity and reserve capacity changes resulting from the 1981 munici-
pal construction grants amendments, Public Law 97-117, reduce
the 1980 population backlog needs level to approximately $372 mil-
lion for five facility categories currently eligible for funding. Table
2 -presents a summary of Kentucky data by eligibility category
from the 1982 Needs Survey.

INVESTMENT NEEDS FOR WASTEWATER FACILITIES, 1982-2000
[In millions o 1982 dollars]

En8or ed Prniete
Faciiy 198e0 ateedms20

popuettion population

I.......... Secondary treatment ..................................................................................... ................... 294 . ......................... 397
1l-A............... Advanced secondary treatment......................................................................................... 83 112

Il-B . Advanced treatment..........................................................................................................0 0
I-A .infiltration/inflow .104 104

I-B . Major rehabilitation of sewers..........................................................................................5 5
IV-A . New collector sewers........................................................................................................ 398 477
IV-B New intercepter sewers .161 524

V. Correction of combined sewer overflows.......................................................................... 1,450 1,450

Total............................................................................................................................ 2,499 3,070

Source Tables 1, 15, and 21; U.S. EPA, 1982 Needs Survey cast Estimates for construction of publidy owned wastewater treatment tadlities;
December 31, 1982.

Elimination of eligible categories and reserve capacity, that is ca-
pacity for future growth, should not be misconstrued or misinter-
preted to mean that a need for treatment no longer exists. Instead,
the deletion merely shifts the burden for addressing certain prob-
lems away from the Federal level to State and local governments.

In some categories however, the Needs Survey may actually over-
estimate needed investment in treatment facilities. A perfect exam-
ple would involve those stream segments that are degraded by
causes other than wastewater and where secondary or better treat-
ment of municipal discharges will not, by itself, result in compli-
ance with ambient or instream surface water quality standards.
Since approximately 60 to 65 percent of the current pollution load-
ing in the Commonwealth is attributable to nonpoint pollution
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sources, Kentucky may encounter many stream segments like
those referred to in the preceding example. Clearly, the limited fi-
nancial resources now, contributed by Soil Conservation Service,
the Agricultural Stabilizational and Conservation Service, and the
Forest Service for landconservation and the control of nonpoint
source pollution are wholly inadequate to address the magnitude of
problem. While yet unquantified and, therefore, unconsidered, capi-
tal investment requirements for the State to abate nonpoint
sources of pollution could be staggering.

As a final observation, the figures that have been presented do
not include any real consideration of facility maintenance, repair,
rehabilitation, or replacement costs. These amounts will become
even more significant when the new Public Law 97-117 cost-shar-
ing percentages (55 percent Federal and 45 percent non-Federal for
convention systems and 75 percent Federal and 25 percent non-
Federal for innovative systems) for facility construction are im-
posed in Federal fiscal year 1985. The impact of this conflict is in-
escapable when it is recognized that non-Federal entities in Ken-
tucky will have to double their current capital spending just to
meet projected construction needs under the new cost-sharing for-
mula.

Overall, legislative changes in the construction grants program
will make it exceedingly difficult for Kentucky's rural and smaller
urban communities to properly plan for and construct wastewater
treatment facilities. This prospect is especially troublesome since
rural communities, where water quality has historically been less
degraded, are projected to experience the State's greatest popula-
tion growth through the year 2000 and beyond.

Last, I do not wish to leave the impression by talking about the
year 2000 that Kentucky's financial needs are exclusively long-
term. Rather, the problem is immediate. Between 1983 and 1987,
approximately $195 million of Federal and non-Federal funds will
have to be expended just to address the needs of large and small
communities currently comprising Kentucky's construction grants
priority list.

Possible solutions to the capital financing problem facing the
commonwealth's wastewater facilities are varied. Of the options
available, greater self-sufficiency through the imposition of equita-
ble rate systems and user charges that are sufficient to retire debt,
pay for O&M, and accumulate replacement funds must be viewed
as the preferred choice. Other State alternatives include more fully
utilizing the revenue bonding and dedicated tax capability of Ken-
tucky's pollution abatement authority, targetting financial assist-
ance for water quality enhancement through source protection, and
insuring that facilities are properly designed and economically
managed. In addition to a continued commitment of Federal finan-
cial support through EPA and other Federal agencies, other nation-
al options, such as allowing States to use construction grants as
loans, as provided for in S. 532, and the ability to use funds for fa-
cility repair and rehabilitation rather than only new construction,
present worthwhile alternatives. Finally, other alternatives, to in-
clude sound land management and development practices, private
sector financing, and European approaches to environmental pric-
ing, require continued exploration and adoption where appropriate.
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WATER SUPPLY, TREATMENT, AND DISTRIBUTION

Approximately 3 million people, or about 85 percent of Ken-
tucky's 1980 population, presently rely on slightly more than 1,000
public systems to supply their water. Of the total number of sys-
tems, the rates of only 21 percent are regulated by the State's
public service commission. The remainder consist of municipal sys-
tems, systems operated by schools and educational institutions, and
systems operated by and serving single business establishments. In
addition, approximately one-third of Kentucky's rural population
relies on private, individual water supply sources, such as wells,
springs, cisterns, et cetera.

Problems plaguing Kentucky's water supply systems are virtual-
ly identical to those articulated by CBO in the National infrastruc-
ture report. The three include, first, deteriorated or inadequate dis-
tribution systems, second, the need for new supply sources, and
third, inadequate treatment facilities. Little data is available, how-
ever, to establish the severity of each problem and, therefore, for
use in estimating water supply investment need. Because of the
lack of substantiating data, it is again necessary, as with
wastewater, to assume for the purpose of presenting a figure on
future financial requirements that past investment expenditures
have basically met investment need. We must clearly recognize
that such is not the real world case because of the acknowledged
problems of deteriorated or inadequate treatment and conveyance
systems. In fact, if past expenditures and needs were roughly
equivalent, we would not have the treatment and distribution
system problems that are known to exist in the State. While undoc-
umentable, it is also my opinion that insufficient water supply
sources are an important State problem.

Recognizing the inherent discrepancy in the preceding assump-
tion, table 3 presents an historical summary of publicly owned
water supply system expenditures for the period 1972-82.

TABLE 3.-HISTORICAL EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLICLY OWNED WATER SYSTEMS
[In millions of dollars]

General
grants and Local debt Total

loans

1972-1974 1 ........ ,.,.,.,,,.,........,,,.,,,,....,,.....,,,,,,.,....,..,,,,,,,,.....,. 94.4 130.4 224.8
1975-1982 .... ,....,..,..,,,... .2 251.7 3 347.7 599.4

Total ............................................. 346.1 478.1 824.2

Extrapolated from 1975-1982 data.
2 ARC, EDA, FmHA, and HUD data.
3 1982 Kentucky Local DMrt Report Data.

By combining historical expenditure levels with projected popula-
tion growth, a first cut estimate of investment needs for water
supply, treatment, and distribution can be derived. Use of this ap-
proach yields an approximate investment need of $1.4 billion to
$1.5 billion between 1982 and 2000. This figure may not be truly
representative because of several factors. First, the figure does not
reflect investment costs required to correct existing deficiencies. It
must, therfore, be inflated to include them. Second, the inflated
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value would overestimate need because (a) not all of the new popu-
lation growth will be serviced by public systems, (b) variable levels
of excess or growth capacity already exists in many systems, (c)
system consolidation and regionalization will take advantage of
scale economies to improve efficiency and reduce costs, and (d)
since future demand is nonlinear, a saturation level of service pro-
vision will be reached beyond which new construction will be eco-
nomically infeasible. Third, the figure will again need to be inflat-
ed to reflect the treatment technology costs for controlling new
contaminant parameters,

While the cost for water supply development in the Common-
wealth will be very high, it is presently impossible to definitively
ascertain the cost for future needs. It is reasonable to expect, how-
ever, that statewide need may in fact be in the range of between $1
and $2 billion for the period 1982 through 2000. Such a level of
public capital investment would not be inconsistent with the
annual levels of funding of $10 to $15 billion for urban and rural
needs that were reported by CBO.

Major problems resulting from insufficient public water supply
investment include failure to realize a reasonable quality of life for
parts of Kentucky's population, potential adverse health impacts,
and the imposition of barriers to economic development and recov-
ery. In order to address these problems, a combination of alterna-
tive solutions will need to be employed. Options available include
reforming rates and accessing true pay for service user charges, re-
ducing demand through sound conservation planning-which will
have the spinoff effect of reducing the need for wastewater treat-
ment investment-improving efficency and reliability through
system consolidation, establishing development funds that require
new users to pay for expanded capacity, improving access to capi-
tal, and continuing or increasing Federal capital assistance.

WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Capital investment in water resources has historically been the
responsibility of Kentucky State government in partnership with
Federal construction agencies like the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers and the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation
Service. Capital construction facilities of primary water resource
development importance include single- and multiple-purpose res-
ervoirs and single-purpose flood control structures. However, other
functional areas like hydroelectric power facilities, waterborne
transportation appurtenances, and water-related outdoor recreation
also represents potential capital investment liabilities.
A. Dam safety

Since 1975, the Commonwealth has operated a limited capital
construction program for the repair of State-owned dams. During
the 8-year period through 1982, approximately $5.25 million has
been expended to address safety problems at 23 structures.

At the present time, 63 structures are classified as State-owned.
Of the 63 dams, 33 are in need of repair. Table 4 lists the number
of structures needing remedial work according to their hazard clas-

29-792 0-84-5
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sification and presents estimates of design and construction costs
necessary to alleviate potential risks to property and life.

TABLE 4.-STATE-OWNED DAM REPAIR ESTIMATE
[In 1982 dollars]

16 "," class lo Ai' class I
or A" casOs ormoderate 0 ~ 3 oa
orlow hazard orhazard e or hihhzrd structures

sttuctuues structures

Design...................................................................................................... 44,500 395,000 285,000 724,500

Construction............................................................................................. 550,000 3,815,000 5,850,000 10,215,000

Total........................................................................................... 5 94,500 4,210,000 6,135,000 10,939,500

Based on an anticipated continuation of State appropriation
levels of approximately $1 million per year, 11 years, excluding any
inflation factor, will be required to correct existing safety deficien-
cies. Since a level of risk from potential failure is involved, 11
years may represent too long of a response period.

For this reason, recent action by Congressman Roe and others to
establish a loan fund for non-Federal, publicly owned class C
hazard structures through H.R. 3678 is strongly supported by the
cabinet. Creation of a Federal loan fund to be used in addressing
the more urgent financial needs associated with high hazard dams
will allow limited State resources to be targeted for loan repay-
ment and work on lower priority structures.

B. Flood control
In the past, the Cabinet operated a community flood damage

abatement program (CFDAP). The structural and nonstructural
capital cost-sharing program was designed to resolve flooding prob-
lems that could not be addressed by either the corps or the soil con-
servation service because of statutory or administrative limitations.
Through the 6-year history of the program (1977-82), 94 local proj-
ects, amounting to a State share of $12.47 million, were funded.
However, since the State's contribution consisted of revenue-shar-
ing funds, discontinuance of Federal revenue sharing resulted in
suspension of the CFDAP effort.

At the time the program was suspended in 1982, a backlog of
more than 100 small projects existed. By converting project applica-
tion costs to 1982 dollars, an estimate of slightly more than $49
million can be derived for backlog needs. Given the lack of State
revenues to support program reestablishment, it appears certain
that small flood damage prevention needs in Kentucky cannot cur-
rently be met.

One option for addressing the capital shortfall could be to use
the revenue bonding capability vested in Kentucky's water re-
sources authority. Even if the access to capital problem is overcome
through bonding and the establishment of a loan program, better
use of the taxing authority vested in the State's special flood con-
trol and watershed conservancy districts will be needed to repay
project costs.
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C. Federal-State cost-sharing
While the Commonwealth has established and operated several

small capital water resource construction programs in the past, the
vast majority of water resource initiatives in the State are carried
out by Federal agencies. On numerous occasions, however, Federal,
State, and local agencies have cooperated, to include in some cases
sharing costs, on navigation, water supply, recreation, hydropower,
fish and wildlife enhancement, and mitigation studies and projects.

Overall, the cabinet is committed to increasing State involve-
ment in water resource development activities in the future. The
single biggest impediment to realizing the Commonwealth's goal is,
however, access to sufficient capital.

Kentucky is not the only State expressing this opinion. Through
my roles as a member of the Board of Directors of the Interstate
Conference on Water Problems (ICWP) and chairperson of the con-
ference's cost-sharing task force, I am keenly aware that a majority
of senior State water management officials in the Nation support
my contention.

In order to put forward a State's position on water project cost-
sharing, the ICWP cost-sharing task force has developed and
ICWP's board has approved a conceptual paper which presents a
preferred State approach. Key provisions of the proposal, which
will be voted on by all ICWP members at the annual meeting in
September, include: First, reducing the backlog of authorized proj-
ects through economically selective grandfathering; second, distin-
guishing between national projects and projects of State priority,
and setting up separate National and State Systems for project se-
lection, authorization, and appropriation; third, establishing a na-
tional water infrastructure authority to loan development capital
to the States; and fourth, proposing specific pay-back cost-sharing
rates that are acceptable to the States.

In an effort to operationalize its position, ICWP has reviewed all
major infrastructure and cost-sharing proposals currently before
the Congress. Further, written and oral testimony has been or will
be provided on the six or seven major bills that ICWP believes to
exhibit the greatest potential for addressing the water resources
problem. At the committee's pleasure, I would be happy to provide
you with copies of the ICWP position paper after its adoption in
September.

In summary, the cabinet believes that, as with water supply and
water quality, the beneficiaries of vendible products produced by
water resource developments should pay their appropriate share of
investment costs. However, such arrangements must be phased in
and must address the overriding issues of capital formation and
continued Federal financial participation.

CONCLUSIONS

The cabinet estimates that between $1.7 and $2 billion of Feder-
al, State, and local funds have been expended on wastewater treat-
ment, water supply, and water resource facilities in the Common-
wealth over the past 10 years. Preliminary estimates indicate that
between two and three times that amount, at a minimum, must be
spent between now and the end of this century to meet the State's
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and, in the case of programs and projects with national and multi-
State implications, America's deferred and future water infrastruc-
ture needs.

In reviewing 18 legislative proposals on infrastructure now
before Congress, all but two or three acknowledge a national inter-
est in and responsibility for resolving presently identified capital fi-
nancing problems. Without question, the Kentucky Natural Re-
sources and Environmental Protection Cabinet clearly believes that
it must be a partner with the Federal Government in revitalizing
the Nation's public works.

The Cabinet recognizes, however, that solutions will not be devel-
oped and adopted overnight. Instead, problem resolution will be a
long-term venture requiring continued Federal financial support
and equitable transition periods where shifts in responsibility and
resources are to occur. It will also demand that currently fragment-
ed decisionmaking responsibility be much better coordinated. Final-
ly, development of a documentable data base or inventory from
which to begin problem assessment and response must be recog-
nized as a high-priority need.

I commend this committee for their interest, effort, and contribu-
tion to obtaining the information that will lead to the eventual so-
lution of this local, State, regional, and National dilemma.

Representative HAMILTON. Ms. Swigart, I must say that I have
been very impressed by the high quality of the statements made. A
tremendous amount of research has gone into these statements,
and that kind of effort is exceedingly helpful to us in trying to
assess the infrastructure needs in the Nation.

I want to thank each of you and the States that you represent
for your willingness to participate in the study that is going for-
ward by the Joint Economic Committee to assess these infrastruc-
ture needs.

I guess my overwhelming impression after listening to you is
that the needs that we confront really are quite staggering and it
will be a long-term project to meet the infrastructure needs of the
country.

You have given us not only good statistical information but very
graphic illustrations of the needs that your respective States con-
front.

We will begin the questions with Congressman Mazzoli.
Representative MAZZOLI. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chair-

man. And let me ask each of the panelists this question, I think
Lieutenant Governor Mutz started it out by suggesting that some
form of block-grant program would be advisable. Governor, maybe
you could-and each one of you panelists could-again suggest for
the record why you do that rather than certain forms of categorical
programing.

Mr. MUTZ. Congressman, I indicated in my comments there were
really four reasons. I do not know that I need to repeat those at
this point, but to say that our experience with block grants in Indi-
ana has indicated that although they are small in the total impact
they have on our Government, from our Federal Government, the
one that I administer in the Department of Commerce, is the com-
munity development block-grant program for small cities, for popu-
lations under 50,000.
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In this particular case we have in essence changed priorities.
This is an example of where State government really did change
priorities. In the other eight block grants that Indiana administers
presently, quite frankly very few priorities were changed, because
what we are continuing to do is support existing programs.

In this particular case we actually made some very big decisions
to move the money into the economic development realm.

Representative MAzzoU. And were those decisions made, Gover-
nor, in part in collegial activity with local government where local
people had a chance in this new direction of economic development
to have their say?

Mr. MuTz. Of course the stipulations in the Federal act require
extensive involvement of the local governments-local government
officials as well as those associations that represent local officials-
town councils, city/county council members, and the like. And they
were deeply involved in this situation, as is always the case of ar-
riving at a consensus, which is tough to do.

And the ultimate decision was ours, as far as the State level was
concerned.

Representative MAzzou. But there was a consultation. You
would see something in that form, with respect to the infrastruc-
ture, some kind of consultation with the final judgment made at a
State level or city hall level or county courthouse level?

Mr. Murz. I would like to see that happen, yes. I think the ques-
tion we ultimately get down to is what ought to be included in the
block grant-is it highway funds, wastewater treatment funds,
mass transit funds, all of them, or do you need to separate them?

And I guess my feelng is that leaving the highway fund in a sep-
arate category is certainly one we could live with without any
problem. But the other things put in a block grant would make a
great deal of sense to me.

Representative MAZZOLI. Mr. Rhoads, do you see the block grant
as the way to go for future planning?

Mr. RHOADS. I do indeed, and I would concur with the thoughts
of Lieutenant Governor Mutz. We as well regulate and administer
the grant program for the State of Missouri.

We also shifted directions in the last 2 years with regards to the
community development block-grant program. We have shifted
more and earmarked more funds over to economic development.
More emphasis has been placed on the streets, the sewer systems,
wastewater treatment systems than was placed when the program
was administered federally.

Representative MAZzOLI. The local people have a chance to have
their say and the final judgment made by elected officials. Is that
how the program works?

Mr. RHOADS. Yes, sir, that is basically how the program works.
Representative MAzzou. Do you see that for this infrastructure

program?
Mr. RHOADS. I think it is critical for this program.
Representative MAzzou. Ms. Shaul, do you see the block grant

again as the preferable way to finance, at least with respect to
those basic infrastructure needs which everyone suggests are a
Federal-at least in part a Federal responsibility?
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Ms. SHAUL. Yes, I think many of those could go into a block
grant. I, too, also have the responsibility for administering the
small cities community development block-grant program.

This year we have taken the opportunity to shift it away from a
general revenue-sharing formula to the localities, to one which is
on infrastructure for economic development. And to look at the le-
veraging of other sources of Federal, local, and State dollars, as
well as private sector dollars.

Representative MAZZOLI. And the only way that it gives you the
flexibility you need to shift in midstream to something which is
more important, or to make it flexible, would be some kind of a
block-grant program?

Ms. SHAUL. I think that is right. And I think the -Federal Govern-
ment was wonderfully cooperative with the State of Ohio when we
wanted to change our priorities in this program, and we really ap-
preciate that.

Let me just add one other thing, and that is, it seems that many
of the existing programs for infrastructure at the Federal level
have a bias toward new construction and I think that is great for
expanding areas of the country but not for places like Ohio where
we have a lot of infrastructure in place that is older.

We would prefer some opportunity to invest some maintenance
in a timely fashion so that the problems do not get out of hand.

Representative MAZZOLI. Ms. Swigart, I think Mr. Hackbart dealt
with it at some length in his statement. Do you generally agree
with that?

Ms. SWIGART. He may have a different opinion than I do in
terms of things that this cabinet deals with. I do not favor block
grants. I do not deal with community development money, so I
cannot speak for that.

But our real needs expressed by the Environmental Protection
Cabinet are to build sewage treatment plants and we need capital
money. And I do not think the block grant is the way to go. Our
categorical grants provide program money to run our programs.

Representative MAZZOLI. But if they are categorical you do not
have any discretion in the matter and you have to settle for exact-
ly that. Yet your colleagues seem to think that sometimes local
areas need something different than has been dictated by Washing-
ton.

Ms. SWIGART. Yes; but that money that we receive now really
cannot be used for any capital needs. The sewage treatment plant
money, we just simply set up a priority system, and that is fun-
neled through us. The grants for air pollution are for programs and
money for programs.

So I really would not favor a block grant. I think our needs
would be lost in the overall picture.

Representative MAZZOLI. Mr. Hackbart, if I remember your state-
ment you said something sort of like a block grant, yet you were
not quite sure it was the way to go either.

But is there a suspicion in Kentucky toward the Government or
toward the Reagan administration more so than the other States,
is that part of it?
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Mr. HACKBART. Possibly two points to put this in perspective. I
think first of all the area of infrastructure is unique among pro-
grams that were facing this nation.

I think there are probably wider differences in infrastructure
needs among the States than there may be in other areas, for ex-
ample, human services, were standards across the Nation were
critical.

Obviously that is a generalized statement, you have to look at it
in more detail, for example, certainly those infrastructure systems
which go across States the needs for standards are absolutely fun-
damental.

So I think when we talk about infrastructure I think there is a
real danger in taking that word and trying to paint it across all
needs for capital investment. There may be areas that the real
need may be simply to broaden or increase the flexibility of cate-
gorical grants.

Representative MAZZOLI. If I understand it correctly, certain
kinds of activity in infrastructure may be that kind of activity.
There is a wider array of needs locally that may be in the second
and third category of your infrastructure; therefore, this kind of
bloc grant and this kind of revenue sharing may be more servicea-
ble in this infrastructure than maybe in some of the things, per-
haps some of the things Ms. Swigart mentioned; is that correct?

Mr. HACKBART. It is conceivable. The second point I would make
briefly is the fact that one major advantage, financially, is ability
to do greater packaging of funds. And I think with the unlimited
needs that the various people have talked about, the ability to
package the different sources of funds becomes pretty fundamental.

Representative MAZZOLI. I think Ms. Shaul said that in using lev-
erage in different kinds of activities.

I had one more question. I again would like to have the panel
interact on this question because each dealt with it differently and
some more emphatic than others. And that is the use of user fees. I
think Mr. Rhoads suggested maybe there might even be some turn-
over to private parties for management and maintenance for some
of what we have run with city, State, and Federal employees.

Let me ask you, Governor, has the State of Indiana-do you have
some feeling on a greater use of user charges, or is that rap that
waterways are not being paid for correctly by the users, that the
big trucks tear our roads up and they do not pay anything for the
roads relative to the damage they do to them.

In Kentucky, the coal roads in Kentucky are just battered the
minute they are finished. Is it fair for the taxpayers to have to pay
for those when maybe the users should share a greater responsibili-
ty?

Mr. MUTZ.. In the case of local government, without any question,
the easiest kind of local revenue source to make available is a user
fee. I recognize that the individual users may clamor and argue
against them but, given the overall picture, I think it is probably
easier to provide more money for whatever our concerns are by the
use of the user fee.

I think the second comment I would make in that respect is that
the use of private entrepreneurs who in effect use user fees as their
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source of ongoing cash flows to support the service they provide, is
proving to be a successful venture for several kinds of programs.

In many parts of Indiana, the scavenger service trash collection,
solid waste, things of that kind, many of them are being moved to
private kinds of programs and with a good deal of efficiency based
on the studies that we have done. As a matter of fact those efficien-
cies show a number of things begin to happen when a profit incen-
tive becomes part of the way you control cost.

And we are finding some real success in that regard, not the
least which is the public-sector officeholders no longer have to deal
with public-sector employee union organizations, which have been
one of the sources of increase in cost in that regard.

So there are a lot of things to recommend it. I know that in Ken-
tucky you have had some experience with private-sector mainte-
nance and operation of facilities that provide service for the men-
tally retarded. My examination of those programs has been that
they are reasonably successful. So there are a number of
things--

Representative MAZZOLI. There are some things that we should
look at because it appears-I think everybody does agree with the
fact that the Federal Government does not have the money, State
and local governments do not have the ability to raise the money,
so Mr. Rhoads, if I could ask you, do you see some-you may have
brought it up in your statement about the private entrepreneurial
activities as well-increased reliance on fairly established user
fees?

Mr. RHOADS. Yes, Congressman, I suggested that one of the
things that we might want to look at is the private sector's use of
facilities and whether or not they do actually pay a fair share for
those facilities.

I do not know the answer to that question. It was just something
that I was bringing to your attention. We have in the State of Mis-
souri relied heavily on users fees and taxes in the past to finance
particularly our roads and bridge construction.

However, we are a very conservative State and we have a hard
time selling an increase. For example, in 1982, Missouri had a 7-
cent gasoline tax, and a proposition went on the ballot for an in-
crease to 11 cents and it was defeated.

Representative MAZZOLI. Ms. Shaul, how do you in Ohio see the
use of user fees as one way to finance, as the vice chairman said,
incredible, just gigantic problem here?

Ms. SHAUL. I do mention that in my prepared statement. As an
economist, I certainly am convinced that user fees are an impor-
tant way to finance infrastructure. I think it has been a particular-
ly successful technique at the local level although I think the State
could do more as well.

It is a way to reveal preference and instead of having this wish
list of demands you can get a better sense of what it is people are
going to pay for.

Can I also add one other thing. On the question of private-sector
involvement. At the moment the State is starting a program of
bonds for jails for counties. And there is some interest in the pri-
vate sector, I am not sure where this is going to go, to build the
jails for the counties. So there may be some interesting--
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Representative MAZZoLI. There is even some interest in Washing-
ton, is there not Mr. Vice Chairman, of having somebody build
ships and run them for the Navy.

Ms. SWIGART. I am surprised that you have not brought up the
new word that has been coined "privatization." It is being dis-
cussed almost as much as infrastructure these days, and in con-
junction with. But in the area of environmental protection I have a
very real concern about privatization and I think we are very limit-
ed because the Federal environmental laws are so strong and have
set rigid standards for our States and local governments to meet,
that I am very concerned about what would happen if private in-
vestment takes over a sewage treatment plant, for example, and
they simply cannot make a go of it and close it down.

Now you are dealing with the public's health and welfare in en-
vironmental programs. So I think there is a very clear need to
have Government involvement.

On the subject of user fees I think that is an option to be ex-
plored and one that we have not utilized fully particularly under
the Clean Water Act where the responsibility for developing user
fees lies in the local communities. That just happens to be where
the strongest political pressure is and I think a lot of times those
costs are not met because people cannot face up to the tough poli-
tics.

Mr. HACKBART. Just a couple of things. Certainly if you look at
the national statistics, local governments have been shifting toward
user fees as an additional source of revenue. But certainly there
are limitations. Obviously we utilize this particular source tradi-
tionally for some infrastructure financing. At the same time, as
Ms. Swigart inferred, there are external benefits which accrue to a
number of our public investments, for example, in the natural re-
sources and environmental protection area, and certainly as you
mentioned in transportation systems, there are external benefits
which go beyond the basic process.

I think we've got to caution ourselves if we look at it as a pana-
cea, but it certainly is a possible solution and something that we
have to look at, and probably more viable at the local level, but
also it has limitations.

Representative MAZzoLI. Thank you very much, and Mr. Vice
Chairman, thank you for your indulgence. Let me salute the panel
for five very excellent statements which will be very useful in this.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Congressman
Mazzoli. I am very conscious of our time restraints. We have an-
other excellent panel coming up and I know I indicated to several
of you we would finish at 11:30. I have dozens of questions and I
am going to forgo those. I am only going to ask one and then we
will conclude this panel and bring in the next one.

As strange as it may sound, I am having a little difficulty access-
ing the severity of the infrastructure problem.

The question on my mind is-are we in a crisis requiring someextraordinary and unusual steps, or is it still a kind of routine
problem that we confront, perhaps important, but still of a routine
nature?

I get pretty uneasy when I look at the needs and compare them
to what is happening in the Congress. What is happening in the
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Congress is that this year we will probably pass a piece of legisla-
tion or perhaps a couple of pieces of legislation in the categorical
grant area. These will be nothing extraordinary in terms of fund-
ing, very modest, as a matter of fact, and will not begin to ap-
proach the kind of needs that you have set forward for us today.

So the question then is: What is the urgency of the problem, how
do you assess it at this point, and what kind of a response is re-
quired at the Federal and State level? I want to get that assess-
ment from each of you as leading State officials.

Mr. MUTZ. Briefly, there was a crisis in terms of roads, and
bridges, and highways, and I believe the increased funding level
that the Federal Government has acted on has taken the edge off
the crisis.

In the areas other than that it is not a crisis in my view, it is one
which if you continue your current level of Federal support and
were to provide it in the form of a block grant we could manage
rather well.

What I am getting at, of course, is some of the restraints on ex-
penditures, the so-called requirements, guidelines, and so forth, are
a problem. That is not to say that as we look in the longer term in
this situation that there could not be a crisis in the wastewater
treatment area in the future.

But in Indiana there is not a crisis at this moment. In the case of
mass transit, not a crisis as of this moment, but some severe down-
the-road considerations that need to be part of the plan.

Mr. RHOADS. Congressman, I believe a crisis does exist with re-
gards to our bridge-safety situation in the State of Missouri. Just
the past 5 years historically proved that the amount of deteriora-
tion is unprecedented in our State. The additional funding to re-
solve that situation has not yet been forthcoming at any level of
government. So I do believe we have a crisis here.

I would just simply remark that in your own comments you sug-
gested that the longer we delay the more problems that we will
have. I think that is where we are going to face the crisis situation.

Ms. SHAUL. It seem to me we would be in much better shape
with infrastructure today if the last 10 years had not been filled
with stresses of inflation on State and local budgets.

What that has meant is that there has been a deferral of mainte-
nance in favor of social programs. So the kind of continued atten-
tion to infrastructure has not gone on in the past 10 years in a way
that it ought to have.

I think that brings us to a situation today where we are-I
wouldn't call it a crisis but a serious situation. You know, how
many things do you need to see like the one on television last night
where you see people get killed by tons of concrete dropping on
them in a transit system.

I do think there are particular areas of crises-I would not say so
much in Ohio on bridges, but I think there are other places in the
Midwest where it was pointed out that bridges are a crisis.

In terms of our economic development it is a serious problem
when half of our bridges are probable not safe in ways that are ap-
propriate for commercial transit.
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So it is not a crisis but it is serious and if we do not start putting
money into it at the local, State, and Federal level, it can become a
crisis.

Ms. SWIGART. I would like to suggest if the State of Indiana does
not have a crisis that they give us their construction grants money.

One of our leading citizens said many years ago, Ron, that maybe
what we need in this State is a typhoid epidemic. I sometimes
think that is what it takes to create an awareness among the
public. Certainly when you are dealing with the public's health,
and welfare, and you are dealing with environmental problems,
you are dealing with a tinderbox. And I would suggest that we not
put this crisis off any longer.

Mr. HACKBART. I think perhaps what we are really faced with is
the realization that in fact the United States has approached the
time period where we have grown into a very mature stage as an
economy and as a nation. And I think what we are really faced
with is some basic reflection upon our national priorities.

I think traditionally in the area of infrastructure we have looked
at infrastructure in terms of new activities, new investments, new
things, whereas, I think as we reflect on ourselves as a mature soci-
ety that whole problem of maintenance and retrofitting our exist-
ing system becomes much more critical.

I think the other issue that was previously raised, I think by Ms.
Shaul, was the fact that if we do have a crisis it is probably funda-
mentally a result in the short term of the recent economic condi-
tions we have gone through-deferral of maintenance has probab-
ley accentuated this fundamental problem of simply the aging of
our national infrastructure system.

We may have a difficult time dealing with the short term. I
think in the long term it is probably as manageable by just a real-
istic assessment of our needs, and priorities, and establishment of
sound intergovermental relationships in dealing with the issues,
and just manage our way through it.

Representative HAMILTON. OK. Thank you very, very much for
your participation. We will conclude this session of the panel and
ask that our next group of panelists step forward. Thank you very
much.

We would like to welcome our next group of panelists. We are
very pleased to have you here representing, to the Joint Economic
Committee, your respective local governments.

I apologize to you for not being right on time. We hoped to start
this session at 11:30 and so we are about a half hour late and I will
ask you to cooperate and summarize your statements for me, if you
will, so that we can have some opportunity for questions.

It is my hope that we can finish our session right at or very close
to 1 o'clock because of commitments that I and others have this
afternoon.

So we are very pleased indeed to have you. We will begin with
you, Mr. Hillenburg, as the president of the Indiana Association of
County Commissioners. We welcome you before the committee.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES HILLENBURG, PRESIDENT, INDIANA
ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Mr. HILLENBURG. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, and members
and ladies and gentlemen.

I am Charles Hillenburg, from Bedford, Ind., where I am serving
my second, 4-year term on the Board of County Commissioners in
Lawrence County. I am also serving this year-1983-as president
of the Indiana Association of County Commissioners.

As president of our Commissioners Association, I have been invit-
ed to present a statement to your committee on the infrastructure
problems of the Midwest and in particular on the problems facing
local officials in Indiana, with respect to public works needs.

We are indeed privileged to appear before your committee. We
also feel that we can provide some useful input, since Boards of
County Commissoners and city mayors alike, are "down-in-the-
trenches" every day trying, as best we can, to bridge the gap be-
tween the demand for local services and the limited resources
available.

In approaching this assignment, our first effort was to get a
better understanding of this new-found word: infrastructure. We
soon learned that during the past 2 years this subject has been
addressed by a number of national agencies and organizations. And
with some groups and organizations, infrastructure has developed
as the latest parlor game topic. This of course, signals a growing
awareness that merits still further publicity and exposure of our
public works needs.

In addressing the needs of local officials in Indiana we have orga-
nized our statement into four categories:
Roads & streets Bridges
Sanitation Public buildings

While some of our information is rather specific, certain other
areas of need can only be addressed in a general way, largely be-
cause there is insufficient inventory data to provide a meaningful
dimension to the need.

LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS

These needs are highly visible and therefore, in Indiana and na-
tionwide, there is a great public awareness of these needs. Even so,
the funding of local road and street needs continues to be a catch-
up proposition.

As a result, the expenditures for roads and streets tend to con-
centrate on repair and maintenance in an attempt to protect the
integrity of the system, leaving only minor amounts, if any, for
new construction. In Indiana and nationwide, local road and street
officials are plagued with rising costs and declining gas tax rev-
enues.

A few years back our Indiana Legislature authorized a statewide
needs study for highways, roads, and streets. Adjusted for price in-
creases, the recommended bare-bones minimum annual needs for
county roads and city streets is some $708 million. Yet current rev-
enues from all sources-including Federal-aid-for local roads and
streets is in the order of $260 million-or a shortfall of 63 percent.
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The plight of local roads and streets have reached the point
where many local units find it impossible to provide the 20 to 25
percent matching funds for Federal-aid projects. This is not to dis-
parage the State or Federal highway funding programs-but it is
the state of affairs in Indiana with respect to funding for local
roads and streets.

In these times of declining revenues and rising costs, our Indiana
experience is not unique. Most other States are experiencing the
same funding problems for local roads and streets.

COUNTY BRIDGES

Even though a part of the total highway picture, bridges repre-
sent a special category of need at the local level. This develops pri-
marily because of the great number of weak, antiquated, one lane
bridges on the county road system. This is a prevailing problem in
Indiana, as well as throughout the other Midwestern States. Of
some 12,600 bridges on Indiana's county road systems, 8,800
bridges-or 70 percent of the total-are unsafe or substandard for
today's traffic. Conservative estimates for the replacement of these
unsafe and substandard bridges is set at some $175 million.

While the Federal-aid funds provided for bridges in the 1982 Sur-
face Transportation Act will do much to accelerate the replace-
ment of our county bridges, our counties will still have a major
problem in providing the local 20 percent match necessary to en-
cumber their available Federal-aid bridge allocation.

BRIDGE INVENTORY A PLUS

Aside from the financial problem of bridge replacement, the Fed-
eral-aid program requiring the inventory and structural sufficiency
rating of all highway bridges, has been a tremendous asset to the
assessment of bridge needs. Both the safety and financial require-
ments were given dimensions that developed a public awareness
and attention at all levels of government. The success of the bridge
inventory leads to one of our recommendations to the committee:-
that the inventory-technique be applied to all categories of infra-
structure needs assessment.

SANITATION

This category of local needs covers a variety of issues and prob-
lems-sanitary sewers, storm sewers, waste water treatment, solid
waste disposal, and hazardous waste disposal. While the issues and
problems are generally defined-the dimension of impact and cost
is not always clear.

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

The Indiana State Board of Health identifies some 250 projects
over the State that are needed to reduce the water pollution to re-
quired standards. These projects involve all sizes of cities and
towns-big, small, and in between. The current estimated cost of
all 250 projects is a staggering $1 billion plus.

Under current regulations, the EPA-Federal cost share for all
250 projects total some $710 million, with total local match at some
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$372 million. Many of the small cities and towns will find it all but
impossible to develop the required matching funds for their proj-
ects. With Indiana's current EPA allocation at $120 million, it is
easy to see that our water pollution projects will be a long, painful
effort.

STORM SEWER PROBLEMS

Our Indiana State Board of Health points out that many-but
certainly not all-of our water pollution problems develop because
of combined sanitary storm sewers. Many cities and towns have
provided for a single sewer system-to reduce costs-to handle
both sanitary waste discharge and storm water discharge. Even
though dry weather operations may be tolerable, concentrated
storm water discharges completely overwhelm the capacity of the
waste water treatment facilities, allowing raw sewage discharges to
pollute the lakes, rivers, and streams.

While increased waste water treatment capacity offers a possible
remedy for the static, no-growth community, the only cost-effective
remedy for a growing community is the development of a separate
storm sewer system to accommodate surface runoff. Notwithstand-
ing the cost-effective merits of this approach, EPA policy and regu-
lations do not recognize storm sewer projects as being eligible for
EPA funding-even though this approach might be the most cost-
effective method of compliance with the EPA clean-water stand-
ards. Therefore one of our recommendations-on behalf of the
State board of health-to the committee is to request a change in
the EPA regulations that would broaden the use of EPA funds to
cover the development of storm sewers where they offer a remedy
to water pollution.

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

The disposal of solid waste is clearly a local government responsi-
bility. There is general agreement on this point-however from
this point forward is a maelstrom of frustration and confusion.

Suitable site locations for the burial of solid waste are increas-
ingly difficult to find. Many sites are denied because of potential
ground water pollution; others are denied because of zoning or re-
monstrance by the local residents. Faced with these constraints,
many boards of county commissioners have been forced to opt for
soild waste disposal sites that are 30 to 40 miles beyond their
county line boundaries. For the megapolis of the eastern seaboard
such haul distances may be common, but for predominantely rural
Indiana counties, such a plan produces a tremendous tax burden
for the local governmental unit.

Experimental plans for innovative approaches include transfer
compaction stations to reduce the volume of waste, material recov-
ery recycle plants, and incineration energy recovery plants. While
these approaches are promoted as a method of reducing costs, they
all require a capital outlay and they all require a favorable eco-
nomic situation in order to be cost-efficient. However, new develop-
ing technology improves the chances for success with these innova-
tive approaches for specific applications.
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With respect to infrastructure needs, Indiana County Commis-
sioners generally identify solid waste disposal as one of their most
frustrating, long-range problems. Solid waste disposal is a major
and rising cost to local government. Reducing these costs is a pri-
mary goal of local officials. And yet, developing workable solutions
are fraught with a lot of uncertainty in the form of legal risk, fi-
nancial risk, and political risk.

At present we do not have sufficient data to give solid waste the
proper dimensions of quantity and cost to make an overall assess-
ment of the problem. Therefore, we do not have any specific recom-
mendations to the committee in this area, except to bridle, as best
you can, the further proliferation of EPA regulations that impose a
burden on local government.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

This last category of local needs covers county jails and correc-
tional facilities, school buildings, and local government buildings.
Even though there are obvious and demonstrated needs for new
structures to serve local government, there is a certain political
apathy to committing local revenues to local needs. Therefore,
unless there is some stimulus from the Federal level, initiatives at
the local level from new public buildings will develop at a slow
pace.

COUNTY JAILS

Periodic inspection of Indiana county jails by the State Depart-
ment of Corrections indicates that we have some 31 county jails
that need immediate replacement, at an estimated cost in the
range of $70 million. To upgrade another 14 jails that have ques-
tionable standards will probably cost another $20 million.

True, the replacement of many of these antiquated jails is long
overdue. However, the jail population and therefore the needs and
standards interface with a number of factors that are beyond the
control or even prediction of county officials. Societal behavior,
changing penal codes by the State and the courts, Federal man-
dates, and ACLU litigation leave most county officials frustrated
and confused when it comes to addressing long-range needs for cor-
rectional facilities.

Clearly, we believe there is a Federal cost-sharing role involved,
particularly since the standards and therefore the resulting in-
creased costs stem from decisions and mandates handed down from
the Federal courts.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Facilities for grade and high school education are a heavy
burden for local government. And the new Federal initiatives to
upgrade the literacy standards of our school population will un-
doubtedly call for additional capital outlays by local government to
carry this program-long overdue-forward.

The overall needs for school facilities rise and fall with the
school population, which in turn is subject to changes in birth rates
and geographic shifts in our population. In recent years, Indiana's
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Department of Public Instruction has been annually approving con-
struction plans in the amounts of $300 to $500 million, which does
not necessarily include the needs for handicapped or special-educa-
tion facilities.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The crowded, congested layouts in many of our county court-
houses and city halls indicates a visible need for new, expanded
and upgraded facilities. Metropolitan centers have been forced to
provide the public citizenery with better access to the machinery of
local government. The shift in authority, duties and responsibilities
to local government from the State and Federal levels, adds a new
burden to our existing local facilities. Here again, we are lacking
an inventory of needs to provide a dimension to the problem.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In our statement of infrastructure needs of local government we
have attempted to briefly address those problems and needs that
we see as priority items with local officials in the State of Indiana.
We believe that the most of these problems and needs generally
prevail in all of the Midwestern States. We are submitting the fol-
lowing recommendations for the consideration of the Joint Econom-
ic Committee.

1. Inventory of infrastructure needs

The priority Federal role should be to provide incentive-funding
to assist State and local governments in making a realistic Inven-
tory of Need in the various sectors of our infrastructure. Such an
inventory should not be a wish-list, but a verifiable listing of needs
in each sector of of the infrastructure.

This probably reinforces previous recommendations to the com-
mittee. However, our recommendation stems from the results and
benefits that have developed from the national bridge inventory
program. This Federal initiative based on safety has produced im-
measurable benefits in creating a public awareness, at all levels of
government for the increased funding needed to remedy the prob-
lem of hazardous, unsafe bridges. We believe that similar benefits
and results can flow from the inventory of other sectors of our In-
frastructure.

2. Streamline application procedures for Federal grants and funding
The slow, tedious pace of paper-shuffling from the time of appli-

cation to the time construction starts on federally funded projects
is a common complaint of local officials here in Indiana. Expediting
the procedure may well be beyond the reach of your committee.
However, the image and credibility of the Federal role would be
greatly enhanced with local officials, if only they could get federal-
ly funded projects in-gear within a reasonable time after local
funds are committed.

3. Block-grants for infrastructure needs

Where the inventory of infrastructure needs indicates a Federal
role in the cost-sharing with local units of government, then it is
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our recommendation that the Federal funding be provided through
the block-grant concept rather than through categorical alloca-
tions. We are also recommending that the new federalism initia-
tives submitted to Congress early this year be brought forward for
review and debate.

4. Demonstration grants for solid waste disposal
There is great need for solid waste demonstration projects to be

developed for counties with a population of 30,000 to 50,000 and up.
Therefore, where there is emerging, innovative technology for deal-
ing with solid waste, we are recommending that Federal funding
for demonstration grants be made to local units of governments.

CLOSURE

On behalf of the Indiana Association of County Commissioners
and other local officials in Indiana and the Midwest, we wish to.
thank the Joint Economic Committee for the opportunity to review
the infrastructure needs of local government. We will welcome the
opportunity to provide further input for the committee should the
need arise.

We believe your committee is on the right mission at the right
time. Godspeed with your task.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Hillen-
burg, for a fine statement. Mr. MacGregor, you are the representa-
tive from the private sector here this morning. We have had State
officials and we have local officials now, but you speak for the pri-
vate sector. We are very pleased to have you here and look forward
to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. MacGREGOR, PRESIDENT, CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF GREATER KANSAS CITY

Mr. MAcGREGOR. Thank you, Congressman, I really do not know
how I got here as the only representative of the private sector.

I might add I spent some of the best years of my life on the city
council in Minneapolis, and I did spend some time working with
three mayors in the city of Chicago, and I belong to that very large
and distinguished number of officials fired by former Mayor Jane
Byrne. And I was appointed commissioner of planning and develop-
ment, but I still work for the private sector.

And I might add, Mr. Congressman, that one of the nicest times
that I had was before the Joint Economic Committee in Washing-
ton one time when the late Hubert Humphrey took me to lunch
afterwards and it was the craziest lunch I ever had. I sent lunch
back to the kitchen three or four times, but believe it or not we
were talking about this very subject and some possible solutions
which I am going to touch on at the end of my testimony.

At home in Kansas City the public's awareness of the infrastruc-
ture problem has been heightened by several recent events which
might be of interest to you and which I would like to share with
you.

First of all there was a timely article on the Nation's infrastruc-
ture published by a local research group, the Midwest Research In-
stitute, which is based in Kansas City. Mr. Stahl, in his article,

29-792 0-84-6
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which I made available to you-there are a number of articles
here, it is an excellent article-reviews the infrastructure problems
on a national perspective. I am not going to repeat all the things
that he said.

Second, and more or less by coincidence, the Kansas City Times,
our local newspaper, ran a week long series on infrastructure in
the Kansas City area, and how it is decayed, and I xeroxed a whole
series of articles for your committee, and I think you will find
those interesting because they document the problem in the
Kansas City area.

Now let me turn to the condition of the infrastructure in Kansas
City and what I perceive as the cause of the problem and what can
be done about it.

I brought along several other reports that your committee can
also review.

Streets and highways. The total cost to maintain and improve
the Kansas City area streets and highways network between 1982
and 1995 has been estimated at $3.4 billion.

The improvements component of this program amounts to $930
million, and the bridge component amounts to $305 million to cor-
rect deficiencies in the area's 545 bridges.

Maintenance of the streets and highways system amount to $21
billion. Because of rising construction costs and declining revenues
there will be an annual shortfall of an estimated $16 million in
funds.

THE WATER SYSTEM

In the materials I am leaving with you there is a graph showing
the amount of water lost by cities in Kansas and Missouri due to
leakage. The losses range from 5.4 percent in the Johnson County
Water District, to 25 percent in Joplin, Mo. Kansas City lost 16 per-
cent of its treated water. And the reason for is deferred mainte-
nance, due to lack of funds.

This problem is also true nationwide. As the American Water-
works Association estimated, the accumulated deferred mainte-
nance at some $30 billion.

In addition the water losses result in lost revenue. For example,
the city of Springfield, Mo., estimated its loss at $1 million last
year.

SEWERS

Accounts of leaking sewers and overtaxed systems are common
in the Kansas City area, as they are all over the county. In addi-
tion, a number of cities face the problem of polluted streams, raw
sewage during heavy rain storms because of combined sanitary and
storm sewer lines.

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, these cities
of Missouri should spend some $3 billion, and cities in Kansas $1.2
billion by the year 2000 to upgrade the quality of water discharged
into the State streams.

These two amounts are far in excess of the funds available from
State and Federal sources, placing tremendous burdens on local
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governments to finance these projects either through bond issues
or user fees.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

A review of the materials I distributed will also point out the
state of disrepair of many of the public buildings in the Kansas
City area and some of the outlying rural areas. Examples of falling
plaster, leaking roofs, poor plumbing and electrical systems can be
found in many public buildings according to recent reports.

The cost of repairing these structures has not been estimated,
but it could conceivably amount to hundreds of millions of dollars.

CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM

Infrastructure in Kansas City and the Nation, as we know, have
deteriorated, and for the most part because of a number of common
problems, which I will quickly refer to.

First is the problem of the cost of construction. We know that
they have gone up over 170 percent since 1970. Second, the cost of
borrowing to finance a project. Interest rates we know have been at
such high levels that many communities have been squeezed out of
the capital market incurred by the reluctance of public support for
bond issues at such high interest rates.

The third factor that vitally affects transportation infrastructure
is the nature of the highway fuel taxes. The happy problem is that
we have more fuel efficient vehicles, but, of course, this produces
less revenue to maintain our highways.

A fourth complicating factor has been the depressed state of the
national economy, which has affected most regions of the country,
including Kansas City, where we have been hit hard by the reces-
sion and unemployment.

In addition, demands are placed on government for human social
services. So many of our well intended programs have increased
the cycle of dependency in this country. It is costly and monetary
in human terms. We are continuing to make cripples of too many
of our citizens in our cities-and I speak as a former president of a
welfare board, and I have been involved in all of these programs.
But these programs are now increasing the cost of government and
not necessarily helping people.

The growing underclass in our cities should be shocking to all of
us. We now see that 21 percent of the poor people in this country
are children, and this is growing.

A fifth factor, which is more sociological than economical, is the
growing distrust with government. Many citizens view government
as inefficient. There are many studies going on now and I refer you
to some of the things that are going on-I have attached all kinds
of material on how we can now better deliver government services
using the private sector as well.

We face such a problem in Missouri under the so-called Hancock
amendment, which limits spending through tax limits. In addition,
Missouri has a requirement that bond issues must pass by a two-
thirds majority. Consequently, Kansas City has not passed a bond
issue for the last 10 years.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Let me now turn to my recommendations for how to solve this
serious problem. I will begin by merely listing some traditional or
conventional recommendations and then offer an additional uncon-
ventional recommendation in a little more detail.

In addition to the conventional methods, an ad valorem fuel tax,
with a floor to maintain a minimum level of revenue. (2) Continued
anti-inflation activities to control construction costs. (3) Reduce in-
terest rates by reducing the Federal deficit and controlling infla-
tion. (4) Restructure the Federal spending priorities away from de-
fense, and capping some of the well-intended transfer payment pro-
grams and entitlement programs. (5) Adopt a capital budget to
avoid pork barrel allocation of funds. (6) General revenue sharing.

As difficult as it is, State and local governments must raise local
taxes and not assume that the Federal Government will take care
of all of our needs.

It was pointed out just recently in Kansas City that we passed a
half cent sales tax for capital improvements. The citizens of the
State voted on a $6 million bond program which we are now debat-
ing in a special session called by the Governor this October.

A positive sign is the Federal Government should continue to en-
courage this strong local effort.

Now for my unconventional proposal. I will start with the prem-
ise that the Nation, as you have asked your question, Congressman,
is facing a problem of crisis proportions for which there is no
"quick fix" and, therefore, the solution must be equal in scope.

The Chinese word for "crisis" means a problem of dangerous
proportions and it also means an opportunity. So I do think we
have an opportunity.

If we approach this crisis problem in the conventional way it will
bankrupt our country. There is no way that we can pay for this in
the conventional way or do it in the conventional way.

Therefore, as a solution, I propose a compulsory civilian or mili-
tary service program for all young people, regardless of sex, race,
or economic position, and this is what I was talking to Hubert
Humphrey some years ago about. The length of service period
would be for 2 years with the individual having the option of choos-
ing military service or civilian service program.

The activities of the civilian corps would include park restora-
tion, sidewalk and curb repair, building bike trails, street mainte-
nance, painting, general construction labor, housing rehabilitation,
and other labor intensive activities, and a whole host of other
things.

The corps would be divided into local work units and closely su-
pervised by the craftsmen from unions. Productivity and quality
standards would be strictly enforced on each unit.

Funding for the corps would be provided by new versions of the
reconstruction finance authority, the WPA, the CCC, and other al-
phabet-type agencies of the Roosevelt era.

Funding could also be taken from some of the transfer of pay-
ments programs or human resource programs, some of this funding
could be shifted.
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Now to the skeptics who say that young people cannot be mobi-
lized to do this type of work, I refer them to the first successes of
the 1930's. Second, I know from personal experience where I took
ghetto young people, dropout young people and had them do gut
rehab and they did a fantastic job in the city of Chicago, in cooper-
ation with labor unions. Instructors taught young people to do
many types of construction and to do it well.

I am a bike rider. I could not ride around on my sidewalk where
I lived in Chicago, because of the disrepair of the sidewalks. Young
people can repair our sidewalks in all kinds of neighborhoods.

RAILROAD TRACKS

I have ridden trains in Chicago and other places where they have
had to go so slow because the tracks were in terrible condition.
That is labor intensive, there is no reason why we cannot put our
young people together, the unemployed together repairing our rail-
road tracks.

Darn it, gentlemen, we are facing a very serious problem in this
country. When I see Coleman Young putting a curfew on in Detroit
because of the idleness of our country that have nothing to do,
strong husky people, women and men, it is time we begin to put
them to constructive use-constructive work, as well as my afflu-
ent kids growing up either lazy or little sense of duty to the com-
munity or country.

We need an urban CCC-type of program today. I firmly believe
that not only would the Nation rebuild its infrastructure through
my proposal, it would also develop a sense of pride and self-esteem
among many young people who have been denied the opportunity
for employment due to discrimination-lack of training or general
economic condition.

The dual effects of creating new capital and better trained, pro-
ductive labor force will combine to propel this nation ahead during
these competitive times and the long-term returns will far exceed
the costs of the programs.

The conventional methods will not work today, we have to do
something unconventional, which I am recommending today.
Thank you, Congressman, for this opportunity and your careful at-
tention to my comments.

[The prepared statement of Mr. MacGregor, together with the ad-
ditional material referred to, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. MACGREGOR

I. INTRODUCTION

THANK YOU FOR AFFORDING ME THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE. I'M SURE THERE IS A LOT OF INTEREST

IN YOUR HEARINGS HERE IN LOUISVILLE AS THERE WOULD ALSO BE BACK

IN KANSAS CITY. AT HOME THE PUBLIC'S AWARENESS OF THE

INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEM HAS BEEN HEIGHTENED BY SEVERAL RECENT

EVENTS, WHICH MIGHT BE OF INTEREST TO YOU AND WHICH I WOULD

LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOU.

FIRST OF ALL. THERE WAS A TIMELY ARTICLE ON THE NATION'S

INFRASTRUCTURE PUBLISHED BY THE MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE,

WHICH IS BASED IN KANSAS CITY. DR. STAHL IN HIS ARTICLE. WHICH

I'LL MAKE AVAIALABLE TO YOU. REVIEWS THE INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEM

FROM A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE. I FOUND HIS REPORT QUITE

INTERESTING AND HOPE THAT YOU WILL ALSO.

SECOND, AND MORE OR LESS BY COINCIDENCE, THE "KANSAS CITY

TIMES" RAN A WEEK LONG SERIES ON INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE KANSAS

CITY AREA AND HOW IT HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO DECAY. THE "TIMES"
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ARTICLES REVIEWED THE CONDITION OF THE SEWERS. WATER SUPPLY

SYSTEMS. BRIDGES. ROADS AND OTHER TYPES OF INFRASTRUCTURE.

I'LL ALSO LEAVE COPIES OF THESE ARTICLES FOR YOU TO REVIEW AND

REFER TO THE SERIES LATER IN MY COMMENTS.

A THIRD REASON FOR THE RISING INTEREST IN INFRASTRUCTURE IN

KANSAS CITY IS THE WORK OF THE GROWTH TASK FORCE SPONSORED BY

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF GREATER KANSAS CITY. THE GOAL OF

THE GROWTH TASK FORCE IS JOB CREATION AND, AFTER REVIEWING A

NUMBER OF ISSUES IMPACTING JOB CREATION, THE TASK FORCE

IDENTIFIED INFRASTRUCTURE AS A KEY ISSUE. THE STAFF IS

CURRENTLY GATHERING INFORMATION ON INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS ROLE

IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WHICH WILL BE INCLUDED IN A PUBLISHED

REPORT TO BE RELEASED THIS FALL.

LET ME NOW TURN TO THE CONDITION OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN KANSAS

CITY. AND WHAT I PERCEIVE AS THE CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM AND WHAT

CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT.

II. INFRASTRUCTURE IN KANSAS CITY AREA

I HAVE BROUGHT ALONG SEVERAL REPORTS ON THE CONDITION OF KANSAS

CITY'S INFRASTRUCTURE SO I'LL MERELY SUMMARIZE SOME OF THE

FINDINGS AT THIS TIME.
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A. STREETS AND HIGHWAYS

THE TOTAL COSTS TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE THE KANSAS CITY

AREA'S STREET AND HIGHWAY NETWORK BETWEEN 1982 AND 1995 HAS

BEEN ESTIMATED AT $3.4 BILLION. THE IMPROVEMENTS COMPONENT

OF THIS PROGRAM AMOUNTS TO $930 MILLION AND THE BRIDGE

COMPONENT AMOUNTS TO $305 MILLION TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

IN THE AREA'S 545 BRIDGES. MAINTENANCE OF THE STREET AND

HIGHWAY SYSTEM AMOUNTS TO $2.1 BILLION. BECAUSE OF RISING

CONSTRUCTION COSTS AND DECLINING REVENUES THERE WILL BE AN

ANNUAL SHORTFALL OF $16 MILLION IN FUNDS FOR STREETS AND

HIGHWAYS. (THE RECENT FIVE CENT PER GALLON INCREASE

OCCURRED AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY SO THIS

SHORTFALL WILL BE REDUCED SOMEWHAT)

B. WATER SYSTEMS

IN THE MATERIALS I AM LEAVING WITH YOU. THERE IS A GRAPH

SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF WATER LOST BY CITIES IN KANSAS AND

MISSOURI DUE TO LEAKAGE.

THE LOSSES RANGE FROM 5.44 PERCENT IN THE JOHNSON COUNTY

WATER DISTRICT NO. 1 To 25.82 PERCENT IN JOPLIN. MISSOURI.

KANSAS CITY. KANSAS LOST 16.10 PERCENT OF ITS TREATED WATER
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AND KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI. 15.73 PERCENT.

THE REASON FOR THE LOSSES IS DEFERRED MAINTENANCE. DUE TO

LACK OF FUNDS. THIS PROBLEM IS ALSO TRUE NATIONWIDE AS THE

AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION ESTIMATED THE ACCUMULATED

DEFERRED MAINTENANCE AT $30 BILLION.

IN ADDITION. THE WATER LOSSES RESULT IN LOST REVENUES. FOR

EXAMPLE. THE CITY OF SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI ESTIMATED ITS
LOSSES UP TO $1 MILLION A YEAR. ACCORDING TO THE "KANSAS

CITY TIMES" SURVEY.

C. SEWERS

ACCOUNTS OF LEAKING SEWERS AND OVERTAXED SYSTEMS ARE COMMON

IN THE KANSAS CITY AREA. OF ALL OF THE CASES REVIEWED,

PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF THE

PROBLEM IS IN LEAVENWORTH. KANSAS WHERE THE CITY IS

REPAIRING 150 YEAR OLD SECTIONS OF SEWER LINE, SOME OF

WHICH ARE MADE OF WOOD. IN ADDITION, A NUMBER OF CITIES

FACE A PROBLEM OF POLLUTING STREAMS WITH RAW SEWAGE DURING

HEAVY RAINSTORMS BECAUSE OF COMBINED SANITARY AND STORM

SEWER LINES.

ACCORDING TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. CITIES IN
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MISSOURI SHOULD SPEND $3 BILLION AND CITIES IN KANSAS $1.2

BILLION BY THE YEAR 2,000 TO UPGRADE THE QUALITY OF WATER

DISCHARGED INTO THE STATES' STREAMS. THESE AMOUNTS ARE FAR-

IN EXCESS OF THE FUNDS AVAILABLE FROM STATE AND FEDERAL

SOURCES. PLACING A TREMENDOUS BURDEN ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

TO FINANCE THESE PROJECTS EITHER THROUGH BOND ISSUES OR

USER FEES.

D. PUBLIC BUILDINGS

A REVIEW OF THE MATERIAL I DISTRIBUTED WILL ALSO POINT OUT

THE STATE OF DISREPAIR OF MANY OF THE PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN

THE KANSAS CITY AREA AND SOME OF THE OUTLYING RURAL AREAS.

EXAMPLES OF FALLING PLASTER. LEAKING ROOFS. POOR PLUMBING

AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS CAN BE FOUND IN MANY PUBLIC

BUILDINGS ACCORDING TO RECENT REPORTS.

THE COSTS OF REPAIRING THESE STRUCTURES HAS NOT BEEN

ESTIMATED BUT IT CONCEIVABLY COULD AMOUNT TO HUNDREDS OF

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.

IN SUMMARY. THE FACTS SHOW THAT THE KANSAS CITY AREA FACES 
THE

PROBLEM OF INFRASTRUCTURE DETERIORATION THE SAME AS OTHER AREAS

OF THE COUNTRY. I CAN'T SAY THE EXTENT TO WHICH OUR PROBLEM

EQUALS. EXCEEDS. OR FALLS SHORT OF THE PROBLEM. NATIONALLY. I
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DO KNOW, HOWEVER. THAT IT EXISTS AND THAT IT ADVERSELY AFFECTS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE REGION.

III. CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM

INFRASTRUCTURE IN KANSAS CITY AND THE NATION HAS DETERIORATED.

FOR THE MOST PART. BECAUSE OF A NUMBER OF COMMON PROBLEMS.

FIRST IS THE PROBLEM OF COSTS OF CONSTRUCTION. AS YOU ARE

AWARE. CONSTRUCTION COSTS HAVE SKY-ROCKETED IN THE LAST

DECADE. THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION CONSTRUCTION COST

INDEX HAS RISEN BY OVER 170 PERCENT SINCE 1970 AND THE EPA COST

INDEXES ARE UP OVER 150 PERCENT. CONSEQUENTLY, COMMUNITIES ARE

ABLE TO DO LESS IN THE WAY OF MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS EVEN

IF THEY HAD THE SAME NUMBER OF DOLLARS TO SPEND DUE TO THE

INCREASE IN COSTS.

THE SECOND FACTOR CAUSING THE INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEM IS THE

COST OF BORROWING TO FINANCE PROJECTS. INTEREST RATES HAVE

BEEN AT SUCH HIGH LEVELS THAT MANY COMMUNITIES HAVE BEEN

SQUEEZED OUT OF THE CAPITAL MARKETS OR DETERRED BY THE

RELUCTANCE OF THE PUBLIC TO SUPPORT BOND ISSUES AT SUCH HIGH

INTEREST RATES.

A THIRD FACTOR THAT HAS ADVERSELY AFFECTED TRANSPORTATION
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INFRASTRUSTURE IS THE NATURE OF HIGHWAY FUEL TAXES. SINCE

TAXES HAVE TRADITIONALLY BEEN LEVIED ON A PER GALLON BASIS. THE

HIGHWAY TRUST FUNDS HAVE NOT INCREASED AS THE COST OF GASOLINE

HAS INCREASED. IN FACT, AS GASOLINE PRICE INCREASES HAVE LED

TO MORE FUEL EFFICIENT VEHICLES AND THE COSTS OF IMPROVEMENTS

AND MAINTENANCE OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES HAVE CONTINUED TO

RISE, A TREMENDOUS SHORTFALL OF FUNDS HAS DEVELOPED. A RECENT

STUDY BY THE MID-AMERICA REGIONAL COUNCIL IN KANSAS CITY PLACES

THE SHORTFALL AT $16 MILLION ANNUALLY IN THE KANSAS CITY AREA.

FIGURES IN THE ATTACHED REPORTS DRAMATICALLY ILLUSTRATE THE

DIVERGENCE BETWEEN THE GROWTH IN REVENUE AND THE COSTS OF

MAINTAINING AND IMPROVING THE AREA'S TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.

A FOURTH COMPLICATING FACTOR HAS BEEN THE DEPRESSED STATE OF

THE NATIONAL ECONOMY WHICH HAS AFFECTED MOST REGIONS OF THE

COUNTRY, INCLUDING KANSAS CITY. IN FACT, THE KANSAS CITY

ECONOMY STARTED TO SLOW DOWN IN 1979 MAINLY DUE TO THE DOWNTURN

IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY. AS A RESULT OF THE RECESSION,

GOVERNMENT REVENUES HAVE NOT GROWN AT A SUFFICIENT RATE TO

FINANCE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS OR MAINTENANCE. IN ADDITION, THE

DEMANDS PLACED ON GOVERNMENT FOR HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS

INCREASED AS A RESULT OF THE RECESSION CAUSING A REALLOCATION

OF FUNDS FROM INFRASTRUCTURE TO WELFARE AND OTHER HUMAN

RESOURCE PROGRAMS.
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A FIFTH FACTOR. WHICH IS MORE SOCIOLOGICAL THAN ECONOMIC. IS
THE GROWING DISTRUST OF GOVERNMENT. MANY CITIZENS VIEW

GOVERNMENT AS INEFFICIENT AND IN SOME CASES CORRUPT.

CONSEQUENTLY. WHEN APPEALS ARE MADE TO SUPPORT SPENDING

PROGRAMS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE THE PUBLIC RESPONDS BY REJECTING

BOND ISSUES AND SAYING THAT MORE EFFICIENCY COULD CORRECT THE
SHORTFALL IN REVENUES. IN ADDITION. THE PUBLIC HAS SQUEEZED
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS BY PLACING LIMITS ON SPENDING OR REVENUES
THROUGH PROPOSITION 13 TYPE LEGISLATION.

WE FACE SUCH A PROBLEM IN MISSOURI UNDER THE SO CALLED HANCOCK
AMENDMENT. WHICH LIMITS SPENDING THROUGH TAX LIMITS. IN

ADDITION. MISSOURI HAS A REQUIREMENT THAT BOND ISSUES MUST PASS
BY A TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY. CONSEQUENTLY. KANSAS CITY HASN'T
PASSED A BOND ISSUE FOR THE LAST TEN YEARS.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

LET ME NOW TURN TO MY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOW TO SOLVE THIS
SERIOUS PROBLEM. I'LL BEGIN BY MERELY LISTING SOME TRADITIONAL
OR CONVENTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND THEN OFFER AN ADDITIONAL

UNCONVENTIONAL RECOMMENDATION IN SOME DETAIL.

AMONG THE CONVENTIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ARE:
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1. AN AD-VALOREM FUEL TAX (WITH A FLOOR TO MAINTAIN A

MINIMUM LEVEL OF REVENUE)

2. CONTINUED ANTI-INFLATION ACTIVITIES TO CONTROL

CONSTRUCTION COSTS

3. REDUCE INTEREST RATES BY REDUCING THE FEDERAL DEFICIT

AND CONTROLLING INFLATION

4. RESTRUCTURE FEDERAL SPENDING PRIORITIES AWAY FROM

DEFENSE

S. ADOPT A CAPITAL BUDGET TO AVOID PORK BARREL ALLOCATION

OF FUNDS

6. GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

NOW FOR MY UNCONVENTIONAL PROPOSAL. I'LL START WITH THE

PREMISE THAT THE NATION IS FACING A PROBLEM OF CRISIS

PROPORTIONS FOR WHICH THERE IS NO "QUICK FIX" AND. THEREFORE.

THE SOLUTION MUST BE EQUAL IN SCOPE.

AS A SOLUTION. I PROPOSE A COMPULSORY CIVILIAN OR MILITARY

SERVICE PROGRAM FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE REGARDLESS OF SEX. RACE.
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OR ECONOMIC POSITION. THE LENGTH OF THE SERVICE PERIOD WOULD

BE FOR TWO YEARS WITH THE INDIVIDUAL HAVING THE OPTION OF

CHOOSING MILITARY SERVICE OVER THE CIVILIAN SERVICE PROGRAM.

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CIVILIAN CORPS WOULD INCLUDE PARK

RESTORATION. SIDEWALK AND CURB REPAIR. BUILDING BIKE TRAILS.

STREET MAINTENANCE, PAINTING. TUCK POINTING. GENERAL

CONSTRUCTION LABOR, HOUSING REHABILITATION. AND OTHER LABOR

INTENSIVE ACTIVITIES.

THE CORPS WOULD BE DIVIDED INTO LOCAL WORK UNITS AND CLOSELY

SUPERVISED BY MASTER CRAFTSMEN OR EXPERTS. PRODUCTIVITY AND

QUALITY STANDARDS WOULD BE STRICTLY ENFORCED ON EACH UNIT.

FUNDING FOR THE CORPS WOULD BE PROVIDED BY NEW VERSIONS OF THE

RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE AUTHORITY, THE WPA, THE CCC AND THE

OTHER ALPHABET TYPE AGENCIES OF THE ROOSEVELT ERA.

TO THE SKEPTICS WHO SAY THAT YOUNG PEOPLE CAN'T BE MOBILIZED

TO DO THIS TYPE OF WORK. I REFER THEM FIRST TO THE SUCCESSES

OF THE 1930'S. SECOND. I KNOW FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN

CHICAGO THAT IT CAN BE DONE. IN CHICAGO. WE WERE ABLE TO GET

THE COOPERATION OF LABOR UNONS BY OFFERING EMPLOYMENT AS

INSTRUCTORS TO THEIR MEMBERS. THE INSTRUCTORS TAUGHT YOUNG

PEOPLE TO DO MANY TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION WORK AND TO DO IT WELL.
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I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT, NOT ONLY WOULD THE NATION REBUILD ITS

INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGH MY PROPOSAL, IT WOULD ALSO DEVELOP A

SENSE OF PRIDE AND SELF ESTEEM AMONG MANY YOUNG PEOPLE WHO

HAVE BEEN DENIED THE OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT DUE TO

DISCRIMINATION. LACK OF TRAINING OR GENERAL ECONOMIC

CONDITIONS. THE DUAL EFFECTS OF CREATING NEW CAPITAL AND A

BETTER TRAINED, PRODUCTIVE LABOR FORCE WILL COMBINE TO PROPEL

THIS NATION AHEAD DURING THESE COMPETITIVE TIMES AND THE LONG

RUN RETURNS WILL FAR EXCEED THE COSTS OF THE PROGRAMS.

THANKS AGAIN FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY AND YOUR CAREFUL ATTENTION

TO MY COMMENTS.
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AMERICA'S
INFRASTRUCTURE
A Shaky Foundation
For Economic
Renewal?
by Sheldon W Stahl, Ph.D.
In hearings held last year by the
Congress, James L. Oberstar,
Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Economic Development of the
Committee on Public Works and
Transportation, observed that:

... the Nation at every level of
government is failing
adequately to maintain or repair
its priceless investment in
public facilities ...

As many as three-fourths of the
communities of this country
may effectively be out of the
business of economic
development simply because
their public capital will not
allow them to participate in the
development process. They will

not be able to make gains in
economic development until
major investments are made in
the public facilities of these
communities.

Testifying at those same hearings,
Pat Choate, Senior Policy Analyst
for Economics, TRW, Inc., asd
co-author with Susan Walter of
America in Ruins, noted that:

... There is a growing
awareness that the economic
renewal of our nation is heavily
dependent on rebuilding the
basic public facilities that
underpin the economy. There is
also a growing awareness that
the quality of life of all citizens
is now threatened because of
public works decline.

Are such views simply alarmist, or
are the prospects for a healthy
economy threatened by a

| crumbling public infrastructure?

* DEMINING THE SUBJECT

Infrastructure: the underlying
foundation or basic framework
(as of an organization or
system) {Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary, 3rd ed.)

As noted above, the infrastructure
represents the basic foundation of
any modem industrial economy.
Indeed, what distinguishes most
of the "have" nations in the world
from the "have nots" is. the
richness asd breadth of both the
private and the public investment
that is in place. Thus, the public
infrastructure refers to
investment by all levels of
government in the vital life
support systems of the economy
that undergird and make possible
economic growth. This public',
capital takes such physical forms
as public buildings, water and
sewage systems, roads and streets,
bridges, tunnels and viaducts,
mass transit systems, locks and
dams, waterways, ports and
terminal facilities, and so forth.

Viewed somewhat more
expansively, the public
infrastructure encompasses the
provision of such traditional
public services as police s, and

ratnued
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sanitation, as well as health care
and education. One could expand
the list to include public cultural
and recreational offerings. For our
purposes, however, attention will
be directed to the physical
elements of the public
infrastructure.,What do the data
reveal?

THE MAGNITUDE OF THE
PROBLEM

Despite considerable efforts to
measure the condition of our
nation's stock of public capital,
the fact remains that neither its
present condition nor the future
investment which may be
required to repair, upgrade, or
expand those public assets has
thus far been determined with
precision. Nonetheless, what is
known provides ample cause for
concern. The examples which
follow have been identified by
various official government
agencies and by Choate and Walter
in their recent study, America in
Ruins, noted earlier.

The U.S. Interstate Highway
System represents about I percent
of our overall highway system, but
it handles about 20 percent of all
highway traffic. While the
Interstate system is still
incomplete, its deterioration is
occurring at a rate necessitating
the reconstruction of some 2,000
miles of road surface per year. As a
consequence of earlier inadequate
provision of funds for
rehabilitation and rebuilding,
more than 8,000 miles of road and
13 percent of the system's bridges
have exceeded their design life and
need to be rebuilt.

The Department of
Transportation estimated in a
1980 report that, to maintain
existing levels of service on
nonurban highways during this
decade, the costs of rehabilitation
and new construction would be in

excess of $700 billion. The years old and tht moret
enormity of this sum can be one-third of t hem ivill reqjD q +
appreciated by noting that it either slsti tairit-lit fi'lr,'
exceeds the total public works totald bd . -

expenditures by all governmental '- '
units during the 1970's. At the To be sure, pubOli iffraaui
same time, the Department of pro tendt ob cld s
Transportation noted in a 1981 identified with the ole
report that perhaps one-fifth of the r bareas, wbere flsc
bridges in the United States - are m pronounre 4 Foiq a
require either majorrehabilitation example, Haritqn n d,
or reconstruction. AomltrthoholerrhNemp
costs of such projects were t b
estimated at some $33 billion, the cm isil9etmtata
amount authorized for the rep toareconstruct orrelace the chy 4
of bridge deficiencies in fiscal year basicpoblicwork laCihd aal
1981 was $1, 3 billion. repalradoctSpubiD

To meet existing water pollution bespentoveraten-yurpedod.l
control standards, a 1979 report of noted that the financial puni f X
the Environmental Protection the city for the followingf orXl
Agency indicated that more than years called for public works4 --
$25 billion in government funds expenditures of only 1.4 billionr
would be required over a five-year per year. At'the sam e "ile
period. Looking at the nation's - Sunbelt cities'are'not ijiies.ie S
municipal water supply needs for from the need to addreseb
the remainder of this century, a cnditioivof their streets e
1980 General Accounting Office water sy tems, mass
report concluded that anywhere systems; and the 1ike.. .
from $75-110 billion would be Increasingly, they are discovers
needed to maintain the urban' that their rapis t..-
water systems of those cities with particularly durlngth-ps
populations greater than 50,000. decade, Is taxingthe e
These estimates do not include theirpublicinfras icturetor 4n
the enormous sums of money 'not only cuirent- growthbigt' '

associated with investments in prospective growth a ll.
water resource development for
agricultural purposes in all regions Although this listing ' ..Žs,,.

of the nation. The ongoing infrastructure deterioration is fgrt

depletion of the Ogallala aquifer, from all-inclusive, it'ia,,
for example, affects not only the representative of th
six states of the High Plains region both the quantity -and quality
that rely on it, but also our total our public facilities thatimayingt
food supply and our export pose as clear and presentd
markets. our nation's ability sogerte,

strong and sustainable econamle'
An examination of the nation's growth in the remaider ftl^
ports, harbors, dams, mass transit decade and beyondOnthebisof.
systems, and school buildings work done for members of -'
reveals unmistakable evidence of- Congress, Choate h~ a qtimased j-
serious deterioration. Ourgrowing that, for the pen'od 1982-1991, the
concem over the subject of crime infrastructure reinvestment that
and punishment must confront would be required to maintain the
the reality that more than one-half current -levels of servicewoild'
of this country's jails are over 30 total froni $2.5 to $3 triffio6ior

roughly$250-S300billionpe yesa
over the period. Given this i
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estimate of prospective needs, can
one be optimistic that these needs
will be met? An examination of
public infrastructure spending in
the last two decades may be
instructive.

THE PAST AS PROLOGUE?

Research done by the Bureau of
Economic Analysis of the
Commerce Department
demonstrates clearly that public
sector investment in real terms
has fallen sharply since peaking in
1968 at approximately $68 billion.
This level of absolute spending
also coincided with a peak in per
capita spending of S338 Isee Table
1). By 1981, total public
investment in structure and
equipment had shrunk to $50
billion, while on a per capita basis
it was only $218. Thus, per capita
investment in 1981 was lower
than at any other time over the
two decades shown in the table.

To further dramatize the steepness
of the decline, Figure I illustrates

FIGURE I
Infrastructure SpendIng as a

Percent of GNP. Federal, State
and Local
(V awn

% OF REAL GNP
300 -

7 7
71 n72737477077 78 7980 S

graphically the course of events in
the past decade. It measures
nondefense federal and state and
local government capital
investment as a percentage of real
gross national product (GNP) for
the period 1971-1981. The data
were prepared by Chase
Econometrics in connection with
a study for the Port Authority of
New York-New Jersey. For the
decade shown, real public
infrastructure investment as a
percentage of GNP fell by almost
one-half - from 2.8 percent in
1971 to about 1.5 percent in 1981.
Thus, at f time when
infrastructure decay was
becoming increasingly apparent,

the share of public investment
outlays declined precipitously.
What were some of the reasons for
this decline?

BEHIND THE NUMBERS

To be sure, part of the decline was
a reflection of shrinking
investment in highway
construction as the Interstate
highway system moved nearer to
completion. At the same time,
demographic changes related to a
slowing down in birthrates and a
maturation of the progeny of the
post-World War II baby boom were
responsible for a slowing down of
investment in physical plant for
education. Still, a 19

8
0 Commerce

Department study of public works
investment in the United States
shows that, even when one
excludes public investment for
highways and education and
includes the assumption of certain
responsibilities for public works
investment by the private sector,
there still has been an absolute
decline in the share of public
infrastructure investment as a
percentage of GNP.

The slowdown in the rate of
average real GNP growth vis-a-vis
the preceding decade and the
serious recession in 1974-1975
adversely impacting revenues at
all governmental levels must also
be viewed as contributory factors.
More recently, very large cuts in
federal aid to state and local
governments have constrained the
rate of public investment. Federal
grants-in-aid, which rose nearly
fourfold in the decade of the
1970's, peaked in 1980 at about $88
billion and are expected to be
about $10 billion less in 1983.

The growing dependence of state
and local governments on this
federal source of funding
paradoxically contributed to the
infrastructure problems of today.

continued
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Many federal programs designed
to assist state and local units do
not permit the use of such funds

The growing dependence of
state and local
governments on this federal
source of funding
paradoxically contributed
to the infrastructure
problems of today.

for the maintenance of public
facilities. Thus, the bias toward
new construction resulted in
undermaintenance of previously
existing facilities and equipment.
At the same time, new facilities
were added with insufficient
provision for their long-term
upkeep.

In addition to the above, the latter
part of the 1970's was marked by
an increased public dissatisfaction
with and resistance to tax burdens
at all levels of government. This
was evidenced by the passage of
Proposition 13 in California as
well as tax-spending limitation
initiatives in nearly a score of
other states. Superimposed on this
was the massive cut in federal
taxes beginning in 1981, which
served not only to dramatically
reduce the tax base of the federal
government, but to compromise
state and local tax bases as well.
The reductions in personal tax
rates and the accelerated
depreciation features of the 1981
Economic Recovery Tax Act
adversely impacted revenues
because of the close linkage
between the state and federal tax
systems. Additionally, there is a
strong reliance by those states
with a corporate income tax on the
use of federal taxable income as
their tax base.

MIDWEST
FOVUS

At the same time their tax bases data, what might be done to
were coming under increasing alleviate the potential outcome?
stress, state and local units found
themselves confronted by WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS?
record-breaking interest rates.
Even where there were no To counter the revenue shortfalls
statutory proscriptions on the noted, consideration might be
rates which could be paid, given to more aggressive
borrowing rates became - and utilization of direct user charges to
still remain - prohibitive, so that
debt-financing through state and To counter the revenue
municipal bond offerings in shortfalls noted,
support of public investment fell consideration might be
sharply. The problem was
compounded by the reduced given to more aggressive
attractiveness of state and local utilization of direct user
bonds to upper income bracket charges to finance public
investors as a consequence of their works investments.
newly lightened tax loads and a __
growing range of more attractive
investment opportunities. finance public works investments.

Additionally, despite the obvious
The result of this concomitance of resistance that would greet any
forces was that all levels of attempt to substantially increase
government were put under state or local taxes or to raise the
increasing fiscal stress at a time of federal tax base to finance public
growing infrastructure needs. The investment, this path cannot be
dramatic bottom line measure of ruled out. The sizable job of
the implications for future educating the public to the
infrastructure investment may be interrelationship between its
seen in Table 2. In the face of such economic well-being and the

TABLE 2
Comparison of Projected Capital Needs and Resources

Federal State and Local
(billions of $)

Averae Annual Cumulative
Investment HWeded Proet Fei. Annua ! acd

To Maintaln State, Local Public onret a Unmet'
Year Currant Ctoall Stack' Capal Soendira' Needs Neoda

1982 $300.0 $58 $244 $ 244
1983 300.0 59 241 485

-1984 30.0, 63 ' 237; 722
1985 . 300.0 '67 -233 -95
1988 300.0 71 229 1,184
1987 30&0 75 225 1,409
1988 300.0 79 221 1,830,
1989 300.0 84 216 1.848
1990 300.0 89 211 2,057
1991 300.0 94 ' 206 2,283
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quantity and quality of the who argue that more rational
infrastructure is an obvious businesslike planning is needed to
prerequisite to any success in make government more efficient,
modifying public perceptions of a capital budget would provide a
the tax burden. However, were vehicle for expressly recognizing,
such an effort successful, it would prioritizing, and acting upon the
likely produce a dividend in substantial public investment
similarly encouraging the public's needs that must be sorted out from
acceptance of more aggressive the multitude of disparate claims
debt-financing through bond on the public purse.
offerings as a means of generating
the revenues to finance-needed Anotheroptionfrequentlyalluded-
public investment. to is that of privatization, or

turning over to the private sector
Just as the need to explore avenues the responsibility for certain
for increasing revenues is of prime facilities or services that formerly
importance, so too is the necessity have been provided by
of a critical look at public government. Examples of services
expenditures. In an environment currently being provided through

privatization include water

Just as the need to explore supply, certain utilities, fire

avenues for increasing protection, sanitation service, and
avenues forincreasing health care. Owing to its greater

revenues is of prime flexibility and cost consciousness,
importance, so too is the the private sector may often be
necessity of a critical look at able to perform these functions

public expenditures. more efficiently than could units
of government. Yet it should be
recognized that the potential for

of fiscal stringency, the claims on privatizing public services is
public revenues at all levels of limited. Many facilities and
government is an issue deserving services are now provided by the
enlightened debate and government because they proved
discussion. In such a debate, no unable to generate adequate
category of spending can be 'profitability, or because the
assumed to be off limits in . private sector failed to perform
determining its priority in the satisfactorily. In any event, it
hierarchy of public needs. should be noted that the option of

privatization does not mitigate theIn this connection, a number of nee fo..rstutr

thoughtful observers have nee ntructure
suggested that to help the federal investment, t me shifts

govermentto btterorde its from the public to the privategovernment to better order its sector. Given our observed
priorities and stabilize its senenctr. Givenour obsevedtet
finances, a capital budget should tednyofarivsmns
be developed. It would separate with quick payback periods, it is

not at all certain that the
outlays into current costs to be long-term investment needs of the
financed from current income and
into capital expenditures which publc sector would be optimally
would be financed from debt addressdsml ysitn
issuance wherencessary. Aet responsibility for those functions
issuance where necessary. A h rvt etr
federal capital budget would help to the private sector.
to free public capital projects from In the event that none of the
the current pork barrel approach to aforementioned options provide
public investment decisions, adequate relief to our
where short-term expediency all infrastructure problem, there is
too often prevails over a more always the option of retrenching,
efficient long-term use of-scarce
public capital resources. For those

or learning as a society to do with
less. To some extent, as the data
have shown, this is the path that
has been followed either
consciously or by dint of
circumstance. In taking this path,
however, one must recognize that
as a nation our aspirations for
growth in the future must be
constrained.

In the mid- 1970's the Bureau of the
Census undertook a study to
attempt to measure the influence
of public works on the location
and investment decisions of
individual firms. They discovered
that the availability of public
facilities proved to be a far more
important factor in deciding
where to locate than the existence
of local tax incentives or the
availability of local industrial
revenue bond financing. Thus,
while adequate public facilities
may not assure economic growth,
they are invariably a prerequisite
for such development.

Thus, while adequate public
facilities may not assure
economic growth, they are
invariably a prerequisite for
such development.

A FINAL NOTE

No edifice that maybe expected to
last can be built on an inadequate
foundation. In that same vein, the
hopes for a long-lived and robust
period of economic growth and
renewal are dependent upon the
firm footing of this country's
infrastructure. While a great deal
of attention has been directed to
the need for private investment to
enhance our growth potential, we
appear to have ignored the
corollary need for investment in
the public domain. For, as was
noted in a special report in the
October26, 1981, issue ofBusiness
Week, entitled "State and Local
Government in Trouble,"

continued
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... It is perfectly true that the
private sector has carried the
responsibility for economic
growth throughout the history
of this nation. But at virtually
every stage of the nation's
history, growth was dependent
on a balance between private
and public investment.

The record suggests that we have
been consuming our public .
capital, and in the process we may
have compromised our ability to
attain the lofty economic goals we
have set for ourselves. At the same

The record suggests that
we have been consuming
our public capital, and in the
process we may have
compromised our ability to
attain the lofty economic
goals we have set for
ourselves.

time, we should not lose sight of
the fact that if our failure to
address our public investment
needs has created an
infrastructure crisis which now
impedes our path to a healthier
long-run economic outlook, then
our resolve to address this cnsis
can afford us a golden opportunity
to reshape that outlook.

MRI*

Dr. Stahl is Senior Advisor for
Economics and provides
expertise in regional economics,
business economics, and fiscal
and monetary policy. He is also
spokesman for MRI on economic
issues and monitors and
analyzes long-term trends.
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midamerica regional council/ oest ninth.suite20/ kansas ciy.missourI 645/ 81647424
STREET AND HICHlfAY FINANC IAL NIVES

THEr KANSAS CITY AREA
November 1n. 1n9SIa

A review of the financial status of the Kansas City area's street and highway
system has found that needed maintenance is being deferred and few major
construction projects can be undertaken in the future because of lack of
funds .

Costs of the Street and Highwav System
The total costs to maintain the street and highway network and to build
needed new projects between 1982 and 1995 were projected for the Kansas

City Metropolitan Region. This includes both state highways and major
local streets in Leavenworth, Johnson, Wyandotte Counties in Kansas and
Cass, Clay, Jackson, Platte, Ray Counties in Missouri. Graph I shows
the total cost of $3.4 billion divided into three categories: major improve-
ments, bridges, and maintenance and minor improvements. Graph 2 shows
total costs are $2.2 billion in the Missouri portion of the Kansas City
area and $1.2 billion in the Kansas portion.

Major improvements are those construction projects which add capacity to
the system, e.g. new facilities and the addition of lanes to existing facili-
ties. These costs include projects identified on the Transportation Improve-
ment Program (TIP). The TIP is an up-to-date listing of transportation
improvements identified as high priority by state and local governments.
Major improvement costs from 1982 to 1995 are $930 million, with $552
million in the Missouri portion and $378 million in the Kansas portion.
MARC does not consider that this is a "wish list." State and local govern-
ments have removed numerous projects over the past several years to avoid
showing planned projects which have no reasonable expectation of ever being
built.

The bridge category includes bridges which have been identified as structur-
ally deficient; these are bridges with safety problems. About $305 million
would be needed to correct the structural deficiencies of 275 bridges in
Missouri; $95 million would be needed for 270 bridges in Kansas.

1bv 1 WE-a-vAaN~e im ats 1vjH~s; ;.s 1.1vR;;1 v11...........E.N I;.
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GRMPH I

1982 - 1995 Street and Highway Costs
Kansas City Metropolitan Region
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GRAPH 2

1982 - 1995 Street and Highway Cost
Kansas City Metropolitan Region
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The third category is mainteinance and minor improvements. Maintenance

includes routine items such as snow removal and patching potholes. Minor

improvements enhance or maintain the efficiency of the current system and

include, for example, intersection improvements and resurfacing. Main-

tenance and minor improvement costs for 1982-1995 are $2.1 billion, with

$1.4 billion in Missouri and $700 million in Kansas. Funding for maintenance

and minor improvements is needed to keep the existing roadway system from

deteriorating.

Of the $3.4 billion total cost for street and highways in the Kansas City

area, 61 percent of the costs is for maintenance and minor improvements,

12 percent is for bridges, and 27 percent is for major improvements.

Maintaining the current system through bridge improvements, maintenance

and minor improvements is therefore a major portion of projected costs.

The above costs are all in 1982 dollars; inflation is not taken into account.

Adjusting for inflation, however, the total cost in 1982 would be $246

million and by 1995 the cost will have risen to $700 million. Major improve-

ment costs were inflated by 9 percent a year; this is approximately the rate

experienced from 1970 to 1980. Maintenance and minor improvement costs

were inflated by 8 percent a year; this is the rate of general inflation

from 1970 to 1980.

Street and Highway Revenues

Federal-aid has been a major source of revenue for streets and highways,

but this fund has not been increasing as fast as construction costs and

the magnitude of future funding is uncertain.

Table 1 presents the estimated sources of funds from 1976 to 1980 and

indicates that 73 percent of funds have been federal-aid funds. The federal-

aid portion of the state highway system major, minor and bridge improvement

costs is greater than the federal-aid portion of the major urban road cost.

Graph 3 shows that the 1982 projected federal-aid portion of state highway

costs is 58 percent, down from 85 percent between 1976 and 1980. The 1982

projected federal-aid portion of city road costs is 12 percent, down from

29 percent of previous years.
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TABLE I

ESTIMATED 1976-1980

SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR STREET AND HIQ4KAY BRE2TS

KANSAS CITY METROPOLITAN REGION

(000's of $)

KCMR Kansas Missouri

Federal Funds

Federal Aid Interstate 225,788 11S,641 110,147

Federal Aid Primary 37,975 19,277 18,698

Federal Aid Safety 2,677 1,215 1,462

Federal Aid Off-System 2,013 1,319 694

Bridge Replacement Funds 2,000 2,000 ---

Federal Aid Urban 27,471 10,192 17,279

TOTAL 297,924 149,644 148,280

State and Local Funds

State Highways 45,901 22,882 23,019

Major Urban Roads 66,082 40,681 25,401

TOTAL 111,983 63,563 48,420

GRAND TOTAL 409,907 213,207 _196700

% Federal Aid 73% '0t 75'

10/13/81

~Efcar
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GRAPH 3

Comparison of Cost and Federal Aid For
Major, Minor and Bridge Improvements

1982
Kansas City Metropolitan Region
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Another major source of revenue is the state fuel tax. Kansas has an 8;
per gallon tax on gasoline and a lIN per gallon tax on diesel fuel; Missouri
has a 7¢ per gallon tax on fuel which is the third loswest in the nation.

Comparison of Costs and Revenues
The costs and revenues from 1982 to 1995 in inflated dollars were compared
to identify the shortfall in funding. Graphs 4 and 5 shot the costs divided
into three categories. Funds for federal-aid major improvement projects
in which local and state funds are used to match federal funds are obligated
first; this category is of high priority so as to retain federal funds.
Federal-aid funds are not projected to increase over time. The next high
priority category is maintenance, bridges, and minor improvement costs;
spending less than this amount means disinvestment in the current system.
The last category is non-federal-aid major improvements, those projects
in which federal funds are not used.

Given current revenue sources, the revenue from 1982 to 1995 does not increase
as fast as costs increase. Since a major portion of revenues is from state
and federal "cents per gallon" taxes on fuel, revenues are not sensitive
to inflation. As the price of gasoline rises, less fuel is consumed, leading
to fever tax dollars.

In 1982, the maintenance, bridges, minor improvement and federal-aid projects
category is greater than revenues. This means that maintenance and upkeep
of streets and highways is already falling behind at a rate of $16 million
annually in the Kansas City area. In 1985 this shortfall will have increased
to almost $48 million.

Funding Alternatives
Several examples of methods to fund the shortfall between revenues and needs
were examined. Table 2 shows two revenue shortfalls. One is the difference
of total costs including constructing needed new projects and revenues;
the other is the difference of federal-aid projects, maintenance, bridges,
and minor improvements. This second category will be referred to as the
"maintain system" alternative; this strategy maintains the current system
and the ability to match federal dollars. In 1985 the total shortfall of
revenues in comparison to costs is $66 million; the maintain system shortfall
is $48 million.
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GRAPH 4

1982 - 1995 Comparison of Revenue
From Present Funding Sources and Costs

Kansas City Metropolitan Region
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GRAPH S

1982 - 1995 Comparison of Revenue
From Present Funding Sources and Costs

Kansas City Metropolitan Region

Total Cost
(includes non-federal aid
major improvements)
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TABLE 2

FIJNTYNG ALTERNATIVES TO ELIMINATE
1985 STREET AND HIGHWAY SHORTEALL

Kaisas City Metropolitan Region

8

Total Shortfall $61

Maintenance, Bridges,
Minor Improvement
Federal-Aid Projects $47
(Maintain System)

Funding Alternatives
(additions to current funds)

A. Cents per Gallon
Fuel Tax

-Total Cost
-Maintain System

B. General Sales Tax

-Total Cost
-Maintain System

KCNIR
Counties

i,500,000

Kansas
3 Counties

$20,659,000

Missouri
S Counties

S45,841,000

',717,000 $13,264,000 $34,453,000

12k
9e

.5%

.4%

114
74

.6%

.4%

13¢
lUe

.5%

.4%

C. Payroll Tax

-Total Cost .5% .5%
-Maintain System .31 .35

D. Property Tax (S per $1,000 assessed valuation)

-Total Cost $14 $13
-Maintain System $10 S 8

E. Percentage Fuel Tax (% of fuel price)

-Total Cost 5.5%' 932
-maintain System 4.03' 7%'

.5%

.4 %

$14
$11

9.0%'
7. S%'

'A regional percentage fuel tax assumes the current state cents per gallon tax
and would be in addition to the current tax.

'A statewide percentage fuel tax assumes the replacement of the current state
cents per gallon tax. Kim

10/13/81 D user -c
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Table 2 presents five tax alternatives for both total cost and maintain
system strategies. In 1985, 12 over and above the current "cents per gallon"
tax would be needed to eliminate the total shortfall and a 9¢ per gallon
tax increase would be needed to maintain the current system. About half
a percent general sales tax or payroll tax (earnings tax) would be needed.

A property tax was also calculated.

A percentage fuel tax is a sales tax on gasoline. In 1985, if the current

7¢ per gallon state fuel tax were replaced with a percentage fuel tax, a
9 percent fuel tax would meet total revenue needs and a 7 percent fuel tax
would maintain the current system. In 1995, a 7 percent fuel tax would

also cover the maintain system shortfall. If a "cents per gallon" tax
option is used to raise additional funds, a fuel tax increase of 9¢ will
be needed to maintain the system in 1985. Inflation will escalate costs

to the extent that to maintain the system in 1995, the fuel tax would have
to be 41¢ higher than currently.

Summary

The forecast of the financial condition of the Missouri counties in the

Kansas City area indicates the following conclusions. Current funding is
not sensitive to inflation; revenue from a "cents per gallon" tax actually

declines with inflation. Maintaining the current system is already being
deferred, compounding the problem for future years. Few major improvement
projects which have been identified by state and local governments as high

priority will be able to be funded.

29-792 0-84-8
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Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. MacGregor. Mayor
Moody, we look forward to your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM MOODY, MAYOR, CITY OF COLUMBUS,
OHIO

Mayor MOODY. Thank you, Congressman. In view of the hour and
your request you will be delighted to know that I do not have a
prepared statement to read, and I will comment on several ques-
tions that have arisen during the day.

I should like to point out, however, that I am testifying as the
mayor of the city of Columbus, Ohio, and I have been the mayor
for 12 years

I am testifying on behalf of the National League of Cities, the
Nation's oldest and largest group of cities going together for pur-
poses of affecting those State and Federal legislation which deals
with their welfare.

In that regard I would call your attention to the testimony of Ms.
Carol Belamy, president of the New York City Council, who testi-
fied on behalf of the National League of Cities on the Nation's in-
frastructure problems before the Senate Committee on Environ-
ment and Public Works on April 12 of this year.

Also, I would like to call your attention to the statement of
Mayor Tom Bradley, of Los Angeles, and Mayor Richard Fulton, of
Nashville, who testified before the Subcommittee on Economic
Development on public works and transportation on April 21. The
statement of Pamela Plumb, counselor from Portland, Maine, who
testified on July 15 before the Senate Committee on Environment
and Public Works.

Representative HAMILTON. All those statements you mentioned
will be made part of the record, Mayor, as well as the pamphlet
that Mr. MacGregor cited.

Mayor MOODY. Thank you. I would point out that I think that
testimony which I have mentioned-and I would say, sir, all of the
testimony which I have heard in this room I can agree with as a
matter of fact and perspective.

I do not agree quite with all of the conclusions that were drawn
from these facts, but I think the statements of facts given here
today are unusually knowledgeable and correct and reflect the gen-
eral situation.

It is my purpose to try to add a little perspective to this problem
that has been talked about in terms of a trillion or sometimes tril-
lions of dollars. That is a paralyzing number to think about.

For that reason I have submitted several copies to your staff of
this report which was completed just within the last month. It is a
1983 Columbus Physical Improvements Needs Survey. It is broken
down in 27 different community districts, and one category which
deals with city wide projects that do not quite fit into one of the
community areas.

I think that merely glancing through that gives you an indica-
tion of what is typical in this country. I would suggest, however,
that this work is probable considerably better than most, but the
underlying facts are about the same in most cities.
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It is interesting that we have learned that over 90 percent of the
cities have a very rational budgeting process for dealing with capi-
tal improvements and maintenance of infrastructure.

The Federal Government is a bad example in this regard, and I
will speak a little bit later to that. I would, however, recommend
just looking through this as being typical. I would point out that
there is no bottom line on dollar costs in that book.

Last year when we did our 1982 survey the total of those projects
was $1,181 million for city of Columbus projects. There are no
bridges included in that because under our system they are county
and State responsibility.

There are also some other items that are vital parts of the Co-
lumbus infrastructure that are not there because they belong to
other units of government.

I also point out in perspective that using the pattern of address-
ing of these needs, for the past 20 years we deal in each 4- or 5-year
period with approximately three-quarters of 1 percent of those in-
frastructure needs. That is because every 4 or 5 years we pass a
bond issue for as much as we can afford and it goes to meet the
kinds of needs that are here.

In no way does this reflect a wish list. It does reflect a prioritized
grouping, an inventory of needs within our city, as determined by
city officials, and as determined by citizens in a lot of public hear-
ings. So there are no soft or foolish things in here. There are obvi-
ously some that are farther down the list and we will probably
never get to that.

This points out one of the startling facts about your question
about crises. Every respondent was correct-the one who said we
were in crisis is correct, and the one who said we are not in crisis
was correct. What we have is an enormous need, and it is the kind
of degradation of the environment which I can best illustrate by re-
ferring to an aquarium, a small kind of aquarium that we some-
times see in a restaurant or a public building which is left unat-
tended and it becomes dirty and simply not satisfactory.

Well if you want to regard that as crisis then you can because it
is a filthy place and not a nice thing to look at and it is not very
functional either. On the other hand, it is amazing to know that
the fish continue to live in there.

So it is not a crisis that threatens the life of the resident.
My own estimation, and I cannot document this at all, is that on

a national basis about 10 percent of the infrastructure is a crisis.
The city of Columbus has, in my opinion, the best maintenance of
infrastructure of any major city in the country. Since I cannot take
the credit for it I do not hesitate to announce that.

With that kind of situation we have an unmet backlog of more
than 99 percent of our infrastructure needs. I would say that our
crisis situation in the city is far less than 1 percent, but there are
certain parts that either are a crisis or can quickly become a
crisis. That is when concrete starts to fall from a viaduct or when
bridges get to the point where concrete is falling off them, or you
can look through the deck and see the water, and that sort of
thing.
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The Federal Government cannot and in my opinion should not
try to solve the infrastructure problem. It is so large that it is
beyond the reach of our Federal Government as it now stands.

In addition, it has traditionally been met by local and State units
of government who have spent considerably more than the Federal
Government ever could or should.

To the extent that some Federal Government help is desirable,
and most of my colleagues would say that it is, they would like to
have it in revenue sharing or block grant form, and I support the
testimony of those who spoke on that subject and for the same rea-
sons they gave.

Categorical programs have the virtue of being targeted, but the
targets are often the wrong ones and they do not fit very well and
they deny the flexibility that is necessary to meet reasonable cir-
cumstances at the local level.

I would point out one book published in April 1983 which repre-
sents the results of a survey of 809 major cities in this country. The
startling thing is that no matter how large the problem is cities are
prepared to address substantial portions of that problem within 3
months from the time the funding sources are identified, and over
half of the projects less than 6 months from the time the financing
is ready to go.

While we cannot deal with the full extent of the problem, and
while an inventory would be desirable, my viewpoint very simply is
we cannot wait for an inventory about which we can do nothing
any how. We should start to deal with the problems that can be
dealt with.

One of the fascinating facts that came out of our survey is that a
very substantial number of projects which the cities prioritize in
the highest degree are under $5 million apiece. So there is some-
thing to get a handle on even if we cannot get a handle on the
entire infrastructure problem.

I serve also as a member of the infrastructure task force for the
NLC, and it has come up with some traditional and some innova-
tive suggestions which have not yet been endorsed by our entire
membership, but I feel they are worthy of reporting in the same
spirit that Mr. MacGregor introduced some innovations, I shall at
least in my instance introduce innovations.

We are concerned about the backlog of these needs and the in-
ability to meet them, and for that reason we flatly asked for a new
long-term Federal grant assistance program along the revenue
sharing or block grant lines.

My colleagues are much more in favor of that than I am/ but
nonetheless it is an acceptable thing and I do not know of anyone
who would refuse that money.

We are concerned very much with the market for State and local
bond issues and our ability to leverage additional private sector
capital for public infrastructure investment. Our task force has ac-
cordingly called for authorization of a Federal interest subsidy for
taxable bonds to be issued at the option of State and local govern-
ments to finance traditional purpose public investment projects.

I point out that our membership certainly has not endorsed this
and I am not sure that they will because we city people are so fear-
ful about losing the tax exception on municipal bonds that they do
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not want to give the Federal Government a foot in the door kind of
thing.

But those who have spent much time and effort on this subject
are of the opinion that this needs to be explored and that it makes
sense for a Federal subsidy on that interest, on taxable municipal
bonds, at the option of the municipality, and the same is true for
the States.

We are concerned with the Federal capital investment decision-
making and management. There was talk about logrolling and
some other things up here in the first session. We in the task force
have endorsed creation of a Federal domestic capital investment
budget within the unified budget submitted to the Congress by the
President each year.

Specifically in the sewer area, because we feel there is a need to
extend the life of existing federally aided infrastructure invest-
ments, we call for a reversal of the 1981 and 1982 legislation that
restricted the purposes for which wastewater treatment grant as-
sistance could be used to allow Federal funding for major sewer
system rehabilitation and correction of spill over from combined
sanitary sewer storm drainage systems.

A further recommendation of the task force is that there be an
increase in aviation user fees, the imposition of waterway user fees,
and other user charges in general where appropriate.

I would point that some things that apparently bear no relation-
ship whatsoever to the infrastructure problem are in our eyes fac-
tors having a major bearing on that problem.

I am concerned, for example, about the Pickle bill-I don't have
the number in front of me I think it is 3110-but the result of the
Pickle bill as was introduced-and it has been modified some in
committee and the executive session-would be to increase the cost
for local and State governments in areas it should not be increased
at all.

I would also point out that it could increase the cost for many
Federal projects. Let me give an example. We will have a staff
under the New Jobs Training Partnership Act with perhaps 100,
125 persons, and those people have to be housed. We could not rent
a new building for that staff, and certainly we don't want to house
them in existing city buildings which are already crowded.

The rent that would have to be charged to us and paid by the
Federal Government, in that case, would be considerably higher,
because the owner of the building would be denied the use of the
tax breaks he would get from anybody else.

Also, and this may seem like a long way from infrastructure, but
it is not really, it would necessitate our paying a higher price for a
Xerox machine to use in the city than it would for let us say for
Standard Oil to use the Xerox machine, because Xerox Co. would
be denied the depreciation in that case because we were leasing the
thing.

There is another example. The tax exempt bond market has
grown by leaps and bounds and the Congress appropriately target-
ed such things as industrial revenue bonds for economic develop-
ment, mortgage bonds for single family housing, and so on.

The fact is, some of our cities and some of our States are effec-
tively denied access to the bond market and many that do get in it
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are in at such a high cost because of the competition for those
funds that they are simply unable to proceed with the financing of
infrastructure matters.

Mr. Congressman, you have been very patient with me. I was
longer than I thought even in speaking to the few questions that
came up. I am glad that I do not have a prepared statement to add
to your burden.

Representative HAMILTON. It was a very good statement, Mayor
Moody, and we appreciate it very much.

[The statements and survey referred to by Mayor Moody for the
record follow:]
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[Testimony before the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works,
Apr. 12, 1983, on Infrastructure and Jobs]

STATEMENT OF IION. CAROL BELLAMY, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK
CITY COUNCIL, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES

Ms. BELLAMY. Thank you, very much, Senator.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify. I am, along with Mayor

Thomas Bradley of Los Angeles, cochairman of the National
League of Cities Infrastructure Task Force.

The National League of Cities, as you know, represents about
15,000 cities throughout the country, ranging in size from New
York and Los Angeles to Scotland Neck, N.Y.

It is a pleasure to be with you today to discuss proposed solutions
to the Nation's infrastructure problems. In our view, there is no
more urgent task facing government at all levels today, and,
indeed, the private sector, as well.

Our infrastructure task force, which I might say we very much
appreciate your talking to us last month, Mr. Chairman, was estab-
lished to deal with this critical problem.

Our first task, carried out in conjunction with the U.S. Confer-
ence of Mayors at the request of Congressman Jim Oberstar, was to
survey the condition of our local public facilities and to determine
our cities' needs for modernizing and replacing those facilities.

We are now in the process of analyzing the information submit-
ted to us by about 850 cities, and we will be pleased to make this
available data public and available to you very shortly.

The three bills before you today take different approaches to the
infrastructure problem. S. 23, introduced by the senior Senator
from my State, would establish a national commission to conduct
an inventory of needed public improvements and to develop a na-
tional plan setting priorities and detailing the financial mecha-
nisms required to make those improvements.

S. 532, introduced by Senator Domenici, would provide for the
setting up of State infrastructure banks.

S. 724, introduced by yourself and Senator Randolph, would pro-
vide for a State bank, rural public facilities, countercyclical public
works, historic preservation and various community improvements.

Unfortunately, I cannot comment in detail on each of these bills
since they are now being analyzed by the various policy committees
within the National League of Cities.

However, on behalf of the NLC, I would like to make some gener-
al comments on these various bills.

First, the cost of repairing, modernizing, and replacing our dete-
riorating infrastructure is enormous, with estimates commonly
running into hundreds of billions of dollars.

In view of the budget constraints facing all levels of government
today, it is unrealistic to expect public funding to fill more than a
small fraction of the overall need. Consequently, we believe that
private sector financing must be relied upon to the greatest extent
possible.
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In this context, the Congress should give careful consideration to
Senator Domenici's second infrastructure bill, S. 533, which would
provide interest subsidies for taxable bonds issued to finance infra-
structure projects.

The advantages of such an approach are many. They include pri-
mary reliance on private sector capital stimulated by a relatively
small amount of public subsidy; a reduction of costs to State and
local government borrowers for essential projects; and only a mini-
mal impact on the Federal budget as a result of a partial shift in
State-local borrowing from the tax-exempt to the taxable credit
market.

I do not bring up S. 533 to give it NLC's endorsement. Realisti-
cally, however, Congress can provide only a small part of the funds
needed in this area.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, would generally provide 50 to 75 per-
cent of projected costs, a substantial subsidy, but for relatively few
projects.

S. 533 would provide a small subsidy for many projects. Obvious-
ly, S. 533, if otherwise acceptable, would fund many more infra-
structure projects at ultimately a lower cost to the Federal Govern-
ment.

In addition, it should be noted that the greater the subsidy per
project, the more incentive the recipients will have to wait for as-
sistance rather than finding alternative sources of funding.

Second, not only is the cost of modernizing our public infrastruc-
ture great, but the variety of facilities that need that moderniza-
tion are great, as well. Roads, bridges, water works facilities, port
facilities, the list goes on and on. Just as government cannot rea-
sonably be expected to bear the full cost of repairing the public in-
frastructure, we cannot repair or replace all facilities at once.

Choices must be made. A first priority, for example, might be af-
forded to projects that are crucial to economic revitalization; for ex-
ample, key local roads and bridges, port facilities, public transit,
and water and sewer facilities that serve industrial and commer-
cial users.

In this connection, a very useful task could be performed under
Senator Moynihan's bill, which calls for the preparation of a na-
tional infrastructure improvement plan.

Development of such a plan would require setting priorities
among national and regional infrastructure needs by types of facili-
ty.

We believe that some priority-setting process at the Federal
level, together with flexibility to meet local priorities, is essential
in your development of any comprehensive infrastructure program.
We urge you to include representatives of all levels of government
and the private sector in that process.

Furthermore, the development of Federal capital budget, as
called for in S. 23, would help to set priorities for Federal support
of a wide range of infrastructure investments. As you know, Mr.
Chairman, Federal aid for infrastructure is already substantial,
particularly after enactment of the Surface Transportation Act of
1982. A capital budget would provide a mechanism for continuing
analysis of what the Federal Government supports and to what
extent, laying the basis for any changes that might be needed.
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Third, we would urge full attention to the very difficult problemof rehabilitation and replacement of public facilities. Althoughmost existing Federal infrastructure programs permit both reha-bilitation and the construction of new facilities, it is, frankly, alltoo easy to choose to build new facilities rather than rehabilitate
the old ones.

Because of the gigantic costs involved in this area, efficient useof both public and private funds should insure that a careful com-parison is always made of the costs involved.
Whenever rehabilitation offers significant savings, new construc-tion or replacement should be undertaken only for the most com-pelling reasons. In fact, you may want to consider specified incen-tives or higher levels of support for repair and rehabilitation thanfor new construction or replacement.
This is not to say, Mr. Chairman, that we regard the infrastruc-ture problem as primarily one of repair and rehabilitation, al-though it clearly is in some communities. In others, however, theproblems involve primarily growth and the need for new publicfacilities to accommodate that growth. A comprehensive infrastruc-ture program must involve both rehabilitation and new construc-

tion.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, we would urge the committee to focus itsattention directly on infrastructure needs, a serious and long-term

problem that will require years of patient and determined effort.The country would have to deal with this problem even if nationalunemployment were low or there was little or no youth employ-
ment.

Therefore, we believe that the immediate job-creating titles ofyour bill, titles III, IV, and V, dealing with countercyclical assist-ance, historic sites, and youth unemployment, should be the basisof a second jobs bill.
We support enactment of such a bill to help reduce the Nation'shighest level of unemployment in 50 years, and we will submit de-tailed comments on these bills to you shortly.
We do have serious reservations, however, on title II of your bill,which would terminate the EDA program and replace it with oneadministered by the Secretary of the Army through the Corps ofEngineers. We see no good reason to place long-term economic de-velopment functions with the Secretary of the Army after two dec-ades of such experience in the Economic Development Administra-

tion.
The House Public Works and Transportation Committee, as youknow, has reported H.R. 10, which would make substantial reformsin the EDA program, including a stricter targeting of funds to com-munities with serious problems of long-term distress. SenatorMitchell of this committee has introduced similar legislation, S.871. We strongly support these bills.
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Sub-

committee. I am Tom Bradley, Mayor of Los Angeles. I appreciate the oppor-

to appear before you today as a representative of both the National League of

Cities -- where I serve as Co-chairman with Council President Carol Bellamy of

New York, of the Infrastructure Task Force -- and the U.S. Conference of Mayors.

Mayor Richard Fulton of Nashville and I are here today to share with you

the results of the Joint Survey on Capital Budgeting and Infrastructure, con-

ducted by the League of Cities and Conference of Mayors over the past four

months. Copies of the report on the Survey are before you for your review.

My testimony today will cover, first, a brief introduction to the Survey;

second, a description of what we learned about city governments' capital budget-

ing pra( ices; and, third, an analysis of the priorities that the survey re-

spondents selected from among the types of infrastructure facilities that need

major work in their cities. My colleague, Mayor Fulton, will share with you

our findings from other parts of Survey.

ABOUT THE SURVEY

Of the nation's vast and complicated infrastructure network, this study

reports only on certain capital facilities which are the responsibility of

municipal governments. It also reports on how cities carry out that responsi-

bility. It is one of the most comprehensive studies of local government capital

investment practices and priorities ever undertaken.

Approximately 1,400 city governments were surveyed during December 1982

- February 1983. A total of 809 responses were received by March 1 and were

analyzed for this report. Responses were received from cities in every region

and every population category.
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This report is deliberately titled an "Initial Assessment." Several

dozen communities returned survey questionnaires after data runs had begun. These

additional responses can be included in later analyses. Moreover, our analyses

suggest still further research that can be done with this data.

The information gathered by this survey is significant -- and, indeed,

we believe unprecedented -- and deserves considerable further research. We

have not had time, for example, to cross-tabulate the answers to the survey

questionnaires by some measure of city distress. Eligibility for the UDAG

program could serve as such a measure.

I want also to note explicitly that research of this sort should be done

on capital facilities that are the responsibility of federal and state governments,

as well as local governments other than municipalities.

A sweeping picture of local infrastructure needs and capital budgeting

practices emerges from the survey. The survey presents several major findings

which must affect any consideration of the next decade's approach to public

capital investment. Mayor Fulton and I will share those findings with you

during our testimony.

CAPITAL BUDGETING

We found that cities make their decisions about capital investment needs

through an orderly process. Over 90 percent of the 809 respondents reported

that they either have a capital budgeting process or a substitute which accomp-

lishes the same purpose.

Nearly all these capital budgets are approved by city councils, and 88

percent of the respondents said these budgets cover all city departments. The

survey reveals widespread use of a variety of mechanisms to solicit public
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comment on capital budgets. Almost 84 percent of the responding cities use

public hearings and significant percentages use other techniques as well, such

as special or general purpose advisory boards.

Economic development plays a significant role in local capital budget-

ipg and planning.

National economic recovery and development require basically sound local

infrastructure. This Survey shows that respondents have grasped this fact and

that it plays a role in shaping the local budget planning process, as well as

in the selection of priorities.

When asked to cite the reason for choosing priorities for public facilities

work, the respondents cited protection of public health and safety and provision

of essential services most frequently. This reflects the fact that local govern-

ments are still the providers of services and protectors of public health and

safety first and foremost. But the third most frequently cited reason for

choosing a priority was economic development, by a wide margin.

Moreover, 492 respondents (or 60.8 percent of the total) reported that

economic development is taken into consideration when planning a capital budget.

We believe these findings point to a local base of activities and attitudes

regarding the relationship between public capital investment and economic develop-

ment that can be built upon in federal policv and programs. Federal assistance

for public facilities that are related to economic development would not only

help localities address some of their highest priority needs, but would also

contribute to national economic growth.

Respondents were asked whether or not each of four categories of capital

improvement work is included in their capital budgets. The frequencies with

which respondents said each category is included in their budgets is summarized

in this table.
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Preventive Maintenance 43.4 percent said this is
included in their budget

Major Maintenance 76.8 percent
Rehabilitation/Reconstruction 92.0 percent
Expansion/New Construction 94.7 percent

Respondents indicated that they rely on different financing mechanisms

for each of these different categories of infrastructure work. Taken together,

these responses show that responding cities make an important distinction in

their capital budgeting: local taxes are used primarily to finance maintenance,

and debt is primarily used to finance major rehabilitation, expansion, and new

construction.

Large majorities of the responding cities indicated that they view the

local capital budgeting process as effective with regard to a broad array of

criteria. At the same time, the respondents indicated that their processes

could be improved, and such areas as needs assessment, analysis of financing

options, and development of priorities all receive high responses as areas worth

improving.

Respondents felt that all levels of government have a role in financing

improvements to local capital budgeting processes, with 85 percent citing a local

responsibility, 65 percent a state responsibility, and 52 percent a federal re-

sponsibility.

The National League of Cities and U.S. Conference of Mayors urge the Sub-

committee to consider seriously this finding of the survey. We strongly recommend

that funding assistance for the improvement of local capital budgeting processes

be included in any federal infrastructure program

INFRASTRUCTURE PRIORITIES

Respondents were asked to choose, from among nineteen types of facilities,

the three that are the highest priorities for capital expenditures in their

communities. Priorities vary among different types of cities, but when the
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three top priorities for all responding cities are combined (without weighting

for first, second, or third places), the category of "streets and roads'

is definitely the priority most often selected. The six facility types most
frequently selected as priorities by respondents are as follows. (The "count"

is the number of times that facility type was selected as a first, second, or

third priority.)

Facility Type Priority Count

Streets and Roads 518
Stormwater Collection 309
Wastewater Treatment 228
Sewage Collection 216
Public Buildings 197
Water Distribution 152

The other facility types have "counts" of 106 or less.

Identification of these priorities is a major finding of the survey,

but these are differences amono types of cities as regards their Driorities.
These results must also be viewed in the context of other major findings

-- which Mayor Fulton will report -- that emphasize the variation among

cities in the ability to finance and the condition of public capital

facilities. This strongly supports the view that any national effort in

this area should rely primarily on local planning and the local priorities,

within broad national ourDoses.

The survey asked how long it would take to begin work on the priority

projects if sufficient funds were available to finance the work. When

all the first, second, and third priorities are accumulated (without

weighting), it is clear that the vast maioritv of the respondents project

start-up times for these priorities of under six months.
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Start Time Count

Under 3 months - 799
4 to 6 months 833
7 to 12 months 549
Over 1 year 152

A major question which always arises when public works spending is

discussed is who would do the actual work: public employees or private

sector workers under contracts?

The survey asked cities to indicate how they would undertake their

priority projects -- through city employees, through contracting out the

work, or through some combination of the two.

When respondents' answers are totaled (without weighting), the un-

equivocal answer is that cities would contract out the work in the vast

majority of the cases.

This is a major finding. It shows conclusively that investment in

local infrastructure work translates directly into jobs in the private

sector. This finding should end any charges that urban infrastructure

funding would mean massive patronage and public hiring or distortions in

the balance between public or private employment.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcdomnittee, this ends my portion

of this presentation.

I want to say again -- on behalf of the nation's cities -- that we

believe the issue of infrastructure is of utmost importance, and we

believe these survey results are a major contribution to discussions of

this issue.

Thank you. I will be glad to answer questions at the appropriate

time.
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee, my name is
Richard Fulton. I am the Mayor of Nashville, Tennessee, and I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you today-as a representative of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors -- where I serve as Vice-President and the National
League of Cities -- of which my city is a member.

My colleague Mayor Bradley has outlined for you some of the findings
from the Joint Survey onfCapital Budgeting. and Infrastructure, a copy of which

you have before you. I will cover four principal areas in my testimony this
morning. First, I will summarize the Survey's findings regarding the physical
condition of nineteen different types of public facilities. I also will
summarize the Survey's findings regarding the responding cities' ability to
finance necessary improvements in these facilities.

Thir4 I will discuss the cost ranges which respondents told us would
cover the expense of undertaking the priority needs summarized by Mayor Bradley.
Finally, I will present some preliminary recommendations -- some of which
Mayor Bradley has already mentioned -- for your review. We believe these can
be drawn from the survey and could be helpful as the Subcommittee considers
legislative initiatives in the infrastructure area.

CONDITION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES

The survey asked respondents to characterize the physical condition of
19 types of public facilities. Respondents could choose one of six character-
izations--ranging from "in good condition" through various levels of needed work
to "does not apply to this city"--for each of the 19 facility types. In addition,
all of these results could be cross-tabulated by region, population size and city
type, generating a very large data base.

The information generated by this question is extremely rich. It is im-
possible to characterize the findings adequately in a short summary. However, some
major points should be noted.

First, in six of the facilities a ma ity of the respondents said the

29-792 0-84-9
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facilities were "in good condition." These facility types were:

a Community social 58.8 percent said
service facilities "in good condition"

a Parks and Recreational
facilities, open space 55.7 percent

* Water Storaqe 54.8 percent
a Public bull ding 54.4 percent
a Water treatment 50.6 percent
a Traffic control equipment 50.3 percent

However, for 10 of the facility types at least 30 percent of the

respondents said they required major work. There is some overlap between the

first and second group, indicating the varieties of local situations:

a Streets and roads 70.4 percent said
major work needed

a Sidewalks and curbs 69.9 percent
* Storm water collection

and drainage 67.4 percent
a Sewage collection 49.8 percent
a Bridges, overpasses

and viaducts 44.9 percent
a Public buildings 42.9 percent
a Traffic control equipment 39.0 percent
* Parks, recreation facilities,

open space 35.0 percent
* Wastewater treatment 34.7 percent
* Water distribution 31.3 percent

Finally, in six of the facility types, at least 25 percent of the re-

spondents reported that the facility types "did not apply to this city:"

* Docks, wharves, and ports 77.9 percent said it
didn't apply

a Public transportation facilities 64.3 Percent
a Public transportation rolling stock 63 percent
* Public school buildings 56.9 percent
* Solid waste disposal facilities

and resource recovery facilities 40.8 percent
* Water treatment 27 Percent

This last finding bears further analysis. The survey data collected

do not support any firm conclusions as to why these categories are so often

characterized as "not applicable." It seems reasonable, however, to speculate
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that in many cases, control over these facilities rests with independent

boards or authorities, such as school boards. Thus, capital budget needs

would not necessarily show up in city budgets.

Second, some of these facilities may be operated by the private

sector.

Finally, it is possible that many of the respondents simply did not

have these facilities in their jurisdictions. This is certainly likely in

the case of public transportation, or docks and wharves. Also, among those

who do have such facilities, many may use independent boards or authorities,

or the private sector. to operate them.

There are some discernible differences in the responses from different

regions, different sized cities, and different city types. These are discussed

in greater detail throughout the report. We have provided an especially detailed

analysis of these differences for the six high priority facility types mentioned

by Mayor Bradley. However, we must stress: no region, no Population class,

and no city type emerges a clear winner or a clear loser in this matter. Cities

from every classification report difficulties with some facilities. Local infra-

structure needs and priorities vary widely among cities.

ABILITY TO FINANCE CAPITAL PROJECTS

The survey also asked respondents to characterize their ability to

finance necessary work on each of the 19 types of public facilities. Respondents

could choose one of six possible responses--ranging from "possible to finance

Out of own resources as a matter of course" through varying degrees of need

for assistance from state or federal governments to "not in the municipal

budget"--for each of the 19 facility types.
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First, in five of these facility types, a majority of the respondents

said they could finance necessary work out of their own resources either as a

matter of course or with difficulty--

*Public building 67.8 percent
* Sidewalks and curbs 63.3 ercent
a Water distribution 57.8 percent
e Water storage 53.4 percent
* Traffic control equipment 50.3 percent

However, for eight of the facility types, at least 30 percent of the

respondents said that they required some degree of state or federal aid to

finance the necessary work. There is some overlap between the~first and

second groups, thus indicating the differences in local situations. This

second group includes:

a Streets and roads 62.0 percent
a Wastewater treatment 54.5 percent
* Bridges, overpasses, viaducts 54.4 percent
* Parks, recreational facilities,

open space 49.2 percent
a Stormwater collection and drainage 48.3 percent
a Sewage collection 44.1 percent
a Traffic control equipment 38.6 percent
a Sidewalks and curbs 31.4 percent

Finally, in six of the facility types, at least 25 percent of the

respondents reported that the facility type is "not in the municipal budget."

These facility types are:

* Public hospitals and clinics 60.8 percent
a Docks, wharves and ports 57.7 percent
a Public school buildings 53.8 percent
a Public transportation facilities 60.1 percent
a Public transportation rolling stock 48.9 percent
a Solid waste disposal facilities

and resource recovery facilities 2g.2 percent

The overlap among categories and the variety of responses among dif-

ferent types of responding cities underlines another major, overriding finding

of this survey: the ability to finance necessary infrastructure work varies

widely among cities.
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As before, some regions report they can finance some facilities more

easily than others. Small cities report more often they need assistance with

some types of work; large cities do so for other types. The same holds true for

the type of city responding. These differences are explained in greater detail

in the report. The striking finding is that cities from every region, from every

size classification, and from every city type report that they need assistance

for some infrastructure needs, while they can finance others locally.

COST RANGES FOR THE PRIORITIES

Respondents were asked to choose the most appropriate cost range

for the capital costs of their priority projects. When the responses to all

the ranges cited for all the priorities are added together, it becomes clear

that the "$1.0 million to $5.0 million" range is by far the most frequent

choice:

Cost Range Count

Under $0.5 million 291

$0.5 million to $1.0 million 380

$1.0 million to $5 million 728

$5.0 million to $10.0 million 78

$10 million to $20 million 268

$20 million to $50 million 180

$50 million and over 150

This information does not permit any analysis of a total "bottom line"

figure for urban infrastructure needs. The report does not provide one, and

-ur statistical advisors tell us that no one should try to do so using these figures.

The responses to this question do show that among the respondents
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to this survey. the most prevalent cost range for self-selected priority infra-

structure projects is between $1 million and $5 million.

This Is an important finding in its own right. Total public facilities

needs across the country undoubtedly are quite formidable. At the local level,

however, the specific needs for individual high priority projects can be less

daunting in their magnitude.

Also, the wide distribution of responses among all the possible cost

ranges leads to another major finding of the survey: the range of costs among

cities for undertaking necessary work on priority infrastructure needs varies

widely among the responding cities.

There is no question that a complete inventory of all necessary work on

local capital facilities would give rise to a large total price tag for refurbishing

America's urban infrastructure. We cannot give you such a total. The survey did

not attempt to generate one.

The survey does demonstrate that there is a clear need for assistance

at the state and federal level if we expect these needs to be met.

There is no inexpensive, quick or easy solution to the problem of urban

infrastructure. It has taken years to develop, and will only be conquered by an

equally long-term commitment by all levels of government.

The survey does show, however, that we need not be paralyzed by the over-

all magnitude of this problem.

Significant progress could and would be made in meeting priority needs

if relatively modest amounts of assistance were available at the local level.

Multiplied across many jurisdictions, this surely will add up. However, a start

can be made. A start should be made.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
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Mr. Chairman, I know that the Subcommittee at the present time does

not have legislation before it which addresses the long-term infrastructure

needs of cities. The U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League of Cities

believe that federal action on this matter is warranted, and we hope that you will

move to consider such legislation.

If and when the Subcommittee takes up such legislation, we will be

happy to share our thoughts with you on its specifics. In the meantime, however,

the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League of Cities believe that

this landmark survey leads to some preliminary recommendations some of which Mayor

Bradley already has mentioned which would apply to any legislative initiative.

First, any federal effort to provide assistance in meeting infrastructure

needs should provide funds directly to local governments. This survey shows that

local governments can and do plan rationally for their capital expenditures. They

know what their needs are and where their priorities lie. There is a clear

and justifiable need for direct federal-city relationships in this are. Any

future legislation should embrace this principle.

Second, the survey shows that these local needs vary widely. They differ

among cities in different regions, of different sizes, and of different types. For

this reason, any federal effort in this area should be designed to provide consider-

able local flexibility in the programming and use of funds, within clear national

objectives. The approach taken by this Subcommittee in fashioning the National

Development Investment Act of 1983 (H.R.lO) is a good example of this principle

at work. We appreciate this Subcommittee's sensitivity to this important principle.

Third, the survey shows that individual high priority projects chosen by

the respondents can, in most cases, be undertaken with relatively modest amounts

of funding. Thus, federal assistance could make a difference locally if it helped

provide such amounts, and provided them consistently and predictably over time.
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GOOD MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE

COMMITTEE. I AM PAMELA PLUMB, COUNCILOR OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND,

MAINE. I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY

AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF BOTH THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES --

WHERE I SERVE AS VICE CHAIR OF THE COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE AND A MEMBER OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE TASK

FORCE -- AND THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS -- WHERE I WAS A

MEMBER OF THE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE WHEN I WAS MAYOR OF MY

CITY IN 1980-81.

I AM HERE TODAY TO SHARE WITH YOU THE RESULTS OF THE JOINT

-SURVEY ON CAPITAL BUDGETING AND INFRASTRUCTURE, CONDUCTED BY THE

LEAGUE OF CITIES AND CONFERENCE OF MAYORS FROM DECEMBER 1982 TO

APRIL 1983. COPIES OF THE REPORT ON THE SURVEY WERE CIRCULATED

TO YOU EARLIER FOR YOUR REVIEW.

MY TESTIMONY TODAY WILL COVER, FIRST, A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

TO THE SURVEY; SECOND, A DESCRIPTION OF WHAT WE LEARNED ABOUT

CITY GOVERNMENTS' CAPITAL BUDGETING PRACTICES; THIRD, AN ANALYSIS

OF THE PRIORITIES THAT THE SURVEY RESPONDENTS SELECTED FROM AMONG

THE TYPES OF INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES THAT NEED MAJOR WORK IN

THEIR CITIES; FOURTH, A SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY'S FINDINGS

REGARDING THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF NINETEEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF

PUBLIC FACILITIES AS WELL AS THE RESPONDING CITIES' ABILITY TO

FINANCE NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS IN THESE FACILITIES; FIFTH, AN

ANALYSIS OF THE COST RANGES WHICH RESPONDENTS TuLD US WOULD COVER

THE EXPENSE OF UNDERTAKING THE PRIORITY NEEDS OF THEIR CITIES;

AND FINALLY, SOME POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOUR REVIEW. WE
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BELIEVE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE DRAWN FROM THE SURVEY AND

COULD BE HELPFUL AS THE COMMITTEE CONSIDERS LEGISLATIVE INITIA-

TIVES IN THE INFRASTRUCTURE AREA.

ABOUT THE SURVEY

OF THE NATION'S VAST AND COMPLICATED INFRASTRUCTURE NETWORK,

THIS STUDY REPORTS ONLY ON CERTAIN CAPITAL FACILITIES WHICH ARE

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS. IT ALSO REPORTS ON

HOW CITIES CARRY OUT THAT RESPONSIBILITY. IT IS ONE OF THE MOST

COMPREHENSIVE STUDIES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT CAPITAL INVESTMENT

PRACTICES AND PRIORITIES EVER UNDERTAKEN.

APPROXIMATELY 1,400 CITY GOVERNMENTS WERE SURVEYED DURING

DECEMBER 1982 - FEBRUARY 1983. A TOTAL OF 809 RESPONSES WERE

RECEIVED BY MARCH 1 AND WERE ANALYZED FOR THIS REPORT. RESPONSES

WERE RECEIVED FROM CITIES IN EVERY REGION AND EVERY POPULATION

CATEGORY.

THIS REPORT IS DELIBERATELY TITLED AN "INITIAL ASSESSMENT."

SEVERAL DOZEN COMMUNITIES RETURNED SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES AFTER

DATA RUNS HAD BEGUN. THESE ADDITIONAL RESPONSES CAN BE INCLUDED

IN LATER ANALYSES. MOREOVER, OUR ANALYSES SUGGEST STILL FURTHER

RESEARCH THAT CAN BE DONE WITH THIS DATA.

THE INFORMATION GATHERED BY THIS SURVEY IS SIGNIFICANT --

AND, INDEED, WE BELIEVE UNPRECEDENTED -- AND DESERVES CONSID-

ERABLE FURTHER RESEARCH. WE HAVE NOT HAD TIME, FOR EXAMPLE, TO

CROSS-TABULATE THE ANSWERS TO THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES BY SOME

MEASURE OF CITY DISTRESS. ELIGIBILITY FOR THE UDAG PROGRAM COULD

SERVE AS SUCH A MEASURE.
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I WANT ALSO TO NOTE EXPLICITLY THAT RESEARCH OF THIS SORT

SHOULD BE DONE ON CAPITAL FACILITIES THAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY

OF FEDERAL AND STATE GOVERNMENTS, AS WELL AS LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

OTHER THAN MUNICIPALITIES.

A SWEEPING PICTURE OF LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS AND CAPITAL

BUDGETING PRACTICES EMERGES FROM THE SURVEY. THE SURVEY PRESENTS

SEVERAL MAJOR FINDINGS WHICH MUST AFFECT ANY CONSIDERATION OF THE

NEXT DECADE'S APPROACH TO PUBLIC CAPITAL INVESTMENT. I NOW WANT

TO SHARE THOSE FINDINGS WITH YOU.

CAPITAL BUDGETING

WE FOUND THAT CITIES MAKE THEIR DECISIONS ABOUT CAPITAL

INVESTMENT NEEDS THROUGH AN ORDERLY PROCESS. OVER 90 PERCENT OF

THE 809 RESPONDENTS REPORTED THAT THEY EITHER HAVE A CAPITAL

BUDGETING PROCESS OR A SUBSTITUTE WHICH ACCOMPLISHES THE SAME

PURPOSE.

NEARLY ALL THESE CAPITAL BUDGETS ARE APPROVED BY CITY

COUNCILS, AND 88 PERCENT OF THE RESPONDENTS SAID THESE BUDGETS

COVER ALL CITY DEPARTMENTS. THE SURVEY REVEALS WIDESPREAD USE OF

A VARIETY OF MECHANISMS TO SOLICIT PUBLIC COMMENT ON CAPITAL

BUDGETS. ALMOST 84 PERCENT OF THE RESPONDING CITIES USE PUBLIC

HEARINGS AND SIGNIFICANT PERCENTAGES USE OTHER TECHNIQUES AS

WELL, SUCH AS SPECIAL OR GENERAL PURPOSE ADVISORY BOARDS.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAYS A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN LOCAL

CAPITAL BUDGETING AND PLANNING.
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NATIONAL ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIRE BASICALLY

SOUND LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE. THIS SURVEY SHOWS THAT RESPONDENTS

HAVE GRASPED THIS FACT AND THAT IT PLAYS A ROLE IN SHAPING THE

LOCAL BUDGET PLANNING PROCESS, AS WELL AS IN THE SELECTION OF

PRIORITIES.

WHEN ASKED TO CITE THE REASON FOR CHOOSING PRIORITIES FOR

PUBLIC FACILITIES WORK, THE RESPONDENTS CITED PROTECTION OF

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY AND PROVISION OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES MOST

FREQUENTLY. THIS REFLECTS THE FACT THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE

STILL FIRST AND FOREMOST THE PROVIDERS OF SERVICES AND PROTECTORS

OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY. BUT THE THIRD MOST FREQUENTLY CITED

REASON FOR CHOOSING A PRIORITY WAS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, BY A

WIDE MARGIN.

MOREOVER, 492 RESPONDENTS (OR 60.8 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL)

REPORTED THAT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION

WHEN PLANNING A CAPITAL BUDGET.

WE BELIEVE THESE FINDINGS POINT TO A LOCAL BASE OF

ACTIVITIES AND ATTITUDES REGARDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

PUBLIC CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THAT CAN BE

BUILT UPON IN FEDERAL POLICY AND PROGRAMS. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

FOR PUBLIC FACILITIES THAT ARE RELATED TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

WOULD NOT ONLY HELP LOCALITIES ADDRESS SOME OF THEIR HIGHEST

PRIORITY NEEDS, BUT WOULD ALSO CONTRIBUTE TO NATIONAL ECONOMIC

GROWTH.
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RESPONDENTS WERE ASKED WHETHER OR NOT EACH OF FOUR

CATEGORIES OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT WORK IS INCLUDED IN THEIR

CAPITAL BUDGETS. THE FREQUENCIES WITH WHICH RESPONDENTS SAID

EACH CATEGORY IS INCLUDED IN THEIR BUDGETS IS SUMMARIZED IN THIS

TABLE.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 43.4 PERCENT SAID
THIS IS INCLUDED IN
THEIR BUDGET

MAJOR MAINTENANCE 76.8 PERCENT
REHABILITATION/RECONSTRUCTION 92.0 PERCENT
EXPANSION/NEW CONSTRUCTION 94.7 PERCENT

RESPONDENTS INDICATED THAT THEY RELY ON DIFFERENT FINANCING

MECHANISMS FOR EACH OF THESE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF INFRASTRUC-

TURE WORK. TAKEN TOGETHER, THESE RESPONSES SHOW THAT RESPONDING

CITIES MAKE AN IMPORTANT DISTINCTION IN THEIR CAPITAL BUDGETING:

LOCAL TAXES ARE USED PRIMARILY TO FINANCE MAINTENANCE, AND DEBT

IS PRIMARILY USED TO FINANCE MAJOR REHABILITATION, EXPANSION AND

NEW CONSTRUCTION. I
LARGE MAJORITIES OF THE RESPONDING CITIES INDICATED THAT

THEY VIEW THE LOCAL CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESS AS EFFECTIVE WITH

REGARD TO A BROAD ARRAY OF CRITERIA. AT THE SAME TIME THE

RESPONDENTS INDICATED THAT THEIR PROCESSES COULD BE IMPROVED, AND

SUCH AREAS AS NEEDS ASSESSMENT, ANALYSIS OF FINANCING OPTIONS,

AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRIORITIES ALL RECEIVE HIGH RESPONSES AS AREAS

WORTH IMPROVING.
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RESPONDENTS FELT THAT ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT HAVE A ROLE

IN FINANCING IMPROVEMENT TO LOCAL CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESSES,

WITH 85 PERCENT CITING A LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY, 65 PERCENT A STATE

RESPONSIBILITY, AND 52 PERCENT A FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY.

THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES AND U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

URGE THE COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER SERIOUSLY THIS FINDING OF THE

SURVEY. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT FUNDING ASSISTANCE FOR THE

IMPROVEMENT OF LOCAL CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESES BE INCLUDED IN

ANY FEDERAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM.

INFRASTRUCTURE PRIORITIES

RESPONDENTS WERE ASKED TO CHOOSE, FROM AMONG NINETEEN TYPES

OF FACILITIES, THE THREE THAT ARE THE HIGHEST PRIORITIES FOR

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES IN THEIR COMMUNITIES. PRIORITIES VARY AMONG

DIFFERENT TYPES OF CITIES, BUT WHEN THE THREE TOP PRIORITIES FOR

ALL RESPONDING CITIES ARE COMBINED (WITHOUT WEIGHTING FOR FIRST,

SECOND, OR THIRD PLACES), THE CATEGORY OF "STREETS AND ROADS" IS

DEFINITELY THE PRIORITY MOST OFTEN SELECTED. THE SIX FACILITY

TYPES MOST FREQUENTLY SELECTED AS PRIORITIES BY RESPONDENTS ARE

AS FOLLOWS. (THE "COUNT" IS THE NUMBER OF TIMES THAT FACILITY

TYPE WAS SELECTED AS A FIRST, SECOND, OR THIRD PRIORITY.)

FACILITY TYPE PRIORITY COUNT

STREETS AND ROADS 518
STORMWATER COLLECTION 309
WASTEWATER TREATMENT 228
SEWAGE COLLECTION 216
PUBLIC BUILDINGS 197
WATER DISTRIBUTION 152

THE OTHER FACILITY TYPES HAVE "COUNTS" OF 106 OR LESS.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THESE PRIORITIES IS A MAJOR FINDING OF THE

SURVEY, BUT THESE ARE DIFFERENCES AMONG TYPES OF CITIES AS

REGARDS THEIR PRIORITIES. THESE RESULTS MOST ALSO BE VIEWED IN

THE CONTEXT OF OTHER MAJOR FINDINGS -- WHICH I WILL REPORT ON

LATER IN THIS STATEMENT -- THAT EMPHASIZE THE VARIATION AMONG

CITIES IN THE ABILITY TO FINANCE AND THE CONDITION OF PUBLIC

CAPITAL FACILITIES. THIS STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE VIEW THAT ANY

NATIONAL EFFORT IN THIS AREA SHOULD RELY PRIMARILY ON LOCAL

PLANNING AND LOCAL PRIORITIES, WITHIN BROAD NATIONAL PURPOSES.

THE SURVEY ASKED HOW LONG IT WOULD TAKE TO BEGIN WORK ON THE

PRIORITY PROJECTS IF SUFFICIENT FUNDS WERE AVAILABLE TO FINANCE

THE WORK. WHEN ALL THE FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD PRIORITIES ARE

ACCUMULATED (WITHOUT WEIGHTING), IT IS CLEAR THAT THE VAST

MAJORITY OF THE RESPONDENTS PROJECT START-UP TIMES FOR THESE

PRIORITIES OF UNDER SIX MONTHS.

START TIME COUNT

UNDER 3 MONTHS 799
4 TO 6 MONTHS 833
7 TO 12 MONTHS 549
OVER 1 YEAR 152

A MAJOR QUESTION WHICH ALWAYS ARISES WHEN PUBLIC WORKS

SPENDING IS DISCUSSED IS WHO WOULD DO THE ACTUAL WORK: PUBLIC

EMPLOYEES OR PRIVATE SECTOR WORKERS UNDER CONTRACTS?
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THE SURVEY ASKED CITIES TO INDICATE HOW THEY WOULD UNDERTAKE

THEIR PRIORITY PROJECTS -- THROUGH CITY EMPLOYEES, THROUGH

CONTRACTING OUT THE WORK, OR THROUGH SOME COMBINATION OF THE TWO.

WHEN RESPONDENTS' ANSWERS ARE TOTALED (WITHOUT WEIGHTING), THE

UNEQUIVOCAL ANSWER IS THAT CITIES WOULD CONTRACT OUT THE WORK IN

THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE CASES.

THIS IS A MAJOR FINDING. IT SHOWS CONCLUSIVELY THAT

INVESTMENT IN LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE WORK TRANSLATES DIRECTLY INTO

JOBS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THIS FINDING SHOULD END ANY CHARGES

THAT URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING WOULD MEAN MASSIVE PATRONAGE

AND PUBLIC HIRING OR DISTORTIONS IN THE BALANCE BETWEEN PUBLIC OR

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT.

CONDITION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES

THE SURVEY ASKED RESPONDENTS TO CHARACTERIZE THE PHYSICAL

CONDITION OF 19 TYPES OF PUBLIC FACILITIES. RESPONDENTS COULD

CHOOSE ONE OF SIX CHARACTERIZATIONS -- RANGING FROM "IN GOOD

CONDITION" THROUGH VARIOUS LEVELS OF NEEDED WORK TO "DOES NOT

APPLY TO THIS CITY" -- FOR EACH OF THE 19 FACILITY TYPES. IN

ADDITION, ALL OF THESE RESULTS COULD BE CROSS-TABULATED BY

REGION, POPULATION SIZE, AND CITY TYPE, GENERATING A VERY LARGE

DATA BASE.

THE INFORMATION GENERATED BY THIS QUESTION IS EXTREMELY

RICH. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CHARACTERIZE THE FINDINGS ADEQUATELY

IN A SHORT SUMMARY. HOWEVER, SOME MAJOR POINTS SHOULD BE NOTED.
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FIRST, IN SIX OF THESE FACILITIES A MAJORITY OF THE

RESPONDENTS SAID THAT SIX OF THESE FACILITIES WERE "IN GOOD

CONDITION". THESE FACILITY TYPES WERE:

* COMMUNITY SOCIAL
SERVICE FACILITIES

* PARKS AND RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES, OPEN SPACE

* WATER STORAGE
* PUBLIC BUILDINGS
* WATER TREATMENT
* TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT

58.8 PERCENT
SAID "IN GOOD
CONDITION"

55.7 PERCENT
54.8 PERCENT
54.4 PERCENT
50.6 PERCENT
50.3 PERCENT

HOWEVER, FOR 10 OF THE FACILITY TYPES AT LEAST 30 PERCENT OF

THE RESPONDENTS SAID THEY REQUIRED MAJOR WORK. THERE IS SOME

OVERLAP BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND GROUP, INDICATING THE

VARIETIES OF LOCAL SITUATIONS:

* STREETS AND ROADS

* SIDEWALKS AND CURBS
* STORM WATER COLLECTION

AND DRAINAGE
* SEWAGE COLLECTION
* BRIDGES, OVERPASSES

AND VIADUCTS
* PUBLIC BUILDINGS
* TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT
* PARKS, RECREATION FACILITIES,

OPEN SPACE
* WASTEWATER TREATMENT
* WATER DISTRIBUTION

70.4 PERCENT
SAID MAJOR WORK
NEEDED
69.9 PERCENT

67.4 PERCENT
49.8 PERCENT

44.9 PERCENT
42.9 PERCENT
39.0 PERCENT

35.0 PERCENT -
34.7 PERCENT
31.3 PERCENT

29-792 0-84-10
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FINALLY, IN SIX OF THE FACILITY TYPES, AT LEAST 25 PERCENT

OF THE RESPONDENTS REPORTED THAT THE FACILITY TYPES "DID NOT

APPLY TO THIS CITY:"

* DOCKS, WHARVES, AND PORTS 77.9 PERCENT
SAID IT DIDN'T
APPLY

* PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 64.3 PERCENT
* PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ROLLING STOCK 63 PERCENT
* PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDINGS 56.9 PERCENT
* SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

AND RESOURCE RECOVERY FACILITIES 40.8 PERCENT
* WATER TREATMENT 27 PERCENT

TillS LAST FINDING BEARS FURTHER ANALYSIS. TIE SURVEY DATA

COLLECTED DO NOT SUPPORT ANY FIRM CONCLUSIONS AS TO WHY THESE

CATEGORIES ARE SO OFTEN CHARACTERIZED AS "NOT APPLICABLE." IT

SEEMS REASONABLE, HOWEVER, TO SPECULATE THAT IN MANY CASES,

CONTROL OVER THESE FACILITIES RESTS WITH INDEPENDENT BOARDS OR

AUTHORITIES, SUCH AS SCHOOL BOARDS. THUS, CAPITAL BUDGET NEEDS

WOULD NOT NECESSARILY SHOW UP IN CITY BUDGETS.

SECOND, SOME OF THESE FACILITIES MAY BE OPERATED BY THE

PRIVATE SECTOR.

FINALLY, IT IS POSSIBLE THAT MANY OF THE CITIES SIMPLY DID

NOT HAVE THESE FACILTIIES IN THEIR JURISDICTIONS. THIS IS

CERTAINLY LIKELY IN THE CASE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OR DOCKS

AND WHARVES.
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THERE ARE SOME DISCERNTBl.E DIFFERENCES IN THE RESPONSES FROM

DIFFERENT REGIONS, DIFFERENT SIZED CITIES, AND DIFFERENT CITY

TYPES. THESE ARE DISCUSSED IN GREATER DETAIL THROUGHOUT THE

REPORT. WE HAVE PROVIDED AN ESPECIALLY DETAILED ANALYSIS OF

THESE DIFFERENCES FOR THE SIX HIGH PRIORITY FACILITY TYPES THAT I

MENTIONED EARLIER. HOWEVER, WE MUST STRESS: NO REGION, NO

POPULATION CLASS, AND NO CITY TYPE EMERGES A CLEAR WINNER OR A

CLEAR LOSER IN THIS MATTER. CITIES FROM EVERY CLASSIFICATION

REPORT DIFFICULTIES WITH SOME FACILITIES. LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE

NEEDS AND PRIORITIES VARY WIDELY AMONG CITIES.

ABILITY TO FINANCE CAPITAL PROJECTS

THE SURVEY ALSO ASKED RESPONDENTS TO CHARACTERIZE THEIR

ABILITY TO FINANCE NECESSARY WORK ON EACH OF THE 19 TYPES OF

PUBLIC FACILITIES. RESPONDENTS COULD CHOOSE ONE OF SIX POSSIBLE

RESPONSES -- RANGING FROM "POSSIBLE TO FINANCE OUT OF OWN

RESOURCES AS A MATTER OF COURSE" THROUGH VARYING DEGREES OF NEED

FOR ASSISTANCE FROM STATE OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS TO "NOT IN THE

MUNICIPAL BUDGET" --- FOR EACH OF THE 19 FACILITY TYPES.

FIRST, IN FIVE OF THESE FACILITY TYPES, A MAJORITY OF THE

RESPONDENTS SAID THEY COULD FINANCE NECESSARY WORK OUT OF THEIR

OWN RESOURCES EITHER AS A MATTER OF COURSE OR WITH DIFFICULTY--

* PUBLIC BUILDINGS 67.8 PERCENT
* SIDEWALKS AND CURBS 63.3 PERCENT
* WATER DISTRIBUTION 57.8 PERCENT
* WATER STORAGE 53.4 PERCENT
* TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT 50.3 PERCENT
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HOWEVER, FOR EIGHT OF THE FACILITY TYPES, AT LEAST 30 PERCENT

OF THE RESPONDENTS SAID THAT THEY REQUIRED SOME DEGREE OF STATE OR

FEDERAL AID TO FINANCE THE NECESSARY WORK. THERE IS SOME OVERLAP

BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND GROUPS, THUS INDICATING THE

DIFFERENCES IN LOCAL SITUATIONS. THIS SECOND GROUP INCLUDES:

* STREETS AND ROADS
* WASTEWATER TREATMENT
* BRIDGES, OVERPASSES, VIADUCTS
* PARKS, RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

OPEN SPACE
* STORMWATER COLLECTION AND DRAINAGE
* SEWAGE COLLECTION
* TRAFFIC CONTROL EQUIPMENT
* SIDEWALKS AND CURBS

62.0 PERCENT
54.5 PERCENT
54.4 PERCENT

49.2 PERCENT
48.3 PERCENT
41.1 PERCENT
38.6 PERCENT
31.4 PERCENT

FINALLY, IN SIX OF THE FACILITY TYPES, AT LEAST 25 PERCENT

OF THE RESPONDENTS REPORTED THAT THE FACILITY TYPE IS "NOT IN THE

MUNICIPAL BUDGET.' THESE FACILITY TYPES ARE:

* PUBLIC HOSPITALS AND CLINICS
* DOCKS, WHARVES AND PORTS
* PUBLIC SCHOOL BUILDINGS
* PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
* PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ROLLING STOCK
* SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

AND RESOURCES RECOVERY FACILITIES

60.8 PERCENT
57.7 PERCENT
53.8 PERCENT
50.1 PERCENT
48.9 PERCENT

29.2 PERCENT

THE OVERLAP AMONG CATEGORIES AND THE VARIETY OF RESPONSES

AMONG DIFFERENT TYPES OF RESPONDING CITIES UNDERLINES ANOTHER

MAJOR, OVERRIDING FINDING OF THIS SURVEY: THE ABILITY TO FINANCE

NECESSARY INFRASTRUCTURE WORK VARIES WIDELY AMONG CITIES.
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AS BEFORE, SOME REGIONS REPORT THEY CAN FINANCE SOME

FACILITIES MORE EASILY THAN OTHERS. SMALL CITIES REPORT MORE

OFTEN THEY NEED ASSISTANCE WITH SOME TYPES OF WORK; LARGE CITIES

DO SO FOR OTHER TYPES. THE SAME HOLDS TRUE FOR THE TYPE OF CITY

RESPONDING. THESE DIFFERENCES ARE EXPLAINED IN GREATER DETAIL IN

THE REPORT. THE STRIKING FINDING IS THAT CITIES FROM EVERY

REGION, FORM EVERY SIZE CLASSIFICATION, AND FROM EVERY CITY TYPE

REPORT THAT THEY NEED ASSISTANCE FOR SOME INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS,

WHILE THEY CAN FINANCE OTHERS LOCALLY.

COST RANGES FOR THE PRIORITIES

RESPONDENTS WERE ASKED TO CHOOSE THE MOST APPROPRIATE COST

RANGE FOR THE CAPITAL COSTS OF THEIR PRIORITY PROJECTS. WHEN THE

RESPONSES TO ALL THE RANGES CITED FOR ALL THE PRIORITIES ARE

ADDED TOGETHER, IT BECOMES CLEAR THAT THE "$1.0 MILLION TO $5.0

MILLION" RANGE IS BY FAR THE MOST FREQUENT CHOICE:

COST RANGE COUNT

UNDER $0.5 MILLION 291

$0.5 MILLION TO $1.0 MILLION 380

$1.0 MILLION TO $5 MILLION 728

$5.0 MILLION TO $10.0 MILLION 378

$10 MILLION TO $20 MILLION 268

$20 MILLION TO $50 MILLION 180

$50 MILLION AND OVER 150
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THIS INFORMATION DOES NOT PERMIT ANY ANALYSIS OF A TOTAL

"BOTTOM LINE" FIGURE FOR URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS. THE REPORT

DOES NOT PROVIDE ONE, AND OUR STATISTICAL ADVISORS TELL US THAT NO

ONE SHOULD TRY TO DO SO USING THESE FIGURES.

THE RESPONSES TO THIS QUESTION DO SHOW THAT AMONG THE

RESPONDENTS TO THIS SURVEY, THE MOST PREVALENT COST RANGE FOR

SELF-SELECTED PRIORITY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IS BETWEEN $1

MILLION AND $5 MILLION.

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT FINDING IN ITS OWN RIGHT. TOTAL PUBLIC

FACILITIES NEEDS ACROSS THE COUNTRY UNDOUBTEDLY ARE QUITE

FORMIDABLE. AT THE LOCAL LEVEL, HOWEVER, THE SPECIFIC NEEDS FOR

INDIVIDUAL HIGH PRIORITY PROJECTS CAN BE LESS DAUNTING IN THEIR

MAGNITUDE.

ALSO, THE WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AMONG ALL THE

POSSIBLE COST RANGES LEADS TO ANOTHER MAJOR FINDING OF THE SURVEY:

THE RANGE OF COSTS AMONG CITIES FOR UNDERTAKING NECESSARY WORK ON

PRIORITY INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS VARIES WIDELY AMONG THE RESPONDING

CITIES.

THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT A COMPLETE INVENTORY OF ALL

NECESSARY WORK ON LOCAL CAPITAL FACILITIES WOULD GIVE RISE TO A

LARGE TOTAL PRICE TAG FOR REFURBISHING AMERICA'S URBAN INFRA-

STRUCTURE. WE CANNOT GIVE YOU SUCH A TOTAL. THE SURVEY DID NOT

ATTEMPT TO GENERATE ONE.
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THE SURVEY DOES DEMONSTRATE THAT THERE IS A CLEAR NEED FOR

ASSISTANCE AT THE STATE AND FEDERAL LEVEL IF WE EXPECT THESE NEEDS

TO BE MET.

THERE IS NO INEXPENSIVE, QUICK OR EASY SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

OF URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE. IT HAS TAKEN YEARS TO DEVELOP, AND WILL

ONLY BE CONQUERED BY AN EQUALLY LONG-TERM COMMITMENT BY ALL LEVELS

OF GOVERNMENT.

THE SURVEY DOES SHOW, HOWEVER, THAT WE NEED NOT BE PARALYZED

BY THE OVERALL MAGNITUDE OF THIS PROBLEM.

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS COULD AND WOULD BE MADE IN MEETING

PRIORITY NEEDS IF RELATIVELY MODEST AMOUNTS OF ASSISTANCE WERE

AVAILABLE TO THE LOCAL LEVEL. MULTIPLIED ACROSS MANY JURISDIC-

TIONS, THIS SURELY WILL ADD UP. HOWEVER, A START CAN BE MADE. A

START SHOULD BE MADE.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS AND THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF

CITIES BELIEVE THAT THIS LANDMARK SURVEY LEADS TO SOME PRELIMINARY

RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH WOULD APPLY TO ANY LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVE.

FIRST, ANY FEDERAL EFFORT TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE IN MEETING

INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS SHOULD PROVIDE FUNDS DIRECTLY TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS. THIS SURVEY SHOWS THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS CAN AND DO

PLAN RATIONALLY FOR THEIR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES. THEY KNOW WHAT

THEIR NEEDS ARE AND WHERE THEIR PRIORITIES LIE. THERE IS A CLEAR

AND JUSTIFIABLE NEED FOR DIRECT FEDERAL-CITY RELATIONSHIPS IN THIS

AREA. ANY FUTURE LEGISLATION SHOULD EMBRACE THIS PRINCIPLE.
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SECOND, THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT THESE LOCAL NEEDS VARY WIDELY.

THEY DIFFER AMONG CITIES IN DIFFERENT REGIONS, OF DIFFERENT SIZES,

AND OF DIFFERENT TYPES. FOR THIS REASON, ANY FEDERAL EFFORT IN

THIS AREA SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE CONSIDERABLE LOCAL

FLEXIBILITY IN THE PROGRAMMING AND USE OF FUNDS, WITHIN CLEAR

NATIONAL OBJECTIVES.

THIRD, THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT INDIVIDIUAL HIGH PRIORITY

PROJECTS CHOSEN BY THE RESPONDENTS CAN, IN MOST CASES, BE

UNDERTAKEN WITH RELATIVELY MODEST AMOUNTS OF FUNDING. THUS,

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE LOCALLY IF IT HELPED

PROVIDE SUCH AMOUNTS, AND PROVIDED THEM CONSISTENTLY AND

PREDICTABLY OVER TIME.

FOURTH, THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT RESPONDENTS FROM EVERY SIZE AND

TYPES OF CITY GOVERNMENT IN EVERY REGION CAN IDENTIFY LEGITIMATE

PUBLIC FACILITY NEEDS, FEDERAL LEGISLATION SHOULD BE DRAFTED TO

ENSURE THAT NO PARTICULAR GROUP OF CITIES IS EXCLUDED FROM

PARTICIPATING IN A NATIONAL EFFORT TO INCREASE INVESTMENT IN THESE

FACILITIES.

FIFTH, THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IS A

SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN LOCAL CAPITAL BUDGET PLANNING. HOWEVER, IT

CLEARLY IS NOT THE MOST SIGNIFICANT FACTOR. TO THE EXTENT THAT THE

CONGRESS AND THIS COMMITTEE WISH TO DIRECT NATIONAL RESOURCES

TOWARDS REFURBISHING INFRASTRUCTURE TO INCREASE ECONOMIC PRODUC-

TIVITY AND GROWTH, HOWEVER, WE BELIEVE NATIONAL LEGISLATION COULD

BE FASHIONED TO ENCOURAGE THIS. THE SURVEY SHOWS THAT THIS WOULD

BE CONSISTENT WITH, AND NOT AT ODDS WITH, ALREADY EXISTING TRENDS.
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SIXTH, WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT FUNDING FOR THE IMPROVEMENT

OF CAPITAL BUDGETING AND PLANNING PROCESSES AT THE LOCAL LEVEL BE

INCLUDED IN ANY FEDERAL INFRASTRUCTURE AID PROGRAM. A MAJORITY OF

THE CITIES SURVEYED SAID THEY WOULD SUPPORT SUCH ASSISTANCE, AND

THAT SUCH AID WOULD BE HELPFUL IN IMPROVING LOCAL PROCESSES.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THIS

IMPORTANT SURVEY WITH YOU. I WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS

YOU MAY HAVE.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM AND NEEDS SURVEY

CITY OPERATING DIVISION CONTACT PERSONS

If you have any questions concerning projects or the Needs Survey itself, please do not hesitate to contact
the appropriate City Operating Division. The individuals listed below coordinate the Capital Improvements
Program for their Division. If they cannot answer your specific project question they will see that you are
connected with someone who can:

Division of Sewerage and Drainage ................. Paul Koehler.

Division of Water ................................. Bob Beer.

Division of Engineering and Construction .......... Jim Gabriel.

Division of Traffic Engineering and Parking ....... Dave Younger.

Division of Electricity ........................... Don Bauman.

Division of Airports .............................. Daniel Ginty.

Division of Fire .................................. Cris Truesdell.

Division of Police ................................ Lt. Morgan.

Department of Recreation and Parks ................ Jim Barney.

Division of Zoo ................................... Jim Barney.

Division of Building Services ..................... Tom Hoyle.

222-6043

222-6378

222-7395

222-7790

222-7294

239-4000

222-8308

222-4812

222-7536

222-7536

222-7602

If you have any questions concerning the Needs Survey in general, please contact:

Division of Planning ................. Ken Ferell ........ 222-8172
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SURVEY PROCESS

The 1983 Columbus Physical Improvements
Needs Survey is an update of the last needs
survey taken in 1982. Needs have been elim-
inated from the 1982 survey that have been
taken care of through the City's Capital Im-
provement Program. However, many of the
needs which were contained in the 1982
Survey and most of the projects which were
approved by the voters in the 1981 Bond
Issue still appear as needs in this
document. This is mainly due to the
criterion that projects will continue to be
considered as needs until construction or
installation is actually begun. Further,
many new needs have been added to the survey
that have been identified by both city
agencies and the community. The survey is a
comprehensive listing of physical capital
improvement projects which are needed in
specific community areas or on a city-wide
basis. No attempt has been made to
prioritize needs in this survey. However,
every effort has been made to verify through
the appropriate operating service division,
that requested needs listed in this survey
are valid. This survey will be an important
tool in accessing neighborhood and city-wide
needs relevant to voter bond packages and
Capital Improvement Programs.

The Development Department has been organiz-
ing their planning efforts and information/
data colletion by the 27 community planning
areas, now familiar to most citizens and of-
ficials, since 1976 (see Community Planning
map on opposite page). The community Plan-

-ning area boundaries were delineated to best
reflect citizen perceptions of their local
community relative to public service needs.

Therefore, community physical improvement
needs have been inventoried and catalogued
within the community planning areas they
directly serve or benefit. If a physical
improvement need was not located in any one
specific Community Planning Area and/or
benefited the entire City, it was catalogued
under city-wide needs. Only those physical
improvement needs which qualified as public
capital improvement projects under the
City's Capital Improvement Program were
inventoried. Basically, this included pro-
jects which fit two basic determining cri-
teria for public capital improvement pro-
jects:

1. Non-maintenance improvement or equip-
ment which has a life expectancy of
five or more years, and;

2. Costs $5,000 or more to construct or
purchase.

These criteria would typically exclude needs
such as maintenance projects, personnel
and/or operating expenses, expense for
studies, code enforcement activities and
police cruisers.

i



In May of 1983 the Planning Division
requested City Operating Divisions to review
the 1982 Survey in order to update needs for
1983. In addition to the agency input, a
copy of relevant survey sections were sent
to community organizations for their input.
A total of 36 umbrella community organiz-
ations, representing the 27 Community Plan-
ning Areas were contacted to participate:

Capitol Square Commission
Clintonville Area Commission
Council of Southside Organizations
Driving Park Area Commission
Forest Park Civic Association
Franklin Park Area Improvement Assoc.
Franklinton Area Commission
German Village Commission
Greater Hilltop Area Commission
Harrison West
Hilltop Civic Council
Hungarian Village Society
Italian Village Commission
Italian Village Society
Linden Northeast Community Council
Livingston Park Civic Association
Milo-Grogan Area Council
Near East Area Commission
North Market Association
Northland Community Council
Northwest Civic Association
Dlde Sawmill Civic Assocation
Olde Towne East
Park Road Civic Association
Reeb-Hosack Area Planning
Riverside Green Civic Association
Somerset Civic Association

South Linden Leadership Group
South Side Business & Industrial Assoc.
South Side United Neighborbors
Surnserwood Civic Association
The Glen Subdivision
Town Franklin Neighborhood Association
University Area Commission
University District Organization
Victorian Village Society
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EXPLANATION OF MAPS AND FORMS

The maps and forms in the following survey
have been designed to give the reader a
brief description of both where the project
is in the community and what physically is
involved in its implementation. In the
first column on each form each project has
been assigned a number and symbol for ease
of reference between maps and forms. The
second column on the needs form entitled
"Implementing City Agency" identifies the
City agency which would normally provide a
project's construction of purchase. The
"Source of Need" columns indicate where the
identification of need for a project origin-
ated. These sources are defined as follows:

1. IMPLEMENTING AGENCY: Neighborhood
and city-wide physical needs as deter-
mined by the various city service di-
visions normally responsible for im-
plementing the particular type of
identified need.

2. COMMUNITY: Determined from previous
community requests and as input to
this survey. When a dot appears in
the "Community" column it is an indi-
cation that the community organization
either submitted the need as a request
or that they are aware of it and in
fact believe that it is needed. If a
dot does not appear in the "Commun-
ity" column this does not necessarily
indicate that they do not support the
listed need but rather that they are
either not aware of it or not familiar
enough with it to positively verify it
as a source.

3. PREVIOUS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PLAN:
Projects which were identified in pre-
vious capital improvements plans for
future budget planning purposes.

4. AREA PLAN: A series of 38 area stud-
ies examining demographic and physical
characateristics of Columbus neighbor-
hoods ( 1970-1974).

5. COMMUNITY PLANNING AREA INFORMATION
PROFILE: A series of 27 neighborhood
planning studies representing the most
current information available on ex-
isting conditions and physical needs
in Columbus neighborhoods (1976-1980).

6. OTHER: Previously published planning
documents, task forces or agencies.

The "Status" Columns indicate a projects fi-
nancial standing. These conditions are de-
fined as follows:

1. AGENCY PRIORITY NO FUNDING IDENTI-
FIED: A high priority project for
the implementing agency. However, no
source of implementing funds have been
identified.

2. NEIGHBORHOOD PRIORITY ND FUNDING IDEN-
TIFIED: A high priority project for
the neighborhood. However, no source
of implementing funds have been iden-
tified.

When possible, under the column entitled
"Anticipated Project Cost", the total con-
struction or purchase costs for a project
need has been identified. This figure would
also i':nltie try sourc. of mn-tchi.;g funds
mah r Lf.:.n City iun; ;nclusding Acit not
1: .zved ;_ Co.-nt', State sno Faderal
sn,.: ces. Wena !rCluced, anticipated; pr iect
c.t5rs nave Lcri presnncrd io thcns^: ids of
d.tlc:rr.
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COLLUBUS PLANNING AREA PROFILE SERIES

Community Planning Areas 1-27

The following community planning area needs information was collected and arranged

within the City's 27 Community Planning Areas. All city planning and

information/data collection for Columbus is performed within these accepted 27

Community Planning Areas. Furthermore, there exists a comprehensive planning

study (the Profile Series) for each of the 27 areas. They were conducted by staff

of the Planning Division in cooperation with citizens and public or private

agencies. These studies were designed to bring the planning process to the

community level and deal with the physical problems and opportunities of the

respective Planning Areas. Each Planning Profile was based upon existing

information, resources, and community cooperation and was tailored to reflect the

particular nature and characteristics of the Community Planning Area Concerned.

1
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COMMUNIT
COMMUNITY
AREA

i DUBLIN

Proposod ProJect

Jn.. 1983PLANNING / / Sourco of Need / bato/

.P n-1 A j ,1$
0
n-

R Z'~~ 0

Heyd . R.. Bethel C-- onnert Hayden Run Road to Bethel Rood.Rord lnrovene-t _ ngn A 1 _ 1,500

Franta Road
_________ 1 T Eg 

Itoten Fronto Rood in RoIlin .ooth to --net Doblin____________________________ 
Road as land developient occurs. (Privtely unded).

Upper lodoto Heat _ _ _ _The fina phano of the Upoper Silto weat trunk will exBranch Oronk-Part C leonr W 05 3,316 ted thi. -oitory tronk north to Doblin.

S~,per. Ioth Roo :hio2prjert 
.... ont. of a .nottary nobtoonk .nor he-haeyden Run Road D Sewer * _'_ _ _ 84 _ _ - 174 ginning aet the Upper SOcioto WRot tronk (C) to thero teH~~yd- R. R d 84~~B $ 14 Tttl. Road Ara

Upper Scioto Root 
horjetnnitofaanayotuo nneHbtr -South of 3 Sw origiorating et the UPrper Scioto Beat trunk andyde R Road 83 $ 1,035 _otinoing 01lo denRon Road to _-270.

1. Thoroghfare Plen

I.-0h
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COMMUNITY PLANNING // Soorco of Noad So.t / J
0
. 983

AREA

2 FAR NORTHWEST q O i'?a'?,

1 ,.a~~~~~ill Road, Rothol to Su-~it Vla- 1ll bo aidrood
Sooill Rood 12 * * 3 a four nod axla boo and torn~iog SWoll as rooirdn

e _roooant _ Engn _lding -pgoadiog of 1-270 int hang..

Soorit V9.0 Rood n 2 9p.-0 *nd oidoo to foIl to l -. froa S.-111 to
Iq.rooooat Eg. 00

oiiaoad intEd_ to d .d. food. thrao0u I OI t.
1-troot fliohnto; 8. 0, thir 000h. r ba 00 otO

cI Iight.A atRadir od t tr aida priority lit. City 1ill rontinu- to
Croaaog 0 Har Rod tol 0.itor priority.

Min00 Widooing of [_ _ 3 lor aidooijg to t-o full 10o, So-uffor Road
S-oo Ro. Road E_ toga * to County li-

Minor Widooig of 3 3 ,or oIdooitg to to full 10.., So°y R-0 Rood
Hard Rood Eg. _ to 5.R. 315.

Minor Widaoiog of 1 3 Minor Widoning to too foIl 10.., S.-Ill Rand to
S-ooffor Rood _ Engn * Li.o-rth Rod.

Wid Ilotagy 315) 3 Widn to 4 I- fr HRod Rood to Clio. Moola..rd.
gRoar Roo El * _ r

S.R. 351 at Rood Rood.

Noo StroatEbt 0 * *
1 Thoroughf.r PI n
2 Dlo-Irp-t ODp-ntot Staff

J. R giono Irnportion PI n



COMMUNITY PLANNING / / Source o. . ood Stt / / Ju 1903AREA

2 FAR NORTHWEST

Po.poood P,.-ot O1't ~d t~ ~ ~ ~ 'P-oot Oroorltlon

Noighbohood Pork Plr_ o n * I I I _ I I Old Sooil An north oH ford Rood.

Woot onk oI OIo-tongy r0 Wiloon Bnidgo Rood n-thAcquire Pork Eo-nto Al P-ko t _o Hlghbonko Pork

Olootonqy Am, S~~~~tronk Sn~~ror Ohio op-J.ot nrltof . .. nit-ry ubt-ok ooo t.

T~ol oos f the S-m-ood CMoj Ao.niotio.-
The S.ofty Oep-rtont 00 -r-omtly todyjog n.d. on;I 0~~~ ~~~~~~ cit -oid. 00 boo. . City-old

0 Noodo, C-MonlntiooT .... do Sir- C-ro $ D1 Ooon.i

1. OD1lopont D port-nt StOff
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COMMUNITY
AREA

3 JOSEPHINUMI
SPRING HOLLOW

Ptupnsod Pmoy-t

PLANNING V 7 S.u.c 0N Rd ; Sttu., d/- 093

/ A *S 'e ~,v'b P

~~ A nt~~~ y\ /,~~~~9 yu,~~~P~~7 o1-

Unbeot Rod, 171 t ClaelAn ..... o .ould be
Schroork Road _ ongn * l 5 L 2 i < L < rdened to o four lane artertel. Projent leogtth ILU ~ ~ 2 87- ~ nproalaately 1.9 ealee.F eit' 755fudIng fine

jj Tr Eng* In 1-71 to U.S. 23 (Rai. Stroet) to be n-nt-utedRelon-te Pa-k Rood II ab land d__ 2 _ aent. P F d

F11 0 0 lEeo, 1-270 to La... 1e Rood to be .-nt-uted tCotencion of Huntly Rood & Eng land d;-elopret. (Prinately bfeded).

S~~~~h-k 1-d Wi "'.~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ole to fou lane fro Stote Strot in Reate-illll..eon, t. (2) 3 En _ 2 to Clveland A-Oenu. Piasrily rnkli cn County ondl~~prooeeenta (21 ~~~~~~~~~CnQW ~~~Weatecollla r-aPonbl lity.

WIden North 2 *
Hlgh Street __ _ 1_270 to Flint Road, Ide to ala Ina.

Ne. Street Lighting 3 Len * * * * 1.4 dIe. Worthingtoe Calena Rod. 1-270 to Prt Road.

Ne. Street Lightig 1 Le * 0 0 _ _ 1.5 all., Park Road - .aet of Oorthinqtoo Galeoo

3 Lanoan Orooe.Oea~~~~~~~~~t o -fOothingtn Calena (not neilfldNee Street Lt inghi El-c _ _ _ by DIolalon aa f tht date).

2. Reqlnnal .ranaportation Plan

.-'



COMMUNITY PLANNING ,S So..o.of N-d / 1/ J983

AREA

3 JOSEPH4INUM/ 'I ~ '
SPRING HOLLOW /

P-opo-d ProJott ' '- /' d f .u / 3 P-oJot Dooiptlon

_o nonotruct pp-oniotoly 6,000 foot of 12 i10h i100
f00 Sohoch Rood *t Clonolond A- .10 oVo S0ch-k d

Schrock Road WRt-r Lib wRtor * _ *70 Coapor Roado to ..ro.t Hill.01 Rleo Sod.

C onotnotion of 13,000 foot of 16 inch wotor i100 along
I 0.11. Rood fr0.o U.S. 23 to Wo-thington Galon. Road

L.a.ll. Road-Wo-thingtnn 2 and 3. 000 t..t of 16 inch etoc i100 along Wofthington
tolena Rood Rotr Li.. Rotor '86 $ 1,330 talono Rood to Loon ODt.

.- ) * * 34 Et of High Str-et to tho Railcod ad fo- 1-270 to
Olntongy 00o or TronT Sor '03 $ 730 flint Rood.

(5)ntingy Aro* *eer TmnkICD Sewr * Tn the vintity Of Caagp Kry Orton, RAot of S.R. 23
Olootangy 0000 Sooec ton~nk Soonc and noth f Flit Road

11
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /1 Source of Need Status /- Jun. 1953

AREA 1

4 NORTHEAST

Prpoa.ad Proje ct D/ - p

iideo s.R. 161 [7 * 2 Widn to rout lae- freos.y from Cherry Bottoo Rood to

(N Albany by-pass) E.qp U.S. 62 esat of Na Albany.

Thsfr tatl isi epee ocrat operation
Ii*i needs of the Elvlioioo orf irenf as ll as nitia-rsina'

NsW Flr Station _ _ r '8 _ lS16 raquent (Biendon Roads Area).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l~~~~~~~~nterior, roterior paloting, rapopselent or epttere.
rveodeling or interior or seond floor. repionseent or

Noa-i Perk Bildig (d- * * *door, sand blasting of soterior brick, ,ntention

Rsostln ' Pelios '83 $21,000 storage ro__s, r dliq of rastroos, repair of dop

_ …_ _ -_o _ _*onditboesin oaete snd istalration of central
ai-ndlt iolg.

_ _ _ _ _ _ ' 83- _ _ sd toproents to Hooner Reeronir P.ark end

Capsits lsPronets Parks * * c84 sge-Prnd.

1. Thoroghffare Plan

13
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / /s Ned / Stt / J-t3

AREA

4 NORTHEAST , .

Pftd P-jan t t D./ I pt l on

Nen Street Lighting Elect .*R. 161 at Ulry Moed.

C1t.0 3- ortopoehase ofln ndteMntrnio ofHoover Erosion Control $ Water * 04 S 0,70 erosion control feicilitise att Monoe Mesrvotir.

Moo Menooctiono, i ae _ _ _8 Miii provide for needed renovetion of epiiaeye and l

2\ 0- lo nonetront 20,000 feat or en M4 inch ra- Meter line
Morse Rood RMa Water Line MWater 'M4 $17,900 fros Moover H as to the -or.O Mood Water Plent.

M.rse Mood Meter Plant 3 0 03- This project fund _then:seeg~ern tde
A.vtnoaio Water '00 3,.01 edeonnt toLIot the treteetpoes

Wors Mood Wate Plant 3 0 MM Tis project ia deelig-d to sa-eenegy et the

W~_ _ I I ___h .

Energy Savings Mater Di _ 5 S linsions MHore Mood WMate.r PIot.

To pro-ide Par aeil lneo s at oal and egoipoent
Mores Mood Mater Plant 3 '03 _odifinetions to W9gr.de the fo-nlity and pro-ids sore
Moeeianov -rvent. Mater 'W $ 3,560 efficient aorking poons.

IT const-ott e 16 inch ester line aio9 Moree RMod
e Rd Ui~ S 62oailton Mod to U.S. 62. the along U.S. 62 nSt.Ren

Mores Mood U.S. 62 Mater Line Mee$0 1.125 Mor Mood and S.R. 161.

14
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / A Source of Nfed a Status / une 19R3

AREA A

4 NORTHEAST 1 a24

Prpod ProjEot lPtlon

A 16 itoh oaten lint to be oonetruoted lang S.R. 161,h.R. 161 Roelew Road 5 a84h frt Hailton toad to Ranles Road, thetelog Harlem
Watee ine L Raten W 5 $ 9B3 Road between S.R. 161 .od U.S. 62.

84- 12 inch oteleaoaITopwon Road CrowThonpoon Road Wtee, WRter * A_ $ 485 awilton Ro d to harle_ Rood.

netteslon of the eniatiog Big WReut Scot-a boonCOl * located alog trw big WRn:ut Creol, owat of tho tweakBig Wslout Ser Subtrunk Swoo 3 S 415 A md coas of S.R. 161.

Rk) _ * 83t _a.saitaray ubt-ank aeon to werow the Rocky Fowk woesRoolut Fowl, Isterefaptor _ Sewoon _ _ _ _ _ B4 _ $ 1,765 etaste He Road, S.R. 161 asd the New Alban

15
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COMMUNITY PLANNING Source Of Weed Status / S J.- 1983

AREA

5 NORTHWEST ~ ~

W l l 2 W iden to tour IL e et Hende RoodKenoy Rood leprooe-ent Engp _nd Cododn Rood.

H. deo Rood 1 S 50 e-t Hnyden Run Reed to USR 33.

IHen-ro-d t En * * P 21,500

uoiIIS Roo.d,Bethel to '-270 nill be eide to four

Sooeilil Rood D1 * *co B5- _ _ md ic l_ eith tu-r-ng Il-ee oo requird.
Ipro e _t Engn 0 287 $ 3,220

__tend GIodo Ro'd to Route S6I before It turit north-

totend Godo-r Rood . Engr A P tion to Kenny Ro d. t d d

Rideu thei Roo d t IE * * * Widen eBttei Rood for turn ione. Rhie conrtituteeGodoe Rood ' T Eng P.tor fPoet

Wide- Reed Rotd en1 * Widen Reed Rood for tor Iene. MIh on-tituteeFrroi-o 1. Eng r port of Projeot B.

I~rp-- Bethel Ree [_R 2 Widon b thel Rood to four I..e. froe Soeni-I Rood to

| I prnce Reed Rood Engr 0I* Widen teo foll Iso Wendereen to BetheI Rood.

I S-umill R..d I- nt I En]I _., I _t0 I IIf1 2 t _ I inor Widening nd Intere..tice ltpro-eeento,Sooeil Rod lrpooeent [~ Eng I"L 111 _____I~ener-o to Bethel.

1. Th.roughfore Ple,
2. Regi.o.l Trn-portotie, Pl-

17
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COMMUNITY PLANNING .0 So..co of Ned stot.. J.- 139

AREA

5 NORTH{WEST .~~~~

Propoed Projoot W >. rJecyD.orIptl.of

o 6~~~~~~~~~~:3-
New Str--t Lightiro1 Elm: _ 5 2.1 .i1.. -Bethel, Codo.n Roed Ar-.

Nw. Street Lighting _ .2 1100 - LernA. Kirio Cirol GCodo Rood to end.

New Stroet Llghting _ 0E -_ Sowill Rood, Bethel to SR 161.

Northoreet Pork 1 * * Conetenot bike end Jogging path -roond periphery

_.prooeoent Pork. of pork.

Northoret Perk 1 * * 0. oodw.y, herd .tr o. nod porking lot reno-otion
lIprowernte _ Perk _ _ _ _. 84 ood iqpronewent .

LNrg. Pork Needod P-rko P orth of Blthel Rood.

2b * * * * long Olentngy, Portg. NAe. nd Pedetrir Bikeey
Wet.ornrse Denef-lop-t Perk. _ _ _ _ _ 150 ennertoro.

18



COMMUNITY PLANNING st/t/ 1ourco oed / toiva / , c. 9u83
AREA

5 NORTHWEST , ~*' ~ 0

P,.p..d Plj-t D.-I~~~~~~~~~~~Prjet oorptlon

Polic. Sub-t-tion Nrth-et (D P .Polic l *ent cogy Ricr *Rood. t.ThiS project csii providePolice Sobetatice Nerthoect P 88 8118 go~~qick-revieto o rMPidly geei.1 re.9

fir Station in vicinity of ethel and Codonn Roads.
N.. Fire Station 3 Fire *T _ _ f7 hi m ooid serve a rapidly developing need in thin

Riveroide Drive * '8} this prject 00018 conotrocto 12 onch cater lice elongWater Lie _ Water ___4 _ s s4D he gnioto Rloer froe Cone no.8 tn.rnn Onod

* * * Thia 12 inch ooter line -ouid n-n along Bothel Road,bRth.i-Ricer-id. Drive '83- Prn Bennington Court to Scioto Rover Rood, thro OIocIWater Line 8otor _ _ $ 255 Scioto Rivor Rood bhtenen Aothel and Cane Rvado

Lpper Scioto A..o E.at Brench * * * This prjert ill .on.trct- a onitary seoer In thesubtfunh _ ner '03 S 675 Siate Run Area frn HRnderson Road north to Case Road.

hsproJert rnict. Of a sanitary oitrenk snoer toi~ * * '83-}serve the 000th aide of 5.R. 161 and os t Of 5aroili
Olent-ngy Area Subtrunk _ fer 'a _ _ S 2 Road Area.

19
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COMMUNITY PLANNING Sour-e of Ned Stntuo J.- 1983

AREA r

6 NORTHLAND r $ t' O

8, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8,&u~~~~~~~S ,1'A

o R _ _ _id 1-7d t o Elcoelond Avenae_ nould be

Schrock noao leproueeente _ * * * _ 2 '04- _- -S roleately 1.9 i ith 750 f.nd ng f-n

on o 0r00.00Ed.,ol.1 ne

lepro-e Karl Rood 2 Engn I 1 I Widen to our lnee I r.. S.R. 161 to bbhroc.k Road.

lopro-e Korl rnd Sndalood J r Engn * * * _ * *den ontoeetion.

leIprv .. Clenlnd Anence and rE
or-e Roed Interoe.tIon & Engn * OWiden Inter.ection

nprooc S.R. 161 and Ipie TeEn *t
Canyon Rood lntereetaon I Engr Re__ontruct eedn turn lone..

S.R. 161 and 1-71 Or T En 2
ntfh;nge lrepeent I I Engn * Renonotru-t to irprooene poity.

leprone Cleoclood _ Engn2 Widen to four Ioe. froo F..rI Rood to S.R. 161.

l Proe eoterille I E lden to four ee froe Weber Rood to 1-270.

Iprooo Sinlelr _ I WOldon to tea Pall lone.Peo f oereeoy Drine Sooth to
Road En 0@Eaot 0DaIirr-tloolll Rood.

I T.oroughrfre Pln
2 Reglonol Tron onrtotion PI..

23



COMMUNITY PLANNING / / / SOrcoNed / t J. 1983
AREA

6 NORTHLAND &

Pfonod;Aulfod ilcoy Driv v ,9v Emp _ iItrel/ u t0.hg citr

5.R. 161 - Bosh oierd& Narooted by th. Narthlod Coe-vity C-voii
North Meado Apl-rd -- this int=resti_ i_ badly ongested an d n. ed ;

Conpereto 10g lmrnvemnts Enk ir'Enhentic r.dlprvgo

S.R. 161 -Stin.od Drie, _A reported by the Northland Co.nity Cooriland '12icide Di [] r S R t r i , do nto high a id eto rta

Nte rcentio Llhtng _veen Enge reie n_ _iol a_/o _o'as _ning

'83-W.o.rdM Park r P A Renovaton endenery iSrooeen r.*,,,

Cosper Park ispro- etc Parkc .84 Rhleti. field irsoo-ceto.

.1;rported y the Northland -oeceaoty IA therenal ica o a ncfor a regional renrtion reteRcgio 1 Rerrection -north of iii _. o t of 1- ovth of Sh-rck RoadCente Perk. S n t Of Cl-vland A-ev.

N.. St,..t Lighticg '83-. 7.5 die .9. 161, Sinn.ici Road to Cl-vlced

.1ails -_S.R. i6i and Strbo.erry ForcaoStret Lighting (Dte 0 Shiiin

i. l ThornIhifars Plan
R. Regona Tranpnrtcti- Plan

24
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S/ -c- of Ned Statu / Jn 19983

AREA l

6 NORTHLAND 'f l' .n

The Northland Co-aamity Coounil raroraerda that

m ScIockoaC d A-. haoa lighting itatlled at the tha
N.. Str...t Lighting Elao ti it is aidnd ...

Nea Street Lighting '- Elet ta _ I__ _ L~ot Ia oldened.

I-83
Fire Station IP CDnt 8ire *4 Energy .on.er.atlo. aaaraa at Stetion 06.

To ronatrot a aanond tao illloe galil elo-atad
atorga tnka the oat ide of S.R. 710 neot to the

State Roote 710 R.t.r Sari Wate- S So $ 20070 pr.a..t tank.

T.ocona.tr-t apprnieetaly 6,011 fact of 12 inoh line
Schnook Rood Cooper Road 2 3- free Scrnok Road t Cl veland -a oiong Sch-nok

Rater Lire Water 84 _ 40l and CoO-er Roada to ror-et Hill.a lo-leord.

Qtorn SIwer lopo s _ _ _ _orahla~nd cO~ru~ity-ida a. reportad by the

Store S.-c lRraen aerP Nothlard Creaioty Co.enil.

25



COMMUNITY PLANNING / S .. f Nd Jt.a /1 98.3

AREA .;4

6 NORTHLAND / 6 / a:

PropoWd ProJ-ct _________ /d/__ rct lptlon

To pnanidn -ane foa the glatian and nMtantian of
At flor .. Up tnr flte d"eart a- d. lqont

Ci) * * $ afisha tnertnie, h.o- deteno.id the need ar- th.
Nobel R.n Retention Bani 530 b.in

Thi. penJent i. f.o Mngin-ning and doelga woor fan
(? ) * 'BA- etan netnaB4 t - -ntiUan in the eons north -ad tooth

Baja. Road A-na Stone Bear SSee 05 _ f 303 Z Mana Road in the vcini.ty of aja.. Rod.

Thio peoJect jacobl- the noo-tnanti-n af . e-nit-ny9~) * 'BA.. .ahbt-nk -e-o ne the ABu- Cr k trnkl to S.rbuny
Al. Creek Subtrunk Soe-n 85 S 72 Reed.

Thie peoJect ia the .n.atnntion at a .eniteny -ubtanok
Ala. Cne k Sniteny e f*no the Ain Crnnk tronk to the .aotn aten
Subt..nk-iin.nna Pank ie3n5 '81 iA inatont plant of the Vliee at g IlnenneK Pank

C) the Biciefilon at Sn-n and Am eDrioe Be -b,0l. to
Pankcill Dltoh Enclollnr Sn * 86 B pply Penifin g1ognqphio-e lonatlon t thle tie.

The Dicliain af S-in go and Drainage 1un neble to
Pank Len. Dltih Enci ur Se1n $ IDD eupply penifin geognophinal location et thie til

27
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COMMUNITY PLANNING 4 / Sourco f Ned Status / June 1983

AREA

7 HILLIARD ,
P,.p.-d P,.J-t ~ 40 -

fl] * * Oldan to four lanaa frtn I-270 to Alton Dorby
Inprovn Roberta Road _ Engn p i $ 500 Creak Road.

6.1 at of Illotlnaaog Slioto-Darhy Road,
_Fr _ _ _ _Walott Rood to 1-270, under the Penn Central

Scioto Dnboy * Railroad oonaeoting to an eaiatiNg line nt eatbalt
Water Lin. Water P _ _ 4 S 35 Dbrine.

9,700 feet of 12 innh line along Spindler Road froe
Splodla d erRoa R I ennertooberta Rood and along Rennar fran Spindlar
Wtar Lie War P 300 hood Roado.

Haciltan Ditoh Seaer a a A feaaibilitp atody to ino-atigate the po.aibility of
Feaaibility Stody _ Sanr _ _ 88 $ A a tronk line north of Fder Road.

Clooer-Croff Ditch 0 a A faaaibility atudy to in-netigate the poaaihility of
Are Feanibaity hStody heac- W 'I 1,030 a aaitarpI line aang the Clooe-Cnof Ditrh.

UpLer Siotot Area . 'I8S- hio projeCt nonata oF a t eanitary aubtnmnk aeaer to
N.W. Sanitary Trnnk Se-r _ _ _ 6 1290 aerce the Fraaell Road Area.

Store branitge
leprooaannta

C4
S-ar

_ I _ . . . . .L _ _
1. Theoonghfare Pl-

Along Roee-Hilliard Road, Hilliard-Ca.atarn Road and
Scioto ar-by Creek Road.

29
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1, Tho.oghfar PlI
2 Regiesi Tranportatioc Pian

Ene -y confervotiw, onures at the Tr-ining Academy.

An 1800O oqo o froot concrete and steel lo din
$ 417 and np.

33
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /f d / t / 19

p~8 WEdSAT SCIOTO 4 wA Scito

N.. Fire Statin (D Vim * P S 1,760 In thn oicinity of Rbrto nd 6Wl.un Rood..

Root Dock Reoontino ot _ _6 _ Rrplcn.t cnd rnnoontion- of boot do-ka *nd fingor

Cniggo Don Pnk * __ Jndk.-

orig DRenoroIono Pork * '84 Roodoy, hnrdnorfoon orno n8d p-rking lot -nnorfocing.

Griggo Don Copnit* 83- T f .. O ti-od r-O.U-tlOo, iWflprooE-nt

Ir40-0---nt. A Po-k. 84 S 50 no pgtg of fonilitin..

6.500 font of 16 inch iter li.n *long Dublin Rord fra

Dublin Rood WRtop Li.n Wotn- *6 ' Ri9 DBrbynhiro Rood to Thrbum Rood.

Crigg. D.n R-noootio Rotor ._ _4 7DD For nnodnd --nonotion of 66ill.Wyn nod nbot-ontn.

1To provld for gnn-rntirg ngoip-nt nod tr minnioo

criggo Do Hydronlootric 2 _S _ lionO onnononry for tho dnnlr4Pnn-t of nInCtric
Proirot Rotor 65 S 6.310 nono onpoVbllitin..
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / -
.. of N-ed n o / J-n 1983

AREA 4' / "6 '

8 WEST SCIOTO ~/
AIIEA P _t_ _ / 

4

/D /4/t P ¾ptl

lablin Road Rater Pleat I a 'IA- The rowatrrti-on of 24,000 feet fInh raaiwater

R W aer Lin Rater '85 $19,190 line fe triggs Do- to the Dublin Road WRter Plant.

Darbyahir- Road laocr * Darbyahire Road to Tattle Rood.

A it aitary aubteonik aeo beginoing at Hayden Ron RoadO 85- an~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d bl Roa an _on oth an aa.ttorath

Upper SiOnto Rat Subtrunk OSo-r * 6 $ 1.280 Dalidon Road Area.

Ltper 6icota Ares West C)) ihis aedond phaea of the Lpper S-into West trn-k aill
Iranrh Tronk Pert 8-2 S.-or * AS B 5,091 canard this sanitary trunk north to Ayden Ron Road.

To nat.rort a tnnk ac.er elong tha -eIt bank of the
i~~rpsr 5-iota Area Rest 5-~~iota Rioer Pro tri'gg low to a print northo

Branit Trunk PArt D-l Ser * 'B $8,068 Shirtoinger Road.
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West OlentangAy
Community Planning Area 9
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /J././ o of N-d JSopo. / N / 1983

AREA

9 WEST OLENTANGY X _ 0 , o Co

PropO-d PtoJ-ot -OR/ /~ P Pot Dooorpt~o

W 2 83- ~~~~~~~~~Tho m=ont-otion o tho Spring Sonduoky Int-rh-ngo,
Spning.-S.d.ky Introhoge _ Eng, 86 _ 112,000 thO north 1n-rbt -nd thO. u.0t 1-oorb.lt.

Controto o tho Dioioioo'. Fiold
Toop~~~lo Dinioioo 121 Ifotntoo~~~~~~~~:noo foiliti.. i0ft. odjoc-t

T rfint.n oio FTilitio. - Sn Engr 6,000 to ttO. 0Dbci Rotd *oto Plont.'

(rw .tr5et oightinq _ El c * * _ _ _ _ * * S mil.. - Old Hondorocn Rood fron Rood Rood to
N.. Stoort LigtiftNg Elon * ** on Rod.

.3 il - Highl.Md Srio fProm Uppo- Arlington Corp.
N.. Strot Li~otiog -'Elon 0 * 0 * toPo_0.0.

N.w Stmot Lighting Eloc * _ _ * _ Kcny Ro.d M ftk.r-.

1 10 -Poo pi.D. fro N.W. Roulo-od
N.0 Streot Lighting _ Eo c _ _ _ to Roodon Ro d. M.

1 010 - w1,,. 000u00 Pro. rHroly Doivo to
N00 Str...t Lighti.g El.. D Ro 'ioo -nw

2 Rho. ghfi r t P ti P
2Z Region.1 T-np-rtatio Pla
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / o /ed / Statc / J 193

AREA

9 WEST OLENTANGY ~~co

Popneod PoJoct 6 - / ,r ' jc

Binynle Trail Den-iopeent Parka _85 $ 100 xEt-neion of lentangy Bike Trail.

Bikeoy Syote. Park _ P Within Grigg. RHeervoir, eact bnk.

Fire Facility Reno.-tion 0 Fire *5 Reno.ation and repair of Station 9.

Fire Fanility 't3e For energy con-ervatie, cenatrn.tior elenente in

Enery CooeDaia8FreB Stotin8

Heted 2600o ageor Font netai co teel fabricated
Marin-Pork Poiine (Di b ildn Fo trg n aceor FboaBo.t Storage Building _ $ 400 eonryiee ad' rorue trator.

(7) bea~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ting i_.. end cooing eytee, reourdani ce
Hellport Renoctin _ Poice 0 B 131 fuelten nd coit F y- enni F g. cn

Moderoletle of Helicopter Prgr_ _ by eopaneion
___ of ec~~~~~~~,:ietlog Heliport buSindig. itriture -oId be

Hllicopter TeotnrologIc ,) w enare to 10,000 qgeer Feet end fine turbneOdoaeent PgrePolice B 3.425 tellcoptere -nId be ornbeeed.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING // Soure of ba stet./ J.- n983
AREA X i

9 WEST OLENTANGY d //
Lfropo.-d oJot 1 /j / _ _ footoIp'tlo

Pl.* RoA d tWtb i1 * l 83- T ?ofd f . o y tihoein todr.. ed A p tPl,* Aot A-tion _ ht~ r8 _ _ _--a -- 1,323 ° t t h ,tt. te trtt poo-....

Cr hi.o Ao.1o. 3 . fliolcon oh S0 L- _d Dr Inr bl to.tly bilie? _ Seree _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $ S3 wtpply W 'eifr h ogo lol loc ti-I M. ti 81.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / of Ned Status3

AREAAA

10 CLINTONVILLE / f / k / /'

Morb -Rethet l] Engn * * 3 Ne St. et Soetin Bore. Road .t High Street to
[ Co-~ctortg Bethel Road *t S.R. 315.

L Icprora aBree Road sad KtHigh [i Et & * * * Widn, ple traffic ecd boa icprovet. This
Street Icter octioc _ r En $ IW onetltutee apart o. Project 1.

BA part of the total High Street corrId.r projeot,
r High Street DScelq-rt [!J * * publi iqpro-ent portioo. atroat treec,
L Corridor Public Siqirovceete Erqp 2 t 1.000 elge ae cod iihtinDg

_.pr-Oo Capacity, High Street to Indinoi. Dia-
r- I e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pprocd by Clict-cilie Bros Cei.eti- -. lily I,W 0 * 0 i * ) 19B2.°V Clbintoooiilil A.r Co-mlaiei further r cc_

lIpror E(et-North BrE.dy togn anda daietioc of thid proJect.

Cliet Bridge Replareet _ 090 Er Billa Rvna..

CF * IcnP rrot orf echol a. Ootinion Ae fnre
Str et R.urfo.irg E_ High B ttret to Shitlde.

l _ a a 'B>- ._ sice - B. lK acioe io_ e e- from Biereida to
N.c Street Lighting El tie * '5 Nigh Street.

H -E a3 'B-
[ Neo Street tighting _ lEio W W 'B5S .5 aile*-Nattiinch_ Baad

2. i °t=iat Icos-t-nt Stretagy RePort, 19E0
3. Ragisi l T-repartatimn Plea

_ _ | ._ _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

qiiepprood by Cliitonlle AB Cs--irn 7/1/82
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North High St.et, A-.adi. to Webr.

.4 dl.. - S.1ara Aoo rr-o wataor

to Shdohy-o PI-R r

.2 U.i. - ftlho11. Rood f-~ S-i~t
to I~dL-la~.

S 50
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / / so hd SJ.- 1983

AREA

10 CLINTONVILLE f dAIIEA.. P4Jo ? _~ / / / _ /me ~ci10

PIW.-d Plj-t D~~~~~~~~. ' ~ rooo ..-Iption

W00.11. R-in. I proot. A G Perk. _* P _.neral roio. I troo..t. ord W cle-.p

Oorboo.k R-L. rlfoooG. Panp. _ _ _ GPnral r..m. ie proont. ed clap

Al
R-oot. Rermtion C~nt- Pr. 0 P Whetet-n Go--.tln Cent- Wn Sh.1t., H-oeo

ri-. rorility 03-
G 1norol R-.tio_ @ rifr * H5 At Stetion 19.

Fine Fr ility ( i) 03R
Enenqy Con-r-tion 1 __ _ At Stotin I1.

L.L.no Dltch C i To top the opn .tE efnoejn Mh i th..t-nig
Emoaion Contro Se8 _ __ $ 2C * ne.idn. en L.L.no A .

Stoo. nd Swnit-ry _S-r I.p=n.nt. Sner * Allvti.tion of 9-norI probl_ en r no,.tion.

1. trerqy _d Ieloooo- etien Depertoont *App.ond by Cliot-oille A0.. Coi..i-n 7-1-82.
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North Linden
Cosnnunity Planning Area 11
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7.r.~~:

AREA

it NORTH LINDEN - /.

T poojoot oooodt. 6f .lddM tVo C, .1.o.I AodJo.

C1.orbood-&boO LfpgIn To E r I pp ..d to th. nt.o ctio to poW id ro 8.0

Into.-tio .oo.t Eoqo 82 mo t dg1.-

Nfth of Eoot 80th 8oo.i.y to oo.ot

K.,l Rood R.ob tioo T, EC _ _ A 1 __ ufy dth K8.t1.

Cl.lwd A.... T. Eq , * 11 to t PSokoiq n tottn

st.Rt Rf turolog Eowgo C__._nty too. Oyolo to Kiooot..

E.N. odoo Rod 1-71 II T-E
lntooootLoo Widiog 80dify boidl to lootol oR1

Stooot R..01ro t4* __ loht oo Nyrtlo to brnoot.

O.-to-oill. Rwd _ 2 _ __ _ to rOur 1_ ro WNotr Rood to 1-270.

l|Io Road -Ewl - _ _ Ro d. too W RtoOd11 Ro a to .odbooy

| MytI. to Eio..otO o- D-Ilght no"i, C.,b. 0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cootoo Solo..

1. ThoTo-oohroo Plon
2. Rogbool Tr n port tl7O P1.0
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / Sou.-of N-d Stotuo / P- J/ 1"3

AREA

ii NORTH LINDEN

/1 1 .__

_i S __ _ _ Id..lk. ..dud no .nt~ir. ..
. Slkk.p * - d.

1 1 Potbol_. ln t oL th .to.et. t c-pt
Stb.t Rpa Co. Rp__bio A=. S.. A. . .pd.

N.. Sld..lko E[gn Eii
0

ting *d.lk. 1m bi.

1 NI oaobo a nd at... north of D...,. A-.wr,
CD. d Gutt.ro Eng. _.9 _t., l.

Fm 1 iSdoalk. gaolly n-.jtt n *.
N.. Sldo-1lk. Engn a _ __d.

N.. St..t Lightimg El.o * * S .5 Llloo - od..dg. R-od

. _ _ _ *a _ _ _ ,8 dUlo - ad.. A-uo f* Ny to N.rtM.idg ad
N. St-st Ug*tuo El * * '85 NHy R.d ft Kurl *.t to Copo..t. ti-.

St. t Ltino i El"' * * ' 5 J. dl_- - P-1- A ad Aodh R-od.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S . .o Nd St. / j9we

AREA /
1 NORTH LIN/EN

P~~~~".d " -t -~~~C ~ ~ f ro~t D0-IptIl

O _ _ o.d foJ 1 ___T

* 3 * '63 - .2 011.dl - Hisoett Stro~t rroo E00t North BooY-y

''85 RoO8~M Rood.
Mo_ Rroot U~0tbq Cl o I a5 .I I1. o 801191. Pol ot fMolodRo

I'll" St-It Lig"ioEn sIRr
E Mi- .1 W.1 S* d1li A-, Ma.ffy Rood to H dlto

O] Mo Stoo t U0,iog _1. El o8 _ __ __ D _ _

Oo Str.t ULtfg CD 8 3.7 dIl - A8,1191. Po* E .t tl..

O .I. Str~t Uchtino 0 E2 o * 0 _ _ _ as _ _ .a dls - l~s Ao~. W. A- of Clo.n.od Ann _ t to

Otro t .Ut UULo 1. 63 .5 .11d -ZonoIo A.

.3 .11._ _- _t-. t- _tld. _ to
_ ot t Ec*., Rood.

M. Snot Ugotio El- 0o .7 dloo -Bryd.n Rd o.d Cb- Dri.,

Moo 81.9.1 bee - - - ~~~~~.4 I G-... A-0. f- th. ooiloOtdn : Ftrt Uchtiq _ El e _ _ _ _ _ _ . Asofur rec tb r llrod

n - stv .u_ _

(1 47
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COMMUNITY PLANNING oj / f o St.%

AREA

,1 NORTH LINDEN ' ( Un *

fropotod j.t 
4thtln _ # soc d'* * __ _ _ * 2doooW ^_pt rv

ho St,.ot U~~~~tfrq (1.0 0 0 0 0 ~~~~. 01100 M- tI. ftot ft- E. M. oo.

11. toe t L1cht1,,q _ (1.o * * _ ____* _ .1 ntloo _ 3ro, Pro1.0..y tN" 5troet Uig1tlog _ 1.loc * _ _ _ _ _ .2 _11.. _ Clmd Ca Ao.~od -o 5-R. 11t.

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~3 il1- -Rotolo St.ot-Coooyo A-. toN- Str.t LightigS (1. * * * * N.othoo R Pod.

N.o Stoo.t Lightio (1o*0 P 0 0 Cl-obod Al*-oo Coo* Rod to S.R. 161.

1 .8 O~~~~~~~~~~~~il. -foigto s. dioiobo - soth of 10.1.,
M.. Stooot LUghtigq C) * * _ooh of Vsl.0Itoo

o Stret LIsltt G uboo * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0ly Dtio -Frntm Stooott, Kol Rood to Woltfod.

N- Stt Ugti9 ElU * * . * 2900 Rot..koGoh.

N.o Str t Lightiog C * _ .1 _ Il. - Iot.rtot Hlotht od Dnodl.n
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COMMUNITY PLANNING P- Soorc.of M9od Stot. /3

AREA f
it NORTH LINDEN ~

Popood PoJat 't / /ioaoptl-o

lW. Str-t Lighti ng " lc ___ for

Noo Stro.t Llghtingq El._ Lhting tL. d north of D-ao A-ono.

Gnorol R-ooti on ond* 1 - Ronoatban AoR. er0 agy ipoont t th. Llndo PsrkEo.ng !qpo-ot. P.0.8 Roonoatia Cooto..

Gorool R-ootio and Q83- R*oootlon c noogy ipo n to Rh Cook RoodE.Nooy Iqwmoo.ot P.o*. 88 Ror-to CantoPn. -* t t-C*

Io . Pook-sttno C n.t./ tina fat 92- iot., g-odng, ben1doadlping,-
Roy C~~~~ Pooh. * * * S~~~~~4 80 00 OaUky ,d path oootootioo.

Pooldnd ARqoi.. tl Q Pok __ P Rothoooton pootboo of c inty.

ToAlliogto Poo* C-ity SOgooiotin roq-ot.M~~~~~k R-d P-k ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tho fol=ooog N.o playg-noo oqipoot, tot lt,U.kRo ~h8aolo 00. aig light., onto footin.
kRonaootaQ P.*. _ and bathrooo ilitioo.

1. DO.D. Windthild S.u.y
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COMMUNITY PLANNING// / . . . .I "Id 1983

AREA /
II NORTH LINDEN / /.f i$

P~~~~~~".d P ~ ~ ~ d >~ f, tnJt o-tto

GCoo Fiw _ * '1_ -.
F. ilty R-notio. rirn '05 At Stotion 016.

Fit. F cility ri * -83
E-nogy C.-tlonr ( iD '03 At Stotion *lA.

Contoontion of -' 1801 q.a.. toot poli.H
Sl..ttio Polio . 1 417 prCint . tructur in tO. *O of 0000 nod

_ _ _ _ _ A_ _ _ _ EngiooEM in. .nd d..ig, lko* f.o otom 000.0 -0.trnO-
N.I.. Rood A. I CD * A85 tion to p001d. additi.o.l ontlit in th .o.. orthStor S.. ilr '07 1 1 449 -W .outh of Mo.. Rood.

To cot-ol tho o-..i ohidh 1. t king plC in thn
8.10.Cr Ditoh ECO.,t (j '83-. ditoh bitm.. th. nilro.d Juot :.t of Cl..i.od
C-tool (PI. I) S,. 0 '4 $ *7 A u rld A W Al Crrk.

) olot,.. Ditot, Cosoinooo. 5.0.. * * 83i Enco. .o qn oponoti- or th. ditoh no.t. ot rIb.h-
W~d ar Ditch Enclo S1l-llr * * 88 I ISI D.Lo in thn. icinity af Ed ll A-.

B.oItt Ditoh l pooo.t 5 S _ 0 _ _ 4,315 In th. icioity of lb-. n Mi.. Rod..
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Agler/Cassady
Community Planning Area 12
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COMMUt ffRpAN"R W/# i £ / - aSotod / 5901...- / s / -

ARER CAADY',
U n UJT . x . . _ ' V _ f v = _f *4 t + t f ( ProJ D Krl. p lo

i1~ ~ ~ ~~~8 si'W IL A mR 41 lnl DDwt to 1-27
L U I R 6XD _ _ErcD__ _ _____ 5 _ _ _ dtD _ or to Port CoU--

a Irr RKV~t A___2 r Eg *_ _ __ _ _ _ * _ _ __ 5 th 1 r o--oot. to Fifth A-~o
St.i. RoWd/th A.r L..! * ( -od' trdffi) oo Solo..

- - - Mono.~~~~~~~~~~~A (sooth bo-od sm).

.. Rod III

U Ttro _ EngD * HidD to foon lo r fm 1-270 to HUlton Rood.

0 In ni 6.0 t pro~nt _ EnQD * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Winr o fto Ih I t r..t ..t ill. Rood toU Lm. Rood qno* -'Eng, So-..y Rood.

Wid, to too- i F 1.. I- FM
O] aolon Rood I ,ro__Dt E Eng. * U.S. 62 to ".- Rood.

St. ~ ~ ~~31 .St-st .. g-n.oliy in P-s hpn..
" 5tro t Rw _. Enn _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ n.y pothol.Sn D- d L mppd

0 ot I rott. FE E. _d g. ttsr -r pr .t in thi.
I.Pro-to ~ --~Elg obu Rt dootnog. 1. poo-

Li . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.9 .2I- - St.ioo Rood Irm Hlouthto(7) 'U * 5r LghlM C Elc *a Rood to For , Dri., Glrot Dis. nd
N. UFsting l _. *S _ 'Uht S_ GIoolon Colt.

S.Thomoof-o P100 3. Doontoo CM..ooio-3 j~1i~tto o
2. = .RytRos I.. toUn

5tn g R port, 19ED
Pl nSng Study, 1976 6. D.O.D. iRddiold Sur-y

4. 1-670 Took Fokno Roport, IS81
53
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COMMUNITY PLANNING soo.- .o / stN.. S tt ,"3
AREA
12 AGLER CASSADY ~ / ./~~ O

P~~~~q.-d P-J ~ 'I frJ.t.opto

N.. St0..t Lihti§g El. .03 II - 0 ~tol.i Dvi.

NW. St-..t Li Eg * 0 * * .05 dl. - on Flot. 0i,...

N.. Str @t L~gbtrS z El * * _ _ _ * * .01 .11. - N.yy R.d (of of 0St.la. ,d .o.th of

Nl.. 5tr -t Lighting . El*C * * _ _ _ _ _ * _ ;.05 dl-- - C_ dy F- Sbdt.jio,, .n Corn
W. St..t Lightig El- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pq"p., Ocylo. W. L-a 0.d..

N.. St..te Lighti g 2 El. C _ * _.01 .11. - A. Alloy, _t of Prig .nl

N.. St..t *igtiog El- l1M. tqi a.1Lt. i. tppd .

__ __ __ _ _ _-… _ _ -

Ga.... R83~lo A-
And En..oy lqro__lt. P..*. _ _ _ At KtP. _.

1. -.. D -~ttl 5 - --y -

0



COMMUNITY PLANNING Source .o Ned JSttus 19 qc/ 083

AREA //
12 AGLER CASSADY / >/ A e

Poposed FrJect q / # rj drojat DesnIptlon
I in ta icinity of Acutreo mid Innis Road.

A 5, recuresende~~~~~~~~- d by the North.ast Area Coeissioo'crioaty Scel A Task Force She Recreati-o and Perks DeportentRecreation Center _ Parke A i. currently studying feasibility.

In t aicinity of Agion an Cee.ady Rued. roc-A een~~~~~~~~~~~~~rded by the Northe..et Area Comission teak Frc..Canity Sc e. a The Recreation and Pork, Departeeot is currentlyRecreatios Cent-r Parke _ studying fea.ibility.

Alo Creek PerkADuek Perkt Prk. P Rioe-froct park ares

Acquire Pork Ee nte P.,A . A O e A. side teed.

G-erl Fire a 83-Feoility Reoation ( Fire A _ 5 At Sttion #20.

Fire Foniity ('7 a 3I-
Enrgy lveoemnte Fire _ _ S At Stetion #20.

-nerl Fire 7 ' 8-Feolity Reonoation _ Fire _ '5 At Airport Fecility.

Fire Ferility Fir - 'r3-yEner gy lepre. rte Fie V A At Airport Facility.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S / oo. o / statuo 1983

AREA

12 AGLER CASSADY ~ /' 0 .

_~~~~~~ __ _ __ _r~ _ _ _ _ -.. 3 To 1 - oI a-iloy -.o fo 16. I- Coo.i
T-& L. th. iSioltity of AS. Co..k -...todly t

A1- Co.ISbookSoo *S S-36 Not a? C ...dy A-..

A1.0Air Servic- bOildig * Ailpor 13 1,736 1 .tqo t o t. -' .9.1. n -it - -- I

R.,y 15.-3M * A1Lpo W _ 6 _ $ 7,= Exten t.any 15.-20 by 1WO fot . both moo.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S ./ . . ..,i / 5o. IN-d .- 1983

AREA

13 NEAR NORTH/WERSITY 40g',

Propord ProJot D.W @/l/e /k/U/!'d tp/ ;Po tOlptlonfropo~~d~~fO~o~t _ _._ _ 0oth A10h Stonot btot.nn Goodol. Boollonod rnd
Ilth A-.o. Iqoot .1 na f .to.t

8.1,jloot.,od Cosolvl BA- Trootfnoloig, no. *0lA .b, d-ooti. *idn.lk. t-t
Roltollootb Li Eog."

09
_S _ _ 5 1,950 to _.d off-ot-Oot porkqg lot..

Iqmoo 5th Ao T. EW A t_. 11 rnd the Olt.g Rlyir.

I pon.t. _ Eqp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ idno tooon Port bo Wd tonok tumo.

Widon P0..l Alloy 3 .E _ idn Alloy (.oot 1ootton(.) not ldontitbd).

1~~mo. ty Altoy. I] 198,0,~~~~~~~~.P - . 12th. 13th, on 14th .1loy. (.oot
Ip-pro Co-ity All-y Enl *___ ,ctln(.) not id-tfitid).~h*lyxc

A l y Rl Nd, 1 Etr Gmornl.a Poor Alloy todliti-o.
Alloy 998.1 W.odod Emg i . M.pod t

n1 S.on.th A- -Kigh Stont to
Stro.t R.toofiog Eqp _ P-_.- Contro1 troct..

1'85- 4.0 .11.- - OSt -'P- VI1I ft.M.M to Md.-,
P.11S01 _ Uo _ _ A _'a' _1 E- H0, tO tlb.or.d.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / / Souref Mood StWm. / . Jo'.
AREA

3 NEAR NORTh/UNIVERSITY/'

Frcw FrJc //q /s /e e/// / / fi 4/4 w eS pJDl
fto.- Str- tL~tn t D_____3 _ .s- ldrpti rn-udc tatt

W. St- t LightiM -lc@@_A_8 edi- j_ O -r fro Hud-a St-o to

El- e _~~~~~~~~~~~~AodI. Aoo.

Moo St.o.t Llghting - El. s- A IT ._ °I - Ed .D .1 Wd.- St-.t to

Mo. SOtr t (I>in 5 El * * _ _1 _di '8 - 21.c., t~ *rt A.,tl .. th uto hr

IAo-.dio oo.

3.0 .il.. - Ao 000 b-~o.ddh ol0 th. *oot, th.a_ rci l U s (A El.. * * '13- _I~ot~oy A o a0, tnn Cood tod to ~. a0i. th KM U. 0N0thNo. Stro.t Lightlo Eloe _ _ i1 t ACl.r r to 000 to.
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COMMUJNITY PLANNING / so.- of stet / X

AREA
122 -NEAR tlifr*d

Nh10*gbb.jh C-.1 _ =l*,h _ _ h St-.t _ i pt-o A-.. to St.-.t
_hU0tiq E 66 .......

ftitohboo Co..btg _ _ _ P_ _A...._... i- -lligat6 A-..X. to tit.F..*

W .0 ~ ~ 'S-9 .9 A i.. -to m.V.. f.b.A...t

Ph.. fb...t Ugttg 3 E-... 0 0 '.3 _ _ h , _o _ _ __.

P.. Sti..t U9*I.q 4 0' U. - Jai" .Fl F ... fwt St -tod.

VW sto.l U0i~gti El.. 0 .1 Sil. - Phi... St".. G. &-Sjal" (Oagi. Light)

H_ gt..t Light p 1Ol tu Gd o1ci .t dr ft - A-..

Pho ft.. t'i0*t ¢ Ii...jC U i. -Oi..gl. 110.1). _.

Phft...ugtUOt.im 1
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S .... .f N-d st~~~~so-tJ.- 1983COMMUNITY PLANNING / Moo/ St / /

AREA / / -'

22 NEAR SOUTH ~~~

oPoao-d Poojot D. -/ pt___

,oo Stvoot Lishtin9 _ _ 8J _ _ - 0110.0 AWW. Fr bia to Ibrki on.

Moo Ste Lghin 9El ** * * .3 oil.. _ H~iholbom A-0 f-OM. -olor Road to Sdth
ft. St..t Lighti(EL0 Road.

N.. St-oot LghtLnq ( El. * * . : .1 oilg. C-PIL St-t, P*... A-- tU A- St-t.

MoSt.ot LightinR (1E 000 101 -Rilo to 801.0 to Rh.od..

1 .1 0.11. -0.~~~~~~~~~~~~9. Stoot at alloy .0th ofStOfot
Moo Stooot Li0,tlog E100l .. lg;ht).

N..w St.e t UVghtig IN Elot _ _ _ _ .2 .I1. - K.ltn A-0.

No Sthoot Llghtin9 _ 10 _ * _ _ _ _ . 10- L.-0. DoL-o ro- L.0kbooooo to Ch-plon

Moo StNot LlghtLnc El( _ _ * * .4 dl.. - Sywm0r, b to LAILngot.0 nd Whittier.

N.. Strot Lightioq El o _ _ _ _ ..4 .. - XO.rt t 0d Clbft1 Strot.

'' , ': ,x' ~, a.



COMMUNITY PLANNING / Sooto . . od . .I NW sf , , 93

AREA / ._

22 NEAR SOMT

, * * * _ 3 _11.0 _ *I_ Z oi~o~o _B lai od f.c Molio Rad

W.o Sthobt Ligttog hto t o Lo-o. W i .

Woo Stooot Lh~~~thnq (i~~ (1.0 S 0 0 ~~ BO~.lsy Rood r-o 00.0.

W.D St..t Lighting El. 3de hl_^n r e n

0 0 0 *3~~~~~~~~~0 il..- Shold., A--.o foo P.--oN0.. ftoot Lgh.tigq El(.0 to 8_00 Sto~t.

R.. St..LhtLighig E l . 0 0 _9 - hitttoo, Sohot, Cli-

N. Strn-t LightIng E_ . fthi4_ _ Poh _1ong _d.oh, Sr.ogr

N.. St-eet Lighting 2 Elrc * 0 _ _ .4 dlo. - Soth1221 oo rhitti-o

No. St-ot Lightigoo Elr 0 0* * * to ~. R bwrro.

El*2 .t4 hII. - Roinhord A o o- Po.-oo
N..o Stm-t Lightig So 0 0 toCq-o.to-

Stooot _i~,tinq _Ii) _1.0 _ _ _ _ .1 n.11 - Studor .iho wth
NW. St-et Lighting El-e _ _ _ _ _f _o Sh ld-.

00



COMMUNITY PLANNING / / / sou.c. o /, J 1983

AREA / /9
22 NEAR SOUTH ~

PI.K~~d P / J 9t 9/4/1r.J..

3 .1100 - bnkilo A- fon. P-..non
No. Stront Lighting Eloc * * _ _ to H yl.

.2 il.. _ 801. Str-.t f.-, BEUk tO
No. St-..t Lighting El.C * * _ * South Fo-Ath St...t.

I .11i - Ell-orth A-un f- Do hl01
N.'w Str ot Li9htin9 El. * * * * to NoClood.

3 .3 0110~~~~~~~~~~. -00I0 9A000 790 18th
N90 StOOet Lighting El.C * * * _ to Ohio.

3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.2 011.. -Hoyl A--, r-. Sto....t
No. Stroet Lighting El- C _ * it .hH...

N.. Str..t Li9htir9g ElC 17th, 18th and 22nd Sto..to.

Fir- F cility | 8
R-no.atio Fi85 At Stotion 115.

FCr- F cility E .5tgy S }
C_.,lrvititn Pr9J.t _ Fr _ _ _ _ _ 5 _ _At Station 015.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / S.., /t Nd st.t / J.- t983

AREA

22 NEAR SOUTH/ f

Thi p.oot lon*d b.. m tion of Stati-n 1i4
J.o: td at Pa.r.on. n.d Hi-uso A non alto haa not

AN. Fimo Stotion OFi,. 0 S 1,330 lboo dotoocand.

Polio. T-affio Bu.au n1 _iot nitth onwlid-tion of a11 T afrio Anonau
nd IoqL.ding Lot Polio. $ 4,726 -nit. in on. lootion

Ranonotion and fi B63
Rnaogy In ,ronnta _ Poko *B4 At tho DrAiing P0.k Ronoation Cont-r.

RanoatVon nd Etorgy 083.
lngronvolalnta Pooba * * B4 At tho SOhill.r P-ok Roroation Cantor.

Roodnay and Brd _ _'_0_ _ _ 83-.
SoRoano Iaproya nt _ P-rka 8 04 At Schill.r Park.

ROonootton of Siiming _84_-
Facilitiaa Pook. * 8 At thn Lincoln Pool.

Hiltnoin Park Ranonatin _ Parka _ __ At tho Third Strnat School.
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'COMMUNIY P AI G ~ S~0 fbd Soo .7•

ARMEA ,p7d

22 NEAR SOUTH |e// S ... z{;i .Q .S
"ov' o'~~ cr 'I 'r q1/ s / f cY t t c - ,' VI Io / Projoot DoooIpTloo

!.ot' L.t=. ,o. .,0, - . * _ _ _ _ At Sdchll., Pod.

N.. Sk-st T.- P _ Roo_ Hooock Ar_.

Roosootb.. Cootop A - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -wkA.

Njop Rnovt bLo_ Pk. W ShUl., Po.* R crstion Coot-r

! I_ P th nd _ _ _ * _ _ _ _ _P_ At Sohill., Pork.

F.Us A- - pbtd~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~w ~Will -k0 0 Oo-otio f-n P.opoo A-ro., oo.t

Froblo Av~. - Potringor _ _ 1s _ _3- oloo Rolo Roo rtor Crob8 Progd OdPt.oRoo de,_Rood Cocootor woto 8r $ 775 ioog hl r R d to CoUe p Rc d n d PetiRoo d

t Lockfoum Ro d _C2 > mi- _ 1 _ _ _ _l l on Ot Wroliotoly 1ooa0 frot of 16 inch
.ot.r Lio o Wto _ '03 _ $ 1,200 Liioton A d Rg Rod to

Stt Di Ulpog -c-to S. _ _ P _ _ In liciity of DOrhlor El-t..y Soh-oo.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING SO-ree o0 Need / St1t98 / /93

AREA 4

22 NEAR SOUTH /

P Ep.-d PoJoct o t D_ Iptil on

Aoo b-o.ded by. the S.loto Ri-e to the oeotl
sC~r S pamtion Srr * PE Lokb-ouo Rood -o the met; Liningeton A-U.. .n the

Tone SePseetion See P noth end M.-rill oe th,0 00th.

_ni- _pen ditoh beten Pletr & Febie. Starting *t
wProo 1290 Meter eonnig eppro 490' to frit.T.

Eno.ose Open S * *od o _o.Uito problee (e uoeo of ditch) ore hih
Ditch Se-c- - priority of the Co-~il ofSouth" Siefoni.ti.

of Elorth dtoh t . pr. n 1469 Frobi. Stonding nr
Onnitce Open S _ * _ _ _ _ i* bookrdeth. Thi. i. a high priority of the Councit
Ditr'h S-oe W f Sooth Side On'onioatio-e

Whittier Stret C S.- Repl-o Flight. it Whittier Steeet
Tfek I _ e t TrS Stm Stn4y Tn_.

Penicipel Corge. I.prenee-ot O Sorge S 212 Ventilation Syta lUproeont.

MPninipot Gerege teprennt 0 Corg-* $ 100 Ger.ge Ronf Renonetion.

hbnioipe1 Gerege [epreneent .r 9-Ge _$ 64 N.W trock ehop vhile lift-.

M-ninipol Gorege lIpronenent _ C-r __e $ 12 Inergy cne-ernatin.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING -sorc o // 1983

AREA

22 NEAR SOUTH ~.~

Ku.icip.1 G.lgr. Ip.--nt G * * .. $ 70 lb.l D0... Stor.p Building.

K.unicip l Crag..o. I.p..t * Kun * _ _ 10 R..ling of.C.. .d Vn W..h.

u.nicip.l C rop lG." .. a ..- t * G.Kun * 0 $ 36 A.t-td fu l dipq..-.

In.ioipl CG IvCg.O .at G 100 ... .ho- %p F.pility.

Kudnicp l G..ga Io..-* Ku * _ _ $ ISI Kunicipo r..g S-.i Stati. R-fodli.

Ku..iip.1 l C ..l ...t * G.0 _p_ _ $ 201 MI T-k Shop LightINg Syot_.

Ku.nicipl 0.1. Kq.m.t * 0...g. * 20 Fl.. Kydr nt..

:1' _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S-/ so-.e t.d J.- 3

23 BUCKEYE

Popoed PrJot .f /* P/oJrt Cesoiptian

Treetl Owr C & 0 Raiirod EEng P _o conn ct entt or Lookbwme Road

Cob R plowet E-p En |P High Stroet at Root. 104.

Ne idewlks :nd ta.-nwara c, P-reoo A-nn ro
Nne Sidewalk, and Fil ingr * * OewriwD Rand to Obtr. This project is a high priorit
Stor Seer Sewr or the Coaacil of the South Side Orgsoi..tieww.

N.. P[ig EWgn I Pa. dirt rod area ide.

N.. Str.at Lightin El- c 1.5 il.. -Siata VTilap.

NW Street Lighti.9 El. cl _ _ _ _ 3.3 _ISid -OkisWa Additiew.

3 _ _853- .5 dlIo - Lwis Rod, Caalnn- A-no and
N.. Stret Lilhti. Ce E c 85l_- Caeatiew.

N.e Stret ULhtiwg Ew 0 _ _ _ .4 ala - 8ewfinld e.

1. D.O.D. Wiwdehild S..rny
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / / / ot Nod Stoto. / Junu 193

AREA ~
23 BUCKEYE 0 Do

Propo.ed Mojoct 1.4~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(3) * * _ _* * .1 il. - Tcbi Dri. (Southem Pi-n) et of
N.w Street Ligttinq -G eI kookb.oO..

Noo Street Lightinq _gEl le * .1 cii. - me0thhil A-eo froc Clobber to Doley.

N.. St-t Lig7hti*g* 5 L..e - Redfood A--eo fro Deeley to Aloeco-oew Street Lightinq tion _ __ (Sootnern Pine.)

N.. Stroot Lighting Elec * * 0 * .2 oil.. - Stookbridgo Rood froo P.r-one to Woot.

NeW Stroot Lightinq Elo .1 eii. - Jeewondno Pier. (Southor Pine.).

1-is * PrnoonP . now A r. willi.. RoAd to
N.o Street Lightinq _ Elo_ Coeporetion Line.

fj~~~ * Oboto Roo~~~~~~~d Pro High St-wt to
Ne. Street Lightinr g Eler _ _Obt Ano..

N.. Street Lighting Ele * * * 0 .2 .il.. - Aehood Rood.

N.. Street Lightinq _ loc 0 0 _ _ .1 cil. - Zen.or Drine.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /so of .od Stotu. J.. 1983

AREA

23 BUCKEYE 4

PFrpAod PFoJ8t ? t D.- iptlo-

Fir- F..ility R-no--tio _ Fir _ A5t Stotioo 122.

Fir. F-llity E..Mrgy ' 0 8I
Cor.or..tlon ProJoot Fir- as At Stftior 122

Corot.ution of on tory lawB oqW.- foot
polio. propinot .botttlo nd p.-d0 porkimgNo. Pottio.n .r. In t"A oro. of So.th High Str..t .odSobototion Poio 417 Oboto Rood.

R-o= tlon ond ErNrgy Al *83-
Irprovns W 1Psrk. _4 _ At lIdien Moud P-rk.

Willi R "'d Sooit.ry Thi' proJet sill provido for tho bOndo..-nt of tholotorooptor Ph... I Soor '83 s 31 1W5 li_.. Rood .-oit.ry po.piog ototion.

Wiii. Rood Sooitory 2 _ Thi prooJot ill prO-ido for Oh. bd t or tholotorroptor Pho. 11 _ oor II 1' 1322 No ff A-.-it.ry pucping ototi.
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I/proJt D.-Ipt4Io

Co..toti-, of * -s 4/6 lw fn .y ot.o.Io,
or SR 104 troo L.o&boun- Ro.d to USR 33.

merriUy Poor oonoitlooon . o Ik of
ft. d 04tt.o. fn Wstkinr to KOd.1,

Loutcro to RolUro.d Toks..

Clofl.ld A40 ., Gus. Ao
WdAw-Mn AVER.

I .1l. -Sllo-obrook Drb. (Single Light).

Al- Cak Oi., Wir 11 RoWd to
i K1.o1 A-..
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COMMUNITY PLANNING Sooo. fMd s A- /9t3

AREA '
24 MARION-FRANKLIN /

trPor.-d PoJ ct / </ /w//q-/d/(4 > /S tPo t D Yrl tlon

1~l _ * _To_ _ A re ron.truct 1O,OOD r.t of 12 i-h 1long l roo.-
GCoo.poot Pik. WhttrLio ft.te. P 81R5 $ p1- pt PW t.e_. A.no-t o Po Ao..

Coto *11th IqDoooo..ot. 0 0 Sooth of Villim Rood b to- G.oorp.t Rood nd
Ob t. Ditch 40rot _D S6 ____ _ _t I-Z7D.

Wotki- to K10b., Lookbor. to
DOolg. 40rtonoto bt 1_ 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ Roil.ood YT.ko.

1. OO.D. Oiodohiold Sory
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A$ Dt. E§9M. m

Easthaid/Brice'
Con ity Planning Area 25
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2. bg.. o~~td PS.

to foo 1. f- Bric. Rod to S.R. 256.

to for 1- ft Rofogo. Rood to Coot 9in
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /- - -Of N-d Stfto /. /9b n

AREA
25 EASTLANDIBRICE & 0 z

__* * _t"_ g 0 sa / _ / _ _ t i g tD@T--t D.-ptli

.. Stmet Liti. 7 e C * .7dl -Ch ttoto Am.

a\ * - ~~~~~~~~~~:63-
No. Stmot Ltitiog 31 E 2* 85 .. 5 dIo - Hilton Rood - Whitohlbi to Rof...

_o.. _tmot _i~.tig _.. _ _ _ * _ 3.e) .l3. - Th-e Ri- 9tbdioIao., nooth
N.. Str-lt Lighti.9 _Elle _ * _f Willi Rodndn ooot of -ilton Ro-d.

Fil Stttion Enonqy (DI * R-
coooootioo POJoot _ rim as At n ooitkg ototion.

.. Firi Stotion (DI Fi _ $ II3I Sit. oot yot dotoinod.

Polio. Station E ... y (i4
Coloo-otiton Pmjoot _ PoIito I 64 At on oi-tiog St-tion.

Coo.tmtin of oO. o top IBM q.fo foot
No. Polk. (' poniio pmoiot b.totio oWith pw.od ponkinN
Subototion _ Poio. __ $ 417 -m S I. th. *r 0 or 1-70 mnd Rpi Rood.
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8.500 feet of 12 looh pipe aod 3,500 feet of 16
8,5h pipe idll teed 00 cietiog lie .e t .1°eg
Tooin 0.0d to RliOe R-od, thee eooth along Hi..

$ 8 5 to R efog e e R o d .

8,800 feet of 12 ieeh pipe and 2.500 feet of 16 loot
Rod . bo eeedd to eoteod O ot- lie: f°r relee

750 log 5b-no R..d.

8,700 feet of 16 loot line oloeg N -. ioby b etoee
652 iteh-eter Pike and Refoge Rood.

I T o. e s a e tr e e e io -i.n elo H. elltee Ro ed
$ 600 fern Rioby Rood to Rillie Road.

Thile 1111 eel, I =o neetl o fer Progre c A e oeeae-t loo haler Roeno to I.Cole Ro.d nd

P7t5iOlev Road, the .o aOotheoet along
6 775 WienheateC Pi", to R efooee R ood.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /2/ .... .ourf NTd /ntoa9t3 Stbn o fro

AREA /~°/74

25 EASTLAND /BRIC'E / ~g

obtoniw Porot /B $ 260 in70. the otOintlon
-Stora Cul-ft _ Sr ______ _ __

To noroteont . -nitory ou.tr nk ;I-
_Bdlnckk Crook~nm tin C.t.k in. t-nk t. .unt k Hic. R..d

BI rklik Cr..k 2, ser * _ 4 4 0 in th. wiciity or Rerfg.. R.fd.

T. .-.ntrut . -lit."y abtr

Sobtoonk Pont Tl 3 onn ' * _ _ _ _ _ _83 $ 351 to th. in=htty oI CTeott rtoo Rood.

IT in-t.li rn piP. in on - opr

Bi ckikinl Crook Inroot.r. 0trono oong Bioklio.k Crook fro

S.t. 3 Id 4 0 3r * _14 …2 rine Rood.to north of Brood Stret.

To IT.cloo th. ditch On thm north
B3* cesid. of Rofgoee Rood No.-Binby to

Rrso_-Ds~rh rnel... 8- - -_ RD _ _ $ I.1 OI eonrth Strnt.
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Southwest WHi .................... ACK9 i
COmmuenity Planning Area 26A EIh, ! *,
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S .-urce of Ned / Status a 9un

AREA 0

2630OUTW*EST ~4a ' ~ ~

P-p-d P,.J-t D-1~~~~~~~~~~~~ i' roet eetption

cm 0@ *~~~~~~~~83-
See Street Lighting _ Else ' _ _BA ._2 milee - Norton Court and Ceorgeecilie Road.

Nan Stret Lighting 84 0 0
N- Str.t Lighting J El-e H*ll Road .t feat Hc.-

N.e Street Lightinb Else Sulitoaot Ao-Geerqeeilie to Nortn Road.

N.. Flrn Station _ Fir- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $ oahe Eolton Airfield e a teotati-o loatton for thidSee F Ire Station ~~~~~' Fire - $ 1,001~f selit.

Fir Station Energy 0 * 8-
Coneeroetion ProJect Fire 'BS5 At en euijtino atet'on

Fo ithe. ethtlo of a n t ry eteel and tlor e.t
hoilding. This ill replere the preet atotin ehlchBoIten Field Are Subatation feic5 $ 114 ia ioadeqote.
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COMMUNITY PLANNIN s /... .otIrl-n 
Jo d Stet

26 SOUTHWST 4 0 . - D rlto

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ < ~~~~~hi 12 '-hC -I ttr-*nFdrR tlroi

Dohorty Rood - F2d Ro d r, Rotd otf12 Dohorty 1.d Hilliod-Nt Rodn

Rro d Street and Conroil R.R. Water *6 _ 2_ Broad ..ret to tho Conr-il h ailraRd.

Conat-rtion of 4,500 feet of 16 iorh line along

G.1looey Rood Rater Line Mt3 310 Gai11oy ard Alk~ir Roda, north to tire City llieta.

5OO feat of 16 i-h lin alon Alkirr Rood f ro

A irmn Road Wat- r 0 otf_ _ Road to a point ppropiOtely 2,300 foet

Line (P~ar 1) Rater '80 135 aat.

Alkiri Read W0ter 5 A 16 irh rater ine al.on fAlkiro Rood fra tallonay

ine (PaRt 11) Water _'R $ 211 Ro-d, pproalataly 3,040 fet eaatad.

Otlliard-Roela Road 6 aw _ _ D ICDonaterrt a .00004 tao alilrbon Ralod eaatrnk atee

Woar0.,seltr Ci6 *t:

loer hRUI……nit. _ $ DX At Hlrah Rn bte S.R. 104 rnd GInto Rod.

_IonallIneon edifiti and

Loouth terly Slodga
Coqiontlng C ) rlnr

143
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / / Of Need Status I°/ Jun 1983AREA

26 SOUTHWEST / 4 /dg 5 /b

Froposed FroJect 4 v9 /5 B t O f 4 2(, g Frote BOlptlon

A -anitary ebt-nk -eoer originating at the Big RunBig Ro Sooth Rood C3 *B? Tn en continuing ...uthoec toern heo.iSanit.ry Subtrunk Seor Sbb- 1,140 the uicinity or holt Rood nd 1-270.n
To innetigat. the poeaibility of --o-t-utin of . Sd_nch trunk fr, Ceet of G.11o..y Rood to a pointBig Ron Sanitary Trudk ® '6- *opnniately 1,000 feet of it-n Rod, *nd then alongFea.ibility Study Seam _07 _ 5.215 Cloer-roff Bitch.

Rig Run Senit.ry Subtrunk -
North of Broad Street -A -anitar ebtrn e-_85 to Car-e the 00Cc north ofPert 2 iner'C $ 315 Broad Strret to the roilond Cos t of Bherty Rood.

tn3

B4itcn Filnd Cr-Jind A 3.000 Foot nuey to increase all ther BandlRu-noy _ Birpo _B7 $ 1,50 conditmona, thereby eatiefying FAA requireeent.

___ _ I_
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /sou. of Ned Stota J.- 1983

AREA . /
27 SOUTHEAST (~/ ,e 6

Noraery and Street t•\ * 84-. The d;Vened o t of th 65 Shodevilii N.r-ry

Tree Oenveiloent _ P- _ _ . … _ _ - 8,70 etePi--e For UOO -o Citv trent .ud rr

N.o rim Statio C_ Fire S _,508 t thi. ti tUn detre d

0 * .~~~~~~~~4500 feet of 12 joe lit. oiq Ebright Rood f-n
Ebright Road Water Lin- water a5 1 365 roveport Bioby Reed to Winaheeter Pike.

R88i fe.t of 12 inch pipe nd 2,50 feet of 16 inch
- i~~~~~~~~~~~po to en.ten aro.tor Sin fre Wrim Rood tEat along

Rf nfp Gender-Sh-neee Rood *84- ofugee, eoth along tender *nd neat 01on Shanno
Rotor Line ater _ 85 $ 750 ood.

3 0 0 008 ~~~~~~~~~feet of 12 ieeh 120. alwo Sheme Rood fre
Sh-nnon Rood eater Line W ater _85 S 471 inoheeter Pike toWrice Rood.

Gr-neport-sioby 0 * * 5,810 f.ot of 36 inch line atoag Bioby Rood free
Traneeon Rin _ Water I _ _ $ is 08 g imiten Rood to Rrioa Road.

3508 fet of 16 inch Sine aioN Winrhaeter Pike, fre
Condor Road-Rincheater Piha 5 * * 84-. rhee to Gender, end along teln~der WRood free Rienketr
Water Line WadWter _ _ _ _ 85 _ _ $ 890 ike to Shennon Rood.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / Wood Sta

AREA /
27 SOUTHEAST ' ' ''' o

Prop.ed Projet P'. _' _, Projnt DeaoIptlo-

5,500 fret of' 12 innh line frrn the Aaroon, Ano,
Par-on A-noe 6 * * ' Wetar Plant to U.S. 23 nlong PIa-ne A--ence and
S.R 665 Water Lin Water R 5 2Y9 1.R 665

Waitern Line@ Water * _ * _ _ _ _ _ t 890 to OillaO ROtd. iltn R..d, f- Bieby Ro-d

Conatrctloo of a sitary oubtnk .e.er roe the
Brine Road Sobtonk - 1 '86- Blaeki.k Irunk , aouth along Brine- R9,d fr 1,000
Sooth Iro, 81aklink Creek Se. r 'D7 280 feet.

A__btwnn eeoer ..telai-n of the 100611k Creek
honk begi=-ing t the Wrek and north of Wincheetar

Blonklink Creek Sanitary bd - 'e3- Pike to the olninity or B-ehoa Road and then north-
trnk - frice/Wright, Port 8- C) 'D- $ 1,613 ea.toerdly to Condor and Weight Roade.

Continoati-o of Part A-I along nd north of Biby and
Ltann Road, to Gander Road and then to the northea. t

Bloobliob Cr.ek Sanitary Subh- 00diN In the niclnity of Wright Road and the County
trnk - Boino/Wright, Pent A- Sr- _ '85 _ 1,600 line

Bleokiok Creek Saitary Sob- Contin.ation of Part 8-1, bhgloning at Brine/Wright
trunk - Brlne/Wright, Part B- Soar _ 'B6 1,34C Wood, nnd rantiiog north to the Coonty line

A eaitory eutobtnk aner roe the Scloto Rinee
Rfte Hell/Pa-oone Sanitary (3 'B4- _outhaat to the oIlinity of Rat.nall Road and Pere.n.
Sobtronk So-o So-no _ _ '85 _ 665 Aene.

B ranitery eubtrunk *eaer frce the Big Walnot Otf.a11
Shad.nille Saoltary C) '9- north eloog the Old Feader C-nal rose SR. 665 to the
Intaeaptor _ Sorr _ 'BB _ _ 285 City Bondery.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING Sour of / StotJ 1983

AREA / X
27 SOUTHEAST . * ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ 4 ''.d C j t P1'oJ-ot C8 t..oi~

,088 fot o f' It .y bt-.ko oo -1'o 14. 819
81g Wol..t P-ooo A-00 62)s 0 10, of.11t 8 lbiy00h.091..
Senitoot lnt,-opt- S...o 84 t 698 18.yP-o.h. 80.0t..

10.09t.. Cook Culvert 3 $ 4*_ loArt ip-000ot. olorq Goo.g.. C-ook.

uth-rly I-dito D.ig., teop 3 -to0tiof Solid.
ndlilnoFoellti-oulw WICeIdiri-ti"ne n lIpow--

tm.n t. .46 pT..t _ 88 _ _ 51.8 *10 .h .t llRt.ti.0 .04 Plt.S Ep-i-.o Sit..
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IV. City Wide



CITY WIDE

The following inventory of community needs is organized by the responsible or
implementing City Division. These projects have been arranged in this manner
because they generally are not physically located in any one Community Planning t
Area and/or benefit the entire Columbus Community.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / So-a d Sta / /983

AREA ~
CITY WIDE
EN6INEERIN6 & CONSTRUCTIO

fropornd Prcjnct /.t Dn0. -Iptlo-

Kiallw. It. Znt -rtctlon Ctgt * * 63 1Irovrmstaat ntaoaection Ich a" parti-l-rly
I prmw~nt. _ Tr En 86 _ _ _ _ m _ _ 300 Aa0.

R.R. Cronalrg R...,traotion _ g E _ a 150 Gd. _ 3 I c irg i.poont. LIty aid..

A dafting d8..g. ayat- nqoloed fro
E~~~~g. ao~~~~~~~d.- .i.tio of .aP., -.oda -d d..ig

C.P.t.. O.nig Syt_ Tr 0 * _ _ft. Ai ont prOj 08th To ri. Eg.

93 oil.. 07 .0 .ia n
Str.t R.ontimng Eng 0 S 3,250 ..idantIal trit.

A. ooooa pg0lO to 0I.90.

40 ...... or "ft slang .,toi.1
Curb Rrp .na.t Enr, S 2,1G0 nd r -ld nti.1 atr t.

0w.1.101.Iit-a Ppl1aot of ootig..to
G At Strat *tRnotm .- tbal A-

Cloaniog IHrdot~n Co Egn. h.Oo.tra0.

IS_11 w0ut ( -It had) loll.,
500.0t "ait*0...0.t aitiog Rdo 6..0. foad

ft.4 0.0 mto 101 W.t Cog. W l 2.1270.

5011otp~a (.oIt Whd) L.1.11.
Stn.t mihAtn to a.ting onntn Rob.rt Road
O0,8ot I. th. ECot C og. _a_ _ 1-270.

tclo Stp ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Tso prowod oonr d onhiolo .qu4_nt
9.1.1.1. a~ (.o. d t). t 25thSod C~~~~og. * Anon, y.`dd.p
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / .ourc. .I d / Status J .-n/ 1983

AREA X
CITY WIDE , //po, $
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING '

& PARKING ~ t
/ ~ ~ 4 .

Froposld ProJoct D -l C ' / ProJent Oes~iptlon

T T Install fle tra-ffi sig.al syste-m
w I TrEg * * *- S eZ 405 |irpaent, ndl/or Installatinneatovariot sNaa Traffic Sigcai. Tr Eng.1 I 85- I 2.405 'City-aide ataa

XT-frric slF .* * * _ _ N]_ _ _ lo replane nd lpgrde the
TrficS g.rto ltlhe trsffi. sign-
lpgrading ort I Tr Engn 0 S4 S i00 a tho City's atret.

Fleet Reyl.rent r *n * To periodically r-pl.ca and rpdat. heacy
Part I Tr Eng. l 85 S 605 t ed qeuipeent.

T~~~~:ll IDU.1td ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Thi. qryip-st -aId 1pply peeenn_ _pi.t _ _ ___
Tenck Punted lan Tline and edgelloca Fn trassayA
ThwneplTati, ppiiyatar Tr Engn '3 S 125 nd newly reaurfaned etreet.

T r onit'r -od analyse traffic floes Icond
the Clty, the ovoiao sil Install penent
--at ilytin.- Al.. in-udsd sill be 15-20

Traffic C-nti98 Eqoipeent Tr Engn S 100 plytae laocterA.

Fututr irproment oF eany a-g.ent. IF arteril-
* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~st reets as per Cilty Thiroengh rays Plan, bleed an

City Th-oughfa-e Plan Ty Engr _ _ _ _h_ _h year 200D, ceade.

Mlnar iaprnvereants at carinun intersectinc-iaelacon .3-ng thrnlghoo the C.ity to iry.Lrn traftie fin, induceIm- E., neou ntersnntinn _ T E _- _ 5I acidents an d r due eneqy cccsurti-n.

rr ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Installatien r af nplete traffic signal
Traffi Signal__ sy.tee. IneludIng u aterliat I uipsent

Inatallatiacs Tr Engy W _ _ $ 2,470 and pl-n at city-nidd Iccatinc.

Traffic Sign Lpgrding * Conticoe to replACe and qegrds the anrat
Part 11 Tr Ens _ _ _ $ 311 signaga on the City Street Systee.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / / so..c.o f Ned / tt / J- 1983

AREA / / t oe

CITY WIDE ~
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING * O
&.PARKING ' Joi

Pfopoed Pfoject W 0 : / n' n eoIpto

Proodd additionl off-et-et p-rking
Fringe Perking Let. Tr EnvS500 .onq fgotif.

Adroting d.sipo ypet. reguired for
_odeonjeatio of.. eas, rfMd and d..ig,

C..p~~~~~~t. DW9, E.7 ~~~~~~~~~~ ~ffort. A joint project withSyorite _ T _ Engineering and Constrontion

install a frescy rap control system and
ranemen Trfl, y r C winline traffic inrortion epetwe ow ootMun_en syst_ _ T Eng _ _ _ 3 ,000 .ong..ted p-rti-n fr fr..y.......... wy

In.teli .rfietio. delineato-o end/orFreeway nd Arterial * 0 raiwed pa=eent waken. on eeicted
St-ret OWiineatin Tr Es f r 650 _ o s ... and street.

*Epand o-iieile a-atrset p-rking

Ponking Matons yr C,,, G ~~~~~~~~ city;elde thco the ua of parkingP rkiN veter Tr Erp _ _ _ _ _ 1II5 tr

Inoteli or repioe-school fleehere.

Tffin CZonetl _ r Eng _ $ 100 t city-cid. tontiona.

To ig-rooe eon to fi-e h..erdooe 00d/or
yeah Toni. SafetyiS olgl ti lq srowty TrE^ congweted locations per year city-aldoCanVqeation lprovegont _ Tr Eng _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ b 1,520 eid-nicg or rconatroction.

fleet R piqernt * To continou periodically to repl-e end
Part II Tr Ew W * $ t915 ,pgrads heavy -oteni-ed qoipent.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S/ .or.ce of Med Sta / / Juno ff3

AREA a /

CITY WIDE z 
4

~ ' c
FIRE ' d ' 4' 'P>

tngoe.. three per yea; -eial ladder-one periy yer
_ _ * c _ _ _ rash rescue-one every thre years- artloviating

Fi-e App-ratu. R plnt _ Fi-e _ _ _ _ _ 83 _ _ S 7,775 ......irt-neeery three Years; and ho. e and tenk

Thi. .n-Id be facility, the design and lyo to be* 0 0 ~~~~~~~~~~detere-ined by 5plnin.g proess bgn in tye ralo.f
Training Foniiity Fire 11,00 1910.

_hi no.ld be a of 35,000 oare foot, one story
Mltln Fit _ l * _ * _ _ _ _ _ S 2,5X intnanpe and repyir facility, ith office and

MOfaitenan Facility rire $ 2,500 evyply areas

Sperialirednd 83W lii aion the Division to tas ad-atage of
Coeplsent-ry Ewipsent Fire * 5 IJ0 te-ho-oogicla advncs.

Rei;oting en Conptri _rti 0 0 _icisocof ir nabl e to sbpply nperific gegraphic
of Sispt.hn F acuity F ir iSi 6 l50 ns.tic at this tie..
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COMMUNITY PLANNING Sourc.of Hoid / Statu / ,r . M103

AREA 0

CITY WIDE /. 4

_________"5WAD~ t .# / / / i ~ 0 i ' froJ cot laaoptlon
Pfpoaod frojot

* ~~~~~~~~~~6 -olid atot. Ga-al El..toli

Radio 1a.onlitter _ e _ _ _ _ * 1 X ot0 litt- tyo ropI.. o.a tirg
R w iz n _ .l.ik…______*__ i 67 1tobe-t- t-inodtt -

Rvl10mot of ootdotd and ging

Hood HoldT Tal) leut _Poina _ _ 0.0 _E ___ 60otrl~ Ertori-I hld
(W ikLaT.Ia) R aoo~t PnliOO$ 08ta-nota~o

A th-oo to.'Y 10.000 ahoono foot boid hii
to contr ohotiqa tiont

)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~b .h _ _ __t __l

itt_ L.: _. _0 _. at _ _ _C-0011db ~~~~Polk.. $ 2.116 Statdio.' oation not ytdtaon

'I, of., plub: O 010 OOdt ' il,00of0
Sb.atotl/sate11ittn0 1 p_019 00,00 aoeoo .dlty oing.. O
Foolitty Ranootio Polio.. ' Lyf N
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / Sou-ce 0f -ed Stetus J-nn 193

AREA

CITY WIDE >
WATER S i

PWrlpord Plroat ,-ta ng Projact D-rlpla

_ _____t__ Ih proed ctllraoonce Thie prjntpraiden the

3ati ftCiliting Sepe=-e-ent 5,495 eTin to plPcer thin treet bieoraaed.

This panJe will provien qenthing and nt-mortr
0 I~~~~'5 ining Of vonau ase -ien hght talunbus,ata Main ReaCbilitetion Uwter 8 S 5,300 enteding their life.

Thin project ill p-Acde th. engineeing Otudi.o, fla,
Oi~~~~t~~~ibuti~~~~~~~g Syt- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ndp thmrennnn q'uipednt ad toinni .. tipse

Cinuti-bti. Sa tes * * '8 3 n8dad ta. gothr te roirddat tot iEotonergytianeerven Mrogre= Weter * * '848- 3,520 eivifion s Horetehoe. and Oublin Road water piSntt

Theme Nd i11 he epent -o the installation- f
P__etei -orote eteno thf.oe re-idee o.p hinh hace.eeote Pengea Clear Lip Mater 0 0 $ 00no yeie don-

C.-eerial Meter Cnoge Out Mater '83 $ Mi0 lnetnllntion of reste -aro-iooe.tec.

Energy Connerostlon Programu M Water _ * '84- Tbii pro ge is designed to _onSZre energy at. i the
1 E-ergy C...-ti- ftnd - w 08S 5 Diolionow Mrs Mind sod Dbl d ete nt.

16 p0et 1C' may ginerig
Ontec Plant Orepror facilltle Moter. '8 eneo rtmtad the -ot of meshing erpecedw~~~t- Pl-t 0~~~~~~~~g-i. F iliti. ete goloy tarnrn ar0rgni co9nd in pubil

0 0 Enegy nonarvti ..r. easurmidentified intecheira
oE..Ny C--ervti- n Msoaa Mater 1 18 a..somtan enery audite 1 eiotlng mtanoa

1. Enery an Tmi1oeaestine Depart-et
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$ 1,170 ITa -it.r at sites

$ 450 City Wide.

$ 642 jCity Widn.

T7m. funds arf for un-ntioipatsd sto.m sowr
ospir .nd _inttaO 5006, preo~otssmnundsrtsisfn

67 as nrCdsd

This socoaut is for various sanitry se.er pruJiets
that y nad to ts ud-rtak. as s11 as to provids

1 1,725 !ontirny funding for T urr-ntly pl. proJots.
-anflo prnta will ho iUotfd d0 -n dtilsd
lunjarsatian tos sohiah sbl rd prionitiss arm
Astsbhimd. funds my ta u.ad for 9ngiosoning on
_natrootian an prjants 0ith on astistd lit. pr

of i00 years.

This f I ruerIs do unt to fund legal or annatear-
tianor ot onrerare fan ay du id c yit"i proJnt.
baisn transfernd so ndsd. Additinal hinds arm

$ 137 depoitd in ads tu rosr any nrdd v=pew.

Thia is s proJ.st reasro- anraunt to pyy for any legwi
or -out __arials for ay nital yrOjot F.unda for

$ 10 this occount ore dieusd fno ineoa too r-u.o

This projant yreoid.a f-nds fur thi dily reylanamnt
of _eera hin har ftild trunturily sIthin thm

$ 1,320 City-s 2000 ilt s syst.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / reo A / Status Ju1983AREA

CITY WIDE # d $SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE 6,r ,

* l 1 _ X _ This ia a bait r-qui-aent for ran-iobog 11
F~~~iliti.. Pl- s- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fde..ly fu.o.d -st-nt-r teestast grants.fatuities Plan _ Saner 03 S _00 _ _ 18) $ ^The Failitie- PII- is the r-erll 20 year pi

This 1ill tonnat sanh of the 22 store d Raitary
Pumina Station Taltai-... . S _8__ in3 tations .0th th- -. 1 - .. la

PeoJant Magpent
Offits (PMD)

RaIt oGa. Te.I t-ring

Sait-ry S-en
Rshebil tstion

Varloos Ditch Rsnoootiats

P.i ... Statian
b=iiitatiat

Etergy Con-antia

is.or

+ - - _ _ - _- ----- I

_Reqired by USEPA to sot -nifor- atand.oda for and
coordinate work by the v-riou- conault-nts nd tCD-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~$ 650 trarstors of sastroater.

Conosotin of min goges boa.ted in -ir.o. p-rt ofthe City to the Saoor Y Mintenanos Yard in order to$ 436 relay i.adiataly rainfall inforntion.

* 83-
85

i i S a n e r

10

S0

B.
86

$ 171

Minor and _jor rsbiltatlot of sanitary .e.er. to
preo-ot torn _at-r entry.

Ftor s-jr rnons-tion to _jor op-n dit.has thbo, t
tha City.

This -rk sotoila th rehabilitation of oistioLg
st-Urnre and oqoipsent t 23 Ator. nd scoitary

Energy oonservutlan -seaso for Soosrege sodDrainop bildinr as identified In the En1r. y
id T.tt E g TAdit El il

Aa-ifft-.c E...gy Audit..-

CO
M
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /.. .o.rca of Need Stos / / Jone 903

AREA 4 . /
CITY WIDE# 4 &t 4
ELECTRICITY 4 ' ~ /j #

Propoead Project .S_-cS Poet DIeopltlon

Conctto tof Eott C onetct Sobetetioc floded fro dletelbotlic
Sobetetlon _E1e _ 3 end ette.t lighting system.

R plecs 2040 Volt 2,40DD volt dbIt.tbotlon efst Ind Net Werst~d
Olettihotlio Syatma Elec _ _ 1,400 end Hilltop dita.l

Iligrede teinote ecletetlece end reotep,
Subetatlon laprov~nta _ Elec * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S dO eupeoclooty control end dets soqoleltlonSu~bstation lep-tocat Ele. 0 1i-y sae ... t1Md

DSetrbtlhoti Motetial To pcooldae Pfcillty eideqoete Pot the
Wanehwave end _esiptenenos sod opertoton oP the Street
tocegs reciloty Elec S _Ightlng end dieccibutlo t epete.

M~~~~~~~~~~~ihi di0X ibti y0.
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flon

nergy Conservatio measures for Sanitation
I ildings, a identifiid in the Energy and
l elaroninotion Depart-ent "TeOhni.l

S 171 Assstanre Energy A.dits..

10 At Divioio-'s Adonistnation Euilding.

At aIl three transfer stations-
$300 1. Ali Croek
per 2 Mora- Road
Station 3. eorges-ille Road

1. Oli:n Crenk Co'72. Moras Road C
3. eorgesvillr Road 00

At a11 thr - transfer stati
1. Al. Creek
2 Marie Road
3 Georgeaville Road

At Alun Cre-k Tr fnr Station fo
the storage of spuir pu arrizr
parts.

Eapnanior of Ad-ienstrati-n Euilding
at the Alio Cfffk Rrinefnr Station
site.

s bIo.ated in the n-rth.est
adnant af th, City. A sits

not Ret been selecotd.

11
per
Gate
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COMMUNITY PLANNING / Source of aed/ Snotut / w June 1083AREA 4/ /
CITY WIDE 4 , -RECREATION & PARKS , 8 ? ' 0 / g k '$

,____ _i__- . -. .. ! tw 't PeFoetDsito

Rerre tion Center Lift Vene _ 10 per Pei of i ep n faro teo*te offo- the H-reiinWped Perke .a t2a ity'.25 rlifetqippn rete.

Playgrond and _'urchwee and intetio OP eqoipreentt herd .reAerretian Eqnlypent Parke m. lighting and tot-lot dwuelrP..n at leted

Deerlopnent of aIternate rwutee for birylce and
Birycle Tril DeuIirpent Park * 250 eaeter pP n and aralle fedoral t..

_1 _d Dkeirpeent of cheol and neighborhood Parke i

School end Neighborhood Perk '04- neo~~~~..ghbrrhood reede. W.rk ..ould in-ludegrading,Owv lopr~ryt Parke 0 IS $ 165 eurfare drainag, wlkway wee-ding. nereping, tot-Iot, t i t, playild and pini failitie..

aark Aequlaltlon Parks * * * 04- 5 175 lation groeth and dietributIon, proniwity of pane orPark Arquueition Parhe 0 0 05 $ 175 rorreatlonel fenl'litiea, errew and thw auaiiability 01Frdral Open Spore fundM.

*Thoe fundM will pur-h-e table,, park bemlh.., grill* 0 0 Bia- por k aig-ag and aho1tere, an rurtrotirn water~iialePlurir Orea Doveirperent Par-k _ _ 20 nowded for Pi-im re at weleted alt...

*hie urroiree tire rwhwbilitation and reaturatlon of0 '04- r _r1 nity en 9igorbornod parka eithin OerreationV-ra.uaPwrk IWro--eta Prka o S 120 and Parkeyeta.

H. F wll he uwwd to repisre hauvy squipent uwed byTeplerweet of Hear S '0 thw ..ntontiorpIr Paneev r ho bi y wLotrsdEqisn Parka '0 50 tenanr.eesotiora.ild~ti

Renovation and ireruosent af radway., parking aas
anlihesipa woaioeit.. within the ayete.odw fri tab * * * * * nur bis y r inted with th e Dii f ngieinand Oikeeay Renoratio _ Parke _ 750 and Cowetrootior.

1. De.w-I-nt Derart-nt Staff
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COMMUNITY PLANNING S.. of Need tatus98

AREA /

CITY WIDE {g
RECREATION & PARKS / '

Proposed Projoct / / ° A- 5P -

T he de-elw-ent of thletic fielda at Cele-ted aite,

Athletic Field D.slWsnt Parke A * *eatc-ose eil
l

a1s- be Pr-oided.

_ * _ * _ _ _ * _ Funde would con.tr-ct an outdoor, ai c-rt, lighted

H-ab.d1a Court Duelqonnt Porke $ 150 hadball facility at a centroled Depa-t-ent.

b84- For the purchase orf eterlale for the -onatcuctlon Of
B.n-h.. asd Sating A.e.. Parka 0 85 12 prk barohee.

ice Skating Rik P-rke * * S 1,5D Site sot Idectifird at this tile.

* 1,250 eveilgtsent Of as I1-hole guiF course, clubfucee endGulf Couree Oee~lgopet _ Parka lS nsalstesasre area. Site sot identufled at thle tlce.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING /Source of Yed J.- M

AREA

CITY WIDE
zoo ~~

wOPOd It~t / weR / / n' dA qi 04 f~ t~ciR.p~ood P-OJot A

Equ4_nt R0pl~c~on _BA- R o _ _ _ ai ndodyRlont .0 ddition of oqoip-ont for -irt oo00o
Eqoip-oton Ropbnorrnt *d* 'B-.

Bo -i-000 ooot pork. look orqoiotioo -d

r Z initiol _ _ _ _t'B5 n 226 Ctoti o oojof *t turts

Enor,qy Ca-.rt tign Hr-sur_ Z99 30* _ ' _ _ _ _ _ Girn f hVAC bu ndiN t y t

Rononot lormn t Sy0tea _ Zoo _ _ _ _ _ 'Bro_ _ o 6n A- roquorod hy-thA OEPA
P-nirtor Sor.ority Foonin Zoo.. 50 oo rniro by U.S.S.A. goidoin.o.

W.Ato Trootont Syotoo Zoo 0 3 $6 GABA A oqoi,.d by th. GEPA.
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COMMUNITY PLANNING o Nd Status 983

AREA Ct /
CITY WIDE . .. -
COMMUNICATIONS - 9P9t'' 5

Proposed_ Prjc _tc _& - - - - * ton r d~,io roZndocol rloola
To_ replace aicting underground te uins betanon

Minirnoae Casnilrtian noon efficcent ticanase tracasittena elisnstiog
System Phase I Corn $ 2,287 intsrfnrencs nnd toanring nintannonce caste.

… … … … … - - lhsseteenrsc nsnas~1M.It -di.caii I- Wciicsoshioinn

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~to reoin india was. loClsfrnfr whce
trsnseiasion ter atieu city-ide octi.men clitl

Micronso Carcinstic a "eI sf":Iint sicenau treanutter stisinatin
System Phase II Ceae- $ ,1 interernc I. d losin ainac cots.

Times t.enre trayeit edi. calls free fire anhicins

City-Wide Siren be eCt.utdby qodconta Oprounte1y 55 tee
Alert Syatee Com S S * $ 300 nInny icctioca hau- beet idntificd.
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',oJ ct D0.0Iptlon
Ior -oati-o t0o th H..lth Dopart-nt
Iding to incIld., Ronovotion of oiti"ng
ditorioo inito lIi bndig Moguig Ion .,
-oooion ottroor -boi'ldng. ongloio_ .po

to En-i'oreeotoi Heolth spoee .nd upgrading
th. leoting nd cooling oyetn.

CO
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Representative HAMILTON. We will conclude the formal part of
the testimony with Mr. John Nelson, director of planning and
budgeting for the city of Louisville, Ky.

Please proceed, Mr. Nelson.

STATEMENT OF JOHN NELSON, DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND
BUDGETING, CITY OF LOUISVILLE, KY.

Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
The city of Louisville is located on the south bank of the Ohio

River some 600 miles below Pittsburgh and 380 miles above Cairo,
Ill., where the Ohio empties into the Mississippi River. Since its
founding in 1778, Louisville has grown to become the country's
49th largest city, with a population of nearly 299,000 and a land
area of 61.2 square miles. Its metropolitan area covers seven coun-
ties and contains approximately 960,000 people.

The status of Louisville's public works system brings to mind the
analogy of an established golf course after a long, hot summer:
from a distance it looks pretty green, but upon closer inspection
one can find more than a few brown burned out patches on the
fairways and greens.

Our bridges, streets, waterlines, and sewer system-the so-called
infrastructure-and our public transit system are in similar condi-
tion. The elements are getting worn, and there is barely enough
money available to maintain them.

Several local jurisdictions share reponsibilities for portions of the
public works network, among them the city of Louisville, the Jef-
ferson County government, the Louisville Water Co., the Metropoli-
tan Sewer District [MSD], and the Transit Authority of River City
[TARC]. Together, these agencies spend more than $20 million an-
nually for maintenance. It is unclear and of great concern to us
how much longer such patch-up funding will suffice.

What follows is a brief sketch of the major trouble spots in each
area of the system.

WATER SERVICE

The Louisville Water Co. operates about 2,600 miles of waterlines
in and around the city. The company processes 123 million gallons
of water each day, but about 15 percent of that never reaches the
faucets of the 210,000 customers in the community. Some of the
loss is accounted for by firefighting activities, but the company esti-
mates that 1 of every 10 gallons literally leaks out of the system.

Many of the breaks are due to stretches of unlined cast-iron pipe
which were originally installed in the late 1920's. Although the
water company administers a $30 million operation budget, only
about $4 million was available last year to replace mains at loca-
tions where conditions are the worst.

SEWER SYSTEM

Storm water and raw sewage flow through the same pipes in
much of Louisville's century-old, 1,370-mile sewer system. Under
normal conditions this does not present any problems. During
heavy rains, however, the foaming mixture of water, residential
and commercial sewage, and industrial pollutants pours directly
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into the river untreated. This situation arises about 25 times a
year, creating major concerns about water quality in the area.

MSD spends about one-fifth of its annual operating budget, or
about $7 million for sewerline and plant maintenance. Federal
EPA estimates place the cost of separating the storm and sewage
lines at nearly $500 million.

BRIDGES

None of Louisville's major bridges are in danger of collapsing,
but State inspectors do keep a close eye on the George Rogers
Clark Memorial Bridge at 2d Street. Built in the 1920's, the bridge
has a 74,000-pound weight limit, which means that many common
carriers and load vehicles cannot use it. Last summer, some fairly
extensive repairs were made to the pavement, deck, and sidewalks.
The bridge was also repainted at that time.

Several small bridges in rural Jefferson County are in much
worse condition. State-imposed weight limits bar trucks and school-
buses from bridges on Old Taylorsville Road in the Fisherville
area, while two other bridges nearby are closed to all traffic. At
least 10 other bridges in Louisville and Jefferson County have re-
ceived low safety ratings from State officials. The State has ap-
proved funds to replace five rural bridges over the next few years.

ROADS, STREETS, AND HIGHWAYS

The expressways and major highways in Louisville are in good
shape, generally speaking. This can be directly attributed to the fi-
nancial commitment given them by the Kentucky General Assem-
bly. The legislature has made highway maintenance a high priority
by adopting statutory provisions to insure that revenues from the
State motor fuels tax are used for such projects. The fact that only
about 2 percent of the State-maintained roads in Jefferson County
fall below acceptable standards, according to recent inspections is
an indication of this commitment. The State plans to spend ap-
proximately $3 million in Jefferson County during the fiscal year
for resurfacing and other repairs.

Jefferson County officials have placed emphasis on the major
roads under their jurisdiction vis-a-vis a rotational repaving pro-
gram that involves 15 to 20 percent of the system each year. Ap-
proximately $2.1 million was spend last year on through roads and
suburban arteries. Officials believe they are keeping up with their
paving needs with this program, but they consider it unlikely that
any significant progress can be made on rural road improve-
ments-such as widening and straightening-given the present re-
sources.

The segment of the city's infrastructure that commands the most
attention from city government is the city's 1,000 miles of streets.
The city of Louisville has an approximate $93 million operating
budget for the current fiscal year. By comparison, $1.1 million has
been appropriated for street maintenance while $31.2 million has
been appropriated for street resurfacing.

The city of Louisville uses its entire share of the State motor
fuels tax collections (municipal aid) for street maintenance, street
resurfacing, and other street-related expenditures. In addition to

29-792 o-8-1-21
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State municipal aid, the city also relies upon Federal funds via the
Federal aid to urban systems fund to pay for resurfacing of certain
designated-eligible streets.

The city of Louisville has been largely dependent upon State mu-
nicipal aid funds to pay for its street maintenance and resurfacing
needs since the inception of the municipal aid program during the
early 1970's. In fact, State municipal aid is the city's only large
share of State revenue received annually. The city's share of the
State motor fuels tax collection is projected to be $1,970,000 during
the current fiscal year.

Total State motor fuels tax collections have not registered any
sustained growth over the past 5 years despite a revision in the law
which changed the tax from 9 cents per gallon to 9 percent of the
average wholesale price of a gallon with a floor of 10 cents per
gallon. In fiscal year 1978-79 total State motor fuels tax collections
equaled $198 million while total motor fuels tax collections onlv
equaled $188 million during the last fiscal year.

Coupled with this lack of growth in total tax receipts is an allo-
cation formula which penalizes cities with declining populations.
Cities and urbanized areas in Kentucky compete for 6.7 percent of
the State motor fuels tax collections. The allocation formula is
based strictly upon the decennial census population counts. During
the 1970's, the city of Louisville experienced a 17-percent decline in
population while the entire State registered an increase. Thus, the
city of Louisville saw its share of the motor fuels tax collections ac-
tually decline in absolute terms. Prior to the switchover to the 1980
census figures, the city's share of municipal aid was approximately
$3 million annually. Last year, the city received only $1.9 million.

This decline in the city's primary funding source for street-relat-
ed expenditures has placed a greater pressure on using the city's
general fund tax revenues to supplement State municipal aid for
funding street maintenance and resurfacing requests. The city's ap-
proximate $2 million allocation has been just enough to repave
about 33 miles per year. As a result, the average street is repaved
only once every 35 to 40 years-almost three times longer than the
15-year lifetime after which engineers claim serious road deteriora-
tion begins. In fact, to give priority to streets that get heavy traffic,
the city no longer repaves deadend streets.

With the decline in available State municipal aid funds, the city
has already been forced to turn to the general fund to pay for
street sweeping. City budget officials are now concerned that the
continuation of the city's current municipal aid allocation will not
be sufficient to cover the noninflation-proof street-maintenance and
street-resurfacing needs. This revenue shortfall places street infra-
structure needs in direct competition with the basic services-
police, fire, and garbage services-which have been receiving the
highest spending priority by the mayors and aldermen for nearly a
decade. The planning staff has argued the case for spending propor-
tionately more of the city's total revenue resources for infrastruc-
ture repairs and improvements, but thus far with only limited suc-
cess. Maintaining spending levels on police, fire, and garbage serv-
ices is the easier route for elected officials since voters complain
more loudly about reductions in police and fire budgets.
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Because street resurfacing needs are now in direct competition
for available city revenues, and total city revenues have been de-
creasing in real terms, it is difficult to foresee any increase in the
allocation of available funds for street infrastructure needs. The
law restricting the State motor fuel taxes to street-related expendi-
tures-maintenance, resurfacing, traffic signalization, and street-
lighting costs-does help satisfy street infrastructure needs in the
annual allocation battle of the budget. While Louisville and Jeffer-
son County have done a pretty good job of maintaining their infra-
structure needs, it is difficult to foresee infrastructure needs ob-
taining a larger share of the available pot of money in the future.

Ideally the Federal involvement might assume a form of infra-
structure revenue sharing program-associated with the Federal
gasoline tax-whereby funds were distributed to local units of gov-
ernment for infrastructure repairs and improvements only. Such a
program could include a matching element in the distribution for-
mula so that local governments would not be discouraged from
using their own resources to maintain the infrastructure. The
grants could be made directly to the local governments much in
the same fashion as with the Federal revenue-sharing program.

Thank you for your attention to this important problem.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Nelson.

Let us spend some time discussing some of the things you have
gone over. I must say the direct and immediate nature of your tes-
timony is helpful and good for us to hear. I did not know whether
you would be able to match the quality of the testimony of the
panel that preceded you-I thought it was really very good-but I
think you have matched it and with some very good testimony.

When you are dealing with infrastructure problems, where do
you look for financing? Also, how sensitive is the State to your
needs?

Let us say you have a tough infrastructure problem in front of
you. Where do you look? You city officials might tackle that first
because I know that you deal with that all the time. How impor-
tant do you think the Federal role is?

Mr. NELSON. I am going to answer the question very honestly. As
far as the city of Louisville is concerned, we look first and foremost
at what are my one-time revenues that I am going to be able to
generate here.

I have tried to assess what our needs are in regards to what our
assets were and what is the minimum acceptable figure for mainte-
nance of keeping our assets up, and then I try to assess our rev-
enues from a recurring basis versus our nonrecurring revenues.

I try to take a very strong position that anything of a one-time
nature should go into the capital, should go into the infrastructure,
and at least maintain what we have.

As I pointed out, the city of Louisville is older than most cities.
Representative HAMILTON. How sensitive do you find the State of

Kentucky to your infrastructure needs?
Mr. NELSON. Well quite honestly, the State has enough problems

of its own in regards to its deteriorating revenue base, and when
you look at the city of Louisville relative to the rest of the State,
the tax base is one in which the city is proportionately putting
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more out into the city than it is getting back, because of the nature
of the population and the nature of our taxes.

Representative HAMILTON. The first sources that you look to are
the local sources?

Mr. NELSON. Absolutely.
Representative HAMILTON. What is your second source?
Mr. NELSON. Our second source would be municipal aid, which is

at the moment about $2 million a year, and that is the only source
that we have from the State of Kentucky.

Representative HAMILTON. Do you think the Federal Government
is more or less important in meeting your infrastructure needs
than the State?

Mr. NELSON. In the long term, it will be more important. At the
moment we are using some federal urban systems money, which
amounts to about $600,000 or $700,000 a year.

My expectation for the long term is that we will have to turn to
the Federal Government.

Representative HAMILTON. Mayor, I would like you to tackle
those same questions, if you would, sir.

Mayor MOODY. Yes, sir, I can do so briefly, If we take the high-
way question and set it aside, I think that is more generally the
same and more uniform across the country.

One of the things that I started to mention and did not was the
reason why the Columbus infrastructure is in better shape than
that of most cities. And that has solely to do with financing

We have had an income tax since January 1948, and from the
beginning the excess overprojection, which went into general fund,
was always committed to capital expenditure.

In January 1957, the policy was adopted when that tax went to
one-fourth of 1 percent, or 25 percent of it would be set aside for
the retainment of voter-approved bonds to finance capital projects.

That has been held inviolate since 1957. The tax sometime later
in 1962, I think, went up to 1½/2 percent but they did not increase
the percentage, it remained still at one-fourth of 1 percent, and
there was a sixth of the tax collections.

Our citizens approved, last November, an increase to 2 percent of
earnings-it is an earnings tax, not an income tax and our council
committed to restore the 25-percent level.

So we effectively doubled our capital set-aside beginning January
1, 1983. And this has been a solid of history for all of those years.
Actually we looked very few other places. If I looked other places I
would run into the same kinds of things that he talked about-I do
not mean that we ignore them, they are just not relevant in terms
of size. We pick up every dime that we can from those sources. But
I imagine that would be a total of perhaps $3 or $4 million a year
and it is a target of opportunity more than anything else.

Representative HAMILTON. $3 or $4 million refers to State and
Federal assistance?

Mayor MOODY. Yes, for the most part. Now we also have to deal
with wastewater treatment because there the Federal Government
has picked up a much larger share, but, of course, the Federal Gov-
ernment has also demanded that we expend greater sums, and in
those cases we have to put up a substantial part of the match
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which, as I recall it, runs between 10 percent and about 25 percent
on certain projects and we have to build that into the sewer rates.

On the other hand, let me suggest that we have just com-
pleted and not quite in full operation, a $180 million expenditure
for a trash-burning electrical generating plant. It conducts electri-
cal energy from the trash. Its principal purpose, in my view, is to
get rid of the trash, and drawing on the commissioner's testimony
earlier, there is not one Federal dollar or one State dollar in that
and there was no way to get any State or Federal money into
those, because neither is on the cutting edge of technology in any
way.

And by the way I failed to mention that real crisis is in solid
waste and most of us at the local level do not know it yet and will
not know it until the landfill closes.

That is where I look for the money, is this tax. Our people have
borne it and they have borne it willingly and they voted an in-
crease in it.

Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Hillenburg, do you want to tackle
that at all. Or Mr. MacGregor.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. I might just make a comment. What you are
really talking about is a balanced approach-we try to take advan-
tage of what we can do locally, and I think we have to do a better
job, as I mentioned we passed a sales tax recently, and our real
estate taxes in Kansas City are relatively low, I think we can in-
crease our real estate taxes, we have an earnings tax.

And now we are depending upon the State for this $600 million
bond issue we talked about. But that is in jeopardy right now be-
cause the Federal judge has mandated cross-district bussing in St.
Louis, which we are-it may come to Kansas City also-and will
cost $100 million, and is mandated that that come out of our State
revenues, the Federal Government is not going to fund that.

So that is going to affect our capital improvements. We are de-
pendent upon your Corps of Engineers money, your street, highway
and bridge money, and especially the UDAG money. When we put
a package together to renew an innercity area we have to move the
utilities and we rebuild our infrastructure at that time. So the
UDAG money places heavy emphasis on private funding-you
have to have your private funding in place to where you can get
your UDAG money and that is very, very important.

Mr. HILLENBURG. I think the question you asked a while ago:
How important is Federal help in some of the funding for local gov-
ernment?

I for one believe the revenue sharing is a very important thing
right now. If it was not for the revenue sharing of the Federal Gov-
ernment, what they are handing down to the local governments,
some counties would almost have to close their doors, you might
say, because they just wouldn't have the revenues to operate on.

As you know we have our tax rate frozen right now which gives
you limited amount to operate in the general fund. As you also
know each and every year it goes on there is different depart-
ments, there is different things that you need to add to your yearly
budget for the next year, and you have to take some of it out of
revenue sharing and try to take the capital expenditures out of the
revenue sharing and work it that way.
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We also try to use some of it to help us in the highway depart-
ment where our gas tax revenue is also down.

Representative HAMILTON. Has your experience been the people
will support increases and tax levies of various kinds provided they
can see the benefit in infrastructure.

In Missouri, for instance, you have had a lot of difficulty in ap-
proval of bond issues. Is that right? The mayor however, has had
success at getting people to approve these extra tax hikes, and I am
presuming they are willing to do that if they can see the results.

Mayor MOODY. We have been very fortunate in that regard, but I
would point out that there are only three increases in 36 years.
And the school system has a record of failure-six losses before
they received an increase after some 13 years. It was a mixed bag.

The city of Columbus, as a governmental entity, has been both
lucky and skillful which accounts for our record. And one other
thing, a heavy degree of civic involvement from major business
concerns and from the chamber of commerce. And no effort is
made unless the news media and the chamber of commerce and the
financial establishment are in favor of it.

Mr. MAcGREGOR. That is true. We just raised $200,000 from the
private sector for the campaign to get the sales tax passed. We had
excellent help from the news media at that time as well.

But our situation in terms of bond issues is rather unique be-
cause there are only five States that require two-thirds vote, which
is ridiculous.

Representative HAMILTON. Gentlemen, thank you very, very
much for your participation and cooperation. It was a pleasure to
have you before the Joint Economic Committee. The committee
stands adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]



OUR NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1983

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:30 p.m., in rooms 1

and 2, Mercer Farm, Seattle Center, Seattle, Wash., Hon. Lee H.
Hamilton (vice chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Hamilton.
Also present: Deborah Matz, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAMILTON, VICE
CHAIRMAN

Representative HAMILTON. The meeting of the Joint Economic
Committee will come to order.

I am delighted to be here among our distinguished guests, the
Governor of the State of Washington, Governor Spellman, and
Mayor Royer of Seattle. I deeply appreciate your gracious hospital-
ity today. It has been a great thrill for me to have the opportunity
to visit Seattle and to learn a little bit about your community and
State.

It is very hard to believe that until only a year or two ago very
few people had ever heard of or cared about the condition of the
Nation's infrastructure-its roads, bridges, sewers, ports, and waste
water treatment plants. However, this past year alone has wit-
nessed a number of infrastructure calamities across the Nation: In
Iowa a State highway collapsed; in New Jersey a water main broke
leaving 200,000 people without water for days; in Colorado an 80-
year-old dam burst, sending 250 million gallons of water through
Estes Park. Two months ago a bridge over an interstate highway in
Connecticut collapsed; within weeks of that the rupture of a 68-
year-old water main triggered a massive electrical failure and
blackout in one of the busiest part of New York City. Only 2 days
earlier a suspended ceiling collapsed in a relatively new transporta-
tion center across the Hudson River in New Jersey, killing two
people and injuring others. Incidents like these, in addition to
scores of less dramatic ones, seem to occur almost daily.

In fact, we know so little about the condition of our public facili-
ties that we were unable to predict or prevent these life-threaten-
ing events. What is more disturbing, we are not capable of prevent-
ing future crises from occurring.

While anecdotes abound about the deteriorated condition of the
Nation's infrastructure, we on the Joint Economic Committee have
found that there exists little specific information about actual con-
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ditions or needs. That is why, over a year ago, the Joint Economic
Committee initiated a State-by-State infrastructure study. Present-
ly, 21 States are being evaluated. Each participating State has con-
tributed funds which are being channeled to researchers at State
universities. These researchers are evaluating the present condi-
tion of the State's infrastructure and projecting State infrastruc-
ture needs and financing capacity for the next two decades. This
study will also evaluate the various options for Federal assistance,
if Federal assistance is deemed appropriate.

Governor Spellman, I should certainly say to you that we on the
Joint Economic Committee are deeply appreciative of the coopera-
tion that you and your fine staff have given to that study. As a
result of the concern and leadership of Governor Spellman, Wash-
ington was one of the first States to be included in the study and to
have a final draft completed.

While the number seems staggering, the required infrastructure
investment needs to the year 2000 is $22 billion; the estimated capi-
tal outlay is only $12 billion. This information provides, at least, an
important first step in tackling this enormous problem.

I am particularly gratified to learn that in Washington State a
study has served as the focal point and foundation for a widespread
public works inventory project to be conducted in this State. The
political leaders of this State are to be commended for their re-
markably broad bipartisan support for this effort. Indeed, at the
local level as well, the State's public officials have show remark-
able leadership in coming to grips with their infrastructure prob-
lems.

Mayor Royer, in recognizing the serious ramifications of deterio-
rating public facilities left unattended, took what I believe to be an
unprecendent action in appointing an 18-member citizen committee
to prepare recommendations on priorities for infrastructure im-
provements. Mayor Royer is also to be commended for his foresight
in tackling this difficult problem and for his innovative approach
in developing an agenda.

Members of Congress are also concerned about the condition of
the Nation's infrastructure. Although the immediate effect of infra-
structure problems is local in nature, ultimately our entire Nation
suffers when our transportation and communication facilities are
in disrepair.

We hope that the Joint Economic Committee study and the testi-
mony from our hearings across the country will go a long way
toward providing Members of Congress with information about the
extent of deterioration of our public facilities, as well as the effect
on national productivity, costs, and human health.

Many bills have been introduced in the Congress which in one
way or another would address our infrastructure problems. Bills to
establish a Federal capital budget and national infrastructure
banks are pending before the House and Senate Public Works Com-
mittees. The House has already passed H.R. 10, which provides
$500 million per year for 3 years of economic development invest-
ment. This bill is now pending in the Senate Committee on Envi-
ronment and Public Works, which recently reported out legislation
which would, among other things, provide public works assistance
to distressed small communities and would establish a program to
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provide jobs for young adults in community improvement projects.
It is anticipated that this bill will be considered in conjunction
with the EDA bill by a conference committee and that, ultimately,
the legislation will reach the President's desk.

The legislation pending before the Congress is modest, relative to
the vast needs for public improvements. Quite frankly, there is
nothing pending which could be considered comprehensive in
nature or a serious effort to alleviate the manifold problems that
we confront.

For too long in this Nation we have followed a policy of "build it
and forget it." We can no longer afford to do so. The longer we
delay the restoration of public infrastructure, the harder and more
expensive the task will be. America's powerful economy is nour-
ished by public infrastructure. Starving the infrastructure will
surely keep the economy from growing.

Your testimony today will be extremely useful to the Members of
Congress. It will shed light on State and local infrastructure prob-
lems. It may help to persuade the voters of Seattle of the impor-
tance of supporting the bond issue before them next month. It will
certainly provide the Joint Economic Committee with detailed in-
formation about another important part of the country. In addi-
tion, it will also assist Members of Congress in trying to develop
policies to maintain the Nation's lifeline: its public facilities.

Gentlemen, we welcome you before this session of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee. And we understand you both have statements.
Those statements will be entered into the record in full. And we
look forward to your comments.

Governor Spellman, we are happy to have you with us. You may
proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SPELLMAN, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Governor SPELLMAN. It is a pleasure to welcome you to the State
of Washington. Mayor Royer and I extended an invitation to this
committee in May to come out and have a hearing and we are de-
lighted that you were able to do so.

It is a most important issue that you are considering. I think
that, looking at your agenda, and knowing that my remarks will be
followed by a number of individuals who have put a great deal of
time into the consideration of the infrastructure of the State of
Washington-for example, Karen Rahm, director of our planning
and community affairs agency, and Mayor Tom Trulove, of Cheney,
who is the head of the advisory committee we have set up
statewide on the infrastructure, and Phil Bouque of the University
of Washington, who has done that preliminary study of the infra-
structure needs.

I am not going to take a great deal of time going into any great
detail, except to say that, together with you, we know that the in-
frastructure, which is really the sewers, the bridges, the streets
and so forth, is critical to the long-term health of this area and to
the country. It is something that is easily ignored, unless we have
those calamities of which you have spoken.
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We are fortunate in the West-and one thing we like to say is
that we are not the East, in that we do not have 100-year-old
sewers or streets or water lines that are in a serious state of decay.
That is not to say that we have no problems; indeed, we do. We are
not isolated from this nationwide trend and problem. We have been
inordinately hard hit in the last few years by a deep recession in
this area and a lack of Federal funds to address some of these prob-
lems.

I think, however, our approach to dealing with the problems is
unique, if not most unusual. And it has been an attempt to develop
strategies from the grassroots and devise a statewide program from
it. We are currently working the issue from the bottom up. The
planning and community affairs agency is surveying every local
government in the State of Washington in order to determine the
condition of its infrastructure, its future needs and its fiscal ability
and the State's fiscal ability to deal with those problems.

As of the last time I looked, which was at a meeting of the ACIR
within the State last week, 100 percent of the counties had replied
in full to that request for data. All of the major cities of the State
of Washington had; 95 percent of the next tier of cities-a phenom-
enal response. And that information, having been brought togeth-
er, the question will be finding ways, together with local govern-
ments, with the State government-and certainly with Federal as-
sistance-to come up with solutions to those problems.

I mentioned Federal aid and you have heard a good deal about
that during lunch and elsewhere. I would point to two areas of ob-
vious need for cooperation. Certainly we here have a history of co-
operation between the private sector and the public sector, and a
history of working with the Federal Government.

Those moves that are perennial and exist now, to do away with
or hamper municipal bonding and the tax-exempt bonding, certain-
ly would deal a deathblow to the ability of this State or its munici-
palities to deal with these infrastructure problems. I urge eternal
vigilance to make sure we do not lose that capacity.

Second, of course, it is important-even though we have histori-
cally solved most of the problems within the confines of our own
region-that we recognize a national investment that exists in
major waterways and highways and the health of our major metro-
politan areas.

As I see the national attention, quite appropriately, turning
more and more to world trade, and for infrastructure which is nec-
essary to support the jobs in this country which come from success-
ful world trade, it seems even more apparent to me that the Feder-
al role in foreign and interstate commerce necessitates Federal co-
operation in terms of dealing with the infrastructure that makes
that trade possible.

What we need, and need to plan upon, and what has been hard
to do during this period of recession and massive Federal debt, is a
stable source of funding. And to the extent that we can deal with
the Federal budget deficit, of course, we are also making it possible
to provide that stability.

Mr. Congressman, my report to you is that we have a team work-
ing very diligently here. We have assembled almost all of the data.
We will come up with a local/State program. We hope to have your
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assistance in providing both the atmosphere at the Federal level
which will allow us, to the maximum extent possible, to finance
these projects in our own manner, and in those areas where there
is clearly a Federal interest, to provide Federal matching funds,
will make it possible for us to keep out on the cutting edge here in
the Pacific Northwest.

[The prepared statement of Governor Spellman follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SPELLMAN

As Governor, it is my pleasure to welcome the Joint Economic
Committee of Congress and its vice-chairman, the Honorable Lee Hamilton
of Indiana, to America's "other Washington."

I appreciate the Committee's having accepted my May 23 invitation
to come to Seattle for the purpose of ascertaining how the Western
United States are dealing with the problems and opportunities'of
maintaining and developing an adequate infrastructure.

The state of Washington has been a national leader in developing
and focusing the infrastructure issue. My remarks this afternoon will
be followed by detailed testimony on Washington State initiatives that
will be presented to the Committee by Karen Rahm, Director of the state
Planning and Community Affairs Agency and by Cheney Mayor Tom Trulove.
I will, therefore, keep my remarks brief and general.

Resolving the problems facing America's aging "infrastructure" --
the popular, contemporary codeword for streets, sewers, bridges and the
like -- are critical to the long-term health and economic growth of the
nation. The infrastructure rarely gains much public attention or
understanding, even though its condition is of vital importance to
virtually every citizen. And certainly the provision and maintenance of
infrastructures is a fundamental role of government.

When we speak of "infrastructure," we are referring, if you will,
to the circulation system of the body politic. Breakdowns in that
system have a direct impact on public health and economic vitality.

The primary perspective of the West is that we are not the East
which is to say, we are younger and they are older. We don't have
100-year-old sewers. Our streets and water lines are not in an advanced
state of decay. In Washington State, we have generally taken care of
our systems and we respect the fact that maintenance is a great deal
more cost-effective than reconstruction of those systems because they
have fallen apart due to neglect.

This is not to say that Washington State is isolated from national
factors that impact all the 50 states and their political subdivisions
in meeting their infrastructure responsibilities. We have been hard-hit
- inordinately hard-hit -- by the recession that is now waning. A
recent history of soaring interest rates -- driven by awesome inflation
rates -- has posed serious problems for all of us in meeting these
long-term responsibilities. The economy has hampered governments'
necessary maintenance, repair and replacement work. In many cases, we
have just been getting by.

Washington State is perhaps unique in its approach to developing
strategies for solving the infrastructure challenges facing the state
and its counties and cities. We are currently working the issue from
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the bottom up. The Planning and Community Affairs Agency is surveying
every local government in the state, in order to determine: the
condition of its infrastructure, its future needs, and its current
fiscal ability to meet those needs. That information will be brought
together and used to fashion a program aimed at helping local
governments find ways to finance their infrastructure needs. Other
states have taken the approach of initially creating an umbrella
organization which then attempts to devise strategies and plans. The
Washington approach is to have the input from local governments as the
driving factor in determining our priorities and strategies because they
know their specific needs better than we do.

We want to be able to have a good handle on our combined resources,
so that we can invest them in the most strategic ways. We don't expect
that the Federal government is going to bail us out of these problems,
but we are concerned about Federal actions that could negatively impact
the interest rates that will be required to pay for the work we
undertake.

Our desire is to develop a stable -- and I stress "stable" --
source of funding. We believe that what is required is an on-going
capital-project planning process, wherein the state can offer its
expertise to smaller, local jurisdictions without the means to pay for
sophisticated capital planning. And, as I said initially, it is our
desire to have adequate maintenance programs that can delay the
necessity for the far-greater capital outlays required for major
infrastructure reconstruction. We will also seek to encourage the most
cost-effective approaches, ensuring that we neither over-build or
under-build, that we thoroughly examine new technologies and
construction techniques, and that the rules and regulations governing
infrastructure construction are germane to contemporary conditions.

The infrastructure problems of America are clearly of nationwide
scope. But those problems will have to be dealt with on a
community-by-community basis. The Washington State approach is to meet
the challenge through a close, working partnership with local
governments. And, of course, the state of Washington seeks to maintain
a working partnership with the Federal government as well.

In closing, let me thank the Committee and its vice chairman for
coming here today to hear our Western perspectives on the issues. I am
sure that you will discover through the following presentations that
your effort to be with us have been worth while. We certainly
appreciate your being here.

Thank you.
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Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Governor.
What I would like to do is have Mayor Royer give his testimony

as well. Then I will address questions to both of you, if I may.
Mayor Royer.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES ROYER, MAYOR, CITY OF
SEATTLE, WASH.

Mayor ROYER. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman. I, too, would like
to thank you for coming, especially at this time, when our nerve
ends are especially sensitive to discussions about public works and
about the needs of the city of Seattle and the State of Washington,
and our decision to go to the voters again, as we have done so
many times in the past, to ask for their participation in, hopefully,
a partnership that will allow us to keep our good city in good shape
for the future.

I first must apologize to you for showing you a Seattle that I
have never shown a visitor of such eminence before. We have
crawled around in rotting piers and timbers and under bridges and
inside the mechanisms of the drawbridges and you have been in-
flicted with termites and marine boring worms. I hope you go out
of here with your good health and your stomach in shape. [Laugh-
ter.]

We wanted to show you the practical side of what this rhetorical
debate is sometimes all about on the streets of the city, as you
know from your own district so well.

Next month Seattle voters will be asked to decide whether to
move forward with a package of bond issue initiatives to preserve a
major portion of this community's public facilities. Three separate
issues will be on the ballot: $40.8 million for streets, bridges and
retaining walls; $32.1 million for renovations to park facilities;
$25.1 million for renovation of libraries, Seattle Center facilities,
fire stations, maintenance facilities. Our message is really quite
simple: "It's our home, and let's keep it up." Like those of us who
are homeowners and trying to maintain those investments, you
just cannot put off fixing the roof or paving the drive. That is what
we are trying to do.

Councilman Norm Rice, who chaired our committee in the city,
the finance chairman of the city council, and Dave Cortelyou, one
of our business leaders who was on the citizen's committee, will
speak more directly to you later about the need for the bond issues
and the process we went through to get where we are.

Let me tell you, though, in my position, Mr. Vice Chairman, both
as mayor and as president of the National League of Cities-where
we have also done a major survey of America's cities and their
public works needs-let me tell you what steps we are taking to
plan for the future and how the Federal Government might be a
more vigorous and a more effective part of that future.

Historically, the city has financed its capital programs primarily
with local revenues. In 1977, 75 percent of the city of Seattle's capi-
tal improvement program was financed with local dollars. In 1983,
71 percent of our CIP was financed with local revenues. Over this
same period of time, State revenues supporting our CIP dropped
from 19 percent to 6 percent. Support from the Federal Govern-
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ment has increased and then decreased, from 2.9 percent in 1970,
to 31 percent in 1981, and then back down to 23 percent in 1983.

The upshot of all those numbers, Mr. Vice Chairman, is that the
city's commitment and its injection of local revenue into this prob-
lem has been steady. It has been in the majority, and it will contin-
ue to be, no matter what happens. But our Federal partner, who in
particular jumped to a sizable amount of support, now has declined
in its support, specifically at a time when the impact on the econo-
my and new investment in cities across the country is just begin-
ning to happen. It is in the Federal interest for that commitment
to grow and continue.

The three bond issues on the ballot this next month are, I think,
indicative of our long-term local commitment. But, if adopted, they
would address only a portion of our identified needs. We have de-
cided to go with a conservative number that we believe is practical
for people at this time and that will address our most critical capi-
tal needs.

I would like to mention a couple of ways in which the Federal
Government might be able to assist us in our local efforts. The
single most important action, perhaps, that the Federal Govern-
ment might take would be to provide more positive leadership,
stressing that linkage between infrastructure or the physical envi-
ronment in which activities occur in cities, and the economy and
the economic health of cities and States and, therefore, the Nation.
The Joint Economic Committee's leadership is a positive example
of what I am talking about.

I must say that so much of what our voters have heard out of
Washington, D.C., is counterproductive to that partnership, that
linkage, and it is really misleading in terms of what happens prac-
tically on the streets of cities. That drumbeat of antigovernment,
antitax, antieverything rhetoric supposedly directed at the Federal
level is spilling over onto us in State and local governments. Conse-
quently, our local efforts are being compromised.

As you saw, the First Avenue South Bridge today, and its vital
function as a link as an artery between the transportation system
of the State of Washington and that port and industrial complex
which is Harbor Island, and that whole industrial area-clearly the
transportation system is directly linked to the health of our indus-
trial base here in Seattle and in the State.

We have shown, as citizens of the city of Seattle, in the past that
if we make a good case, a practical case, then political support will
be there. When Lake Washington was unswimmable, people came
together and cleaned it up. We put 13 bond issues on the ballot to
fix up parks and to deal with housing and transportation needs and
12 of them passed. In 1981, we went to the people of this city with
a bond issue request for $50 million-at a time when people were
saying, ."You cannot raise taxes"-to build 1,000 units of low-
income and elderly housing; because the need was there, our people
came through.

Again we are taking our case to the people to deal with another
critical problem and we believe that our people will respond posi-
tively. We do need to know, however, that our other partners will
be there to protect us from failing to meet that enormous invest-
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ment that is required, which will surely put a burden on our chil-
dren in the future-a burden that they just cannot carry.

The National League of Cities, very much along the lines of what
Governor Spellman and the State have done, asked cities across
the country-more than 1,400 of them-to tell us what their criti-
cal infrastructure needs were and to tell us how they could be dealt
with through a reasonably modest investment by the Federal Gov-
ernment. What we found is that the problem across the country is
fairly common. Even new cities are facing aging infrastructure and
difficult problems in finding the capacity locally to deal with those
problems.

The other item which came out, which may be of interest to you
as you have to look at the broad national problem, is that, while
infrastructure cost estimates have ranged up into the trillions of
dollars and have just turned everybody's lights out as they look at
that enormous number, the real fact is that around the country
most of these problems can be handled in increments of $4 to $5
million. They are projects that are practical, doable-like the sea
wall in the vicinity of $3 to $6 million; the areaways in Pioneer
Square; the First South Bridge-those kinds of things are doable, if
you look at them individually.

Taken in the aggregate they represent the rebuilding of America.
But we have to look at them, in my view, as bits and pieces of prac-
tical, doable projects that we can get started on today.

Again I submit that it is in the national interest that the Federal
Government is there. Because while more than 70 percent of our
capital improvement program is financed with local dollars, the
city collects only 10 cents out of every dollar of locally generated
tax revenue. Ten cents out of every dollar of local tax revenue goes
to the city. The rest of it goes off to Washington, D.C., the bulk of
it, and to the State government.

Now, we believe that some of that money that goes to Washing-
ton, D.C., about 60 percent of the locally generated tax dollars,
ought to come back in the form of partnership support for this na-
tional concern, which is maintenance and improvement of our
basic systems.

Let me conclude, Mr. Vice Chairman, with just a couple of
thoughts on ways, specifically, in which the Congress could help
the Federal Government to be a more effective partner.

A Federal public works bill which utilizes, wherever possible, the
existing State and local government systems which are in place, is
one action that the Federal Government could take to assist cities.
The program should be sensitive to local constraints, which we
have talked about today, bid limits, local wage rates, the con-
straints and parameters imposed by constitutions which were writ-
ten in the 19th century. Such a Federal initiative in the short term
would have a direct effect on the construction industry and on the
critically unemployed, many of whom are skilled laborers. The
days are gone when the local government goes out and builds a
bridge. These are the days when one hires consultants, one hires
from the private sector to get those kinds of public works jobs com-
pleted.

The $6 billion local public works impact program in 1976-77 I
think is a good example of the kind of public works program that
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we need today. However, such a program should provide continuing
Federal support for a number of years, rather than just over a 2 to
3 year period.

A second initiative out of the Congress which could help the
cities is to provide cities with additional manpower to perform
some routine preventive maintenance and minor repairs. Many of
these maintenance and repair tasks could be performed by lower
skilled and lower salaried workers. Some new jobs would be created
by various jobs bills proposed during this Congress. If we can use
our existing job classifications in cities, and if the Federal legisla-
tion can be sensitive to local wage scales, such a program could be
put into effect quickly and effectively, as we did with the last
round of the jobs bill that came out in 1983.

Another element of the Federal program could be a reconstituted
701 planning program. There is just not the capacity in many cities
around the country, large and small, for efficient, effective, state-of-
the-art local capital budgeting. That kind of effort would insure a
more effective and efficient use both of Federal and local capital
dollars. The Federal Government could then require each recipient
of funds to have a capital budgeting program that meets the indi-
vidual jurisdictions's needs.

While you are fixing all of this, Mr. Vice Chairman, it would be
nice to see the Federal Government have a capital budget, too, so
we could plan for the future right along with you.

Let me just close, Mr. Vice Chairman, by saying again, thank
you for not only coming out here and listening to us, but getting
down under the bridges with us. That kind of knowledge back in
Washington, D.C., can only help to make the point that it is in the
Federal interest, the national interest, for the Federal Government
to become a partner with local government, State and local govern-
ment, in the interest of reinvestment in cities which cannot toler-
ate more industry or more development because they cannot deal
with the utilities problems or the street problems or the transpor-
tation problems and that are not cities that are going to be healthy
in the long run-and, therefore, not cities which can contribute to
a national economic recovery.

Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mayor Royer follows:]

29-792 0-84--22
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES ROYER

Mr. Chairman, thank you for coming to Seattle to hear

from us about infrastructure needs and problems. The

Joint Economic Committee's leadership has contributed

substantially to the emerging national consensus calling

for a concerted effort to address the nation's infrastructure

problems. It is important that you have taken the time

to tour the City to see firsthand some of the problems

we face. You will hear testimony today from several key

officials who will build upon much of what you have seen

this morning on the tour.

As you know, next month Seattle voters will decide whether

the City will move forward with a package of initiatives

to preserve a major portion of this community's public

facilities. Three separate bond issues will be on the

ballot: $40.8 million for streets, bridges and retaining

walls; $31.2 million for renovations to park facilities;

and $25.1 million for renovations of libraries, Seattle

Center facilities, fire stations and maintenance facilities.

Our message is quite simple: "It's Our Home." Like our

home, the time comes when you just can't put off fixing

the roof or paving the drive. The projects in the bond

issues can't wait. It we ignore them or postpone these

repairs, they will only cost us more down the road. Council-

man Norm Rice and Dave Cortelyou will speak more directly

to the need for the bond issues and the process we used
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locally to develop an inventory of our needs.

From your tour, you know that Seattle is a relatively

new city, compared to New York, Boston, and other older

cities in the east and midwest. Even so, our infrastructure

problems are severe. Over the last two years we have

documented over $200 million in existing deficiencies

in our roads, bridges, traffic signals, fire stations,

office buildings, parks and libraries. These are problems

that should have been corrected yesterday, despite our

own best local efforts to address these immediate needs.

And, we confront an additional demand for more than $200

million dollars in improvements to our roads and bridges

to make our existing systems work better and to provide

new service for our changing economic base. In our utilities

- water, sewer, light, and solid waste - our needs are

even greater. The Port of Seattle and Metro -- our regional

transit and sewer agency -- have enormous needs. The

Port must deal with their capital needs to remain competitive

and grow in an increasingly complex international market.

Metro, among many demands, must work to relieve the transit

pains of our downtown. Fortunately, we are at least able

to issue revenue bonds backed by rates to keep our utility

systems in reasonable condition.

We view our infrastructure problem as consisting of three
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parts:

1. A severe backlog of repair and replacement needs which

should be corrected immediately;

2. A host of improvements to our existing systems in

order to increase efficiency and meet new service

demands; and

3. A program to keep our plant in good working order

on an annual basis as a means of preventing a backlog

of deficiencies from occurring - a common practice

in many utilities.

The first and second areas require a large infusion of

capital now and in the future. The third problem requires

a commitment by elected officials at all levels of government

to dedicate funds to capital maintenance, repair and replace-

ment on an ongoing basis. In summary, our existing inventory

of needs far outpaces our available revenues.

In Seattle, like every other city, we are guardians of

a massive investment of public capital. It is a respon-

sibility that transcends the immediate needs of our regions.

The nation's economy, particularly its recovery, is contingent

upon how we manage these assets. Such a task, without

question, requires the direct involvement and assistance

of our states and the federal government.
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Let me talk about what the City of Seattle has done and

what steps we are taking to plan for the future. Historically

the City has financed its capital programs primarily with

local revenues. In 1970, 75 percent of the City of Seattle's

capital improvement program was financed locally. In

1983, 71 percent of our CIP was financed with local revenue.

Over this same period, state revenue supporting our CIP

has dropped from 19 percent to six percent. Support from

the federal government has increased and then decreased

from 2.9 percent for 1970, to 31 percent in 1981 and back

down to 23 percent in 1983. As you can see in Seattle,

both in the past and today, we continue to support directly

a substantial share of our capital renovation and capital

improvement needs. The three bond issues on the ballot

next month are evidence of the City's longstanding commitment

to deal with our needs through local initiative. However,

as I noted earlier, the bond issues, if adopted, only

address a substantial portion of our most immediate needs.

There are additional requirements that our infrastructure

needs assessment identified which necessitates an ongoing

federal and state commitment.

How effectively we deal with infrastructure needs will

depend, in large part, on forces and decisions outside

our control. I would like to discuss what steps the federal

government can take to assist our efforts. Perhaps,
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the single most important action the federal government

can take is to provide more positive leadership stressing

the critical linkage between infrastructure and the economy.

While the JEC's leadership is a positive example of the

type of leadership I am talking about, so much of what

our voters have heard from Washington, D.C. is counter-

productive and grossly misleading. The drumbeat of anti-

government, anti-tax, anti-everything rhetoric supposedly

directed at the federal level is spilling over onto state

and local governments, and consequently our local efforts

are being compromised.

In past years, Seattle's citizens have consistently shown

that if a good case is made, then the political support

will be there. We have many examples of how our voters

respond to a problem: Metro was created to help clean

up Lake Washington; we built needed parks and other public

facilities under a program called "Forward Thrust;" and

recently we approved a bond issue to construct 1000 units

of senior housing. Again, we are taking our case to the

voters to deal with another problem. We could hope for

a better political climate, but our problems are real,

and they must be dealt with now to protect us from unnecessary

future expenditures.

The way we approach the financing of intrastructure improve-
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ments is an important question, but it should not overshadow

the key issue: communities do not have the resources

to meet their needs without help. The National League

of Cities' recent study on infrastructure needs made this

point very clearly. The study also pointed out that a

broad range of critical infrastructure needs could be

dealt with immediately through a reasonably modest investment

by the federal government. In Seattle, I think the necessity

of continued federal and state funding support is apparent

when you consider how our tax dollars are divided among

each level of government. While over 70 percent of our

CIP is supported by locally-generated revenue, the City

collects only ten cents of every dollar of taxes levied

by all levels of government within the City. The federal

government receives approximately 60 cents, the state

30 cents.

Clearly, some needs far outpace a community's ability

to deal with them, despite a strong local commitment.

Consider the financing of the West Seattle Bridge project

without outside help. To complete all phases of the project

as planned at a total cost approaching $200 million, the

per capita cost for each citizen in Seattle would have

been approximately $400 in capital costs alone. For a

family of four, $1600 in capital costs for one project,

for one problem. In every community, you will find special
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needs of this type. In addition to these special cases,

you will find a range of needs that are present in every

community. For the types of needs common to every community,

I would like to suggest some ways the federal government

can help.

I would like to suggest some ways the federal government

could deal with their basic infrastructure needs.

A federal public works bill, which utilizes, where possible,

existing local and state governmental systems, is one

action the federal government can take to assist cities.

Such a program should be sensitive to local constraints,

such as bid limits, and local wage rates. Additionally,

local governments should be allowed the flexibility to

spend public works funds on their highest priority needs.

Such a federal initiative in the short term, would have

a direct effect on the construction industry and on the

cyclicly unemployed, many of whom are skilled laborers.

The $6 billion Local Public Works Impact Program in 1976-

1977 is a good example of the type of public works program

needed today. However, such a program should provide

continuing federal support for a number of fiscal years,

rather than over a two or three year period.

A second legislative initiative which would assist the
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cities in dealing with their infrastructure problems is

to provide the cities with additional manpower to perform

routine preventive maintenance and minor repairs. Many

of these maintenance and repair tasks can be performed

by lower skilled and lower salaried workers, similar to

jobs that would be created by various jobs bills proposed

during this Congress. If we can utilize our existing

job classifications and if the federal legislation can

be sensitive to local wage scales, then such a program

can be implemented quickly and effectively. This would

give us some immediate unemployment relief.

Another element of the federal program could be a reconsti-

tuted "701" planning program for local capital budgeting.

This would ensure more effective and efficient use of

federal capital dollars. The federal government could

then require each recipient of funds to have a capital

budgeting program that neets the individual jurisdictions'

needs. Such a plan would provide you the oversight and

involvement necessary to guarantee that these funds are

spent wisely and ensure that basic national objectives

are considered. In Seattle, we could probably beef up

our capital and maintenance planning systems, and conduct

some specific research and development projects aimed

at identifying low cost solutions to traditionally expensive

problems. For example, we recently paved a dozen alleys
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in a low-moderate income neighborhood (Georgetown) located

in the middle of an industrial area for the cost of what

our engineers originally thought it would cost to pave

just two alleys.

While I agree with the dual objectives of improving our

nation's infrastructure and providing employment oppor-

tunities, we should not lose sight of the fact that our

discussion today is necessary regardless of the unemploy-

ment situation. However, a series of federal initiatives

would be particularly timely since they will provide jobs

now, both for skilled and unskilled workers.

Mr. Chairman, my testimony today highlights only a limited

number of issues associated with the infrastructure debate

and the needs of this community. You will hear more from

other witnesses this afternoon. I appreciate your interest

in our concerns and thank you for this opportunity to

present my views.
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Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mayor and
Governor, as well.

I want to say the only thing that really bothers me about the
tour this morning is that when I go back to Indiana tomorrow and
tell them that I have both mucked around in the subterranean
depths of Seattle and reached the heavenly heights of Seattle as
well, in the Space Needle, I am bound to get the question: "What
have you been doing for Indiana?" I am not too sure I am going to
be able to answer that too well. [Laughter.]

That is why I am going there tomorrow, as a matter of fact. But
it has been a great tour and I commend, not criticize, you for
taking me to some of the areas that obviously need repair.

The State of Washington and the city of Seattle have a marvel-
ous reputation across the country as a place where the quality of
life is cherished and it is a great thrill for me to experience it.

I want to say that I have been impressed by the manner in
which you both have gone about this business of studying your in-
frastructure problems. I have looked at the Washington State in-
frastructure study and at the executive summary or the recommen-
dations of the Mayor's Citizen's Commission other things prepared
for the city of Seattle and it is clear to me that you have set a pat-
tern that is good for the rest of the country in assessing their needs
and going about tackling them.

Let me just say a word about what is happening in Congress, for
your information. Although I mentioned in my opening statement
that we are not passing legislation of a scope or dimension that
would suggest a comprehensive attack on the problem, it is, none-
theless, interesting to note what is happening on the budget with
regard to infrastructure.

If you compare 1983 versus 1982 and look at the public works in-
frastructure programs-and I am referring now to highways, public
transit, airports, wastewater treatments and water resources-the
Federal budget, despite the constraints that we are under, has
moved up in total expenditures from $19.3 to $25.4 billion. Like-
wise, if you take a look at the community and economic develop-
ment items in the Federal budget, that has moved up from $4.1 to
$5.2 billion.

Now, the significance of that is that while we are not, perhaps,
passing new, grander comprehensive pieces of legislation, even at a
time when we are faced with terrible fiscal problems-which you
both have alluded to-the budget is moving up with regard to in-
frastructure problems. I take that as an encouraging sign, and I
trust you do, too. Because it does reflect, I think, a sensitivity in
the Congress to some of the problems that you are calling to our
attention today.

Now, let me ask a question of a very broad nature to both of you.
How do you assess the infrastructure problem? Is it a crisis, as we
read about in some of our news media, or is it really kind of a rou-
tine problem that State and local government officials have faced
for many, many years? I am trying to get a sense of your urgency
of the problem. Since you are leading executives in the State and
deal with all kinds of problems. How do you sense the urgency of
the infrastructure problem in the State of Washington, Governor,
and in the city of Seattle, Mr. Mayor?
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Governor.
Governor SPELLMAN. It is an ongoing problem and it is not the

current crisis. It is a crisis abuilding. It has been apparent for a
number of years, with the increased cost of capital projects and
capital maintenance-that finding of sufficient billions of dollars
within this State or within the Nation to deal with both mainte-
nance and upgrading and restoration. It will be a major problem in
the future.

It is, in some instances, of critical nature, where there is danger
to a major system or to safety. I would say that it is-I guess I
would put it back in the context I had it in earlier. It is not of such
proportion that it would justify attempting to deal with the funda-
mental fiscal integrity of the United States, with a massive pro-
gram throwing the Federal budget out of balance in order to do it.
It would be more important to get the interest rates down and re-
store the stability of financing in the short term. If we cannot do
that, we are going to have a very critical long-term crisis in the
area of the infrastructure.

Representative HAMILTON. That is helpful.
Mr. Mayor.
Mayor ROYER. Mr. Vice Chairman, I would say that it is more an

opportunity. We make decisions in this country, it seems, on the
basis of what is "hot" and what is moving as an issue. This is one
of the fastest-moving issues I have ever seen in a national context,
in terms of raising the public's visibility and the policymakers' sen-
sitivity to a major problem-the "American ruins" kind of litera-
ture, the attention the media is paying to it. You hear people
saying, "infrastructure," who did not know the word a couple of
months ago or 6 months ago. There is a sensitivity and a readiness
in the political process to deal with it. That is the practical, I
think, political reality. Which means, to me, "strike while the iron
is hot."

Second, though, I see it as one of those responsibility issues that
force politicians to make very difficult choices. Politicians get re-
wards in our system for doing something today, for building the
theater or for creating the edifice-usually constructing something
or coming up with a new idea or becoming one of those "hot,"
moving political issues themselves.

They do not get credit for guarding against the future. Because
the people we are trying to protect are people, in many cases, who
have not been born yet but who will be paying taxes out in the 21st
century, who will bear the cost of replacing these systems, if we do
not fix them up and keep them moving.

You saw a 70-year-old drawbridge mechanism today; 70 years old
and it still works and it is efficient. What if our maintenance 35
years ago had just stopped? Well, we would be replacing that mech-
anism today at a much greater cost than we are talking about
doing. Putting that unfair tax on the future is something that is
very easy to do, if you are only thinking-as our political forces
sometimes make us do-in the present.

So I see it as a crisis, Mr. Vice Chairman, but one that has not
quite arrived at the taxpayers' door. The taxpayers are your son
and daughter. What we do today will, in a cost-avoidance kind of
way, protect against a future that our children cannot afford.
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Governor SPELLMAN. May I add a footnote?
It seems to me that, looking at the crises that exist, certainly

education is right up front, ahead of this. Certainly health and
medical care, as a time bomb, is a bigger crisis. It would be unfor-
tunate if we let this sidetrack us from those other, major budgetary
items.

Also it would be unfortunate if we allowed it to become an
excuse for failure to maintain and turn to the Federal Government
for maintenance funds. I think that is why this study is so impor-
tant-a link to delineate the exact needs that have come about, de-
spite a very active maintenance program.

Representative HAMILTON. Another question relating to the role
of the Federal Government.

Mr. Mayor, you gave us some specific suggestions as to what we
can do, but I would like to get a feel from both of you of how im-
portant a role you think the Federal Government should play in
this meeting of infrastructure needs. I might just say to you that in
the hearing we had a couple of weeks ago, most of the State offi-
cials were pushing the idea of block grants for infrastructure,
rather than other kinds of financing. I would appreciate your com-
ments on that.

But, in addition to that, how big a role do you see for the Federal
Government in dealing with this problem?

Mr. Mayor, would you like to start on this? We will give the Gov-
ernor an opportunity to reflect first.

Mayor ROYER. All right. It seems to me that the Federal Govern-
ment ought first to define the national interest. I mean, as a tax-
payer, that is what I would like you to do. What is the national
interest in an investment of this magnitude on the part of the Fed-
eral Government? The Federal Government has not defined a
policy for economic development for meeting changing economic
imperatives, industrial policy kinds of things, which other coun-
tries have managed to do through their Federal policy process.

So, define the national interest.
That would seem to me to indicate the need for several specific

programs. If the national interest is in meeting the opportunities
for international trade which exist to a greater degree, now, in our
country than ever before, then perhaps that might move the Fed-
eral Government to make a decision on ports and waterways. A
program to deal-as we dealt in the 1950's-with the Interstate
Highway System-maybe the interstate system of the future is a
waterborne system; maybe it is the Pacific Ocean. So, therefore,
the Federal Government program to address that Federal policy
would be a program aimed at helping ports like Oakland and San
Francisco and Seattle and Los Angeles and Long Beach to respond
in the national interest with some new investment. Some sharing-
in the national interest again-of responsibility up and down the
west coast. Where does the coal port go if, in fact, the country is
going to ship coal? Where does the break-bulk facility fit best?
Those kinds of decisions need to be guided by some Federal policy.
That in turn creates, not a block grant, not a pork barrel; but
rather, a definite, categorical program that has behind it some Fed-
eral policy.
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I would say the best thing the Federal Government could do,
aside from getting a jobs bill passed would be to to step back and
do some thinking about a national policy.

Representative HAMILTON. Governor.
Governor SPELLMAN. I think Mayor has paraphrased what I said

at the beginning: there are some areas within the national interest.
They, obviously, involve foreign and interstate commerce, and we
ought to look to those in particular.

I, of course, favor a block grant, which is not a pork barrel. It is
the farthest thing from it. It is allowing the people in the regions
to determine their own priorities. And I think you will find that a
much more efficient use of the dollars, if we have such a program,
rather than the intense competition that exists in a lobbying sense
with governmental entities all fighting over the same dollars.

Representative HAMILTON. Are either of you willing to say that
the Federal Government ought to contribute a blanket percentage
of infrastructure needs? Do you analyze the problem that way at
all?

Governor SPELLMAN. I think it is much too early for me to com-
fortably say that. I think that the study you are doing and that the
academic communities are doing and that we are doing in this
State, I think that will give us a pretty good idea of our ability to
finance locally, on a statewide level. And hopefully, in sorting out
those national priorities, we will be able to say what the remaining
factor is. And I think it is a little early to say.

Representative HAMILTON. I was interested in your observation a
moment ago about how you surveyed the local communities, asking
them for imput as to what they need. And I take it, then, you have
to make judgments on the basis of that input, as to what the
State's priorities are.

Governor SPELLMAN. That is right. I think it is useful to look at
the capacities of the local entities and the State, as well as the Fed-
eral Government, as partners in solving this problem.

Representative HAMILTON. I wonder, Mr. Mayor, if you would tell
me what the implication would be for Seattle if the voters rejected
this bond issue? I know that does not happen around here very
much apparently.

Mayor ROYER. It never has entered my mind. [Laughter.]
Representative HAMILTON. Could you spell out for me the conse-

quences if the unexpected were to happen?
Mayor ROYER. We identified in our process, as Councilman Rice

and Dave Cortelyou will get into, about 200 million dollars' worth
of critical needs. The committee recommended to me about a $100
million bond issue. I did not think a $100 million bond issue sound-
ed as good politically as a $97 million bond issue: $97.4 million, to
be exact. The city council felt that a $97.1 million bond issue
sounded even better.

We have gone, in short, with our most critical, urgent needs. It is
not a wish list or a shopping list of something we just want because
it is available. If we do not pass the three elements of our bond
issue, we will do what you saw being done under the First South
Bridge: we will go out and put in a new piece of wood at great cost
and it will not last very long and the whole structure will not be
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improved, but at least we will go out and protect the public health
and safety.

That is what cities all around the country have told the National
League of Cities. The first priority always is in public health and
safety. It is not providing a bridge to a vacation island, necessarily;
it is providing structural integrity to those systems that, if they are
allowed to deteriorate, will kill people-as they have done in other
parts of the country.

So we will do patchwork. We will put off the inevitable and when
the inevitable comes, it will be more expensive than it is today.

Representative HAMILTON. Governor, is the National Association
of Governors focusing on the infrastructure problem at all?

Governor SPELLMAN. It is. And more particularly in the area of
transportation. But there are studies going on that I assume will
bear fruit.

I have a feeling, however, that as the individual States, in coop-
eration with you, do the work we will see a little more thorough a
job than those kind of macrostudies. I like it from the bottom up.

Representative HAMILTON. You just came from the Governors'
meeting in Maine. Was it on the agenda, for example, in Maine?

Governor SPELLMAN. It was, with particular reference to bridges
and roads and the transportation system.

Representative HAMILTON. And the National League of Cities, of
which you are president, Mr. Mayor-where does infrastructure
stand?

Mayor ROYER. We have an infrastructure task force chaired by
Mayor Bradley of Los Angeles and Council President Bellamy from
New York, with a cross-section of people from across the country
really working off the data base that we collected in our survey of
cities in 1982. Both Mayor Bradley and Councilmember Bellamy
have testified in the Congress and they will report-make a final
report-to the membership of the League of Cities at our meeting
in November.

The other thing that fits with the infrastructure study we are
doing is a study of financing mechanisms. You cannot just talk
about the structural problems we have; you also have to talk about
structural problems in financing these improvements.

And at the Governors' conference in Maine and at our meetings
of the National League of Cities there was real attention and
heightened concern over the maintenance of available tax-exempt
money and those instruments that are used to finance these big
projects.

Representative HAMILTON. I just wanted to ask you, Mr. Mayor,
about your recommendation on additional manpower. You were
thinking of something like CETA?

Mayor ROYER. I certainly would not use that word in going to the
Congress.

Representative HAMILTON. You are being very diplomatic, I can
see.

Mayor ROYER. There were some good things that came out of the
CETA program, vastly overshadowed by the abuses of it. And it is
tarnished, and we may as well talk about what is next.

The jobs bill that came out of this last Congress is a pretty good
example. Using existing systems, like the community development
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block grant system, we were able to put that money on the street,
make commitments, in a matter of 3 weeks, with council approval.
And that is moving fast. That is going to the block grant recipients
we already had, who were already qualified-we knew what they
could do-putting the capacity into them to create jobs, and then to
tie those new jobs created to the private sector by saying, "Well,
you subsidize the job in the second year." We found that 30 percent
of the jobs we created were 2-year jobs, not 1-year jobs, because the
private sector will pick up the job in the second year. It was a sales
job, and doing it very quickly and not talking about long-term pub-
licly supported jobs, but inviting that private sector in early and
getting their commitments early. That is the kind of thing we are
talking about.

Representative HAMILTON. Gentlemen, I want to keep our sched-
ule this afternoon. And you have been very generous with your
time; I have appreciated it very much. Let me just thank you again
for your participation. I know that others who follow you will am-
plify on the remarks that you have made, which have certainly
given my spirits a boost on infrastructure problems generally. And
I appreciate that very much. It has been good having you both with
us. Thank you very much.

Now, let me call forward the next panel.
David Cortelyou, senior vice president, UNICO Properties, Seat-

tle, Wash.; Barbara Dingfield, project manager, Wright Runstad &
Co., Seattle, Wash.; Carol Doherty, general counsel, Port of Seattle,
Wash.; Norman Rice, city councilman, city of Seattle, Wash.

Let me thank you for your participation this afternoon. I am
pleased that you are willing to take a little time to be with us to
give us your comments.

Being unfamiliar with some of the titles around here, Mr. Corte-
lyou, I am not sure how you say that. Is that UNICO?

Mr. CORTELYOU. UNICO is correct.
Representative HAMILTON. We are glad to have you all with us

and we look forward to your comments. I presume we will just
start left to right, if that is all right.

Mr. Cortelyou, would you begin?

STATEMENT OF DAVID CORTELYOU, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
UNICO PROPERTIES, SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. CORTELYOU. Thank you, Congressman Hamilton.
My name, as you mentioned, is David Cortelyou and I am with

UNICO Properties, which is a development and office-building firm
in downtown Seattle.

I recently had an opportunity to serve on the Capital Preserva-
tion and Improvement Citizens' Committee, which considered
major infrastructure needs of the city of Seattle. The maintenance
and preservation of the capital plan of cities has become a very
popular national focus in recent months, and I think very logically
and appropriately; it is long overdue.

There are really no strong building constituencies for repair and
maintenance. I think that this is sort of one of the issues that you
have to deal with here. There are not people that are there to let
you know that you are not doing a good job, and therefore it is
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much easier to overlook. There are much stronger constituencies in
other areas of city, county, State, and Federal Government in bud-
geting. And I think this is an area where the involvement of local
professional, business, and community leaders is very appropriate,
along with that of our elected officials.

Many of the major capital projects in this area, such as the 1968
Forward Thrust bond issue which supported a wide variety of
neighborhood and park improvements, sanitary sewer, low-income
housing, fire stations and equipment and maintenance needs-and
also the establishment of Metro, which we heard about at lunch
time from Dick Page, as a regional water quality and transit
agency-were initiated and strongly supported by the private
sector.

These kinds of issues also receive careful scrutiny by public in-
terest groups, such as the League of Women Voters, the chambers
of commerce, Municipal League, and so on, where many of their
members devote time, energy, and financial resources to the affairs
of government.

Business must be involved, and it must be involved in the trench-
es, where they can become familiar with the real specific problems
of the city and understand the issues that are confronting the
public officials, and provide counsel, advice and influence for
proper and sound planning.

The Capital Preservation and Improvement Citizens' Committee,
which looked at the facilities, transportation, and park needs for
the Seattle area, included representatives of many of the groups
that I have mentioned and, in addition, included labor leaders, rep-
resentatives from the State legislature and the city of Seattle, the
Seattle School District, county government, the regional Puget
Sound Council of Governments, and specialist in the fields of archi-
tecture, construction, and building management.

Over a number of months this committee looked at the facilities
of the city, including its buildings, parks and community centers,
fire stations, libraries, the zoo, museums, along with transportation
facilities, such as streets, bridges, and our monorail system, and
evaluated these requirements that had been identified by staff, in
light of good maintenance practice and also in light of various
funding mechanisms which are available to deal with these kinds
of issues.

The committee found significant examples of deferred mainte-
nance and aging capital plant, ranging from the seven early-1900

era Carnegie Libraries to the fire stations that in some cases were
too small to house current day fire equipment, due to their size-to
the Lake Union Police Harbor Patrol station that is slowly sinking
into Lake Union-major sea wall renovations which you may have
discussed earlier this morning and, I understand, maybe did not
get to see as well as you might have-to the replacement of electro-
mechanical traffic controllers, which in Seattle about 30 percent-
37 percent of those-are long past their expected life expectancy
and very expensive to maintain-to significant bridge and roadway
work, including the three bridges over the Ship Canal and deterio-
ration on roadways, such as expansion joints, worn out decks, and
high-priority railings, which pose a potential safety hazard.

29-792 0-84-23
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So even in a city like Seattle, which you alluded to earlier as
commonly recognized as a most liveable city and one which people
look at with admiration for its natural beauty-even Seattle has
been faced with budget constraints, which has encouraged deferred
maintenance. And along with its aging plant we are clearly seeing
the results of that in the visits that our group made to the various
facilities and areas that we inspected over the last few months.

Our group made a detailed report to the mayor, who in turn
made his recommendations to the city council. These recommenda-
tions are now taking the shape of a bond issue, which as we dis-
cussed earlier, is on the September ballot, called "People for Seat-
tle, One, Two, Three," which is cochaired by Warren Magnusson
and Eddie Carlson, two of our most respected local government,
community, and business leaders.

One of the major concerns that our committee had, as well as
many of the groups that subsequently reviewed that bond proposal,
was that if we are asking the voters for approval of major capital
expenditures and the resultant higher taxes that that entails, we
should guarantee a process in local government to deal with the
ongoing maintenance planning, so that we do not find ourselves in
these same straits 4 or 5 years from now.

The city of Seattle staff, in their background report covering 22
major cities around the country, which was provided to our group,
found-and I will quote:

It appears that Seattle's current posture is reflective of the national trend toward
keeping what it has, rather then building something new, as evidenced by the
theme guiding the general purpose bond issue study. Seattle is wrestling with the
same problem encountered by other cities of comparable size: finding a recurring,
stable source of revenue for maintenance of its infrastructure and State restrictions
of the level and source of taxation available to generate local revenue.

In this regard, Seattle did establish-reestablish-its cumulative
reserve fund in 1978, which provides funds for basic improvements,
including repairs to municipally owned facilities. However, the
commitment to that fund has been somewhat intermittent, and
there was recognition by our committee, as well as others, that the
infrastructure requirement needed a long-term commitment for
funding by elected officials to address maintenance and repair. And
a very important part of our recommendation has been a require-
ment to develop a form of guaranteed ongoing funding, so that
there is an annual contribution made to capital repair and mainte-
nance.

I think this, coupled with quality maintenance, identification and
planning process, are very important parts of our committee's rec-
ommendation, as well as those received from the other groups-
municipal league and chamber of commerce-that looked at the
proposal.

Also, the concept of when looking at new construction not only
looking at it as its first cost, but evaluating the ongoing mainte-
nance cost, as the private sector investor would do, I think is an
important consideration for almost any public-type investment.
There ought to be future considerations for ongoing maintenance
and repair and the quality of the materials that are being put in
and how that is going to be funded-upfront.
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Much of the funding for infrastructure needs can and should be
borne by the Federal Government, particulary in those areas relat-
ed to transportation, street and water quality requirements, where
some level of Federal regulation is probably involved.

Much of the deferred maintenance and aging capital plant, how-
ever, is reflected in municipally owned buildings and facilities, as
well as parks. And in these cases, I think it is most appropriate
that the local community determine the level of funding that they
feel they are confortable with, and provide that on a local basis.

This requires the involvement of local officials, the local commu-
nity-and I think Seattle, as you mentioned earlier, is taking it se-
riously in seeing to it that these kinds of issues are addressed and
taken care of. And I feel very comfortable and confident that Seat-
tle has that spirit to, in cooperation with the Federal and State
governments, take care of the needs that it has here in its own
house.

And that would conclude my statement.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Mr. Cortelyou.
I will ask each of you to give your statement and then I will ad-

dress some questions to each of you afterwards.
Ms. Dingfield.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA DINGFIELD, PROJECT MANAGER,
WRIGHT, RUNSTAD & CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Ms. DINGFIELD. I would like to thank you, Congressman Hamil-
ton, for the opportunity to speak to you this afternoon.

I am with a company called Wright, Runstad & Co., which devel-
ops office buildings and has about 4 million square feet of office
space in the Western United States. Prior to that I was with the
city of Seattle for 6 years and the last 2 years was director of the
office of policy planning and was directly responsible for the city's
capital improvement program. So I think I have a perspective,
from both the public and private sides, about infrastructure needs.

What I want to address today-and I will try not to repeat things
that have been said previously-is to talk about infrastructure
needs in particular in downtown Seattle, and where I believe the
Federal Government should have a role in addressing infrastruc-
ture problems.

You have had an opportunity to see the city-and I hope not just
the grubbier parts, but also our downtown. It is obvious, I think, to
most visitors that Seattle's downtown is healthy, it is growing. We
have about 23 million square feet of office space. We continue to
build office buildings. We have added about 3,000 hotel rooms in
the past 18 months. We have new luxury housing being built down-
town. We have the Kingdome and Seattle Center-a healthy and
growing downtown.

And we expect that growth to continue. Our projections are that
by the year 2000 there will be more office space and more hotel
rooms-and with that, more employees. We estimate that presently
there are about 120,000 people working downtown, and we expect
that by the year 2000 there will be an additional 60,000 people.

All that comes very directly to infrastructure needs. Both Mayor
Royer and David Cortelyou have alluded to transportation needs.
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We have a real transportation problem downtown. Right now only
about 40 percent of our commuters come to work using public tran-
sit. As our population grows and the number of commuters grows,
we simply cannot accommodate all of these people in single-occu-
pancy vehicles. We do not have the roads and we do not have the
bridges-in our case-and we do not have the parking structures
downtown.

Representative HAMILTON. Do you have busses? You do not have
a subway system.

Ms. DINGFIELD. We do not have a subway system.
Representative HAMILTON. Are you planning one?
Ms. DINGFIELD. We are talking about one option which would

take some of the busses through a tunnel downtown, with a poten-
tial of converting that to light rail in the future.

But, frankly, we have tried to come up with a low-capital solu-
tion and a bus system is the low-capital solution.

But what happens right now is that as you come into the down-
town you essentially have the entire region feeding through the
downtown. And what is happening is a couple of things. We are
getting increasing delays as the busses go through downtown; we
are getting more and more congestion on city streets, because the
busses are taking the space. And as the timing increases and the
congestion increases the costs of operation of our transit system are
increasing, too, simply because of the time delays.

There are proposals. The Metro transit system, which Dick Page
spoke about at lunch today, and the city and the county are look-
ing at transit solutions. The downtown solutions are costly. They
include something comparable to the Denver solution, of putting
two terminals at either side of town where all the busses feed into
the terminals, and then having a shuttle system downtown. Or
having a tunnel which would run through downtown.

They are costly solutions. The estimates range from $180 to $200
million. I frankly feel we do not have the local tax base-and I
think everyone here would agree-to accommodate that kind of a
solution, without Federal assistance.

And I think it comes to the heart of really preserving our down-
town. Because if, in fact, people cannot get to the downtown, I
think people will choose to go elsewhere. And that leads to all the
problems-infrastructure problems-over the long term with sub-
urban sprawl and urban sprawl.

In addition, although we do not have as old a water and sewer
system as some cities do, it was built in the 19th century and we
are continuing to have to repair it. And one area in particular,
where we are seeing new housing developments right adjacent to
downtown, they still have 8-inch water pipes. And as the density
increases there is no doubt that we are going to have to significant-
ly upgrade that water system.

I think several other people spoke to the chauvinism, I think,
that is true for Seattle and the State of Washington. We do try to
take care of ourselves, and we are proud of the Northwest and
proud of Seattle. The city, the State, and the private sector have
contributed to infrastructure needs. The bond issues that were al-
luded to, even before the words, "New Federalism," were ever
heard, in 1968 we passed the forward thrust bond issue, which Mr.
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Cortelyou alluded to, which financed parks, roads, bridges, and
even water treatment-water quality. We have had a $50 million
bond issue for low-income housing on the local level. We now have
another $90 million bond issue before us.

There is no need to say that we are not contributing. The State
has increased its gasoline taxes to pay for improvements in the
streets and roads and even the private sector-downtown, specifi-
cally-they have taxed themselves, forming local improvement dis-
tricts, to repair some of the streets, put in new paving, put in new
street lighting. And even with respect to transit along the water-
front there is a trolley that runs along the waterfront. And the
business community is supporting the maintenance of that trolley
through a local improvement district, a local assessment district.

I think, however, both the committees that Councilman Rice and
Mr. Cortelyou have been on leave us with no doubt that we do not
locally have the resources to address all our infrastructure needs.
Our local resources will not pay for new, improved transit systems;
it will not pay for totally revamping our water and sewer system in
the long run, and it will not pay for the treatment of our water. I
understand that the Federal standards will require about a $4.5
million investment just in water treatment over the next few
years.

I think the Federal Government does and should continue to
have a role in infrastructure. The Federal funds-at least we are
sensitive that they have been reduced. I heard your comments ear-
lier on that. And, in fact, the budget has gone up slightly. But I
think in terms of purchasing power-and at least in our experience
in the Northwest-they have held their own or have been reduced.

In addition, I think another form of Federal funding, an indirect
one, has gone down. And that is tax-exempt financing. As the Fed-
eral Government borrows more and as there are more tax-exempt
entities, what essentially has happened is that the interest rates
have gone up for tax-exempt bonds, and therefore our municipal-
ities have to pay more to borrow. And that makes financing our
infrastructure more expensive.

Finally-well, not finally, but a couple more points: I think,
while cities and States are willing to take on more responsibilities,
the tax systems of almost all the cities and States are far more re-
gressive than the tax system of the Federal Government. Obvious-
ly, this is true for a variety of reasons. But if it becomes a local
responsibility to foot the bill, it is those that are least able to pay
that will end up paying most of the bill. And that is the result of
the more regressive tax structures locally and on the State basis.

I would also add two more points: Simply that, as the cities and
States compete for business and industry, we all try to keep our
tax rates down. And our legislators and the Governor, and the
mayor are put in an awkward position, trying to attract industry
and business, and having to raise rates to maintain that infrastruc-
ture, while competing to get new industries to move in.

Finally, I guess, the final reason I think the Federal Government
has a role is that cities and States that have the greatest infra-
structure needs do not necessarily have the largest tax base. And I
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think that the Federal Government has a role in creating more
equity and spreading the-spreading the resources on a national
basis.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Dingfield follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA DINGFIELD

My name is Barbara Dingfield. I would like to thank

Congressman Hamilton for the opportunity to speak to you this

afternoon. I am a project manager with Wright Runstad &

Company, a development company which has developed and owns

over 4,000,000 square feet-of office space in the western

United States. I have been with the firm for four years.

Prior to that, I worked for the City of Seattle for six years.

During my last few years with City government, I was Director

of the Office of Policy Planning which, among other things, had

the responsibility for the City's capital improvement program.

I therefore feel I have had both a public and private

prospective on infra-structure needs in Seattle.

I would like to address two general topics: Infra-structure

needs in downtown Seattle and the federal government's role in

financing such improvements.

This morning you had the opportunity to tour Seattle and

perhaps have had the opportunity on your own to stroll around

our city. Seattle is extremely fortunate in having a very

healthy central business district. In contrast to many other

cities around the country, we have never had a mass exodus from
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the city nor have we seen the deterioration which has occurred

on a large scale in other cities across the country,

particularly in the northeast.

Seattle's downtown is attractive and has enjoyed considerable

growth. Within the downtown area between the Kingdome and

Seattle Center, there is over 23,000,000 square feet of office

space with more than 1,000,000 being added annually. Our

retail core is healthy with several large department stores

considering their downtown location their flagship store. In

recent years there has been new housing built downtown as well,

both luxury housing as well as lower income subsidized

housing. There are 6,000 hotel rooms in Seattle with three new

hotels having opened in the past 18 months. The current

estimate is that there are over 120,000 employees who work in

our downtown everyday.

We are healthy today and we expect to continue our growth. By

the year 2,000, we expect lp,000,000-15,000,000 square feet of

additional office space, 3,000 new hotel rooms, and over 60,000

new employees working in downtown.

In addition we have major cultural and entertainment facilities

in the downtown. Our Kingdome is at the southern edge of

downtown and the Seattle Center, where we are today, is at the

northern most edge. The waterfront has an aquarium as well as

other entertainment facilities. We have a nationally renowned
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farmer's market right in downtown and plans are underway for

both a new art museum and a major convention center, both in

the heart -of downtown.

The Seattle metropolitan area has been extremely fortunate:

through concerted planning efforts we have concentrated our

urban growth to a number of regional centers, the largest of

which is Seattle. Bellevue, which is across Lake Washington,

is also growing as an urban center as is Tacoma and Everett.

We have avoided the inefficiencies and costly demands of urban

sprawl. However, we have become increasingly aware of a need

to maintain and support this growth with the basic systems and

services which are essential. Our central business district

can only be maintained and grow if it is adequately served by

transportation and by all the basic utilities systems.

First of all, with regard to transit, about 40% or 45% of the

120,000 employees currently working in the central business

district commute to work using transit. We know that mass

transit provides the most efficient and cost effective way of

getting workers downtown. Without even considering the

environmental effects of everyone driving in their own car, it

is obvious to us that we could not accommodate a large increase

in single occupancy vehicles commuting to downtown on our

present road system nor could we accommodate them in our

downtown garages.
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Presently, our Metro bus system is at capacity downtown but as

the demand for transit has grown we see increases in the time

transit takes to get to and through downtown, we see the costs

of operation for Metro increasing, and we see our streets which

are needed for private vehicles and service vehicles being

increasingly used up by the demands of our bus system. It has

been obvious to us for several years that we need to improve

our transit system, particularly in the congested downtown area.

Several alternatives are presently being considered including

bus terminals with a mall as well as a tunnel through

downtown. What all of them have in common is an increase in

the efficiency and a reduction in the cost of operations of our

transit system. They would enable the transit system to carry

far greater numbers of people to our downtown. If we do not

improve our transit system in downtown, it is questionable

whether we will indeed be able to accommodate more office,

retail and hotel development in our CBD. However, the sobering

fact is that the cost of a transit solution in downtown ranges

from *180 million to *250 million.

In addition to transit needs, we also require modernization of

all our signaling systems on our downtown city streets as well

as a solution to a major area of traffic congestion called the

Mercer corridor which is the area between Seattle Center, which

is where we are today, and our major north-south freeway, I-5.

These two improvements will cost over *10,000,000.
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While transit is probably the most costly infra-structure

requirement in our downtown, we also have an old sewer and

water system. The current sewer system was constructed in the

late 19th century. Much of it is old and has never been

repaired. While we do not have estimates of the costs of

maintaining and repairing our sewer system, it is clearly going

to be an expenditure in the future. In addition, the City is

estimating that it will cost $4,500,000 to meet federal water

quality standards within the next few years.

With regard to our water system, while it is adequate in the

CBD, an area where we are intending to have greater density of

housing right adjacent to our office core, we still have a

water system with very small 8" pipes. We are concerned that

if indeed we build more housing downtown, we will not have the

capacity in our water system to handle the increased density.

As you know, the western edge of downtown is Elliott Bay. The

seawall that was built to contain the landside streets and

buildings is rapidly deteriorating; it too needs repairs which

will cost over $7,000,000. Finally, to keep the downtown

vibrant and alive and attractive, one must continue to build

and maintain open space including parks and other recreational

areas. While I am not implying that this is necessarily a

federal responsibility, it is clear to me that it adds to our

infra-structure costs in maintaining our downtown.
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The City of Seattle, the State of Washington, and the private

sector are contributing to meeting the infra-structure needs of

our region. I think it is fair to say that local and state

government as well as our citizenry are chauvinistic about our

city and are willing to spend money to maintain and improve

it. We have made major commitments in the past and are

prepared to do so again.

In 1968, before the words "new federalism" were even heard from

Washington, this county passed a major bond issue called the

"Forward Thrust Bond Issue" which funded not only improvements

to parks, streets and roads but a major expenditure for water

quality treatment as well. Additional local bond issues have

been passed over the years for things such as the improvement

of Seattle Center, for the construction of new police and fire

stations and the like.

Last year a t50,OOO,OOO bond issue was passed to provide

low-income elderly housing in the city.

In a few weeks we will have another bond issue on the ballot

which Mr. Cortelyou described to you. The state as well has

been contributing to the infra-structure needs of its cities

and towns. One example is an increase in state gasoline taxes

are revenues which are being used for the maintenance and

repair of the state's transportation system.
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The private sector has not only been supportive of all these

bond issues but has also done things on its own to improve the

infra-structure. Specifically, in the downtown area, property

owners and businesses have formed local improvement districts

to improve streets, put in new paving, new streetlights, and

new sidewalks. This has been done on a number of the major

downtown shopping streets as well as along the waterfront where

businesses are supporting a new trolley system which began

operation last summer. The business sector is also paying for

the capital requirements of all the utilities systems in the

form of increased rates. User fees have also been increased

annually by the City to cover the maintenance and repair of our

infra-structure.

But it is increasingly clear to us that these resources are not

adequate. They will not pay for a new and improved transit

system in our downtown. They will not pay for major

improvements to our roadway system. They will not pay for the

treatment of our water. They will not pay for extensive

repairs to our water and sewer system.

The federal government, in my opinion, does and should continue

to have a role in funding the needs of cities and towns. Over

the past 15 or 20 years, the federal government has taken on

the role of funding what we now call infra-structure needs in

local communities.
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In the past few years grant funds have been substantially

reduced. In addition, the indirect subsidy of tax exempt

financing for local government bonds has been impacted by the

federal government. With more and more entities gaining tax

exempt status and issuing bonds and with the federal government

borrowing as heavily as it presently does, the rates of tax

exempt bonds have increased substantially making it

increasingly expensive for states and cities and towns to

finance their own improvements. So not only have grant funds

decreased but our indirect subsidy of tax exempt financing no

longer gives communities financial advantages.

Furthermore, while cities and states are willing to take on

some of the responsibilities locally, the tax systems which

virtually all cities and states have is far more regressive

than the tax system of the federal government. This is true

for many reasons, both historical and political, but suffice it

to say that if it becomes a local responsibility to foot the

infra-structure bill, it is those who are least able to afford

it that will end up paying most of the bill.

Cities and states also find themselves in an awkward position

of trying to compete for new business industries and in so

doing trying to offer them an attractive tax rate. As long as

this competition exists, it is difficult to convince the

legislators or the citizenry that tax increases are beneficial.

My conclusion is that local government, state government, and

the private sector should certainly contribute to maintaining

and improving a region's infra-structure but federal assistance

will continue to be necessary in the form of targeted grants,

block grant funding, and tax incentives.

Thank you.
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Representative HAMILTON. Thank you, Ms. Dingfield.
Ms. Doherty.

STATEMENT OF CAROL DOHERTY, GENERAL COUNSEL, PORT OF
SEATTLE, WASH.

Ms. DOHERTY. Thank you, Congressman Hamilton. I appreciate
the opportunity to be on this panel and to discuss with you some of
the particular issues which are confronting the Port of Seattle with
regard to its infrastructure needs.

First, I would like to provide a little background on the Port of
Seattle. The port is a political subdivision of the State of Washing-
ton. It is a municipal corporation directed by five elected commis-
sioners. The geographic boundaries of the port are coextensive with
King County.

The port owns the major marine terminals in the Seattle harbor,
as well as Fishermen's Terminal and Shilshole Bay Marina. The
port also owns and operates Sea-Tac International Airport. The
port's land, facilities, and equipment, if valued at cost, exceed $600
million. In 1982, the port's revenues from operations exceeded $94
million, which rendered an excess over expenses of approximately
$8.5 million. In 1982, the port also received over $16 million from
the ad valorem property tax levy.

On the maritime side, the port's activities are dominated by
trade in contrainerizable cargoes with the transpacific area. In
1981, almost 90 percent of Seattle harbor's foreign trade, by value,
was with Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Singapore.
Between 1974 and 1982 Seattle's annual growth rate in these car-
goes, both imports and exports, exceeded 10 percent. While this
growth is expected to level off over the next several years, our
transpacific trade is still anticipated to grow at a steady rate. How-
ever, the competition for this trade, from other west coast ports,
both United States and Canadian, is severe-necessitating continu-
ous upgrading and expansion of our facilities.

Included in the port's planned capital expenditures for the next 5
years are the first, upgrading and redevelopment of terminal 91 as
a general cargo facility, primarily handling autos, chill and neo-
bulk cargoes; second, the expansion and modernization of terminal
5-the present Sea-Land Terminal-so as to create a more efficient
container facility; and third, the creation of a new container facili-
ty between piers 27 and 32. These improvements include construct-
ing a new roadway, relocating utilities, building or remodeling
aprons and other fundamental infrastructure activities.

To accomplish these and other important capital projects, the
port will need considerably more dollars than it can generate
through its currently anticipated cash flow. If additional funds
cannot be reasonably obtained through borrowing or other sources,
then priorities will have to be reexamined. Difficult choices be-
tween maintaining existing facilities and expanding to meet new
trade demands will have to be made.

It must be borne in mind that development of the port's facilities
is not merely an issue of local concern to Seattle area residents.
The majority of cargoes transiting Seattle's docks either originate
in, or are bound for, the U.S. hinterlands. Thus, the proper mainte-
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nance and development of the port's facilities are of vital concern
to producers, shippers, and others engaged in international trade
throughout the country. In this regard, it also should be recognized
that almost 20 percent of Seattle's Asian containerized import
cargo is destined for Canada. With growing efforts by the Canadi-
ans to modernize their own ports, this traffic is particularly vulner-
able to diversion if our port facilities and services deteriorate.

A key way in which the Federal Government has traditionally
assisted in maintaining and developing ports as part of the Na-
tion's infrastructure is through the funding of navigation and
harbor improvement projects. This funding system, I believe, was
referenced by Mayor Royer in his remarks. However, the adminis-
tration continues to question whether this is an appropriate role
for the Federal Government and has, indeed, advocated a user fee
system to replace a large portion of the Federal dollars currently
being expended.

While congressional debate ranges over what, if any, user fee
system should be enacted, money continues to be appropriated for
the operation and maintenance of existing navigation projects. Un-
fortunately, appropriations for new projects have come to a virtual
halt over the past several years-and there seems little prospect of
reversing that trend until the user fee issue is resolved. Increased
cost sharing may be appropriate, particularly on new projects, to
insure their economic viability. However, more important than the
specifics of a cost-sharing formula, is the need to get a funding
system in place so that vital new projects can proceed to construc-
tion. The ramifications of the existing lull in new project activity
will have adverse impacts for many years to come.

I think this is really the point that Mayor Royer was making:
We need to identify whether there is a national interest in main-
taining the waterways of this country and harbor improvements,
and then trying to establish a formula based on what that national
interest is.

In the Port of Seattle, a critical navigation project involves the
widening and deepening of the Duwamish Waterway. Completion
of this project, along with the new west Seattle high-level bridge
and a low-level bridge, could open up areas on the river to new and
expanded shipping activities. The Corps of Engineers has recently
completed the feasibility report and final EIS on the project. Total
project costs are estimated at over $50 million. Unless a funding
system is enacted, a Federal appropriation for this important
project is unlikely. The large scope and cost of the project make
total local funding entirely infeasible. Therefore, certainly, we see
the reasonable compromise on the user fee question is in every-
body's interest, so that we can get on with constructing projects
such as that one.

With the advent of containerization and the growth of transpor-
tation intermodalism, a premium has been placed on the rapid, ef-
ficient movement of cargo. Ports, as much as the railroads and
highways, are a vital link in this transportation chain. A weak link
at any point in the chair-whether due to inadequate facilities or
poor service-undercuts the technological advances which charac-
terize today's transportation system.
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Turning to the airport, infrastructure funding traditionally has
been more predictable. Between revenue bonds paid off through
long-term leases with the airlines and Federal grants via the
ADAP (now AIP) program, funds to meet basic infrastructure
needs have been available. However, with deregulation of the avi-
ation industry and the ensuing radical restructuring of that indus-
try, changes in the means of financing airport improvements may
be inevitable.

Between 1978 and the present, the number of airline carriers
serving Sea-Tac more than doubled. The airlines continue to
demand more terminal space, although some of the exclusively
leased areas-that is, ticket counters and gates-are under-utilized.
To preserve maximum control over the development of the airport
and to insure its efficient utilization, the airport operator may look
to shorter term agreements with the airlines as well as other fees
and charges to generate the capital which will be necessary to com-
plete the improvements. Major airport projects, either underway or
planned at Sea-Tac, include the construction of additional access
roads, construction of improved runway safety areas, and replace-
ment of apron paving. In 1984 alone, expenditures totalling more
than $28 million are projected.

An essential aspect of maintaining the airport's viability is insur-
ing compatible land uses in the areas impacted by aircraft noise.
To this end, the port has engaged in an extensive land acquisition
program. To date, with FAA participation approximating $25 mil-
lion, the port has acquired about 650 land parcels. Over the next
several years, the port anticipates acquiring an additional 150 to
300 parcels. Without adequate Federal participation through the
AIP program or the enactment of legislation allowing airports to
impose a substitute passenger facility charge, it is unlikely that the
port will be able to complete, in a timely way, this noise abatement
project.

An important Federal Government activity which impacts port
infrastructure-both on the air and marine side-are the border in-
spection services, those provided by Customs and Immigration.
Budget cutbacks over the past several years have reduced manpow-
er in these functions, causing unacceptable delays in the processing
of passengers and cargoes at the port's facilities. New programs are
being developed to expedite facilitation. However, unacceptable
delays still occur which undermine the investment in efficient,
modern port facilities. Where adequate infrastructure facilities are
in place, it is the Federal Government's obligation to insure that
its activities do not interfere with the successful operation of those
facilities.

The day-to-day business of the port is building, maintaining, and
operating facilities for the movement of passengers and cargo
through Seattle. Maintaining and developing this infrastructure
and accumulating the funds to perform these activities are issues
that we constantly grapple with.

On behalf of the Port of Seattle, I want to thank you for the op-
portunity to present comments on this very important subject.

Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much.
And the final witness on this panel will be Councilman Norman

Rice.
Mr. Rice.

29-792 0-84-24
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STATEMENT OF HON. NORMAN RICE, COUNCILMAN, CITY OF
SEATTLE, WASH.

Mr. RICE. Thank you Mr. Vice Chairman. It is a pleasure to come
before your committee to talk about infrastructure.

I recall the remarks of Eubie Blake on his 100th birthday, who
said, "If I knew I'd live so long I would have taken better care of
myself." [Laughter.]

When you look at Seattle, I would say that Seattle has lived long
enough to be called a middle-aged city. We are not so old that we
cannot take care of ourselves, and the infrastructure problems that
confront us.

Clearly, you have heard it outlined from several speakers about
what Seattle has done and about how proud we are of the legacy of
Forward Thrust and other innovations. There is a down-side,
always, to each one of those great innovations, such as the legacy
of dollars for maintenance of all of those facilities, buildings, and
grounds.

We also have the down-side from a tax revolt, where we put a
106 percent levy lid on our property tax, which constrains the
growth-the revenue growth-in the city. I believe that the city
council of this city looked at this problem and began to recognize
that we needed to get a handle on it-and get a handle on it early.

Through our personnel and property management committee in
the city, we conducted and undertook a major survey-a renova-
tion and maintenance survey-to expose what we call the invisible
problem of deferred maintenance. From that $200,000 study we
began to identify, within our municipal facilities, those buildings
that we felt needed to have some repair and to make those esti-
mates and consider what our innovation needs would be.

The finance committee, which I chair, then undertook two other
projects that I think were equally as important, as developing the
bond issue. We developed strong fiscal policies to insure the fiscal
integrity of the city. We analyzed our debt capacity and we devel-
oped investment policies and debt policies, as far as how we han-
dled debt, to make sure that we could look at this whole issue and
make sure that we could pay for it, and argue-on the fiscal side-
why it was appropriate and how we could maintain it.

That led to the creation of the Capital Preservation Committee,
of which Mr. Cortelyou chaired the facilities committee. We divided
up that committee into three basic components: One component
was the facilities committee; the transportation committee and the
finance committee. Each one of those took all that expertise that
you have heard delineated in their backgrounds to make sure that
we were really looking at the problem inside, and not just on the
outside. We found that we did have a need, and that committee
began to narrow down that $200 million packet that we had to a
$100 million focus.

We looked at the financial policies and the financial mechanisms
that we had available, and we found that a bond issue was still the
best way to go. We analyzed levies, we looked at present dollar
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value, we looked at all the alternatives and felt that we should look
at a general obligation bond issue to move us out.

We had a dual strategy, and that strategy was that the bond
issue would serve as the catch-up; that the underpinning of the
whole infrastructure effort for the city of Seattle would depend on
a long-range plan for financing and carrying out preservation and
maintenance on an ongoing basis.

We have undertaken the efforts to begin to move to build up
what we call our cumulative reserve fund, to allow that kind of
maintenance. The State Legislature gave us the authority for a
real estate transfer tax, which we have dedicated for maintenance
and repair. When I took over the finance chair, we had $40,000 in
that cumulative reserve fund. We project that by the end of 1984
we will have $10.4 million.

We are looking at taking general fund revenues and making sure
that we are applying it to ongoing maintenance. But we have to
look at the backlog and then look at ongoing maintenance. You
cannot do both, and there is not enough revenue to do both. But we
can begin to make the input and move into that whole area.

So that long-range plan called for the dedication of revenues and
finding a permanent funding source. It calls for the executive to
present to the council annual maintenance plans that deal with the
level and what is the projected planning stage that is going to go
with these capital rehabilitation and preservation programs.

We hope to have those plans ready by 1985, and we hope to have
a citizens' committee review those plans, for their expertise and
their advice, and from the people who work with complex capital
projects and construction, to review that and make sure that we
have that analysis.

That is where I think we go back to that partnership between
business and government: if we can rely on their expertise to help
us assess our capital plan, we will be able to go to the voters with
whatever funding mechanism we have, with the background-and
the solid background-from those people's expertise putting us for-
ward in that area.

The Federal Government does have a role. I think that one of
the things we need to look at also, though, is to continue the tax
benefits from municipal bonds. Since the majority of capital
dollars are local and are largely in municipal bonds, this financial
subsidy is crucial.

I believe that we need to review federally adopted imposed stand-
ards and their impact on capital costs. Secondary treatment is an
example, but so is the Association of State Highway and Transpor-
tation Officials' standards-for example, for one signal per lane. It
is an expensive standard. Most of those standards are imposed with
Federal grant programs. One problem is that they become ad hoc
standards for use of local funds, as well as bond funds, and State
tax moneys. Therefore, their impact far exceeds the funds availa-
ble. We need to talk about what those standards do and how they
move through the whole governmental structure to the local level,
and what are the long-term costs of those efforts, even though the
standards are good-as they appear.

I think the need for Federal support of urban America has to be
maintained. Fiscal and tax policies historically have favored subur-
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ban development over inner city and urban development, and Fed-
eral infrastructure subsidies help lead the way to suburbanization.
Building new highways, sewer systems and housing subsidies do
cause a problem for the city, if we are not getting those revenues to
maintain the facilities that we have.

All in all, I really believe that the one thing that we came out of
the Capital Preservation Committee with, and what we tried to
project as an attitude, was that we were investing in our own
home. What we have told the voters of Seattle is that:

If you took your own home and you looked at whether you had a rotting founda-
tion or if you were looking at wiring or complex plumbing, you could not pay for all
those repairs out of current expenses. You would have to, from time to time, look at
some kind of outside subsidy or additional loan to pay for those repairs.

The bond issue that we have before our voters is one such exam-
ple. We believe that it is an investment in our home; it is taking
care of Seattle, and it is our home, and it is in the best interests of
the citizens of Seattle.

So I would like to thank you for coming out, and for your taking
the testimony today. I hope that we can play some role in the de-
velopment of a Federal infrastructure policy.

Representative HAMILTON. I thank each one of you for your ex-
cellent statements. Let me begin with a few questions to the pri-
vate sector people here.

Can you identify problems for private businesses in Seattle that
have occurred because of a deteriorated infrastructure, or do you
know of businesses that have decided to relocate or not to come
into Seattle because of infrastructure problems? Are infrastructure
problems that serious locally?

Mr. CORTELYOU. I think one obvious problem comes to mind, and
that is transportation. We touched on that earlier. There are just
limiting accesses to the city, to the downtown.

Representative HAMILTON. Is that beginning to choke the growth
in downtown Seattle?

Mr. CORTELYOU. Critically. And it is a very important element of
the long-range planning that is ongoing today, in what is going to
happen downtown, as how you deal with the limited highway and
transportation access that we have to our city. And that, if it is not
addressed properly, is going to create-and has already-this urban
sprawl that is in the ultimate going to compound the infrastruc-
ture costs. There is absolutely no question about it.

Representative HAMILTON. But you say you have had a lot of de-
velopment of new office and hotel space, so the choking off of
growth is not too critical at this point, apparently.

Mr. CORTELYOU. It is a relative thing. It is going on in both
places: both in the core as well as in the suburbs. What we see hap-
pening, however, is a slowing down of the growth potential as we
are unable to develop good alternatives for access to the core. That
future development is taking place outside.

So I think it is an evolution kind of process, and one that fortu-
nately we would like to think we have looked at and tried to ad-
dress in anticipation of a future problem. But it very clearly is a
trend that we can see developing, if we do not deal with it. That is
one obvious answerer.
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Ms. DINGFIELD. A smaller one-but in our industrial area, which
is south of downtown, there are a lot of streets which are still un-
paved, actually-no sidewalks and very gravelly. Some industries
simply will not locate there because of the poor roads and streets.
That is in the south part of Seattle.

You know, it is hard to point to an industry that has made that
decision because it is never quite that clear. But I would say it is
not the most attractive industrial area, and part of it is the streets
and roads in that sector of the city.

Representative HAMILTON. We saw some fairly dramatic exam-
ples of deteriorated infrastructure this morning. Do you think the
citizenry is aware of that? I am not just talking now about the com-
mission to study the problem and the people on the city council,
but do you find the community aware of infrastructure problems?
Is it something people talk about over their coffee in the morning?

Ms. DINGEFIELD. They do talk about the potholes-and we are
getting more and more of them-but nothing compared to New
York.

Mr. RICE. They do not see the sea wall in the same way that we
did. I think that is our job and is the city's role in trying to explain
it.

Buildings do not scream and libraries do not cry out. They do not
have natural constituencies for repairs to their roofs and like. But I
think that the underpinning of the whole effort is that the experts
that we have had-no one has challenged the need to fix these
things up, that I have seen so far, once you explain it. But it is not
something that-if you do not see it crumble or you do not have
the water main break where the fire engines cannot hook up, no
one really sees it until it becomes a catastrophe.

So I think we are at the cutting edge at the front end of dealing
with the problem.

Representative HAMILTON. I do not want to put anybody on the
spot here, but do you predict approval of these bond referendums?

Mr. RICE. I thank we will be approving them. Our polls and our
sampling show some positive support for it.

Representative HAMILTON. You have, as I understand it, a re-
markable string of successes. At lunch today Mr. Page mentioned, I
think, 12 of 13 bond issues approved. I wish we could match that in
Indiana. We cannot. But that seems to me to be quite a track
record.

How do you explain that? What is the secret to your success
there?

Mr. RICE. Well, I think it was predicated on the idea of the part-
nership when we created the citizens' committee. We have a very
active community. Our municipal league, our league of women
voters, our chamber of commerce really do tackle these issues and
have been talking about infrastructure long before we heard about
it on the national scene. 'So they are keeping an ongoing relation-
ship with government and making sure that they understand what
are the new trends. And I think that that has helped in taking the
citizens' effort or selling the citizens' program to the broader citi-
zenship of Seattle.

Representative HAMILTON. When you talk about a permanent
funding source, what are the options?
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Mr. RICE. Essentially what we would be talking about is a per-
centage of our general fund for ongoing maintenance, or looking
at-primarily that would be the option and how we would pay for
it. We think that we can start to increase it, but we need those cap-
ital plans to begin to detail a precise amount or percentage of gen-
eral funds due.

Representative HAMILTON. You are in the process of making rec-
ommendations, are you not? Did I understand your report to say
that by 1985 you will be submitting to the council and the mayor
permanent sources of funding for repair and maintenance of infra-
structure?

Mr. RICE. Yes; we will be increasing what our appropriation will
be in this year, in the 1984 budget. But we will not have the pre-
cise number at that point.

Representative HAMILTON. You all spoke in terms of Federal par-
ticipation and I got the point. I understand that. This is not the
first time I have heard that. But I was impressed by the unanimity
of your view on it.

When you think of Federal participation, what does it mean to
you? Are you thinking that the Federal Government is going to
pay 50 percent, 25 percent, 75 percent? What is on your mind here
when you talk about "partnership" and "Federal participation"?
What kinds of Federal programs are you talking about that look
good to you?

Ms. DINGFIELD. When I spoke about it-I think it varies, by what
you are financing. Obviously, UMTA, the urban mass transit au-
thority, has funded about 80 percent of transit projects in the past.

Representative HAMILTON. Should we continue to finance operat-
ing costs?

Ms. DINGFIELD. Personally, I believe that in large cities the Fed-
eral Government should continue to finance operating costs, be-
cause I do not think that the local transit authorities can continue
to pay the operating costs and still provide what I consider a basic
need in most of the large cities. I know that there is a move to try
to cut that back. But, personally, I believe that in large cities there
may be an alternative

Representative HAMILTON. How do the other 60 percent of the
people get into downtown Seattle to work? You said that 40 per-
cent come in on busses, I presume.

Ms. DINGFIELD. That is right. A very small percentage come in
on ferries and then probably over 50 percent come in private vehi-
cles at this point.

Representative HAMILTON. Do you discourage parking in some
way, or is that a critical problem in downtown Seattle?

Ms. DINGFIELD. Yes.
Representative HAMILTON. How do you do that?
Ms. DINGFIELD. There is a maximum number of spaces you can

build with any new development. You cannot exceed a maximum.
Representative HAMILTON. And parking spaces, I suppose, are

pretty expensive downtown?
Ms. DINGFIELD. They are about $90 a month.
Representative HAMILTON. I would say that would discourage it a

little bit. [Laughter.]
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Ms. DINGFIELD. But if you look at the streets coming into down-
town and the roads, all the major roads-in terms of traffic analy-
sis-are at capacity D, E and F, with A being the best. Even if we
had the parking structures, we do not have the roads to continue to
carry massive numbers of people into this city via our streets and
bridges.

Mr. RICE. I think there is only one thing I would add: It is not so
much a brand new program, but I think an assessment of the pro-
grams that you have-I tried to allude to the idea of regulation,
which also has an effect. Some inventory of just what those regula-
tions and those additional requirements have on local jurisdictions
has to be undertaken to look at that additional cost.

Representative HAMILTON. Do you have any estimates on that, by
the way? I agree with your observation about that. I know that
Federal standards often drive up the cost of bridges and the like.

Mr. RICE. I do not have the data at my fingertips, but we can
supply your committee with some of the additional ones on just
signal light replacements and the like, for your looking at that.

Some of the FAUS funds have stayed the same. One of the things
is: It is not necessarily a new program, but how much you put into
the present ones, given what inflation has done with roads and
given what deterioration may cost you additionally.

Representative HAMILTON. I do not want to put any extra bur-
dens on you, but this question of Federal standards driving up costs
is one that interests me and other Members of Congress. I get that
complaint very often in my home communities.

It would be very helpful if you could identify Federal standards
that cause you particular problems by driving up the cost of proj-
ects. I would appreciate it very much if you would contact me by
letter with this information.

Mr. RICE. We would be glad to do that.
Representative HAMILTON. I didn't mean to exclude you from this

discussion, Ms. Doherty, but you are in a little different category
than the others.

How do you finance port developments, anyway?
Ms. DOHERTY. Well, there is a variety of means. As I mentioned,

the port has its operating revenues and in 1982 we had a surplus of
revenue which was approximately $8.5 million, which would be
available for new investment.

Representative HAMILTON. Operating revenues come to you
through user charges, basically?

Ms. DOHERTY. Tariff, leases-our basic operations. In addition, we
do receive a portion of the real estate property tax levy, which
amounts to-last year it was about $16 million.

Representative HAMILTON. That is through State law?
Ms. DOHERTY. Right. In addition, we have borrowing capability

and in recent years most of our borrowing has been done through
revenue bonds. But, as I was mentioning, what we are looking at in
terms of available cash flow is-from operations and the tax levy-
about $25 million a year.

Our needs, our capital needs, as we forecast it, are about double
that-which is going to necessitate some extensive borrowing to
meet that. And given-as Barbara Dingfield was talking about the
rising interest rates for municipal bonds-it makes it very difficult,
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especially if you look at the relatively low rate of return that ports
earn on their investment as a business, per se.

Representative HAMILTON. Why should the good people of the
State of Indiana pay to improve Seattle's harbor?

Ms. DOHERTY. Well, one point is that much of the cargoes that
are coming across these docks are going to the Midwest. We are a
major point of entry for Midwest cargoes. And I think that is true
up and down the west coast.

Representative HAMILTON. You ship a lot of grain out of here,
too, do you not?

Ms. DOHERTY. Yes.
Representative HAMILTON. Does that come from the Midwest or

the Northwest?
Ms. DOHERTY. Some does; some of it is more locally based. But I

think that is a primary reason that we are really serving the entire
Nation. And the whole trade structure is based on that.

Representative HAMILTON. What are your particular infrastruc-
ture problems in the port now? I mean, specifically, what kinds of
things need to be repaired?

Ms. DOHERTY. Well, one of the major facilities that we have-
that we still have-is terminal 91, which we did acquire from the
Navy. And we have been looking over the last 7 years as to how to
develop that terminal. It is very old; it was built somewhere be-
tween 1915 and 1920. The aprons need major work. Now, regardless
of the use the property is put to, there is serious work that needs
to be done just to maintain the existing structures.

We are seeing that at other terminals as well. Now that we have
been in the container business for at least 20 years, looking at ter-
minal 5, which is one of our premium facilities, in order to meet
the demands of the 1980's we have to modernize that facility and
make it more efficient. One of the things that we are having to do
is relocate a road that runs right through the terminal. The city
has agreed to vacate that road if we build a substitute roadway.
That whole project is necessitated by changes in the container in-
dustry and new demands that are being put on us.

So it is both maintaining the existing structure as well as build-
ing facilities which are really state-of-the-art.

Representative HAMILTON. Those are most of the questions I
wanted to ask.

Do any of you want to make any concluding comments? I want to
give you and opportunity to do that, if you would like to, for the
benefit of my colleagues in the Congress and myself.

Your direct experience with these matters is important to us. It
always impresses me how much more of a sense of urgency Mem-
bers of Congress have once they have seen the projects and have
talked to people who deal with them on a day-to-day basis. So it is
terribly important for us to have your direct input.

Thank you very much for your participation this afternoon.
The next panel relates to the State of Washinton. Joseph E.

King, State legislator, Vancouver, Wash.; Jerry Overton, State
transportation commission, Spokane, Wash.; Karen Rahm, director,
community affairs agency, Olympia, Wash., and Tom Trulove,
mayor, city of Cheney, Wash.
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We are pleased to have you before us this afternoon. And I will
ask you to begin with your statements, if you will.

We will begin with you, Mr. King. I am very pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH E. KING, WASHINGTON STATE
LEGISLATOR, VANCOUVER

Mr. KING. It is very nice to be here and I appreciate both your
taking the time to come out here and your patience this afternoon.
I am surprised that you have not called for at least a slight break
there for yourself.

It has been suggested by a lot of us speaking here, yourself, other
members of this audience that are in public life, that we are there
because we feel a need to grapple with tough problems. If that is
the case, then we all should certainly love this problem, because it
certainly does not have any simple faces.

As chairman of the house commerce and economic development
committee, and also as a member of our State ways and means
committee, I think I would like to talk a little bit about the policies
of infrastructure financing.

We have all heard the litany of the tight fiscal resources we are
under, constraints, the burden and turbulence of financial markets,
the no more tax attitude on the part of the public.

I have served in the legislature for 3 years, under both Republi-
can and Democratic control. I was elected in 1980, started serving
in 1981, and I think I voted for 6 or 7 or 8 major tax increases
under both political parties. Our State's fiscal constraints know no
partisan boundaries.

So I guess the thrust of my testimony is not going to be to sug-
gest to you any kind of pat solution to this problem, but simply to
try to frame the debate, to look at two or three key questions that
we are going to have to address.

How do we define the problem? Where do we put the money we
spend? How do we share the cost of it? There is no way that any of
these questions is going to be answered in any but a political set-
ting. It is not going to be done by planners or engineers or consult-
ants. We will call on the help of all those people, but ultimately it
is going to be politicians, business leaders, that are willing to exer-
cise political courage and try to educate the public to deal with the
problems.

The way we define the problem is often, I suppose, the key to the
solution. I want to share a few comments on problem definitions
because their implications concern me. We have all heard all day
about the severity of the problems, what Newsweek magazine calls
an urban apocalypse.

The estimates in this State-and Karen Rahm will talk more
about that, because she is specifically doing a study on it-might
run as much as $7 or $8 billion. How do I, as a State policymaker,
try to pick up that funding?

But first I have to decide what problems we are trying to fix. I
guess our initial concern with this was that we have heard so
many different descriptions that when we tried legislation for
Karen Rahm to conduct the infrastructure study that we would
better focus our concern there. Incidentally, the politics of even
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getting money to study the problem-we had about $65 or $70 mil-
lion, I guess, of economic development bills. Karen Rahm's study-
I think we appropriated, ultimately, what-$75,000?

Ms. RAHM. $100,000.
Mr. KING. $100,000, ultimately. I think we had more trouble with

that $100,000 study than we did with the rest of the program. And
there was a real skepticism there. I am not sure whether it was a
stick-your-head-in-the-sand kind of attitude, that we did not want
to try to deal with it. I think there was also an attitude on the part
of the elected officials down there, that we do not want a State gov-
ernment official trying to prioritize our needs. But, at any rate, it
was very difficult to get this relatively minor appropriation.

And I want to compliment Karen Rahm on the good job she has
done and I think it is an absolutely essential step. I am pleased to
hear your remarks, that the Federal Government is undergoing
this same kind of exercise.

At the same time I want to admit and realize that when we
drafted our instructions, the legislation for planning and communi-
ty affairs, that we have really only addressed a part of the prob-
lem. There is a bigger picture we do not want to lose sight of.

We have asked Karen Rahm to survey directly productive ele-
ments of our infrastructure: the roads, the bridges, the sewers, and
stuff. We deliberately did not include delivery of other services that
the attending growth is going to demand-what has been some-
times called the social overhead capital: law and order, human
services, these kinds of things that will also attend this growth.

I throw in this concept of social overhead capital not to confuse
the issue but simply to make us aware that as we repair the roads
and bridges, as we get people back to work, there are problems-
social overhead-type problems-that are going to have to be dealt
with.

But back to the bricks and mortar, to the stuff that we have to
put in place here. How do the infrastructure needs relate to the
economic development-that is, where do we put these bricks and
mortar?

I will talk a little bit about the way we tackled the problem in
the State legislature. With the guesstimates ranging to an $8 bil-
lion problem, scarce budgets, as we have outlined, we came up with
the idea that maybe we could afford $20 million outside the trans-
portation budget to deal with this problem. The vehicle we used
was something called CERB, the community economic revitaliza-
tion board. But we knew that we could not fix the entire problem.
We knew that we wanted to spend the money we had and try to
leverage it as much as we could. The program works like this: a
local government will interest a business in locating, say, in my
town of Vancouver. They are working to put the deal together,
they have arranged different kinds of financing, the private-sector
business has done their part, but there is going to be one key to the
puzzle missing sometimes. It might be that the local government
cannot finance 1,000 feet of waterline. We put this $20 million into
a revolving fund in order to address exactly those kinds of prob-
lems. We do not want to build a road that is not going to be used.
So the program is working; we have identified businesses that
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would not or could not locate in a particular area because of a par-
ticular infrastructure problem.

I am thinking of an example in Thurston County. A high-tech in-
dustry that I think needed just 1,000 feet of waterline-all the
other pieces of the puzzle were there. They came before the CERB
and were granted a below-market long-term loan.

The attempt, obviously, is to leverage very scarce resources. We
did not tie the hands of the CERB; it is made up of private and
public people. We asked them-the local government-to demon-
strate convincing evidence that, yes, there will be a private-sector
development which will follow.

And I think it is working. Sometimes the application will say:
"We'll grant simply on a conditional basis. Yes, if you go out and
get that private investor to sign on the dotted line that, yes, he is
going to put that plant in Vancouver, and we will go ahead and
make the grant-be the facilitator, the final piece of the puzzle
there."

And I like that, of course. The infrastructure problem-let us
make sure that we are going to spend those very scarce dollars as
effectively as we can.

Another thing, from a political point of view, it makes it easy to
campaign on, because I can go back and say: "Here is exactly how
many jobs we were successful in creating. These were jobs that
would not have been there if the State had not been involved."

I think another advantage of this is: there is a lot of talk about a
public/private partnership, and I think that makes a lot of people
from industry nervous. They say: "What do you mean, this 'public/
private partnership?' We are not sure we want to be partners with
the Government." So rather than taking a social engineer's or a
planner's approach to this, we have said: "Let the market deter-
mine where these applications are going to come from." It is a
market approach; we think we have created a partnership there,
but it is not one that we forced on the private sector. The private
sector has gone to the local government, the local government has
come to the State, and we have effectively worked together, I
think.

I wish I had a pat answer to how these costs should be shared. I
was thinking when you were asking the question earlier: what
should the Federal role be? How much should you pick up? I can
not give you a direct answer. I suppose partly it would be: "How
much have you got and how much are you willing to share here?"
[Laugher.]

I appreciated Barbara Dingfield's comments about what happens,
though, when that debt shifts to State and local government. The
State of Washington, I am sorry to say, does have a very regressive
tax structure. When that burden does shift you have a dispropor-
tionate share of the poor that will be paying for those basic building
blocks that benefit all of us.

I think part of the problem, in general, with the Federal shifts of
some of the responsibility to State governments is that it has not
been done in a planned and orderly enough fashion. And we are
simply not used to dealing with some of these problems. Because of
the economy and because of some of the Federal shifts, as I have
said, six or seven times I have voted for major tax increases in the
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State in 3 years. I do not know how many more times I can go back
to the well there.

In deference to people who will follow me and your long patience
here, I think I will wrap it up. I think we have to address those
questions. I think it has to be done in a political setting. And to
vote to do nothing is a vote to allow our roads and jobs to continue
to crumble.

Thank you very much.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. King.
Mr. Overton, you might tell me a little bit about the State trans-

portation commission and it's responsibilities and then go on with
your comments.

STATEMENT OF JERRY OVERTON, COMMISSIONER, WASHINGTON
STATE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION, SPOKANE

Mr. OVERTON. Thank you.
The State transportation commission is a board of seven mem-

bers that are private citizens, that are not paid, appointed by the
Governor, and we act as-I guess the easiest way is the board of
directors for the department of transportation. As I said, we are
private citizens. We come from all parts of the State.

And the department of transportation includes, of course, high-
ways, railroads, bridges, and division of aeronautics, and our fabu-
lous ferry system.

I was a recent past chairman of the commission. We act on
policy, as well as getting down to some of the very nitty-gritty
issues of limited access, speed limits, and weight limits, et cetera.

I have, as a private citizen, 20 years of experience as a business
executive. I am a graduate engineer and have been in the manufac-
turing business. I believe this provides me with a good perspective
on the importance of the infrastructure to economic development.

I am going to limit my discussion today regarding transportation
and economic development.

The State of Washington has a very diverse economy, and it is
pretty much based on a mixture of industrial production, agricul-
ture, tourism, fishing, and forest products. We have several high-
tech firms, but not as many as we would like. And we are trying, of
course, to attract these firms.

Because of our geographical location, we are keenly aware of the
relationship between an efficient transportation system and eco-
nomic vitality. To a large degree, our economic well-being is de-
pendent on sending our products to other States and to our Pacific
rim trading partners. The vehicle, of course, that accomplishes that
is the transportation system. Consequently, we have worked hard
to develop our highways, ports, waterways, and air facilities.

I might mention that we in Washington are very proud of our
systems. We have worked hard on them.

I would like to take a moment to give you a view of the State's
economic activity and how it interfaces with the transportation
system.

One hundred million tons of processed or manufactured commod-
ities valued at $21 billion are shipped from Washington annually.
The choice among shippers varied, with 40 percent utilizing high-
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ways, 25 percent rail, 16 percent water, and the 19 percent remain-
ing utilizing air and pipeline.

More importantly, over 12 million tons of raw agricultural com-
modities, valued at over $3 billion, are shipped from Washington
farms annually. The modal choice is usually truck or rail. I would
like to speak to that a little later.

Tourism also contributes significantly to the economy of the
State; $600 million was spent on tourism by Washington residents
and $700 million by out-of-State visitors. This is primarily-93 per-
cent of all tourist travel is by highway.

The investment, both public and private, in our transportation
system is significant. We estimate the value of the State's highway
and ferry system exceeds $10 billion. We do not take the value of
this contribution lightly. In fact, a recent theme which I have
heard today several times in a different manner, but a recent
theme of the State department of transportation has been, "We
built it, let's preserve it."

Themes and slogans alone will not preserve the system. But re-
cently Washingtonians put their money where their mouth was
and increased our gas tax from 12 to 16 cents a gallon this year.
That was at the same time that the Federal Government increased
theirs. Our gas tax will also increase another 2 cents next year.

This, of course, is a great help in our short-range maintenance
problems with regard to our transportation system. We still have
medium- and long-range funding problems and I think these prob-
lems will have been brought to your attention in the Washington
State infrastructure study.

The long-range funding problem of our infrastructure is certainly
not unique to Washington, and it is a national problem. Obviously,
it has attracted your interest in Congress. In the long run, what is
at stake is the national economy and social well-being.

The relationship between an efficient system of transportation
and economic and social well-being is not coincidental. Transporta-
tion provides the basic infrastructure that accommodates economic
vitality, personal mobility, and, more importantly, freedom.

There is certainly-and it has been expressed earlier here
today--a great deal of concern over our ability to remain competi-
tive in international trade. There is an equal concern about the
ability of the economy to generate the future jobs that will be
needed. I submit that an improved transportation system will
reduce the cost of domestically produced goods and make us more
competitive and create the needed jobs.

We in Washington, with our close proximity to the Pacific rim,
understand and value the relationship between trade, transporta-
tion, and jobs. It is estimated that one-fourth of the income in the
State, and one in six jobs, is dependent on international trade
alone. I am of the opinion that, if we let our existing transportation
system deteriorate, or indeed, if we do not improve it, the afore-
mentioned percentages will decline.

The Federal Government has long played an active role in devel-
oping the Nation's transportation system. The results have been
the Interstate Highway System, the inland waterways, and the air-
ports. This is certainly not the time to deemphasize that effort. The
Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 has been a step in
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the- right direction and will help-and is helping-in revitalizing
our highway and transit system. We hope the Congress will contin-
ue this support and will also address other transportation issues.

There is one issue of particular consequence I would like to point
out, and it may answer a question you asked earlier about a specif-
ic instance. The Staggers Rail Act of 1980 has hastened the process
of rail abandonment. Since 1980 nearly 800 miles of trackage in
Washington has been approved for abandonment by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. An additional 500 miles are listed for aban-
donment within the next 3 years. As a result of this abandonment,
voluminous quantities of agricultural products in eastern Washing-
ton must travel to market by truck instead of by rail. This, in turn,
is severely impacting many of the rural roads in our agricultural
areas. At the same time the Federal Government is cutting back on
the local rail service assistance program funding, which can be
used to mitigate the adverse impacts of rail abandonment. It ap-
pears to me that it would be in the best interest of all concerned if
funding to this and similar programs would be increased.

As I drove past Ridgefield, Wash., yesterday-the day before yes-
terday-they are piling up tons and tons and tons of wheat under a
tarpaulin. It is four or five stories high. And the reason they are
doing that is because they cannot get their wheat to market. There
is not one single answer to that, but I point that out as just one of
the problems that this is causing.

Transportation in the United States has long been a Federal/
State partnership. This relationship has worked well and has devel-
oped a system that is envied by many nations of the world. The
economic benefits of this are too numerous to quote today.

To a large degree, our Interstate System is built, but our work is
not finished. We are entering a period when it becomes paramount
to maintian and improve what we have. It presents a genuine chal-
lenge. Our forecasts tell us that we can anticipate significant in-
creases in all types of traffic and the same forecasts tell us we will
be hard-pressed to dedicate the financial resources necessary to the
work.

As in the private sector, part of the answer is to work better and
smarter. We can do this by better developing techniques through
research and planning that will allow us to ascertain the right pri-
orities and develop the proper procedures.

I would like to stop there and say an example of what I am talk-
ing about is that the State of Washington, in our research and
planning department, several years ago developed a pavement
monitoring program. It is now the envy of the United States. This
pavement monitoring program-and I am talking about highway
pavement-has allowed us to save many hundreds of thousands of
dollars in properly maintaining the highways at the proper time.

The Federal Government has and is supporting transportation
research and planning. This effort has paid dividends, as I just
mentioned. I suggest a greater effort in this area. I am talking
about solving the long-range problems.

We are all familiar with the various segments of American in-
dustry that can no longer compete in the international market-
place. This is because the levels of research and development and
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investment needed to keep pace were inadequate. We cannot allow
this to happen to our transportation infrastructure.

In closing, I would recommend that the Federal Government
adopt the slogan that we have used in Washington State: "We built
it, let's preserve it."

Thank you.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you very much.
Ms. Rahm.

STATEMENT OF KAREN RAHM, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON STATE
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS AGENCY, OLYMPIA

Ms. RAHM. Thank you very much, Congressman Hamilton. I am
very pleased to be able to appear before you today.

I would like to talk briefly about our examination of public
works needs across the State and how we are attempting to shape
an adequate and appropriate response by State government.

As you know, Washington is a young State, still 5 years short of
its centennial. But I think that you have seen today, despite very
diligent efforts over the history of our State, we have within our
communities the incipient problems that have come home to roost
with such national attention in the Eastern States.

I know that you have seen a great many examples in the city of
Seattle today, but the same kinds of problems exist all across the
State of Washington. For example, in the city of Prosser, which is
the seat of Benton County, there is a posted bridge that forces com-
mercial and emergency vehicles to make a 20-minute detour out of
the way to get from one side of town to the other. In the Spokane
area there is a major aquifer which is severely threatened with pol-
lution from septic tank systems. And in the city of Yacolt, in south-
eastern Washington, we have a situation in which an entire com-
munity is relying very precariously on a water system supplied by
one well, with no backup system and no reserves.

If we seem to have, in some ways, problems that are less severe
than our eastern neighbors as a State, I think that perhaps the
reason is simply that we are younger, less populated, and therefore
have put less pressure upon the systems that we do have. But they
are ultimately no less vulnerable to deterioration and decay than
those anyplace else in the country.

We became involved in this issue about a year ago. The Universi-
ty of Colorado at Denver sent us a questionnaire; they wanted to
know about our public works need and so on. And it actually fol-
lowed a number of others that we had received. All of them wound
up in the round file, I will tell you honestly, because we could not
answer the questions.

When we received the questionnaire from the university at
Denver, we realized that really we should not be putting them in
the round file, that it was important to know the kinds of things
they were asking us, and that as a State we ought to know the
things that they were asking about. So we called Marshall Kaplan
at the University of Colorado, and I guess we discovered that a
number of other States had been having similar problems respond-
ing to this interest in what the needs really were and how they
were going to be handled, and so on.
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We discovered, in fact, that the university had decided to look at
the problem from another point of view, and adopted a series of
State case studies. Governor Spellman's request to include Wash-
ington among those case studies signaled for us a major increase
and a more active rule in examining the State's public works
needs. With the support of the University of Colorado, then, and
with the able assistance of Prof. Phil Bourque at the University of
Washington, we produced and published "The Washington State
Infrastructure Survey," which I know you are familiar with.

I think that one of the most significant findings of that study,
aside from the $22 billion figure and so on and so forth, was that
we now spend significantly less on basic public facilities, relative to
personal income and on a per capita basis, than we have at any
point in the last 20 years, and that many of these facilities are
either noticeably deteriorating or are no longer functioning to the
level of public expectation.

If this trend were to continue, and the State's population were to
grow-which we all expect that it will-capital deterioration and
declining service levels would become increasingly evident.

After our beginning this initial study, the legislative leadership,
as Joe King mentioned, actively followed the work that we were
undertaking with the University of Washington, and asked us to
make a more detailed analysis of local-as well as State-public
works needs. Substitute Senate bill 3035 asked us to produce, by
December 31, 1983, a report with the following information in it:

First, an inventory of State and local roads, bridges, dams, sewer
and water systems and park and recreation facilities;

Second, an assessment of their condition, including a listing of
the most critical priorities for the next 5 years;

Third, cost estimates for meeting those needs;
Fourth, an analysis of what other States have been doing in this

area;
Fifth, a package of financing recommendations;
And, finally, a proposal for updating this information on an on-

going basis.
I think the legislation reflected an important policy decision by

the legislature and the Governor, to step back and look at the mag-
nitude of State and local public works needs from the bottom up,
rather than to rush in and respond to the most recent horror story
or the longest constituency group.

In order to gather the information requested in the legislation,
we have undertaken a survey of 700 cities, counties, and special
districts throughout the State of Washington, all providers of basic
public facilities. We are very, very pleased and very rewarded that
our overall response rate, to date, has been in excess of 70 percent.
As the Governor mentioned, all the counties have responded; virtu-
ally all of the State's larger cities have responded; and I am par-
ticularly pleased to note that 60 percent of the cities with a popula-
tion of less than 1,000 people have responded to this survey.

The information in the survey, I think, will give us a basic pic-
ture of each jurisdiction's inventories, maintenance efforts, facility
condition, critical needs, and funding resources in all the public
works categories specified by the legislation.
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Our first cut at the data, which clearly needs further analysis,
suggests, however, some important and interesting things:

About an average of 26 percent of the streets and roads in indi-
vidual jurisdictions are rated to be in unacceptable condition; an
additional 12 percent will become unacceptable next year if neces-
sary repairs are not made.

Local jurisdictions report about 2,500 street and road repair and
reconstruction projects which they view as critically needed in the
next 5 years. They expect that their available funding will be about
35 percent short of the total cost of these projects.

Water and sewer systems appear to be in slightly better condi-
tion that streets and roads, based on the results of our survey.
About 15 percent of these systems are rated as in unacceptable con-
dition. It is interesting to note, in regard to water and sewer sys-
tems, that smaller communities appear to be in more difficult
shape than the larger ones. The funding shortfall for critically
needed projects in this area next year is about 35 percent.

We expect to compile and analyze these data. We have estab-
lished our ability to do so by size of jurisdiction and type of area in
the State. We will be producing more concrete information on the
shortfall in capital financing that is developed from the survey.
And that becomes very much the focus of our analysis.

We will be looking at the size of that gap in relation to such
things as the size of the systems involved, the population trends in
the jurisdiction, historical maintenance levels, local financing strat-
egies, and general economic conditions.

We are also going to be looking carefully, with the assistance of
the technical and engineering community, at the kinds of costs and
technologies proposed to solve the problems, to see, in fact, if we
are dealing in the most cost-effective manner with these problems.

We do not have an expectation, as a result of this survey, that
any single grand solution exists for the problems of public facilities
in our State. We expect, more probably, that our recommendations
will be for a series of incremental improvements in some of the fol-
lowing areas:

The first one has been mentioned earlier today, and I think that
is very important, and that is the development of more stable
sources of capital funding, be they dedicated tax revenues, revolv-
ing loan funds, State incentives or mandates for public works de-
preciation accounts, and so on. There has tended to be, in our
State, a "feast or famine" characteristic to Federal and State fund-
ing for capital facilities that has made it very difficult for many
jurisdictions to get beyond the next grant deadline, in terms of
planning for capital facilities. While Seattle, for example, has an
extensive experience with capital improvement programing, many
smaller communities in our State do not, now, have a capital pro-
gram.

We need to build, I think, a reliable pool of equity in the State
and we think the aid of the Federal Government can be valuable in
that regard.

Second, we need to assure adequate maintenance efforts. Al-
though it might seem rather obvious, one of the stronger correla-
tions in our survey is between the quality or the apparent condi-
tion of the system and the historical level of maintenance of it. We

29-792 0-84-25
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hope to find measures to encourage both State agencies and local
governments to bind required maintenance schedules into their
budgets as they approach the investment of capital in public facili-
ties. Otherwise, I think, we are likely to watch our investment in
public facilities erode because there are not adequate levels of
maintenance.

Third, we too are interested in looking at the question of more
flexible standards and specifications, procurement procedures, re-
porting requirements and so on, which will protect the public trust
and safety, but certainly add no more in cost or complications to
public capital investments than are absolutely necessary to that
end. I think this is an extremely important area for cooperation be-
tween the Federal and State Governments, since we are both in-
volved in regulations in this area. And I think that local govern-
ments should be involved as well.

In our State, because of the short time frame that we have had
to get involved in this project, we have undertaken a very big job
in a very short period of time. However, I think that the effort has
had tremendous support from all segments of the community: local
governments, the professional engineers and so on, and indicates
the very broad range of interest and concern that this problem is
beginning to generate in our State.

We are very optimistic that we are just at the beginning of a
long-range approach to this problem, and we look forward to work-
ing with you and the Congress in this very important task.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Representative HAMILTON. Thank you.
Mr. Mayor, we will finish up the witnesses with you. Mr. Tru-

love, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM TRULOVE, MAYOR, CITY OF CHENEY,
WASH.

Mayor TRULOVE. I would like to preface my remarks with a few
disclaimers, ground rules, excuses, and whatever.

If there is one thing that you take away from today's hearing, I
hope it is a strong sense of the level of cooperation among the var-
ious units of government within this State-local government and
the State government. I have never seen a higher level of coopera-
tion. From the standpoint of the State, they are beginning this in-
frastructure planning process from the ground up. From our posi-
tion in local governments, we are extremely supportive of the State
in this process. I have never seen that kind of support for a higher
level of government before, and we have to thank Governor Spell-
man and Karen Rahm for their leadership in this area. It is just
absolutely incredible.

The second point I would like to make is that we have some ex-
amples-I will not have time to get into them in my comments
today-but in some prepared appendix remarks that I have I give
some examples of a half-dozen smaller communities in the State
that have successfully used this partnership-State/Federal and
their own local participation-to solve some very real problems
that they have had. These are examples that show it can work. So I
wanted to point those out.
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Finally-well, maybe not quite finally, but next I would like to
point out that any remarks that I make are nonpartisan. We are
nonpartisan in local government in the State of Washington and I
have tried to analyze this situation as best I could, from the facts
at hand.

Finally, I think that the thrust of my remarks-I hope it comes
out this way-is not to the Federal Government just to give us
money, but the thrust of the remarks should be considered as: "Let
us cooperate. Let us work together. Working together, we can solve
problems in these areas."

Today I want to address the infrastructure situation in cities and
towns in our State. Although Washington does have one of the Na-
tion's largest cities, Seattle, the average population size of our 265
cities and towns is only about 6,500. Only 37 of our cities exceed
10 JOO population, and so that means that 86 percent are below
that number. And, most of those smaller cities have operating
budgets of $3 million or less per year.

Yet the residents of these smaller cities still require safe drink-
ing water and sewage treatment and the entire complement of
public facilities necessary to provide for health and safety and to
promote a viable economic environment.

While paying for such facilities may require relatively few dol-
lars from the standpoint of national standards, it does represent a
very major capital cost to these smaller cities, which usually have
only limited financial resources and face significant disadvantages
in bond markets.

Data currently available from the Bourque-Rutledge study that
you are familiar with, as well as some Association of Washington
Cities sources, reveal that in the various infrastructure areas, be-
tween 1983 and the year 2000 we identify some $7.3 billion in
needs.

To put these numbers in some perspective, $7.3 billion would rep-
resent just under 10 times our 1983 municipal operating revenues
of $746.8 million. Now, of course, these numbers will be tightened
up on the basis of the study that Karen Rahm referred to, and we
are looking forward to having better information.

Under the area of streets and bridges, we estimate that $1.1 bil-
lion is needed in 1983, according to plans filed with the Washing-
ton Department of Transportation by our local governments. Over
the next 6 years we estimate about $1.35 billion in needs. Over that
same period we can identify, for sure, only $200 million in availa-
ble revenues, leaving somewhat of a funding gap. Thus, by 1989, in
the absence of new funding sources, in the absence of better plan-
ning, cities and towns will be worse off than they were in 1983.

Although cities have historically allocated about a sixth of their
total budgets to streets and roads, recent inflation and declining
revenues have conspired to force more deferred maintenance, in-
crease deterioration, and increase the urgent need for reconstruc-
tion.

Accidents associated with inadequately maintained roads have
also been the major area of legal exposure over the past decade. So
we feel that resources will fall short in this area of meeting the
basic needs.
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In the area of water supply, we have identified about $850 mil-
lion worth of needs, of which about half are for rehabilitation and
expansion of delivery systems and transmission systems, and about
half are for water treatment and water storage facilities.

User fees in the water area yield about $95 million per year, and
a number have been increased substantially over the past few
years. Traditionally, the primary sources for capital funding in
water systems has been State and Federal grants-in-aid and reve-
nue bonds. We have noticed some serious decline in the level of
Federal participation and State funding has eroded over the past
few years as a result of inflation.

But even if State and Federal assistance could generate half of
the needed funding, an across-the-board 50 percent rate hike would
be required to meet the debt service cost on the remaining amount.

In the area of sewage, storm water and waste water sewage, we
have identified about $4.8 billion in needs for cities and towns, and
the major portion represents those needs that are imposed by EPA
under the Clean Water Act, which requires secondary treatment
facilities. The majority of our needs in the sewage area are exter-
nally imposed requirements.

Representative HAMILTON. Do you oppose those requirements?
Mayor TRULOVE. Well, I would not say that I oppose them; some

of them are very well required. Some of them are absolutely neces-
sary for health and safety. In some cases, I suspect that perhaps
another type of treatment in a smaller community-a lagoon
system or something like that-might accomplish the goal. I think
all too often, when we have mandates sent down from higher levels
of government, that we in government are used to managing
inputs, and so we state our requirements in terms of managing
those inputs, rather than in terms of the desired outcome. We all
want a safe, healthy environment without raw sewage running
around. I think it would be better to state what we want to accom-
plish in terms of those goals and then engineer to meet those goals,
rather than to specify the inputs in those cases.

In the past, with these requirements, we have received a good
deal of Federal and State funding, of course-at least three-fourths
of the projects have been externally funded; in some cases, 90 per-
cent. It appears that there has been a major shift of policy in this
area and the net result of these changes will be that the local
share of sewage projects will rise to about 45 percent.

Moreover, because of a shortage of funds, it appears that over
the next couple of years, at least, funding is going to be limited pri-
marily to backlog projects, rather than to any new proposals in the
sewage area.

The rate base in this area in our State will generate about $75
million per year. So it is clear that in the absence of continued Fed-
eral and State grant-in-aid programs, as well as some rather sub-
stantial and perhaps warranted increases in user fees, that local
sewer facility needs will simply not be met.

The needs for libraries, parks, police stations, fire stations and
other facilities we estimate at about $550 million. Traditional fund-
ing sources for these kinds of facilities have been voter approved
bonds. And that is what we are going to rely on in the future, I
suspect, here. However, based on current high interest rates, it
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would take an increase of approximately 40 percent in city-levied
property taxes to finance $550 million in new debt. Even though
these projects often tend to be very popular with voters, it is ex-
tremely unlikely that they are going to approve tax increases of
the size necessary to meet all these needs.

The source of this growing infrastructure problem in our cities
and towns in our State is primarily financial. Local tax structures
within Washington have been inadequate to keep up with inflation.
Adjusted for price changes, total revenues to municipalities de-
clined between 1977 and 1981 from $402 million to about $380 mil-
lion. During the past decade city revenues in this State have grown
at about 80 percent of the rate of growth of the Consumer Price
Index-during a period when, obviously, the cost of providing serv-
ices increased dramatically.

Washington, as well as the rest of the country, has been hard hit
by the downturn in the economy. Our lumber and wood products,
aircraft, nuclear, and primary metals industries have been hurt.
Our tax base has been further eroded by some things we have done
to ourselves, such as the 106 percent property tax limitation, and
many property and excise tax exemptions granted by the Legisla-
ture.

One of the most serious problems faced by our cities has been the
growing number of unfunded Federal- and State-mandated pro-
grams, which have increased local costs without accompanying rev-
enues. Between 1968 and 1978, over 500 Federal and State man-
dates impacting Washington cities and town were enacted. Without
accompanying revenues, these mandates simply reduced resources
available to provide existing services.

Cities have responded to these difficulties and have been trying
to avoid falling further behind. Many have responded by increasing
tax rates-where permitted to do so by the legislature. Some by
dramatically increasing their user fees. We are going to have to do
more in that area.

Perhaps the most destructive response, through, has been for
many local governments to create current resources by borrowing
from the future. They have not consciously issued debt to finance
their current expenditures, but rather they have cut current costs
by deferring essential capital maintenance expenditures, thereby
reducing the useful life of their capital facilities. No city really
wants to be in this position, but most have been surviving at the
margin, cutting back as inflation increased costs more rapidly than
revenues, and trying to maintain basic life and public safety serv-
ices.

Few could maintain depreciation reserves or sinking funds.
Fewer still had the political courage, in terms of elected leaders, to
say to the voters, "We have to do this and we are going to have to
raise your rates." They simply could not and do not seem able
right now to divert significant resources to meet their capital
needs. As a result we have seen infrastructure decay more rapidly.
Productivity and economic vigor in the future may decline, and
costs certainly are shifted to future generations. The only hope for
recovery becomes, I think, better local planning and a more busi-
ness-like approach to many of our services, as well as maintenance
of some external funding.
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Cities have also responded by cutting labor costs, initiating coop-
erative ventures, shifting service responsibilities, and simply cut-
ting some services.

So it seems to me that all of us in government, State, Federal,
and local, are responsible for finding a solution to the infrastruc-
ture problem.

Cities have created obstacles to such solutions by past failure to
recognize potential needs and address them incrementally through
timely repair, rehabilitation and reconstruction.

Many cities do not have capital improvement plans and have
been, in some cases, unable to wisely price some of their utility
services to create depreciation reserves. Cities have got to address
these problems and recognize that their capital needs are coequal
with operating expenditure needs. More attention has to be paid to
capital improvement planning-and to citizen education to develop
that constituency. This is precisely what we are beginning to do
through this cooperative program with the State and the study
that Karen Rahm talked about. I think that this infrastructure in-
ventory project is going to be an essential first step that is going to
allow us to make a lot of local progess.

At the Federal level we have suffered from inadequate and un-
certain funding of grant-in-aid programs many times. The Federal
Government must recognize that meeting infrastructure needs is a
national priority and provide increased funding for grant-in-aid
programs in some cases.

Coupled with this has been a tendency for the Federal Govern-
ment to impose excessive or sometimes unnecessary standards-or
perhaps inappropriate standards. By relaxing some of the more re-
strictive requirements, and providing more flexibility in the admin-
istration and use of Federal grant-in-aid programs, not only could a
significant fraction of our infrastructure needs gap be reduced, but
the part that remained might be something that we could deal
with a little bit better.

This can be seen from the data I have presented in the appen-
dixes. Most local governments in Washington are small, with a lim-
ited capacity to finance essential needs. In fact, our public capital
has been deteriorating, as we have been spending less per capita on
it. We do have examples of cities that would not have been able to
finance projects needed for basic community health and safety, or
to meet Federal mandates, without substantial cooperation among
all levels of government.

Clearly, we have to try to come to grips with the problem. Our
basic infrastructure is also the key to productivity and health in
the American economy. If Congress is interested in domestic policy
that provides for economic growth and the ability to meet foreign
competition, encouraging investment in America's infrastructure
would be a good first place to start.

Most economic growth over the past decade has been in small
firms employing fewer than 100 employees-firms that depend on
public water, sewers, streets, fire and police protection for their
very existence. Without the infrastructure to support them they
cannot exist, and without them we cannot generate the funds
necessasry to provide and maintain our infrastructure.
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Current thinking seems to be that by reducing taxes and regula-
tions businesses will be stimulated to invest in all sorts of new pri-
vate ventures. I think there is a good possibility of that. As a conse-
quence, it is hoped that the economy will expand so dramatically
that it will yield the increased revenues necessary to support gov-
ernmental expenditures. I am a little worried here: Can it work?
You can not send a train down a track you have not built, no
matter how many tickets you sell in advance of its departure.

But let us assume for a moment that these incentives do stir the
private sector to search for new opportunities to grow. Even if one
grants that assumption, economic recovery may be rather slow,
simply and pervasively because State and local governments will
not have built in advance the public facilities necessary to support
that growth. Even well-heeled and well-intentioned investors have
got to have something to invest in.

The point is important enough to repeat, and that is: For U.S.
private investment to payoff, the country must couple it with
public investment. The railroad boom, the growth of the great
urban industrial centers, the automobile boom and the post-World
War II airline boom all began and continued only with substantial
prior public investment.

For cities and towns, for the State, for our Nation, few issues are
more important to our future than coming to grips with the infra-
structure problem, and I think that we can do it in a cooperative
effort.

Thank you.
[The appendixes attached to Mayor Trulove's statement follow:]
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APPENDIX A

Without programs of state and/or federal financial assistance, many
local governments would find it difficult, if not impossible, to carry out
capital improvement projects. In some instances, the rate or tax increase
would make local water or sewer improvements prohibitive. As a result, cities
and towns have become increasingly dependent on state and federal grant programs.
For illustrative purposes, the following is a brief summary of situations where
state and/or federal funds were vital to local project implementation.

SEWER SYSTEMS

Raymond -
Raymond is a city of 2,970 located in Pacific County. Over the past several years,
its sewer system has become increasingly inadequate. Its M & 0 budget was
increasing on the average of $20,000 per year due primarily to temporary solutions
to long term problems. The estimates for reconstructing and improving its system
to meet its need was estimated to be $8-$10 million, a cost which could not be
supported by its ratepayers.

The city after several years of negotiation, was finally awarded a DOE/EPA
construction grant of $7.5 million at a 90% match ratio. Because of its high
M & 0 costs, however, it had not been able to accumulate sufficient funds for the
10% local match. As a result, it still required a loan from DOE to provide short-
term local financing. The project, while necessary for health and safety reasons,
will result in an increase of $12 per month to $24 per month.

Port Orchard -
Current sewer rates in Port Orchard are about $5 per month--an admittedly low rate.
Total project costs for the necessary system improvements are estimated to be
$10 million, with a 50-50 state/local match. The local match will be paid through
LID assessments. It is estimated that monthly sewer charges will increase to $14
for M & 0 purposes alone. The assessment costs for the necessary system improve-
ments will be approximately $8 per month bringing the total monthly charge to $22.
Without the availability of state grant funds, the monthly assessment would have
doubled to $16 resulting in a monthly sewer bill of $30. An increase of from $5
per month to $30 per month for sewer charges alone would have been virtually
impossible in Port Orchard.

Deer Park -
Located in Spokane County, Deer Park is a city of 2,200. Its phased sewer construc-
tion project which is now under construction was estimated at $2 million. Of this
amount, 50% was to be state DOE grant and 50% local money. The local share is
being financed by a $1 million Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) loan for 40 years
at 7 3/8%. Current sewer rates are about $4.50 per month. To finance the local
share of the project will require a rate increase to about $12 per month. Without
the state DOE grant monies, local debt service would increase by some $90,000
per year and would cause an additional $8-$9 per month rate increase (assuming that
loan money would be available at such favorable rates from FmHA).

WATER SYSTEMS

Harrah -
The situation with respect to water system improvements is much the same. A good
example is Harrah, a city of 360 located in Yakima County. The existing water
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system in Harrah consists of some 90+ individual wells rather than a commsunity-wide
system. As a result of the leaking of agricultural chemicals, the majority of the
wells had become contaminated and many had been condemned by the county health
department. Residents who could afford it were using bottled water; those who could
not simply continued to use the well water. The total cost to construct a
municipal system is estimated at $827,000. This represents a per capita cost of
almost $2,300 in a small, low-income community. In short, the construction of a
vital water system would have been out of the question without grant assistance.
The project which resulted from this situation involved funding from the state
Small Cities Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG) which is administered
by the Planning and Community Affairs Agency (PCAA) and Ref. 38 funds from DSHS.
The PCAA monies were used both for the well site and for assisting low-income
families with their hook-up charges.

Yacolt -
A -second water system project requiring financial assistance is Yacolt, a town
of 560 in Clark County. The sole water source in Yacolt was a well with a storage
reservoir containing a one-day back up. The system failed, leaving the city with
virtually no water supply. At this point, the town had no water supply system and
no incoming revenue to amortize its existing debt. It was awarded an imminent
threat grant from PCAA to provide a short-term solution (shallow well) and to
design a permanent solution. It is likely that the permanent solution will involve
further grant assistance either through PCAA or DSHS or both.

South Cle Elum
A final water system example is South Cle Elum, a town of 475 located in Kittitas
County. In order to provide a safe supply of water, the town had recently borrowed
$100,000 over 30 years from FmHA. For reasons which have not been determined, the
well failed with an obligation of $100,000 to FmHA, no revenue, and no water supply.
Once again, PCAA was able to provide imminent threat funds for the town to construct
a new well. Without this assistance, the town would not have been able to finance
its existing debt, let alone construct a new water supply.

NON-RATE BASED

Albion
An example of a non-rate based project which was made possible by grant assistance
is a storm water project in Albion, Whitman County. Albion is a town of 650
located near Pullman. It is generally a low-income residential community with an
unemployment rate of near 201. Because of its limited tax base, the town is
barely able to provide limited maintenance, let alone capital improvements. For
example, the town's streets are not paved and it has no storm drainage system.
Without the storm drainage system, the roads cannot be properly maintained. The
cost for a basic system of drainage was estimated at $485,000. Through the
federal Emergency Jobs Program Albion has been awarded the grant funds necessary
to complete its project. The drainage system improvements will enable the town
to reduce its street maintenance budget and, therefore, provide the revenue
necessary to begin a street paving program.

These examples are all of small cities and towns and are generally representative
of communities around the state. While the dollar figures mentioned are relatively
small, they represent major capital costs to smaller cities. Additionally,
smaller cities have fewer resources to bring to bear on their capital needs and
are often at a disadvantage when attempting to borrow through the bond market. Thus
the availability of state and federal assistance programs is even more important.
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APPENDIX B

DISaTRIBUTION OF TOtAl. MUNICIPAl 8REVNUES - id3

Total :

$746.7 million

Municipal Revens - 1983 Estimnates

Tax Source . Total Yield
(million SI

Property Tam 154.0

BNsiness Taxes 170.0

Sales Tan 142.5

Miscellaneous 94.9

Fines 6 Iovestments 65.3

State Shared Revenoes 82.7

Federal Revenue Sharing 37.4

Total: $746.8 nillion

Pecr Capiton Yield
(5)

71.73

79.19

66.38

44. 18

29 .00

38.51

17 .43

$346 .42

a Estimated - Septoober, 1982

** Asunnes a 502 implementation for 1983 of the second half perceot sales tam

authorioed by Chapter 49, .aws of 1982, Ist en. soon.



COMPARISON OF JTAtE AND CITY
LEVIED TAXES

1980
(S in MillionsI

STATE LEVIED TAXES CITY LEVIED TAXES PLUS STATE
LEVIED LOCALLY SHARED TAXES

Distrihution of Municipal Revenues

City levied plus stale

levied lccl~ v sharers = 1SE,500,OCO = 70.3

Other c~t, cvert ir.- -e.n.os - 1DTD00,OCTD 29.7'

State Levied Taxes:
2,576,19C,500

I stAte - Lsi.v.. loc&! Gire



DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES
1980*

Control \
1.5% \

I Law Enforcement

n Included withinl this

Publ\c category are such
S Public ..expenditures as:

~~ 4 ~~~Public Health
City At t.orn y

2 O,' ~~~~~Enginee~irg
Libraries 3.4, Data Prnceusi:.g

Planning
Auditsts

/ \ Par Ecoic D Coelm te
ecreation ~~~~~~~~Don ,luoent

10.2~~~~~~~~7 ~~Agiteg
Personne I

Admoiiscratien
Facility Maintenance

Streets &
Roads
16.7.

Other Law Enforcenent

(courts, jails, etc.)

* - From Local Gonernoent Comparative Statiutics - 1979



MUNICIPAL REVENIUE GROWTH
19 7 - S.

' .)ior i S

COO CtGo/,t' Cl 'Il iill
t ~ ~~~~~ Revenues / 0 G:4

450
,,446 ............

i'02 S 5 2.G C, >r

Deflated Grc:tb in
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I-7;y- PI ! nflIa:r,

PR.al Crow~tn
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incorporated Populaicn I
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Ch-n n R eel Re- 03Ca . -lO.3¶
Rcve .ues

Co
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lSC 1

19.7 19,8 197>0 1Cn IC.

i .7 ..--. 0V
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APPENDIX D

STATE CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY LIMITS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT POWER TO ISSUE
GENERAL OBLIGATION LONG-TERM DEBT

(13 Western States)

State Rate Limit

Alaska No limitations

Arizona 4% of equalized assessed valuation

California (1) 15% of locally assessed valuation

Colorado No limitations

Hawaii 15% of market value of property

Idaho 15% of assessed valuation (2)

Montana 5% of equalized valuation

Nevada 30% of equalized valuation

New Mexico 4% of locally assessed valuation

Oregon 3% of market value

Utah 4% of market value (2)

WASHINGTON 3/4 of 1% of locally assessed valuation

Wyoming 2X of equalized valuation

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernoental Relations

Notes: (1) Charter cities may establish their own limits

(2) Debt incurred in one year may not exceed that year's
revenues
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Representative HAMILTON. Some of you mentioned that you felt
our spending was less now in infrastructure than it was some time
ago, as measured on a per capita basis. Why? What has been your
experience-and I think it is fairly common across the country-on
that? Has it been the fault of local, State and Federal leadership?
Why have we let infrastructure spending lag like we have?

Mayor TRULOVE. My response would be that the major reason
has been the rapid rate of inflation that we have suffered over the
last decade. What has happened is that local governments have
been trying to keep the same number of policemen on the street,
keep their fire department afloat, and with 70 or 80 percent of our
costs being labor costs and heavily into the personal services sort of
thing, we are just at the margin, trying to hold on and maintain
that service level. The easiest way to do that is to defer that main-
tenance. It is the least visible way to do that.

There may also be a lack of political courage sometimes, to come
to grips with that issue. I think it might be well placed, because
the voters- if they do not see it crumbling they do not really un-
derstand. And so we have a tremendous educational job.

Representative HAMILTON. Do any of the others want to com-
ment on that? Ms. Rahm.

Ms. RAHM. I think that is fundamentally true, and I think that
the high rate of inflation, first of all, was probably not expected by
any of us, to last as long as it did. Strategies that might be appro-
priate for 1 year, 18 months, 2 years, to defer this and put that off
and so on became the strategy of a decade or more. I think that is
part of what led us into problems.

I think inflation has had another effect, and that is: It has sub-
stantially contributed to what we widely call the tax revolt. Infla-
tion has pushed people into income tax brackets, caused them to
feel the bite of property taxes, and that has created-in our State,
certainly, and I know elsewhere in the country-a great deal more
resistance to higher user charges and new bond issues and new tax
levies and so on and so forth-which became, then, necessary to
recoup some of the things that resulted from the inflation-induced
deferring of maintenance expenditures. So I think inflation has
been a villain in more ways than one in this whole process.

Representative HAMILTON. Mr. King, how big an issue is infra-
structure in the Washington State Legislature? Your Governor tes-
tified that on a scale infrastructure would fall substantially below
education and health services. What is your sense of it in the legis-
lature?

Mr. KING. Well, keep in mind that we are a citizen legislature. I
am an insurance agent. I think that the trouble we had passing
3035 at that point a year ago suggests that people think it is not
the primary priority.

When we developed our economic development plan, our corner-
stone piece was this funding for the CERB legislation-the infra-
structure problem. I suspect that by this next session the conscious-
ness level will have been raised. Until we have the political cour-
age-especially with the 106 percent property tax lid-we have
taken all the other-we have stood up to the problem and raised
our gas tax. We have the highest sales tax rate in the States.
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Representative HAMILTON. Has this infrastructure inventory
study that has been going on caused people in communities to talk
to their elected officials more about infrastructure problems?

Mr. KING. I hear it from the business community.
Representative HAMILTON. You do?
Mr. KING. The problem is that people are not anxious to vote for

stuff they cannot see. You know, it is not too exciting for a politi-
cian to get up and talk about a tax increase for sewers. People
cannot see the sewer. It is much easier to sell a new schoolhouse
than that. I think that is what has happened.

The business community in my area-we have been successful in
attracting high tech-talks to me about these needs. "We need
more sewers. We need a cleaner water supply." I have a high tech
industry talking to me about tougher environmental standards
they need. They think that our water quality standards are not
high enough. They say, "We need clean water. How are we going to
deal with it?"

Representative HAMILTON. When you have an infrastructure
problem, Mr. Mayor, what sources of funding do you look to?

Mayor TRULOVE. Well, it depends on the particular problem. But
typically, we see what we can generate locally, first, and we solve
the problem. Oftentimes, if we cannot, then we look to State agen-
cies.

Representative HAMILTON. What kind of problems can you solve
locally without help from the State or Federal Government on in-
frastructure?

Mayor TRULOVE. Well, it depends on the nature of the problem.
We have a number of enterprises which are very business like-
electric companies that are run by cities, water departments, the
sewer department.

Representative HAMILTON. They generate their own revenues?
Mayor TRULOVE. They generate revenues. Not enough revenue to

make major investment in new facilities, but if our rates are set
correctly, they should provide enough revenue to do repair, replace-
ment, fix lines that break, improve the chlorination process and
that sort of thing. So we well look to our own funding in those
kinds of areas.

In streets and roads, certain types of roads and streets-we are
going to have to look to our own funding on certain types of main-
tenance activities. But to reconstruct a street or to do any exten-
sive overlay projects, we are going to have to look to the State for
help. They do that; they have provided State passthrough funds
from the State gas tax and motor vehicle excise taxes that we do
have available for that sort of thing.

We have looked to the Federal Government in the past under
particular programs, for projects such as park rehabilitation, recon-
struction of some major arterials-and this was under the old EDA
program.

Representative HAMILTON. Does the State play a major role in
setting infrastructure priorities in the State, or are the priorities
set locally?

Mr. OVERTON. I think that depends on the particular infrastruc-
ture. Now, as far as the highways are concerned, and the roads and
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the bridges, the State department of transportation does set
out--

Representative HAMILTON. That is where you set the priorities?
Mr. OVERTON. Well, we work with the local communities to set

the priorities, depending on who owns the roads and the bridges.
Representative HAMILTON. But the decision is yours, as to where

the money goes?
Mr. OVERTON. In general; yes.
Ms. RAHM. The State also has a significant role in establishing

priorities for Federal and State funds used for water pollution con-
trol facilities.

Representative HAMILTON. Waste water treatment and that sort
of thing?

Ms. RAHM. Yes.
Representative HAMILTON. Do you determine the priorities?
Ms. RAHM. The State-yes, the State agency does.
Representative HAMILTON. You do that on a ranking system, I

presume?
Ms. RAHM. That is correct.
Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Overton, do you think user fees

and tolls are part of the answer to State highway and road needs?
Mr. OVERTON. Yes; user fees, particularly. We do not have-

except for one or two bridges in the State-any toll facilities. But I
think the-if I can back up a second. We were-the State highway
system was in trouble up until a year ago. By law, we have-the
first process that we have to do is maintain our highways. We
cannot spend any more money doing anything else, like new con-
struction, unless we maintain them. We found out-the depart-
ment of transportation and the commission determined that we
were not going to even maintain our highways according to law. So
we just went to the legislature and said, "We have to have a gas
tax or we cannot meet the letter of the law. We cannot maintain
our highways." The legislature, together with us, bit the bullet and
raised the gas tax. I think it was easy-not easy-but I mean it
was available. Like Mr. King said, the public can see the highways.
They know that they want to use the highways. So a user tax is
something that they can see and it is available to us. And that is
what we did. That put the State highway system-and we also
passed some along to the counties and the cities-in fairly good
shape for the short term.

Representative HAMILTON. I am not sure I am directing this
question to the right panel. Perhaps it should have been directed to
the previous panel. Can you tell me what kind of role you see for
the private sector in dealing with this infrastructure problem?
Where does it fit? Can the private sector help us deal with this in-
frastructure problem in any meaningful way?

Ms. RAHM. That has been a subject of considerable debate in
many different communities in the State, particularly in relation-
ship to the question of how much should a new industry bear of the
cost of servicing it. The solutions have come down in a variety of
different places across the State.

It is often the case that the industry will bear the cost of lines or
sewer and water lines and roads that particularly benefit them.
The more difficult question is: What about the secondary effects

29-792 0-84-26
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that the industry generates-the people who move into the commu-
nity, who need new schools because the industry has been located
there? Workers who may need new shopping facilities or recreation
facilities because a major new facility has located there and so on
down the line.

I am not sure that we have come up with any better solutions to
those problems than anybody else in the country. I think it is a
continuing debate, and we are finding the solutions as we go.

Representative HAMILTON. OK. Any other comments from the
panel that you think would be helpful to us as we consider these
problems?

Well, I want to say that I have been very impressed, not only by
your observations and comments, but also by those who preceded
you this afternoon. I think the infrastructure problems of the State
and communities of Washington are in very good hands, indeed.
You have put yourselves among the foremost leaders of the coun-
try, I think, in analyzing your needs and moving to meet those
needs.

It is clear to me from the various communities and States that
we have studied that you are very much in the forefront of dealing
with these problems.

Thank you very much for your contributions. I think this is the
final panel this afternoon, so the committee session will stand ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:13 a.m., in hearing

room A, the Legislative Office Building, Albany, N.Y., Hon. Alfonse
M. D'Amato (member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator D'Amato.
Also present: Robert Solomon, legislative assistant to Senator

D'Amato.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO, PRESIDING

Senator D'AMATO. The Joint Economic Committee hearing on in-
frastructure will come to order. This is a hearing to determine the
various needs of infrastructure here in the State of New York. I
am delighted at the participation that we have.

I am saddened, doubly saddened, that a dear colleague of mine in
the Senate has passed away, Senator Scoop Jackson. The funeral is
being conducted today.

The funeral will prevent Senator Moynihan from being here. I
will read his note. He says:

DEAR SENATOR D'AMATO: I must be in Everett, Wash., this morning where I am to
speak at the funeral of Senator Henry M. Jackson. As I had planned to be in
Albany, I would ask that my statement prepared for the occasion be placed in the
record.

And I am asking that Senator Moynihan's prepared statement be
entered into the record in its entirety.

Obviously, we are sorry that the Senator could not be here, par-
ticularly since Senator Moynihan also is a member of the impor-
tant Environment and Public Works Committee of the U.S. Senate.
And obviously, his interest and concern and his contributions to
capital improvement are something that are well known. He has
been the architect and legislative leader of a number of pieces of
innovative legislation that deal with infrastructure.

So we are sorry that the Senator could not be here, but obviously
it is understandable.

I have a statement for the record. And inasmuch as many wit-
nesses are short of time-Mr. Goldmark and the Governor-I am not
going to take the time of this hearing to read the entire opening
statement. I will ask that it be accepted into the record in its en-
tirety.

(399)
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Let me simply say that this is the third in a series of hearings on
"Our Nation's Infrastructure," Earlier sessions have been held in
Louisville, Ky., and Seattle, Wash.

The Joint Economic Committee is conducting a State-by-State
study of the Nation's infrastructure needs, both immediate and for
the remainder of the century. And at this time 23 States are par-
ticipating. It would be my hope that all 50 States would participate,
because what we are really doing is attempting to get an inventory
of our Nation's needs.

And when we talk about infrastructure, we are talking about the
bridges and highways. We are talking about water supply systems.
We are talking about the wastewater treatment plants that are
necessary to sustain a quality of life that many times we take for
granted, in the very practical sense that are necessary to see to it
that people can get to and from work, to see to it that commerce
does not come to a grinding halt, to protect the public health.

We simply cannot have a situation where people's lives would be
endangered as a result of contaminated water or water mains col-
lapsing. The Mianus Bridge gave very, very stark testimony, very
realistic testimony to what can take place and what will take place
unless we not only take inventory of our needs but do something
about them.

I am pleased to have the active participation of the States and
the cities and those local officials who will be testifying today.

And I ask that my written opening statement and Senator Moyni-
han's prepared statement be placed in the record, in their entirety,
at this point.

[The statements referred to follow:]

WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

This is the third in a series of hearings on "Our Nation's Infrastructure." Earlier
sessions have been held in Louisville, Ky. and Seattle, Wash.

The Joint Economic Committee of Congress (JEC) is conducting a State-by-State
study of the Nation's infrastructure needs, both immediate and for the remainder of
this century. At this time, 23 States are participating. The State studies are sched-
uled to be finalized later this fall and will form the basis for the national report.

The purpose of the JEC study is to provide data on the Nation's infrastructure
needs as a prerequisite to exploring the financing possibilities available. Not until
all the infrastructure projects have been inventoried can we realistically discuss na-
tional financing alternatives.

The New York State study focuses primarily on three broad infrastructure areas:
Water supply; wastewater treatment; and transportation. Preliminary data from the
New York study suggests a problem of immense proportions. In tems of water
supply, data exists for systems serving approximately 13 million people. The mini-
mum cost estimate for rehabilitating these systems is between $7 and $8 billion.
Wastewater treatment requirements through 1988 are $16.1 billion. Over 85 percent
of the federally assisted highways in the State are rated as either fair or deteriorat-
ed. An estimated $11.4 billion will be needed for highway reconditioning over the
next 5 years. Over 42 percent of New York's bridges were rated deficient. It will cost
$8.9 billion for their repair or replacement.

These figures are of staggering size, yet they do not include tunnels, posts, air-
ports, and hospitals. I am the first to admit that determining needs, as opposed to a
"wish list," is a difficult process. Every project or infrastructure system probably
could be upgraded. Thus, in this study and at this hearing, we must focus our atten-
tion on what we really need, not on what we might just "want."

New York State's and the Nation's infrastructure needs cannot be addressed with-
out a plan. We cannot just plunge into reviving our public works systems without a
coherent strategy. I would suggest that the following ordered plan of attack be con-
sidered:
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(1) Define the infrastructure problem for the Nation on a State-by-State basis;
(2) Prioritize the projects that must be replaced or refurbished; and
(3) Develop a comprehensive financial package coordinating Federal, State, and

local funding programs.
Allow me to further develop this strategy.

1. DEFINING THE INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEM

This hearing, and the study on which it focuses, is a first step in solving the infra-
structure crisis. It is imperative that the Nation's infrastructure needs be inventor-
ied. I believe that the Federal Government should sponsor such a study which
should be conducted on a State-by-State basis. Only after we know what the magni-
tude of the infrastructure dilemma is, can we begin to solve the problem.

The process of defining the Nation's infrastructure needs has already started. The
Joint Economic Committee's study that we are discussing today is that beginning.
The study has burgeoned to include 33 States. It must be further broadened to all 50
States. This study is the best means available to defining the Nation's infrastruc-
ture needs.

II. PRIORITIZING THE INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Of course, simply knowing what the Nation's total needs are is not enough. Clear-
ly, every worthy project cannot be undertaken simultaneously.

The preliminary figures from the New York State JEC study tell us that the in-
frastructure problem is mammoth. Obviously, this is not secret. But what do these
figures represent? I am told that $16.1 billion needs to be spent in New York State
alone on wastewater treatment by 1988. If every penny of this $16.1 billion is not
spent, will there exist a health problem somewhere in the State? Or does the $16.1
billion include projects that might enhance wastewater treatment facilities, but are
not immediately necessary for preservation of the public health.

I am also told that 42 percent of the State's bridges need at least some repair.
Does the mean that if all these bridges are not repaired, the safety of the general
populace will be threatened? Can part of the problem be solved by just changing
traffic patterns.

I do not yet know the answers to these questions. My point here, therefore, is that
some parameters must be established to avoid goldplating existing systems. We
must finance only those projects that would pose a real health or safety threat if
they were not completed. Local municipalities, the State, and the Federal Govern-
ment can simply not afford to fund projects that do not pose such a threat. Develop-
ing a "wish list" of most favored projects is to nobody's benefit. All levels of govern-
ment must work together to prioritize these projects which need to be financed.

I believe that it is the Federal Government's role to coordinate the prioritizing
process. Certainly, State and local input is necessary, but the overall effort should
be overseen by the Federal Government.

An appropriate forum for this effort is the Joint Economic Committee. The com-
mittee is spearheading the effort to define our nation's potential infrastructure
needs. It seems only logical that the JEC could organize a panel that would estab-
lish general parameters for prioritizing infrastructure projects. This would be a nat-
ural second step for the committee once defining the Nation's infrastructure needs
is completed.

III. FINANCING OUR INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS

Defining and prioritizing the Nation's infrastructure needs will not be easy. How-
ever, financing these projects will be the most difficult task. There must be close
cooperation and coordination between local, State, and Federal programs, if these
efforts are to succeed.

Cities and States have been quick to begin addressing the financing dilemma. The
Federal Government has much to learn from local government. I am referring spe-
cifically to capital budgeting. Over 90 percent of all major cities now utilize a capi-
tal budgeting process. Capital budgeting is a process that determines what the needs
are over an extended period of time and how these projects will be financed.

The Federal Government has no such capital budgeting process. Programs are ad-
ministered from a variety of agencies without any coordination. In addition, funds
are appropriated only on an annual basis. Consequently, it is difficult for cities and
States to make long-term plans based on Federal participation.
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It is imperative that the Federal Government's infrastructure programs be cen-
tralized and that long-term budgets be established. Otherwise our cities will not be
able to fully commit to long-term planning.

Federal grant programs are clearly important to local infrastructure funding.
However, according to the National League of Cities, the most widely used avenue
of local finance for infrastructure projects is general obligation and revenue bonds.
The Federal Government, through the two tax-writing committees of Congress, has
already indirectly placed a tax on municipal bonds. If these securities were to be
directly taxed, either local and State taxes would have to be increased or essential
services would have to be cut. Clearly, the tax-exempt status of municipal bonds is
critical to solving the infrastructure crisis. The availability of this financing vehicle
must be preserved. Without it, the resources available to State and local govern-
ments would be further diminished.

Tax-exempt bonds are the primary source of municipal finance. However, this has
not been enough. To broaden their financing alternatives, cities and States have
become very active in the sale-leaseback market. This form of financing helps
reduce costs to both taxpayers and to State and local governments, while encourag-
ing private investment in municipal activities.

As this market has burgeoned, the two tax-writing committees of Congress have
seen an opportunity to raise revenue. Two bills are now before Congress that would
severely limit municipal sale-leaseback financing. The Federal budget deficit should
not be reduced on the backs of our cities and States. How can we possibly solve the
infrastructure crisis if each level of government is working at cross purposes.

In terms of ongoing maintenance and debt service, three broad areas of funding
exist: Federal grants; higher State and local taxes; and user fees. In my mind, the
solution must be a combination of the three. However, what the relative proportions
of Federal, State, and user contributions should be is a more difficult question. Fed-
eral grants imply higher Federal taxes, which stifles investment activities. The
power of cities and States to raise taxes is almost at its limit. If New York State
sharply raised taxes, businesses and families might leave the State, which would
only serve to reduce the tax base. Higher user fees may be more equitable. Certain-
ly those who use the system should bear the cost of maintenance. However, user
participation is elastic. The higher the fees, the less the usage and the lower the
revenue collected.

What should be the level of support from each of the various financing avenues
available? No matter what the final determination is, we can be sure that real costs
will be incurred by each and every one of us. This is not a happy prospect. The real
challenge is to minimize these costs to the greatest possible extent.

We are a nation of infinite potential, but limited resources. Events such as the
energy crisis and this past recession have taught us that our financial and physical
resources must be used cautiously. It will be difficult for us to determine which proj-
ects must be undertaken and to correct declining investment rates. But these diffi-
culties pale next to the political choices which must be made.

This hearing will address each of the questions I have posed. I do not promise,
however, that we will reach any final solutions today. In fact, we may only discover
that the problem is more difficult than we initially believed. However, interchange
between Federal, State, and local officials must begin. We cannot continue to look to
the other guy to solve our infrastructure problems. It will take a joint effort from
all levels of government.

I would like to thank the Governor and all of our other witnesses for appearing
here today. I look forward to our continuing dialog, both today and in the future.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Two years ago, even one year ago, infrastructure was not a term likely to arouse
much interest or understanding. But with most surprising swiftness, the subject has
risen from obscurity. And not just because of this awful new word. (Why can we not
revive Jefferson's higher sounding term, "public improvements"?)

Against a background of record unemployment, Americans apparently found it
easier to accept the need for us to get to work rebuilding the roads, bridges, mass
transit, water supply, and sewer systems on which we depend and which we hereto-
fore took for granted.

In the past several months, New York and its neighbors have unfortunately pro-
vided the nation with graphic demonstrations of the price of neglecting our "public
improvements." The Mianus River bridge collapse on Interstate 95, at minimum a
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maintenance failure, seriously disrupted truck traffic on the Connecticut-New York
Border. It imposed not only economic costs, but hardships on the lives of Port Ches-
ter residents and a strain in interstate relations reminiscent of experience under
the Articles of Confederation.

Twice in August, sixty-eight year old water mains failed in New York City. The
first shut down the Garment District in Manhattan for several days at the height of
its selling season. The second closed down a life insurance company headquarters,
bank offices and at least four entire office buildings around Madison Square.

We should have known these sorts of things were due. Peter Goldmark, testifying
before the Senate Public Works Committee this year, reported that sewers in the
Port Authority's region are generally on a six hundred to eight hundred year re-
placement cycle. A life of one hundred-fifty years might be expected, if proper main-
tenance were being performed. And it is not being performed.

The Albany water system, dating to the mid-nineteenth century, has a leak rate
of 47 percent; nearly half the water that enters the water supply system is lost
before reaching consumers. The State Assembly infrastructure task force appointed
by Stanley Fink recently reported similar leakage for Rochester, Syracuse, Waterv-
liet, and other communities.

These systems, along with our bridges (twenty-one percent of which in our state
are officially classified as being in disrepair), and all the rest are falling apart faster
than we are repairing them.

In constant dollars, public works spending by all levels of government declined
nearly 30 percent over the last decade-but no one seemed to realize this was occur-
ring. Neither the Congress, the U.S. Office of Management of Budget, nor the state
and local governments made a conscious decision to spend less to maintain our
public improvements. Still, we did. Public works investment by all levels of govern-
ment declined from 4.1 percent of gross national product in 1965 to 2.3 percent in
1977, a 44 percent decline. I have reason to believe the decline has continued, to the
point where we are, at most, spending half what we did two decades ago, and most
probably are disinvesting in the public infrastructure.

Let me offer what I think to be an extraordinary illustration of this general
trend.

The United States Army Corps of Engineers is now engaged in more construction
in Saudi Arabia than in the United States. In response to a request I made at a
Committee hearing, the Corps provided me with the following data. All told, there is
now some $21.7 billion of U.S. Government approved construction in the planning,
design and actual construction stages in Saudi Arabia. Not all of this has been ap-
proved by the Saudi Government, but it is expected that eventually some $15 billion
will be funded. Here is a three year comparison of the Saudi program as against the
American program.

[In millions of dolls]

1982 1983 1984

Saudi rabia workload: engineering and construction .......................................... 1,695.3 1,911.7 1,628
Civil works construction program: engineering and construction .......................... 1,609.6 1,602.4 1,101.7

Note that the Saudi program holds steady, while the Civil Works Construction
Program here at home declines by a third.

For their part, state and local governments have been hard put for funds of late,
and when they borrow are forced to pay vastly higher interest rates in the bond
market than ever in the past, while being saddled with increased administrative re-
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sponsibilities by the Federal Government. Deferred maintenance or postponed devel-
opment of essential public works-particularly those below the ground-is a politi-
cally expedient, and in the short term, a fiscally attractive solution. Furthermore,
Federal grant and loan programs for public works tend to encourage new construc-
tion at the expense of maintenance and rehabilitation.

At the Federal level, the decline in investment is a result, in part, of the preoccu-
pation with other domestic issues. It is also a consequence of haphazard and diffuse
decision-making. We have failed to organize budgetary information on long-term
capital spending projects in any meaningful and useful form. Fully one-half of all
public works investment in the United States derives directly or indirectly-
through grants-in-aid-from the Federal Government. Yet, the Federal Government
lack both the institutional structure and the data to set spending priorities, seek
some consistency among the many different programs and agencies, and achieve a
measure of fiscal equity among the regions of our nation.

On this matter of regional inequity, I had the Congressional Research Service pre-
pare a chart of Federal water resource expenditures over the twenty-five years from
1956 to 1980. It showed that the northeastern states received only six percent of the
$52.5 billion distributed by the Federal Government; southern states received about
40 percent, western states 36 percent. New York's share was 1.2 percent, less than
North Dakota's 1.3 percent, about one-third Arizona's 3.5 percent. California's share
was 8.9 percent. With Federal funds, we are building a water supply system for
Phoenix, but existing laws and practices bar Federal assistance to construction of
New York City's third water tunnel.

What is to be done? I would suggest nothing more complicated than getting orga-
nized.

Just one year ago, I introduced in the Senate the "Rebuilding of America Act." I
reintroduced the bill this year in company with Senator Dodd of Connecticut. It
would provide the institutional structure necessary for public works decision-
making at the Federal level. The bill would require the preparation of a Federal
capital investment schedule to be submitted by the President as part of the unified
budget each fiscal year.

In addition, the bill would establish an independent Commission on Public Im-
provements composed of thirteen public and private representatives. The commis-
sion would conduct an inventory of existing major public improvements by region,
state, and metropolitan area, examine various means of public and private financ-
ing of such projects, and recommend necessary changes in Federal laws and regula-
tions to reverse the pattern of disinvestment in public works.

The commission and capital investment schedule together will enable us to make
some of the difficult decisions that must be made as we rediscover the need for
public improvements investment. With limited resources, we must establish prior-
ites for repair and reconstruction. We may need, as well, to decide what is beyond
repair. These are difficult, often socially and politically wrenching decisions.

But there is a serious danger that none of the "infrastructure" legislation now
pending will be enacted. Estimates that our infrastructure spending needs could be
as high as three trillion dollars in the next twenty years, while effective in drawing
attention to the problem, can be equally effective in stymieing responses to it. There
are some problems seemingly so vast that we simply cannot imagine solutions.
Three trillion dollars is that vast.

The greatest value an independent commission may have is in helping us reach a
consensus on the dimensions both of the need and of our responses. The gap be-
tween social security revenues and outlays was considered unsolvable until the
President's Commission on Social Security Reform, on which I sat and to which I
devoted most of my time for half a year, established a nonpartisan consensus on the
size of the problem and on the range of appropriate responses. After that a political
solution became feasible.

The Commission on Public Improvements could have the same effect. In the
meantime, studies such as the Joint Economic Committee's survey of selected
States, including New York, begin to tell us some of the information we need to
know. And I believe we can begin to fashion some concrete responses to the prob-
lem.

Within a few weeks of the Senate's return, the Senate Committee on Environ-
ment and Public Works, of which I am a member, will meet to consider legislative
proposals on the infrastructure problem. And at that time, I hope to propose, in con-
cert with the Chairman of the Committee, Senator Stafford of Vermont, and Sena-
tor Domenici of New Mexico, who is also Chairman of the Senate Budget Commit-
tee, new legislation. While the details are still to be worked out, the bill will embody
as its centerpiece the Commission and capital investment schedule proposed in my
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bill. It will also include a substantial new multi-year Federal aid program to help
States establish infrastructure revolving loan funds or banks. Water supply projects
would be eligible for assistance from these funds; port, airport, sewer, mass transit,
street and highway, and park improvements would also be eligible.

Even if accepted by the Committee and the Congress, this program would not
solve all of our infrastructure problems. There is much work to be done sorting out
the appropriate Federal, State, and local responsibilities. This hearing will, I am
certain, make a valuable contribution to that effort.

Senator D'AMATo. I would like to call our first panel: Mr. Peter
Goldmark, who is vice chairman, National Infrastructure Advisory
Committee to the Joint Economic Committee, and also the Execu-
tive Director of our Port Authority. And also Associate Prof. Rae
Zimmerman, New York University. Professor Zimmerman has pre-
pared the New York Infrastructure study for the committee, which
will be completed by the end of this year.

Mr. Goldmark.

STATEMENT OF PETER C. GOLDMARK, JR., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
Mr. GOLDMARK. Thank you very much, Senator.
My remarks will be very short. As you know, but as perhaps

some of those here today do not. I am talking today in my capacity
as vice chairman of the advisory committee that the Members of
Congress on the Joint Economic Committee have established, with
the national advisory committee chaired by Henry Reuss, former
chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, and Lee White from
the State of Colorado and myself as vice chairmen.

I am going to be very short and try to help set the stage for those
who follow me, including the Governor and the representatives and
legislative leaders and cities of New York.

Over the last decade, we have seen an amazing decline in invest-
ment in the five core infrastructure systems: highways; bridges;
mass transit; water; and sewer.

I am going to use two charts. The first one-would you put it up,
please-shows the drop in spending in these five categories at all
levels of government.

If I could just take a minute, Senator, to indicate here the re-
markable thing about this line that shows spending on five core in-
frastructure systems at the three levels of government combined
over the past decade dropping from 1.5 percent to now 0.75 percent
of gross national product. And nobody knew it was happening.
There is no data, no national budget, no congressional forum, no
policy framework in which people said, shall we cut our spending
like that or shall we not? Well, the decade of the 1970's was over,
and that is what had happened to our expenditures on these sys-
tems.

So one of the questions before us is, can we arrest this cycle of
disinvestment? And second, can we generate political capital re-
quired to rebuild our physical capital?

One remarkable sign is the level of participation that the Sena-
tor referred to in the Joint Economic Committee infrastructure
study.

The second chart I have-would you put that up, Steve-shows
the 22 States, including New York, that are taking part in this
effort; 22 at this point, Senator. I hope we can enlarge the number.
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These States comprise over 60 percent of our country's population.
And they are, as Senator D'Amato indicated, doing a very poor
task of inventorying each one of them of their own needs in these
critical areas.

Now, what is remarkable about this effort is something that I
have not seen in the debate on infrastructure among the States in
many years: There is a refreshing absence of regional rivalry.
Debate over our infrastructure problems has not degenerated into
a Sunbelt-Frostbelt shoot-out. It has not degenerated into a funding
fight between New Mexico's water systems and New York City's
subway system.

When the Joint Economic Committee advisory committee met for
the first time in Denver, public officials from the Western States
extended an opportunity and an olive branch to their counterparts
from the East. They asked, how might the West and the East coop-
erate in rebuilding the Nation's infrastructure?

I cannot tell you what an electric effect it made when the Gover-
nors of Western States and Rocky Mountain States got on their
feet and said, we want to find a way to build a political alliance
with the Northeast and with the Eastern States on these issues.

Accustomed as we are sometimes to the political warfare in the
Northeast, I think we have got to learn to take yes for an answer.
They want to build an alliance, and we should meet them halfway.
We can work together with our colleagues from the West, Midwest,
and the South in a search for a national infrastructure policy.

In constructing that policy, we can build upon the significant
steps undertaken in our State of New York. Public officials here
have understood the repair bill will be high but that the cost of in-
action will be far higher.

Consequently, you have seen in the past several years Governor
Cuomo proposing a water finance authority and a $1.25 billion in-
frastructure bond issue. You seen an $8 billion capital program
proposed by the MGA and begun.

Buffalo moving forward on its light rail system. New York City
making rebuilding of its infrastructure system its top capital prior-
ity. The speaker of the assembly making infrastructure systems
one of his top priorities. And New York State for the first time pre-
paring a 5-year capital plan.

In our own part of the State and the region, Governor Cuomo,
Governor Kean and the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey have proposed a bank for regional development which would
harness the capital capacity of the port authority to rebuild these
crumbling systems. And the port authorities have purchased half a
billion dollars of new buses for the States of New York and New
Jersey.

These measures will work better as part of a national commit-
ment to infrastructure renewal. And I would like to share with you
an idea that we in the Infrastructure Advisory Committee are dis-
cussing to establish a national infrastructure corporation.

This vehicle would provide for the first time at the Federal level
a capital solution to a capital problem. It would create a national
pool of funding by raising long-term debt in the capital markets. It
would undertake capital assistance on a sustained, flexible, mul-
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tiyear basis outside the fetters of the normal year-to-year appropri-
ation and regulation processes.

The corporation would fund no projects directly. Through sales of
long-term bonds, it would capitalize State infrastructure banks
which would then themselves make loans for projects undertaken
at the State and local level. State and local governments would
prepay those loans with revenues provided by taxes or user
charges, and the repaid sums would, in turn, be recycled as addi-
tional loans.

Most importantly-and this is the key to the basis on which the
Governors and leaders of the Western States have said they would
work with us-State and local officials, not the Federal Govern-
ment, would decide which specific local targets receive funds.

Senator, it is entirely appropriate that following your sessions in
Louisville and Seattle-many of the people here I think do not
know that this is a part of a set of three hearings conducted
around the country as part of this effort-that the Joint Economic
Committee conclude in New York, chaired by yourself.

Here we have a State and a region whose economic future and
competitiveness depend upon rebuilding the infrastructure. Here
we have a Governor who has made capital construction the center-
piece of his economic program and cooperation and coalition build-
ing the hallmark of his governmental style. And here we have an
opportunity to reach out to other States in a common effort to busi-
ness, to labor, to citizens, and together to recognize the capital con-
struction crisis and take the steps necessary to solve it.

Thank you very much, Senator. I would be glad to answer any
questions if you have any.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Goldmark follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER C. GOLDMARK, JR.

Good morning. I am Peter C. Goldmark, Jr., Executive Director of

the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. I appear before-you today,

however, in my role as vice chairman of the National Infrastructure Advisory

Committee to the Joint Economic Committee of Congress. The advisory committee

has been established to help guide the National Infrastructure Study being

conducted by the Joint Economic Committee in conjunction with the Graduate

School of Public Affairs at the University of Colorado. Former Congressman

Henry Reuss chairs the advisory committee and Lee White, Vice President of

Smith Barney, serves as my counterpart from the west.

We are now confronted by major deterioration in our nation's infra-

structure -- its systems of highways, bridges, mass transit, water, sewer and

other basic capital facilities. The evidence, unfortunately, is all about us

in the form of pot-holed streets, closed bridges, subway failures, watermain

breaks, and countless other examples. The Federal Highway Administration

estimates that one-fifth of the relatively new Interstate System is in need

of immediate repair and that nearly half of the nation's 560,000 bridges are

structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. The United States Environmental

Protection Agency states that nearly half of the nation's communities are pre-

cluded from economic development opportunities by virtue of their obsolete and

overburdened sewage treatment facilities. Various magazine, newspaper, radio

and television pieces have cited these problems and more, and the debate has

shifted from whether a problem exists to measuring its true extent and to

determining what can and should be done about it.

As to the extent of the problem, estimates are wide ranging, reflecting

to a large degree the relative lack of collective data in this area. Depending
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on what is included in the estimate and what the time-frame is, dollar-figures

can range from a national need of several hundred billion to several trillion.

Analysis that we have done at the Port Authority on needs related to the five

basic life-support systems I mentioned earlier leads us to conclude that some

$500 billion will have to be spent nationally over the next decade on these

systems to maintain our economic well-being.

Obviously, capital spending at all levels of government has not kept

pace with the reinvestment levels required. Information that is available shows

a flat or declining level of investment over the past decade. This pattern is

true whether one looks at all public capital spending or focuses on just the

investment in the transportation and environment categories. As a percent of GNP,

infrastructure investment has been in steady decline since 1970.

Preliminary data that has been gathered relating tb the JEC/University

of Colorado study show similar patterns of underinvestment and need. Perhaps

it is appropriate, with the foregoing as a backdrop, to tell you about progress

on the study and what we hope to accomplish with it.

First, I must say that I am particularly honored to be a part of

such an important effort. In addition to our distinguished advisory committee

chairman, Henry Reuss, and business leader and fellow vice chairman, Lee White,

we have an outstanding committee made up of governors, mayors, corporate leaders

and representatives of the academic community. What began last year as a

relatively modest effort -- involving just the states of Colorado, Indiana,

New Jersey and Texas -- has grown dramatically and now involves twenty-two states

representing every section of the continental United States. Academic insti-

tutions in each of the 22 states are currently in the process of preparing infra-

structure case studies, many of which have now been drafted or completed. The
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National Advisory Committee to the Study held an initial policy meeting last

spring and has begun to establish the framework for preparing a national infra-

structure agenda. As you know, in addition to today's hearing, the study has

been a focal point of two other JEC regional hearings -- one held in Louisville,

Kentucky, and one in Seattle, Washington. Early this fall, three regional re-

treats are scheduled across the country involving private and public sector

leaders in an attempt to achieve some consensus on this agenda. The advisory

committee will then meet again in late October to review the final report. The

effort will be capped, we hope, with a final hearing in Washington, probably

in November.

Let me share with you some preliminary findings from the study:

- Data on infrastructure conditions and capital needs is

fragmentary and difficult to come by. The study has faced

many methodological problems in putting this information to-

gether. At the same time, the study has served to galvanize

many states into more systematic processes of evaluation and

and capital planning.

- There is often as much variation in conditions and needs

within regions of the country as there is between regions.

Contrary to popular belief, rehabilitation of capital assets

is a major concern of the West as well as the East. This

circumstance may well help diffuse the regional infighting

we often experience in the allocation of public works capital

program funds and in the establishment of infrastructure policy.

- As to national need in the 17 year time-frame (1983-2000) the study is

focusing on, the preliminary results from the state case studies

that have been prepared so far indicate a gap of $300 to $400 billion
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between what is needed and what is now projected to be avail-

able. On an annual basis this gap is approximately $21 billion --

not insurmountable, but large enough to require new approaches.

- Virtually all states experience a gap between needs and resources;

excluding some of the larger urban areas, the state-reported

gap ranges between $4 and $18 billion. Some 602 of the needs in

all states relates to highways.

- Federal budget cuts have generally had a negative impact on the

states' capital programs. The most severe impact has been in

the sewer area; capital programs at the smaller airports have also

been hit hard.

The National Infrastructure Study, in addition to developing the needs

and resource assessment contained in the twenty-two state case studies, will also

examine specific institutional alternatives on the national level. One such

alternative I and other members of the advisory committee find particularly

intriguing is the establishment of a national infrastructure financing corporation.

Let me give you some idea of why I think we need such a mechanism and how it might

work.

As I have noted, the magnitude of the capital need in the basic areas

of transportation, water and sewer for the nation is tremendous; where the money

will come from to pay for thesezmajor capital improvements presents a significant

stumbling block. State and local government, who have historically shouldered

the largest share of infrastructure investment, now face severe fiscal pressures.

At the federal level, the magnitude of the current and projected budget deficits

poses serious practical difficulties for the enlargement, if not the continuation,
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of federal public works construction and grant programs. Yet our infrastructure

needs must be met if the economic and social vitality of this nation is to be

maintained.

To meet this challenge, it may be time to institute a new capital

investment vehicle that could spread the infrastructure renewal costs to users

and taxpayers alike, that could call upon the collective resources of all levels

of government in this effort and that could serve as a national rallying point

for meeting this issue head on. Any new financing arrangement must be sustained,

long-term and flexible; it must create an effective and enduring federal-state-

local partnerships; and, it must assign primary responsibility to state and local--

officials who are most familiar with infrastructure conditions, needs and over-

all resources.

As I mentioned a moment ago, one alternative for generating the needed

capital within the context of a federal-state-local partnership would be the

creation of a federal financing entity -- the national infrastructure corporation --

that could create a pool of capital dedicated to infrastructure renewal. This

new federal corporation would fund no projects directly. Its purview would be re-

stricted to the basic core infrastructure systems I have described previously. This

corporation could issue long-term bonds and use the proceeds to capitalize state

infrastructure banks. The state banks could use their capital to make loans

for infrastructure projects being undertaken by state and local governments.

If the federal government reimbursed the national infrastructure corporation for

the interest costs on these bonds, the loans could be interest-free. State

and local government would repay the loans with revenues provided by taxes or

user charges levied on the beneficiaries of the infrastructure improvements,

and the repaid sums would be recycled as additional loans. Thus, at minimal
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cost to the federal government, a sizable and reliable pool of capital would

be created that would provide state and local government with a low-cost option

for meeting their ever-increasing infrastructure needs.

This option and other proposals need to be considered, and I would hope

the agenda produced by the National Infrastructure Study will spur a variety of

federal initiatives.

Let me make it quite clear, however, that we here in New York should

not rely solely on any new federal financing entity, no matter how attractive,

to be an infrastructure panacea. And, in fact, we are not. Several programs

relating to infrastructure renewal in the State are in place, and several major

proposals are being considered. Let me cite several of these for you.

First, the City of New York, in rebounding from the fiscal crisis

of the mid-1970's, now has a capital program that approaches nearly

$2 billion in annual expenditures. A sizable portion of this amount is now

being financed with City debt. Moreover, a majority of the budget funds is

devoted to the rehabilitation of existing facilities.

Second, with some able cooperation from State, local and federal govern-

ment leaders, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority has put together an in-

novative capital renewal program amounting to some $8 billion and holding the

promise for New Yorkers of a new era in mass transportation reliability and

quality. This program relies heavily on the resources of State residents.

Third, a proposal has been made to permit the greater use of revenue

bond financing for water and sewage facilities in cities throughout the state.

Here, increases in water and sewer user rates would pay for the amortization of

the authority bonds, and no federal assistance is involved.

29-792 o-84-27
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Fourth, before the New York State voters this November will be a

proposal for a $1.25 billion infrastructure bond issue that would finance a

host of highway, bridge, transit and port projects by both providing for the

local share on federal grants and helping to pay for other State and local

projects .

Fifth, and closer to home, the Port Authority, through the proposed

Bank for Regional Development, stands ready to assist both New York and New

Jersey with the financing of vital infrastructure projects. As outlined

in the recent agreement between the two state governors, the Bank for Regional

Development would be capitalized by revenues generated through rental income

associated with the World Trade Center, revenues from increased Hudson River

tolls and other sources. I might add that this proposal is in addition to some

$440 million in buses and bus-related equipment that Port Authority has or

will be making available to both states and which has been used as a match to

federal grant funds.

These proposals illustrate some of the ways that public officials in

our State are responding to the infrastructure crisis. These imaginative pro-

grams reflect a welcome recognition of the extent of this problem, but, of course,

a great deal of work remains to be done -- both in New York State and the nation.

Advocates of infrastructure renewal must make clear that the key

question we face is not whether, but when. Either we take a farsighted view and

initiate now a sustained program of investment as we have begun in New York --

or we delay the day of reckoning, thereby increasing the price tag for eventual

renewal, undermining our nation's ability to compete and jeopardizing public

health. Breakdowns in our basic life-support systems must be viewed not as

isolated events, but as previews of coming and greater disasters unless we launch

a comprehensive rebuilding compaign.
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Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Mr. Goldmark.
Maybe we will hear from Professor Zimmerman. Professor, if you

could summarize your statement, I would be deeply appreciative,
and your entire prepared statement will be put into the record in
its entirety.

STATEMENT OF RAE ZIMMERMAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY
Ms. ZIMMERMAN. As I am sure you all know, attention has been

drawn to the needs of deteriorating infrastructure facilities, and I
think the current focus is upon developing estimates of need as a
basis for evaluating financing alternatives.

Now, I am going to be summarizing some of the very preliminary
results of a 10-week study estimating infrastructure needs in New
York State. The New York State study as Mr. Goldmark men-
tioned, a multi state study for the Joint Economic Committee. A
preliminary summary report will be available for the hearing
record, and the final report will be available from the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee.

I would like to make one comment based on some new informa-
tion that EPA had provided to me late yesterday. Some of the
wastewater tratment needs estimates should be moved from the
1983-87 category to the 1988-2000 category. The total over the
1983-2000 period remains unchanged, which is the main point. You
do have the corrected version in the report you have now.

I have been concentrating on water supply, wastewater treat-
ment, and transportation. In each area, I have generated new esti-
mates, where I have been able to get good data on inventories, con-
dition, and so forth. In lieu of that detailed information, I have
used existing estimates where they have been well backed up.

The preliminary findings of the study are as follows: In the three
infrastructure categories, total needs over the next 5 years stand at
about $40 billion. The total to the year 2000, which is the key
figure, is about $84 billion. This $84 billion is equally divided be-
tween the 1983-87 period, and-assuming all those repairs are
made-the 1988-2000 period.

Now, in the area of water supply, obviously the most eye-catch-
ing project has been the third water tunnel, designed as an alterna-
tive route for New York City's two water tunnels. However, this
transmission project should not overshadow the considerable prob-
lems with the next largest category, which is the distribution
system.

There are leakages that I have estimated throughout the State
just in the metered systems of 113.5 million gallons a day outside of
New York City. In New York City breakage rates for pipes have
increased about 60 percent over the last 3 years, according to the
Corps of Engineers. To the extent that age is an indicator of distri-
bution system problems, the median years of construction of the
pipes in the large urban areas, you know, are quite high: Bingham-
ton, 1915; Albany, older than 1929; Buffalo, 1923-Buffalo has a
breakage rate of 250 per 1,000 miles per year-and Rochester, 1873
to 1900.
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Then there is a problem with water treatment, that is, treatment
of water supplies. An estimated 2.2 million people are served by
water supplies that contain organic contaminants. They primarily
rely upon ground water; about a third of the State relies upon
ground water.

Wastewater treatment: There are about 535 systems that are dis-
charging something like 3.4 billion gallons per day into the State's
waterways. According to the State, about a quarter of those sys-
tems are operating below what is generally required by the Federal
Government for secondary wastewater treatment.

The USEPA has made other estimates: Most of the facilities
Statewide, a large number of them, have been operating below
what is considered to be accepted as secondary treatment.

In the State's construction grant program for wastewater treat-
ment, applications for seven large facilities in the State account for
about half of the almost $1 billion of eligible construction grant
costs as they stand right now. These systems are: Rochester; North
River; Red Hook; Coney Island; Owls Head-all of those were in
New York City-Rockland County; and Glens Falls, in that order.

Highways: There are 109,706 miles of roadways in this State
owned by State and local jurisdictions; 15 percent are deteriorated
and 70 percent are in fair condition. Now, that figure includes local
as well as State roads.

Bridges: Of the 19,647 bridges in the State, 42 percent are defi-
cient. Non-State bridges have a much higher percentage of deficien-
cy than State bridges, except that the State bridges are becoming
deficient at a much faster rate. As one might expect, deficient
bridges are largely found in and around older urban areas.

Deficiency has been found by empirical studies conducted by the
State to be clearly a function of bridge age. In a sample of over
6,000 bridges inspected in 1980, the median year of construction
was about 1956,

And then there are the other categories: Buses and other forms
of mass transit, which I think are adequately covered in the pre-
liminary summary report. The buses and commuter rail figures are
considered minimum estimates and do not include some of the an-
cillary facilities associated with the improvements.

[The prepared statement of Professor Zimmerman follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAE ZIMMERMAN

INTRODUCTION

Recognition of the nation's existing infrastructure problems has focused

attention upon estimates of the magnitude of these needs and the ability of

existing financial resources to meet them. Infrastructure improvements for

New York State are estimated here in the areas of water supply, wastewater

treatment, and transportation as part of a multi-state study of nationwide

infrastructure needs. Estimates of infrastructure rehabilitation needs for

public systems, excluding system expansions, are based upon existing data on

the current inventory, its condition relative to currently accepted levels of

performance, and unit costs of rehabilitation. A more comprehensive

assessment of needs based upon demand, technology and service preferences and

tolerance limits is currently precluded by data limitations and

uncertainties. Population changes are a critical element of a more

comprehensive analysis of the demand for infrastructure. These changes are

projected to be very modest in New York State through the Year 2000,

according to the U.S. Department of Commerce, and thus, may not be a major

factor influencing infrastructure demand statewide. The projected average

annual rate of increase in population is less than 2 percent between 1985 and

2010. Table 1 summarizes the estimates of needs and the near-term financial

shortfall, and Table 2 gives some selected indicators of inventory

characteristics and condition in the infrastructure categories covered.

Note: For detailed references and citations, see the main report. This is
a preliminary report, and the final version will be presented to the Joint
Economic Committee.
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Table 1

SU*ARY OF INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS AND EXPENDITURE GAPS IN NEW YORK STATE

Needs Estimate 1983-1987 Shortfall

Infrastructure 1. II. III. IV. V.(c)
Category Total 1983-1987 1988-2000(a) Resources(b) Shortfall

(in billions of 1982 dollars)
Water Supply
(Rehabilitation of

systems serving over
7S% of the popula- 7.2 3.3 1.0-3.9* 0.8-1.1 2.5-2.2
tion)

Wastewater Treatment 17.3(d) 7.1 10.2 5.9(e) 1.2

Transportation
Highways 25.5 14.1 11.4
Bridges 20.1 8.9 11.2

Subtotal 45.6 23.0 22.6 20.3(f) 2.7
Mass Transit (g)

Subways 10.4 5.2 5.2
Buses 1.6+ 0.6 1.0
Commuter Rail 0.7+ 0.7

Rail 0.3+ 0.3 ---
Airports 0.6+ 0.6 ---

GRAND TOTAL 83.7 40.8 42.9

Notes:(a) The 1988-2000 estimates assume that 1983-1987 needs have been met.

(b) These are aggregate resources over the entire five year period,
based usually upon projected expenditures.

(c) The shortfall is calculated as the difference between columns IV & V

(d) This total has been increased to $19.5 billion because of an
additional combined sewer overflow correction.

(e) Revenues expected from the construction grants program are of
the same order of magnitude as previous expenditures, and are
therefore not likely to alter the shortfall.

(f) Expected revenues from the Highway Act and motor vehicle fuel
taxes are likely to diminish the estimated shortfall.

(g) Shortfall calculation precluded since resource data only available
for a three year period, too short for projection purposes.

*The higher estimate assumes stages 3 and 4 of the Third Water Tunnel
are constructed.
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Table 2

SUMMARY OF SELECTED INFRASTRUCTURE INVENTORY AND CONDITION
CHARACTERISTICS, New York State: 1983

Infrastructure
Category Inventory

Water Supply No. of Systems:12,503
Production Capacity:3.68 BGD
Population Served:18.05 Million
Population Served by Ground-

water: 6 Million
No. of Dams: 1400

Wastewater No. of Systems: 535
Treatment Total Flow: 3.4 BGD

Ave. Flow per Plant: 6.3 MGOD

Highways Miles of Road: 109,706 (1982)
Vehicle Miles Traveled:

79.1 billion (1981)

gridges Number of Bridges: 19,647

Subways No. of Cars: 6500-6700
(NYC) Passengers Daily:3.5-5 Million

Miles of Track: 710-747
Route Miles: 244
Stations: 479-487

Buses No. of Buses: 8173 (1982)
No. Systems: 31

Rail No. of Major Systems: 6
Route Miles: 4160
Tonnage Carried: 36.4 Million

Condition

Minimum Population
Affected by Organic
Contaminants: 2.2 Million

No. of Dams in High Hazard
Category ('C"): 357

Minimum 'unaccounted for
water": 113.5 MGD

Percentage Operating at
Less than Secondary:25.8%

Mileage Deteriorated:
16,249 (15%)

Mileage in Fair Condition:
76,813 (70%)

No. of Deficient Bridges:
8,192 (42%)

Percentage Exceeding 35
years of Age: 10% (1979)

No. Exceeding 12 years of
Age: 4,602 (1982)

References:

Water Supply:
NYS Department of Health, "Summary of Public Water Systems"

(Albany, N.Y.: 6/8/83 retrieval); NYS Department of Environmental
Conservation, Division of Water, "Dam Safety Project"
(Albany, N.Y.: 6/29/83 retrieval); NYS Department of Health,
"Organic Chemicals and Drinking Water" (Albany, N.Y.: c.1979).
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Wastewater Treatment:
NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of Water,
"Descriptive Data of Sewage Treatment Systems in New York State"
(Albany, N.Y.: June 1983).

Highways:
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.

Highway Statistics-1981 (Washington, D.C.: 1982); estimates
Eased on U.S. DOT and NYS DOT data.

Bridges:
NYS Department of Transportation, "Bridges in New York State.
Condition Rating Trends" (Albany, N.Y.: May 1983).

Subways:
New York City, Office of the Comptroller, "Rebuilding During
the 1980's" (New York, N.Y.: May 1979); New York City, Department
of City Planning, "Capital Needs and Priorities for the City of
New York" (New York, N.Y.: January 1983).

Buses:
U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, "National Urban Mass Transportation Statistics"
(Washington, D.C.: November 1982).

Rail:
NYS Department of Transportation, Rail Division, "NYS Rail Plan
Annual Update" (Albany, N.Y.: January 1983); "NYS Rail Preser-
vation Program Annual Report (Albany, N.Y.: September 1982).
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INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS ESTIMATES

Approximately $40.8 billion will be needed in the near term, between 1983
and 1987, to improve water supply, wastewater treatment, and transportation

facilities serving most of the State's population. Assuming that these

improvements are implemented, another $42.9 billion will be needed (exclusive

of rail and airports) in the period from 1988-2000.(These needs are not shortfalls.)
- Over the next five years the expenditures of $3.3 billion for watersupply will rehabilitate or replace supply, treatment, distribution andstorage facilities. These needs are currently identified in engineeringreports for community water systems serving about three-quarters of theState's population. Included in the estimate for water supply, andaccounting for the largest share of the total, is the completion ofStage 1 and part of Stage 2 of New York City's Third Water Tunnel, whichwould allow maintenance of the City's existing tunnels, expansions inthe supply, and improvements in water pressure.

- An expenditure of $ 7.1 billion is the U.S. EPA's estimate for the
investment needed to meet the backlog of needs in New York State for thesecondary wastewater -treatment (biological degradation) requirements ofcurrent water pollution control legislation. Legislation requires these
needs to be met by 1987.

- An investment of $23.0 billion will provide for improvements in highways
currently rated as or estimated to be deteriorated or in fair condition,totalling about 85% of the road system, and improvements in about 42% ofthe bridges currently rated by the State as deficient.

- An investment of $5.2 billion in the subway system will provide forabout 1000 new subway cars, the rehabilitation of others, and track andancillary facility repairs in New York City.

- $0.6 billion will provide for the replacement of 4600 buses that will be
over 12 years old, the age recommended by the Urban Mass TransportationAdministration (UMTA) for replacement.(Excludes ancillary facilities.)

Additional investments will provide for commuter rail improvements,
expansions In the highspeed rail system westward and the construction ofa Trailer-on-Flat-Car Facility (TOFC) in New York City to provide arailway to highway linkage for freight, and various capacity and otherimprovements in the State's airports.
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Given the expenditure patterns that have existed in the past, a shortfall

or gap is expected to be about $2.4 billion for water supply, $ 1.2 billion

for wastewater treatment, and $2.7 billion for highways and bridges during

the five year period. Shortfalls in mass transit, rail, and airports are

difficult to estimate given the short period of time (3 years) for which

expenditure and revenue data exist for these facilities.

INFRASTRUCTURE INVENTORY AND CONDITION

Mater Supply

According to New York State's inventory of water supply systems,

approximately 12,500 systems exist in the State with a production capacity of

3.68 billion gallons per day for the State's entire population.

Approximately ninety percent of the population is served by public water

systems that provide 3.2 billion gallons a day.

The components of a water supply system include sources, transmission to a

central distribution point, treatment, and storage and distribution to bring

water to the ultimate users.

- The supply system in New York State consists of some 1400 dams (not all

of which are for water supply), reservoirs, well fields, and surface

water intake structures. New York State's Dam Safety Project, an

extension of the National Dam Inspection Program, has classified the

1400 dams as to potential hazard (by virtue of location) and structural

stability. Some 385 dams are in the high hazard category, potentially
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endangering lives in the event of a failure. Of these, a large number

have structural problems. Unfortunately, no unified cost estimates are

available to estimate the rehabilitation needs for these facilities

statewide.

The largest transmission project currently underway in the State is the

Third Water Tunnel. It is designed to augment New York City's two water

tunnels that connect reservoirs with the City's distribution system.

The Tunnel, currently designed to be completed in four stages, will

enable the two existing tunnels to be maintained, water pressure to be

improved, and supplies to be expanded.

The need for large scale expansions in water treatment systems has been

underscored by the discovery of potentially toxic organic substances in

drinking water. This is exacerbated by the fact that 2.2 million people

in the State depend upon groundwater for their water supplies, where

many of the organic chemical problems occur. Water treatment

requirements are based upon the National Interim Primary Drinking Water

Regulations as well as the State's Public Health Code. While a

statewide inventory of treatment systems does exist in the State to

comply with federal requirements under the Safe Drinking Water Act, no

systematic assessment of overall facility deficiencies exists as a basis

for a statewide needs estimate.

Water supply planning, undertaken in New York State for more than a

couple of decades under various auspices, has been oriented toward the

development of supplies with little comprehensive attention to
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distribution systems and related facilities. Concern over the

distribution systems stems from breakage rates occurring in excess of

rule-of-thumb engineering guidelines and leakages, or "unaccounted for

water", indicated by recorded differences in production and consumption

figures for metered water systems. Known leakage throughout the State

(exclusive of New York City) is estimated at 113.5 MGD, or almost ten

percent of the existing non-New York City production capacity. Breakage

studies have been conducted under Section 214 of the Flood Control Act

of 1965 and Section 22 of of the Water Resources Development Act of 1974

for large urban areas. A statewide inventory of breakage is not

available, and the urban area studies need to be expanded statewide.

The study of the New York City water distribution system for the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers concluded that the breakage rate has increased

by sixty percent over the last three years. The study pointed out that

age of the pipes was not as significant a factor as stress from

construction and use of the streets, implying that management practices

are as significant a factor as rehabilitation.

A comprehensive understanding of inventory and condition characteristics of

the State's water supply is precluded to a large extent by the

decentralization of water supply development. Priority systems and

consistent application of performance indicators are needed at the State

level.

Wastewater Treatment

The development and construction of wastewater treatment systems currently
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responds to federally approved state water quality and facility standards. A

statewide facility inventory by level of treatment is conducted every two

years by the New York State Department of Conservation. The current

inventory estimates that 535 facilities exist in the state discharging a

total of 3.4 billion gallons a day (BGD). Of this total, a quarter was

operating at less than secondary treatment (which is a biological degradation

process), required by the Federal Water Quality Act. This is only a minimum

estimate of the need for facility upgrading, since the number of systems

currently designed to operate at secondary treatment but aren't is not known

directly. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency needs survey identifies

the largest categories of need (in terms of dollars) as the correction of

combined sewers, major sewer system rehabilitation, and secondary treatment

in that order.

The largest source of funds for wastewater treatment facility construction

is provided under Section 201 of the Clean Water Act. This program has

typically provided a 75 percent federal share and a 25% state and local

match, but as of October 1, 1983, the federal share will be reduced to 55%.

Facility applications under that program currently total $5 billion in New

York State. Between 1972 and May, 1983, New York State had received a total

of $4.1 billion under the program, and is expected to receive $214 million

each year for the next two fiscal years.

Transportation

Highways. In 1981 New York State ranked second nationwide in total

population and third in the total number of vehicle miles traveled, which
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amounted to 79.1 billion miles. This increased to 80.5 billion miles in

1982. Total highway mileage in the State is 109,706. Town and county owned

roads account for the largest share of the total. Over the last six years,

the network has expanded an average of about 166 miles a year.

The condition of roads is measured in terms of (1) the pavement surface and

road base, and (2) the capacity of the roadway to sustain traffic, measured

in terms of the ratio of volume to capacity. Federal ratings for the first

measure, pavement condition, are categorized into deteriorated, fair, good or

unpaved. Based on Federal, State and other data and analyses, 16,249 miles

(15%) of the total road network were actually rated or estimated to be in

deteriorated condition and another 76,813 miles (70%) were rated or estimated

to be in fair condition. Since condition, and hence, rehabilitation costs,

of non-Federal aided roads was not available, it had to be estimated. The

estimates for non-Federal aided roads assume that between 1983 and 1987

deteriorated roads will receive an asphalt cover at a unit cost of $125,000

per mile, roads rated in fair condition will receive a chip seal coating at a

cost of $35,000 per mile, and unpaved roads will require maintenance

amounting to $15,000 per mile. Between 1988 and 2000, all non-Federally

aided paved roads are assumed to get two treatments of chip seal, and unpaved

roads get two maintenance treatments.

Major revenue sources for both highway and bridge needs are expected to be

from the Surface Transportation and Assistance Act of 1982 and from motor

vehicle fuel taxes.
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Bridges. There are currently 19,647 bridges in New York State of which

36.7 percent are state-owned. An extensive bridge inspection and rating

program has been undertaken in the State since 1977. Based on a rating scale

of 0 through 7, bridges with scale values less than 5 are considered

deficient. The scale is based upon visible deterioration and changes in load

bearing capacity, and does not measure certain types of deficiency, such as

those related to weaknesses in material or design. In 1983, 8,192 or 42% of

the bridges were deficient. About two-thirds of these deficient bridges are

at the very top of the deficient category, i.e., have scale values close to

S. Non-state owned bridges have a higher proportion of deficient bridges than

state-owned bridges, however the percentage of deficient bridges has been

rising faster in the state-owned category than in the non-state owned

category. In spite of the State's ongoing bridge repair program, the

percentage of deficient bridges continues to rise in both ownership

categories. The State estimates that the rate of slippage of a bridge in the

rating scale is about 0.122 points per year, which means that by the Year

2000 the bridges not repaired in 1983-7 that have ratings of S or above, will

require repair.

Subways. The major subway system in New York State is in New York City.

The City's two systems operated by the New York City Transit Authority and

the Staten Rapid Transit Authority (SIRTOA) have between 6500 and 6700 subway

cars serving between 3.5 and 5 million passengers daily, along 710-747 miles

of track. There are between 479 and 487 stations as well in the system. The

condition of the system is primarily guaged by the age of the cars and

tracks. The UMTA threshold age of 35 years for cars and 20-30 years for
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track is used as a general guideline, though in the case of cars, performance

and usage can considerably affect this, and in the case of track, the shape

of the track can alter the lifetime. These age criteria form part of the

basis for the needs estimate. Additional trackwork necessitated by recent

derailments may exert an additional demand for subway expenditures during the

1983-7 period.

Buses. In 1981 UMTA reported that 8,173 buses were being run in the State

by 31 bus systems each operating more than five vehicles per year. About

two-thirds of the buses are located in New York City. As in the case of

subway cars, age is the major indicator of bus replacement. The UMTA

guideline for buses is 12 years. In 1983, 4,602 buses or 56 percent exceeded

the 12 year guideline. The replacement cost for a bus is highly variable

depending upon its capacity. According to the New York City Transit

Authority, the cost of a Grumman Flexi bus is $103,000 and a GM bus is

$150,000 including the cost of a chair lift for the handicapped.

Rail. The six major rail systems in the State currently cover 4160 route

miles, of which Conrail accounts for almost two-thirds of the total. The

five carriers, classified by the Interstate Commerce Commission as Class' I

carriers, since their revenues exceed $50 million per year, carried 36.4 tons

of freight in 1980. Once again Conrail dominated the picture. Rail needs

articulated by the State include the expansion of the existing high speed

rail network westward, restructuring some of the railroads, and improvements

in freight service in the downstate area by constructing a railway - highway

freight link or Trailer-on-Flat-Car facility (TOFC) at the Harlem Rail Yard.

Airports. The two airports in New York City, JFK and LaGuardia, account

for two-thirds of the estimated needs for airport facilities in the State.

Building capacity is a major constraint at JFK, and LaGuardia is also

operating at capacity. Needs for other airports in the State have been

formulated in terms of anticipated federal allotments rather than in terms of

a comprehensive needs assessment. Buffalo and Syracuse airports account for

the largest share of the total of upstate airport needs.
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Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Professor. Let me indi-
cate to you obviously the chore you have undertaken is a very diffi-
cult, complex one, and we expect that you would have some addition-
al movement projections by the time the final report is issued. And
we thank you for your undertaking of this massive study.

If I might just address Mr. Goldmark, Pete, I am wondering if
you would comment again with some more specificity as to how
you envision the long-range capital program that you talked about.
If the Federal Government or a Federal bank would become in-
volved in infrastructure, how would this compare to the New
Jersey bank that you are working on? Do you think the creation of
that type of New Jersey regional development bank would be some-
thing that New York should also explore?

Mr. GOLDMARK. Let me respond to that question, Senator.
Senator D'AMATo. Just one other. Do you see the need for the

development of additional dollar resources? If so, what would those
sources be? How do you think you'd go about funding this bank?

Mr. GOLDMARK. I think we are talking about a modest amount of
additional dollars at the Federal level. The key thing, though, as
you know, Senator, the Federal Government has never had a capi-
tal budget.

Now, in the days when a construction project, or a sewer plant,
or a bridge, or rebuilding an existing one took 2 years and there
weren't 80 permits, 40 hearings, and 15 reviews and there were rel-
atively few Federal grant programs, that was not a problem.

The average life of most of these capital reconstruction programs
now is going to be 6, 8, 10 years; and to have that tied up in the
annual appropriation process, changing regulations by the execu-
tive branch agencies, really begins to make a mockery of the capi-
tal planning process.

The idea that several of the States are talking about and that
we've been developing would be very simply this. You would create
a long-term funding mechanism at the Federal level. It would gen-
erate its capital by selling government bonds, just as the other cap-
ital funding mechanisms of the Federal Government do.

They would not fund projects directly. They would use this capi-
tal to capitalize, if you wish, by investing in or buying the obliga-
tion of a series of State funds. They might call them a bank as New
Jersey did. Other States would probably, Senator, just prefer to call
them their ongoing capital program.

Senator D'AMATo. So it's not necessary in the plan that you envi-
sion for each State to take on its own development bank.

Mr. GOLDMARK. No, sir.
Senator D'AMATO. Just that it have access to the national bank

which would be the guarantor of its obligations.
Mr. GOLDMARK. You are correct.
Senator D'AMATO. How do you have long-range planning if you

have to appropriate funds every single year? There's no continuity.
One of the problems that we dealt with, in terms of mass trans-

portation and capital funds, was: How could a local entity, whether
it be bus authority or the MTA, plan accurately if it didn't have a
dedicated source of money that it could count on every year?

So this is what you're talking about as a dedicated source of reve-
nue that would flow to this bank.

29-792 2-M-2o
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Mr. GOLDMARK. True. Identified; limited; and frankly, Senator,
not for everything under the sun. The States and we who are talk-
ing together are talking about the hardcore systems. We're not
talking about rebuilding every hospital, every school building and
every government building in this country.

Senator D'AMATo. What systems would you call the hardcore
systems?

Mr. GOLDMARK. I would call it the core infrastructure system:
roads; bridges; transit; water supply; and sewage.

Senator D'AMATO. Have you had an opportunity to discuss this
proposal with the Governor's staff and with his transportation
people and others who would be involved intimately on the infra-
structure question?

Mr. GOLDMARK. The Governor's staff is familiar with these ideas.
Very frankly, Senator, the State of New York, in particular, is
more advanced in their thinking on this than some of other States
in the Rocky Mountain States and the West that we're working
with on this.

The key to the interest-and I cannot tell you what a change
this is from 5 years ago when the Western States were saying to
the East, "Don't bother us with your falling down subways. We
want to do our water projects." The key change is for the Western
Governors to be standing up and saying, "We want to build a polit-
ical alliance with the East in developing national infrastructure
capital policy at the time you've just suggested"; and New York
State is much more advanced in thinking about capital planning
and capital funding.

I would say the major part of our discussions are with the States
in the West and the Northwest; and, as you know, your colleagues
on this committee held hearings in Seattle and Louisville with rep-
resentatives of those States.

Senator D'AMATo. Let me thank you so very much, Pete, for
your very thoughtful and very stimulating presentation. It may
very well channel the way of the future for Federal participation
in our long-term project needs.

Thank you, professor.
We have, now, the Governor from the State of New York, Gover-

nor Cuomo.
Good morning, Mr. Governor.
Governor CuoMo. Good morning, Senator.
Senator D'AMATO. Where are my glasses? He does have more

hair than I do.
Governor, let me welcome you and thank you for your participa-

tion, and not only your participation but that of your Commission-
ers and people who have been most helpful in bringing about these
hearings and most cooperative in furnishing to the Joint Economic
Committee of the Congress the various facts, et cetera, to help us
determine some of those needs and the priorities here in our State
of New York.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MARIO M. CUOMO, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
NEW YORK

Governor CuoMo. Thank you, Senator; and thank you very much
for the opportunity to address you this morning.

Let me, before I give you my remarks, join with you in mourning
the passing of your colleague, the great American, Senator Henry
Jackson. I want you to know and Senator Moynihan, who I know is
not here only because he is with the family of Senator Jackson,
that the entire State sends its condolences to Senator Jackson's
family. It is a great loss for all of us.

And you, Senator D'Amato, I want to thank personally for hold-
ing these hearings. We appreciate in this State the work you've
been doing to make sure that this State of New York gets its fair
share of Federal revenues. On the issue of infrastructure, for want
of a better word, as on many other issues you have been an active
and effective advocate for New York State. Along with Senator
Moynihan, you've given New York strong and productive represen-
tation in Washington, and we are very, very grateful to you.

And whenever, as occurs often, I am mistaken for you, Senator
D'Amato, I always regard it as flattery.

I'd like to recognize, as well, Senator Moynihan's effort to focus
the Nation's attention on the need to rebuild America. His bill, S.
23, would establish a framework for setting capital priorities and
making sure that Federal investments in public works are chosen
sensibly and fairly.

I understand that Senator Moynihan along with Senators Bob
Stafford and Pete Domenici will soon be introducing a new bill
authorizing a new multiyear Federal program to help States estab-
lish revolving loan funds of banks for infrastructure finance. These
bills, as well as the excellent work now being done by the Joint
Economic Committee under your leadership in preparation for ad-
ditional legislation are evidence, I think of a growing awareness in
Washington of the vital role that public works play in strengthen-
ing our economy.

I'd also like to pause long enough to acknowledge in a special
way the efforts of the National Coalition on Infrastructure Financ-
ing that's been created in conjunction with your committee's study.
The coalition, for which port authority executive director and my
old friend Peter Goldmark has been a particularly effective spokes-
man, has helped focus attention on the need for any new Federal
infrastructure financing program to be carefully integrated with
ongoing State efforts.

A few years ago, of course, it would have been hard to imagine
this hearing occurring at all. Few people gave much thought to the
condition of our roads and bridges, our railroads, ports, and water
systems. We simply used the magnificent systems already in place,
systems that had taken generations to construct; and when public
construction projects were thought about at all it was usually as a
device for priming the pump, providing jobs and income during pe-
riods of economic recession.

During the last decade this perception has changed dramatically.
In 1980 a study by the Council of State Planning Agencies of this
Nation's infrastructure was given a title that was at once evocative
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and appropriate. It was entitled "America in Ruins." The recent
tragedy on 1-95 in Connecticut and other structural failures in
New Jersey and in our own State of New York only underscore its
accuracy.

Obviously, the sheer scale and size of the job of rebuilding Amer-
ica is beyond the resources of either the private sector or the
States. That's not to say that the States have no role to play. They
do. And here in New York we're putting every available resource
into this work.

But only the Federal Government can draw together all the nec-
essary resources, the massive resources to insure that the work is
done and done where it is most needed.

The work, I think, is twofold. First is the absolute priority of pre-
serving what is already in place; and, second, the development of
new facilities to meet the demands of a rapidly changing economy.

Perhaps one of the Nation's most visible examples of the need for
preservation is the mass transit system that serves the New York
Metropolitan area. This system grew out of the congestion that in
the latter part of the last century threatened to choke the growth
of this area's economy.

Using its own resources without Federal help, New York State
created an intricate and extensive transportation system that made
this region one of the world's great markets. Yet, the system's suc-
cess was allowed to obscure the need for new investments in the
system.

The system worked and people presumed it would continue to
work forever. Little time was spent on maintenance of repair or re-
habilitation. Until a bridge fell, a bridge needed no repair. Until a
train was derailed, a track needed no repair.

In any case, money was desperately needed elsewhere for a host
of good and necessary causes-for the poor and for the immigrants
who flocked here from abroad and from impoverished regions of
our own Nation.

The inadequate spending on maintenance and rehabilitation fi-
nally had its inevitable result: the physical plant began to crumble
and service to decline. This, in turn, led us back to the simple truth
that had caused the construction of the system in the first place:
Without reliable affordable mass transportation our economy
simply cannot function.

Other cities and regions have learned the same lesson. Many of
them are precisely those areas most damaged by the worst econom-
ic situation since the Depression and by the decline of our basic in-
dustries.

Now, with their physical assets deteriorated, they're faced by a
cruel choice of deciding whether to improve education, for example,
and assist the growing number of the homeless, the hungry, the
unemployed or instead to patch together the infrastructure that is
the only hope for long-range economic redevelopment. I think that
is a terribly hard choice. I think it is an unfair and unwise choice.

Equally they're confronted by the same reality that the entire
country faces: The revolutionary technological changes that are re-
shaping industries and markets, demanding new investments in
education and research and development and new kinds of infra-
structure.
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Here in New York we've developed a strategy reflecting these re-
alities and I'd briefly like to summarize it for you.

Our highest priority is the preservation of essential systems. The
first major steps in this were the passage of the 1979 transporta-
tion bond issue and the 5-year capital improvement program un-
dertaken in 1981 by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority.

Just this spring, we expanded the MTA program to a total of $8.6
billion; and, although the Federal Government is providing an im-
portant share of the funding for the program, a much greater
share is being borne by State and local government, and by riders.

Governor Kean of New Jersey and I recently have announced an-
other program to advance our efforts at preserving essential sys-
tems in this metropolitan area. Under this joint program the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey will finance more than a
billion dollars in capital projects over the next decade.

Still another initiative is the proposal-only a proposal-for cre-
ation of a Water Finance Authority to assist local governments in
financing needed improvements. User fees would be employed to
pay off the authority's bonds and to assure adequate maintenance.

The assembly of this State has indicated its interest in this pro-
posal. We're hopeful of being able to move the issue with the
Senate this year.

Now, all of these projects are vital; but even taken together they
are not nearly enough. We need to make immediately available ad-
ditional large amounts of money for rehabilitation of State and
local roads and bridges, for transit and rail systems, for airports,
for ports, and for waterways.

To achieve this we have put together the $1.25 billion rebuild
New York bond issue that won final legislative approval in the last
session. I cannot emphasize too strongly how essential this bond
issue is for New York.

From the Long Island Expressway and the FDR Drive to town
roads in the Adirondacks the need for repair and reconstruction is
no less than critical. For every bridge we rehabilitated last year,
two became seriously deteriorated. Many roadbeds are crumbling.
Others can no longer bear the present volume of traffic. And across
the State there exists the potential for disaster.

Anyone in this State who owns a car or rides a train or a bus
knows the dimensions of the job the State faces. They know that if
there is work that can wait it is not this work. They know, finally,
that it is a matter of common sense and public safety that requires
our passage of this bond issue.

Of course, some people say that borrowing more money is not the
answer; that the State is already too far indebted. But the truth
is-and this surprises some people-New York's long-term debt
service has decreased as a percentage of tax receipts from 5.2 per-
cent in 1975-76 to a low of 4 percent in 1982-83. Given the sched-
ule at which we are now retiring prior debt, the rebuild New York
bond issue will not materially change this percentage, and the
State's commitment to long-term debt will be well within our previ-
ously demonstrated capacity to finance.

I'm aware, as we all are in this State-those of us who are
paying attention to this issue-that there are other reservations as
well. These other reservations do not challenge the State's need for
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a bond issue. They admit the need for it. They admit that $1.5 bil-
lion probably doesn't go far enough.

They believe that even with the $1.9 billion in matching Federal
funds it probably does not go far enough. But they have reserva-
tions anyway, and these reservation arise, I believe, from the in-
stinct of all of us to say, "What's in it for me?" Or, "How come this
other town is getting a new bridge while the town where I live is
only getting some repaved roads?"

It's a basic and completely understandable reaction. I'm sure
you, Senator D'Amato, have seen it on an even grander scale na-
tionally. But, in the end, it's self-defeating, I believe.

The simple truth is that we don't have and never will have the
money to do everything at once-to resurface all the roads, to re-
build all the railbeds. We're required to choose. We have no choice.
We must decide on priorities. There is no other way to begin for
although $1.25 billion is a great deal of money it is only, as we all
know, a small fraction of what we actually need.

The longer we postpone this work, the longer we allow disagree-
ments over specific projects to hold up the greater work of making
a start, the more repairs will be needed, the more chance of col-
lapsed bridges and closed roads, the more danger of accidents and
lost lives, and the more expensive it gets.

Cornell University in a study indicates that if we were to put off
the work we need to do now for 5 years it would become 10 times
as expensive as it now is.

There is another principle at stake in this bond issue. If some
areas of the State refuse to help others, if we allow the principle of
regional self-interest to override the common good of the whole
State, then how can New York ask the Federal Government for
help? How can we ask the Nation to share its resources with us if
we are unwilling to share our own resources among ourselves?
How can we preach sharing when we refuse to practice it?

The truth is, we can't. And by passing a bond issue New York
can give a clear sign of its determination to reject the politics of
selfishness, of factionalism, or regionalism; the politics that favors
the strong and punishes the weak.

On the subject of the bond issue let me pause again, Senator
D'Amato, to say personally a word of gratitude to you for your en-
dorsement of it. Your immense credibility around this State will
make it a good deal easier to persuade the people of this State that
they ought to vote "yes" on November 8.

Before our effort is finished, our effort of elaboration of the facts
of this bond issue, I expect you, Senator D'Amato, and I will be
jointed by public officials on both sides of the aisle from the Cana-
dian border to Montauk Point.

So in this State we begin with restoration, but as I said earlier,
the work cannot end there. The second element of our strategy is
investing in those public and quasi-public capital facilities that we
need to meet the demands of a changing economy. Air cargo, I
think, provides a good illustration.

In the next 10 years, the volume of air cargo traffic in New York
will double. Although only a small percentage of total tonnage, air
cargo represents a larger share of the dollar volume and it is indis-
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pensable to the service industries which should provide much of
New York's growth in the next decade.

It is, then, essential that New York expand and upgrade its air
freight capacity. This had already been identified by us at the port
authority as a priority. My staff is now working with the port au-
thority and the Department of Transportation to intensify our ef-
forts.

State capital spending can also help force the new industrial
growth in the area of joint industry/university research and devel-
opment. It is now widely recognized, not just in this State or in this
region but across the Nation, that a partnership among industry
and the government and the universities is prerequisite for indus-
trial innovation.

New York has committed more than $30 million to the develop-
ment of a new center for industrial innovation at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute in Troy. Other centers for advanced technology
are being developed at other universities across the State.

The third element of our capital development strategy is the cre-
ation of new employment and new opportunities for those who
need them most. It's clear that the recovery that is apparently be-
ginning will not be the traditional postrecession expansion of the
entire economy. This recovery, when it occurs fully, will leave
many older industries in a state of total collapse. It will leave a
record number of workers without jobs, the victims of what is now
called structural unemployment.

Temporary programs are helpful. One-shot expenditures, perhaps
necessary. Short-range recovery policies aimed at increasing total
GNP growth, perhaps useful but certainly will not solve this prob-
lem. What is needed is a commitment to changing the structure of
opportunity; to creating new business opportunities in minority
and low income communities; to providing transitional jobs, jobs
that train people as well as employ them. The objective of these ef-
forts shouldn't be made work, but the integration into the main-
stream economy of people left outside of it and the reintegration of
those-like the steelworkers of Lackawanna-who suddenly find
themselves shutout after years of hard work.

In all of these efforts, and most especially in regard to infrastruc-
ture, sound planning is essential. To insure that, we've established
a State Council of Fiscal and Economic Priorities to work with us
on the development of the 5-year capital planning process. The
council, which is chaired by President John Brademas of New York
University, includes representatives from business, labor, the uni-
versities, and community organizations. It represents precisely the
kind of partnership that will be needed for rebuilding the entire
American economy.

Senator D'Amato, once again we're grateful for your support in
this work, for the time and attention you've already invested in in-
suring New York has the resources that are necessary for us to re-
build New York. We're grateful, as well, to all those from Presi-
dent Reagan on down who fought for the gas tax and the new rev-
enues that it provides for infrastructure repair in this State.
They've been very useful.

But as Professor Zimmerman has pointed out, the final price tag
for New York alone will be over $35 billion; and despite all that's
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being undertaken, despite all that New York is doing on its own,
we simply do not have the resources to accomplish everything that
ought to be done.

We need the long-term help and commitment of the Federal Gov-
ernment, not a handout but a partnership; a joint effort where the
Federal Government acts as a catalyst for reconstruction much as
it did in the thirties and forties when it set in motion the public
works and public investments that led to the rise of the now so-
called Sun Belt.

Some have suggested this help should take the form of a Recon-
struction Finance Corporation along the lines of the institution
that proved so successful in pulling America out of the Depression.
There are other forms that Federal aid and assistance could take
and all of us should be ready to consider all of these ideas. Certain-
ly, at least, as an interim step, there should be a cohesive, unified
national planning strategy for public works to replace the current
hodgepodge of Federal programs.

The adoption of a Federal capital budget system, we suggest re-
spectfully, should be a priority. We've recognized that problem and
that need in the state for years. We've now done it in New York.
We were able to achieve it thanks to Speaker Fink, Majority
Leader Anderson, and Comptroller Regan last year. We recom-
mend it be done nationally.

Also, it is clear that many of the existing formulas for allocating
public works funding are unfair. Areas like New York, that have
spent billions to build their own infrastructure, now find the Feder-
al Government is more interested in building new systems than
maintaining old ones. For example, between 1970 and 1979 while
Federal water resource construction averaged $7.49 per capita,
New York received 61 cents per capita.

History, it is said, is prolog. But in the case of America's infra-
structure it has become, I'm afraid, merely backlog.

The work will not wait and it will not be accomplished by the
States alone or local governments alone or the private sector alone
or even with authorities, but by all of us together in partnership.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator D'AMATO. Governor, I wonder if we might spend a few

moments, if your schedule permits you, with respect to the bond
issue, as obviously when we talk about infrastructure this becomes
of paramount concern to those projects that we have outlined in
the initial report of the committee that would seem that must be
undertaken.

The bond issue itself calls for $1.25 billion, but how much in ad-
ditional revenues do you see being leveraged over and above that
$1.25 billion, over what period of time will those moneys be spent?

Governor CuoMO. We calculate another $1.9 billion in a 5-year
plan which when added to all the other money we've already com-
mitted gets us up around to $7 or $8 billion overall, and again that
still is only a fraction of what we need.

I think, Senator D'Amato, that the difficulty with the bond
issues so far in the State has been-inability is perhaps too strong
a word because we haven't really made the effort yet, the cam-
paign started on Labor Day-the lack of awareness that the people
generally have of all of the implications of the bond issue. For ex-
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ample, I think if people understood that if we don't do this, we
problably cannot pick up the money that Congress has made avail-
able to us, we simply won't have the match. That in effect you'd be
leaving $1.9 billion or an awful lot of it on the table.

So the $1.25 billion buys us another $1.9 billion when we use
some of the bond moneys for matching. We add to that other funds
that will get us somewhere between $7 and $8 billion, all of it to be
spent according to a capital budgeting plan which is now a matter
of law in this state.

The plan, unlike the Federal proposal which is for 10 years, our
plan is 5 years in duration.

Senator D'AMATO. Governor, as I make my rounds throughout
the State since we've been out of session-and I've shared this with
some who've asked me-although I support the concept of the bond
issue, I perceive that there is the question of fairness, and that this
is something that obviously on the national level we're continually
being asked: to balance the needs of whether it's a defense effort,
or with regard to the needs for programs for education or senior
citizens and handicapped. None of us, obviously, would say that
any of those program are not important.

Obviously, it takes place in the sense of regionalism: downstate,
suburban downstate, city, upstate, central, and western New York.

How do we go about bringing about a consensus that we don't
have an infinite source of money, recognizing that it's a finite to
deal with a great magnitude of problems that there will be, we will
address fairly, that the issue of fairness, equal, as best as we possi-
bly can because I think that's what the citizens are looking for.

Governor CuoMo. It is obviously, Senator, an immensely compli-
cated matter. Ideally, if you took this democratic system that we
have in New York State and you let it operate in the way it was
theoretically designed, the people of the State would allow us to
raise $1.25 billion to be spent as it is spent under our laws from
year to year by the legislature agreeing to every penny, approving
of appropriations that are recommended by the Government.

So, theoretically, the people of the State ought to have confidence
in the legislators they elected and the Governor they elected to
spend the moneys with notice to them at public discussions and de-
bates, meeting of the legislature, working on approriations, and the
fairness would be evident to the people, or they could express their
dissatisfaction at election time, every 2 years in the case of the leg-
islature.

It's not an ideal system, the people don't have enough confidence
in the legislature and the Governor to do it that way, and appar-
ently what they're saying is "Look, tell us in advance where the
money is going to be spent-not every penny of it because we un-
derstand a certain need for flexibility-and then we'll make a
judgement on whether we think it is good for us."

That's a very dangerous procedure. It is divisive, fragmentary,
and I think does not give the best view of this program's impor-
tance to the whole State. But it is a reality.

The only public official in the State that I'm aware of who took a
position closer to the ideal was the mayor of Buffalo who stepped
forward and said: "I know about the bond issue. I have not seen
any list. I don't know exactly what they're going to give us, but I
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have confidence that this bond issue is good for the whole State
and I will trust the process to make proper judgment."

Extraordinary-not extraordinary, unique-position by Mayor
Jim Griffin of Buffalo. For everyone else that was unsatisfactory,
and so we are now working-and have been working, the truth is-
from the very first moment I proposed this bond issue have been
working through the legislature to put up a list. The list will oper-
ate from specific projects, and staffs have been working on it for
months.

How do you decide which projects, given that the projects in
need-and the ultimate criterion is need; we're not building new
things, need for repair and rehabilitation-given that the ultimate
criterion is need, and that there's more need than you have money
for, how do you allocate?

Well here's what's been suggested to us. New York City says be-
tween 43 and 50 percent for New York City-that was the original
figure. On what basis? That's the wealth we produce to the state
treasurer.

Well that's an interesting criterion. If you took that, you would
give back all the money the people send to Washington to the
States that send it, which means that poorer States would atrophy.
It would mean that in this State, counties like Clinton and Essex
would get so little that you wouldn't even have to record it, be-
cause the relative contribution of wealth from those far States is
totally out of proportion with their need.

So it can't just be wealth. If we gave 43 to 50 percent to New
York, you'd have to give 26 percent to Nassau and Suffolk, which
now has you at 71 percent and dooms the bond issue because 29
percent is not enough for the rest of the state. So it can't be
wealth.

What is it? Well some people say miles of road in place. But then
there are the people who don't have a road outside of Utica and
want Route 8, so what kind of test is that? "God helps those whom
God has helped. You gave them the roads, you didn't give us a
road, now they get more money because they have the roads." So
that can't be the test.

The point-and I can go through each criterion and I think effec-
tively show that the criterion doesn't work well as a matter of
logic. What do you do?

We do what we do every year: you make a budget, you compro-
mise, you deal. Nassau-Suffolk's not going to get 25 percent; New
York City is not going to get 43 to 50 percent. They'll get some-
thing less, probably something more than they asked for originally.

Everybody will get less than they feel they want. In the end, I
am hoping, that Mayor Koch and County Executive Fran Purcell
and County Executive Cohalan and the contractors will all say the
same thing.

It's not what we wanted, but it's better than nothing, and we
think you've made an effort to be fair.

I can assure you, Senator D'Amato, to the extent that we are ca-
pable of making judgments as to balance and fairness and equity-
and I think this system, this legislature demonstrated in the
budget that they could make those judgments intelligently, when
we finally produce this list which I hope will be next week.
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It will not be a perfect list, but it will be a fair list, and I think
much of the opposition will dissipate at that point.

Again, I want to underscore: Much of the opposition concedes
that we need the bond issue. I have sat repeatedly with contrac-
tors, some of whom I knew from my days in practice who said, "We
know you need it, we know it's not enough, we know it would be
silly to turn it down, but we have to bring pressure to bear because
we're trying to get more."

They want a commitment of funds for maintenance over a regu-
lar period of time, they want to be assured that we're not going to
shuffle by using budget dollars and replacing them with bond dol-
lars to take the pressure off our budget, and I've said that we won't
do that.

Most of the objections have nothing to do with the merits of the
bond issue. Everybody agrees that we need to protect ourselves
from falling bridges and potholes, that we need the 36,000 jobs that
is necessary for economic development. The brunt of the opposition
is "I want more." I'm hoping we're going to be able to deal with
that.

Senator D'AMATo. Mr. Governor, in the event that the bond issue
is not passed, you perceive a loss of $1.9 billion at the very least?

Governor CuoMo. Yes, I perceive-it is very interesting-to use a
word that I got addicted to in the campaign, it's a very interesting
scenario if you reject a bond issue. There is a group that feels that
they should have the bond issue rejected and come back next year
and have a bigger bond issue.

I can practically assure that group and you and everybody listen-
ing, Senator, that that won't happen. I can't believe as a practical
political matter, if this bond issue goes down, that the legislature is
going to come forward with a larger one.

Some people say, "Well we know the bridges may fall down the
way they have in other places; we don't want the bond issue, spend
it out of cash next year."

Well, that's like saying raise taxes. I can assure you of this: to
the extent that I have anything to say about it, we will leave with
the pledge that I made for last year, and I hope I'll be able to do it
again next year, and not raise the income tax or the sales tax or
the business taxes in this State.

It was an extraordinary achievement, we felt, last year. We're
going to try to do that again. I think the practical possibility for
next year, if you turn down the bond issue, an election year, is
going to be for a lot of legislators and maybe an occasional Gover-
nor in this State, to say, "Well, if people don't want to spend
money on roads and bridges, let's spend it elsewhere." Where else?
Shelter allowance, education. There are plenty of needs, as you
pointed out.

So I think the practical effect of saying no to the bond issue will
be to set us further back than we have ever been in this State. It
will not be replaced by a generous response from somewhere else.

I don't think the analogy in the prison bond issue which failed
here a couple-of years ago is a good one. That was a unique circum-
stance, that was a specific set of projects that was turned down. It
was turned down by a close vote and then after that we had ossi-
ning, and an explosion of overcrowding that changed things.
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Senator D'AMATO. Mr. Governor, that concerns me, and I express
that today because I do have a feeling that the most important
issue is the constructing of the necessary prison space.

You know, we have that syndrome: "not in my backyard." We all
know we need the prison space, "but don't put it here, put it some-
place else, they're not my prisoners."

We'd better address that because you and I well know the prob-
lems in the metropolitan New York area, and if we look at the
upstate cities we see the same kinds of situations. We may not like to
talk about it but the problem is very serious.

I feel we're in for a very, very difficult time, and you put your
finger on it: The public does not have confidence in elected offi-
cials. That issue of fairness once again crops up. Then we have
those officials who will work against it because they want more, et
cetera, set unreasonable conditions. Maybe we have put them in an
amphitheater like this and have them say, "OK, what do you
want?" Have them fight among themselves and put the cameras on
and see just what it produces.

Governor CuoMo. We have that. It's called the legislative session.
[Laughter.]

Let me say a couple of things on that--
Senator D'AMATO. But I am very fearful. I see a bond issue needed

for the construction of bridges and dams. I just think there's a lot
of work to be done on the issue of fairness. No area will play
second fiddle to another area.

Governor CUOMO. Let me say three quick things on that, Senator.
First of all, the people of the state ought to recall that this bond
issue resolution was passed by Democrats and Republicans alike
overwhelmingly.

I think there were seven votes against it-or no, fewer in the As-
sembly, Republicans voting for it overwhelmingly. Senator Ander-
son is for it, Clarence Rappleyea is for it, and of course Democrats
are as well.

So there was a universality of judgment in the legislature that
said "we can do it fairly, and we will."

No. 2, in this State I am absolutely delighted to tell you, Senator,
that we have many parts of the State that will do more than their
share when it comes to prisons, especially upstate where people
reached out in Watertown and Senator Stafford's northern counties
and said, "We know you need prisons, we don't think they're all
bad, we'll do our share." This year the mayor of the city of New
York came to me and said, "We'll do our part, you give me a prison
in New York City and I'll stand side by side with you." We have it:
1,000 beds in the Bronx.

Now if you think about it, if you had tried that 4 or 5 years go it
would have been very difficult indeed. It wasn't easy this year, but
thanks to the mayor's support we were able to get it done.

A final point. You mentioned criminal justice. I would simply
very respectfully recommend this for your consideration and for
discussion in Washington. It's a point I think that is often over-
looked.

We are very proud of our capacity for self-help in New York
State. We work very hard to help ourselves.
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A lot of us think that our taxes are too high because we put such
a great burden on ourselves. We don't go begging to the federal
Government.

We do ask, however, for fairness, and I would ask you to consider
this. Our criminal justice program derives in large measure not
from just an endemic problem, we have a problem with drugs. That
is an international problem.

We do not produce the cocaine. It comes past the FBI, past the
Secret Service, past the Army, past the Navy, past the Department
of Justice, into our State. We pay for that problem. The federal
Government doesn't send us any money for police at the docks for
when it gets past the Feds, they don't send us any money for the
arrests we have to make for what are essentially Federal crimes.
They don't send us any real money for prisons.

We have, thank God, a Constitution that allows people to move
all over the United States. A lot of them move to our State and are
on welfare. The Federal Government doesn't really consider that.

The bad debt pool this year was a wonderful idea and we are
grateful for that, but the Federal Government doesn't do enough
when it comes to undocumented aliens. We are carrying an enor-
mous burden of undocumented aliens.

They are not native New Yorkers. We are pleased with our abili-
ty to treat them civilly, but that's a Federal failure.

Drug problem, undocumented aliens, movement around the
Nation that winds up here-we do everything we can to be respect-
ful of the needs of those people who are in need, but this is a Fed-
eral obligation and it is in no way reflected in what they give us.

Senator D'AMATO. Governor, if I might share with you my expe-
rience's at the Federal level. We had a hearing yesterday in New
York City on the narcotics interdiction program. I think we have
done an absolutely disgraceful job in addressing this Nation's prior-
ities on the Federal level.

One bill that we did pass-and you helped-was the reimburse-
ment of the State prisons for aliens who commit felonies and who
are in our prisons. As you well know, we have almost 900 aliens in
State prisons today. It's costing the taxpayers in New York State
close to $15 million.

Now that bill has passed in the Senate and if we can get our
House of Representatives to pass the bill, it would establish a built-in
entitlement program. In this way, we don't have to worry about
refunding it every year. I urge your continued support of this bill.

And then I put in a bill that addressed exactly the problem you
mentioned.

You know, we didn't create this drug epidemic. The States have
got the problem and have the right to say "help us in dealing with
this problem, to provide the facilities." My prison construction bill
will call for the Federal Government to allocate $1 billion annually
over the next 3 years. So that's $3 billion, with a match from the
State.

Governor CuoMo. Senator, I assure you we'll continue to work
closely together, as I'm delighted to say we have and our staffs, and
I want publicly to congratulate you and applaud you on the excel-
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lent staff work that you've surrounded yourself with, and thank
them for working with Tim Russert and my people here.

We'll be in Washington I think the 14th, next week. We're put-
ting together 10 minutes with your staff, a whole agenda of con-
cerns, and we'll make full use of the opportunity to do what plunk-
ing we can with our congressional representatives.

Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Governor.
Governor CuoMo. Thank you.
Senator D'AMATO. We'll take a 2-minute recess and then we'll

have Comptroller Regan.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator D'AMATO. We will come to order.
At this time I am very pleased to have participating at this hear-

ing the Honorable Edward V. Regan, Comptroller of the State of
New York. Comptroller Regan.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD V. REGAN, COMPTROLLER, STATE
OF NEW YORK

Mr. REGAN. Thank you very much, Senator D'Amato, for spon-
soring this hearing of the Joint Economic Committee on one of the
most pressing public policy issues facing us today, the rebuilding of
our decayed infrastructure, and-as in my role-how to pay for it.

This hearing comes at an opportune time. We are approaching
the fall election. The voters of this State will be asked to make a
decision on the $1.25 billion infrastructure bond issue proposed by
Governor Cuomo as the cornerstone of the Governor's plan to re-
build the State's highways and other public works.

A number of indicators suggest widespread governmental and
public support for the bond issue. The enabling legislation was
passed virtually unanimously; public opinion polls would indicate
strength; it is claimed that 35,000 new jobs will be created; and it is
acclaimed by business leaders, economists, and labor leaders-and I
agree with them in this-that New York State's economy climate
will improve if this bond issue is passed and if our infrastructure,
in the broader sense, is rebuilt.

And, of course, people say that rebuilding the infrastructure, it's
best to do it with borrowing where you can spend the money up-
front, not now, but not have to pay for it except over a long period
of time.

For these and other reasons the bond issue may sound like an
offer we can't refuse, especially if you only consider the short term.
Undeniably with the infrastructure in widespread decay the pros-
pect of new roads and bridges has a great deal of short-term
appeal; and, by the way, I'm part of that. I believe that, and it is
appealing to me to get on with rebuilding the roads and bridges,
and to repair other infrastructure: The sewer lines and water lines
of our State.

It has to be done. It's got to be done. And I again applaud you for
sponsoring a hearing that focuses attention on this subject.

But those of us in government do ourselves and the taxpayers a
disservice if we only look at the short term failing to consider the
long term as well. For as government has painfully learned so
many times in the past what appears irresistably attractive over
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the short term can prove equally unattractive and high costly over
the long haul.

In my opinion, the attractiveness of the bond issue as well as
other infrastructure rebuilding depends upon the reconciliation of
short-term and long-term considerations in two critical areas.

First, the issuance of capital construction bond meets the short-
term need for funds to begin rebuilding the infrastructure. Howev-
er, bonding could be a long-term mistake if high interest rates
saddle future generations of taxpayers with exorbitant borrowing
costs.

Second, while the rebuilding of our roads and bridges would pro-
duce a short-term gain, it would be a long-term mistake if we failed
to adequately maintain what we build and are forced to rebuild all
over again in a few years at double or triple the cost.

Please allow me to discuss these factors in greater detail and sug-
gest ways that the short-term benefits can be translated into long-
term gains for the taxpayers as well, for as the chief fiscal officer
of this State constitutionally entrusted with the responsibility of
marketing, the State's debt borrowing costs are an ongoing concern
to me; and I am particularly concerned that today's high interest
rates could impose excessive repayment costs on future generations
of taxpayers, converting the short-term gain of a repaired bridge
into something not so-a long-term loss in terms of high interest
costs 10, 20, and 30 years from now.

To illustrate the impact of these higher rates let's compare how
borrowing costs have shot up over recent years. In 1979 in the first
debt issue I handled as State comptroller, New York State was able
to borrow at a rate of 6.27 percent. That's well below the 9.37 per-
cent rate we sold debt at last year.

The difference really shows up when borrowing costs over a life
of, let's say, a mythical $1.25 billion bond issue are compared.
Taking the case of a hypothetical 20-year serial bond, assuming
equal annual payments, total borrowing costs for a $1.25 billion
issue at the 6.27 rate would equal $822 million; but at the 9.37 rate
we paid last year, total borrowing costs would equal $1.229 billion,
$400 million more and convert the $1.25 billion bond issue into a
$2.5 billion total cost.

This $400 million, I think, illustrates the type of hefty premiums
State taxpayers could be forced to pay because of today's high in-
terest rates; and what can the State's taxpayers expect to receive
in turn for this extra $400 million?

The simple answer is nothing. It doesn't include a nickel for the
actual construction of roads, bridges, or sewers.

Facing this degree of excessive borrowing costs, it is obvious that
high interest rates are exerting tremendous fiscal pressure on the
ability of State and local governments to finance long-term borrow-
ings. How these interest rates are dealt with will greatly influence
our ability to address our capital needs with our own money in
future years.

In considering the future course of interest rates, generally com-
plex factors need to be considered, and there are a number of these
factors. However, leading economic and financial experts, including
Paul Volcker, Arthur Greenspan, and many others, generally agree
that a factor in the stubborn persistence of high interest rates is
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the prospect of huge Federal budget deficits estimated at $200 bil-
lion this year and for several years to come.

The Federal deficit experts, it seems to me and the experts, a
two-dimensional effect on interest rates. First, it is feared that this
huge level of Federal debt needed to finance the Federal deficit will
flood the market, crowding out other forms of public and private
borrowing and, if the law of supply and demand works, driving up
interest rates.

Second, it is feared that instead of closing the deficit through
fiscal means the supply of money will be increased by the Federal
Government to accommodate the deficit. In the past, this practice
of increasing the money supply, of extending more credit has led to
higher inflation.

When investors expect that inflation is on the increase, they
demand a higher return on their investments to compensate for it.
The experts say this expectation is keeping interest rates up today.

It is difficult to precisely measure the effect that the deficit is
having on New York State's borrowing costs, but even if it's only 1
percentage point it translates into tens of hundreds of millions of
dollars in useless interest costs charged to the State taxpayers.

I realize there's no magical solutions or even easy solution to the
Federal deficit problem. It has been caused over a period of years
and by a variety of factors. I cannot impress upon you strongly
enough that we believe that it is an obstacle to the reduction of in-
terest rates.

While more Federal aid for infrastructure programs is certainly
desirable, I'm not going to ask for Federal handouts. Rather, I'm
just going to recommend a no-cost solution, and that is that the
Federal Government assist the States by trying, using their best ef-
forts, to deal with this terribly difficult problem of lowering the
cost at which we borrow. Then we can get on with the infrastruc-
ture rebuilding on our own.

Lower interest rates are exactly what we need so that we can re-
build and that the localities can rebuild at reasonable long-term
cost.

The other factor toward insuring that short-term benefit of re-
building our infrastructure leads also to long-term gain is to insure
that what we rebuild is properly maintained and cared for. In my
view, this could be accomplished through a funded program of reg-
ularly scheduled maintenance.

Scheduled maintenance is important and essential. We cannot
allow the continuation of past practices which caused our public
works to rust, crack, and deteriorate because of a lack of any
meaningful preservation effort. Otherwise, we will face the same
problem of having to needlessly repair and rebuild our infrastruc-
ture all over in 10 or 20 years.

There must be a formal mechanism to require us public officials
to tell the public what the maintenance cost will be for various
projects and authorize funds each year to carry out this necessary
repair work. Obviously, scraping, sanding, and painting, while less
glamorous from a political standpoint, is a far cheaper alternative
in the long run to prematurely replacing rusting bridges made dan-
gerous through long-term neglect.
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I have long supported scheduled maintenance as part of a capital
planning process and I was pleased to note that you talked about
capital planning at the Federal level. The legislation I submitted to
the State legislature in the past session included such a proposal.
Senator Markey introduced this comprehensive bill, most of which
was enacted, but unfortunately the scheduled maintenance section
of that bill was not passed. The imminence of a bond issue vote and
the potential expenditure of some $2.5 billion at today's high-inter-
est rates of taxpayers' money over the life of the bonds makes
scheduled maintenance all the more important in terms of avoiding
yet another costly infrastructure crisis in the near future.

As such, we are conducting intensive and fruitful discussions
with Senator Markey's staff to develop legislation to address this
matter in the next session. This new development, coupled with
Speaker Fink's longstanding support of scheduled maintenance and
the recent discussions I have had with Governor Cuomo followed
by his first public statements in support of the concept-and I
don't know whether he repeated it or not today, a public statement
supporting it at a news onference with me last month-gives me
great confidence that such a bill will be enacted during the next
session.

If the bond issue passes, I think that a scheduled maintenance
bill to require us to maintain what we build and rebuild with Fed-
eral funds and our own funds should be the No. 1 priority for the
State legislature and the Governor in the next session. With such a
program in place, projects built and rebuilt will be maintained on a
regular basis. It will force a discipline on the State and its local-
ities to keep these expensive taxpayer-supported projects in good
safe condition unlike what has been allowed to occur in the past.

We're working hard to implement scheduled maintenance at the
State level. When you return to Washington you may wish to con-
sider a requirement that the States and localities make a commit-
ment to scheduled maintenance as a condition of eligibility for Fed-
eral infrastructure funds. Perhaps the requirement should be at-
tached to distribution of Federal funds from the new 5-cent gaso-
line-the Federal tax on the gasoline.

Scheduled maintenance would insure that projects built with
these funds are kept in good condition, lowering long-term cost for
all concerned.

In conclusion, the points I've outlined today will enhance the
ability of government at all levels to address the infrastructure
need. With lower interest rates our ability to begin rebuilding the
infrastructure will be improved and long-term borrowing cost re-
duced to reasonable levels.

Second, scheduled maintenance will insure that what we build or
rebuild will not just last a few years, but many years in the future.
These steps taken together will allow Government to rebuild the
infrastructure in a fiscally responsible manner at the lowest cost to
the taxpayer both for the short and long terms. Thank you very
much.

Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Mr. Comptroller.
Let me compliment you on your participation and for your con-

cern, particularly as it relates to interest rates being driven up. I
might call to your attention that Congressman Pickle has spon-

29-792 0-84-29
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sored a number of bills that this Congress will be considering that,
I think, will have quite an adverse impact on the municipal bond
rates that we're now paying.

You might consider reviewing some of these bills because it
might take, indeed, your very special efforts and your knowledge of
the financial conditions that exist in the municipal marketplace to
bring together a coalition on a national basis to deal with what I
think could worsen the already high cost for municipal finance for
local governments.

Mr. REGAN. Well, I'm familiar with some of the provisions of
Congressmen Pickle's legislation and I certainly, off to the side, ap-
plaud your efforts and support your efforts to eliminate the pro-
ceeds, the dividends from bonds as a taxable income in certain,
maybe many cases of social security payments.

I mean, I think that your jumping on that fast was something
that all localities and all State governments across the country
ought to support. So I think that's essential.

The issue of tax exemption for pollution control bonds, housing
and economic development are a different matter. They all have
benefits, especially the economic development bonds, very clear
benefits; but they all have a cost because they, taken together, help
crowd out, too. While there's a distinct benefit attached to each one
of these nontraditional forms of State and municipal borrowing,
there is also, taken together, a problem because it just puts more
borrowing in the market, such as the Federal deficit does, and con-
tributes to some extent to the interest rates going up.

So I think the problem has to be looked at in its totality, but the
No. 1 thing to do is to get your version of that social security legis-
lation passed and passed soon.

Senator D'AMATo. Comptroller Regan, the Governor indicated
that he projected the loss of some $1.9 billion if the bond issue was
defeated, or $1.9 billion that could be utilized for infrastructure
construction.

How do you respond to that?
Mr. REGAN. Well, those are the Governor's figures based on what

he would raise with $1.25 billion of local-State money combined
with what it would directly leverage that, in his opinion, would be
lost if we did not have this.

I have not seen the specific study that he developed those figures
from, so I can't comment specifically, but it's logical to assume that
if we don't pass the $1.25 billion maybe some money out there
coming from the Federal Government or other sources that we
could leverage could be lost. Whether the loss is temporary until
we get a new form of borrowing or permanent, I don't know.

But I have no more comment than that because I haven't seen
the study.

Senator D'AMATO. In your opinion, do you project that tax-
exempt interest rates are going to come down for cities and the
State?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Senator D'AMATO. Well, might it not be prudent to say: "Let's

pass this bond issue, given that there are needs in the future andrates are going even higher?"
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Mr. REGAN. Well, one could reverse it-which I don't advocate;
let me make that very clear-and say that hopefully following the
Federal elections-and there's been more than just whispers about
this-that, in fact, there will be a summit conference of sorts or a
commission a la the Greenspan commission on social security that
will deal with Federal deficits; and, if there is, and if the Federal
budget stops hemorrhaging, which is what the process is now, that
would give investors a lot of hope.

So there would be reason to think that in the future we might be
able to borrow for less than we could today.

I guess the real answer is that anybody that tries to guess the
direction of interest rates is taking enormous risks. The fact is that
interest rates are too high today; and New York State has contrib-
uted to it itself and I've dealt with that issue quite clearly with the
Governor and legislative leaders.

But the fact is that the high-interest rates, in part, to some
extent, are responsible for our link to the Federal deficit. So what
we need to do is do what you did when you ran one of the Nation's
municipalities. Last I heard, you always balanced your budget and
had no deficits in a multiple hundred-million-dollar, from memory,
budget. That's what the Federal Government needs to do, is follow
that lesson.

If they do, interest rates, in the opinion of virtually every expert
I know, lilberal and conservative-if the Federal deficits start to
shrink and it looks as though the process is under control, every
expert I know, have consulted, met with or read, says interest rates
will come down.

If interest rates come down then we can convert the short-term
gain of rebuilding a bridge into a long-term gain because we won't
saddle the taxpayers with the high cost.

Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Mr. Comptroller, for
your participation.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you.
Senator D'AMATO. I hope we can do something with respect to

that problem on the Federal level because you are quite--
Mr. REGAN. Well, you're one person. It's difficult, I suppose,

alone, but you try.
Senator D'AMATO. Well, I think we're beginning to bring about a

growing awareness of just how important a part those deficits play
in keeping the cost of money up and slowing down real economic
growth and activity.

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much.
Mr. REGAN. Thanks.
Senator D'AMATo. The next witness is Mr. Anderson so we will

take a several-minute break until he arrives.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator D'AMATO. This hearing will come to order.
I am delighted that the leader of our State senate majority

leader, Senator Warren Anderson, is able to join us to testify and
to participate in today's hearings.

I might also note for the record that he is flanked on either side
by Assemblyman Hoblock and Assemblyman Kelleher.

And, Mr. Majority Leader, thank you for being here.
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STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN M. ANDERSON, MAJORITY
LEADER, NEW YORK STATE SENATE

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you very much for giving us this opportu-
nity.

I think I want to begin by thanking Senator D'Amato for holding
this hearing of the Joint Economic Committee of Congress in
Albany. It gives us a much needed opportunity to be heard on what
everybody recognizes as a very important public issue, that of the
repairing, rehabilitating, redeveloping, and creating the State's in-
frastructure.

It also give me a personal opportunity to express the concerns-
in addition to expressing the concerns on this subject, to say that
we are delighted that you have brought this meeting to Albany and
to say something about what you have done as the voice of New
York on the Senate Appropriations Committee in Washington.

You have emerged, in my view, as a champion of public transit,
which, as everybody knows, is the economic life of our cities, and
you have come up with realistic and pragmatic solutions to assist
those of us who are concerned with, in some instances, aging tran-
sit systems across the State.

Let me start by giving us-or presenting the record today.
We in New York State have been grappling with long-term im-

plications of a deteriorating infrastructure for some time, before
but certainly during the 1981 session. By that time the renewal
needs of our transportation system in particular had become appar-
ent.

In order to overcome these deficiencies, the State legislature, in
cooperation with the State transportation authorities, undertook a
massive effort first to identify the capital needs of our transporta-
tion system and then to adequately finance them.

The key objective of this joint effort was a new program of dol-
lars and plans to bring our transit systems back to a state of good
repair. In that year the 1981 legislature passed a program designed
to provide nearly $8 billion to refurbish, rebuild, maintain the five
big mass transportation systems in the State.

In exploring and, most importantly, financing the capital needs
of mass transportation systems, it became quite obvious that there
still remained the necessity to bring our highways, and particular-
ly our bridges, to an equal position of good repair. The same 1981
legislation also attacked the problem by creating a new highway
program, known as the consolidated local highway assistance pro-
gram. In addition, a modest program of bridge repair, statewide,
was instituted, but unfortunately the then Governor refused to
fund it.

It is estimated by our own Department of Transportation that
the State's highways and bridges would require' a minimum capital
investment of something like $20 billion to bring them to a state of
good repair.

An example of this determination to do something about this di-
lemma was the passage by both houses of the legislature of the
State Transportation Bond Act to rebuild New York. Subject to
voters in November, the Bond Act will supply about $1 billion of an
initial $7 billion 5-year program. Combined with additional State
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dollars and hoped for vital Federal assistance, it is expected that
the full $7 billion will be committed by 1988. We are in the process
of developing a fair and equitable regional distribution of funds
under the proposed bond issue. It will guarantee construction of
the projects based on need.

Outside the transportation agenda, another important infrastruc-
ture need now coming into focus is water supply. It is likely that
this is more true in the older northeast and midwest communities.

In the area of water resource financing, the Federal Government
must review its current policies and eliminate its biases against re-
habilitation of existing water infrastructure.

It was New York under the late Governor Rockefeller that
moved the nation toward cleaning up our rivers and streams with
his pure water program in 1965. Importantly, the Rockefeller pro-
gram included a component which should be a lesson for us
today-State aid for the operation and maintenance of sewage dis-
posal and treatment facilities created under the program. The leg-
islature has defended this state aid since despite the short sighted
attempts of the two most recent governors to end it.

To bring our infrastructure to a state of good repair we must ac-
curately determine the extent, precise nature, and scope of these
needs.

Second, we must establish priorities, among these at times com-
peting needs. One tool available to both State and Federal Govern-
ments in developing these priorities is a rational manner of better
capital planning and budgeting.

While capital planning and budgeting is obviously no panacea, it
could bring total infrastructure needs into perspective and nation-
ally match them against anticipated financing. Aware of these po-
tential benefits, the legislature this past session passed legislation
requiring that the Governor, in addition to the regular budget,
submit a detailed 5-year capital plan each fiscal year.

The required statement of funding sources for proposed projects
should provide a much needed framework for analyzing the State's
debt structure and determining trends in the balance among bor-
rowing, taxes, and user charges as the sources of infrastructure fi-
nancing.

The need of a comprehensive capital budget at the Federal level
is clearly an issue, Senator, which I commend to your committee to
explore. A Federal capital budget would spell out what the Govern-
ment's priorities are and how it intends to finance them.

Now, let me be a little bit more specific. I think both national,
State, and local governments should emphasize the need to rejuve-
nate our existing structures.

This is perhaps a bigger shift for the Federal Government than it
is for the other levels of government. For years the Federal Gov-
ernment has put its emphasis on new construction, but I submit
that the Federal Government has a major stake in maintaining the
projects it has already paid for.

One dilemma facing the Federal Government lies certainly in
the diversity of the regions, therefore varying needs across the
country. Many areas like the South and the Southwest, for in-
stance, have undergone dramatic changes in recent times.
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The influx of people, availability of jobs, the development of tech-nologies such as air conditioning have made living in a very hotclimate more comfortable and these areas more attractive.' Now, ofcourse, many of these areas are suffering growing pains because ofthe lack of the basic infrastructure to accommodate this new popu-lation. Dallas and Houston are just two examples of Sun Belt citiesfacing the problem of building and providing efficient public trans-portation.
Now, one reason these areas have developed is because of taxstructures which have made them attractive to industry and to in-dividuals alike, but these areas as well find it difficult to maintaina favorable tax structure, at the same time to pay for expensive in-frastructure expansion. Now, we in the Northeast have long sincefaced this problem, and while our needs for expansion may be lessour needs for renewal are greater.
It is imperative that the Federal Government reevaluate itsspending priorities to make certain that while it supports expan-sion in the Sun Belt and older sections of the Nation do not getshort changed on funds needed to renew and to maintain existingfacilities because without the maintenance of a solid infrastructureit will be impossible to maintain a healthy economy here now buteventually in the Sun Belt later on.
State and local government's have already devoted large sums ofcapital projects, and we must keep pace with the needs-and it is aneed. State and local governments have a very limited capacity fordebt, just to mention one thing, and then there is a legitimatedesire to hold down the tax burden so as not to drive business andpeople away from New York. And, frankly, there have been in-stances where outlays for capital maintenance have been cut firstwhen money got tight.
Another area of real concern is the current condition of the tax-exempt municipal bond market. Although interest rates havedropped from their historic highs of 22 months ago, the cost of bor-rowing by States and cities has almost doubled since 1977. Tradi-tionally, about 70 percent of every State and local debt servicedollar used to go to the repayment of principal and the rest to payinterest. That ratio is now reversed.
The so-called interest rate spread between tax-exempt and tax-able issues has narrowed dramatically. Interest rates on tax-exempt formerly were 65 to 70 percent of comparable taxable bondyields. Now this figure is in the 80-percent range. This has becomea major constraint on the ability of local governments to financerehabilitation projects.
A number of factors are responsible for this increased relativecost of municipal borrowing. The municipal bond market has seena huge expansion of private purpose tax-exempt issues. A good ex-ample is single family housing. In 1975, the private purpose tax-exempt issues constituted only about 20 percent of the long-termmunicipal bond market. Since then this amount has increasedmore than sixfold and now comprises nearly 50 percent of the long-term market.
Another dilemma in the municipal bond market has been recentchanges in the Federal Tax Code. Both the Economic Recovery Actof 1981 and the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982
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are responsible for these changes. The Economic Recovery Act of
1981 opened numerous tax shelters to investors who formerly in-
vested in municipal securities. The use of investment tax credits
and accelerated cost recovery schedules enhanced the after-tax eco-
momic rate of return in private investments, which successfully
competed with tax-exempt securities. And the reduction of the mar-
ginal income tax rate, while it was a boon to the economy as a
whole, had an impact on municipal rates.

The Tax Equity and Financial Responsibility Act of 1982 did re-
strict certain safe harbor leasing provisions for sure, but the re-
quirement that all municipal bonds issued after July 1, 1983, be
registered and the partial removal of the deductibility of bank in-
terest costs used to finance tax-exempt securities, are likely to spell
higher costs for municipalities over the long haul.

Many new creative financial techniques have been developed by
innovative investment bankers, such as zero coupon bonds, deta-
chable warrant bonds, flexible interest bonds. The list goes on and
on. While these different types may enlarge the municipal market,
they also increase marketing costs for all levels of government.

Most important, unless and until the cost of borrowing money is
reduced, State and local government will be hard pressed to rehabi-
litiate the crumbling infrastructure.

As a nation, we can no longer delay facing up to our responsibili-
ty to repair and reconstruct our pothole-laced highways, collapsing
bridges, and leaking water systems. As a New Yorker, this is best
explained by comparison with the failure of the New York
Giants-excuse me-the Yankees-the Giants recently, Yankees in
the seventies. When Mickey Mantle was asked what happened, he
summed it up best by saying "I guess we all got old at the same
time."

Nor can we ignore the need for long-term capital planning and
budgeting by the Federal Government and, indeed, by governments
at all levels, which must do a better job of committing resources
and energy to devising methods for accumulating funds for infra-
structure repair. And, importanly, the Federal Government must
be prepared to reorder its priorities to correct existing geographic
imbalances in its view of infrastructure needs and to recognize the
need for maintenance of capital facilities to protect investments al-
ready made. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Anderson follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN M. ANDERSON

Today I want to begin by thanking Senator D'Amato for holding

this special hearing of the Joint Economic Committee of Congress in

Albany. This gives us a much needed opportunity to be heard on this

important, vital public issue. This issue of repairing, rehabilitating

and redeveloping the state's infrastructure.

Moreover, this opportunity gives us the chance to express our

concerns on this subject with Senator D'Amato who serves as the voice

of New York on the Senate Appropriations Committee. A Senator- who has

emerged as the champion of public transit, the economic life support

system of our cities, and who has come up with realistic and pragmatic

solutions to assist in the renewal of our aging transit systems

nationwide.

I think that's where the national, state and local government

emphasis ought to be properly placed -- on the rejuvenation of our

existing structures before they deteriorate so badly that we need some

mythological figure to come in and clean out the stables.

The other day I thought about the immense task before us and

I quickly conjured up the need for someone like the legendary Hercules

who had the distasteful task of cleaning out the Augean stables of the

king of Elis.

As the myth tells us, these facilities had been neglected for

many years and were in need of immediate care.
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The analogy to our infrastructure dilemma of today is on

target because we have rusting bridges, potholes in the roads and the

closest thing to a Hercules is the federal government. We know we've

got to do much of the job ourselves but we need help.

When I say we are going to do the job, I'm speaking of a

sharing of responsibility among the federal, state and local governments,

both in identifying just what infrastructure needs are and how we will

go about paying for such decisions.

This has got to be a joint effort and one which must evolve

after identifying the needs, evaluating our capacities for solving the

problems, and developing long-term strategies available to us to carry

out the plans.

I won't dwell on the obvious. The fact that the 100-foot-long

section of a bridge on the Connecticut Turnpike collapsed and people

died as a result, that a cable snapped on the Brooklyn Bridge and some

unlucky tourist was crushed, that our systems which carry fresh water

have leaks which cause the loss of billions of gallons. We can all agree

on the need for action.

What are the priorities? What is the role of the federal

government, the state and local governments in the dilemma?

I think that infrastructure renewal must be the priority for

those in Washington, D.C., and that this priority can best be carried

out by shifting the emphasis now placed by the federal government on

new construction. After all, the federal government does have a stake

in maintaining projects it has helped pay for.
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For many years it used to be cheaper for a community to buy

a new bus with federal grants rather than try to maintain an old one

in good condition. The elimination of this type of bias on the part of

the federal government in favor of new construction -- which has been

attempted in transit -- should be extended to all programs.

One dilemma facing the federal government lies certainly in

the diversity of the regions and therefore needs in this country. Many

areas like the South and Southwest, for instance, have all undergone

dramatic changes in recent times.

This influx of people and the availability of jobs and the

development of technologies such as air conditioning to make living more

comfortable in a hot climate has made these areas extremely attractive

to persons and they have moved in. Now, of course, many of those areas

are suffering growing pains because of the lack of basic infrastructure

which can accommodate the new population. Dallas and Houston are just

two examples of sunbelt cities facing the problems of buildings and

providing efficient public transportation.

One reason these areas have developed is because of tax

structures which have made them attractive to industry and to individuals

alike, but those areas, as well, will find it difficult to maintain a

favorable tax climate and at the same time pay for extensive

infrastructure expansion. We in the Northeast have long since faced

that problem and while our needs for expansion may be less, our need for

renewal is greater.

It is imperative now that the federal government reevaluate

its spending priorities to make certain that while it supports expansion

in the Sun Belt the older sections of the nation do not get short-changed

on funds needed to renew and to maintain existing facilities. Without

the maintenance of a solid infrastructure it will be impossible to

maintain a healthy economy here at home.
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THE RECORD TO-DATE

In many respects, we in New York State have been grappling

with the long-term implications of a deteriorating infrastructure for

some time, certainly since 1981. By that time, the renewal needs of our

transportation system, in particular, had become quite apparent.

In order to overcome these deficiencies, the State Legislature,

in cooperation with the State's Transportation Authorities undertook

a massive effort, first to identify the capital needs of our

transportation system and then to adequately finance them. The key

objective of this joint effort was a new program of dollars and plans

to bring our transit systems back to a state of good repair.

This is all history -- history which I might add, we are

proud of. In 1981, the Legislature passed a program designed to provide

nearly $8 billion to refurbish, rebuild and maintain the five big mass

transportation systems in the state.

In exploring and most importantly, financing the capital needs

of the mass transit systems, it became quite obvious, however, that

there still remained the necessity to bring our highways and

particularly our bridges to an equal position of good repair. Accordingly,

the same 1981 Legislation also attacked the problem by creating a new

highway program known as the Consolidated Local Highway Assistance

Program -- now commonly referred to as CHIPS.

In addition, a modest but vital program to repair bridges

statewide was instituted but unfortunately, the former Governor refused

to fund it. Both the local highway and the bridge programs, I might

add, were created at the Legislature's insistence.
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This effort by the State to repair its highways and bridges,

however, still has a way to go. It is estimated by our own Department

of Transportation that the State's highways and bridges would require 
a

minimum capital investment of something like $20 billion to bring them

to a state of good repair. In cooperation with the Federal government

and the Governor, we in the Senate expect to continue this agenda of

renewal.

An example of this determination is the recent State

Transportation Bond Act -- Rebuild New York -- that both legislative

houses have recently passed. Subject to the voters in November, the

Bond Act will supply about a billion of an initial $7 billion, five

year program. Combined with additional State dollars, and vital Federal

assistance, it is expected that the full $7 billion will be committed

by 1988. We are in the process of developing a fair and equitable regional

distribution of funds from the proposed bond issue that will guarantee

projects through need.

A Revised Federal Role in Water Resources

Outside the transportation agenda, another important

infrastructure need now starting to come into focus is water supply,

in common with the rest of the older Northeast and Midwest communities.

In the area of water resources financing, the federal

government must review its current policies and eliminate its biases

against rehabilitating the existing water infrastructure. For example,

eighty-two cents out of every dollar spent by the Army Corp of 
Engineers

is sent to the South and Southwest, while cities such as Boston 
continue

using wooden water pipes.

This geographically imbalanced approach to the nation's

water resources neglects the needs of the Northeast and Midwest regions

that were responsible for building their own water supply systems.
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It was New York State under the late Governor Rockefeller

that moved the nation toward cleaning up our rivers and streams with

his Pure Waters Program in 1965. Importantly, the Rockefeller program

included a component which should'be a lesson for us today -- state aid

for the operation and maintenance of the sewage treatment facilities

created under the program.

The Legislature has defended this state aid since, despite

the shortsighted attempts of the two most recent governors to end it.

The federal government could and should assist localities in

rehabilitation of water supply facilities in several different ways.

It could increase the amount of funding available for states and

localities to rehabilitate existing facilities on a pay-as-you-go basis;

the federal government could-set up a program which would allow-states

and localities to capitalize annual grants if interest rates are not

exhorbitant; the federal government could set up a revolving loan fund

for replacement of aging distribution systems with little or no interest

and a long-term payback schedule. And there may be other approaches

as well.

Another program which the federal government could create is

a well-tailored program of leverage leasing to attract private

investment for water system rehabilitation which does not abuse the

federal tax code. Also, maintenance grants would help alleviate the

increasing pressures on Northeast-Midwest water systems.
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This approach, of course, includes local responsibility and

participation in New York. we are willing to do our share to help

rebuild the water infrastructure in New York State. The Senate has

introduced a five-bill package (S.4114-S.4118) which would provide for

creation of local water authorities at local request and to enable

localities to undertake necessary financing to meet their water needs

based on water revenues.

CAPITAL BUDGETING

From the discussion thus far, it is clear that three major

functional areas, mass transit, highways and bridges and water supply

have been identified as requiring massive infusions of funds to bring

them to a state of good repair.

First we must accurately determine the extent, precise nature

and scope of these needs. Secondly, we must establish priorities,

among these at times competing needs. One tool available to both State

and Federal governments in developing these priorities in a rational

manner, is better capital planning and budgeting.

While capital planning and budgeting is obviously no panacea,

it could bring total infrastructure needs into perspective and

nationally match them against anticipated financing. Aware of these

potential benefits, the Legislature, this past session, passed

legislation requiring that the Governor, in addition to the regular

budget, submit a detailed 5-year capital plan each fiscal year.
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'This plan will present the Governor's recommendations on

capital needs and expenditures by state agencies and public benefit

corporations and will help both the Governor and the Legislature

forge a more rational comprehensive strategy for addressing the State's

capital needs within the confines of the annual budget.

The required statement of funding sources for proposed

projects should provide a much needed framework for analyzing the state's

debt structure and determining trends in the balance between borrowing,

taxes and user charges as the sources of infrastructure financing.

The need of a comprehensive capital budget at the federal

level is clearly an issue, Senator D'Amato, which your committee

should explore. A federal capital budget would better spell out what

the government's priorities are and how it intends to finance them.

FINANCIAL MARKET-ISSUES

As vital as a good planning and budgeting process is, however,

it means little without the where-with-all. Financing the need for

the repair and replacement of the infrastructure is the crux of the

problem. The state and local governments have already devoted large

sums to capital projects, and we must keep pace with the needs. Now,

however, it is widely recognized that this capital investment is being

Consumed more rapidly than it is being replenished.

Some reasons for this are state and local governments'

limited capacity for more debt; attempts to hold down the tax burden

so as not to drive business and people away from the state; and the

simple fact that too often outlays for capital maintenance are cut

first when money gets tight.
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An area of real concern is the current condition of the tax-

exempt municipal bond market. Although interest rates have dropped from

their historic highs of twenty-two months ago, the cost of borrowing

by states and cities has almost doubled since 1977. Traditionally,

almost 70 percent of every state and local government debt service

dollar went to repayment of principal and the rest to pay interest. That

ratio is now reversed.

The so-called interest rate "spread" between tax exempt and

taxable issues has narrowed dramatically. Interest rates on tax exempt

issues formerly were 65-70 percent of comparable taxable bond yeilds;

now this figure is in the 80 percent range. This has become a major

constraint on the ability of local governments to finance rehabilitation

projects.

A number of factors are responsible for this increased relative

cost of municipal borrowing.

The municipal bond market has seen a huge expansion of private

purpose tax exempt issues. In 1975, private purpose tax exempt issues

constituted only 20 percent of the long-term municipal bond market.

Since then, this amount has increased more than sixfold and now comprises

nearly 50 percent of the long-term market.

Another dilemma in the municipal bond market has been the

recent changes to the federal tax code. Both the Economic Recovery Tax Act

of 1981 and The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 are

responsible for these changes. The ERTA of 1981 opened numerous tax

shelters to investors who formerly invested in municipal securities. The

use of Investment Tax Credits and Accelerated Cost Recovery Schedules

enhanced the after-tax economic rate of return in private investment, which

successfully competed with tax-exempt securities. And the reduction

of the marginal income tax rate, while a boon for the economy as a

whole, has had an impact on municipal rates.
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The TEFRA of 1982 did restrict certain safe harbor leasing

provisions. But the requirement that all municipal bonds issued after

July 1, 1983 be in registered form, and the partial removal of the

deductability of bank interest costs used to finance tax-exempt

securities, are likely to spell higher costs for municipalities over

the long haul.

Many new creative financing techniques have been developed

by innovative investment bankers, such as zero coupon bonds, detachable

warrant bonds, flexible interest bonds -- the list goes on and on.

while these differing types may enlarge the municipal market, they also

increase marketing costs for all units of government.

Most important, unless and until the cost of borrowing money

is reduced, State and local governments will be hard pressed to

rehabilitate the crumbling infrastructure.

As a nation, we can no longer delay facing up to our

responsibility to repair and reconstruct our pothole-laced highways,

collapsing bridges, and leaking water systems. Nor can we ignore the

need for long-term capital planning and budgeting by the federal government

and indeed by government at all levels, which must do a better job of

committing resources and energy to devising methods for accumulating

funds for infrastructure repair. And, importantly, the Federal

Government must be prepared to reorder priorities to correct existing

geographic imbalances in its view of infrastructure needs, and to

recognize the need for maintenance of capital facilities to protect

investments already made.

Aft
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Senator D'AMATO. Mr. Anderson, I think we are right when you
said everybody is getting old at the same time.

Mr. ANDERSON. Except you. [Laughter.]
Senator D'AMATO. How do you best deal with the problem of fair-

ness in determining which projects get built first?
The Governor was here and testified to the importance of the

bond issue, the $1.25 billion bond issue, and I indicated to him that
it was my sense that many regions of the State were at the present
time looking at this bond issue in a rather negative way. It was
perceived as being not fair to the people of their region.

How do you think you can dispel that perception?
Mr. ANDERSON. I think, I hope we can dispel it. I think that actu-

ally as you look at it, talk about the enormity of the problem, the
amount we are talking about to be done by delayed financing, by
bonding, is relatively minor.

It is true that we must work out a manner in which all the areas
of the State who will be paying for this in various ways over the
years should be treated equally, and that is what-some piece of
legislation hopefully will be passed when we get back in a couple of
weeks, a percentage between-I hate to get into, you know, paro-
chial terms-but the city, along the island, the Hudson River, and
all the rest of we outlanders, whatever-but it has got to be done
in such a fashion because the need is all over. We have just got to
be sure that the people will support this because I think that if it is
so that the need is 10 to 20 times the amount of money we are bor-
rowing, that resources, whether they be from Washington or
whether they be allocations from our own tax structure and some
of it from borrowings, the needs are so great that as long as we do
it in a fair fashion it ought to be supported.

And I hope that that will be the result. I am not personally in-
volved in these negotiations between the two houses and the gover-
nor, but people that come back and talk to me say that they get a
feeling-I don't know what the Governor testified to today-but
they get a feeling that we are relatively close to having a piece of
legislation which at least the people involved in the process, who
probably know the problem best, are satisfied. And I hope, if that is
true, that we can get that across to the voters between now and
November.

Senator D'AMATo. I would like to at this time acknowledge the
presence of your distinguished colleague, Mr. Flynn, who is here
with us today, and a great strength to you, I know, in the State
senate and to the people whom he has represented so ably over the
years.

I am wondering if the assemblymen, either of them, would have
any comment that they would want to make in regard to the infra-
structure problems that the committee is looking into. I would cer-
tainly be glad to take them into the record.

But if not, we certainly appreciate your being here.
Mr. Anderson, I share your concern with the effect of those inter-

est rates on the cost to Government. I don't know how you balance
it, you know, whether we should be in the business of doing that in
certain areas that, heretofore, have been financed only by the pri-
vate sector, recognizing the needs that exist today. But certainly
that causes an increasing problem on the municipal markets.
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I don't know if your colleagues would like to add anything.
Thank you so very much for giving your testimony today, and I

hope we do have a bond issue that will be perceived as being fair
because I do believe we cannot continue to neglect the infrastruc-
ture needs of this State.

The problems aren't going to go away. They are going to be more
difficult. They are going to be exacerbated by time, and I think, if
anything-I don't know-I would like to be able to say I thought
that the-I could project that the interest rates in the future will
be lower, but I am not going to make that prediction now.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you.
Senator D'AMATO. Our next panel, the panel that gives represen-

tation to our cities, who, on a daily basis deal with the problem of
infrastructure: Hon. Elizabeth Hoffman, mayor of the city of North
Tonawanda; Hon. Thomas Whalen, mayor of the city of Albany;
and Deputy Mayor Bob Wagner, Jr., city of New York.

I'd like to call as our first witness Mayor Elizabeth Hoffman
from the city of North Tonawanda, N.Y.

STATEMENT OF HON. ELIZABETH C. HOFFMAN, MAYOR, CITY OF
NORTH TONAWANDA, N.Y.

Mayor HOFFMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator D'AMATO. Thank you for being with us.
Mayor HOFFMAN. Thank you very much for having us. I think

it's an honor that mayors are having a chance to give you our side
of the story. I only wish that North Tonawanda had this opportuni-
ty 14 years ago when they did get into infrastructure rehabilita-
tion.

The total North Tonawanda wastewater treatment project which
I will be addressing today cost the city of North Tonawanda, the
Federal and State Governments, $43 million; $28 million for the
plant and $15 million for the attendant truck and interceptor lines.
The Federal share was 75 percent; the State share was 12.5 per-
cent; and the city share was 12.5 percent of the eligible funds.

The city of North Tonawanda's municipal wastewater treatment
plant is unique because it is one of 13 physical chemical activated
carbon wastewater treatment plants in the entire United States of
America as of 1981. The North Tonawanda wastewater treatment
plant is even more unique because it is one of only three physical
chemical activated carbon wastewater treatment plants in the
whole United States which successfully operates.

Of the three that are successful in operation, North Tonawanda
is the largest in capacity by a wide margin. Six of the thirteen
physical chemical plants are shut down for repairs; one has been
completely abandoned; and three others are under construction.

What I'm trying to present today is the other side of the picture.
It's good to go in there for infrastructure and for rehabilitation-
I'm in favor of it, too-but we must make sure our data is correct
and accurate information, and make sure the cities don't end up
eating a large share of the costs that they cannot afford.

The prime engineering report prepared by the firm of McNamee,
Porter & Seely dated September 4, 1973, when this horror story
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began for North Tonawanda, projected design year 2000 for a total
population of 58,000. The most recent survey by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census as a result of the 1980 census set the population for
North Tonawanda at 35,760. This represents a decrease for the first
time ever indicated by a Federal decennial census in North
Tonawanda's population.

It is evident, therefore, that the growth of the city's population
has not only slackened but has disappeared altogether. In light of
same, it is most unlikely that the city will ever reach its projected
population of 58,000 as indicated in the data by McNamee, Porter
& Seely.

Furthermore, a study was also made by the firm of Krehbiel,
Guy, Rugg & Hall indicated a total undeveloped acreage within the
city of 2,548 total undeveloped acres including 369 zoned industri-
al-where we get our funding from-and 23 zoned commercial.
This study indicated that the present industrial acreage was 829
and present developed commercial acreage was 307.

With the decline of area industry and particularly with the loss
of several large industrial plants within the city-such as Interna-
tional Paper, Remington-Rand, the Tonawanda Iron Works-it is
obviously evident that the developed industrial acreage is far less
than the 820 at the present and will never reach its total possible
capacity of 1,198 acres.

Therefore, the capacity of our plan was designed for a municipal-
ity of far different characteristics than those that presently exist.

It is also evident that the current trends in industrial expansion
and population growth have not lived up to the earlier expectations
and, in fact, have shown a marked decline in both areas. Engineering
firms were not the only ones to assist the city. We had the Erie-
Niagara Regional Planning Board, the bureaucratic arm of the
government, that presented supporting documents and data alluding
to these escalated projections.

As the result of the above-indicated inaccurate projections, the
September 14, 1973, McNamee, Porter & Seely report indicated
there was an excess flow capacity and the amount of sewage flow
would continue to grow from 161 million gallons in calendar year
1967 to 865 million gallons in calendar year 1971. This study gave
the distinct impression that such excessive flow would continue to
grow and be a serious problem for the city; but based on such pro-
jections, the North Tonawanda waste water treatment plant was
designed and constructed for a total design flow of 13 million gal-
lons with a maximum plant hydraulic flow capacity of 18 million
gallons a day.

At present, our plant has an average of 8 million gallons a day
or 57 percent of capacity. Under the current State population dis-
charge elimination system permit standards, the city of North
Tonawanda is required to run the carbon treatment system at a cost
of approximately $700 per day for 365 days per year, which is
equivalent to an annual operating cost of $255,000 per year for
carbon treatment process alone; and we're just talking about 35,000
people to support this.

I would like to also state that New York State originally said
that they would contribute up to 331/3 percent reimbursement, but
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we saw this once, in 1974. In 1983, which is this year, we hope to
receive 13.9 percent for O&M.

We also appreciate the fact that New York State is the only
State that does give you O&M assistance. Without it, I don't know
where our community would be.

I would like to cite some of the adverse effects on the city's eco-
nomic resources. The cost of operating and maintaining the
wastewater treatment plant has increased at a fantastic rate. Com-
paring fiscal year 1978, to fiscal year 1983, we have increased in
budget appropriations 617 percent.

In 1978, the total appropriations for sewage treatment for the
city of North Tonawanda was $260,000. In fiscal year 1983, it is $1.6
million.

The debt service. The cost of constructing the wastewater treat-
ment plant has increased our need for borrowing funds. Although
the State and Federal Governments are financing a portion of the
cost of construction, the municipality's share of cost is estimated to
be $10 million.

The city must also borrow funds to prefinance over $3 million in
State and Federal aid which is being retained by these govern-
ments until after the final completion and audit.

Our water rates became a vicious circle, a catch-22. The munici-
pality had to establish a sewer fund in 1979, whereas all the oper-
ation and maintenance cost and 50 percent of sewer rents were
based on water consumption. Because of this implementation of
sewer rents, the municipality's water consumers have cut back on
their use of water-they don't have green grass, car washing, pools
aren't filled-to reduce their sewer rent cost.

This reduction has contributed to the reduction of water rev-
enues to the extent that, it has become necessary to raise our
water rates by 45 percent across the board in 1980; and in 1982, the
municipality was forced to drastically change the water rate struc-
ture and further increase the water rates in the range of 41 to 196
percent.

The cash flow. The residents are just not paying their bills and
with the economic picture as it is in our area it's becoming a
matter of fashion not to be paying your water and sewer bills.
During the past 5 years, the city has had to issue revenue anticipa-
tion notes four times. In 1980, delinquent sewer bills were $25,000,
water $36,000. In 1983, our total delinquent sewer and water is
$157,000.

An analysis of the operating budgets of the city of North
Tonawanda for the past 5 fiscal years documents the fact that the
sewer fund, which accounts for the cost of processing sanitary
sewage, costs far more to operate than the water fund, which ac-
counts for the cost of processing clean water to drink.

In 1979, the water budget was $1.1 million and the sewer was
$1.8 million. In 1983, the water budget is $1.6 million and the
sewer is $1.3 million.

Where does it end? An analysis of the impact that sewer rents
has had on an average family is: For 1979, consumption was
110,000 gallons for $173.58 for the year. For 1982, 110,000 gallons is
costing a family for sewer only $319 a year; and this analysis was
based on a family of four and covers a 6-year period.
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The municipality had a formal sanitary sewer user charge study
prepared by a certified public accountant in 1981. The last page of
the study projects an increase in sewer rates of over 310 percent
during the next 5 years. It is good to move along with these infra-
structure programs, but the bottom line is what you see in North
Tonawanda that has been there since 1974. It's a horror story. We
just cannot afford it.

It has affected our bonding. We have gone from Al to A, based
on the drawdown because of the people not paying their taxes and
we're having to borrow so much money.

In summation, we can make about six or seven items known.
First, the reason that we feel the situation is unique in North
Tonawanda is the overbuilt capacity of our plant. We have a Cadil-
lac when a Chevy would have sufficed. Second, the fact is that it is
one of only three operating physical-chemical plants in the United
States and we don't need one. We've lost our smokestack industry.

Third, our unemployment rate in February was the highest, not
only in the United States, but in New York State. Its size, as the
largest operating physical-chemical plant in the United States does
no longer impress the people that are unemployed.

Fourth, the fantastically large escalation in operating costs from
1978 to 1983 of 617 percent. Where else is this happening? Fifth,
the high area unemployment, well above the national average, as I
cited to you earlier. Ours is 17 percent for the city as opposed to 9.5
percent for the remainder of New York State and 11 for the re-
mainder of the country.

Sixth, the location of this plant on an international waterway
also necessitates higher than average effluent standards.

On the basis of all the above referenced factors, Senator, it is felt
that there is evident need for renewed interest in and a commit-
ment by the State and Federal Government in the partnership as
envisioned by the Water Pollution Control Act of 1972.

The resources of the city of North Tonawanda and its taxpayers
alone are simply not enough of sufficient magnitude and economic
capacity to handle an increase in the cost of maintenance of the
sewage treatment plant facility which, as indicated above, has
risen 617 percent.

As mayor of the city of North Tonawanda, I respectfully request
that you take our message back to the Federal Government and I
hope that some of our State people are here to hear me, too, be-
cause we do have a problem.

But, again, I thank you for taking the time to have us lowly
mayors address this hearing. I wish, I only wish this was done 14
years ago. Thank you, Senator.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Hoffman, together with enclo-
sures, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. EIIzABETH C. HOFFMAN

I am here to address the problems faced by the City

of North Tonawanda, New York, in the construction and operation

and maintenance of its municipal wastewater treatment plant,

and its adverse economic effects on the municipalities'

economy and budget as impacted upon the local government and

taxpaying population. The total North Tonawanda wastewater

treatment project cost was $43,000,000 ($28,000,000 for the

plant and $15,000,000 for attendant truck and interceptor

lines). The Federal share was 75%, State share was 12.5%,

and City share was 12.5% of eligible funds.

I hope my presentation showing the severe economic

impact caused by the construction, operation and maintenance,

and retirement of debt service of this facility will help

the state and federal government devise and implement counter

measures to lessen said impact.

The City of North Tonawanda's municipal wastewater

treatment plant is unique because it is only one of 13

physical-chemical activated carbon wastewater treatment

plants in the entire United States as of 1981. The North

Tonawanda wastewater treatment plant is even more unique because

it is 1 of only 3 physical-chemical activated carbon wastewater

treatment plants in the whole United States which successfully

operates. Of the 3 that are successful in operation,

North Tonawanda is the largest in capacity by a wide margin.

Six of the 13 physical-chemical plants are shut down for
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repairs. One has been completely abandoned and 3 others are

under construction.

Niagara County, alone has 2 of the 13 physical-

chemical activated carbon plants in the entire United States.

These 2 plants are located in the cities of Niagara Falls

and North Tonawanda. All of Niagara Counties wastewater

treatment plants together can handle a total capacity of

104 million gallons per day (hereinafter MGD). The actual

amount of capacity being utilized is 77 MGD or 74% of total

capacity. The North Tonawanda plant currently runs at an

average of 8 MGD or 57% of its capacity. 6 of the 10

existent treatment plants in Niagara County run under

their designed capacity. As is obvious, it can be seen

that it appears that Niagara County is overblessed with

wastewater treatment facilities.

The priceengineering report prepared by the firm

of McNamee, Porter and Seeley dated September 14, 1973,

projected design year 2000, for a total population of 58,000.

The most recent survey by the United States Bureau of the

Census as the result of the 1980 census set the population

for North Tonawanda at 35,760.

This represents a decrease for the first time

ever indicated by a federal decennial census in North

Tonawanda's population. The 1970 census was 36,012 and

and the 1980 census was 35,760 showing a decrease of 252.

It is evident, therefore that the growth of the city's
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population had not only slackened, but has disappeared

all together. In light of same it is most unlikely that

the city will ever reach its projected population of

58,000 as indicated in the McNamee, Porter and Seeley

study. Furthermore, this study by MPS cited an earlier study

by the firm of Krehbiel, Guay, Rugg and Hall as indicaing

a total of undeveloped acreage within the city of 2,548

total undeveloped acres including 369 zoned industrial and

23 zoned commercial. This study indicated that the present

industrial acreage was 829 and present developed commercial

acreage was 307. With the decline of area industry and

particularly with the loss of several large industrial

plants within the city, such as International Paper Company,

Remington Rand, and Tonawanda Iron Works, it is obviously

evident that the developed industrial acreage is far less

that 829 at the present and will never reach its total possible

capacity of 1198 acres. Therefore, the capacity of the plant

was designed for a municipality of far different characteristics

than those that presently exist. It is also evident that the

current trends in industrial expansion and population gowth have

not lived up to the earlier expectations and, in fact, have

showed a marked decline in both areas. The Erie Niagara Regional

Planning Board also presented supporting documents alluding to

escalated projections.

As the result of the above indicated inaccurate

projections the September 14, 1973 MPS study indicated that

there was an excess flow capacity in the amount of sewage

flow which continued to grow from 161.565 millions of
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gallons in calendar year 1967 to 865.312 millions of gallons

in calendar year 1971. This study gave the distinct impression

that such excess flow would continue to grow and be a serious

problem for the city.

Based on such projections, the North Tonawanda

wastewater treatment plant was designed and constructed for

a total design flow of 13 MGD with a maximum plant hydraulic

flow capacity of 18 MGD. At present said plant currently

runs at an average of 8 MGD or 57% of capacity. Under the

current State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

Permit Standards the City of North Tonawanda is required to

run the Carbon Treatment System at a cost of approximately

$700 per day for 365 days per year which is equivalent

to an annual operating cost of $255,000 per year for the

carbon treatment process alone.

An indication of how inaccurate these initial

projections came to be can be seen by a comparison of the

estimated costs of operation of the plant in 1973 based

on a predicted population of 39,000at the time which was

calculated by the MPS study of September 14,1973 to be

$151,085. As can presently be seen by the above figures

and, given that actual population of 36,000 in 1983, the

cost for operating the'plant is approximately $1,607,923

per year. Therefore, the costs in 10 years is $1,456,838

more with less population (36,000 actual as opposed to

39,000 projected).
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As an additional unique characteristic, the

municipal wastewater treatment plant of the City of North

Tonawanda is located on an international boundry. In 1954

the Niagara River was classified as "A-Special" by the federal

government because of its location, the standards as established

by the Water Pollution Control Board were significantly higher

than inland water treatment plants. Furthermore, jurisdiction

over said standard was over viewed by the International Joint

Commission Advisory Board. With such federal and international

input into the increased standards which must be met by the North

Tonawanda municipal plant, it is only fair, just and proper

that the increased cost due to said higher standards be

partially subsidized by the federal government.

New York State originally stated they would contribute

up to 33-1/3% operation and maintenance re-embursement. But ---

Fiscal Year Net Cost Amt. Received % Received

1974 189,917 63,291 33.3

1975 196,943 20,679 10.5

1976 211,718 52,855 25.0

1977 229,713 56,791 25.0

1978 263,147 65,641 25.0

1979 344,651 86,074 25.0

1980 621,148 154,436 25.0

1981 948,159 174,478 16.6

1982 1,516,779 209,898 13.9
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ADVERSE EFFECTS ON CITY ECONOMIC RESOURCES

The new municipal wastewater treatment plant has

put a tremendous financial burden on the residents of the

City of North Tonawanda. This burden has a severe impact

in several areas as follows:

1) OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

The cost of operating and maintaining the

wastewater treatment plant has increased at a fantastic

rate. Comparing fiscal year 1978 to fiscal year 1983 we

have an increase in budget appropriations of 617%. In

1978 the total appropriations for Sewage Treatment and

Disposal Operation and Maintenance was $260,808. In

fiscal year 1983, it is $1,607,923.

2) DEBT SERVICE

The cost of constructing the wastewater

treatment plant has increased our need for borrowing funds.

Although the state and federal government are financing

a portion of the cost of construction, the municipality's

share of cost is estimated to be $10,687,865. The City

must also borrow funds to pre-finance over $3 million

in state and federal aid, which is being retained by

those governments until after the final completion and

audit.

3) WATER RATES

The municipality had to establish a sewer

fund in 1979, whereas, all the operation and maintenance

costs and 50% of sewer rents, based on water consumption.

Because of this implementation of sewer rents, the municipality's

water consumers have cut back on their use of water, to
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reduce their sewer rent cost. This reduction has contributed

to the reduction of water revenues, to the extent that it

became necessary to raise our water rates by 45% across the

board in 1980. And in 1982, the municipality was forced to

drastically change the water rate structure and further

increase the water rates in the range of 41% to 196%.

4) CASH FLOW

Residents are not paying their bills in a timely

fashion, thereby causing the City of borrow funds to maintain

a positive cash flow. During the past 5 years, the City has

had to issue revenue anticipation notes 4 times. During March

1980, the City borrowed $100,000 which was redeemed during August

1980. During December 1980, the City again borrowed $100,000

which matured during August 1981. During October 1981, the

City again borrowed $200,000 which matured on August 31,1982.

During November 1982, the City again borrowed $300,000 which

matured August 1983. In 1980, delinquent sewer bills were

$25,220 and water $36,487 for a total of $61,707. In 1983,

sewer is $85,765 and water $71,954.72 for a total of $157,720.48.

5) COST COMPARISON

An analysis of the operating budgets of the City

of North Tonawanda for the past 5 fiscal years documents the

fact that the sewer fund, which accounts for the cost of

processing sanitary sewerage, costs far more to operate

than the water fund, which accounts for the cost of processing

clean water. In 1979, the Water Budget was $1,109,747 and

Sewer was $1,897.905. In 1983, the Water Budget was

$1, 667,910 and Sewer was $3,387,795.
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6) AVERAGE FAMILY

An analysis of the impact that sewer rents has

had on an average family is for 1979 comsumption was 110,000

gallons for $173.58 (for the year)and for 1982, 110,000

gallons, $319.95 (for the year). (The analysis is based on

a family of four and covers a 6 year period).

7) PROJECTED FUTURE INCREASES

The municipality had a formal sanitary sewer

user charge study prepared by a certified public accounting

firm in 1981. The last page of this study projects an

increase in sewer rates over 310% during the next 5 years.

8) ADVERSE EFFECT ON CITY'S BOND RATING

The City of North Tonawanda was recently notified

by Moody's Investor Service that its bond rating has been

lowered from Al to A. Said report cited "while city

finances are adequate financial tightening is evidenced by

reduced liquidity in the substantial draw down (88%) of

fund balances budgeted for 1983. The property tax, county sales\

tax, and state aid provide they bulk of revenues. While tax

collection performance on a current basis has been good,

slippage has occured recently. The-city frequently uses

cash flow financing. Outstanding $300,000 Rans issued in

November 1982 due August 31, 1983 were used to offset a

deficit in the water fund. Debt burden is above comparable

median and bond payout is average." It is evident that this

change in bond rating will adversely affect the sale of

city bonds for future projects as well as those presently

underway.
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OTHER INDIRECT ECONOMIC EFFECTS - LACK OF RESOURCES

The high cost of sewage treatment in the City of

North Tonawanda has been partially responsible for the evacuation

of and erosion of the city's industrial and commercial tax

base. Besides adversely impacting upon existing industry and

commercial ventures this financial burden caused by increasing

sewage treatment costs has served as a disincentive for new

and expanding industry to locate within the City of North

Tonawanda. This has served to decreasethe amount of

resources available to finance the operation and maintenance

costs as well as the retirement of debt for the sewage

treatment plant.

The study done by McNamee, Porter and Seeley dated

September 14, 1973 indicated that the 4 major industries in

the city were International Paper Company, Hooker Chemical

Company (Durez Plastics Division), Electric City Paper

Company (presently Boundry Papc- Mills, Inc.), and American

Standard Corporation Tonawanda Iron Works. Of the 4 major

industries cited, only 2 are still remaining, these being

Durez Plastics and Boundry Paper Mills, Inc. The other 2

plants, International Paper Company and American Standard have

moved their operations completely out of North Tonawanda

and have dismantled their facilities in the city. The

above - referenced Moody's Investor report lists the 5

largest employers in the city of follows:
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Name of Employer # of Employees

DeGraff Memorial
Hospital 781

North Tonawanda Board
of Education 485

Hooker Chemical 381

National Grinding
Wheel 379

City of North
Tonawanda 340

As is self evident only 2 of the above 5 employers

is engaged in industrial production, the others being govern-

mental entities or service oriented operation. The Depart-

ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics has projected the

unemployment figures for the City of North Tonawanda as

significantly higher than the remainder of New York State

and also of the nation. Such unemployment figures are as

follows:

1980 1981 1982* 1/83* 2/83

City of North Tonawanda
% unemployed 10.6 9.9 14.2 17.5 16.5

New York State
% unemployed 7.5 7.6 8.6 9.6 9.5

*Data not consistent with preceding years due to changes in
the benchmarking process

It is evident from the above figures that the high

unemployment in the area has caused the city significant

cash flow problems. This high outstanding receivable problem

has caused cash flow problems for the city and has also

resulted in a loss of bond rating as indicated above.
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The City has also been effected by the course of con-

struction in that several claims for personal injury have

been presented to the City of injuries allegedly due to

the progress of this project. As the result of said

tortious claims, some of which are still pending, the City,

or its insured, had paid out a total of monetary damages in

excess of $44,000. It is uncertain what future of projected

liabilities will present themselves and/or manifest in

monetary damages in excess of this $44,000 amount.

CONCLUSIONS

As should be evident from the increased cost projections

above, the City of North Tonawanda, New York will be unable

to bear the financial burden of operation and maintenance and

the needed repair of major capital items in the sewage treat-

ment plant by itself in the years to come. The plant will have

a negative adverse economic impact on future City developments

and, due to its increasing costs, will serve as a disincentive

for industry to remain or locate in North Tonawanda in the

first place.

Several factors make the North.Tonawanda situation

unique, including:

1) The overbuilt capacity of the plant. (Error in

original collection of data by all agencies, governmental and

otherwise)

2) The fact that it is 1 of only 3 operating physical

plants in the United States.

3) Its size as the largest operating physical-chemical

plant.

29-792 0-84-31
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4) The fantastically large escalation in operating costs

from 1978 to 1983 of 617%.

5) The high area unemployment well above the national

average of 16.5% for the City as opposed 9.5% for the

remainder of New York State and 11.3% for the remainder of

the country as of February 1983.

6) The location of this plant on an international

boundry necessitating higher than average effluent standards.

On the basis of all of the above referenced factors,

it is felt that there is evident need for a renewed interest

in and a commitment by the state and federal governments in

the partnership as envisioned by the Water Pollution Control

Act of 1972. The resources of the City of North Tonawanda

alone are simply not of sufficient magnitude and economic

capacity to handle an increase in the cost of maintainance

of this sewage treatment plant facility which, as indicated

above has risen 617% since 1978.

As Mayor of the City of North Tonawanda, I respectfully

request the federal and state governments most urgent attention

to this matter and your prompt suggestions for resolution of

this impending financial municipal crisis.
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.ater Pollution Control Project

The City is involved in the construction of a water pollution control facility for the
treatment of effluent discharge of sewage into the Niagara River. The City has commenced
the project in reliance upon Federal and State aid for construction costs. The following
schedule shows the estimated net cost of this project.

X of
Total

Total Estimated Project Costs $44,948,786 100%

Less: Anticipated Reimbursements:
Federal Aid $29,638,515 66
State Aid 4,622.406 10

Total 34.260,921 76

Estinated City Share of Project Costs $10.4687?865 247.

The City anticipates issuing long-term indebtedness in an amount approximating the esti-
mated City share of project costs. As of April 25, 1983, $5,850,000 of bonds have been
issued for this project and $484,000 has been financed with current funds.

At December 31, 1982, the City has expended 99% of the total estimated costs of the
project and has received 90% of the anticipated Federal and State aid reimbursements.

All of the amounts reflected as being anticipated Federal and State -id reimbursements are
suprorted by grants already issued to the City by the res, ective Federal and State
ag icies. These grants are contractual comnitments, subject to the conditions of the laws
si thorizing these grants. In order to receive payments from the Federal an State govern-
ments, the City must apply for aid to the appropriate governmental agency shch causes
inspection to be made of the project by the State. The payment of aid by the respective
gov-rneents nay be subject to appropriations being nacd by the U.S. Congress or the State
Legislature. The amount of New York State aid payment . set forth in the foregoing table
may be affected by factors noted in "Special Factors Affecting This Financing". The
conditions contained in the grant contracts include compliance with the technical
standards and various equal opportunity employment acts and other laws. Since the project
began, the City has not experienced any difficulty in complying with such conditions.

Vinila the City expects to receive the major portion-of the cost of the project in the form
of Federal and State aid, it must prefinance project costs pending the receipt of such
aid. Since it would not be practical to issue long-tern debt in anticipation of such aid
and reimbursements, the City has issued bond anticipation notes to finance a part of the
cost of the project as of April 25, 1983 has $7,650,000 of bond anticipation notes
outstanding that relate to this project. It is anticipated that $3,296,135 of these notes
will be redeemed with Federal and State aid and $4,353,865 by the issuance of bonds.

Prior to receipt of the Federal and State aid of $3,296,135 and the issuance of approxi-
mately $4,353,865 in bonds, the City expects to continue for a presently indeterminable
period to sell additional bond anticipation notes to redeem at maturity bond anticipation
notes issued to finance this project. No assurance can be given at this tine that the
City will have the ability to sell such renewal notes. Under the Local Finance Law, the
City is permitted to renew such notes during the period of probable usefulness of the
project, provided annual payments are made to redeem a portion of the outstanding aggre-
gate principal amount of such notes as if bonds had been issued in accordance with Section
23.00 of the Local Finance Law.
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/ CITY OF NORTH! TONAIWANDA, NEW YORK

WATER RATE STUDY - 1981

/Projection of Costs of Operations, Revenues :t New !Rates
and Excess (Deficiency) Revenues

/ ~~~~~PROPOSAL NO. S
Total

Cost of
Operations

$1,218,645

1,456,155

i,726,985

1,841,085-

1,956,020

. 2,085,120

Total
Revenues at

New Rates

S1,062,109 (1)

1,544,190

1,929,891

1,909,134

1,971,807

1,914,503

B
(Del

I(

1

SCHEDULE 9

Fund
alance
ficiency)

.95,144) (2)

.07,109)

95,797

163,846

179,633

9,016

: (1) Revenues at Present Rates.
(2) Includes Deficit Fund Balance of $38,608 at December 31, 1980.

-PRESENT RATES|(3)

-- in. 6-25 26-75 75-l50 151-250 751-25.250 2 2514

$l.5o 5.71 S.65 S.47 .42 -S.31 S.2

-PROPOSED RATES (3)

1982-fates
Z Increase

1983-Rates
X Increase

1984-Rates
% Increase

1985-Rates
Z Increase

1986-Rates
X Increase

Min. 6-

S2.00 ]ooo $1
33% (41%-:

2.00 1o.COA)

1;2.00 iD.W

2.00 1 )

2-00 10.IDIC

250.

.00
138%) (4)

.40
40%

.50
7%

1.60
7%

1.60

(3) 1,000's of gallons
(4) This rdpresents a 41% increase for the 6-25 category; a S% increase

for the 26-75 category, a 113% increase for the 76-150 category
and a 138% increase for the 151-250 category.

(5) This represents a 158% increase for the 251-25,250 category and
a 196S increase for the 25,251+ category.

Year

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1981

251+

$ .80
(158%-196%)

1.20
50%

1.40
17%

1.55
11%

1.55
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CITY TAX ROLLS

UNPAID WATER / SEWER ACCOUNTS

FISCAL YEAR SEWER WATER TOTAL

1978 -0- 28,799.93 28,799.93

1979 -0- 25,856.64 25,856.64

A"Q°_ 25,220.00 36,487.00 61,707.00

1981 68,897.00 39,385.00 108,282.00

1982 64,194.65 43,462.88 107,657.53

1983 85,765.76 71,954.72 157,720.48

* In accordance with the provisions of the City Charter, as amended by

Local Law No. 3, unpaid water and sewer accounts receivable to be added
to the City Tax Rolls.

Senator D'AMATo. Well, Mayor, thank you for coming in and
giving another dimension to the problem. I know it's one that
Deputy Mayor Wagner can also cite, a list of problems, and prob-
ably Mayor Whalen; but, obviously, when you have a problem of
this magnitude coming down on the small city it certainly exacer-
bates the effect on your homeowners when you start to talk about
those incredible tax increases and sewer rates and water rates. It
certainly is a difficult problem.

As you know, we're talking to the EPA about your problem. I
don't know what we can do, but certainly one of the problems that
we saw there or you see demonstrated was the lack of tools to iden-
tify properly the growth needs for your community.

We, in Long Island, are experiencing the same kind of problem,
not with a municipal wastewater treatment plant or a private
water concern, but with another public utility, Long Island Light-
ing Co., where the projected growth in demand was far above, far
above that which had been anticipated and now has the company
calling for a 56.5-percent increase in power rates, electric rates,
which would be devastating, to say the least, to the local econo-
my-to the homeowners, to the citizens, to the business communi-
ty.

That all really comes about again as a lack of inadequate data;
and, as they moved along, once you dig a hole you just keep digging
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to attempt to get a solid foundation and very few times are you
ever going to do that.

Now, we have a very, very difficult problem for the entire region
that 3 million people are facing. So I share with you to some extent
the same kind of burden and a very realistic concern.

Deputy Mayor Wagner and then Mayor Whalen.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. WAGNER, JR., DEPUTY MAYOR
FOR POLICY, CITY OF NEW YORK

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. Thank you very much, Senator
D'Amato, for holding this hearing. Mayor Koch had, himself, very
much wanted to be here and when the meeting was originally
scheduled in New York had planned on testifying, but unfortunate-
ly--

Senator D'AMATO. I know.
Deputy Mayor WAGNER [continuing]. He wasn't able to be here

today; and it is, for me, a special pleasure to have the chance to
make the city's case before you today.

Senator D'AMATO. I thank you for your participation and the
mayor, also; and he could not be more ably represented than by his
trusted deputy mayor who is so knowledgeable in these areas.

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. Well, thank you very much, Senator.
We're delighted with Congress interest in this issue because we

see the problem of the infrastructure as ranking just behind the
city's fiscal condition in the immediate future and one which, in
the long term, may prove more difficult to solve.

The city's capital plant is the platform on which our economy
rests. It is the basis for delivery of municipal services. It is the
anchor of neighborhoods. When it breaks down, essential activities
come to a halt. When it is neglected, there is not only inconven-
ience but also the possibility of real danger. The recent collapse of
the Mianus Bridge in Connecticut dramatized just how real the
possibility of danger can be. We in the city of New York saw a sim-
ilar event back in 1974 when a major section of the West Side
Highway collapsed, though fortunately no lives were lost; and over
the last few months we've seen a number of water main breaks in
midtown Manhattan which closed streets and subways, caused a
blackout, and seriously disrupted business.

Let me begin by giving a general sense of the extent of the city's
infrastructure and some sense of the needs that are there.

As you know, Senator, we have 51 waterway bridges and some
1,281 highway bridges. We have a water-supply system which pro-
duces 1,435 million gallons of water a day from a reservoir system
of 1,956 square miles. We have 6,000 miles of sewers; 12 operating
water pollution control plants; 80 sewage pumping stations; 450
combined sewer overflow regulators.

We have 6,200 miles of paved streets, approximately 30 percent
of the land of the city of New York is city streets; some 6,700
subway cars on 232 miles of track; some 72 miles of elevated
subway structure; some 300 acres of landfill; and over 25,000 acres
of parkland, and that doesn't include the entire capital plant of the
city of New York.
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Just as the extent of this plant is extraordinary so has been its
neglect. Back in 1978, when the Koch administration came in, we
found a pattern of neglect almost frightening in its extent. The de-
sirable rate for repaving streets is once every 20 to 25 years. Back
in 1978, we were repaving at the rate of every 200 years. Engineers
say a water main should be replaced every 100 years. In 1978, we
were replacing water mains at the rate of every 296 years. In 1978,
the State found 135 waterway bridges and highway structures to be
in poor condition. The same pattern that was found there, the
same pattern of neglect in terms of repair cycles, would have ap-
plied to the other areas of the city's program.

One of the major efforts of the Koch administration in the last
5½2 years and, one that I believe has met with some success, has
been reversing this pattern of decline and decay. Back in 1977, the
city registered a total of $349 million in contracts of which $168
million were funded by city dollars. This past year we registered
better than $1.6 billion for the second year in a row of which $1.2
billion in each of the last 2 years was raised by city funds; I believe
a dramatic increase.

If you look at the last 5 years our total capital commitments
have amounted to $6.4 billion, better than 2'/2 times what had been
done in the 5 years before that; and, if 7ou added to that the TA's
capital program which prior to the 1980 s had been reflected in the
city's commitment program, it would come to a total of $8.5 billion
or over three times what had been committed in the previous 5
years.

In developing this program not only have we emphasized the im-
portance of committing money, but we have dramatically shifted
priorities emphasizing reconstruction and rehabilitation as opposed
to new construction and focusing on improvements to the city's in-
frastructure that support, improve, or reduce the cost of city oper-
ations.

We have also attempted to do our planning in the context of a
10-year capital program. As far as I know, the city of New York is
the only city in this country which attempts to plan its capital
budget decisions on a 10-year time horizon.

The current 10-year program contemplates $34.7 billion in capi-
tal investments over the next 10 years; and over 75 percent of that
amount would go to the city's infrastructure.

Although the amount is large, it nonetheless represents a com-
promise between what New York can afford based upon our assess-
ment of available financing over the next 10 years and what we be-
lieve we could fully spend which is some $55 billion.

The city believes that if it can raise the $35 billion from our own
borrowing ability and from the Federal and State Governments, it
will make a significant difference but we also believe that the $55
million we have identified as a real number genuinely needed, not
a program with frills and nonessential programs.

I have included with a copy of the testimony the 10-year program
that the city has put together.

So far, we have been-thanks to the help of the Federal Govern-
ment in its loan-guarantee program, thanks to the Municipal
Assistance Corp. borrowing-able to meet the program that was
put forward; and we have, on our own, been able now to raise some
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$927 million through city borrowing. The real test though, will
come in 1986 when we anticipate borrowing some $1.1 billion in
general obligations bonds-a major jump, but one that we believe
we'll be able to meet.

In addition, we now are looking for help from the State legisla-
ture in the passage of a State water finance authority which will
provide mechanism to raise an additional $300 million annually
through water and sewer bonds backed by user fees.

We've taken some other steps too in terms of finding new ways
of meeting our capital needs. One is to take advantage of the pro-
gram that you were instrumental in saving-of the safe harbor
leasing for the purchase of two new ferries.

We've been looking at the use of vendor or third-party equity
participation for our first resource-recovery plan for the Brooklyn
Navy Yard. We are viewing the use of vendor financing to pur-
chase certain office and computer equipment. We're planning to in-
troduce an amendment to the State constitution which would allow
the issuance of term sinking fund bonds for any purpose for which
serial bonds may now be used.

With the help of our financial advisers we're examining the pos-
sibility of using tax-exempt commercial paper similar to MAC's
successful $250 million commercial paper program, and as I've
stated, we are committed in our determination to do everything we
can to rebuild the city's physical plant, particularly the -infrastruc-
ture. And we have made progress in our planning, in our spending,
and in our financing. We're determined to build on that record.
But to achieve the goals we've set forward-not the $55 billion
need but just to achieve the $35 billion program we have put for-
ward-we will need the help of the Federal Government. And right
now our $35 billion program counts on help from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

While the largest single factor will be city borrowing amounting
to some $17.4 billion, we are looking to the Federal Government for
$7.9 billion in assistance particularly in the traditional areas of
support: transit and water pollution control. And, obviously, to go
beyond the $34.7 billion program would require additional assist-
ance from the Federal Government as well as the State and our
own ability to borrow.

I believe there is a compelling case for the Federal Government
to increase its direct assistance for local and State governments
and I believe there is also a compelling case-and this was an issue
which Senator Anderson addressed in his remarks-for the Federal
Government to develop financing mechanisms to assist State and
local governments in their own borrowing efforts.

What has become clear over recent years is that the problem
confronted by an older city like New York is now a problem shared
by the rest of the Nation. Throughout America, and perhaps be-
cause this is a country that has always looked to the future, we
have deferred maintenance; we have put off rebuilding; and instead
we have concentrated on new projects and new construction. Time
has caught up with us, and what would seem to be a problem just
of the Northeast and Midwest is today a problem of the Sun Belt as
well.
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Two recent Federal studies in fact make this aboundantly clear:
one which indicated that 20 percent-8,000 miles of the interstate
program were in need of immediate repair. Another, done by the
Department of Transportation just 1 year ago, indicated that some
45 percent of the Nation's 245,000 bridges are structually or func-
tionally deficient. The cost to reverse this neglect will be a large
one, just as the need is a large one.

To put it simply: In the view of the city of New York-and I
think it is a fair view-this is a national issue, a national issue of
such scope that Federal leadership is required. And what I'm argu-
ing for is not Federal assumption of local and State responsibil-
ities-there are more than enough projects to go around-but an
increased Federal role, both in terms of direct assistance and assist-
ance to local governments as they attempt to borrow.

What exactly that Federal role should be deserves serious consid-
eration. While clear lines of responsibility generally exist only on
organization charts, it is important for Congress as it discusses
greater Federal participation, to sort out what level of government
should have responsibility for what kind of projects.

It makes sense in this context, I believe, for the Federal Govern-
ment to move to the idea of national capital budget. There is cur-
rently no comprehensive framework for taking inventory of public
facilities, evaluating their condition, and assigning them priority
levels.

A Federal capital budget would provide such a framework. Sensi-
ble budgeting procedures would seem to dictate such an organized
method.

Traditionally in the Northeast, the Federal Government has con-
centrated its support on water-pollution control and transportation
including mass transit. More recently it has expanded into the area
of bridge rebuilding.

It strikes me that all three of these areas are appropriate areas
for a Federal role and for an expanded role. In other areas of the
country, particularly in the Southwest, water projects for irrigation
or recreation, flood control, and water supply have received Feder-
al support.

In my view there should be a more equitable national policy,
such as that proposed by Senator Moynihan in the past, which
would assist those parts of America with water supply systems in
place as well as those needing new projects.

And in fact we would very much like to see additional support
for the third water tunnel which is right now under construction, a
project that will cost us some $4.2 billion. Again, a piece of legisla-
tion introduced by Senator Moynihan to create a bank, a water
utilities bank, would be of assistance directly to the city of New
York.

I also believe serious consideration should be given to increased
Federal involvement in the area of solid waste, particularly in the
construction of resource recovery plants. Solid waste has become
increasingly a regional problem, and that, taken together with the
technological complexity and cost of resource recovery plants,
would seem to justify a greater Federal role. Again, here is an area
that would be of major benefit to the city of New York over the
next decade. We have estimated that our resource recovery plants
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will cost at a minimum some $2.1 billion over the next decade, and
Federal assistance obviously would relieve pressure on our own
capital budget, freeing up dollars that could go to other urgently
needed areas.

For those like myself in the city of New York who are arguing
for an expanded Federal role, there is reason for some concern
these days. In at least one major area of Federal activity, water
pollution control, we have seen actual reductions. We have also
seen decisions which can only make the problems of the infrastruc-
ture worse. For example, the Federal Government's relaxation of
trucking regulations with regard to allowable sizes and weights
will only accelerate road and bridge deterioration.

And even when positive actions have been taken by Congress,
the administration has shown a reluctance to be supportive. The
best example of this came with passage of the 5-cent gas tax. Only
a month after the bill was signed, the President's 1984 budget pro-
posals threatened to undermine the gas tax benefits. Congress-
with you, Senator D'Amato in the lead-appears to have won the
day; but the simple fact that a fight was necessary is hardly reas-
suring.

And, now there is the issue of H.R. 3110 which would impose
more expensive tax treatment of sale leaseback transactions involv-
ing government and other tax-exempt entities. Two issues are trou-
bling about this proposed amendment. One is the issue of fairness.
This legislation only applies to the public sector. Second is the po-
tentially very damaging impact on the MTA's ability to continue to
successfully use this financing technique, as well as what it could
do for the city's plans in such areas as resource recovery.

Fighting to keep what we have is hardly what is called for when
much more is needed; and part of what New York needs is in-
creased funding in the traditional areas of support: water pollution
control; mass transit; and also in the areas of solid waste disposal
and national water policy as I mentioned. These would be areas
with a very direct benefit to the city of New York.

Before moving on to an issue which I would like to touch on
briefly, that of making financing easier for State and local govern-
ments, I should touch on the subjects of mandates and the local
share required to obtain Federal dollars. This is in fact an issue
that reflects some of what Mayor Hoffman said in her testimony.

The Federal Government still too often imposes mandates on
State and local governments without providing dollars to cover the
cost. Even when it does provide the dollars, it often accompanies
these dollars with mandates that keep local governments from
dealing with their most urgent need.

Take the case of water pollution control facilities. Because of
Federal requirements, New York concentrated on the construction
of two new facilities-I should point out that this has changed
somewhat over the last 2 years with the help of your office and
your intervention, Senator-it concentrated on two new facilities,
the North River and Redhook plants, at a time when it should
have done much more to upgrade its older facilities particularly
those at Owl's Head and Coney Island.

As a result, the Coney Island plant came within a few minutes of
total collapse, an event which would have meant that the base-
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ments of 250,000 Brooklyn residents would have been flooded with
raw sewage.

As for requiring a local match, this is an understandable policy
given Congress concern for local maintenance efforts; however, it
can also serve to divert local capital dollars away from areas of
greatest local need. I would hope that the House and Senate would
review the issue and reduce the number of areas where this ap-
proach is followed.

Obviously the direct level of funding is important, but helping to
make it possible for State and local governments to borrow the dol-
lars required at reasonable rates is also a major issue of concern.

The rapid increase in the number of debt-issuing public authori-
ties and the abuse in the use of industrial revenue bonds has re-
sulted in a long-term tax-exempt credit market that grew from $42
billion of issuances in 1979 to $75 billion in 1982, an increase of 79
percent in just over 4 years. This has put local and State govern-
ments at a disadvantage. It has meant deferring bond issues or
paying excessively high interest rates.

The Federal Government should reevaluate current tax and
fiscal policy to define more clearly the range of qualified tax-
exempt issues. This would help prevent State and local govern-
ments from being crowded out of the marketplace. The availability
of alternative tax shelter mechanisms for major institutions, as
Senator Anderson also pointed out, should also be reexamined.
Part of the problem faced by local governments' borrowing has
stemmed from commercial banks and property casualty insurers
shifting from tax-exempt markets to these alternatives. Obviously
in addition, reduced Federal borrowing would help to open up op-
portunities for local borrowers.

A new agency perhaps similar to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation or some form of Federal infrastructure bank should be
created to provide capital for the revitalization of U.S. industry
and the Nation's roads, bridges and other components of the public
plant. Such an agency can provide seed dollars as well as low-inter-
est loans for appropriate projects.

Again, the idea of a National Water Utilities Bank, as suggested
by Senator Moynihan, is appealing in this context, though my hope
would be that this concept would be applied to other infrastructure
needs as well.

I also believe there is a real potential in the area of loan guaran-
tees. This approach was of extraordinary importance to the city of
New York and could be used to help troubled localities be able to
borrow providing they met strict Federal requirements.

One particular guarantee now under discussion concerns allow-
ing FHA to back the bonds in public hospitals. For years this form
of financing has been available to voluntary hospitals. Extending it
to public hospitals would seem only fair. For New York City, it
would be of real assistance.

This hardly represents a definitive answer to how the Federal
Government could make it easier for State and local governments
to borrow, but it does point in two different policy directions:
Reform of the public credit market, which would also benefit the
Federal Government through increased tax revenues, and the cre-
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ation of several ways to provide money to local governments at low
cost.

Finally I'd like to raise an issue which Mayor Koch raised just a
few weeks ago in San Francisco. The city of New York would urge
the Federal Government to streamline the rules and regulations
which govern infrastructure projects and all too often result in
cost-inflating delays.

This is particularly true of environmental regulations which in
some cases have become so complex they cease to serve the goals
for which they were adopted and can delay a project in endless
legal actions. New York's Westway is a good example of this phe-
nomenon.

Last month the Mayor proposed that Congress enact legislation
that would set definite but reasonable limits on the time and ac-
tions that can be taken for reviews, hearings and legal remedies
relative to the infrastructure projects subject to environmental
review. This approach is similar to that adopted by Congress when
the Alaska Pipeline was built. Avoiding delays saves money and
those savings can go to rebuild more infrastructure.

The condition of the infrastructure of this country is a disgrace,
a disgrace from which until very recently we averted attention.
Fortunately that no longer is the case. Congress' interest, reflected
by this hearing today, is encouraging news for those of us in New
York City. We have begun the long process of rebuilding our city,
of reversing decades of neglect and misguided priorities. But the
truth is we cannot do it alone. We need the help of the Federal
Government. I also believe we deserve it.

[The prepared statement of Deputy Mayor Wagner follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. WAGNER, JR.

Senator D'Amato, Senator Moynihan, and members

of the Joint Economic Committee, it is my pleasure to

appear before you today to discuss Infrastructure Dilemmas

Facing Local Governments. We welcome Congress' interest in this

problem -- a problem which for us ranks only behind the city's

fiscal health in the immediate future and which in the long term

may prove more difficult to solve.

The City's capital plant is the platform on which our

economy rests; it is the basis for delivery of municipal services;

it is the anchor of neighborhoods. When it breaks down, essential

activities come to a halt. When it is neglected, there is not only

inconvenience but also the possibility of real danger. The recent

collapse of the Mianus bridge in Connecticut dramatized just how

real the possibility of danger can be. We in New York City saw

a similar event back in 1974 when a major section of the West

Side highway collapsed, though fortunately no lives were lost.

And just last month, water main breaks in midtown Manhattan closed

streets and subways, caused a blackout, and seriously disrupted

business.
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Let me begin by providing you with a sense of the

enormity of New York's capital needs. The extent and variety

of New York's infrastructure is extraordinary:

- 51 waterway bridges and 1,281 highway bridges;

- A water supply system which produces 1,435 million
gallons of water a day from a reservoir system
of 1,956 square miles. It delivers water through
two tunnels (a third is under construction), 32
million feet of trunk and distribution mains and
20,000 trunk valves;

- 6,000 miles of sewers, 12 operating water pollution
control plants, 80 sewage pumping stations, and
450 combined sewer overflow regulators;

- 6,200 miles of paved streets which cover approx-
imately 30 percent of the City's land;

- 6,700 subway cars which ride on 232 miles of track
(137 miles underground, 72 miles elevated, and
23 miles openbed) and 4,550 buses;

- 300 acres of landfill and nine marine transfer
stations; and

- Over 25,000 acres of parkland.

Just as the extent of the capital plant is extraordinary,

so has been its neglect. In 1978 the Koch administration

found a pattern of neglect almost frightening in its extent.

The desirable rate for repaving streets is one every 20

to 25 years. In 1978 the city was repaving streets at the

rate of once every 200 years. Engineers say a water main
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should be replaced every 100 years. In 1978 we were re-

placing water mains at the rate of every 296 years. In

1978 the State found 135 waterway bridges and highway

structures to be in poor condition and requiring major re-

construction. The same pattern would apply to all other

parts of the city's physical plant.

One of the major aims of the Koch administration has

been to reverse this pattern of neglect and decay, and I

believe with some success. In fiscal 1977, the City's

capital program -- which provides funds for building and

rebuilding City streets, highways, bridges, sewers, water

mains, mass transit and other City assets -- registered

contracts totalling $349 million, of which $168 million

were to be funded with City dollars. This past year,

capital contract registration, or commitments, came well over

$1.6 billion for the second year in a row. Of this amount,

approximately $1.2 billion each year are being financed with

City funds.

Overall, between 1979 and 1983, New York has committed

more than $6.4 billion for capital projects -- almost two-

and-one-half times what had been committed in the five pre-

vious years. If the portion of the TA's capital program

not reflected in the city's capital budget is added, the
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record becomes even more impressive -- $8.5 billion or over

three times what had been committed in the previous five years.

In developing its policy for capital investments in

1978, the current City Administration established two basic

priorities -- reconstruction and rehabilitation of existing

assets, as opposed to new construction, with a focus on

improvements to the City's infrastructure that support,

improve or reduce the cost of City operations.

In addition to setting clear overall priorities, the

City has, over the last several years, extended its plan-

ning horizon and developed a ten-year capital plan to

improve our planning for the future and to identify the

magnitude of need for capital investments. As far as I

know, New York is the only city in the United States which

attempts to plan its capital budget decisions on a ten-year

time horizon. Our planning effort attempts to establish

standards for annual capital investments which ensure that,

within the limits of available financing, appropriate re-

placement cycles are maintained and operational changes and

needed investments are planned to meet future demand. The

current ten-year plan contemplates almost $35 billion in

capital investments over the next ten years. Over 75 percent

of this amount is anticipated to be spent for improvements
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to the City's infrastructure. Although the amount is large,

it nonetheless represents a compromise between what New York

can afford based upon our assessment of available financing

over the ten year period, and what we believe we could use-

fully spend, which we have estimated is about $55 billion

over the decade. The City believes that if it can-raise

the expected $35 billion from Federal, State and City 'inanc-

ing sources, significant progress will be made in rebuilding

the City. But at the same time it has to be kept in mind

that even with all that has been done, even assuming the

City -will be able to fund its ambitious $35 billion program,

there will be significant capital needs not met. (See

Appendix A: 10 Year Capital Plan).

Since 1978, the City has been able to raise the necessary

funds to meet its capital program largely through the Muni-

cipal Assistance Corporation (MAC) and $1.6 billion in

Federal loan guarantees secured in 1978. Future success

in financing the City's capital requirements depends upon

the City's continuing market expansion beyond the $927 million

that New York has been able to borrow on its own to date.

Our current plan anticipates $1.1 billion of general obligation

issuances in fiscal year 1986. In addition, State legisla-

tion has been proposed to create a State Water Finance Authority

29-792 0-84-32
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which would provide a mechanism to raise an additional

$300 million annually through water and sewer bonds backed

by user fees.

We have also taken some additional steps to finance

our capital program, many of them using aspects of Federal

tax policy. For example, during 1982 the City, consistent

with the "safe-harbor" leasing provisions of the Economic

Recovery Act of 1981, entered into a tax benefit transfer

agreement with a private corporation with respect to two

new ferry boats. The transaction netted the City approx-

imately $1.4 million. The City continues to evaluate whether

traditional leverage leasing should be considered for other

types of City equipment and facilities.

We are also exploring other possible financing ap-

proaches. The City recently selected a financial advisor

in connection with the $226 million Brooklyn Navy Yard Resource

Recovery Project. One of the principal financing objectives

will be vendor or third-party equity participation in

the project to minimize the amount of City bond financing

required.
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We are-reviewing the use of vendor financing to

purchase certain office and computer equipment. We plan to

introduce an amendment to the State Constitution which would

allow the issuance of term (sinking fund) bonds for any

purpose for which serial bonds may be used. Right now, under

State law, term bonds can only be used to finance water,

docks, and rapid transit projects, so that this change

would provide us with greater flexibility to meet the demands of

the market. With the help of our financial advisers, we are

examining the possibility of using tax-exempt commercial paper

similar to MAC's successful $250 million commercial paper program.

As I have stated, we are committed in our determination

to rebuild the City's physical plant, particularly its

infrastructure. We have made progress -- in our planning,

in our spending, and in our financing. We are determined

to build on this record. But,to achieve the goals we have

already set as well as to meet the real needs not included

in the City's ten-year capital plan, we will need the help

of the Federal government.

Earlier I mentioned that we believe that over the next

ten years we can advance a $35 billion capital program.
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As we see it today, $17.4 billion would come from City

sources, $7.2 billion would come from sources such as fare

backed bonds and TBTA bonds, $1.4 billion from State sources,

$696 million from private sources, and $7.9 billion

from the federal government. The bulk of federal support

would come in two traditional areas of federal infrastructure

assistance -- transit and water pollution control. Achieving

the anticipated level of federal support, while far from

impossible, will require steady increases in funding over

the next several years.

As I also said before, based on our assessment we could

still spend an additional $20 billion to satisfy all the

needs that we have identified. Additional Federal expenditures

for infrastructure would allow us to begin to deal with these

needs as well as to allow States and localities to increase

and accelerate local capital programs.

I believe there is a compelling case for the federal

government to increase its direct assistance for local and

State capital needs. I also believe the federal government

has a very definite role to play in developing financing

mechanisms to assist state and local governments in their

own borrowing efforts.
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What has become clear over recent years is that the

problems confronted by an older city like New York are shared

by the rest of the nation. Throughout America, perhaps because

as a nation we have always looked to the future rather than the

past, maintenance has been deferred, rebuilding put off; instead

we have concentrated on new projects and new construction. Time

has caught up with us. Now report after report has appeared

documenting the state of America's bridges and highways. A problem

once thought of as belonging only to the Northeast and Midwest

has now become a problem of the Sunbelt as well.

Let me cite two recent studies which give a sense of just

how extensive the problem is. According to a recent study by the

Council of State Planning Agencies, 8,000 miles -- or 20 percent --

of the nation's interstate highway sytem are in need of immediate

repair. Another study, conducted by the Department of Trans-

portation in 1982, concluded that 45 percent of the nation's

248,500 bridges are structurally or functionally deficient.

And just as the extent of the problem is great, so will be the

cost of solving it. Dr. Amitai Etzioni in his recent An Immodest

Agenda: Rebuilding America Before the 21st Century has even

suggested that the United States will have to spend $3 trillion over

the next 10 years to deal with its infrastructure needs. That

means we should spend $300 billion a year.
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To put it simply, a national issue of such scope

certainly requires federal leadership. What I am arguing for

is not federal assumption of the local and state share of

infrastructure costs but rather expanded federal participation.

There are more than enough projects to go around. What precisely

the federal role should be deserves serious consideration. While

clear lines of responsibility generally only exist on organization

charts, it is important for Congress, as it discusses greater

federal participation, to sort out what level of government

should have responsibility for what kinds of projects.

In this context it would make sense for the federal

government to adopt the idea of a National capital budget. There

is currently no comprehensive framework for taking inventory of

public facilities, evaluating their condition and assigning them

priority levels. A federal capital budget would provide such a

framework. Sensible budgeting procedures would seem to dictate

such an organized method.

Traditionally in the Northeast, the federal government has

concentrated its efforts on water pollution control and trans-

portation, including mass transit. More recently, it has expanded

into the area of bridge rebuilding. All three strike me as totally

appropriate areas for federal involvement. In other areas of the

country, particularly in the Southwest, water projects -- for
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irrigation, recreation, flood control, and water supply -- have

received federal support. There should be a more equitable

national policy, such as that proposed by Senator Moynihan in the

past, which would assist those parts of America with water supply

systems in place as well as those needing new projects.

I also believe serious consideration should be given to

increased federal involvement in the area of solid waste, partic-

ularly the construction of resource recovery plants. Solid

waste has become increasingly a regional problem, and that, taken

together with the technological complexity and cost of resource

recovery plants, would seem to justify a greater federal role.

For those who feel as I do about an expanded federal

role there is reason for some concern these days. In at least

one major area of federal activity -- water pollution control --

we have seen actual reductions. We have also seen decisions

which can only make the problems of the infrastructure worse.

For example, the federal government's relaxation of trucking

regulations with regard to allowable sizes and weights will only

accelerate road and bridge deterioration.

Even when positive actions have taken place in Congress,

the administration has shown a reluctance to be supportive. The

best example of this came with passage of the five cent gas tax
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bill. Only a month after the bill was signed, the President's

1984 budget proposals threatened to undermine the gas tax

benefits. Congress, with you, Senators D'Amato and Moynihan, in

the lead, appears to have won the day, but the simple fact that a

fight was necessary is hardly reassuring.

Now there is the issue of H.R. 3110 which imposes more

expensive tax treatment of sale-leaseback transactions involving

government and other tax-exempt entities. Two issues are troubling

about this proposed amendment. One is the issue of fairness; this

legislation only applies to the public sector. The other is its

potentially very damaging impact on the MTA's ability to continue

successfully to use this financing technique as well as what it

could do to the city's plans in such areas as resource recovery.

Fighting to keep what we have is hardly what is called

for when much more is needed. Part of what we in New York need

is an increase of funding in traditional areas of federal capital

support -- water pollution control, mass transit, bridge

rebuilding, and highway reconstruction. All are areas where

there are enormous unmet capital requirements. As I mentioned

before, increased financial support in the area of water projects

would be desirable. For us, it could make an enormous difference.

For example, to complete all four stages of the Third Water
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Tunnel will cost an estimated $4.5 billion (in 1983 dollars).

Some level of federal support for this project,. such as the National

Water Utilities Bank recently proposed by Senator Moynihan, would

free up city capital dollars for other essential programs.

An expanded federal role in the area of solid waste would

also be very helpful. We are close to a garbage crisis in

New York -- not in terms of collecting it but of disposing of it.

We have almost run out of places to get rid of it. To deal with

this, the Department of Sanitation has put together a plan to

build between seven and ten resource recovery plants over the next

decade. The cost of these plants will be over $2.1 billion.

Before moving off the subject of funding, I should

touch on the subjects of mandates and the local share required to

obtain federal dollars. The federal government still too often

imposes mandates on state and local governments without providing

the dollars to cover the cost. Even when it does provide the

dollars, it often accompanies those dollars with mandates

that keep local governments from dealing with their most urgent

needs. Take the case of water pollution control facilities.

Because of federal requirements, New York concentrated on the

construction of two new facilities -- the North River and

Red Hook plants -- at a time when it should have done much

more to upgrade its older facilities, particularly those at
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Owls Head and Coney Island. As a result, last year the

Coney Island plant was within a few minutes of total collapse,

an event which would have meant that basements of 250,000

Brooklyn residents would have been flooded with sewerage.

As for requiring a local match, this is an understandable

policy given Congress's concern for local maintenance of effort.

However, it can also serve to divert local capital dollars

away from the areas of greatest local need. I would hope

that the House and Senate would review the issue and reduce

the number of areas where this approach is followed.

Obviously the level of direct funding is important,

but helping to make it possible for state and local governments

to borrow the dollars required at reasonable rates is also a

major issue of concern. The rapid increase in the number of

debt-issuing public authorities and the use and abuse of

Industrial Revenue Bonds has resulted in a long-term tax exempt

credit market that grew from $42 billion of issuances in 1979 to

$75 billion in 1982, an increase of 79 percent in just four years.

This has put local and state governments at a disadvantage in

competing for the limited dollars in the public credit markets.

It has been hard for those poor, older localities which have

the greatest needs. It has meant deferring bond issues or paying
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excessively high interest rates.

The federal government should re-evaluate current tax

and fiscal policy to define more clearly the range of qualified

tax-exempt issues. This would help prevent state and local

governments from being crowded out of the marketplace. The

availability of alternative tax shelter mechanisms for major

institutions should also be re-examined. Part of the problem

faced by local governments in borrowing has stemmed from

commercial banks and property casualty insurers shifting from the

tax-exempt market to these alternatives. Obviously, reduced

federal borrowing would help open up opportunities for local

borrowing.

A new agency, perhaps similar to the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation, or some form of Federal infrastructure

bank should be created to provide capital for the revitalization

of U.S. industry and the nation's roads, bridges, and other

components of the public plant. Such an agency could provide

seed dollars as well as low interest loans for appropriate

projects. Again, the idea of a National Water Utilities Bank is

appealing in this context, though my hope would be that this

concept would be applied to other infrastructure needs as well.

I also believe there is real potential in the area of

loan guarantees. This approach, which was of extraordinary
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importance to New York City, could be used to help troubled

localities to borrow, providing they met strict federal

requirements. One particular guarantee now under discussion

concerns allowing rHA to back the bonds of public hospitals.

For years this form of financing has been available to voluntary

hospitals. Extending it to public hospitals would seem only

fair. For New York City it would be of real assistance.

This hardly represents a definitive discussion of how

the federal government can make financing easier for local

governments, but it does set out two clear policy directions

which should be followed: reform of the public credit market

(which would also benefit federal revenues) and the creation

of several ways to provide money to local governments at a

low cost.

Finally, we would urge the federal government to

streamline rules and regulations which govern infrastructure

projects and all too often result in cost-inflating delays.

This is particularly true of environmental regulations which

in some cases have become so complex they cease to serve the

goals for which they were adopted and can delay a project in

endless legal actions. New York's Westway is a good example of

this phenomenon. Last month, Mayor Koch proposed that Congress

enact legislation that would set definite but reasonable limits

on the time and actions that can be taken for reviews, hearings,
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and legel remedies relative to infrastructure projects subject

to environmental review. This approach is similar to that

adopted by Congress when the Alaska pipeline was built. Avoiding

delay saves money, and those savings can go to rebuild more

infrastructure.

The condition of the infrastructure of this country

is a disgrace, a disgrace from which until very recently we

averted attention. Fortunately that is no longer the case.

Congress's interest, reflected by this hearing today, is

encouraging news for those of us in New York City. We have

begun the long process of rebuilding our city, of reversing

decades of neglect and misguided priorities. But the truth is

that we cannot do it alone. We need the help of the federal

government. I also believe we deserve it.
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Appendix A

Ten Year Capital Plan

of the

City of New York

C _pt Budgt aid LOgTerm Pling

As pat of the development of the 1982 capital budget and four-year plan, the Office of Management and
Budget undertook an analysis of the City's capital needs over the next ten years. This planning effort, which drew
substantially from various independent studies of the City's capital program, identified a total ten-year need of
$30.2 billion, of which $16.0 billion was expected to be financed with City funds. In planning the 1983 capital
budget, OMB expanded its ten-year needs assessment process by involving City agencies more directly in
identifying their long-term capital needs and priorities and also by developing a set of criteria which could be
applied to categorize the various projects which compete for the City's limited capital resources. This reassessment
of the City's capital needs and financing ability over the ten-year period 1983-1992 identified a ten-year program
totalling $34.7 billion, of which $17.5 billion would be provided from City financing resources. This program
provides for the following:

Mandates-inchusion of all projects required to meet existing Federal and court mandates, including com-
pledion of the North River and Red Hook water pollution control plants, improvement and expansion of cor-
rectional facilities to meet minimum standards and house a higher projected population, and social service
programs to provide shelter for the indigent.

frifastructure-consistent with the City's stated policy objectives for its capital programs, primary emphapis
was placed on investments in key elements of the City's infrastructure including:

* bridges-reconstruction of the four East River bridges; major reconstruction of 42 bridges rated in poor
condition, and rehabilitation of 230 bridges which have been evaluated as being in fair condition.

* water supply-completion of stage I and initiation of stage ll of the third City water tunnel and recon-
struction of mechanical and structural work at the three upstate watershed systems.

* water mains-annual replacement of approximately 23 miles of water distribution mains and 5 miles of
the trunk main system, completion of the Jerome Park water treatment demonstration plant and initiation
of other major work to upgrade the quality of water from the Croton System.

* sewers-annual replacement or rehabilitation of 17 miles of damaged or collapsed sewers and construction
of II miles of new sewers each year.

* streets and highways-a program of highway reconstruction which will grow from a rate of 55 miles per
year to an annual level of 109 miles at the end of 15 years. Streets will be resurfaced twice between
reconstruction.

* transit-annual replacement of all subway cars more than 30 years old and all buses more than 12 years
old; rehabilitation or replacement of main line subway track, tunnel lighting, ventilation systems and
signals; rehabilitation and upgrading of shops, barms and yards to improve productivity. (Mass transit
capital costs are now substantially funded outside the City's capital budget and financed by bonds
supported from Transit Authority revenue.)

Ciry Operations-emphasis was also placed on capital expenditures to benefit critical elements of City
operations including:

* equipment-establishment of appropriate regular replacement cycles for sanitation vehicles, fire appara-
tus, heavy duty equipment used by other City agencies and purchase of labor-saving equipment to reduce
operating costs.

* waste disposal-upgrading of operations at the Fresh Kills landfill; reconstruction of marine transfer
stations; expansion of the current barge fleet and continuous replacement of all barges more than 30 years
old; replacement or rehabilitation of air pollution control equipment at the City's three incinerators as well
as development of resource recovery facilities.

Economic and Port Development-creation of a foreign trade zone adjacent to the Howland Hook container
post and improvement of the South Brooklyn Marine Terminal: investments to permit recreational and commercial
development of such areas as Sheepshead Bay and the Brooklyn and Queens East River waterfronts; continuing
development of the College Point and Staten Island corporate parks and the Harborside Industrial Center, as well
as restaurant and residential development on the Hudson and East Rivers.
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City Structures-because infrastructure and economic development investments are so important to the City's
vitality, the investments anticipated over the next ten years for City facilities are less than optimal and have been
constrained due to financial limitations. However, the ten-year plan would provide for improvements which
include:

* public buildings - basic rehabilitation to prevent further structural and systems deterioration of buildings
less than 50 years old together with renovation and systems upgrading of those buildings older than 50
years.

* schools -- replacement of one elementary and one high school built before 1920: major modernization of
thirteen elementary, six junior high, one vocational and four high schools not previously modernized; and
general rehabilitation at other schools with an estimated 180 rehabilitation projects to be undertaken each
year.

* hospitals -- major reconstruction of Kings County, Bronx Municipal, Elmhurtst and Coney Island Hospi-
tias, construction of a new psychiatric and prison unit at Beilevue Hospital, completion of Woodhuil
Hospital and renovation of out-patient departments at Metropolitan. Harlem and Queens Hospitals, life-
cycle replacement for equipment as well as procurement of new equipment due to technology changes.

The table below shows the planned investment over the ten-year period.

Ten-Year Capital Needs Asseasment
1983-1992

(S in mil~lons)

city Nao-City ToW

Mass Transit .................................... $ 1,479 $12,651 $14,130
Other Infrastructure

* Streets, Highways and Bridges ...... ......... 4,610 867 5,477
* Sewers and Water Mains ....... ............. 2,424 - 2,424
* Water Supply ............ .................. 724 - 724
* Water Pollution Control ....... .............. 645 2,499 3,144

8,403 3,366 11,769
Economic and Port Development ....... ............. 522 - 522
Education ....................................... 1,424 93 1,517
City Operations and Facilities

* Sanitation .................................. 1,486 600 2,086
* Correction ................ ................ 263 - 263
*Parks .................................... 717 27 744
* Public Buildings .......... ................. 651 - 651
* Hospitals . ................................. 906 166 1,072
* Other ..................................... 1,616 352 1,968

5,639 1,145 6,784

Citywide Total .......... ................. $17,467 S17,255 $34,722

To advance a program to meet these needs, the City will be required to provide funding of approximately
$17.5 billion over the ten-year period. Such financing is expected to be available from a combination of sources
including public issuances of City and MAC Bonds, water and sewer revenue bonds, MAC escrow funds,
restricted cash, and City Expense Budget surpluses which may be made available to finance capital expenditures.
The basic assumption of the financing program is that the City will be able to issue $1.I billion in general
obligation bonds in fiscal year 1986, increasing thereafter by approximately ten percent each year. The City also
anticipates being able to issue water and sewer revenue bonds at a level of $150 million late in 1984 and at an
annual level of $300 million in 1985. increasing thereafter at an annual rate of approximately five percent. This
will provide an additional $3.2 billion over the ten-year period needed to finance this critical element of the City's
infrastructure.
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The following table summarizes the anticipated funding for this ten-year program.

Antidpated Funding of Ten-Year Capital Program: 1983-1992

US ia mifLia)

City Sources
City General Obligation Bonds ............... $12.050
Water and Sewer Revenue Bonds ............. 3,210
MAC Financings ............ ............... 850
MAC Escrow Fund Bonds ....... ............ 815
Others ................................... 542

Subtotal City Sources ...... ......... S17,467

Non-City Sources
Transit

Federal . . ................................ 4,913
State ................................... 531
Other .................................. 7,207

Water Pollution Control
Federal ................................. 2,123
State ................................... 376

Other Projects
Federal ................................. 920
State ................................... 489
Private ................................. 696

Subtotal Non-City Sources 5........... 17,255
Total Funding ......... ............ $34,722

Includes any expense budget surpluses appropriated to capital and restricted cash balances.

The major components of non-City financed projects included in this ten-year plan are for mass transit, water
pollution control and streets, highways and bridges. Transit funding has been developed in a manner consistent
with the MTA five-year capital program. This program, as it is currently approved, anticipates the following
sources of funds:

MTA Five-Year Capital Program

(S in mtas)

Funding Sources
Federal ................................... $1,933
State ..................................... 107
City .................................... 587
Port Authority ............... .............. 88
TBTA Bonds ........ : ..................... 537
Service Contract Bonds and Direct Payments .... 365
TA Revenue Bonds .......... ............... 1,538
Lessor Equity (Sale/Leaseback) ...... ......... 393
Other ................................. ... 90

Total ............................. 5 5,638
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lo addition, recently enacted Federal legislation provides supplemental Federal funds for transit which may
enable an acceleration or an expansion of the five-year program1.

Water pollution control expenditures are prinaxily to e Federal mandates and are largely funded by
Federal and State grats. Highway and bridge funding assumptions include levels of Federal and State grants which
traditionally have been received for these purposes.

In the coming months. OMB in conjunction with City agencies and the Department of City Planning will
reassess this ten-year plan. The revised ten-year plan which will result fromn this review will incorporate any
appropriate modifications resulting from changes in financing assumptions, objectives which have been accom-
plished or shifts in program emphasis. Overall, however, it is not anticipated that the revised ten-year plan will
vary significantly from the current plan. The City will continue to emphasize rehabilitation and reconstruction as
opposed to construction of new facilities and the primary focus of the capital program will continue to be upon
investments in the City's infrastructure. Once this revised ten-year plan has been completed, it will serve as the
basis for the initial resource allocation for the detailed 1985 capital budget and its associated three-year plan.

Senator D'AMATO. Thank you very much, Deputy Mayor Wagner.
Mayor Whalen.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS M. WHALEN III, MAYOR, CITY OF
ALBANY, N.Y.

Mayor WHALEN. Thank you, Senator. While you are certainly no
stranger to Albany, although I am the last, let me wish you a be-
lated presence in the great city of the Empire State, our capital,
and the skies outside have opened up to a beautiful September day
and the German Festival is now underway up at the mall. If you
are inclined and have a few minutes later, I am sure the people up
there would be delighted to see you.

Senator D'AMATO. Did you ever know a politician, particularly a
D'Amato, to skip a German festival? I'll definitely be there.

Mayor WHALEN. It's a good festival and it's underway now with
good food and good music.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here and to speak on behalf of
the people of the city. Since we received our charter in the city of
Albany some 300 years ago our lifeline has been the Hudson River
and the Port of Albany. Since 1686 the Hudson River has been
used, and is an essential artery, for the delivery of goods and serv-
ices throughout the entire Northeast. The Hudson is also the pri-
mary water basin of upstate New York, but unfortunately the
Hudson River continues to be misused as a receptable for storm
and sanitary waste.

Hardly a week goes by that there is not some type of media ac-
count of iidustrial pollution in the upper Hudson River. The dilem-
ma of our 300-year-old city is very simple: Our infrastructure costs
too much to repair and we cannot afford to replace it.

Whether it be the dredging and continual operation of the Port
of Albany, the replacement of the antiquated water lines within
the city or the separation of storm and sanitary sewers, we cannot
simply hope that they will last for another 300 years, nor can we
place this overwhelming burden on the taxpayers as you alluded to
earlier. I would like to offer some perspectives on each of these
vital resources and the Federal Government's contribution to its
preservation.

Let's look first at the Port of Albany. Something that a great
many people don't realize is it's the only inland, deep water port
open all year on the entire eastern seaboard.

294-92 0-84-35
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Generally speaking it is a tremendous untapped State and local
asset. It is the major port in upstate New York. It occupies 201
acres within the city of Albany and 35 acres within the city of
Rensselaer on the eastern side of the river. The port serves as a
major distribution center for a wide variety of products including
petroleum, molasses, grain, scrap metals, and motor vehicles. It is
operated by the port district commission, a public corporation with
32 businesses leasing land and facilities from the commission.
There are approximately 1,300 workers there and they handle an
annual average of 1 million tons of goods valued at $860 million.
As such, the port is a very essential part of the economy of the city
as well as the entire capital region.

Operating costs for the port include expenditures for mainte-
nance and operation of the port facilities, and are intended to be
financed from revenues obtained from rental incomes and fees
charged for loading, storage and docking. In addition the port has
the statutory authority to issue bonds for the construction and
maintenance of port facilities.

With all these possibilities, the port still incurs an annual deficit
year after year in the area of $400,000. For fiscal year 1983 the city
has budgeted nearly $500,000 for port deficits. Pursuant to State
law the cities of Albany and Rensselaer are responsible for the pay-
ment of any such deficits.

In terms of the real necessary capital improvements, the compre-
hensive facilities improvement plan prepared by the CDRPC, a
local regional planning commission in 1981 identified the primary
needs as rehabilitation of warehouse and shed space, dredging of
the port's turning basin and approximately 2,000 feet of berthing
space.

Thanks to the efforts of Assemblymen Connolly and McNulty
and Senator Nolan we have received considerable financial assist-
ance from the State of New York; however, this is only a small
part of that truly needed by the port.

Substantial needs remain over and above the State assistance
given, which if not financed through the tenants or the State, will
have to be financed by the port commission.

We have a real dilemma in this regard. Although we serve the
entire upstate New York region and a portion of New England and
a portion of Canada, the financial burden of this service rests en-
tirely upon the taxpayers of Albany and Rensselaer. Since the
city's current debt is near the constitutional limit, the ability of the
city to assume any additional burden of deficits is severely limited
if not completely curtailed.

One might ask, if the benefits of the port are regional, serving
adjacent cities, States, and Canada, why not have the region bear
the financial burden as well as the benefits of the port? This could
be accomplished in two ways. One of course would be to increase
the fees and charges to those that are served by the port. That
could be self-defeating, especially in these times of tight money. We
certainly don't want to drive business away from New York by in-
creasing fees.

The other alternative is the creation of a regional port authority.
Aside from the legal, political, and financial difficulties of creating
that type of entity, would the cities of Albany and Rensselaer just
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receive a polite thank you for paying the bills of the past decade?
Such an arrangement would probably be very unfair to Albany and
Rensselaer who in a way have paid the mortgage but never re-
ceived the deed.

The most equitable solution to this problem would seem to dic-
tate Federal financial assistance with continued local and State as-
sistance which we've commited ourselves to.

The second item, of course, is our water supply system. As mayor
Wagner said, this is a problem that is endemic to the older cities in
the Northeast, most recently within the past 2 weeks in the city of
Schenectady only a few miles from here they had a main 48-inch
break.

To repair that break cost $2 million. In addition to that, they
have opened themselves up to substantial litigation on the part of
residents.

I only offer that as an example because I would venture to say
that we will have four or five more Schenectady episodes in this
region within the next 6 years, simply by virture of the age of our
piping system network.

Active portions of our system in the city of Albany are now 150
years old. As such, a major priority for the city is the repair and
the overall upgrading of the system including treatment, transmis-
sion, storage, and distribution components.

With respect to the cost of renovating the system, it would re-
quire approximately $25 to $30 million just to undertake the re-
placement of obsolete valves, pipes, and related equipment.

As we all know, when we get into water supply systems-and
Albany has one of the finest in New York State, I would venture to
say one of the finest in the Nation-a local municipality really
doesn't get credit for what it maintains, but it does get a lot of
grief if somebody turns the spigot and there isn't any water.

There are no Federal or State programs which address this prob-
lem. The cost of these improvements right now are borne solely by
the city. As a result of an already strained municipal budget, defer-
ral of such improvements is often necessitated.

My predecessor, Mayor Corning, once observed the distinct differ-
ence between the Northeast and the Sun Belt, and that is simply
water. Mayor Corning took great pride in the quality and supply of
the water serving the city of Albany, and as an ardent conserva-
tionist, he noted the inconsistency of providing Federal assistance
for waterwork projects in arid parts of the country but not assist-
ance to distribute the water where it exists, in the Northeast. The
efficient distribution of our water supply system is a most vital re-
source, one which must be conserved. The conservation of our
water supply system warrants the utmost consideration of the Fed-
eral Government.

Likewise, our sewer supply system is also characterized by prob-
lems relating to its age. Where most of the city of Albany was built
and rebuilt before 1900, major portions of the city are still served
by combined storm drainage and sewer lines. As a result, localized
flooding occurs and, more importantly, untreated waste flows di-
rectly into the Hudson River during periods of heavy runoff.

In terms of the amount of funds needed to correct these deficien-
cies, a short-term program aimed at immediate repairs would cost
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between $5 and $10 million, while the cost of ultimately separating
the combined sewers has been estimated from $50 to $150 million.

With this magnitude of investment required, I would hope that
the form of Federal and State assistance might be considered. We
can start in the cities to create an environment which makes an
attractive place for people to want to live and to work, but we've
reached the stage in the Northeast, particularly in the upstate
cities, where assistance on a Federal level is vital if we're to see
the continuation of the resurgence in the cities which we've under-
taken in the past 5 years.

And I would say, Senator, that is a challenge which I'm sure you
readily understand, as do the others in Washington, and we look to
you for that assistance. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mayor Whalen follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. THoMAs M. WHALEN Im

"OUR NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE: DEFINING THE PROBLEM AND

DEVELOPING REIiEDIES"

Since the incorporation of the City of Albany, New York in

1636, our lifeline has been the Hudson River and the Port

of Albany. Over this 300 year period, the Hudson River

has been used as an essential artery for the delivery of goods

and services throughout tile NortIleast. The Hudson River has

also been used as the primary water basin of upstate New

York residents. And, unfortunately, the Hudson River

continues to be misused as a receptacle of storm and sanitary

waste.

The dilemma of our 300 year old City is one of: it costs

too much to repair it and we can't afford to replace it.

Whether it be tie dredging and continued operation of the

Port of Albany, the replacement of antiquated water lines

or the separation of storm and sanitary sewers, we cannot

simply hope that they will last another 300 years. Nor, can

we place this overwhelming burden on tile local taxpayers.

I would like to offer some Perspective on each of these

vital resources.
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I. The Port of Albany

The Port of Albany is the major upstate Port in New York,

occupying 201 acres within tile City of Albany and 35 acres

within the City of Rensselaer. The Port serves as a major

distribution center for a wide variety of products

including petroleum Products, molasses, grain, scrap metals

and automobiles. It is operated by the Albany Port

District Comnission, a public corporation, with 32

businesses leasing land and facilities from the Commission.

These businesses employ approximately 1300 workers and

handle an annual average of one million tons of goods

valued at over $860 million. As such, the Port is an

essential part of the economy of the City of Albany, as

well as the Capital District Region.

Operating costs for the Port include expenditures for the

maintenance and operation of Port facilities and are

intended to be financed from revenues obtained from rental

income and fees charged for loading, storage, docking

and wharfage services. In addition, the Port has the

statutory authority to issue bonds for the construction

and maintenance of Port facilities. During the period

of 1971-1980, for example, the Port incurred an average
annual deficit after debt repayment of $397,000. For
fiscal year 1983, the City has budgeted nearly $500,000
for Port deficits. Pursuant to State law, the cities
of Albany and Rensselaer are responsible for the payment
of any deficits, with Albany paying 87% ano Rensselaer 13%
of such deficits.
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In terms of necessary capital improvements, a comprehensive

facilities improvement plan prepared by the Capital

District Regional Planning copimmission in 1981 identified

the primary needs as rehabilitation of warehouse and shed

space, dredging of the Port's turning basin and approximately

2,000 feet of berthing space. This activity is essential

to insure that ships can move safely dockside to load or

discharge their cargo. A portion of this dredging has

already been undertaken utilizing considerable financial

assistance fron the State of ..ew York. A substantial need

re.mains, however, wlhich if riot financed through Port

tenants or tile State, will have to be financed by tihe Port

Commission. Although the Port of Albany.serves upstate hiew

York, part of New England, as well as Canada, the financial

burden of this service rests upon the taxpayers of Albany

and Rensselaer. Since the City's current debt is near

the constitutional limit, the ability of the City to assume

any additional burden of deficits is severely limited.

One might ask, if the benefits of the Port are regional,

serving adjacent cities, states and Canada, why not have

the region bear the financial burdens as well as the

benefits of the Port? This could be accomplished in two

ways. One, increase all fees and charges to those who are

served by the Port. In these times of "tight money" and

severe competitiOn, an increase in fees and charges would

drive a number of businesses out of the Port and result in
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a disservice to the region. The other alternative is the

creation of a regional port authority, Aside from the

legal, Political and financial difficulties of creating

an international-regional entity, would the cities of

Albany and Rensselaer receive a polite "thank you" for

Paying the bills for the Past decades?! Such an

arrangement would be grossly unfair to Albany and Rensselaer

who, in a way, have been paying the mortgage but never

received the deed.

The most equitable solution to this problelim would seem to

be Federal financial assistance with continued local and

state assistance.

II. Water Supplv System

The City of Albany's water supply system is among the Nation's

oldest, with active portions of the distribution system

being approximately 150 years old. As such,a major priority

for the City is the repair and overall upgrading of the

system, including the treatment, transmission, storage and

distribution components. With respect to the cost of

renovating the system, it would require approximately

$25 to $30 nillion just to. undertake the replacement of

obsolete distribution pipes, valves and related equipmrient.

Since there are no Federal or State programs which address

this problem, the cost of such improvements must be assumed

by the City. As a result of an already strained municipal
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budget, deferral of such improvements is often necessitated.

My esteemed Predecessor, Mayor Erastus Corning, 2nd, once

observed the distinct difference between the northeast

and the sunbelt ... water! Mayor Corning took great pride

in the quality and supply of water serving the City of

Albany. As an ardent conservationist, he noted the

inconsistency of Providing Federal assistance for waterwork

Projects in arid Parts of the country, but no assistance

to distribute water where it exists .., the northeast.

The efficient distribution of our water supply is a most

vital resource, which must be conserved. The conservation

of our water supply system warrants consideration of Federal

and State assistance.

III. Sewerage Svstern

Like the water supply system, the City's sewage collection

system is also characterized by problems related to its

age. Where most of the City of Albany was built and

rebuilt before 1900, major Portions of the city are

still served by combined storm drainage and sewer lines.

As a result, localized flooding occurs, and more importantly,

untreated waste flows directly into the Hudson River

during periods of heavy rain.

In terms of the amount of funds needed to correct these

deficiences, a short-term Programn aimed at immediate

repairs would cost between $5 and $10 million, while the
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cost of ultimately separating the combination sewers has

been estimated from $50 to $150 million. With this

magnitude of investment required, I would hope that some

form of Federal and State assistance might be considered.

Sources:

Port of Albany: Facilities Improvement Plan,

Capital District Regional Planning Commission,

August 1981.

Stephen Cowan, Deputy Commissioner, Department of

Water and Water Supply

George HIealon, Deputy Commisioner, Department of

Public Works

James Waugaman, City Engineer

Charles Hemingway, City Comptroller

Senator D'AMATO. Well, Mayor, thank you for your testimony
and always for your hospitality in a city that epitomizes great
strength and warmth in its leaders. We'll work across party lines
for the best interests of our constituents, and I enjoyed that rela-
tionship, as you know, with Ned Corning and I continue to enjoy it
with yourself.

Mayor, let me ask you. What is your position, if any, with re-
spect to the bond issue? Is it a wait-and-see attitude? Are you sup-
portive?

Mayor WHALEN. I am fully in support of it, Senator. I would ac-
tively ask Albanians to support that in November.

Senator D'AMATO. Have you had discussions that would lead you
to believe that there are certain projects in terms of reconstruction
of infrastructures that would benefit your constituents in the city
of Albany?

Mayor WHALEN. Yes; I have input from department heads within
the city, commissioners who I would look to to give me what their
priorities are as far as those improvements are concerned, and
they've already begun that task.

Senator D'AMATO. I wonder if-and I don't mean to put anybody
on the spot, but if our deputy mayor, Mayor Wagner, has any posi-
tion with respect to that issue also.

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. Well, Senator, we would like to be sup-
portive of it, because obviously our infrastructure needs and par-
ticularly the needs in terms of bridge rebuilding are enormous.
Right now we've had two kinds of problems with the bond issue
and are having discussions with the Governor's office.
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I gather from hearing the Governor testify before, they're having
a number of different discussions here in Albany and around the
rest of the State. One concern we have is the share New York City
receives.

The early proposal made by the Governor, not enacted by the
legislature, was that the city would only get 24 percent of the total
dollars coming from the bond issue-and I understand that every-
body is going to be, every community in the State is going to be
fighting for more-but what troubles me is that here is the city of
New York with 43 percent of the population generating 48 percent
of the revenues, with infrastructure needs in the area of roads and
bridges that would probably be close to 50 percent if not 49 per-
cent, if you use vehicle miles as opposed to just the number of
miles of roads, and getting only 24 percent in the bond issue.

The second issue is whether in fact the bond issue will generate
new money, or whether it is not simply replacing money that has
traditionally been part of the general State budget.

We have been having discussions with the State. Our hope is
that we will be able to conclude those conversations by the time
the legislature comes back on the 15th, and hopefully we'll be in a
position to support it, but like other regions of the State we right
now have some problems.

Senator D'AMATO. I'm wondering-let me commend you Mayor
Wagner, your comments in terms of industrial revenue bonds that
produce quite a lot of jobs in New York, and your city. I have been
one of the very, very active promoters and utilizers of IRB's. I'd
suggest to you not to succumb to the easy temptation that comes
out of Treasury to use IRB's as the whipping boy.

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. I just can say, Senator, I think you're
absolutely right that we do need industrial revenue bonds, and the
last thing in the world the city of New York would advocate is get-
ting rid of them. But there have been cases where I would argue
that there have been some abuses.

For example, to use IDA's to support General Motors in the con-
struction of a plant would hardly seem the best kind of Federal as-
sistance to the program.

Senator D'AMATO. Except if General Motors was going to come
into the city.

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. Well then we'd take a different look.
[Laughter.] If you can get them to do that, we would then--

Senator D'AMATO. You see? That's what you have to do. But it
has been a very, very successfully used business innovative and I
share with you-obviously there have been abuses, and what I
have sensed is a reluctance to attack the abuses by the Congress
and rather just come ahead with a program that would literally
kill the IDB's.

I just suggest that we don't let them divide us on this issue.
They're coming at us again. Congressman Pickle, who knows-no,
he wouldn't do that, but anyway as long as Congressman Pickle's
there we've got some real problems and trouble.
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Let me tell you, and he is pushing again. In addition he is really
going after the sale leaseback provisions that municipalities such
as the city have used so very successfully--

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. And particularly the MTA.
Senator D'AMATO. Exactly.
Deputy Mayor WAGNER. And as I said in my statement, what is

particularly disturbing about what he is doing is that he is focusing
just on the public sector and not on the private sector.

Senator D'AMATO. Yes.
Deputy Mayor WAGNER. I think, first, what he is doing is bad;

but, second, that it distinguishes the way he is, distinguishing be-
tween public and private.

Senator D'AMATO. Let me just post you on IDB's a little. IDB's
are down in terms of their use in 1983 by 66 percent, so maybe
they shouldn't be the whipping boy. And if they want to stop
McDonald's franchises from opening up, fine.

You see, in other words there are abuses and I would even sup-
port elimination, but they're not after that. They'll give you the
most outrageous example of where there has been an abuse and
then simply go after the real meat and heart of the whole program.

Another tactic is to say we should only use these industrial reve-
nue bonds as tools in the economically depressed areas of our city
or State, or in the battle scar zones, the urban enterprise areas, so
to speak.

Let me suggest to you, that's vast oversimplification, because it is
indeed in the areas that have strength and still have vibrance and
vitality, particularly as it relates to the Northeast, that we want to
continue that vitality.

To wait for an area to become an abandoned area with no hope
and then say "We'll allow you to use this as an investment tool" is
literally to deprive investment, because obviously we are aware of
the fact that people are not, because they are going to save 2 or 3
percentage points in interest go into some of the economically de-
pressed areas.

So that's just another tactic, that's just another way of them at-
tempting to kill the program.

Deputy Mayor WAGNER. So just to pick up on that point, Sena-
tor, in the case of New York City there have been oftentimes com-
plaints about the Portland Hotel which is being constructed in mid-
town, albeit a part of midtown that had seen better days. But the
fact of the matter is that hotel when it's completed will have pro-
duced more jobs for low-skilled New Yorkers, some 2,100 jobs a
year, than the entire Bedford-Stuyvesant restoration project, which
is a terrific operation, has produced in its 14-year history.

So I think the point you're making is a valid one.
Senator D'AMATO. And more importantly, it will have a very

beneficial effect on the entire area.
Deputy Mayor WAGNER. On overall redevelopment.
Senator D'AMATO. Mayor, what we do with the port? How can I

help you?
Mayor WHALEN. Why, I think that within the infrastructure

itself, Senator, that alluding to the dredging, the berthing, and the
other improvements that are needed there, I look at that as being
not only an asset of the capital district--
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Senator D'AMATO. The whole thing.
Mayor WHALEN [continuing]. But a tremendous asset for the

State. It's got great possibilities for transportation to Canada,
which is completely unexplored, and I think that this is an area
where Federal transportation resources can be very, very helpful.

Senator D'AMATO. How are we doing with the EDA? Do you have
any EDA application in on that port?

Mayor WHALEN. I don't know whether the port commission has
entertained that or not, Senator, but I certainly will find out.

Senator D'AMATO. Let me suggest to you that that might be an
area of activity, to see if we can't get them to work with developing
that kind of a program, because that certainly seems to me to be
one of the areas that we should not neglect.

You know, we are so far behind our brethren in the South and
Southwest and other areas who are pursuing every single program
that moves and walks, particularly as it relates to hard dollars.

I don't mean social welfare dollars, and I don't denigrate that,
but I'm talking about the kind of economic development assistance
that we're talking about here today.

May I thank my three colleagues from local government who
have the most difficult of jobs, and that is being right on the battle-
line, facing the people, preparing the budget, dealing with them,
and then dealing with the work force and the infrastructure needs
and trying to balance all of these competing forces.

And thank you for your participation today, and hopefully this
would be the beginning of at least the Congress playing a more in-
tricate role in the infrastructure problem of the United States, at
least seeing to it that we develop an assessment to where the needs
are, attempting to prioritize them.

And then I believe it's been stressed in much of your testimonies,
Deputy Mayor Wagner's testimony, the need to come out with a
program that can sustain the level of support over a period of
years so that there can be continuity of that support and long-
range planning.

Thank you all. This committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:08 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
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Good morning. It is indeed a pleasure to have you here with us today. The
maintenance of our Nation's physical infrastructure is without a doubt an 'Intergovern-
mental issue" and very clearly requires the attention and cooperation of public officials
serving at the federal, State and local levels. As a State official, I know that I welcome
the opportunity to share my ideas on this subject with federal and local officials who
serve the same constituents that I do, but in different forums. The divisions of
responsibility in this field and the financial flows involved are complex and frequently
confusing. Only by working together can we ensure that the people of this State are
represented in Washington and in Albany and in the county office buildings and town, city
and village halls throughout this State in an effective and coordinated manner.

Federal, State and local governments all have a role to play in the maintenance of
the Nation's infrastructure, and New York State has much to gain from having its
representatives at these three levels work together on this important subject. We can
obviously learn from each other in ways that can help us each serve our common
constituents more effectively.

In this spirit, I would like review for you some of the steps that we have taken in
New York State over the last several years to address the issue of infrastructure
maintenance and, in so doing, to provide you with some assistance in your efforts at
defining the problem and developing remedies. I must warn you, however, that the better
you do at defining the problem the more difficult it is to develop remedies.

In reality infrastructure maintenance is not A problem. It is a significant challenge
to the effectiveness of our governmentl institutions and as such it encompasses a number
of major public policy problems. It is an economic development problem, but it is also a
financial planning and resource allocation problem. It is an intergovernmental problem,
but it is also an intergenerational problem and an interregional problem. It is a capital
formation problem, but it is also a tax policy problem. And while it is a financial planning
and resource allocation problem, it is also in a different sense a financial management
problem, and underlying both of these problems is an enormous information problem.

My own involvement with the subject of infrastructure maintenance began in 1980
as part of an effort to think about our State's future economic viability. When I look back
at the documentary history of our Infrastructure Project, I am somewhat surprised that
we never addressed this issue from the perspective of its immediate job-creation
potential. Our perspective was one of jobs and economic growth, but we were thinking of
the jobs that come from the economic activity that is made possible by a sound
infrastructure, not the jobs that come from the building, repairing and maintaining of that
infrastructure.

In addition to reviewing the concerns which led me to identify the condition of the
public infrastructure as one of the most significant economic development issues facing
our State, I will discuss some of the other major problems which we confronted as we
began to probe the issue of infrastructure maintenance more thoroughly. I will also touch
on the various activities that we have undertaken as part of our Infrastructure project. I
am including this brief review of our Infrastructure Project in my testimony for two
reasons. First, I hope to make you aware of what has gone on in your home State on this
important issue and to alert you to the fact that we are available to assist you in an
informed manner as you proceed to address relevant legislation in Washington. Second, I
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am quite proud of what we have done in New York on this issue and would like to make
these activities known to the Congress more broadly and to other state and local officials
around the country, for whom they may serve as one possible model to utilize in
addressing their infrastructure needs in a thorough, informed manner. To a significant
extent such a profess has already begun through referrals from various national organiza-
tions, such as the Council of State Planning Agencies. As the result of such referrals, we
have provided information and assistance to the states of California, Massachusetts,
Maine, Washington, North Carolina, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Idaho as they
have undertaken similar projects and several States have used the survey instruments
which we developed in undertaking their own inventories or needs assessments. While it is
now somewhat dated, I have included as one of the exhibits accompanying this testimony a
copy of a report prepared by the National Conference of State Legislatures entitled
Colorado and New York Evaluate Their Infrastructure Needs and Capital Budgeting
Processes. This report was one in a series of Legislative Finance Papers which was
supported by funding from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
through a program designed to assist state and local governments in their efforts to
strengthen their management capabilities. This program, known as HUD's Governmental
Capacity Sharing Program, is designed to facilitate the collection and dissemination of
information about sound ideas and workable practices from both the public and private
sectors that may be transferable to other State and local governments. While the dollars
spent on this program may not in the short run have as much immediate impact on people
as many important human services programs, it is a small program and has the potential
for magnifying the productivity and impact in the long run of federal, state and local tax
dollars. I mention this specific program since it represents in my mind one important and
appropriate role for the federal government. In fact, as I mention later, it serves as a
model or basis for a program to encourage the development of an infrastructure data base
which could be used and maintained cooperatively by all three levels of government to
improve their capital planning and budgeting processes.

Economic Development

As I have previously mentioned, our concern with the condition of the State's
infrastructure emanated from an overall review during 1980 of the State's economic
situation. Out of this effort came a recognition on my part of the need for a broad-based
plan for the State's future economic develoment and a belief that the maintenance of a
sound infrastructure must be an essential part of such a plan.

When we completed our study of the State's economy, I issued a report with the
title Toward a Blueprint For Economic Survival. In retrospect that may sound a little
overly dramatic. But you must realize that at that time New York State had just come
out of a severe economic and fiscal crisis; and that while our economy was then on the
upswing, there was no reason whatsoever to be complacent or smug. Between August
1969 and February 1976, private sector employment in New York State plummeted from
6.1 million to 5.4 million, for an overall downturn of 729,000 private sector jobs. By early
1975, when the New York City and New York State fiscal crises finally made everyone
aware of the fact that we were in an underlying economic crisis, State officials of all
political stripes were willing to try anything in the name of jobs and economic
development.

Beginning in 1975, under the leadership of Governor Carey, Senator Anderson and
Stanley Steingut, my predecessor as Assembly Speaker, New York State began a
successful effort to control State spending and to pursue a wide-ranging economic
development program. The State's belt-tightening effort made it possible for us to
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undertake, beginning in 1977, the most extensive and continuing tax cut program ever
undertaken by a state government in the history of this country. And whether it is
related, as we would like to believe, or simply coincidental, this effort has been
accompanied by major turn-arounds in the State's trends in both private sector employ-
ment and personal income growth.

Between February 1976 and November 1980, private sector employment
had increased by more than one-half million--up 532,622 jobs.

During the first eight months of 1980, personal income growth in New
York State had exceeded personal income growth nationally. This was
quite a reversal of the record of the 1970s when New York ranked dead
last among the states in personal income growth.

Beginning in 1978, the rate of inflation in this State was less than the
rate of inflation nationally.

In September of 1980 we were able, for the first time since 1970, to say
that the unemployment rate in New York State was less than the
national unemployment rate. This has now been true for three
consecutive years and is all the more significant because the State's
total work force today is more than half a million persons larger than it
was ten years ago. During the 1974-75 recession, unemployment New
York State reached 11.5 percent, a full one-third higher than the
comparable U.S. rate of 8.7 percent at the time. In November 1980
unemployment in New York State was 7.2 percent while nationally it
was 7.5 percent. Last month New York State's unemployment rate was
8.5 percent while the U.S. rate was 9.5 percent -

In the Blueprint, a copy of which is included as an exhibit (Exhibit B) accompanying
this testimony, the many and various tax cuts enacted by New York State in the
1975--1980 period are reviewed and a proposal is put forward for a more targeted,
selective tax cut program for 1981 focusing on small business, growth industries, several
partcularly important New York industries (publishing and agriculture) and the middle and
lower-middle income blue collar workers and the elderly who benefited least from the
1975-80 personal income tax cuts which focused primarily on eliminating the fifteen,
fourteen, thirteen, twelve and eleven percent brackets on the personal income tax. In
1981, most of that proposed program and several important measures initiated by Senator
Anderson were enacted into law, but the primary message of the Blueprint was that the
State's economy could not be saved by tax cuts alone. We recognized, and still recognize,
the importance of redressing some of the extreme imbalances which had existed in the
State tax system. But we felt that we could only accomplish so much from an economic
development program based primarily on tax reductions.

To quote from the Blueprint: "New York's economic revival may be a short-lived
phenomenon if our physical and social infrastructure continues to deteriorate. If New
York State does allow its infrastructure including complementary support services such as
police and fire protection to continue to deteriorate, it will dissipate its traditional
advantage as a place to live and as a place to do business. New York State must balance
its current, understandable zealousness for tax cuts with the need to 'invest' in its
economic future."

In the Blueprint, we basicaly made a statement about economic development. That
report and the media attention it attacted helped to alert people to the fact that

29-792 O-84-34
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government can and must do more to facilitate economic activity than cut taxes. But at
the time this was a new idea and we did not have an easy time convincing people that we
had an infrastructure problem or that it was related to our economic survival. That may
seem surprising today, but at the time we faced a real challenge in this regard. As I look
back on the history of our Infrastructure Project, 1981 served mainly as a period of
consciousness-raising and of issue identification.

Capital Formation

From a national perspective, one of the major issues associated with infrastructure
maintenance relates to the capital formation process. In February 1981 in a presentation
at a National Urban Policy Roundtable, I identified two key infrastructure dilemmas. The
first dilemma, the tradeoff among capital investment, current services and tax rates
affects all levels of government and all areas of the country. Both the older industrial
areas of the Northeast and the Midwest and the newer areas of the South and Southwest
will face this infrastructure dilemma.

But in addition to this basic dilemma which confronts all areas of the country, the
Nation as a whole faces a related and even more important dilemma--the need to utilize
available capital in a manner most conducive to the economic revitalization of the United
States.

Economists are beginning to ask whether we can meet the capital costs of
discarding and underutilizing significant portions of our Nation's capital investment, both
public and private, and still provide the capital necessary for industrial innovation and
improved productivity. Underutilizing our existing capital plant and moving people and
jobs to areas where we must duplicate that investment could seriously distort our national
capital budget.

I am not referring to the capital budget of our national government, but rather the
de facto capital budget of our Nation as a whole. The capital necessary to fund the
infrastructure needs of growing areas is capital that must be aggregated in competition
with all other public and private capital formation needs. An important strategic
consideration facing the Nation, therefore, is the degree to which national policies should
encourage or discourage development patterns which increase the demand for capital,
thus making capital more and more expensive for productive economic purposes. But
despite general agreement that greater private sector investment is necessary and that
capital formation and industrial productivity are closely intertwined, little attention has
been given to the relationship between the infrastructure needs resulting from national
development trends and the level of private sector investment. It may very well turn out
that the overall economic challenge facing the United States is more related to the
infrastructure dilemma than we presently realize. I know that the subject of capital
formation is an ongoing concern of the Joint Economic Committee, and I recommend your
attention to this particular infrastructure problem even though it may be much more
difficult to address than the capital planning and budgeting and infrastructure financing
questions that are now occupying most of our attention.

The Assembly Infrastructure Project

Following our initial "infrastructure consciousness-raising" efforts in early 1981 we
began a concerted effort to educate ourselves' and the public on the details of the
infrastructure problem and to understand and evaluate the options available to us. Since
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no single Assembly standing committee had jurisdiction over all aspects of infrastructure
maintenance, or even a significant portion of it, we created an Assembly Infrastructure
Task Force consisting of the Chairmen of the ten Assembly standing committees with
responsibility for most infrastructure-related legislation. The Task Force's mandate was
and is to (I) examine the State's infrastructure needs, (2) review various methods of
financing the reconstruction and rehabilitation of the State's infrastructure and (3) devise
workable methods for assuring that the available resources are utilized in a manner that
ensures continued viability of the State's important public facilities.

To kick off the work of the Task Force, we organized a major two-day seminar on
"New York's Infrastructure." This session was held as part of a series of "Speaker's
Seminars on the 1980's" during which we have addressed a number of major issues
affecting our State's future. Other seminars in the series have focused on "Growth
Industries for New York's Future," "Capital Formation and Job Creation for New York's
Future," "International Trade and Finance: New York in the World Economy" and, most
recently, the "Changing Financing Services Industries."

That September 1981 seminar brought to Albany more than two hundred leaders of
business, government and academia, together with national experts in infrastructure
finance and capital budgeting for a two-day brainstorming session. The seminar included
presentations on methods for assessing the state of the State and local infrastructures, on
ideas for improving the State capital budgeting process and for coordinating capital
budgeting with the planning and economic development functions, and on ways of
financing infrastructure needs. In addition, a series of ten workshops were held on
specific infrastructure components. The results of the workshop on highways, roads and
bridges are included in Chapter III of the Task Force's May 1983 report which I have
included as one of the exhibits accompanying this testimony. The results of the workshops
on water supply and distribution and on industrial and residential waste disposal are
included in Chapter IV and the other seven workshops are all summarized in Chapter V of
that report.

It was from this seminar that we have drawn the conceptual framework for our
infrastructure survey, our bill on capital planning and budgeting, our work on water and
transportation systems and our new projects on port development and waste management.

Also in September 1981 we organized, in conjunction with the National Conference
of State Legislatures and the Municipal Finance Officers Association, a major national
conference on "Debt Policy: Pressing Problems, Emergning Solutions" to examine the
institutional framework of State debt issuance and control policies. Better coordination
of debt issues was seen as essential, particularly with the increasing need to finance
improvements to the deteriorating infrastructure.

These two major, somewhat academic events were followed by some more
practical legislative fieldwork, including on-site visits and regional hearings.

On November 13, 1981, we held our first regional infrastructure hearing in
Syracuse. This was followed on December 16, 1981, by four more regional hearings held
simultaneously in Buffalo, Binghamton, New Paltz and Melville by various members of the
Task Force, and in February 1982 by a hearing in Mount Vernon sponsored jointly by the
Task Force and the Westchester County Legislature's Public Works Committee.

Out of these hearings came several major premises which have served as the
foundation for our work in this area.
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First, we concluded that it is very unlikely that we will ever be able to do
everything that we should do or that we would like to do. The corollary of this conclusion
was a recognition of the need to assure that the resources which we do have available are
used as effectively as possible. This led to our early emphasis on improving the State's
capital planning and budgeting processes.

Second, we concluded that we must utilize a wide range of financing alternatives
to meet our infrastructure needs. There is no pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.
There is no one source of revenue which will provide us with all of the funds necessary to
meet our many and diverse needs.

Capital Planning and Budgeting

New York, like virtually all other states and the federal government, does not
presently have a sound, long-term capital planning process. Capital expenditure decisions
are, for the most part, determined on a year-to-year basis. The Legislature and the
public are provided with an annual capital appropriation bill which is no more than a wish
list of projects which may or may not be undertaken in the ensuing fiscal year. The
control of capital expenditures is also weak because of the lack of centralized manage-
ment of the State's construction program. With little centralized responsibility for
capital project expenditures and an inadequate system for tracking these expenditures,
accountability for capital expenditures is almost nil.

Our conclusion was that New York has to improve its system for planning and
controlling the dollars it spends on public works. Consequently, we placed a high priority
on the development and enactment of legislation to do just this.

In 1982, we introduced a bill on this subject (A.13124) for study purposes. At that
time it looked very unlikely that we would succeed in the enactment of this legislation in
the short run. Note, for example, the pessimism of most observers quoted in the NCSL's
October 1982 study of our efforts. In 1983, however, Governor Cuomo showed much more
enthusiasm for this reform than had his predecessor, and a revised verion of this bill
(A.4-B) passed both Houses of the Legislature and was signed into law by Governor
Cuomo.

Most people who think about infrastructure maintenance for any length of time
ultimately reach the conclusion that the present deteriorated condition of the infrastruc-
ture is the result of the deferral of needed maintenance. We have therefore concluded
that as New York State faces its next round of investment in public works, it must take
steps to assure the State's taxpayers and the users of the infrastructure that maintenance
will be properly carried out so that these facilities do not deteriorate again. Major new
capital projects which are initiated should be continuously monitored and future mainten-
ance should be taken into account in determining the life-cycle cost of such facilities.
Legislation along these lines (A.6084, "An Act to amend the State Finance Law, in
relation to establishing a system of continuous budgeting for infrastructure mainten-
ance"), was passed by the Assembly and is now before the State Senate.

We also believe that service standards must be developed (especially for critical
public infrastructure components) to indicate program performance and guide capital
investment priorities. Good capital planning requires that the goals and objectives served
by a capital facility be clearly outlined and that the costs and benefits of investments be
determined and compared. Wastewater treatment systems' capital priorities are guided
by environmental standards, while public water supply systems are controlled by public
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health considerations. A particularly strong case can be found for establish indards
for mass transit systems, where safety and convenience for the travelling public is a
primary consideration. Water quality and pollution control systems have long enjoyed the
benefits of enforceable service standards, and this concept should be progressively applied
to other infrastructure components. An example of this approach was included in a 1982
bill (S.8970/A.11374, "An Act to amend the Public Authorities Law, in relation to
requiring annual consolidated financial reports by certain transportation authorities and
the submission of service plans by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority"), which was
passed by the Legislature in 1982 but was vetoed by the Governor.

Assessing Infrastructure Conditions and Needs

Improvements in the State's capital planning and budgeting system as proposed
above will ensure that priorities for capital spending are established in a rational manner,
that planning is done on a multi-year basis and that the fiscal implications of various
undertakings are clarified at an early point in the decisionmaking process. But even an
improved system of capital planning and budgeting will not ensure that the projects being
proposed by the Governor address all of the most important infrastructure needs in the
State--or even all of the important needs that can be addressed within the fiscal
parameters of the plan being proposed. Such a situation would depend not only on the
priorities of the Governor but also on the quality of the information on infrastructure
conditions and needs available to the Governor and to those individuals who assist him in
preparing the multi-year capital improvement program which he proposes to the Legisla-
ture. Similarly, the Legislature, in evaluating the Governor's proposals, will not be able to
add an extremely important project to the program and drop a less important project if it
does not know about the former and its importance to the economic viability or the public
health of the residents of a particular part of the State.

The Governor and the Legislature need access to good information about the public
infrastructure in New York State--what it is, where it is, what condition it is in--and
about infrastructure construction, maintenance and rehabilitation needs. While good
information is essential to good decisionmaking, we must not get caught up in the quest
for complete and perfect information. If we waited till we had a complete inventory of
all of the public works in the State, an assessment of the condition they were in and a
listing of our State's most important infrastructure needs before we established any
priorities or made any funding decisions, the twin demons of obsolescence and deteriora-
tion would overtake us completely. On the other hand, we should not allow these
constraints to lead us to the opposite extreme--to a decision to write off the need for an
infrastructure data base and to establish priorities entirely on a seat-of-the-pants basis.

This situation is made much more complex by the fact that the public infrastruc-
ture is the responsibility of many different levels and units of government. Moreover,
New York State addresses infrastructure needs through both direct State expenditures and
through aid to local governments in the State.

We believe that New York State (and other states for that matter) should work
cooperatively with the federal government and with the State's various local jurisdictions
to establish an infrastructure data base that would be available not only to both branches
of the State government for State capital planning and budgeting purposes but also to
federal and local governments for use in their capital planning and budgeting activities.
Based on our experience with our own informal infrastructure survey, it is clear that this
is a very difficult task--but it is also clear that it is an extremely important undertaking.
Consideration must be given to the infrastructure components to be included in the data
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base, to the methods to be used in both building and maintaining the data base and to
questions of access.

I have written to all of the members of the New York State Congressional
delegation encouraging them to support legislation which would provide financial assist-
ance to states that undertake to develop such inventories. Such an approach could build
upon the experience of HUD's Governmental Capacity Sharing Program and could be
combined with bills such as Senator Moynihan's 5.23 or S.1026, Senator Stafford's S.1330 or
with Senator Dominici's S.532 dealing with the capitalization of state infrastructure
banks.

Highways and Bridges

A combination of federal policies and years of deferred maintenance by both State
and local governments have resulted in serious deterioration of the State's highway and
bridge network. The deterioration has resulted in increased costs to highway users, as
well as greater safety hazards. The recent increase in federal motor fuel taxes will allow
for some increase in highway spending at the State level. But local investment must also
be increased if only to prevent conditions from deteriorating further on nonfederal aid
roadways.

This year, as you know, the Governor recommended and the Legislature endorsed
for voter consideration a $1.25 billion transportation infrastructure bond issue. Concom-
mitantly With approving this legislation, the State adopted its new capital planning and
budgeting process, thus presenting the bond issue to the voters in the context of an
effective capital planning process which will assure that priorities are set in a rational
manner and that projects are implemented in an efficient and effective manner.

We are also considering the development of a State-level program which would
underwrite a portion of local government interest costs on borrowing for highway and
bridge repair. It is estimated that a minimal State commitment would spur massive
investments by local governments due to the savings in interest costs. The State's
commitment could be financed by earmarking and dedicating either a percentage amount
of the motor fuel tax, altering and dedicating a portion of motor vehicle registration fees
or drawing from some other highway-related revenue stream.

Water and Sewer Systems

Many municipalities, particularly cities, have badly deteriorated water systems,
some of which are leaking almost half their volume. Constitutional constraints against
revenue bond financing by cities have prevented cities from placing water and sewer
systems on a self-sustaining basis, whereby needed improvements would be financed
wholly by users without recourse to general revenues. Revenue bonds have enjoyed
increased acceptance in the financial markets in recent years, constituting about seventy
percent today of total State and local tax-exempt borrowing. Cities which have had
limited access to the general obligation bond market in recent years would find greater
acceptance for local revenue bonds for water and sewer improvements.

This year the Assembly passed A.5956, "An Act to amend the Public Authorities
Law, in relation to financing various public improvements within the State by creating the
New. York State Water Finance Authority and allowing for the creation of water boards,
providing for their powers and duties and other matters in connection therewith and to
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make an appropriation to the departments of Environmental Conservation and Health to
develop a water resources management strategy." This bill would enable cities and other
municipalities to place water and sewer systems on a self-sustaining basis. The bonding
limit would be set no lower than $4 billion, with at least $1 billion reserved for
municipalities outside New York City. A statewide water resources management strategy
would be devised promptly in order to assist in setting priorities and establishing
long-range needs for water and sewer infrastructure investments.

In addition to these desirable State actions, a more rational and equitable federal
policy in water project financing is also needed. The block grant approach embodied in
the proposal by Senators Moynihan and Domenici would be a very significant step in the
right direction, and we in New York will give your effort, Senator, all the support and
encouragement we can.

We are also considering the development of an environmental health bond act, with
authorization sufficient to assist undercapitalized, small and rural water systems and to
assist communities in remediating existing hazards to water quality. Bond funds would be
used to subsidize interest payments by such systems, which would qualify for assistance by
instituting adequate user charges and by showing that interconnection with an existing,
larger system is impractical or uneconomical.

Due to a variety of historical developments, New York State's infrastructure is, to
a very great extent, in the custody of local governments. Virtually all water and sewer
systems, and much of the highway and street network, are maintained and operated by
units of government other than the State. Because of shrinking tax bases, tight municipal
budgets and increasing shortages of qualified personnel, backlogs of capital projects have
developed, and local budgets lack the means to finance new capital improvements. New
and innovative approaches are required, both to clear local engineering departments of
backed up projects and to find new ways of attracting financing to declining areas with
deteriorated infrastructures.

Within the Port of New York District, the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey should be empowered to act as general contractor on behalf of municipalities,
particularly New York City, which request such service. The Port Authority's expertise in
design and construction of major infrastructure-related projects would enable New York
City to increase the rate of its capital spending and attain the goals which it has
established for itself. S.6665/A.7942, "An Act to provide for the further coordination,
facilitation, promotion, preservation and protection of trade and commerce in and through
the Port of New York District through the financing and effectuation of capital
improvement projects therein, and agreeing with the State of New Jersey with respect
thereto," was passed by both Houses of the New York State Legislature in 1982 and signed
into law by Governor Carey as Chapter 551 of the Laws of 1982. This measure is currently
awaiting passage in the New Jersey State Legislature. Enactment of identical measures
by both states is necessary before measures affecting the Port Authority can take effect.

The proposal of Governors Keane and Cuomo for the creation of a Bank for
Regional Development within the Port Authority is another creative use of the authority
for the benefit of municipalities in the Port District. As proposed, the bank would finance
local infrastructure improvements at low interest rates, utilizing available surplus
revenues from the Port Authority's facilities. Since this proposal would create a bi-State
infrastructure bank, I would hope that any Congressional action such as Senator Domenici
has proposed capitalizing local infrastructure banks would authorize aid to this bi-State
entity as well.
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Legislation is currently under consideration by the U.S. Congress and by the New
York State Legislature to establish an Enterprise Zone program designed to attract
private capital to declining neighborhoods. Typically, however, the infrastructure in such
areas is in a deteriorated condition, thus making most business undertakings more difficult
and more costly than in other areas. In some cases the infrastructure shortcomings in
such areas are so extensive as to completely preclude some types of commerce or
industry.

Given the basic role that a sound infrastructure plays in facilitating or allowing for
economic development, most enterprise zone proposals, including President Reagan's
proposed Enterprise Zone Employment and Development Act, include an ironic Catch-22.
These proposals provide that a very high priority in designating zones (the Reagan
proposal limits the number of zones nationally to seventy-five) will be given to the tax
breaks being offered by the state and local governments involved. Many of the declining
areas to which the enterprise zone concept is addressed are located in very hard-pressed
localities which are finding it difficult to meet their current budgetary requirements out
of their existing revenue sources let alone initiate public works programs in deteriorating
areas. These same municipalities, however, would be encouraged to provide property tax
abatements, thus diminishing the revenue stream from which infrastructure improvements
are financed.

A.730/S.607 would provide tax incentives to businesses that help finance public
infrastructure improvements in enterprise zones. The U.S. Congress should include
provisions for the financing of infrastructure improvements in any enterprise zone
legislation prior to final enactment. It should give particular consideration to adopting
infrastructure tax incentive provisions of the type contained in A.730-A/S.667-A. Such a
provision would prove to be much more practicable if financed federally or by the federal
and state governments jointly, rather than falling entirely-on financially strapped state
governments.

A.730-A/5.667-A would also address the infrastructure needs in such zones by
authorizing municipalities to utilize the revenue received from incrementally higher local
property taxes resulting from increases in the assessed value in enterprise zones to pay
for infrastructure improvements in such zones. This concept of "Tax Increment
Financing," as proposed in A.730-A/S.667-A wold put projection on enterprise zones on a
pay-as-you-go basis.

However, authorization to borrow for this purpose would require an amendment to
the State Constitution. Such an amendment will be considered by State voters this
November. This amendment would allow municipalities to engage in tax increment
financing of infrastructure improvements in deteriorated areas and to issue bonds for such
purposes. These bonds would be backed by the increased revenues available from the
higher assessed values resulting from private development made possible by the infra-
structure improvements involved. A bond issue of this type would involve a planned
development and would identify the infrastructure improvements to be undertaken. In
presenting this proposed amendment to the State's voters for their consideration, the
sponsors of the amendment have introduced implementing legislation so that the public
can apprise itself as to how this amendment would work in practice.

Fair Deal Amendment

Over the last several years, an informal coalition of state legislative leaders from
the Northeast-Midwest states worked on a proposal to modify the Crude Oil Windfall
Profit Tax to make that measure fairer to energy consumers throughout the country.
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The Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 was originally put forward by President Carter
on April 5, 1979, as a way of recapturing for the American people a portion of the
"windfall" that the oil companies would realize as the result of the decontrol of oil prices.
At that time Charles Schultze, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, defined
windfall profit as "returns that accrue to the owner of an existing investment that arise
from events outside his control and that are in excess of the level needed to replace and
expand that investment."

The President's proposal called for the revenues from the tax to be channelled into
a Special Energy Security Fund, which would be used for research on alternative energy
sources, mass transit, and assistance to low income families burdened with higher energy
prices.

The windfall profit tax which was finally signed into law on April 2, 1980, reflected
numerous changes but retained the same objective as the original administration pro-
posal--to return to the people some of the increased prices that they would be paying for
energy. The Act as finalized did not include the special fund proposal, but allocated the
revenues from the Windfall Profit Tax, for ac8Dunting purposes, to a separate account in
the Treasury and provided that the funds in/this account would be further allocated to
subaccounts for specified uses: Income Tax Reductions--sixty percent; Low Income
Assistance--twenty-five percent (plus two-thirds of any additional net revenues); and,
Energy and Transportation Programs--fifteen percent (plus one-third of any additional
net revenues).

The final version of the bill included a major interregional compromise on the
formula for allocating low income energy assistance. The final formula, in the view of
many observers, does not give sufficient weight to the extent to which different regions
of the country depend on petroleum products for heating and electricity. Nevertheless,
this formula was the result of legislative compromise and any changes would involve shifts
that would, at least relatively, benefit some areas at the expense of others.

Two additional major interregional issues were raised by Senator Jack Danforth of
Missouri during Senate consideration of the bill. One of these dealt with an exemption for
oil interests owned by state and local governments, and the other dealt with an
amendment which was added to the President's proposal regarding a deduction for state
severance taxes. Senator Danforth proposed an amendment capping state severance taxes
but this amendment never came to a vote. The representatives of the producing states
argued, successfully, that the profits of the oil companies depended on these states'
natural resources and that an adjustment (or deduction) for severance taxes paid to the
states was warranted. Not only does the severance tax adjustment benefit the oil
companies significantly in terms of their total tax liability, but it results in an immediate
sharing of Windfall Profit Tax revenues with the producing states (in proportion to their
oil reserves and their severance tax rates), and allows a state to unilaterally increase the
share of Federal revenues that it can receive by raising its severance tax rate.

While the rights of the states to levy such taxes can be acknowledged, it must also
be recognized that the profits of the oil companies derive not only from the fact that they
are able to produce oil, but also from the fact that they are able to sell it. Moreover, the
people of the states that are most dependent on oil for home heating and electricity have
demonstrated an admirable conservation record, but they will continue to pay for a
disproportionate share of the oil company's windfall profit.

Given that the justification for the windfall profit tax was to return to the people a
portion of the increased price they would be paying for oil, it therefore appears to be
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appropriate that the Congress consider a provision whereby the people of this country
would have a portion of the windfall profit returned to them in a fair and equitable
manner, that helps them meet their transportation- and energy-related needs in a way
that recognizes the diverse needs of the different parts of the country. Our legislative
leaders coalition proposed to accomplish this by allowing for a "state excess profits tax
adjustment" similar to the "severance tax adjustment" which is currently allowed.
Following a presentation to several members of the Senate Finance Committee and the
House Ways and Means Committee, our proposal was refined and introduced by Senator
Moynihan (S.3210 in the Ninety-seventh Congress and S.1793 in the Ninety-eighth) as the
"Fair Deal Amendment."

Under 5.1793, oil companies subject to the federal Windfall Profit Tax would be
allowed to take as a credit against the tax due the federal government twenty-five
percent of any excess profit taxes paid to state governments, if those taxes meet certain
standards set in the bill (similar to those imposed in the current law on state severance
taxes) and if proceeds from the tax were used for energy or transportation-related
purposes. The Amendment would thus serve as a vehicle for delivering on the original
argument for the Windfall Profit Tax--that it woud be a means of returning to the people
a share of the "windfall prices" that they would be paying for oil because of decontrol.

We originally developed the idea behind the "Fair Deal" Amendment as a positive
approach to the emergence of significant energy-related economic disparities among the
regions of this country.

These disparities take on added importance as we assess the abilities of the states
to meet the challenge of a sound infrastructure. There is no reason why only certain
states should have access to federal revenue sharing of this type, and I ask for your
assistance in giving this proposal a full airing as one possible response to the Nation's
infrastructure crisis.

Port Development, Solid Waste and Alternative Financing Mechanisms

Over the next several months the Infrastructure Task Force will turn its attention
to two other critical components of our infrastructure: our ports and our solid waste
disposal systems. In addition, we must continue to examine innovative strategies for
assisting State and local governments in financing infrastructure investments.

New York's economy has deep historical roots in our role as the Nation's principal
Atlantic seaport. In this century, the port industry throughout the State has been well
served by the partnership between State and local governments and the local authorities
which finance and operate our ports. However, as other East and Gulf Coast ports
develop, we in New York must, in cooperation with the Congress, assure that our ports
remain competitive.

The omnibus water resources bill recently approved by the House Public Works
Committee represents a progressive step toward the cost-effective improvement of New
York's harbor. The cost-sharing arrangement provided in the House bill is preferable to
the vague, tentative authorization contained in Senator Hatfield's bill. Senator Moyni-
*han's bill would be an improvement on the House bill. I believe that cost-sharing between
the federal government and port users for deep draft dredging will assure that such
dredging takes place only where there is an adequate market for it. Such targeted,
cost-effective federal assistance, supported by user charges, based on tonnage, not ad
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valorem, will. help make the State's and local authorities' jobs easier in selecting among
alternative capital improvements for our ports.

As for solid wastes, to say the problem is mounting is to speak the truth, both
literally and figuratively. Having progressed very little from the Stone Age technology of
burying wastes, our society is building toxic mountains of household refuse often
comingled with hazardous industrial wastes, and these mountains are contaminating our
air, our land and our water. In New York City, more than twenty thousand tons every day
are contributing to landfills which may ultimately rise nearly five hundred feet above sea
level, making them the highest points on the Eastern seaboard.

This is a problem for which there are no easy answers. In a market economy such
as ours, source reduction of the waste stream is an almost impossible goal without federal
leadership. Resource recovery technology is promising, but also raises its own environ-
mental questions which must be answered. Recycling is also needed, but widely
fluctuating materials markets make this alternative difficult to implement and undepend-
able.

In order to assist the states in dealing with this problem, the federal role in funding
solid waste management must be fully restored to its pre-1979 levels, and closure of local
open dumps should be made eligible for ninety percent assistance from the federal
Superfund in the same way as hazardous waste sites. The present fifty-fifty split between
federal and local governments for local dumps discourages localities from taking action
and inhibits them from undertaking new technologies to handle solid wastes.

After almost three years of looking at the problems of the State's infrastructure, I
most confess that we have still not found the money tree, but I think we are closing in on
it. Over the past five or more years, interest rates on tax-exempt State and local bonds
have risen as a proportion of prime rate from their traditiohal sixty or sixty-five percent
of prime up to ninety percent or more. The result is that even though the credit markets
have eased somewhat in recent months, State and local governments are paying a
substantially higher cost for borrowing when compared to the private sector.

There is no such thing as a free infrastructure, and I believe that substantial State
and local borrowing will be necessary to restore it. In order to restore the traditional
advantage for tax-exempt bonds for infrastructure, I believe we must look at methods of
lowering the interest rates for such bonds--with either State or federal subsidies, or a
combination of both. In this way a relatively small commitment of State and federal
dollars can leverage a much greater investment from local governments. State bond
banks are being proposed elsewhere. New York has had one for over ten years, but has
never used it. I believe it could be successfully adapted to assist municipalities in finding
interest-free or low-interest financing for infrastructure improvements.

As we all know, the issue of infrastructure maintenance is inextricably interwoven
with the economic viability of our State and Nation. Many of us have spent a good deal of
time over the last four years in heightening the awareness of the public, elected and
appointed officials and the media to this relationship. On a superficial level we have been
successful--infrastructure is now a part of the American vocabulary, and virtually
everyone knows, at least intellectually, that we have an infrastructure crisis. But the real
test will be in the results of the political and governmental processes over the next
several years.

I thank the Committee for coming to Albany and holding this hearing. I hope my
comments have been helpful in your deliberations, and I would be pleased to respond to
any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT BY COMMISSIONER HENRY G. WILLIAMS, NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, ON THE NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS BEFORE THE

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 7, 1983

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Henry G. Williams,
Commissioner of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.
I appreciate this opportunity to testify before this Committee in support of
policies to deal with the problems of infrastructure rehabilitation.

Summary of Recommendations

New York State has invested heavily in its water infrastructure, whether
they be water supply systems, flood control facilities, sewerage systems,
canals or hydroelectric generating facilities. The infrastructure is the
foundation of our economy. It allows people to be productive.

However, these capital assets have been allowed to become obsolete,
deteriorated and unreliable. Repair has a multi-billion dollar price tag and
the need for it is no longer debated. It is obvious, made so by the
uncompetitive nature of our economy. Thus, the financing of the rehabilitation
and improvement of the nation's infrastructure has become a major issue facing
the Congress.

It is time that the roles of each level of government in this effort are
specified. Uncertainty over this issue will prolong the enaction by us all.
Thus, it demands immediate attention.

We have developed a program outline which defines these roles. The states
must be more responsible for the development, operation and maintenance of their
capital plant. Yet if the states are going to assume that role, we must be
assured of equitable and consistent ground rules. Traditionally, the Congress
has felt that public works investments were in the national interest. However,
in New York State where water supply is our most pressing need, we pay
100 percent of project costs as they are ineligible single-purpose projects.
Yet according to the Congressional Budget Office, the national average for the
non-federal share of federal water supply projects is 64 percent. This puts New
York State at a distinct disadvantage.

Unfortunately, the infrastructure deterioration is so pervasive, and the
expense so vast that some federal assistance is needed. Clearly, needs and
their financing vary from state to state and project to project. Thus,
flexibility must be a feature of any solution. Yet, the Federal/non-Federal
cost-sharing policies must also be consistent to achieve equity and to preserve
competition.

In our view, the federal role becomes one of collecting and pooling of
funds as well as establishing guidelines for expenditure. The state's role is
that of a banker selecting projects to be funded. What follows are our
recommendations on the definition of these roles.
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In summary, we recommend Congressional action to accomplish the following:

Cost Sharing

- establish, in law, 75 percent Federal and 25 percent non-Federal cost
sharing for flood control, beach erosion control and hurricane protection
projects.

- provide a Federal subsidy for single-purpose public water supply projects.

- continue 100 percent Federal funding for reconnaissance and feasibility
studies for water projects.

- provide 75 percent Federal and 25 percent non-Federal cost-sharing on
operation and maintenance of existing navigation projects.

provide 50 percent Federal and 50 percent non-Federal cost-sharing fordeveloping and operation and maintenance of new navigation projects.

provide, by law, consistent and flexible cost-sharing policies.

Water Supply

- provide for Federal assistance in single-purpose public water supply system
rehabilitation projects through changes in the 1958 Water Supply Act.

- authorize the Hudson River Water Supply Project, including additional Phase
I studies and the New York City Water Tunnel No. 3.

Municipal Waste Water Treatment

- continued and predictable funding of the construction grants program under
the Clean Water Act.

Flood Control and Beach Erosion Control

- provide authority for Federal participation in major rehabilitation of
flood control facilities.

Amendments to Existing Laws and Regulations

- direct the Corps of Engineers to rescind Regulation ER 1165-2-21 which
establishes criteria for the Federal interest in flood protection works on
streams.

- increase the funding authorization of Corps of Engineers technical
assistance to states, by amending Section 22,. P.L. 93-251.

- enact basic concepts of the National Water Resources Policy and Development
Act of 1981, S.621, and parallel House bill, H.R. 5840.

- enact concepts of 5.1095 and H.R. 3432 water resources planning
legislation.

- enact the basic concepts of S.532, the Public Investment Incentive Act of
1983 to enhance state funding capabilities.

- enact the basic concepts of 5.671; the National Dam Safety Program.

- provide an equitable system of commercial traffic user fees on all elements
of the Federally supported water transportation system.

- prevent the Corps of Engineers from proceeding with winter navigation in
the St. Lawrence River under their general operation and maintenance
authority.
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STATEMENT ON WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT BY COMMISSIONER HENRY G. WILLIAMS,
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, TO THE JOINT ECONOMIC
COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 7, 1983

The State of New York traditionally has managed its water resources to
support economic development and the social well-being of its citizens. Many
construction and management activities have been accomplished by the State and
local governments without Federal assistance. We have many billions of dollars
invested in our water and sewer infrastructure.

Now we are faced with additional water and sewage treatment needs and with
the extremely expensive and difficult task of rebuilding our water supply
systems. We also need to protect our citizens more adequately from the dangers
and damages of floods and beach erosion. We cannot meet these needs alone, or
with the limited Federal assistance we are receiving under present policies for
allocating Federal water development funds.

- New York, along with the other states in the Northeast and Midwest, needs a
commitment of Federal funds commensurate with the Federal investment in massive
and costly water projects in the South and West. In Fiscal Year 1983, New York
received an average of $2.61 per capita of water development funds compared with
$19.59 per capita for states in the South and West. The Northeast and Midwest
together received an average of $6.28 per capita.

Congress must create a balanced, genuinely national policy to develop and
manage water resources in every part of the Country on an equitable basis. Our
cost-sharing recommendations will help meet this need. Also, the establishment
of infrastructure banks such as proposed in S.532 would help meet these needs.

We also support legislation which will reallocate water development
funding, implement a consistent plan for cost-sharing and grant more authority
to the states for water resources planning and for establishing water project
priorities. The 1981 water resources policy and development proposals of
Senators Dominici and Moynihan (S.621) and Congressman Edgar (H.R. 5840) embody
concepts which can achieve these goals.

Administration of Infrastructure Development

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation administers
major programs in four major areas:

- Construction of municipal waste water treatment facilities, waste water
collection and transmission sewers, sewer system overflow correction, sewer
system rehabilitation, sludge disposal facilities, and ancillary items.

- Administration of New York State's water resources programs including the
rehabilitation of water supply systems as the Third New York City tunnel
and the Hudson River Skimming Project.
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- Construction, operation, and rehabilitation of flood and shore protection
facilities including flood walls, levees, improved channels, pump stations,
drainage facilities, dunes, jetties, and groins.

- Administration of rehabilitation of 128 high-hazard dams, which were foundto be unsafe in 1981.

Cost Sharing

Fundamental to the proper management and use of the nation's waterresources are national policies for joint Federal and non-Federal financing
which are equitable and promote the most effective water projects and programs.
We believe that it is time for the Congress to reform existing policy to assureconsistent cost-sharing, to correct certain important deficiencies, and toencourage efficient water resources management nationwide.

We are concerned with the continued uncertainty resulting from proposed,unilateral changes in Federal policy on Federal involvement in water resourceprojects. New York supports comprehensive reform of Federal water project
financing, including the adoption of cost-sharing and cost recovery policies
which simplify current arrangements However, we believe that such fundamental
changes should be adopted only after full consideration and direction from theCongress and should be applied on a uniform basis by all Federal agencies. Weoppose their adoption and implementation on an ad hoc basis by individual
Federal agencies.

Consequently, we advocate the continued use of the current cost-sharing
arrangements for planning, construction, and operation and maintenance ofprojects which were established under Federal law, until appropriate uniformchanges can be agreed upon and adopted by the Congress. Also, we support theexisting system which spreads repayment of the non-Federal cost share of aproject over the life of such project or up to 50 years. We are opposed toup-front funding or the repayment of the entire non-Federal share during theconstruction of the project.

Meaningful reform of Federal water resource policies must also address theregional inequities in the distribution of Federal water resource funds.Current Federal policies continue to favor the construction of large-scale,
multi-purpose projects which do not address the particular needs of New York andthe Northeast.

The water resource problems of New York are not the same as those of theFar West. Federal water policy must recognize this fundamental fact. Changes
are necessary if we are to address the legitimate and pressing needs of allregions of our country. Safe and reliable water supplies for public use are asimportant a national interest as irrigation, recreation, navigation, and flood
control, all of which are subsidized, sometimes substantially, by the Federalgovernment.

Equitable cost-sharing requires consideration of four aspects of project
financing:

1. Non-Federal contributions
2. Study costs
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3. Consistency among agencies and methods

4. Flexibility

1. Non-Federal Contributions

New York is particularly concerned about equitable cost-sharing for flood

control, beach erosion control and hurricane protection projects, and for water

supply projects. We urge that the Congress incorporate into law appropriate

cost-sharing arrangements for such projects to meet the needs of State and local

sponsors while achieving Federal objectives. We recommend the following

cost-sharing:

a. Flood control, beach erosion and hurricane Protection should be subject to

a cost-sharing formula of 75 percent Federal and 25 percent non-Federal for

both structural and non-structural solutions for all Federal agencies. The

total cost to be shared includes preconstruction planning, design,

construction first costs, lands, easements, and rights-of-way, and. all

relocations necessary for project construction. Credit for in-kind

services, either Federal or non-Federal, should be applied to the

respective shares. We could support cost-sharing of post-authorization

project design if the Federal procedures are greatly streamlined and full

credit is given for in-kind services.

New York State is strongly opposed to requiring a certain percentage of

project cost to be borne by non-Federal sponsors as a minimum but still

requiring that all costs for lands be non-Federal. We also strongly oppose

the requirement contained in S.1031 that non-Federal sponsors must

contribute 10 percent of project costs in cash during the construction

period. Both of these requirements are inconsistent with the concepts of

equitability and consistency between projects and Federal water resources

agencies which New York endorses.

b. We believe it is essential that the Federal government recognize, through

its assistance programs, that water supply for people is a necessity as a

life supporting system and as a catalyst for economic development.

Specifically, we support the inclusion of single-purpose, public water

supply projects and the rehabilitation of water supply systems for Federal

financing assistance. We believe the provisions contained in the 1958

Water Supply Act provide a basis for Federal financial involvement in the

form of: (1) low interest rates for loans, (2) long repayment periods, (3)

delay of start of payments until use, and (4) added project eligibility.

Also, innovative approaches for financing water supply rehabilitation needs

through water banks and/or other capital investment incentives 
are needed.

c. There is a need for a more equitable system of cost-sharing and/or user

fees on Federally-supported water transportation systems. Navigation

projects should provide some reimbursement to the Federal government for

the cost of construction and operation and maintenance. We would support a

cost-sharing arrangement of 75 percent Federal and 25 percent non-Federal

on operation and maintenance of existing projects and 50 percent Federal,

50 percent non-Federal for development, operation and maintenance of new

projects. Non-Federal interests should be allowed to recover their costs

for improvements through the use of user fees on a port-by-port 
basis and a

waterway segment-by-segment basis.
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2. Study Costs

New York State is particularly concerned about proposals that non-Federal

interests share in the cost of studies. The states should not have to

underwrite Federal studies undertaken to determine the feasibility of Federal

involvements.

We support the continuation of a 100 percent Federal funding of

reconnaissance and feasibility studies. The Federal government should fund the

studies which it conducts to determine the feasibility of Federal involvement in

water resource projects. However, the more detailed post-authorization studies

should be added to project costs when construction begins and cost-shared in the

same way as construction costs.

3. Consistency

Cost-sharing arrangements should be consistent among agencies and among

alternative methods for achieving the same result. They are not so today.

Project beneficiaries can "shop around" from one agency to another, looking for

the best water project deal. Congress should establish, by law, the same

cost-sharing levels for the Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation and

the Soil Conservation Service for projects with like purposes, to eliminate

competitive advantages based solely on Federal subsidies which differ from

region to region and from agency to agency.

Recent experience in the construction of flood protection projects in

New York has shown substantial inequities for alternative solutions under

traditional cost-sharing requirements. Cost shares for different approaches to

satisfy the same purpose should be the same. For instance, a non-structural

flood damage abatement solution, such as relocation, should be jointly financed

at the same level as a structural solution.

Cost-sharing need not be consistent from purpose to purpose. The Country's

economic and environmental goals may best be met by having variable cost-sharing

percentages for different project purposes. The requirement that if

beneficiaries can be identified they should pay, should be applied not only to

water supply but also to irrigation and recreation projects, including their

operation and maintenance.

4. Flexibility

We recommend that Federal water resource programs allow the states

discretionary authority to utilize all kinds of measures considered most

appropriate to achieve a desired result. The most cost-effective solution to a

particular problem can vary depending upon conditions including local and

regional economics. For example, water supply needs may be equally well

satisfied by rehabilitating obsolescent and deteriorated water distribution

systems or by the construction of reservoirs. Only the latter solution is

funded under existing authority.

Water Supply Infrastructure

Water supply infrastructure rehabilitation is one of the most urgent water

resource problems in New York State and in most urban areas of the Country.

29-792 O-g4- 3
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Supplying adequate water to our cities will require equal emphasis on
rehabilitation and replacements and on development of new water supply sources
and systems. A major State/Federal/local cooperative effort is required to
restore deteriorating systems.

Although the exact magnitude of water system infrastructure problems is not
known, critical community needs are rapidly emerging as a result of recent
studies at the State and national levels. In New York, we estimate our
statewide water system rehabilitation needs at between $6 and $9 billion. If
projected water supply needs are included, a capital construction cost of about
$20 billion is likely. The interest expense adds to the dilemma. Clearly, this
kind of expenditure is beyond the financial capability of State and local
governments. For example, the capital expenditure necessary to undertake a
recommended rehabilitation program in Buffalo, based on a 1981 Corps of
Engineers study, ranges from $171 million to $313 million. The financial impact
on the City, because of borrowing costs which were estimated at a low 8.6
percent, still would leave Buffalo with a cost between $191 million and $429
million which they will be unable to meet. If historical rates of inflation are
considered, the shortfall of funding for Buffalo could reach $1.6 billion.

Water system rehabilitation needs in New York City will range to $2.8
billion over the next 10 years without the Third New York City Water Tunnel.
The tunnel cost is estimated at $3 to $11 billion depending on how many of the
stages are built and when Rochester and Niagara Falls each estimate a $200
million need. Smaller cities like Albany and Binghamton have at least $45
million needs.

The problem is not limited to cities. Rural water systems in Cortland
County were recently investigated by the Corps of Engineers as well. The
rehabilitation need is estimated at $5.2 million for the 7 smaller systems
investigated. In New York State, there are nearly 1,800 such water supply
systems. The average cost per connection ranges from $170 to $710 annually with
a 20-year, 10 percent loan to $380 to $1,500 annually over 5 years at 10
percent. None of these communities has plans or equipment for an emergency. In
their case studies, the Corps recommended State and Federal assistance as the
capital improvement costs are beyond the financial ability of each community.

In the last few years, New York State has conducted fourteen studies of
individual water supply systems and interviewed officials in nearly 50 other
communities. Some of the characteristics of the deteriorating systems based on
the studies and interviews are as follows:

- Unaccounted for water, that is, non-revenue producing water, generally
ranges from 35-55 percent. In rural areas, the figure is higher.

- Many distribution systems are inadequate because of obsolescent
materials, poor design, external corrosion, tuberculation and
inoperative valves. These conditions result in frequent main breaks,
low pipe carrying capacities and low fire hydrant pressures.

- As a result of the poor condition of distribution and transmission
facilities, leakage is greater, causing higher treatment and pumping
costs, increased water losses and inadequate fire flows. In many
localities, there is a need to improve rate structures, install new
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meters or replace old ones, reduce unaccounted-for water and implement
more effective water conservation practices. In some cases, there are
significant additional indirect costs to the water consumer for fire
insurance because of inadequate pressure, higher taxes to meet added
expenses to maintain and operate the water system and higher liability
claims against the municipality because of damage caused by main
breaks. In addition, the reputation and attractiveness of a community
to industry, labor and management is damaged by the constant
disruption caused by infrastructure failures.

- Plans for water supply emergencies are non-existent in most
communities.

- Additional treatment plant capacity associated with meeting safe
drinking water standards for toxics will add an additional burden on
municipalities that will tend to defer rehabilitation projects, and
add to operation and maintenance expenses.

- Almost all water systems operators understand their systems and know
their priority needs but lack funds and commitment by others to
undertake the necessary improvements.

- Additional supply and storage capacity is needed particularly in rural
areas and in southeastern New York.

In New York, Governor Cuomo has proposed the creation of a State Water
Finance Authority to assist communities in financing their water and sewer
system infrastructure rehabilitation and improvement projects. The Authority
would help communities principally by enabling revenue bond financing and
isolating utility revenue to protect investors' capital. The Authority
legislation has passed the Assembly, but not the Senate.

The nature of the Authority is such that it could operate as an
infrastructure bank. S.532 which we support, would assist in capitalization of
the bank.

Although this financing arrangement would put the water and sewer utilities
on a self-sustaining basis with the costs equitably borne by the users, it is
our belief that grants are sometimes required as an incentive for initial
program acceptance. Also, some New York cities as well as rural communities are
unable to pay the entire rehabilitation/improvement project cost. We recommend
that the states be provided through the banking concept developed in S.532 the
discretionary authority to grant communities a portion of the project cost.
Guidelines similar to those used by FmHA could be developed by the States in
cooperation with the Federal government to ensure grant consistency.

Municipal Waste Water Treatment

Since the beginning of our municipal waste water treatment program in 1965,
New York has invested $7.6 billion in the construction of these facilities.
While this investment is massive, and a great deal has been accomplished, much
remains to be done. The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that an
additional $16.5 billion is needed to complete all water pollution control
facilities needed in New York.
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Presently, some local governments are unable to provide their share of
project costs. As the federal share is reduced, New York is concerned about the
ability of many additional communities to meet the increased costs. New York
and the federal government share the responsibility to develop and implement
flexible financing options which will enable local governments to meet their
share of construction burdens.

Alternative Financing

New York supports the adoption of the Investment Incentives Act of 1983
(S.532). Enactment of this legislation would allow states flexibility to
provide either a water bank or a more general infrastructure bank. Such a bank
could provide the funds necessary for infrastructure rehabilitation.
Capitalization of the bank could include use of funds provided under Section 201
of the Clean Water Act. Of course, we do not propose the use of funds already
authorized.

Use of a bank provides the opportunity to maximize available funding for
-water projects; for example, if a bank were capitalized with $500 million and
began to issue 15 years of low interest loans, a total of $890 million in
projects could be financed in the first 10 years.

A state bank for public works could allow priorities to be established
locally. Clearly the states and local governments must be allowed to establish
their own priorities. Providing a bank from which they can seek assistance is
more realistic, cost-effective, and timely than insisting on federal
determination of priorities for special purpose funding.

Specific Water Supply Projects and Studies

We recommend the additional Phase I studies, including the identified
Federally-funded studies relating to new supply development, for the Hudson
River Water Supply Project. These studies would assess existing and future
demands in light of the 1980-81 drought experience, define alternative solutions
within acceptable environmental limits and water quality standards, and
determine the Corps of Engineers' role in the Hudson River water supply and in
water system rehabilitation and improvement.

The Third City Water Tunnel is urgently needed to alleviate water supply
distribution problems in the New York Metropolitan Area. Completion of the
tunnel at an estimated cost of $3-$11 billion prices is needed to avert a water
supply emergency and to deliver additional needed water to the Metropoliian
Area.

The first stage is under construction by the City, but construction must be
accelerated. Early completion of Stages 1 and 2 essential to allow for
inspection and repair of the existing two tunnels built in 1917 and 1936. We
recommend that the project be authorized for construction and made eligible for
Federal financial assistance through changes in the 1958 Water Supply Act.

Flood Control Project Rehabilitation

In recent years, the Department of Environmental Conservation, as the
agency representing all non-Federal interests in New York in Corps of Engineers'
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flood control programs and as the agency responsible for operation and
maintenance of completed flood protection projects, has become increasingly
concerned with the need for major rehabilitation of major project facilities
which pre-date Corps of Engineers' projects and were incorporated into a Federal
project, and of Federally-constructed facilities which have reached or are
approaching the end of useful economic life. Of particular concern are
facilities such as concrete floodwalls and floodwater pumping stations. In the
case of old floodwalls which are deteriorating even though properly maintained,
the cost of floodwall replacement is far beyond the anticipated costs for
operation and maintenance envisioned at the time State assurances were
originally furnished. In the case of pumping stations, replacement parts for
electrical and mechanical equipment become unavailable 40 or more years after
the original installations, and pumps, motors and electrical equipment must be
replaced to ensure proper project operation. Again, the cost of these
replacements is beyond the operation and maintenance costs anticipated at the
time assurances were provided to the Federal government.

We urge that legislation be enacted which would provide for Federal
participation in the cost of major facility rehabilitation or replacement in
those cases where the need for rehabilitation or replacement is not the result
of inadequate maintenance. Federal participation could be based upon the
cost-sharing in the original project or a new cost-sharing formula as
established by the Congress.

We would welcome the opportunity to work with staff of this Committee in
drafting suitable legislation.

Recommended Amendments to Existing Laws and Regulations

Chief of Engineers' Regulation ER 1165-2-21

In May of 1978, the Chief of Engineers promulgated Regulation ER 1165-2-21,
which establishes criteria for the Federal interest in flood protection works on
streams. This regulation established a new policy governing Corps of Engineers'
flood control activities. It limits Federal participation to damage areas along
a stream with a 10-year discharge of 800 cfs or more or of drainage areas of
one-half square mile or more. This policy is inconsistent with many past
authorizations for various flood control projects, and, in our opinion, is
contrary to the intent of the Congress as expressed in laws authorizing various
Federal flood control programs (see discussion of Mamaroneck and Sheldrake River
Project). The regulation was adopted administratively, without an opportunity
for input from affected non-Federal interests.

We strongly urge that the Chief of Engineers be instructed to rescind ER
1165-2-21. If, in fact, there is a legitimate need to establish criteria for
differentiating between drainage problems which are a local responsibility and
flood problems where Federal assistance may be justified, such criteria should
be adopted by the Congress after a thorough study, with opportunity for input
from non-Federal interests. Further, we urge that there be Congressional
oversight of Corps regulations to require input from non-Federal interests
before potentially controversial regulations are promulgated.
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Section 214-22 Program

Currently, the only Federal funds that are available to assess water
resource problems in New York State are through Section 214 of the River and
Harbor Act of 1965 (P.L. 

8
9-298)/Section 22 of the Water Resources Development

Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-251). In recent years, Section 214/22 funds have been used
to investigate urban water supply rehabilitation needs, flood plain management
projects and hydraulic and hydrologic aspects of projects.

The Section 214 Program has worked extremely well. It provides an
opportunity for the Federal, State and local governmental communities to
reconcile issues together, to their mutual satisfaction and benefit. This
consensus decision-making results in productive solutions to local problems of
Statewide significance. Recently, under the Section 214 Program, the Corps of
Engineers has investigated the critical needs of several of the State's
municipal water supply systems including studies in Albany, Buffalo and
New York City.

Public water supply rehabilitation investments and maintenance of water
supplies in the event of drought are urgent needs that can no longer be ignored,
particularly in this time of high unemployment. The Section 214 Program allows
the Corps to respond to State and local water resource study priorities in a
timely fashion.

In spite of its success, the Corps of Engineers has discontinued use of the
Section 214 authorization and is providing technical assistance to New York
under Section 22 authorization which has a funding ceiling that reduces the
availability of Corps assistance. We recommend that the Congress increase the
authority ceiling of $200,000 in Section 22 of P.L. 93-251 to $500,000.

National Water Resources Policy and Development Act

We support the basic concepts of the National Water Resources Policy and
Development Act, S.621, and the parallel provisions of H.R. 5840 that were
developed in 1981. Enactment of national legislation is particularly important
at this time because critical and varied water resources problems of many
regions of the nation are not being addressed under the present archaic system
of project planning. The concept that water problems and needs occur uniformly
across the Country and should therefore be addressed in the same fashion
everywhere, is out of step with events.

Requirements for water vary by region and by purpose. Demands for
irrigation, industry, navigation, power and domestic water uses are widespread.
For the nation to adequately fill all its water requirements, a flexible
regionalized program for allocating water project resources, such as that
created by S.621, is urgently needed. We believe that costly delays in project
development will be removed by placing the principal responsibility for setting
project priorities where it belongs, with the states.

Existing Federal water programs are geared to provide assistance for new
construction but not for rehabilitation of the nation's existing capital assets,
nor for new water supply development. Provision for infrastructure
rehabilitation is needed. The nation's capital assets depreciate, deteriorate
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and become obsolete with age. The concepts of S.621 would provide flexibility
in Federal participation, so that states and localities can realistically meet
their needs on a priority basis.

National Water Resources Planning Act

We support the concepts of the 1981 water resources planning legislation,
5.1095 and H.R. 3432. In particular, we support a grant program to the states
for management of water resources, as well as planning, with annual
appropriations over a 5-year period to permit the states to plan and complement
long-term management strategies. We also support the need for a Federal/State
water resources coordinating mechanism with an independent Chairman and a State
Advisory Group to assure consideration of regional interests.

National Harbors Improvement and Maintenance Act of 1983 (S.970)

We support an equitable system of commercial traffic user fees on all
elements of the Federally-supported water transportation system. User fees
should be collected and used for operations, maintenance and capital
improvements on a port-by-port and segment-by-segment basis.

Our support of S.970 for deep-draft channels and harbors, is contingent on
the development of shallow-draft legislation with parallel provisions as to the
scope, levels and administration of cost recovery. The legislation should be
written to allow New York State the option of including the navigation function
of the State Barge Canal in the national shallow-draft system. The Canal is the
only significant inland waterway in the nation not financed by the Federal
government.

National Dam Safety Program (S.671)

We strongly support S.671 with the following exceptions:

We oppose the recommendation in Section 1 to delete the final sentence of
P.L. 92-367 which states, "This Act does not apply to any such barrier which is
not in excess of six feet in height, regardless of storage capacity or which has
a storage capacity at maximum water storage elevation not in excess of fifteen
acre-feet regardless of height." This sentence should remain with the following
addition. "This Act should also include all high hazard dams without minimum
restrictions for height or storage capacity."

We support all parts of Section 8 except Item (3). Item (3) indicates that
every dam in the State shall be inspected at least once every two years. The
implementation of S.671 in New York will involve the additional inspection of
560 low hazard dams. These low hazard dams have minimum hazard potential and
should not be inspected as often as the high and moderate hazard dams. The cost
for this type of program would be disproportionate to the potential benefits.
We recommend that the low hazard dams be inspected once every four years.

We propose an option to Section 15 which authorizes the Corps to maintain
and periodically publish updated information on the inventory of dams. The
Corps of Engineers terminated their involvement in the dam inventory program in
February 1982. We suggest the Corps of Engineers should be authorized to
contract with the States to maintain an inventory of dams program.
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An Act to Modernize Certain Corps of Engineers' Authorities (S.709)

We strongly oppose Sections 7 and 8 which deal with automatic
deauthorization of projects and studies after 10 and 4 years. respectively.
Deauthorization should be a direct action of the Corps with input from states
and/or local sponsors. We oppose the bill unless it is amended to provide for
inclusion of states and/or local sponsors in the decision process.

Public Investment Incentive Act of 1983 (S.532)

We strongly support the concept of creating State infrastructure banks
capitalized by the Federal government to finance public works and infrastructure
investment. The needs of states and localities vary from region to region, with
abilities to pay varying from locality to locality and project to project. The
states can best determine project priorities and cost-sharing arrangements.

S.532 is applicable to a broad range of physical structures and facilities.
From a water perspective, we prefer an infrastructure bank limited to water
supply and wastewater facilities. The Federal contribution also should be
increased to at least 20 billion over ten years in view of the magnitude of
returned water infrastructure needs.

We recommend that an allocation formula for the distribution of funds
appropriated for capitalization be specified in the bill based on population
only. In addition, the states should have the ability to provide grants from
the bank as well as loans. These could be administered under a formula similar
to the one now used by the Farmers Home Administration.

Soil Conservation Service - Agricultural Benefits

In the recent past, proposals have been made for amending P.L.-566, the
Small Watershed Protection Law, to require that in future projects, at least 20
percent of the benefits must accrue to agriculture. We strongly oppose such an
amendment because it would make ineligible most P.L.-566 projects in New York
for protection of urban areas.

State Obligations

The Flood Control Act of 1970 requires the non-Federal interest to enter
into a written agreement with the Secretary of the Army to furnish the required
cooperation for the project. We favor an amendment such that where the
non-Federal interest is the State itself, the agreement does not obligate future
legislative appropriations for such performance payment when obligating future
appropriations would be inconsistent with State constitutional limitations.
This amendment would eliminate the need to provide the total non-Federal share
up-front for a project funded by the Federal government on a multi-year basis.

River Ice

We recommend an amendment which would direct the Corps of Engineers to
undertake a research program to increase their capability to control river ice
and give them a more active role in ice control and ice break-up.
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Winter Navigation

New York State remains unequivocally opposed to any winter
navigation/season extension on the St. Lawrence River. We urge the Congress not
to appropriate any more funds for this project and to stop the Corps of
Engineers from proceeding with winter navigation under their general operation
and maintenance authority.

The Corps of Engineers recently transmitted its season extension report to
Congress for information, but not for authorization consideration (the Corps has
stated it already has the authority for winter navigation). We seriously
question whether existing law gives the Corps authority for season extension
because the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence System is extremely complex with
intergovernmental and international concerns of significant consequence. The
season extension would not be a routine operation and maintenance project, but
rather could have immense impacts of the System.

With its incomplete data on environmental considerations, the report, as
transmitted, is totally inadequate. A systemwide Great Lakes environmental
study is needed. Independent economic and environmental analyses made to date
have shown that winter navigation/season extension on the St. Lawrence is not
economically nor environmentally justified. Our review of the Corps; survey
report indicated that the national economic benefits have been overestimated by
a factor of 10 and potential costs far outweigh the benefits.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on these very important
aspects of the water resource programs of the state and nation.

The Honorable Henry G. Williams
Commissioner

New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation

50 Wolf Road
Albany, New York 12233

Telephone No.: (518) 457-3446
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Statement of Janes L. Larocca, Commissioner,

New York State Department of Transportation

Before The Joint Econlocmllic Comlllittee oLCongress

AlbutiiyNY; September 7, 1J83

I appreciate the invitation from Senator D'Amato to submit this stdteeent to

the Committee on the problems New York State faces in trying to rehabilitate

our aging transportation infrastructure.

At one time New York's integrated system of highways, railroads, ports,

canals, airports and transit facilities were models of efficient, dependable

service. These facilities provided the public infrastructure needed to

support the private inevestmen t in i ,dilstry, C0:llime -ce amid agri eelLtmre wihich

made New York the Empire State. After years of inadequate capital

investment and deferred maintenance imposed by fiscal constraints and

austerity, this vital infrastructure has reached the point where unless an

mLLemmsive effort is almade to restore and preserve the system, we risk the

total loss of vital transportation links.

The problem has reached such proportions and is so acute that it is no

longer feasible to provide the needed capital funds from State sources on a

"pay-as-you-go" basis. To finance a program of the required magnitude the

Governor has resorted to the issuance of $1.25 billion in State debt Lo fund

the $7.0 billion Rebuild New York Through Transportation Infrastructure

Renewal Bond Program.
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The 15,700 miles of highways and 7,200 bridges which cemprise the State

Highway System are among the most important components of the state's

infrastructure. The system carries 60 per cent of the state's traffic.

Since 1960 Lthe iumber of state highway miles has increased only 10 per cent,

yet Lieir volume of Lraffic carried has increased by 90 per cent.

The preservation of this highway network in a usable and safe condition is

vital to the maintenance of commercial activity throughout the state.

Almost all of the goods and freight which move thrbugh the state must

utilize state highways at least part of the way, and the majority of the

work force must use these highways to get to work. The importance of

maintaining an adequate transportation infrastructure in New York State

cannot be overestimated.

Until a few years ago the emphasis of the state's highway program was on the

construction of the new highways which were needed to support our growing

pnpl01 at ioil Oirld expalljding i udustries. To a great extent, this emphiasis on

new construction has passed. We have completed most of our Interstate and

other new highway facilities. We ire now increasingly focusing our efforts

on the reconditioning and preservation of the-highway network already in

place.

Last year the Department of Transportation administered a highway

contracting program of $550 million. Only S147 million, or 27 per cent, was

allocated to new construction. The remaining three-quarters of the program
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was dedicated to improvement of existing facilities. Five years ago, new

coiist ru.tLion ;1ccott1Itecl for 58 pr ct'it of tte program.

Delspite tilt' an t tpl)t'ar ttl y I Itgl! Sizt' o1 em iritti; I It igItwv ly el'iEl~l il ititiOll

program, it has been inadequate to prevent the system from deteriorating.

Inflation in the highway construction industry over the past 15 years has

reduced the buyittg power of our rehabilitation dollars to 30 per cent of

their 1967-68 Value. St lte itveustzisnit ill the highway systems has itot kept

pace with this inflation. Other reasons for not having been able to

increase expenditures for needed highway capital rehabilitation or

maintenance include the combined impacts of budget austerity, recession and

the competing pressures for State funds to maintain health, social welfare,

local assistance and education programs.

It is not surprising, therefore, that deterioration is outrunning

restoration. Recent surveys show that 14 per cent of the 15,700 miles of

state highways have deteriorated to the point where their condition is rated

as poor. Although a systematic evaluation of the condition of the remaining

93,000 miles of county, town, village and city streets and highways has not

beei made, we ate certain that tLheir cottdition is worse than that of the

State system.

The condition of bridges in the state is even more critical. Inspections

show that 1,684 of the 7,200 state highway bridges have become structurally

deficient. About 450 are seriously deficient and require immediate

attention. In addition, 5400 local bridges are in need of replacement or

rehabilitation.
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The cost to bring the highway system up to good condition is currently

estimated at $5.6 billion for highways and $1.9 billion for bridges.

AddL tionial billions are needed to repair highways and bridges owned and

operated by over 1600 local jurisdictions.

The problem is not unique to New York State. Recognition of the

infrastructure crisis at the federal level led to passage of the Surface

Trhanspoltation Assistance Act of 1982, which was signed into law by the

President last January. The new Act will provide an estimated $3.1 billion

for New York State in federal aid for highways during federal fiscal years

1983-1986. This represents an additional $1.3 billion over the 1982 funding

level, or an increase of 72 per cent. However, $7.5 billion is needed to

simply bring the existing highway system up to good condition. Additional

billions are needed to complete long-planned and needed new facilities, and

to take care of local roads and bridges.

Directing available funding to the most cricticai problem areas is hampered

by the fact that the federal-aid highway program is a categorical funding

program. Federal funds are allocated to the states to be used for specified

purposes on specified miles of highway. Almost half of the $1.3 billion in

increased funding we will receive over the four years of the Act result in a

30% increase in funding for completion and rehabilitation of the Interstate

system. The categories of greatest need, the Primary and Bridge, will

increase by a more modest 26 and 15 per cent, respectively. Other critical

categories of federal-aid such as the Secondary and Urban systems are not

increased at all and will remain at about the same levels as before the new
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Acc. Ilu addition, 84,000 miles of toads and streets are not eligible for

Federal-aid.

WCe t IISL IlsO rutcogiliZE' LtiMt ti! Ifederal aid highway pr ogram is a tatching

program. If Lite sLaLe is Lo stake luse of this increased federal aid,

additional funds will be needed to provide the state match. An additional

$300 million in state funds will be required over the next five years simply

to match the added Federal-aid. Iln al environment of tightly balanced

budgets and continued fiscal austerity, these funds will not be easy to come

by.

Finally, there are many critical projects which are not eligible for federal

assistance, or where the application of federal standards is inappropriate

or would result ill excessively costly designs. Such projects require state

funded programs which allow us to carry out more modest cost-effective

projects without conforming to inappropriate federal design standards.

Feor these re!asolns, (Govt runor Cuomto hlas proltos ed his Trallsportationl

Infrastructure Renewal Bond Issue. The llond Issue will enable the state to

mount a five-year, $7 billion effort to reverse the deteriorating condition

of highways, bridges, ports, waterways, airpofts, railroads and mass transit

facilities.in New York State. Bond funds will provide $1.25 billion, which

will be combined witll $1.5 billion ill ot1her.state funds to match $4.2

billion in fedoral-aid and to finid those projects for which federal aid is

not available. When the Governor submitted this legislation he commented

that the gasoline tax increase recently approved by Congress "will be of

enormous help in maintaining and improving highways, bridges and transit
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facilities, but iL will not 'sueCL all of our needs. Additional state

resources will be needed if we are to reverse the pattern of

under-investment and deterioration that has for too long plagued our State."

The "Bridge Problem" in New York State

I have been asked to give special attention to the problems of bridges in

New York. I have already mentioned that the condition of bridges onl the

State Highway System is especially critical. Not only is the number of

bridges which are rated in deteriorated condition growing each year, the

rate at which this number is growing is increasing. In 1977, 973 State

highway bridges were deficient; today, 1684 of 7200 bridges are deficient.

This means that our bridges went from 14% deficient to 23% deficient in six

years. For actch bridge we fix, two bridges hecome de(fitci en t It the ctuirreit

rate of bridge deterioration and program level for bridge rehabilitation and

replacement.

This alarming situation is developing in spite of a substantial on-going

program of bridge rehabilitation and replacement involving about 125 bridges

per year, costing all average of $168 million per year in coiltirct lettings.

One factor which is causing the steady increase in the number of

deteriorated bridges is the age distribution of New York bridges. There

were two peaks in bridge building in New York which are related to historic

and economic events in our state and the nation as a whole. The growth of

automobile and truck traffic in the 1920's led to the first great building

period which reached its peak during the Depression when public works were a
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nationwide program. Over 1800 bridges were built in New York State from

1925 to 1939. These bridges are reaching their design life now. While many

in this group have been replaced, we will be dealing with the remnants of

this group for the rest of the decade.

The second and larger peak in bridge construction took place with the

construction of the Interstate System between 1955 and 1974. During this

period, allmost 3300 bridges were built in the State. These bridges are

beginning to show deterioration due to such factors as increased salt usage

for snow and ice control, and deferral of maintenance caused by the State

fiscal austerity of the past decade.

The impact of these events shows up in the distribution of bridges in

different rating categories. As these groups of bridges which were built

during the same period age and deteriorate, they move down the condition

rating scale and cause bulges in the different categories. An ominous

development of the past six years has been a 38% decline in the number of

bridges rated ill the highest or best categories, and a corresponding 44%

growth in the category just above deficient. This suggests that without

soeiIs' remedial action. the Iilhtebe of deficieiit bridges will inciease at an

alarming and perhaps catastrophic rate during'the next decade.

Our best estimates indicate that even the record program levels which will

be made possible by the new federal gas tax legislation will not enable us

to keep pace with the deterioration of bridges and not allow us to

significantly reduce our present backlog of structurally deficient and

functionally obsolete bridges. Starting with the current need of $1
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billion, if the current rate of deterioration and planned rehabilitation

continues, at the end of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act

authorization period ill 1986 our bridge needs will have increased to $1.5

billion. If we are Hlot able to arrest the leterioratito of the large tiumber

of Interstate bridges built in the 1900's through improved maintenance, we

may be headed toward shutdown of major portions of the highway system in the

years ahead.

These gloomy statistics are reflected in Federal Highway Administration

reports. The latest available FHWA Bridge Report shows that New York has

more deficient bridges on the Federal-aid System than any other state. The

report lists 3308 bridges in New York as deficient, or 38%, which is 1000

more deficient bridges than the closest other state. Another tabulation

shows that Now York has almost twice OS 1in1laly strc1tul -.dlly deficilnt

Interstate bridges as any other state. About 30% of our Interstate bridges

are listed as structurally deficient. fle next worst state is only 16%.

FHWA figures that over $500 million is needed to rehabilitate our Interstate

bridges alone. This is almost four times the amount needed by any other

state.

One obvious remedy for the improving the condition of New York State bridges

is more money for rehabilitation and replacement. A positive step in this

direction would be to remove the arbitrary cap on Federal-aid apportionments

for the Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation Program. Funds for

the program are apportioned to the States by a formula which reflects

relative need. Under that formula New York should receive 15.7% of the

national authorization. However, the current Act limits the maximum amount

29-7A1.2 O-_4-
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apportioned to each State to 10. New York is the only state affected by

this cap. Its removal would have increased our Bridge Program

apportionments under the '82 Act by almost $400 million.

Additional help for the "bridge problem" could be provided without

increasing funding by assuring that available resources are spent in a

manner that maximizes return onl investment. Achievement of this goal is

sometimes frustrated by insistence by the Federal Highway Administration

that bridge designs adhere to the highest geometric standards. Designing to

the highest standards substantially increases costs and reduces the amount

of work that can be done with limited available funding.

The State Department of Tranisportationi uses geometric standards established

by the American Associntion of State Hhighway atid iral'tsjtot-tatioll Officials

(AASHTO) in designing its highways and bridges. These standards have been

adopted by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for use on Federal-aid

projects. FIHWA's interpretation of the standards generally requires more

expeslysive solutions. If State engineers feel that a solution utilizing

minimum requirements allowed by the standards is adequate, the result is

Frequently a timn t:o.,sitiinig J.stificn tioll prlOct'sS or tolliplrolll tse iiltlieame

of expediency to a more expensive solution.

An illustration of this problem occurred last year when officials in Lewis

County proposed to replace a small bridge in poor condition for $50,000.

The FHWA insisted that in order for the project to qualify for Federal-aid

the structure must be wider and longer than proposed, which would have

increased the project cost to $285,000. The County rejected this as an
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overblown solution to the problem and elected to proceed with the project

with its own resources without Federal-aid.

We are tiot Suggest lug that 101.tiolial design standam rds should he. abandoned.

However, it should be understood that federal-aid standards need to provide

flexibility to reflect the local sitnatioll. that individual State concerns

need to be addressable, and that improvement to maximum standards in all

cases is teietler desirable nor rational.

Need For Federal Assistance For The New York State Barge Canal

In recent years there has been growing concern over the deteriorating

condition of the New York State Barge Canal system. At a hearing held in

1978 by the New York StatLe Senate, both the Buffalo District Engineer of the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the Director of the New York Waterways

Associations warned that if the deterioration continues at the present pace,

the Canal may have to be closed to coaaercial use within ten years. This

situation has not changed and the condition of Canal facilities continues to

deteriorate despite annual State expenditures of $15 million for operation,

maintenance and rehabilitation. New York State Department of Transportation

studies have found that aii additional $10 million per year is required for

increased rehabilitation and dredging to preserve the integrity of the canal

and continue its operation as a transportation facility.

The New York State Barge Canal system controls and interconnects the flow of

practically all of the major rivers and streams located in upstate New York.

Consequently, maintenance of these rivers and streams at some level is
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Ossejltial. The Canal is a major source Of fresh water for t0osssullllities,

individuals and businesses; some communities, including Cohoes, Colonie,

Qucensbury and Waterford rely heavily or completely on the Canal for water

supp I Les. Tle moveablaI ;tld stnltio)nIry d(ams and intake valves at lakes and

reservoirs used to control the water level in the Canal provide a vital

flood control function.

Power generation has recently become a major source of economic activity on

the Canal with twenty hydroelectric sites already located along the Canal

and another eighteen under development. Finally, the Canal serves as a

recreational waterway for fisherman and boaters and a tourist attraction for

hikers, bikers and picnickers. Trails, historic sites, boat launches,

comfort stations and parks are distributed along the banks of the entire 524

mile system.

If the Canal is to continue to function as a navigable waterway and also

serve its flood control, water supply, hydro power and recreational

purposes, additional capital funds for reconstruction and major maintenance

must be secured soon. Because New York State can not spare the substantial

resources required For preservation and rehabilitation, Federal funding for

the Barge Canal appears to be the only means by which such rehabilitation

can be achieved. The Canal is part of the National Waterways System and

half of the cargo carried on it is interstate in character. The Rivers and

Harbors Act of 1935 authorized $27 million for improvements between Albany

and Oswego which was increased in 1945 and 1962 to a total of $34 million.

The work was completed in 1969.
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The 
5
24-milc New York State Barge Cignal is the only sfate-operated waterway

in the nation. Despite its importance to the growth and development of the

Great Lake States and the entire nation, not a penny of Federal money is now

going into its improvement or maintenance. Although $34 million in capital

improvements were financed with Federal funds in the past, the billions of

Federal dollars spent on the inland waterway system in the South and Midwest

have helped put Now York at a competative disadvantage.

New York State is badly shortchanged by the Federal water navigation

program. During the past decade, New York has been allocated an average of

only three percent of Corps of Engineers budget for maintenance, operation

and construction of ports, waterways and flood control facilities. During

the same period, New Yorkers contributed more than nine percent of the

Federal tax payments used to support that budget. The 1984 Corps budget

proposal will reduce New York's share to about 1.5 percent, which means that

we get back $1 for every $6 paid in taxes. Any new Federal legislation on

waterway financing should provide for full participation of the New York

State Barge Canal in the National Inland Waterways System improvement

program. A past willingness to bear the cost of construction and operation

o[ the large Cniial shin,, l dlt n exchI ide theo citizens of New York froe the

benefits of the Federal Waterway program.

Development of New York State's Upstate Ports

Both the Governor and the State Legislature have recognized New York's

upstate ports as critical segments in our transportation system. A
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carefully targeted State effort to assist these ports is an integral part of

the State's economic program.

Until i recently Lhere was in canrdinateed improvemteit program for the upstate

ports. Since there was very little in the way of federal assistance to

support proposed projects, each port individually sought assistance directly

from the Legislature. To avoid the inconsistencies and duplications which

would rashIlt, a eoor di iiatid port iiprovoseiit hirgrami whiichi reflacts thse

relative priority of port needs has been developed.

The State's coordinated program for financial assistance to upstate public

ports totals $25 million for the next five years. Major state-supported

projects include berth extension and warehouse space in Ogdensburg, bulk

handling and store ficiIiti's iii Oswego aid dock reinbilit i iotll pirojec.ts in

Albany and Buffalo. Technical assistance for master plan development in

Oswego and Ogdensburg and a waterfront redevelopment study in Buffalo are

also anticipated. An integrated assistance program, developed by the State

inl coapoertion wiit tit! upstatie public port authorities, will couitiiiue to be

the basis for Liegislaitive action.

State-sponsored studies of upstate public ports have addressed the question

of port development financing. We have concluded that, in time, port fees

could and should be raised to cover all capital and operating costs of

upstate ports. The studies show that the cost advantage of shipping by

water via these ports is such that increased port fees would not divert a

significant amount of traffic, existing or potential, from the upstate

ports.
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However, the State is concerned with the continued uncertainty resulting

from proposed changes in federal ijivolveisent for financing waterborne

transportntioi projects. We support. a cosiprehensive reform of federal water

project filnla icng beci ullso there is a need foa ;auu oquitoi ble system of cost

sharing for the maintenance and improvement of federally supported water

transportation facilities and systems.

'TIth present olaboratl waerways deve'lopmisenit and fulldilig process no longer

seems to work. Needs are growing and the time for project development has

increased to en average of over 24 years. No new channel improvement

projects have been authorized and funded for several years. Many important

navigation improvements are urgently needed to bring this country's

waterways facilities into a condition where they can handle in an efficient

uiln ':ioloi i iai iie i hlt ,*lly d[(ill's tic; Wati iiorCLIL comitiiiircie but also

deep-draft vessels for both the export and import of coal, grain, crude oil

and other commodities. 'fluese improvement needs, if not met, will have a

detrimental impact on the efficiency of our state and the nations

transportation system, our competitive position in world markets, balance of

payuuueiuts, cost of energy auud iuat.ional security. Clearly, user charges are

uot. oilky a question of cost sharing revenues, but concern matters directly

related to the further development of the country's water transportation

system.

'['ie taxes of New York State and Northeast residents have for too many years

subsidized the creation of new and costly ports and waterways elsewhere in

tOe utatiouL, while little, if anyLhilig, was being directed to facilities

here. New York's geographic and market advantage has been severely
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curtailed by federal assistance to competing ports along the East coast, and

to Gulf ports competing for the Midwest markets with service via the inland

waterways. Ally move towards financing waterway operations with user charges

will tend to resi-ole the t ItLur.i aidv.iintage or New York's ports and industry.

Ample e-videuce suggests that major ftederalI waterways investments in the :

South and Southwest encouraged industry to halt expansion or to move out of

the Northeast and Midwest states. We see waterway cost recovery as

potentially reducing or even reversing this trend. New York's ports enjoy

many natural geographic and trade advantages. They are already in place and

are relatively inexpensive to maintain. At least, New York State taxpayers

would no longer have to pay for the flight of our own industry.

We support the imposition of all equitable system of commercial traffic user

fees on all elements of the felderallly-supp~orted water transportation system

to pay for a share of the cost of opertions, maintenance and improvements of

waterway freight facilities. We favor legislation proposed by Senator

Moyniihan (S. 970) that would assign Ulliforin port charges on a tonnage basis

imd WOu ld be phlirsedC il over al five ye!ar period. We feel that this bill

would equitably spread the cost for operat ion and maintenance of the federal

chmaumnels to ;l 1 Ilsr i.

If user charges are enacted to support the national waterways system, we

vliove that tolls -:ollcLted for us, of' the St. lawrence Seaway should be

set at a level that will recover the same proportion of total costs as would

be recovered for other federal waterways, with the remaining costs to be

paid directly by the Federal Treasury. Otherwise, those states whose

shippers use the Seaway will be paying a disproportiomrate share of the

Seaway costs while subsidizing waterways elsewhere in the Nation.

'Thank you for the opportunity to presene. to this Committee the

ijifrastructure concerns of the New York Stav.e Department of Transportation.
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STATEMENT OF

THCMAS ELLIS OF

THE ALBANY PEACE & ENERGY COUNCIL

BEFORE

THE JOINT ENCONMIC C(XNITIEE

OF

THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS

SEPTEMBER 7, 1983

ALBANY, NEW YORK

Over the last several years, many of the politicians in NYS have had

many things to say about the declining quality of the roads in NYS. A hearing

is being held today in Albany to discuss the problem.

The Albany Peace & Energy Council is also concerned about the poor qual-

ity of the roads within the State. We all saw the pictures of the bridge which

fell in Conn. a few months ago and we know that it could happen in NYS too.

We are extremely concerned about the fact that beginning on Sept. 28,

1983, hundreds of spent nuclear fuel wasts shipments are scheduled to begin to

be moved from the West Valley nuclear waste dump near Buffalo to nuclear power

plants in NJ, Illinois, and Wisconsin.

Spent nuclear fuel is a million tires more radioactive than fresh or not

yet fissioned nuclear fuel. It is to be moved on trucks on the Interstate and
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other major Federal roads. The people in our group agree that the roads in NYS

need a considerable amount of work to restore then to acceptable standards. Mr.

D'Amato, in his opening statement this nmrning stated that at least 42 % of the

bridges in NYS need at least some repair.

The Albany Peace & Energy Council wishes to ask the Congress and the

NYS Legislature to carefully consider the condition of the roads before they allow

these nuclear waste shipments to go forward. An accident could cause hundreds

or thousands of fatalities. We propose that the spent nuclear fuel be kept at

West Valley until it can be moved to a final repository.
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251 RIVER STRET. MONUMENT SQUARE TROY, NEW YORK 121D0 5I9 M1414

July 18, 1983

Senator Alfonse M. D'Amato
Leo O'Brien Building
Clinton Avenue & No. Pearl Street
Albany, New York 12207

Dear Senator D'Amato:

In behalf of the Capital District Regional Planning Commission, I am
pleased to submit to you a copy of our recent report for reference in
support of your public hearing in Albany on the Nation's Infrastructure
Needs.

Our report, entitled "Survey of Community Water Systems" documents the
capital improvement needs for only water systems in our Region. During
the next ten years, our findings reveal certain critical issues of our
Region's urban infrastructure, and some should be given particular
attention.

1. Water systems in the four-county Capital District are, on the average,
forty to eighty years in age. The amount of waste (unaccounted-for
water) is estimated at 50 to 60 percent of the water produced in some
of the older systems.

2. Many parts of the Region's water facilities should be rehabilitated
or reconstructed because of the nature of the systems' original con-
struction and deterioration due to age. It is conservatively esti-
mated that over $56,000,000 is needed to upgrade the Region's water
systems during the next decade.

3. In general, funding for planned improvements are affordable by most
local municipalities. However, there are some municipalities which
because of dwindling financial resources find it difficult to improve
their systems to an acceptable standard. For this reason, we do
advocate some new type of Federal or State assistance for rehabilitating
water systems.

ALBANY COUNTY RENSSELAER COUN"S SARATOGA COUNTY SCHENRCTADY COUNTY
E-oso Cani.e. 2nd Johs L. BRam, Tham H. Clo Sos C. See

Fld 0. Feld, Jr. rnw J. MnGrth Rkhnd M. Hon Jos F. Kiin
Hems L. Perki. Kdly T. S-vidge ; -I:n 0. FG.mPh , it. Deed Vines.:
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We appreciate your kind invitation to suhmit our written testimony.

Sincerely,

Thomas H. Clements
Chairman

THC/rmt
Enclosure

CC: CDRPC Commissioners
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CAPITAL D1STRICT REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

The Capital District Regional planning Commission was established in 1967 by

resolution of the legislative bodies of Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga, and

Schenectady Counties in accordance with Article S-G of the General Municipal

Law of the State of New York. It has been designated as the comprehensive

planning agency for the four-county Capital District area by the Governor and

the Federal Government pursuant to Section 204 of the Demonstration Cities

and Metropolitan Act of 1966.

The CDRPC is governed by a Board of twelve commissioners consisting of three

representatives appointed by each of the four-county legislative bodies. The

Commission is financed by annual appropriations from the four-member counties

on a per capita basis, supplemented by State and Federal funds.

The Region encompasses over 2,200 square miles, had a 1980 population of over

741,000 and consists of 8 cities, 48 towns and 22 villages. Major functions

of CDRPC are: to formulate regional development goals and a comprehensive

regional plan; to provide a central clearinghouse for planning and development

information and recommendations with government agencies, civic associations of

areawide interests; to bring into focus the areawide problems and to formulate

alternative plans and policies for solving these problems: to perform areawide

clearinghouse functions on PNRS project reviews pursuant to OMB Circular A-95;

and to provide organizational machinery for effective communication and coord-

ination among governmental bodies, agencies, and interested priyate institu-

tions in the Region. In addition, CDRPC conducts regional crime control plan-

ning within the nine-county Upper Hudson Region for the New York State Division

of Criminal Justice Services under the Federal Omnibus Crime Control and Safe

Streets Act of 1968.

The preparation of this report was financially aided through a Federal grant

from the Department of Housing and Urban Development under the Comprehensive

Planning Assistance Program authorized by Section 701 of the Housing Act of

1954 as amended. This report was prepared under the Comprehensive Planning

Assistance Program for the New York State Department of State. It is financed

in part by the State of New York.
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This report presents the findings of a survey conducted during the summer
of 1982. The survey gathered information on the eoisting facilities, current
problems and future capital improvement plans from 109 of the 112 community
water systems in the New York counties of Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga and
Schenectady.
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EXECUTIVE SUMNARY

SURVEY OF COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS

This report presents the findings of a survey conducted by the Capital

District Regional Planning Commission (CDRPC) during the summer of 1982.

The survey gathered information on the existing facilities, current problems

and future capital improvement plans from 109 of the 112 major community water

systems in the four-county Capital District area. Below is a summary of the

findings:

Eighty percent of the population in the Capital District is

served by community water systems. These systems are located

in and around urban areas, generally following growth patterns

of the region.

Presently, the Capital District Region has a plentiful source for

water in most areas. The water is generally high in quality.

. Although many water systems in the region date back to the

early 1900's, municipal officials in most cases have maintained

and upgraded their systems as needed.

Nearly one hundred million gallons of water are used each day

in the Capital District by its residents, industries and businesses.

. Water charges for the majority of community systems are applied

through metered rates. In general, most residential households pay

less than $100 per year for water.

. Over $26,000,000 were expended on community water systems in fiscal

year 1981. The sum total of bonded indebtedness for recent system

improvements in the Capital District is $67,000,000.

Problems of water systems in the region generally consist of needed

replacement and upgrading aging components.

. Protection of water sources is of rising concern in areas of the

region.

Over $56,000,000 is needed to upgrade water systems in the Region.

Of this amount, $25,000,000 is needed by the City of Albany.

. Overall, the water systems in the Capital District are in good

condition, with few areas in need of a high degree of assistance.
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF SURVEY

During the summer of 1982, the Capital District Regional Planning Commis-

sion (CDRPC) conducted a survey of community water systems in the counties of

Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga and Schenectady. This survey gathered information

on the existing facilities, current problems and needed capital improvements for

each system. The findings of this survey are presented in this report.

Municipal and private water systems in the Capital District serve approxi-

mately 600,000 people (or 80% of the Region's total population). Water systems

are an important part of our Region's infrastructure or foundation services. In

recent years, New York State has become increasingly concerned over the condition

of its highways, sewers and water systems. Efforts have been initiated to

determine the physical condition of the aged infrastructure, the amount of funds

necessary to upgrade the systems and the financing mechanism available to make

the needed improvements. This survey of the water systems in the Capital District

is part of that larger structural effort.

In 1981, the NYS Department of Health mailed a Condition Assessment Survey

to all community water system officials in New York State. While 40% of the 112

water systems in the Capital District responded to the NYS DOH survey, many

sections of returned forms were incomplete making a comprehensive assessment

impossible.

In early 1982, the NYS Assembly Task Force on Infrastructure mailed a Water

System Assessment Form to all mayors and town supervisors across the State. Only

5% of the local officials in the Capital District responded to this survey.

In undertaking its survey, CDRPC wanted to follow up on these earlier efforts

and achieve a nearly 100% response rate.

METHODOLOGY

The information presented in this assessment report primarily results from

a survey CDRPC conducted among the operators of local community water systems.

CDRPC developed a comprehensive water assessment survey form. A copy of

this survey form may be found in the appendix of this report. The form consists

of three parts. Part I addresses the system's physical components; Part II,

system problems; and Part III, planned or needed capital improvements.

Before becoming final draft, editions were reviewed by officials at the

NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, NYS Department of Health, and

county planning agencies.

29-792 0-84-37
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Telephone and personal interviews were conducted by CDRPC's staff. Contacts

for these interviews included city and village engineers, consultant engineers,

supervisors and commissioners of public works, water district commissioners.

system and treatment operators, town and village clerks and owners of private

water systems.

Water system officials in Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga and Schenectady Counties

were interviewed directly. The survey forms for water systems in Albany County

were completed in part from recent information and interviews compiled and conducted

by the NYS Department of Health as part of their effort to produce an updated com-

prehensive county water supply study.

In all, CDRPC was able to complete survey forms for 109 of the 112 (96%)

community water systems in the Capital District Region.

ADDITIONAL DATA SOURCES

Supplemental documentation on existing water system facilities was obtained

from the NYS Department of Health, NYS Department of Environmental Conservation,

NYS Department of Audit and Control, and NYS Public Service Commission.

NYS DOH provided a comprehensive listing of community water systems, owner-

ship, operators, population served, water source, safe yields and treatment.

DOH's Bureau of Public Water Supply made available to CDRPC the responses from

local communities to their 1981 statewide survey.

The NYS Department of Environmental Conservation provided recent studies on

municipal water systems in the Capita] District. These studies, conducted by the

New York State Division of the Army Corps of Engineers, aided in the identification

of problems and needs for the communities of the City of Albany, the City of

Cohoes, and the Village of Green Island.

The NYS Department of Audit and Control made possible the acquisition of

financial data for municipal water systemm. The Department provided access to

the annual reports of cities, towns and villages, along with a description of

reporting procedures on water systems.

The NYS Public Service Commission (PSC) provided access to annual reports of

private water systems and water rates. Insight into problems of private water

systems was also provided.

DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS

Community Water Systems are water systems which serve at least five service

connections used by year-round residents, or systems which regularly serve at

least 25 year-round residents. A community water system may be privately or pub-

licly owned. A Private Community Water System is owned and operated by a non-

municipal entity such as a developer, corporation or company.

Certain kinds of community water systems, such as trailer parks, apartment

complexes, and institutions having their own individual water connections, have

been excluded from this study for the purpose of simplification. The community

water systems (program code 100 of the NYS Department of Health's Safewater Data

Management System) that were included in this survey serve the vast majority of

the population with water connections in the Region.
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CHAPTER I

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS

POPULATION SERVED

There are 112 community water systems within the Capital District Region.

Approximately 80 percent of these systems are municipally owned and the remainder

are privately owned systems. These community water systems provide service to

about 600,000 people or 80 percent of the region. The rest of the population

is generally supplied water by individual wells. The percent of population

served in each county is as follows: 90 percent for Albany County; 60 percent

for Rensselaer County; 50 percent for Saratoga County and 95 percent for

Schenectady County. A listing of populations served by individual systems, as

well as the percent served within municipalities, may be found in Table I.

Figure I illustrates the geographic areas of the Capital District that are

served by community water systems.

SOURCES OF WATER

Community water systems receive water from surface and groundwater sources

consisting of: reservoirs, rivers, springs and wells or by purchasing water

from other systems. Of the total number of community water systems in the region,

8 percent draw water from reservoirs, 8 percent use rivers or streams, 8 percent

use a combination of sources, 40 percent draw from wells and approximately 38

percent purchase their water.

The majority of the population in the counties of Albany (95%), Rensselaer

(89.6%) and Saratoga (71%) receive water from surface sources (generally reservoirs).

The County of Schenectady receives most of its water (99.9%) from ground water

sources (wells). For the Region as a whole, 70% of the populous receives water

from surface sources and 30% receive water from ground water sources.

The sources of water for individual systems are displayed in Table I. Water

resources within the Capital District Region are reported to be plentiful. More

than twice as much water is capable of being produced as is currently being used

by water systems. The largest single quantity of water in the Region comes from

reservoirs which are capable of producing a total of about 95 million gallons per

day or 45 percent of the Region's total safe yield. These reservoirs also serve

the majority of the population in the Region from interconnecting systems.

The Alcove and Basic Reservoirs, located in southern Albany County supply the

City of Albany. Water is transported and stored in the Loudonville Reservoirs

from this source.

The Tomhannock Reservoir in northern Rensselaer County supplies the City of

Troy's water system which, in turn, supplies the City of Rensselaer, the Village

of Menands and parts of the Towns of East Greenbush, North Greenbush, Schaghticoke

and Brunswick.
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FIGURE I

GEOGRAPHIC AREA SERVED BY COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEM9
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TABLE I

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

MUNICIPALIITY/SYSTEM

Albazly Count:

City of Albany

Villaqe of Altano.t

town of Bethlehem

Beothleihem W. fI

Sout!h Albany W.D.

City of Cohono

Town of Colonin

L. tLan w. 1).

Vill.,,;o of Colownie

Vill..qr of Green Inland

Tlow., of ';widerlaed

lott looter

w.ilsdriand W.U. #1

L.on (mli W6.D.

Wootn.ro-MN:KFooville W.D.

vil lose Of Mtiedr.ds

'10w. of sa 1 S. .otiod

lold'reraln W.D.

V0ilaqo of lanena

T ..w. of neosnelooretlli

POPULATION SERVED

OWNERSHIP APPROX %

PUBLIC PRIVATE APPROX 3 OF MUNICIPALITY

101, 700

1,300

( 21 ,2411)

21.,000

40

in, 15(

(6q, 710)

60,830

8, 870

2, 700

(21,0510)

411)

12'

21,.000

4,00111

( 110)

110

4,700

100

100%k

100O

FI7T

19dU AVG DAILY

APPROX TOTAL PRODUCTION/

SOURCE SAFE YIELD (MOD) PURCHASE (MGD)

n 28.400

RW 0. 360

R,W

W

100% S

95%

W,R, S

4.2870

N/A

24.0100

10()%

100%

8(1%

> 55

22. 400

0.165

3. Ono

3.961)

9.700

TOTAL

DISTRIBUTION TYPE

STORAGE (MG I TREATMENT

2(1.n00 U,F,Cc

.500 D.'

1I. 4(0 D,1, r:r

.011 D

1 .21.z1 1), F

llt. 4no I, F. Ec

p

I .1n11(1

W

W

R,W

P

2 ,

I1 0 0 5 s

2 0 0'

0.170

0.078

3. 750

2.0011

N/A

(0.870)

0 .04R

0.051

0.011

2.000

(I .420)

(0. 1(16)

0.540

o 0.0n1

().000f) D0. I, c

oI. o00o

2. 210

D

))

U

0a,f(t.I I!

0 I .50),) n, F. F I

D,FP

(raqe I of S)

cn



(Pa'ql 2 of 8)

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'a.)

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

POPULATION SERVED 1981 AVG DAILY TOTAL
OWNERSHIP APPROX % APPROX TOTAL PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUT1ON TYPE

PUBLIC PRIVATE AAPPROX I OF MUNICIPALITY SOURCE SAFE YIELD (NOD) PURCHASE (MGD) STORAGE (MG) TREATMENT

Villigc of Voorheccville

City of Wuteroliet

Town of Wost-rlo

NortLhide WD.

ALBANY COUNTY TOTALS

Rensselaer County:

Tow- of Berlin

Berlin W.D. 42

Town of Bruncwick

Brunno.ink W.D. 01

W.D. 02

W.D. 03

W.D. 04

W.D. 05

W.D. 06

Villege of Cestletun

Tool, of EaCt Greenbush

E. Grcnobuoh Ge.: W.D.

X. Gr--nouolh WAter & Inp. Co.

1lunm-tn-, Manor-llvieo W.D. F4

3,320

x 11,300

( 160)

100% W 1.030

100% R 11.900

0.450

3.080

1.0(0 D

2.650 D,l'

x x 160 W W/A 0.006 0.01D U

20 1 259, S1I 90% 77.6tR R4R 467 O U)

( 655)

655

( 6, 725)

2,520

1 025

1,480

550

225

930

2, 105

(10,325)

7,905

100

2,240

40%

W 0.220

605

p

PP

P

P

p

100% 5

00.

p

U

U

0.220

0.588

0.075 0

-- 2.000 U

__ -- D

0. 500

0 .029

1.020

0. 300

(I.313)

0.012

0.225

__ D

0.446 U

0.31U D

0.0(04 D

0.200 D

x

x

x

x

x

x

x



(Ioq-3 3 of 8)

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Co., 'd.)

POUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

Villagy of Iloosick Falls

vil1)g0 of Hassau

TOW,) of 1)0-th) G-.r00)i60-h

NOrt), ,,reH4),hUM W.D. #1

W.D. f3

ibtI, ot PC tuatlury

city 0f Rtosooldtr

T-7n of Schaq~lticok.

SOhlagqtitok. W.D. #1

W.D. #2

W.D. #3

W.D. 04

villa09 oU Schoghtieo.o

To.., of Scd,,daCk

Sattitti Public Water Supply

Maple llill Water (:HI)ally

Scadack W.D. #1

W.D. #2A

W.b. #2B

City 0) Try _

R)ENSSEL.AER ColUINry ruTAl.

POPULATION SERVED
OWNERSHIP APPROX A

UBLIC PRIVATE APPROX f OF MUNICIPALITY

x 4,100 100%

x 1,300 100%

440) > 5%

x 310

x 600

x 400 30%

x 9,600 100%

(2,420)

x 700 35%

H 625

x I1,010

x 05

x 860 1001

( 82))) 5%

185

x t9o

x 375

x 120

x 50

55,000 100%

24 3 95,225 60%

SOURCE

W

W

APPROX TOTAL
SAFE YIELD (MGD)

2.300

1. 300

P --

W. Sp 0.032

p --

P

P

P

8

8
8

P1

(.21)0

0.050 (eot.)

0.040 ()c-t.)

0.756

0.040

42.000
49.10)

1981 AVG DAILY
PRODUCTION/

PURCHASE (MGD)

0.700

0.250

(0.060)

(0.016)

0.032

(1.517)

(0.020)

(0.005)

(0.065)

(0. 386)

0.070

0.009 (cst.

1.02()

0.020 (eHt.

0.006 (est.

(0.024)

14.700
17. 0S21

TOTAL
DISTRIBUTION
STORAGE (M1;)

0.638

0.185

4. o002

0.430

2.000

0.055

0.076

) 0.004

0.0()5

) 0.00)3

11.762

TYPE
TREATMENT

D

1)

Co
0

1'

_ _

D

11
D

D

_.D, F, Cc, Il



(Page 4 of 8)

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEt4S: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.)

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

SAratoga C.o.ty,

Town of Balleton

Burnt Il11e-5a11ston Lake W.D.

Villoge of Ballston Spa

Town of Charlton

TOwN of Clifton Park

C.IicoColony-Wovdlaod Hills

Clifton Gardens W.S.

Clifton Knolls Subdivision

Country Knolls Eist.es W.S.

Crescent Estates

North Crest

Rcxford W.D. #2

Rivercroet W.D.

Sherwood Forest

Village Green

Town of Corinth

Corinth Ioes W.D.

Eastern Avenue W.D.

Village of Corinth

POPULATION SERVED 1981 AVG DAILY TOTAL
OWNERSIIIP APPROX % APPROX TOTAL PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION TYPE

PUBLIC PRIVATE APPROX 4 OF MUNICIPALITY SOURCE SAFE YIELD (MGD) PURCHASE (MCD) STORAGE (MGD) TREATMENT

( 3.500)

3, 500

5,000

2,000

(22, 140)

440

2, 700

3, 200

8,000

5,400

420

1,000

80

550

350

( 440)

40

100

3,000

so%

100%

505

90%

P

W,R

P

U

W

U

P

P

U

10%

PP

100% U

0.850

0.162

0.290

0.615

0.976

2.400 (est.)

N/A

N/A

0.04 5

1.400

(0.170) 0.500

- 0.250 (est.) 0.750

(0.011) 1.000

0.099 (est.)

0.170

0.180

0.554

0.389

0.029

(0.090)

(0.005) i

0.068

0.103

(0.002)

(0.005)

0.500

0.090

O.080

0.171

0.240

0.775

0.100

0.950

0.013

0.500

0

D

D

D0

D
D
0

C2

D

D

D

x

x
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.)

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

Town of Hledley

H & n Sobdivi.ion

lladley W.D.

Sooth Hladly W2.D.

Town of Halfricon

C1aOCf-ooC W.D. *1

W.D. !2

W.D. t3

Town of Malt.

Luther Forest

Pine North SIodioinion

City of Mech.ni-oill1

Town of Milton

Milton Terrace W.D.

Town of Morcau

Mot.a. W.D. I (Fenino-re)

W.D. *2 (Fernwood)

Town of North-oeerland

rerrel ((ills

Villaqe of Round Loke

POPULATION SERVED
OWNERSHIP APPROX %

PUBLIC PfIVATE APPROX ! OF MUNICIPALITY

765) G0%

'C 15

x 500

250

I 930) 101

400

490

x 40

I 480) 5%

x 300

x 180

5,500 100%

1,200) 10%

X ( 1,6l40) 15%

400

1,440

40) 75%

40

7"0 100%

APPROX TOTAL
SOURCE SAFE YIELD (MGD)

N/A

P --

W 0.100

P

PW

w

24
R

P

P

W 0.180

W 0.691

R 0.250

0.057

0.324

0.027

1.500

1981 AVG DAILY TOTAL
PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTJION TYPE

PURCHASE (MGD) STORAGE (MGD) TREATMENT

0.001

(0.007)

0.020

__ D
--

(0.360) --

0.251 (.et.) 0.001

(0.006) --

0.017

0.017

0.681

0.025

4.250

D

0,

(0.004) (est.)

(0.014) i --

0.080 0.006

0.(702

0. 11I6

D

0.080 D

0.100 D

0c
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS. SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd.)

MUNICIPALITY/SiSTEM

City of Saratoga Springs

Saratoga Sp. City

Geyser Crest-Heritage Knolls

Gilbert Road Wateroorks

Rooland. Hollow Sabdininion

Village of Schuylerville

Village of Sooth Glens Falls

Town of Stilloater

Stilloater W.0. D1 a 2

Village of Stillwater

Village of Victory Mills
3

Toon of Waterford

Colonial Grecn

Waterford Water Works Com
4

Village of Waterford

Town of Wilt.n

Featherwood Water Coopaey

Lake Elirabeth
SARATOGA COUNTY TOTALS

POPULATION SERVED
OWNERSHIP APPROX Y

PUBLIC PRIVATE APPROX 3 OF MUNICIPALITY SOURCE

27

(23, 700)

17, 700

4,800

x 40

x 150

1,250

3, 700

(2,000)

2,000

1,570

500

( 1,100)

x 490

3,000

( 2,400)

( 1,060)

x 440

a 620
18 81,405

1981 AVG DAILY TOTAL
APPROX TOTAL PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION TYPE

SAFE YIELD (MGD) PURCHASE (MGD) STORAGE (MCD) TREATMENT

959

1009

1009

309

100%

90g

' 15%

R

W

W

RW

W, Sp

W

RW

W

100% 5

159

5.000

2. 300

0.092

N/A

2.080

1.500

1.080

0.130

3.000

W 0. 28

3.900

0. 270

0.003

0.008 (est.)

0. 315

0.700

(0.074)

0. 250

5.000

0.010

N/A

0.600

1.000

D F,Cc,Fi

D

DD

D

0. 200 --

0. 200 D.F

0. 380 0.100

1.079 Test.) 1.150

0.005

25.445

0.043

D

D, F, C.

D

18. 134

c0
00
CO

.. Ivu U. V4 11 U. 2w D
10. 486
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS, SELECTED COARACTERISTICS (Co-t

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

Sch.ne..tdy C.onty:

Village of Delanson

Town of Gleoville

Glenville W.D. 011

W.D. #2

W.D. #3

W.D. e8

W.D. #12

Town of Niskayuna

Niskayuna W.D. A1

W.D. #2

W.D. #3

W.D. #5

W.D. #6

W.D. *7

U.D. #0

Town of Rott-rd.m

Rotterd.n. W.D. #1

POPULATION SERVED 1981 AVG DAILY TOTAL
OWNERSHIP APPROX TOTAL PRODUCTION/ DISTRIBUTION TYPE

PUBLIC PRIVATE APPROX * OF MUNICIPALITY SOURCE SAFE YIELD (MGD) PURCHASE (MGD) STORAGE (MGD) TREATMENT

9D0

(17,400)

14,000

2 ,300

600

3D0

200

(17,150)

1,475

225

2,400

11,000

1,000

550

500

(29,450)

5,250

1100%

60R

W
P

P

P

P

O.0 50

S.300

0.03 5

1.750

(0.350 for
#2, 3, H 12)

2.000 D

100%

P

P

P

W,P

P

PPP

3.000

(0.012)

(0.041

(0. 196)

1.626 (1.63)

(0.0H3)

(0.701)

(0. 251)

0.400

1.000 OF, C., FI

i00t

(0. 340)

00
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS, SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS (Cot'd.)

MIUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

Rotterdam W.D. 03

W.D. 34 6 75

Wont liill Water CO., Inu.

City of Schenectady

Village of Seotia

SCIIENECTADY COUNTY TOTALS

POPULATION SERVED
OWNERSHIP APPROX . APPROX TOTAL

PUBLIC PRIVATE APPROX 8 OF MUNICIPALITY SOURCE SAFE YIELD (MOD)

x 1,700 W 0.500

x 22,200 W 7.500

300 W 0.054

R 67,970 100% W 38.200

x 7,300 100% W 2.800

18 1 140,170 95% 57.4 0

CAPITAL DISTRICT REGION TOTALS 89 23 577,375 80% 209.570 96.910 310.472 _ _ =

Figure represents total production

4.000 MGD joiit storage for City of Rensselaer anId Tone of Eaut Groenbush (located in the Town nf Nnrth Greenbush)

iTe Villagn of Schuylerville end thn Village of Victory hove a joiet Water Commission.

4The Waterford Water Works Cominssion represents both the Town aId Village of Wlaterford
N/A - Not Available

SOURC: R 8 Reservoir TREATMENT: D . Disinfectant (Chlorination)
-River or Stream F . Filtration

W . Well(s) C. . Corrosion Control
Sp - Spring Fl = Fluoridstion

P Purchased

IG - Infiltration Gallery

1981 AVG DAILY
PRODUCTION/

PURCHASE (MGO)

0.186

2.633

0.015

16.330

I1.200

I. 0 2. 7 0 .

TOTAL
DISTRI8UTION
STORAGE (MGi

0.200

3.200

0.005

21.000

2.7I00

TYPE
TREATMENT

D

I)

D, v1

11

00
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Other major reservoirs include the Watervliet Reservoir serving the City

of Watervliet and Loughberry Lake serving the City of Saratoga Springs.

Aquifers (a water bearing stratum of permiable rock, sand, or gravel) are

also a large source of water in the Region. This ground water source is often

very pure, being trapped below ground and filtered over long period of time.

Water is obtained from aquifers by means of wells. The City of Schenectady, Town

of Rotterdam, Village of Scotia and Town of Glenville all obtain water from a

major aquifer located in Schenectady County along the Mohawk River. Areas in

southern Rensselaer County in the Town of Schodack have also tapped aquifers

for their source of water.

Rivers are used to supply areas within the Capital District to a smaller

degree. The Hudson River supplies the Town of Waterford and also the Village

of Green Island through an infiltration gallery. The Latham Water District in

the Town of Colonie supplements its supply from the Mohawk River.

Wells supply the majority of water systems in the Region, the safe yield

of these wells being the determinate factor for service. Currently, in most

areas within the Region, the safe yield of wells exceeds the demand. This may

be seen in Table I by comparing safe yield to production. The safe yield for

a ground water source is based on the rate at which water may flow or be pumped

at a stabilized drawdown (water level). The safe yield for a surface water

source is based on the rate at which water may flow or be pumped under the

historic worst drought conditions for that area.

The total safe yield for all 112 community water systems in the Capital

District is estimated to be 209.57 million gallons per day. The average daily

production or purchase is estimated at 96.81 million gallons, only 46 percent

of the total available safe yield. However, not all water systems in the Region

have an excessive or adequate safe yield.

DISTRIBUTION

Every city, all but two villages, and the large clusters of population

within the towns of the Capital District have community water systems. The

majority of these systems are municipally owned and operated. Privately owned

systems exist generally within the more recently developed areas in the Town of

Clifton Park and several other suburban communities.

All of the cities' and most village water systems within the Region date

back to the early 1900's and some to the mid-1800's. Town water systems came

into existence generally as the Region developed, spreading outward from the

cities. In the early 1900's water systems in towns such as Guilderland, Colonie,

Brunswick and Niskayuna began to develop. In, the 1940's and 50's areas such as

Rotterdam and East Greenbush developed, being further from city centers. In the

1960's and early 70's water systems in the Region followed development north in

towns such as Glenville, Clifton Park and Hlalfmoon.

Water from a surface source or underground source is pumped or gravity fed

through transmission mains, submains, and service lines for those served by the

water system. Valves are tised to control flow in pipes. Elevated tanks and

standpipes provide storage to meet pressure requirement and peak flow needs for

a relatively short time, while reservoirs may store water for dry periods. Water
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treatment plants, varying in size, are usually required. Standards for water
quality have been established and are a major determinant factor in types of
treatment provided by an individual system.

Most transmission mains in the Capital District consist of cast iron, steel
or concrete lined pipe. Distribution mains are generally of cast iron. Ductile

iron, asbestos cement and some plastic pipe have been used in newer systems.
Some of the older mains in systems have been cleaned and lined, such as in the
City of Troy. In many systems older pipes are replaced as they deteriorate.

Most systems in the Region have enclosed or covered storage facilities.
These facilities consist of tanks or reservoirs generally of steel, concrete, or
earth. The storage tanks must be cleaned and resurfaced periodically and
reservoirs must also be maintained. Both pipe and reservoir repair is costly
and may limit service for a time. For most water systems in the Region the
amount of water in storage approaches the amount of water needed for one day.
The exception is for those systems where water is held in reservoirs. This
additional storage pushes the amount of storage in the whole Region to over
three times the daily demand.

TREATMENT

All water systems in New York State must provide adequate treatment of
water for those they serve. The water supply in the Region generally is of high
quality; however, because of the nature of storage and distribution, treatment
is usually required. UYS DOH monitors all community water systems in the State
by means of periodic sampling. They also maintain a list of the types of
treatment used by community water systems.

There are a great number of treatments applied to raw water. For simpli-
fication, this report only looks at four types of treatment: disinfectant,
filtration, corrosion control, and fluoridation.

Disinfection usually consists of the addition of chlorine to water in a
limited amount necessary to kill harmful organisms. Filtration, usually associated
with surface water, is used by larger treatment facilities for purification to remove
suspended particles, odor and color. There are a great variety of filtration methods.
Corrosion control usually means neutralizing the acidity of water to prevent damage
to pipes. Fluoridation is the adding of fluoride to water to aid in the prevention
of tooth decay.

In the Capital District Region, over 60 percent of the water systems have
disinfection. The remaining systems receive water from other systems using a
disinfectant or in the case of a few, no treatment is used. About 12 percent
of the systems have filtration. This 12 percent represents the larger water
systems which usually have other methods of treatment as well. About 5 percent
of the systems have corrosion control and only 5 percent use fluoridation.
Treatments for individual systems are displayed in Table I.
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CONSUMPTION

Nearly one hundred million gallons of water are used each day in the

Capital District. This water is used by residences as well as public institu-

tions, commercial businesses and industry. The Region is fortunate in that

nearly twice the amount of water consumed can be produced, although water in

these quantities may not always be able to be distributed to all areas in need.

Water produced for some systems has declined over the last decade because of

population loss, teak dctection and metering. Seventy-five percent of the

water systems in the Region are metered.

MANAGEMENT

Statutes relating to water supply For various communities provide for many

local managemnct options. In cities and villages, water systems may be operated

as a part of the .ceeral municipal government or powers and liabilities may be

imposed upon special officers or boards. Town boards may take respossilility

for system operatio- or delegate powers to water district commissioners. In most

municipalities ni hth Capitalt District the chief public works office is respon-

sible for tho daa -to-day operation of the water system. In the large cities

there is a stri-jtr:rd supervision of staff which ranges up to eighty people in

one instance. In -nall villains and districts there may he only one part-time

operator.

Operators of water treatment plants, as well as operators of distribution

systems servi",'Iti pnile or more, must meet qualifications specified by the

State. Most vstt,-m within ihe Region have qualified staff or staff in training

for certificatei'c.

Repair w-rk is lone by public stork. crews or contracted out. Owners of

private water ''"F'' hi- cc porso-l to operate and worki on their systems.

REVENUES ANtD I tEXPlEITUREr

Revenics ioi -ster c scvices omnezally cime from three sources--charges for

water, taxes ''ii ioo' ii l the form of bions, bond anticipation notes, capital

notes or buffet c-tc-. cirivate water system owners goe-tally rely on water

charges and i-ort *icr. birow, icg methods.

Water cl irt:-c arc es'iitlishnd by the qg vi rniocg tciy in a municiprlity or

by the New York Siac, Pt;'-ic SerVice Gorreiscros in the icon of private water

systems. Watcr ici.r',ze, uheh collected, are appliod toward the maintenance

operation, 'ciii 'c-. et a:cic imorovement of tire water .,t=i ali th- payment of

principal ariA 'SLY .i ' orends iocund tajr the p-c- *e e' tre water -'ciimi. In

the event ahft <iir ' . ai-cir cold arc ii:lrr c-:t 'r a -:citi 
t

5al system

(public) thie 'z-s ' ' c ,c', -V:r r accyer b' .r-c"i'. M'int tti' real

property wi!t) ci eicr:) coun of that wat'r dish -c. ots tray bc apportioned

on a benefi-i cd.',)r cc a) c ; Ic i-s Tame', cicy also be u-ed as e maans of

collectinag crrc'id oler "is 'j'. Citits, 'OwIri, and villc,,es are exemp t from

municipal Ei:' !',It :,:' h'ir`'ocinIC for 'ater spiri ande ,iici-tributio:r.
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Water charges in tha Capital District have been grouped into five categories

for the purpose of this report: 1) Flat Rate (one specific charge for water

service);: 2) MY-tered Flat Rate (metered charges with one specific charge per

gallons ised--usually dollars per 1,000 gallons); 3) Metered Sliding Scale (a

metered charge varying with the gallonage used--usually the charge per gallon

decreases as the anount of water used increases) ; 4) Plumbing Fixtures (water

charges established by the number alid type of plumbing units such as sinks,

tcilets, penis, etc.) and 5) Taxes (real property taxes applied for water servic-

or improvements). The type of charges by each water system are identified in

Table II.

Twenty-three percent of the water systems in the Region use the Flat Rate

method of charging for water. Of those systems using Flat Rate, the averace

charge for one year's water service is $77.55.

Seventy-five percent of the water systems in the Capital District use

metering as a means of charging for water. Of those systems with meters,

approximately half use a Metered Flat Rate charge and half use a Metered Slidino

Scale. An averane of $1.31 per 1000 gallons was charged by those systems with a

Metered Flat Rate. Metered Sliding Scale Rates were not analyzed because of the

variety and variances in scales used.

Only 4 percent of the water systems in the Region use Plumbing Fixtures

as a means of water charges. Thirty-six percent of the water systems used

Property Taxes to supplement water charges.

For the total 1981 annual reports on water systems in the Region (describine

revenue and expenditures) approximately 90 percent were analyzed with only a few

small private water systems' annual reports not available. A summary of the

findings is presented in Table II for: income from water charges, total income,

expenditures for debt, total expenditures, fund balance, and water debt remainine

at the end of the 1981 fiscal year.

Income from water sales, charges, and interest accounted for 78 percent of

the total income for water systems in the Region. Other revenue came from such

sources as: use of funds, inter fund transfers, permits and sales of property.

Total income for water systems in the Region exceeds $27 million. This fioure

was 4 percent higher than total expenditures for the Region.

Total payments on water-related debts for community systems was equal to

one-third of the total expenditures for community water systems in the Region.

Total expenditures equaled approximately $26 million for the Region.

Fund balance is the amount of money left in the water system fund after

expenditures. For 1981, the total fund balance for nearly all systems in the

Region was only 9 percent of the total money expended for water systems. Eighty

percent of the systems analyzed had a positive fund balance while the remaining

systems showed a deficit. Fund balances are maintained for reoairs, needed

system components and emergency use. Fund balances shown in Table II may reflect

money allocated for improvements.

The sum total of all water-related debts for community systems at the end of

fiscal 1981 was over $67 million. This debt figure is about twice the total

revenues received by community systems.

29-792 0-84-38
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(Page 1 of r)

COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS, REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

(All Figures in S1,000'5)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOME 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EXT.
FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES DEST 1981 FUND WATER DEBT

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAXl CHARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE REMAINING

Albany Countv:

City of Albany

Village of Altanont

1m0wn of Bethlehen

BethIelle W.D. S1

Sooth Albany W.D.

City of Cohoes

15)-1 of Cololie

La.Lham W.D.

Village of Colonie

Villaqo of Grecn Inland

I..n of Goilderland

Fort Iluter

roildorland W.N. i1

1on Pine W.D.

Wnottnrn-McKoowoille W.U.

Villge of M-..nd.

Town of Ncw Scotl.nd

lleld-rv-le W.D.

4,626 4,690 2,908 4,625 851

66 68 0 73 4

802 1,565 525 1,571 317

N/A N/A N/A 3 N/A

763 765 695 718 105

n 2,224 3,964 1,357 3,870 525

370 300 6 74 196

250 251 4 285 163

56

236

352

14 2 12 16

9 1 13 4

6 1 5 3

890 486 B70 335

358 51 42rl -27

0tnD)
17,140

27

4,271

490

11,413

25

1,828

3, 254

326

x

x

x

x
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Cont'd.)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHIARGES 1981 INCOME 1981 EXPENDITURES

- METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.

FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES I DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBT

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX ChARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE REMAINING

Village of Ravena x x 179 184 34 231 -10 248

Town of R-n.selaerFille . 10 10 3 13 4 105

Village of Voorheesville x 93 101 17 114 44 205

City of WNteteiiet a 546 570 27 597 -455 188

Town of Westerlo

Northside W.D. -- -- -- 2 __ __

ALBANY COUNTY TOTALS S 4 9 1 6 10,Sll 13,828 6.117 11,409 2,076 39,520

Renunelaer County:

Town of Berlin

Berlin W.D. 62 a

Town of Brun--wik

Brunwick W.D. *1,2,3,4,5,6

Village of Cantleton

Town of Eant Greenbush

Eant Greonbush Gen. W.D.

11ampton Manor-Illilliew W.D. i4 a

Eaut Greenbunh Watcr 6 lap. Co. a

Village of llooniok Falls

Villagc of Nansau

21 21 4 23

a . 229 316 78 377 -66

62 64 21 62 6

539 D24 272 867 * -115

7 7

92 97

34 41

3 101

7 37

-22

18

cIn

IC-

814

200

2, 352

57

9

x

: x

x



(Page 3 of 8)
COMMUNISY WATER SYSTEMS, REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Cost'd.)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOif 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERI NG REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES & DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBTMUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTuRES TAX CHARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL 8ALANCE REMAINING

Town of North Greenbush

North Greenbush W.D. f1 I

W.D. 83

To-n of Petersburg

City of Rensselaer

Ton of Snhaghtitoke

Schaghticoke WD. N1

WD. 12

W.D. t3,3A,3B,3C

W.D. 04

Village of Schaghticoke

T-oo of Schodack W.D. #1,2A.2B

Battisti Public Water Supply N

Maple ilill Water Co. X

Schodack W.D. 81

W.D. t2A N

W.D. f2B

City of Troy

< J ~~-- 4 S
N 3 10 8 11 3

X 5 6 -- 4 8

655 662 162 755 -805

9 18 2 14

16 23 5 22

44 85 14 65

1 1 -- 1

17 21 5 19

16 20 4 1S

4 4 -- 4

3 3 , 2

6

35

5'

42

8

cn
CC776

1,580

45

75

20

25

2,671 2,945 549 2,924 -59 5,859

7 4.,430 5,171 1,134 5S308 -915 11,124I

x x

X

---- -WT -TOTAL 4 1



(Page 4 of 8)

COlMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Cont'd.)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOME 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.
FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES 1 DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBT

MIUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX CHARGES TOTAL' PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE RED4ANING

Saratoga County:

Toon of BalIston

Burnt lill-Balloton Lake W.D.

Village of Ballston Spa

7bwn of Charito.

Ton of Clifton Park

CaliooColony-Woodland Hills

Clifton Gardens W.S.

Clifton Knolls Subdivision.,

C.ountry Knolls Estates W.S. and

North Crest

Cresent Estates

ReBferd W.D. f2

Ri-ercr.st W.D.

Sher-ood Forest

Village Gre.n

Tows of Corlnth

Corinth Noens W.D. A

Eastere Ane... W.D. x

53 149 31 156

120 132 -- 145

58 B6 40 98

N/A N/A N/A N/A

27 34 27

125

200

20

N/A

-14

443 472 315 729 -485
(interest)

e 10 131 . 3 123 36

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

14 14 -- 36 - 4

4 4 -- 1S - 20

a 3 6 2 7 2

450

250

cn
CADN/A

1,727

516

N/A

24

x
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Coot'd.)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOMi! 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.

FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES a DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBT

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX CHARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE RE24AINING

Villaqe of Corinth B 59 60 55 68 16 130

To.n of Hadley

H & M Sobdivisioo

Hadley W.D.

South Hadley W.D.

Town o.9 HNaIf-o

1alfefon W.D. 41

W.D. 42

W.D. f3

Tow. of Malta

Luther ForeSt

Pine North Subdivi.ion

City of Mech.ai-vill.

moo. of Milton

Milton Te-rPCe W.D.

To-n of Morcau

Morea- W.D. 41 (Fenimore)

W.D. 62 (Fernw.7od

1 1 -- I

-- 12 5 12

6 1S B 15

9 9

10 11

6 7

10

10

9

20 20 6 20

5 5 (Interet 1S

124 124 -- 143

x 12 17 4 16

x 20 47 25 47

5_ s5

45

4

2

68

54

-51

-23

-27

4

6

7

217

x

x

x

Xx
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(Cont'd. )

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOH! 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.

FLAT FLAT SLIDING PWiMBING VIOPERTY SALES s DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBT

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX CHARGES TOTAL PAYMENT. TOTAL BALANCE REMAINING

Town of Northumberland

Terrel Nills

Village of Round Lake

City of Snratoga Springs.,
Saratoga Spa City end Geyser
Cre-t-Neritage Knolls

Gilbert Road Water.orks

Rn-leds 110110w Subdivision

Village of Sohoylerville

Village of Sooth Glenn Falls

Town of Still-ater

Stilluater W.D. 91 * 2

Village of Still-ater

Village of Victory Mills

Town of Watorford

Colonial Green

Wat-rford Water Works Co

Village of Waterford

Tn of Wilton

ICos-ercil)

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1S 15 1 19 -35 --

908 965 216 994 9 1,615

N/A

N/A

37

17

32

s6

I coesee-ie1)

N/A

N/A

37

173

47

81

6

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

19

161

_ 48

-- 867

N/A

N/A

33

47

12

16

10 10 ,- 10 2

5 54 42 42 --

N/A

N/A

1.253

140

659

to
Qn

- ... ...- --.. -w SD EVt+CWE . nrv sc sNn

x
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COI8UNITY WATER SYSTEMS, REYENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Cone'd.)

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INCOME 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.
FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBTMUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX C1ARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE REMAINING

Featherwood Water Co. x N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Lake Eliz-beth B 19 19 -- 18 -- --

SARATOGA COUNTY TOTALS 11 13 16 0 11 2,128 2.763 753 3,106 -226 7,455
Schensectady Coun~ty:

Village of Delan.on

To.n of Glenville

Glenville W.D. NIl

W.D. 12

W.D. 13

W.D. NI

W.D. 1N

W.D. 610

W.D. 012

T- of Niakay-.a

Niekay... W.D. N1

W.D. 82

W.D. 83

W.D. *S

W.D. 16

15 12

257 568 281 . 552 384

-- 3 -- 3 2
-- -- -- -- 1

-- 2 2 2 --

-- 1 1 1

-- 1 1 1 --

21 25 -- 34 22

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

C 48 142 No 170 57

X 346 684 sN 657 398

e 12 18 -- 28 44

1,895

12

4

1,525

N/A

2,457

1,525

X

X

x
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS. REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES (Cont'd.)

RUNICI PALITY/SYSTEM

1982 METHOD OF WATER CHARGES 1981 INC0Mp 1981 EXPENDITURES

METERING REAL WATER 1981 TOTAL EST.
FLAT FLAT SLIDING PLUMBING PROPERTY SALES £ DEBT 1981 FUND WATER DEBT
RATE RATE SCALE FIXTURES TAX CHARGES TOTAL PAYMENT TOTAL BALANCE REMAINING

Niskoyo.- W.D. 07 x 155 165 -- 166 37 --

W.D. 18 x 7 9 -- 7 16 --

Town of Rottord..

Rott-pd.. W.D. 01 X X 81 105 __ 58 73 --

W.D. *2,3,4,5,6 0 x 157 563 200 532 221 1,394

wMot Hill WMter Co., Inc. X Sleot) 5(.t) N/A S(ert) N/A N/A

City of Schenectady x X 2,912 2,949 48 1,734 203 243

Villoge of Sootia 0 195 215 -- 207 6 51

SCSENECTADY COUNTY TOTALS 2 8 14 1 16 4,205 5,470 671 4,169 1,470 9,106

CAPITAL DISTRICT REGION TOTALS 26 41 43 4 40 21,296 27,232 8,675 26,072 2,405, 67,205

cn
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CHAPTER II

WATER SYSTEM PROBLEMS

SOURCE AND SUPPLY

Few communities within the Region which responded to the survey indicated
problems with the quantity or quality of water. The most frequently reported
problems relate to the need for replacing or adding wells or maintaining existing
supply facilities. There are, however, some shortage and quality problems. For
example, an area of relatively new growth in Clifton Park may require intercon-
nections to other systems to supply a safe, reliable source. Contamination of
wells in the Town of Moreau may require the extension of a system to provide
safe water. Several water system officials have expressed the need for additional
protection of their water sources (watersheds and aquifer recharge areas). One
such system is the City of Schenectady's where officials are making an effort
to acquire more property adjacent to its well supply.

TREATMENT

The reported treatment problems in the Region mainly focus on the need to
rehabilitate existing treatment plants and add modernized equipment. Many treat-
ment plants have a large capacity for treatment but need repairs and equipment.
An example is the City of Albany's treatment plant. Built in 1932, this plant
is in need of structural additions and improvements as well as upgrading of
equipment.

DISTRIBUTION

A good deal of the problems identified in the Region concerned aging components
of distribution systems. Urban centers, having water systems dating back to the
early 1900's, have had to maintain active programs for the replacement of lines.
Systems were extended sometimes using varying sizes in pipes. Pipes have corroded
or clogged reducing pressure and efficiency. Most older systems in the Region
replace pipes as needed, but many of these water systems experience a high degree
of problems with aging pipes. The City of Rensselaer has such a system. Nearly
20 percent of Rensselaer's distribution system was reported to be in need of
replacement. Rural hamlets, such as the Town of Petersburg, are also faced with
severe problems of deterioration in system components and declining sources of
revenue.

Storage tank deterioration was noted as a problem in some systems. Most
storage tanks need periodic cleaning and resurfacing. When this occurs, it is a
large expense for some water systems. Systems relying on a single storage tank
have problems when it is taken out of line for repairs, as was noted in several
communities.
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CHAPTER III

PLANNED OR NEEDED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

REPORTED NEEDS

Community water system officials in the Capital District were surveyed as

to planned or needed capital improvements above annual operation and maintenance

costs. Officials were also asked to estimate funding required to make those

improvements. Officials from 109 of the Region's community water systems

responded to this item of the survey. Forty-five (40 percent) of those systems

contacted expressed some needs. A summary of capital improvement needs as well

as total costs are shown by system in Table III. Improvement needs are broken

down into groups for identification. These groups include source, treatment,

storage, transmission, and mains. Only those communities expressing needs have

been listed in Table III.

Only one-third of the systems responding expressing needs identified them

under the category of source. Needs identified included dam rehabilitation,

additions of wells and pumps, addition of an emergency generator, and reservoir

containment repair.

Treatment needs included structural improvements to plants, addition of

modern equipment for treatment, enlargement of facilities, and rehabilitation of

of facilities.

Storage needs included covering storage units, rehabilitation, and additional

storage units.

Needs for transmission mains and distribution mains generally included line

replacement, adding new lines or rehabilitating existing lines.

The total amount of money needed for improvements to community water systems

in the Capital District is estimated to be $56,O07,000.

One community stands out in expressed need for capital improvements, the

City of Albany with a projected need of $25 million. The major costs of improve-

ments for this system are pipe and valve replacement and repair ($18 million).

Other improvements include treatment plant rehabilitation (about $7 million).

It should be noted that these capital improvement needs mentioned for the City

of Albany are not critical issues and that the overall water system is performing

well. There is an ongoing rehabilitation program for aging components and treat-

ment capacity exceeds demand. The size and age of Albany's water system together

with the desire to ensure continual quality of service are the major contributing

factors to the need for a large quantity of funding.



TABLE III

I'.ills I of 4)

CLOMiOIITY -WATER SYST.-lSF' (Si ITA). IMSTl- Hl)VlMENT NEEDIS

APP(OSX TOTAL __ _ _ _ CAPITAI. IMPROVI
FUNDS NEEDED

MUNICIPALITY/SYS'EM 1982 DOLLARS SOleII .E TiREA'l IENT STOi

City o) Alibi-y 25,000,00U S_ s-eLesal luh.b, Add. -

VillI.q.e if Alt asil-t 413,000 Rehalv [a.in alil iln--ve Well Sciud, T.
Sjiillsiy l"d Spil

Towe- f Iitllelien
Bieilellni W.U. fl 2,000,000 _ Additiorl, Eiliiipelt Coe ba-

City of 2nliiis ,076,000 __ Lqiiiliieiit --

Iil.f (iilellle

LUstlld W.li. S. 390UOI10 -- Additsolial acili ties sta-ldpilp

Veid~le Vf lCni.i Island 1,501,000 -- --

Towll of l;uilde-l-id
io -L 8ii1ite ,0(1 _0 Sllui jmelit

:uiIderlid W.S. il 216,000 -- -- RIshab. T
Liil. Pin. W.D. 5,(I)0 Add We1ll 1iimeu -- -
We.,Le-n-McKowi-Vill. W.l. 81,000 -- Eqiunpment

Vill.ILe of Menands 50,(0(0 -- ---

Villaje. of havena 1,348,000 -- uljirnadn llant

S4ENT NEEDS
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

)AGE TRANSMISSION MAINS

__~~~~~- __ .1os...C 11. 1,i i.l

ank, ia. lieplai-e Liel Al O,

anibls -- Add lines
Alb.ny

Naw Line -ee.l~ice, N-w lines

, Pum.p New LiAli N-w 1.6-leo

-- .Nt iA.-hlal ehlx N-I Li-.e

T.dik

Li,... piij(

upq erdit

00~
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEL.MS. CAPITAL lIMI IVEMlOT N"EELS (Colt'd.

APPROX TOTAL _ _ _ CAPITAL. IMPROVEMENT tILS _ _

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

100, of Heel,.elulorvtlle

City of 14,1.-viiet

'Il. of W-~t-tIo
N-lhlid. W.D.

FUNDS NEEDED
1982 DOLLARS SOIIRCE

162,000 --

600, 000 --

205,000

TREATMEN T

lpIlriad. Pla-t

STORAGE
5TRIDUTION SYSTFM -____
TRANSMISSION MAINS

Addi tiorl

N.M Line, Val'h

-- Additiosi to ('(a-t Additio N.w. Lile

ALBANY COUNTY TOTAL

llel$SO31.1a:1 Csflr~tY-

(CItls of h5,1 I i1

U.:'-i.. W.lD. il2

T11,0 lo 8.-.LVII~llet of Cosel:t~o.

Ibzl, ut L'JtL l~rco,,busl,
LaUtL rer-.iloshr Ic,,. W.U.
Cost ;rueihbuBl, Wntlr I Im. Co.

ml(t..lll M-lr-Nill Ivisw W.D. 04
Vhllaye of Nas.au

Tow. of P.t-rsL-ur

Ci Ly of k.-.0-0(aer

Wij. of elojAltjso.,

(00,,ow af SCI~l,,l~lc
8.11. f J 2A

161, 000II

q(.((1U

62,01 (1
36, (((1;

392,000

2d0,000

527, 000

__ -- NNw Li,..:., ti t(OPO

-- RvlRl- je 300 t1. R(pl-;a, 4010 (L.

Naw ( . i
Rlel-ab Dw-ll

Add Wu ls

295,000

364, 000

hlllori la to-

ClSe ,la tor

Sof trier

Add Ta,,k
Add Ta-k
Add Ta-k

New Reof for
RNo- .

Re-larfa.. Tank

W...tr-fta~ T-kiA

Replace

Ra .ola ta Li-e

Relocilt. lill.

la-.pinq
OfldaCe (.il,,0. Valve.i

80(100 dI.il-LU

N.IAj.lC., VallV,

(npli1ea 201 IA.1(10

l((ip10- 8,1(1(0 ft.

Addl To-k

39,127,00(1

Addit oI.

N.W l.i

t

. _ _

. _ _ _ _

13,000
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COMMUNITY WATER SYSTEMS: CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT NEEDS (Cont'd.)

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

City of Troy

RENSSELAER OUNTY TOTAl

Saratoga C005fl;

Village of Balinton Spa

Town of Chariton

Ton of Clifto- Park
Clifto Gardens W.S.
Clifton Knolls and Co....try Knolls
Village Croon

Village of Corinth

City of Mekah-i-villn

Town of M-ro-ll

City of Saratoga Springs

Village of Stillwater

Villagq of Schoylervill.

kPPROX TOTAL - CAPITAL IMIPOVEMENT NEEDS
FUNDS NEEDED - DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
1982 DOLLARS SOURCE TREATMENT STORAGE TRANSMISSION MAINS

90,000 -- New Equipment -- -- --

2,229,000 mO

3 Ml. Net 12' Line364, 000

22,000

100, 000
500, 000

50,000 ent.

35,000

257,000

Add Well and P-anp

Emergency,

-- Add Basin

5,840,000 Add Well and N-w Plant
Pump

175,000

700,000

50,000

Add Wells

Add Well

Rohab, Eqaipeent

New Lines, Hydrants

Sdld Took Interconnections -

Add Tank .. .-

Cover Tank 0.5 Mi. New 16" Line Replace, Looping
alves., New Linen

-- New l ine New Linen, Valves

Now Ta d. Ne. Line

New Line

Replace LineN, Valves

New LineS, Valves
MeterS
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CUMIIiNITY WATER SYSTEMS: CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT NFI:IlS (Cont'd.)

MUNICIPALITY/SYSTEM

Towo, of Waterfurd
Colonial Gree,,

Watciford Water Works Come.

sernox SCOOt
APPROX zxrlAL

FUNDS NEEDED

1982 DOLLARS

43,0110

1,039,000

CAPuTAL TIED liTRIbI'TION_ __ ~~DISTRII1LTIOR

Add Will Equnpel1t

Ra~ab 3 Tanks

ISYSTEM
ION MACIS

A l..w-ofif

-- R,..Iacc .I I-i. Vllvi
andi Van (Inv

SARATOG;A COUNTY TOTAL 9,175,00U

Schenlectady County:

Villayc of Dela-.son 1,000,000 COntainment Equipment. Structural Clean Renesrvoor NcsI Lines itI:,h 5,z1.licg

Rc~~oir Rehab and T.ank I-picy

T.o,. of hotterdan,

lotterdaZm W.D. fl 405,000 -- -- C Ruin,,

W.D 93 05,01(0 -- .. Renovate Tank -- R Li.".ie bii~s

W.. DfS SOO,000 Add WIll, Po., -- -- -- ;

City of Schenectady 2,936,000 A-pqiire Land -- -- Replace Line hoplace lierS

Villcge of Scotia 240,000 Add Wiiell -- -- -- Lr:il,9 Visis.

SCIIENECTADOY COUNTY TOTAL 5,476,000

CAPITAL DISTRICT REGION TOTAL 56,007,000

C>0

SOIIKCE TLI.AT qE.AT _OhIAGL TRASMI-S,
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The second highest need for capital improvements was expressed by the
Town of Moreau. The two water systems within the Town are relatively small,
requiring an average amount of improvements. However, an entirely new system
may be required to serve additional areas within the Town where wells have been
contaminated with hazardous waste. The new system would require a new treatment
plant and extention of lines costing nearly $5 million.

The District Office of the NYS Department of Health has suggested that the
service area could be expanded for about $300,000, if the Town connected its
lines to those in the Village of South Glens Falls. Purchasing water from its
neighbors would reduce the need for a new well and a costly water treament plant,
according to the HYS Department of Health.

The Latham Water District in the Town of Colonie reports the next highest
amount of money, approximately $5 million. This water system is generally in
good condition. Similar to the City of Albany's system, the Latham Water
District is relativeltvlarge in size with some aging components in need of
replacement such as transmission mains. The largest portion of improvements
expressed were for storage and treatment.

In the Town of Bethlehem, capital improvement needs of approximately $2 million
were expressed. These improvements included: covering storage basins, additional
treatment equipment and the extension of water lines.

Other ce-trilly located systems ranging in needed improvement costs from
$1-2 million were 

t
he City of Cohoes, Village of Green Island, and

the Waterford Water Works Commission. The age of these systems
is one of the major factors for needed improvements with rehabilitation and
replacement of components being responsible for most costs.

The City o' Schenectady reported nearly $3 million in needed improvements.
The ieprovem-n:ts included a second transmission line (almost $2 million), line
replacement and land purchase, both at equal costs. The land purchases are
planned for source protection.

Six smalJ villages or hamlets in the region expressed fairly large amounts
of money needed for capital improvements relative to their size. These com--
munities Were the Village of Delanson ($1 million), Town of Berlin ($161,000),
Town of Petershurq ($527,000), Village of Schaghticoke ($364,000), Village of
Ravena ($.1,348,000), and the Town of Rensselaerville ($162,000). Funding for
these water systems is generally due to deterioration of aged components.
Limited resoures in these rural areas may make funding difficult.

Capital improvement needs for private water systems stands out in one
location, a section of Clifton Park. Limited water supply has led to the need
for intercornectisn in the systems of Clifton Knolls and Country Knolls
($500,000) and sells, pumps and storage at Clifton Gardens ($100,000).

Other cater systems in the Region expressed capital improvement needs of
fairly consistent amounts. These amounts of needed funding, in most cases,
reflected the size and age of the system.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

The Capital District Region appears to have water resources of outstanding
quality and quantity. Awareness of the value and preservation of this resource
is rising in the Region.

Water systems have been established in all areas with concentrations of
population. Most sources with large quantities of water have been tapped and
treatment plants have been developed with excess capacities. A high portion
of water systems in the Region have interconnected. Interconnection of systems
provides safe, reliable access to water. Continuing interconnection of systems
will ensure a high standard of water service in the Region.

Water systems in the Region are, on the average, forty to eighty years in
age. Municipalities have, for the most part, maintained and upgraded their systems.
Because of the nature of the construction of these systems (building as popula-
tion expanded) and deterioration due to age, parts of water systems must be
reconstructed. Also, improvements such as dual transmission lines to ensure the
quantity of water, additional storage and modernization of treatment facilities
are needed. Funding for improvements, to some extent, is affordable by munici-
palities; however, there are some municipalities which will find it difficult to
improve their systems adequately. These municipalities are the ones with large
expenses and dwindling financial resources such as outlying villages and hamlets
and smaller cities. A level of financial assistance is needed to rebuild or
maintain these existing systems.

It should be stressed that the information obtained from this survey reflects
the opinions of local water officials. The reported identification of problems
and capital improvement needs reflect those that are currently perceived by these
officials. The findings and conclusions expressed in this report are merely a
translation of those reported locally. This report should not be viewed as a
substitute for a comprehensive planning/engineering facility assessment.

29-792 0-84-39
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Capital District Regional

Planning Commission

APPENDIX A
County: __

Municipality:

Water System:

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

PART I: DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

SOURCE OF WATER:

1. Ground water: Well number

2. Surface water: Name

Safe Yield MGD or GPM

MGD or GPM

MGD or GPM

MGD or GPM

Total: MGD or GPM

Available Safe Yield: MGD

MGD

Total: MGD

3. Total available safe yield for System: Grand Total: MGD

4. Average Daily Production:

Ground water: Maximum Daily Production MGD, Yearly Avg. per Day MGD

Surface water: Maximum Daily Production _ MGD, Yearly Avg. per Day MOD

5. Average daily amount of water purchased from other water systems:

Name of Supplier No. 1:

Amount actually purchased during 1981: -MG

Average daily amount available for purchase under terms of contract:

Peak Supply Periods: MGD

Normal Periods: MGD

Dry Years: MOD

Name of Supplier No. 2:

Amount actually purchased during 1981: MG

Average daily amount available for purchase under terms of contract:

Peak Supply Periods: MGD

Normal Periods: MGD

Dry Years: _ _ MGD

Total amount available for purchase under contract: MGD

6. Average daily amount of water supplied to other water systems and/or to customers

located outside this municipality:

Other systems/municipality supplied:

Name Average Daily Amount

MGD

MOD



TREATMEiTr:

1. Name of Treatment Facility:

2. Design Capacity of Treatment Facility:

3. Year Built:

4. Treatment Used:

TZpe Yes No

None

Disinfection

Microscreen

Rapid Mix

Coagulation

Flocculation

Sediment

Tube Settle

Upf low Clar

Aeration

Ss Filt

RF - 2 or Less

RF - GT 2

Press Filt

De Filt

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

1. Elevated Storage Tanks:

Name

Typ~e Yes No

FE/MN Remdy

Sand Media

Dual Media

Mixed Media

GAC Media

Fluoridation

Sequestation

Demineral

Corr. Cont.

T/Ordor Cont.

Algal Cont.

Softening

Act. Carbon

Polymer Add.

Sludge Treat

Year Built

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

2. Surface Storage or Others:

(a)

(b)

/

607

MGD

Capacity (Avg.)
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Length or Percent
Yes No of System

3. Type of Distribution System:

- Gridiron or Continuous (Looped) _ -

- Deadend

- Looped with some Deadends

- One Main System

- Two Main Systems (High & Low Pressure Systems) _

- Separate Systems (because of elevation)

(If Yes, Number of Separate System: )

4. Description of Pipes by Function:

Typ

- Transmission Lines:

. Concrete

. Cast Iron

. Other:

- Distribution Mains:

. Cast Iron

. Asbestos-Cement

. Other:

Approx. Length % of Size
Built Feet or Miles System In. Dia.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

5. Water Pumping stations for

Station No.

Distribution:

Year Built Capacity (GPM)
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CONSUMPTION AND SERVICE:

1.

2.

3.

Estimated 1980 Population Served:

Total No. of Service Connections:

Description of Service Connections (1981): Number/Percent

Type of User No. of Connections Metered

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Other:

TOTAL:

4. Water Charges (per 1000 gallons, 10C

Type Cost

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Other:

)O cu. ft.,

Avg. Daily Max. Daily
Consumption Consumption

flat rate/or other method):

Units (Including sliding scales)

MANAGEMENT:

1. Total Number of Current Water District Employees:

Full Time:

Part Time:

2. Operator Classification:

Required Classification of Treatment Operator:

No. of
Shifts

Actual Present Classification of Treatment Operator:

Required Classification of System Operator:

Actual Present Classification of System Operator:
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REVENUES & EXPENDITURES:

1. Summary of Annual Fiscal Reports:

Item 1981

Beginning Year Fund Balance: $

Revenues:

- Real Property Tax Items

- Water Sales, Charges & Interest

- Interfund Revenues

- State Aid

- Federal Aid

- Other

- Interfund Transfers

TOTAL S ( )

Expenditures:

- General Government Support

- Water Administration

- Source of Supply, Power & Pumping

- Purification

- Transportation & Distribution

- Debt Principal & Insurance for Bonds & Notes

- Employee Benefits

- Other

TOTAL 5 ( )

Operating Year Fund Balance: $

Year-End Fund Balance: S

2. Estimated total current assessed value of all property within System: $

3. Water System estimated current bonded indebtedness: $

NOTES:
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Capital District Regional
Planning Commission

County:

Municipality:

Water System :_ _ _

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

PART II: WATER SYSTEM PROBLEMS

WATER SOURCE/SUPPLY PROBLEMS:

Problem

- Volume of water

- Watershed protection

- Aquifer Protection

- Reservoir Containment

- Reservoir Sedimentation

- Well Pumps/Pipe/Covering

- Other:

Degree of Problem
None Low Medium High

WATER TREATMENT PROBLEMS:

1. Treatment Facilities:

- Structure Condition

- Screening

- Filtration Beds

- Chlorinator

*- Mixing Basin

- Settling Tank

- Storage Tank

- Other:

2. Problems with Treated water:

Characteristic:

Taste

Odor

Bacteria

Hardness

Corrosiveness

Temperature

Chemicals

Other:
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PROBLEMS:

1. Storage Facilities:
Problem

- Inadequate Capacity/Volume

- Tank Condition (Rust, Deterioration, etc

- Reservoir Containment (Storage, Dams,

spillways, etc.)

- Other:

2. Pipes: Transmission Lines

Problem: None Low Med. High

- Inadequate Size - _ _ _

- Leakages - _ _ _

- Inadeq. Pressure* _

- Corrosion

- Deposit Buildup ____

- Closed/Frozen Valves_

- Freezing, Sub-soil
Instability

- Other:

Degree of Problem
None Low Medium High

Mains Service Lines
None Low Med. High None Low Med. High

^ Major leakage exceeds 200 gpd per inch of diameter per mile of line.

(6 inch diameter = 1200 gpd/mile)

5* Normal operating pressure is 50 to 60 psi (less than 20 psi is considered inadequate).

3. Pumping Stations:

Problem:

- Structure Condition

- Pump Conditions

- Other:

4. Other Problems:
Problem:

- Inaccurate Metering

- Inaccessible Meter

- Inaccurate Mapping

- Water Other than Designated Source
Entering System (Cross-Connecting)

- Keeping Pace with Annual Maintenance

- Training for Personnel

- Demand for Expansion of System

- Limited Bond Indebtedness

- Other:

Degree of Problem
None Low Medium

Degree of Problem
None Low Medium

High

High
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Capital District Regional County:

Planning Commission Municipality:

Water System :

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

PART III: LIST OF PLANNED OR NEEDED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT

Water Supply Needs:

- Additional Wells

- Land Acquisition

for Protection of

Source
- Containment Repair

or Expansion

- Pump Replacement

or Additions

- Other:

(Sub-Total)

Water Treatment Needs:

- Screening

- Chlorinators

- Storage Tanks

- Mixing Basins

- Settling Tanks

- Filter Beds

- General Structural

Repairs

- Others:

(Sub-Total)

Water Distribution

Needs:
- Storage Tank Repair

- Storage Tank Replace-

ment or Addition

- Land Acquisition

for Storage

- Containment Repairs
or Expansion

- Other:

(Sub-Total)

Short Range: 0-5 Yrs. Iid tage 5-10 Yrs. 10
Quantity Cost Est.*I^ *j lnit Cost Est,* [Oatit Cost Est.*

( ___)

. ,_______________

- )

( al

I I /
^ Current Dollars
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Transmission Pipes:

- Replacement/Repair

- New Extension

Main Lines:

- Replacement/Repair

- New Extensions

Valves:

- Replacement/Repair

- New Extensions

Meters:

- Replacement/Repair
- New Expansions

Pumps:

- Replacement/Repair

- New Expansion

Land/Easement

Acquisition

Other:

(Sub-Total)

Miscellaneous:

(Sub-Total)

GRAND TOTAL

Short Range: 0-5 Yrs.

Quantity Cost Est.

C C

It.
4id Range 5-10 Yrs.

2uantity Cost Est.'

C ___ ___

Long Range: 10-20 Yrs.

Quantity Cost Est.
5

______)

C ______ )

NOTES:

I Current Dollars
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As New York enters the 1980's, it confronts one of thegreatest domestic challenges in its history: planning andfinancing the rehabilitation of most of its public works, fromwater supply systems to new mass transit facilities, frombridge replacement to pollution control construction.

The economic revival of New York will not continue if theinfrastructure system is not maintained and developed. Thechallenge is to plan public investment wisely and to allocatescarce public resources carefully. The solution lies inunprecedented volumes of public finance combined withinnovative methods of financing needed to meet these vitalpublic projects.

With state and local governments squeezed tighter by therecession and taxpayer rebellion, their ability to support evenlarger amounts of debt is declining. State and localcredit-worthiness will not be significantly boosted by therecovery for some time, since state and local governmentrevenues generally lag behind the recovery. In 1982, therewere 384 municipal bond downgradings and only 192 upgradings.

In light of this gloomy picture, how will these massivepublic improvements be financed?

The current tax-exempt debt markets are the startingplace. In 1982, long term tax-exempt debt totaled a record $85billion, according to the Public Securities Association, a 50percent increase over the previous high in 1981.

Over the decade, with moderate growth, the tax-exemptcapital markets could generate nearly three-quarters of atrillion dollars. This borrowing capacity of state and localgovernments, rather than federal aid, may have to be themainstay for financing future public works. While a majorfederal presence in capital development should not be totallydiscounted, it may be unrealistic to expect a substantial newfederal program financing the infrastructure in the near future.
Given this environment, New York must take the initiativeand design programs that preserve local initiatives and providelocal issuers access to the capital markets. To this end, E.F.Hutton recommends that the proposed New York State WaterFinance Authority become a reality.
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Water Finance Authority

As opposed by the current administration, the Authority

would be a public agency with the ability to issue up to $4

billion of debt for sewer and water projects. The benefits of

this proposed Authority are substantial.

* Cities which are constitutionally prevented from
dedicating user revenues to the repayment of debt for
water and sewer projects would be allowed to do so.

* The legislation would promote municipalities to adopt
cost-of-service based rate structures.

* These rate structures would more closely reflect,
the actual demand for water and wastewater treatment
services.

* The average life of debt issued through the Water
Finance Authority would more closely reflect the
useful life of facilities being financed than now
provided under State law.

Statewide and regional strategies would be developed
through the Authority's State Water Resources Council.

Finally poorly rated municipalities would be able to

obtain capital at lower interest rates had they
otherwise would have gotten on their own.

The Water Finance Authority will allow New York to come
closer to funding its water system's needs currently estimated

at $6.8 billion. The continued economic revival of the State

is dependent on such a program. Yet the Authority, by itself,
is not enough.

Municipal Bond Bank

E.F. Hutton recommends that the State of New York take

another look at reviving its Municipal Bond Bank. Seven other
states are currently operating Bond Banks for the purpose of

providing municipalities with greater and more efficient access

to the capital markets. By pooling small bond issues, the

Municipal Bond Bank may be able to raise money at rates lower
than what otherwise would have been obtained had the
municipality financed independently.

Capital Planning and Budgeting

E.F. Hutton recommends that the recent efforts to improve
the capital planning and budgeting processes in New York should

continue. In 1981 the legislature required state adoption of
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generally accepted accounting principles over a five year
period. This move will assist the State in setting capital
construction priorities. Also, in 1983 the legislature
strengthened the State's capital development programs with the
passage of the five year capital planning bill.

The State should continue its efforts to strengthen its
capital planning process by adopting the maintenance budget
bill rejected during the last legislative session. This bill
would include maintenance as a general fund expenditure item in
the state budget.

Bond Authorizations

E.F. Hutton supports the $1.25 billion dollar bond issue
which passed the legislature and will appear on the November
ballot. The bond issue will make possible increased investment
of $3.2 billion in the states transportation network. For
years cities and states have been required by voters to defer
the funding of their basic life support system. The real
problem is that now the time has come to pay for past deferrals.

A Financin Alternative: The Long Term Floating Rate Monthly

As a final suggestion E.F. Hutton recommends that the
State consider the use of long-term floating rate monthly
demand bonds (or "Lower Floaters"). The Lower Floater allows
the issuer to borrow long-term money at more attractive short
term rates. This concept was developed by Hutton in the spring
of 1981 in response to chaotic conditions in the traditional
long-term tax-exempt market.

Currently interest rates are unattractively high for
thirty-year bonds, yet the majority of issuers prefer to
finance for as long a term as possible. Currently there is a
more than 400 basis point differential between 30 - year and 30- day rates. To date E.F. Hutton has provided 40 different
issuers access to these lower rates through its management of
72 separate bond issues totalling two billion dollars.

Much of the growth which is predicted for New York cannot
take place without adequate water, sewage and transit systems.
By moving now, New York cannot only retain its industrial base,
but also attract industry back into the state.

Vice Presidet

Ned Flynn
Assistant Vice President
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